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PREFACE

TO THE

FOURTH VOLUME.

The modern period of ecclesiastical history may be conveniently dated from the beginning of the seventeenth century. It was then that the principles of the Reformation were found firmly rooted, and the existing boundaries of their influence defined. It is true, indeed, that they were then extensively prevalent in the Austrian states, from which they were subsequently, in a very great measure, expelled. But the imperial court had never forsaken Rome, and it was supported in this adherence by a majority of the people, together with a great preponderance of the aristocracy. Austria, therefore, must be considered as entering upon the seventeenth century in that theological position which she has occupied ever since. The same may be said of France. Her powerful and intelligent population was pervaded by protestantism when the sixteenth century closed, and it so continued long afterwards. But in this case, too, the government, backed by a formidable array of aristocratic and popular support, was Romish. Hence patronage and fashion enabled papal divinity to encroach incessantly on the rival creed, until the revocation of the edict of Nantes would no longer suffer a Huguenot’s voice to be openly heard in France. In most other parts of Europe the
religion both of prince and people remains much as the six-
teenth century left it. The electoral house of Saxony, lately
become royal, is, indeed, an exception. The prospect of a
crown in Poland offered a strong temptation, at the close of
the seventeenth century, to the religious constancy of its
head, and he forsook the reformed faith, which, in former days,
his family had taken the lead in protecting and nurturing.
But a defection, so little to be expected from such a quarter,
and rendered so suspicious by the secular ends that it secured,
merely excited general regrets. It was almost powerless upon
the religious aspect of Saxony, which, in spite of the Romish
example still set at court, continues in the principles that
Luther's own teaching rooted.

When, however, the seventeenth century opened, Romish
ascendancy had been recently established everywhere; hence
its friends fully reckoned upon the recovery of their lost ground.
At the same time, they saw this occupied by their adversaries
so firmly as to leave no hope of regaining it, without over-
strained and unscrupulous exertions. From such arose the
thirty years' war that desolated Germany, and the religious
troubles which long filled France with dissension and misery.
In countries where the government was protestant, Romish
efforts for a re-conquest were only felt from domestic intrigues
and interference with foreign politics. These things were,
however, quite enough to sharpen religious animosity. Men
were exasperated by the probable suspicion, and occasional
discovery of treacherous movements among themselves to re-
establish a creed which they detested as a national crime and
pollution. England especially drew from Romish continental
struggles the most unhesitating conviction of its inherent and
sanguinary intolerance. Hence protestant vied with Romanist
in devising cruel schemes of mutual extermination. The only
advantage that the former's intolerance could claim over the
latter's, was its operation within a narrower and less-disputable
field. Protestant persecution was limited by Scripture and primitive antiquity. Romish, on the contrary, raged most frequently and fiercely in defence of principles that can bring no proof either from the written word, or from the most venerable among uninspired records. Its ordinary object was, in fact, a denial of transubstantiation, one of the papal peculiarities which labours most under the disadvantage of late authentication. But with such a mitigation of her guilt and folly in entering upon the race of intolerance, protestantism must rest contented. History here can do no more for her than detail the alarms felt, difficulties undergone, provocations received, and poisonous lessons learnt, from her elder and rival sister.

When the peace of Westphalia, in 1648, secured the rights of German protestantism, the revocation of the edict of Nantes in 1685 crushed those of French, and the expulsion of James II. in 1688 made British allegiance conditional on the sovereign's alienation from Rome, a foundation was laid for those principles which gradually sprang up in Europe during the following century. Men could not, indeed, at first, lay aside inveterate habits, or forget recent dangers. Hence they entered upon a new age with all the prejudices, animosities, apprehensions, and oppressive maxims, that had prevailed in the last. But a few able writers taught a different lesson, and every day made additions to the number of its learners. It owed not, however, its popularity only to the intellectual progress of the times. The dangers and consequent apprehensions of former days were gone. Both Romish and protestant communities were organised upon a footing of apparent permanence that offered hardly a hope of encroachment upon each other. Hence there was very rarely any hostile movement on either side. Men looked upon themselves no longer as a body that had recently been one, and might soon be one again, if proper energy were used. They rather thought of themselves as
parted by a broad line of demarcation, strongly drawn by those who went before them, and utterly beyond any power of their own to obliterate. Hence much of the intolerant legislation of their fathers rapidly fell into desuetude. The minority liable to its lash gave no provocation; therefore it was deemed uncalled-for by the times, and its harshest provisions slumbered in the statute book. Men who thought it unsafe to surrender any of its provisions, would loudly join a public outcry whenever they saw one of much severity likely to be carried into practice. It was impossible that such a state of public feeling should long continue without leading to that general admission of an inherent right to liberty of conscience, which ultimately distinguished the seventeenth century from any that preceded it.

Unhappily, this disposition to a liberal judgment of other men degenerated in many minds into latitudinarian indifference, and in not a few into open infidelity. These perversions, accordingly, are among the distinguishing features of modern ecclesiastical history. The student sees with pain, that as intolerance declined, a reckless appetite for speculation advanced. It must be owned, that England rushed first upon this licentious course. The re-action under Charles II. which thrust aside puritanical austerity, was aided by subtle and scoffing wits, anxious to supersede religion by a philosophy of their own, or to laugh its restraints altogether out of countenance. But the English character is naturally serious, and the national religion is established upon foundations of more than usual solidity. Hence it was quickly seen that nothing was more unlikely than any great success from infidel assaults, whether grave or gay. The enemies of revelation did little more in England than earn contempt for themselves, and give occasion for successive masterly refutations of their principles. Among the people generally the belief of scriptural truth has never been perceptibly shaken. It has ever stood as firmly in public opinion, amidst all the experiments of argument or
ridicule, as the island itself amidst the roaring waves. This is an instructive fact. It may surely be taken as a proof, that sound principles, protected, as in England, by the jealous care of a well-ordered establishment, are the only real securities against pernicious errors perseveringly disseminated under favourable circumstances. To such evils, accordingly, France fell a prey. Her mercurial people do not reason with the cautious discrimination of their insular neighbours, and were, therefore, easily led by wit and sophistry to confound the excrescences of their national religion with christianity itself. These needless or hurtful additions, it must be owned, were enormous, and the whole system was supported by an undue share of the country's wealth. Inquiring spirits, hostile to the religious establishment, easily saw a close connexion in its more popular features, with the principles, impostures, and outward appliances of exploded paganism. Hence there was no difficulty in leading public opinion, swayed as it was by levity, conceit, envy, democratic cravings, and insufficient information, into rash prejudice against christianity altogether. It was branded as nothing else than an offshoot of ancient heathenism, and this was not viewed in its true light, as a perversion of patriarchal religion. It passed for the mere creature of priestcraft in dark ages, and final ruin was confidently predicted for the whole system, whenever men should become sufficiently enlightened. The popularity of such representations made way for the horrors and impieties of the French revolution. Had, however, the system overthrown, been better able to bear strict examination, experience of the past will justify a belief, that although the national voice might have called for improvement in religious institutions, it would not madly and impiously have insisted upon their extirpation.

But whatever may be thought of this hypothesis, one point seems to have been established by the French revolution, which is, that nations can hardly exist without religion. No
sooner had something like a stable government been again established in France, than it saw the necessity of a provision for the spiritual wants of the people. Even leading men, too vain and hardened for the abandonment of their own unbelief, became fully aware that it could not be rendered universal, and that its extensive prevalence was injurious to the public tranquillity. Hence they were quite willing to forget the impious triumphs of which pretended reason had lately boasted, and to try again the operation of Christianity upon a demoralised and unmanageable people. The scale, however, upon which their spiritual arrangements was made, should be a warning to posterity. It might have been impossible, as it probably was, to obtain, at such a time, more liberal terms for religion. The funds which former ages had gradually accumulated for its diffusion over the country, and for its command of respectful notice from every class, were absorbed among the multiform mass of private property. To reclaim them in any considerable degree was impracticable. Nothing better, therefore, could be done, than to render the private properties, which had so extensively been augmented by their means, liable to an impost for supplying their place, and an impost of any perceptible weight for such a purpose was unlikely to be borne by a people which had scornfully shaken off religion altogether. Still, in spite of this last peculiarity, it may well be doubted from the case of France, whether under any circumstances a nation called upon for a new religious establishment would answer the call in a spirit of becoming and adequate liberality. The truth is, that men, unless under the strong influence of religious convictions, (which is the case with few during most of their lives, and with some never at all,) are seldom disposed for dealing liberally with religion. They would commonly sink its ministers to an inferior station, and provide very insufficiently for its extension over a whole people. Hence it is of the utmost importance to preserve those endowments uncurtailed which have
descended from the religious cares of a long succession of men in their best moments. This principle may not be applicable with equal strictness to monastic possessions. Most monasteries comparatively recent have been founded for purposes in which religion degenerates into superstition, and such degeneracy has, undoubtedly, during many centuries, been largely owing to conventual establishments. Hence any services that monastic bodies may have rendered to the religion of a people have long been made very questionable by their infusion of a base alloy into the most valuable of human possessions. The truth is, that the day for monastic services of much importance is gone in countries highly civilised and altogether Christian. As head quarters for missionary enterprise, and retreats for studious divines, monasteries have been invaluable. When they became of little or no use for such purposes, most of the ends really answered by them were positively injurious to the public. Their suppression, therefore, stands upon very different grounds from that of parochial and capitular foundations. But it is hardly justifiable to relieve the financial difficulties of a nation, and not at all so to satisfy the selfish cravings of individuals. Property, severed from private inheritances for monastic purposes, ought, in justice to the donor and to the public, to be kept sacred for religious, learned, and eleemosynary uses. In England this obvious truth was pretty fully acknowledged, and to some extent respected, because monasteries were suppressed by a strong, long-established government. In France their suppression took place amidst anarchy, when every voice is overpowered but that of selfish and ambitious indigence. Nothing, therefore, was to be expected but the complete abstraction of their funds from public purposes. This was undoubtedly neither just nor politic; but it was far more excusable than the confiscation of those endowments which had provided France with a sufficient body of secular clergy. The influence of such an establishment might render many services to the country of
which it urgently stands in need, in addition to those of a character exclusively spiritual. But when the clerical profession is both depressed in circumstances and insufficient in numbers, it has little prospect of commanding general notice from a proud, busy, crowded, and irreverent world.

The United States of America may seem to offer an example unfavourable to this conclusion. In them not only does religion generally prevail, but also episcopal protestantism has recently advanced in a remarkable degree. This last, however, has chiefly gained ground among the wealthier and more intelligent classes of a people habitually religious. The great mass lies under its old liability to the fluctuating influences of various discordant sects, all contending eagerly for popularity; and many parts of the country appear to be very insufficiently supplied with religious instruction and consolations of any kind. More experience and information are, therefore, needed, before conclusions can be safely drawn from the American case. But matters have gone far enough to show the value of a system that will bear sufficient examination. The church’s increasing popularity among a people extensively nurtured in prejudice against it is a testimony to the soundness of their national religion upon which Englishmen may think with honest pride, and which may eventually receive due attention from inquirers after truth in other nations.
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BOOK IV.
EMBRACING EVENTS FROM THE COMMENCEMENT
OF
THE REFORMATION BY LUTHER,
TO
THE YEAR A.D. 1700.
CENTURY SEVENTEENTH.

SECTION I.

THE GENERAL HISTORY OF THE CHURCH.


§ 1. The arduous efforts commenced by the Roman pontiffs in the preceding century, for extending the christian church, and thus exalting the glory and dominion of the Romish see, were in this century placed upon a permanent and solid basis: whereas, before, they had been tottering and ill-supported. In the first place, Gregory XV., at the instigation of his chaplain, Narnius, established at Rome, in 1522, the famous Congrega-
tion for propagating the faith (Congregatio de propaganda fide), and furnished it with very extensive revenues. This body, which consists of thirteen cardinals, two priests, and one monk, together with a scribe, has for its object the support and the propagation of the Roman religion in all parts of the world. Urban VIII., and after him, numerous wealthy individuals, enriched it with so great revenues that it is able to make almost unlimited expenditures. Hence, it sends out numerous missionaries to the most remote nations; publishes books of various kinds, necessary for learning foreign and some of them barbarous languages; causes instructions in Christianity, and other works designed to enkindle piety or confute error, to be drawn up in the languages and appropriate characters of the several nations; maintains and educates a vast number of selected youth, designed for missionaries; liberally educates and supports young men, who are annually sent to Rome from foreign countries, in order to become instructors of their countrymen on their return home; takes up and provides for persons whose constancy in professing and defending the Roman religion has drawn on them banishment or other calamities; and plans and accomplishes various objects, almost beyond belief to those not acquainted with their affairs. Devoted to its use, the institution has a very splendid and extensive palace, the delightful situation of which gives it exquisite charms.

§ 2. To this institution Urban VIII., in the year 1527, added another, not indeed equally magnificent, yet renowned, and very useful; namely the College or Seminary for propa-

1 Such is the number of members in this body, as stated by Gregory XV. in his bull for its establishment: Bulgarum Romanarum, tom. iii. p. 472, ed. Luxemb. Nor is a larger number mentioned by Urban Cerri; Estat present de l’Eglise Romaine, p. 299. But Ja. Aymon, in his Tableau de la Cour de Rome, pt. iii. cap. iii. p. 279, makes it to consist of eighteen cardinals, one papal secretary, one apostolical prothonotary, one referent, or referendary, and one of the assessors and scribes of [the Inquisition, or] what is called the Sacred Office.

2 The authors who treat of this congregation, are enumerated by Jo. Alb. Fabricius, Lus Evangelii toti orbis exterioris, cap. xxxiii. p. 566. To whom may be added, Dorotheus Asciamus, De Monibus Picturis Ecclesiae Romanae, p. 522, &c. where there is a list of the books published by the congregation, up to the year 1667. [The annual revenue of this congregation, near the close of this century, was about 24,000 Roman dollars. Schroechtl, Kirchen-
gesch. mit der Reformation, vol. iii. p. 715. Tr.]
gating the faith; in which, from almost all nations, future heralds of Christian truth to foreign countries, are educated, and instructed, and imbued with the utmost care in the literature and learning necessary for so important an office. The origin of this great institution was owing to the zeal of John Baptist Viles, a Spaniard residing at Rome; who, for this object, presented to the pontiff all his possessions and property, including an elegant house that he owned. Many others afterwards imitated his liberality, and to this day imitate it. Urban at first placed this College under the care and authority of three Canons of the three patriarchal churches at Rome; but since the year 1641, it has been under the control of the Congregation, already mentioned as established by Gregory XV. \(^3\)

§ 3. In 1563 the Congregation of priests for foreign missions was instituted by the royal authority in France; and likewise the Parisian Seminary for missions to foreign nations, was founded by certain French bishops and theologians, in which men might be educated and instructed, in order to become preachers of Christianity among the nations estranged from Christ. From this Seminary go forth, even to the present day, the apostolic vicars of Siam, Tonquin, Cochin China, the bishops of Babylon, and the apostolic vicars of Persia, and other missionaries to the Asiatic nations; and they derive their support from the ample revenues of the Congregation and the Seminary. \(^4\). But the Priests for foreign missions, and among their own countrymen, or to go wherever the Congregation de Propaganda should order them.—Urban Cerri was secretary to the Congregation de Propaganda, and drew up an account of the present State of the Romish church in all parts of the world, for the use of Innocent XI.; which fell into the hands of the Protestants, and was translated and published, English and French, in the year 1716. Schroechel, Kirchengesch. seit der Reform. vol. iii. p. 715, &c. Tr.)

\(^3\) See, particularly, the Gallia Christiana Benedictinæ, tom. vii. p. 1024, &c. Helyot, Histoire des Ordres, tom. viii. cap. xii. p. 84, &c.

\(^4\) They are generally called, by the French, Missionnaires des Missions étran- gères.
their pupils, generally have much contention and controversy with the Jesuits and their missionaries. For they are displeased with the method pursued by the Jesuits for the conversion of the Chinese and others; and moreover, the Jesuits will not submit to the commands of the apostolic vicars and bishops, appointed by the Congregation, agreeably to the pontifical ordinance; nor to the Romish College for propagating the faith. Likewise the French Congregation of the holy sepulchre, instituted by Autherius the [titular] bishop of Bethlehem, was required by Urban VIII., in the year 1544, to always have fit men in readiness to be sent to the nations ignorant of christianity, whenever the pontiff, or the Congregation for propagating the faith, should demand their services. The other bodies of less note, which were established in various countries, for the purpose of enlarging the church, and the pains taken by the Jesuits and the other orders to provide a supply of missionaries, I shall leave to others to enumerate and describe.

§ 4. From these colleges and societies issued those swarms of missionaries who travelled over the whole world, so far as it is yet discovered, and from among the most ferocious nations gathered congregations that were, if not in reality, yet in name and in some of their usages, christian. Among these missionaries, the Jesuits, the Dominicans, the Franciscans, and the Capuchins, obtained the greatest glory. Yet they mutually assail and accuse each other publicly of disregarding and dishonouring the cause of Christ, and even of corrupting his holy doctrines. The Jesuits, in particular, are the most spoken against, both by the others, who labour with them in the glorious cause of enlarging the Saviour's empire, and by the great body of their own church. For it is said, that they instil into most of their proselytes, not the pure religion which Christ taught, but a lax and corrupt system of faith and practice; that they not only tolerate, and wink at, practices and opinions that are superstitious and profane, but even encourage them among their followers; that they amass vast riches by traffic, and by other unconciliatory arts and occupations; that they are eager after worldly honours, and court the favour of

6 Helyot, loc. cit. cap. xiii. p. 87, 100.
the great by adulation and presents; that they involve themselves needlessly in civil affairs, and in the intrigues of courts; that they frequently excite seditions and civil wars in nations; and finally, that they will not obey the Roman pontiff, and the vicars and bishops whom he sends out. If one calls for the witnesses to support these heavy charges, he finds himself overwhelmed with their multitude and their splendour. For there are produced illustrious and very grave men from every catholic country; and among them are many, on whom can fall no suspicion of envy, credulity, or ignorance; such as cardinals, members of the Congregation for propagating the faith, and, what cannot be surpassed, some of the pontiffs themselves. Nor do these witnesses come forward unarmed for the contest, but assail the doubting with the very facts perpetrated by the Jesuits, particularly in China, Abyssinia, and Japan, to the great injury of the Romish cause.

§ 5. The Jesuits, although they exerted all their sagacity and cunning, (for which they are said to be pre-eminent,) in order to silence these accusations, yet could not prevent their being heard and regarded at Rome. Among many circumstances which go to prove this, may be mentioned especially the following, that the association at Rome, which controls absolutely all sacred missions, has now, for many years, employed the Jesuits more sparingly and more cautiously than formerly; and that on great and trying occasions, it sets a higher value on the sobriety, poverty, and patience of even the Capuchins and Carmelites, than on the abundant resources, the ingenuity, and the courage of the Jesuits. Yet neither this body, nor even the pontiffs, are able to correct all that they either tacitly or openly censure in the Jesuits; but are obliged, however much against their wishes, to tolerate a great number of things. For the disciples of St. Ignatius have acquired, in various ways, so great influence, and so much wealth, throughout the Romish world, that they dare menace even the monarch of the church; nor can they be compelled, without hazard, to obey his injunctions, whenever they refuse to do it. This most

7 A great amount of testimony is collected by the author of the Histoire de la Compagnie de Jésus, Utrecht, 1741, 8vo, throughout the Preface.
powerful society either dictates itself the decrees of the Romish court; or if dictated by others, it either refuses to obey them with impunity, or by its ingenuity gives them such an interpretation as the interests of the Ignatian fraternity demand.

§ 6. The cause of this great dissension between the Jesuits and the other Christian missionaries is, that the Jesuits pursue a very different method in converting nations to Christianity from that of their colleagues and associates. The Jesuits are of opinion, that people deeply sunk in superstition should be approached with art and policy; and that they are to be led, by a cautious and careful hand, to embrace the Gospel. Hence they explain and interpret the received doctrines and opinions of the pagans,—as for instance, the precepts of Confucius in China,—in such a manner, that they may seem to differ as little as possible from the doctrines of Christianity; and if they find any thing in their religion or their history analogous at all to the faith and the history of Christians, they carefully apply it to demonstrate the harmony between the old religion and the new. The rites and usages, also, which the nations received from their progenitors, unless they are totally opposite to the Christian rites, they tolerate; and either changing their form a little, or referring them to a better end than before, accommodate them to Christianity. The natural biasses and propensities of the people they comply with, to the utmost possible, and carefully avoid whatever is opposed to them. The priests and men of learning, by whom the populace are generally led, they labour in all possible ways, and even by pious frauds, to secure and bring over to their party. They court the favour and the friendship of those in power, by presents, by the cultivation of various arts, mathematics, medicine, painting, &c., and by affording them counsel and aid in their difficulties. I might specify many other particulars. Now all these their colleagues and associates look upon as artifices and tricks unworthy of ambassadors of Christ; who, they think, should plead the cause of God openly and ingenuously, without deception and cunning. Hence they attack superstition, and every thing that grows out of or tends towards it, openly and avowedly; do not spare the ancestors or the ancient ceremonies of the pagans; pay no attention to
their chiefs, their courts, their priests; state the mysteries of
christianity nakedly, and do not hesitate to oppose the heredi-
tary religions of the nations.

§ 7. The name and the religion of christians were sounded
over nearly all Asia, in this century, by these ministers of the
Romish see. We begin with India: nearly all the parts of
which, and especially those formerly subject to the Portuguese
till they were driven out by the Dutch, received some sparks
of the heavenly light, though involved in much obscurity by
the labours of the Jesuits, and also of some Theatins and
Augustinians. But of all the missions that were undertaken
to these nations, none has been more noticed and talked of
than that to Madura: and none is said to have produced more
abundant fruits, quite to the present times. Robert de Nobili,
or as some write it, de Nobilibus, an Italian Jesuit, who
commenced this mission, reflecting that the Indians abhor all
Europeans, and on the other hand venerate exclusively the
race of Brahmans, as if descended from the gods, and that they
will listen to no other teachers; feigned himself a Brahman,
come from a distant country; and by staining his face, and
adopting that very austere and painful mode of life which the
Sanwanes or penitents lead, he persuaded the credulous people
to believe him. By this artifice he first brought over twelve
Brahmans to adopt his discipline: and their example induced a
great multitude to follow him as their master. After the death
of Robert, this singular establishment lay for some time
neglected*. But afterwards, by the counsels and exertions of
the Portuguese Jesuits, it was revived; and it is continued at
the present time by such Jesuits, both French and Portuguese,
as think themselves able to submit to its very severe rules.
These fictitious Brahmans, who deny themselves to be Euro-
peans or Franks, (Pranghis, as the Indians pronounce it,) and
pretend to have been born in the northern regions, are said to
be at the head of a community almost numberless, and one
which is annually increasing by large accessions; nor is this
very incredible*. But what is reported of the immense hard-

* Urban Cerri, État présent de l'Eglise Romaine, p. 173.
* The Jesuits can scarcely find words adequate, when they would either exalt
the glory and the effects of this mission, or describe the sufferings and
ships and sufferings they endure, for the sake of Christ, is, by many, thought to admit some doubt. For it is said they

labours voluntarily endured by the missionaries. See the *Lettres curieuses et édifiantes concernant des missions étrangères*, tom. i. pp. 9, 32, 46, 50, 55. Father Martin, there, (p. 9,) pronounces it the most beautiful and most perfect mission that ever was: "la plus belle qui soit au monde." Each of the missionaries is said to have baptized at least a thousand persons annually; (p. 11.) "Le moins que chaque Missionnaire en baptise par an, est milles." Yet, credit is to be given to him, (p. 12,) access to the sacred font was not unadvisedly allowed of. Persons were long under trial, and were instructed for four months, in order to their being received; and those received, so live, that they appear more like heavenly angels, than like men; "ils vivent comme des anges." And very rarely do there occur among them any instances of such sins as merit eternal death. If the causes of this extraordinary sanctity are demanded, the Jesuits mention two. The first is, the lives of the missionaries, than which nothing could be more austere and more revolting to human nature; (p. 15,) "La vie des Missionnaires ne semoit être plus austère ni plus affreuse selon la nature." See also tom. xii. p. 206, tom. xv. p. 211, &c. They neither allow themselves the use of bread, nor wine, nor flesh, nor fish, but live upon water and pulse, of the most insipid kinds, and without condiments. Their dress and other things correspond with their diet. The other reason assigned is, that these new christians live entirely separated from Europeans; who are said, (pp. 16, 17,) by their licentiousness and corrupt morals, to contaminate all christian converts from among the Indians. See also what is said in various places in these Letters, concerning the mission to Madura; e. g. tom. ii. p. 1, &c. tom. iii. p. 217, tom. v. p. 2. tom. vi. p. 119, &c. tom. ix. p. 126, and elsewhere.—Madura is a kingdom situated in the heart of the peninsula of India, this side the Ganges. An accurate geographical map of all the countries embraced in the mission to Madura, was published by the Jesuits, in the *Lettres curieuses et édifiantes des Missions*, tom. xv. p. 60, &c. The French Jesuits established a mission, after the model of this, in the Indian kingdom of the Carnatic, and its vicinity. See *Lettres édifiantes*, tom. v. p. 3. 240. Near the end of the century, other Jesuits projected a similar mission in the territories of the king of Maccasia [or Maccasiae]. See *Lettres édifiantes*, tom. ii. p. 1. tom. x. p. 70. But the Jesuits themselves admit, (Lettres édиф. tom. vi. pp. 3. 15. 66. 107, &c.) that their mission was more successful in the kingdom of Maccasia, than in that of the Carnatic. Perhaps the French Jesuits, who founded the Carnatic mission, were unable so perfectly and patiently to follow that severe and painful mode of living, which this plan required, as the Portuguese and Spanish Jesuits were. Recently, Benedict XIV., who does not approve of this crafty method of the Jesuits in converting nations, by a mandate issued a. d. 1744, has prostrated all these once most celebrated missions. This pontiff would have no viles and tricks employed in the important work of extending the limits of the church. See Norbert's *Mémoires Historiques pour les Missions Orientales*, tom. i. and iv. The entire history of these missions, together with a copy of Benedict's decree, is in Thom. Mar. Mammachus, *Origines et Antiquités Christianae*, tom. ii. p. 245, &c.—"Robert de Nobili was born of high parentage at Rome, in 1677; became a Jesuit at the age of twenty; studied philosophy at Naples, and theology at Rome. In the year 1696, he obtained leave to go as a missionary to the Indies, and was made an assistant to the Jesuit, Goncalo Fernandes, who by ten years' labour among the Indians had only been able to baptize a few natives who were at the point of death. Robert early perceiving that the Indian ideas of cost formed a great obstacle to their conversion, and prevented all success among the higher castes, determined to convert this insurmountable obstacle
practise deception, and torture themselves variously in public, but in private regale themselves with wine, flesh, and other sensual pleasures.

§ 8. The Jesuits were the first who exhibited a knowledge of the truth, to the inhabitants of Siam, Tonquin, and Cochin China; Alexander of Rhodes being the leader of the enterprise. And vast numbers in those nations are said to have eagerly embraced it. Influenced by this good news, Alexander VII. in the year 1658, thought it advisable to place some bishops over this new church; and therefore ordered certain French priests, of the Congregation of priests for foreign missions, to repair thither clothed with authority from him. But the Jesuits, who can bear no superiors, and scarcely any equals, treated those pious and good men with very great contumely

into a successful engine. Having obtained the approbation of his plan by the archbishop of Cranganore, he assumed the habits and the garb of a Brahmin, shut himself up in a cell, avoided society, learned well the Tamil and the Sanscrit languages, and studied the sacred books of the Hindoos; and then came forth, avowing himself a foreign Brahmin, and a reformer of the corruptions of the Brahminic religion. All admired his eloquence and his learning. He first gained one Brahmin to his christian Brahminism; and then others, till the number amounted to seventy. These suffered some opposition from the other Brahmins: but Robert's chief difficulty was from the opposition of the catholics to his whole plan. The case was carried to Rome, and there warmly debated: and it was not without difficulty, that Robert was permitted to go on in his begun course. Yet he continued his labours nearly half a century, and then died at Meliapore, in 1656. After his death, his semi-christian community declined for a time; but it was revived again by other Jesuits, and so enlarged, that in 1710 it was said to embrace more than 150,000 members. After the whole plan was condemned, however, by Benedict XIV., in 1744, the community rapidly declined, and soon became extinct. See Schroech's Kirchenrecht, mit der Reformation, vol. iii. p. 707, &c. and vol. vii. p. 36, &c. Tr.

¹ See the various writings and especially the Journal of Alexander de Rhodes, a man not lacking in genius and discernment, published at Paris, 1666, and 1682. 4to. [See Relazione de' fedeli successi della S. Fede predicata da' PP. della Compagnia di Gesù nel Regno del Turchino, Rome, 1640. 4to. His Catechismus Latino-Turchinensis is one of the most rare books; as also his Grammat. Linguae Annamiticae, the vernacular language of Tonquin. Alexander went to that country in 1627; and in the space of three years converted more than 5000 persons; among whom he formed some to be so good converts, that in the year 1634 it was estimated, there were more than 30,000 christians in Tonquin. From Macao he entered upon a mission in Cochin-China; but after he had converted numbers, he was imprisoned, and banished the country. The mission, however, was afterwards prosecuted by other fathers. See Relation de tout ce qui se passa à la Cochinchine, Paris, 1662. 8vo. Christof. Borro, Relazione della nuova Missione de PP. della Compagnia di Gesù nel Regno di Cochinina, Rome, 1631. 8vo. and delle Missioni de' Padri della Compagnia di Gesù nel Regno del Turchino, Rome, 1683. 4to. Sold.]
and abuse, and would not suffer them to enter into their harvest. Hence arose in the court of Rome a protracted contest; the issue of which plainly showed, that the Jesuits would easily resort to the authority of the pontiffs to extend and confirm their power, but treated it with contempt, when it opposed their interests and emoluments. Subsequently, the French king, Lewis XIV. sent a splendid embassy, in the year 1684, to the king of Siam, whose prime minister at that time was a Greek Christian, named Constantius, a crafty and ambitious man, soliciting that monarch to pay homage to our Saviour. The embassy was accompanied by many priests and Jesuits, among whom were several well skilled in the arts and sciences, for which the king had some taste. These induced a portion of the people to abandon the superstition of their fathers; but all their efforts to convert the king and the chiefs were in vain. And all hopes of adding the Siamese to the Christian church soon became extinct, together with the king, and his favourite, Constantius, who had invited the French into the country, and wished by their means to establish his own power. For, in a sedition raised in 1688, some of the princes put them both to death: whereupon the French were obliged to return home.

2 There were various pamphlets published at Paris, in 1666, 1674, and 1681, in 16, in which these French missionaries, whom the Jesuits refused to admit as fellow-labourers in enlightening idolaters, eloquently described their sufferings and their wrongs. The most accurate and full is the account given by Francis Pallin, whom the pope had made bishop of Heliopolis; printed in French, Paris, 1686. 8vo. The subject is also expressly taken up in the Gallia Christiana of the Benedictines, tom. vii. p. 1027. A concise history of the affair is given by Urban Cerri, État présent de l'Église Romaine, p. 199, &c. who, though he was secretary of the Congregation de Propaganda Fide, inveighs with great severity against the frauds, the cruelty, and the lust of domination of the Jesuits; and laments, that his Congregation had not the power requisite to restrain that arrogant sect. At the close of his narrative, he remarks, that he was not at liberty to state all the crimes committed by the Jesuits in this controversy; because the pontiff ordered them to be kept out of sight. "Votre Sainteté a ordonné, qu'elles demeurent sous le secret." See also Hipp. Helyot's Histoire des Ordres Monastiques, tom. viii. cap. xii. p. 84, &c.

3 An account of this mission and its proceedings has been given by Tachard, Chantonnay, La Loubere, and others. Among these, the preference is due to Loubere, who was a man of learning and genius. [His work is entitled, Du Royaume de Siam, par Mr. de la Loubere, Encyclopédie extraordinaire du Roy auprès du Roy de Siam, en 1687 et 1688, 2 vols. 4to. Amsterdam, 1691. It is chiefly occupied with the geography of the country, and the transactions of the embassy. Father Tachard's book is entitled, Voyages de Siam des Pères Jésuites envoyés par le
§ 9. China, the largest and most opulent of all the Asiatic kingdoms, was visited by great numbers of Jesuits, Dominicans, Franciscans, Capuchins, and others, at the commencement of this century, for the purpose of spreading the knowledge of Christianity. All these, though disagreeing in other things, unite in proclaiming the astonishing success of their labours. But the Jesuits justly claimed the chief honour of surmounting the obstacles that opposed the progress of Christianity among that discerning and proud nation, so tenacious of the customs of their ancestors. For discovering, that the

Roy, avec leurs observations, Paris, 1686. 4to. and Amstderd. 1699. 12mo. Second Voyage au Royaume de Siam, Paris, 1689. 4to, and Amstderd. 1699. 12mo. How far such Jesuitical accounts deserve credit, the world already knows. Here belongs also, Relation de l'Am- bassade de Mr. de Chaumont à la Cour de Roy de Siam, avec ce qui s'est passé du plus remarquable durant son Voyage, Paris, 1686, 12mo, which was followed by, Journal, ou Suite du Voyage de Siam, par Mr. l'Ablé de Choisy (who accompanied Mr. Chaumont). Amstderd. 1687. 12mo. The unhappy change which afterwards took place in Siam, to the disadvantage of the French, is described by Farges, a French officer, who was an eye-witness, in his Relation des Révolutions arrivées à Siam depuis l'Annee 1688, Amstderd. 1691. 12mo.; and by Father d'Orleans, in his Histoire de Mr. Contance, premier Ministre du Roy de Siam, et de la dernière Révol- lution, Paris, 1692. 12mo.—Sohl. The politic Constantin, who had himself been in France, hoped to derive some advantages from a French alliance; and the Jesuit missionaries united with him in representing the king as much inclined to embrace Christianity. But when Chaumont, the French ambas- sador, arrived, (if we may believe the Jesuit Tachard,) the king of Siam told the ambassador, ‘that it was no light matter to change a nation's religion, after it had prevailed for more than 2200 years; and that he wondered the king of France should interest himself so much, in a matter that did not concern him, but God only; and one too, which God himself seemed to leave very much to the free choice of men. Could not God, (said he,) who gave to all men similar bodies and similar souls, have given them also similar views of religion, if he had seen fit! And as he has not done so, it is presumable, that he takes pleasure in being worshipped in so many different ways.” He, however, allowed Christianity to be preached in his realm. The French court, not less solicitous, probably, to secure the trade of the country, than to change its religion, sent a second embassy in 1688, under De la Loubere; which was ac- companyed by a large military force. The French were now in possession of the port of Mequi and the castle of Banep, which were keys to the coun- try; and Constantin himself began to be alarmed. But the same year, the nobles conspired against this minister, and slew him; and in the tumult, the king himself lost his life. This revo- lution changed the whole face of things; and the French were obliged to quit the country. Yet probably some priests remained behind; for the very next year, it is said, some thousands of Siamese were baptized. At least, it is certain, Christianity was not exterminated; for near the close of the century, Urban Cerri states, that an apostolical vicar was residing in the capital, had a church there, and a seminary in which he educated na- tives for the priesthood; and that some of the great men of the court were professed Christians. See Schroekh, Kirchenpoach, seit der Reformation, vol. vii. p. 54, &c. who refers to the authors above mentioned. Tr.]
nation, which are naturally perspicacious and eager after knowledge, were very fond of the arts and sciences, and especially of the mathematics, the Jesuits sent among them men who were not only well acquainted with human nature and discreet in managing affairs, but likewise profoundly versed in learning and the abstruse sciences. Some of these, by their address, the elegance of their manners, and their skill in business, soon acquired such influence, that high honours and offices were conferred on them by the emperor; and they were employed in affairs of the greatest consequence in the court itself. And supported by such patrons, other teachers of humbler rank and talents were able, without much difficulty, to collect disciples of every rank, sex, and age, in all the provinces of this vast empire.

§ 10. This prosperity was checked in some measure, when Xun-Chi, the first emperor of the Mogul race, died, and left his son a minor. For the chief nobles, to whose care and instruction the heir of the empire was committed, having long viewed christianity with strong aversion, abused their power, to prostrate both it and its friends; and especially the Jesuits, whom they stripped of all their advantages, their fortunes, and their privileges, and persecuted with great cruelty. The first man among the Jesuits, John Adam Schall, venerable not only for the high office he sustained in the court, but also for his age, and his extensive learning, was cast into prison, and condemned to be put to death; while the others were banished the country. This was in the year 1664. But in the year 1669, when Cham-Hi took the sceptre into his own hands, the prostrate cause of christianity was not only restored, but in process of time so advanced and exalted, that the Jesuits commonly reckon this the commencement of the golden age of the christians in China. For the emperor, who possessed very great talents and genius, and was eager in the pursuit of knowledge and improvements, first recalled the Jesuits to court.

4 See Joach. Bouvet's Icon regia Monarchae Sinarum; which Godfr. Will. Leibnitz translated into Latin, and published in the second part of his Novissima Sinica, 1699, 8vo. Add Jo. Bapt. du Halde's Description de la Chine; and the Lettera of the Jesuits respecting their missions; in which they here and there extol the virtues of this emperor, whom all admit to have been a great man.
and restored them to their former rank; and then sent for others of the same family from Europe, especially such as were skilful in the different arts and sciences. Some of these he placed in the highest offices of the state, and employed in civil transactions of the greatest importance. And some of them, particularly Frenchmen, he received to personal intimacy, and made them his own teachers in various things, especially in philosophy and the mathematics. It was not difficult for the Jesuits when thus exalted, to obtain many friends and supporters of Christianity, and to provide protection for its preachers. And hence, from nearly all the countries of Europe and Asia many labourers entered into this harvest; and an immense number of people, with but little difficulty, were brought to profess Christianity. The religion of Christ seemed triumphant in China, when the emperor, who was so extremely partial to the Jesuits, in the year 1692 published that famous law, in which he denied, that the Christian religion was injurious to the state, as its opposers had contended, and gave all his subjects full liberty to embrace it: nay more, erected a splendid temple for the Jesuits, in 1700, within the limits of his own palace 5.

§ 11. That the Jesuits actually did and accomplished all that is above stated, is not denied even by their worst enemies: but whether their mode of proceeding was regular and right, or such as the nature and dignity of the Christian religion demanded, was long contested, and still is so, with great acrimony. The enemies of the Jesuits (and they are both numerous and very bitter, especially among the Dominicans and the Jansenists,) strenuously maintain, that they purchased this success at the expense of committing offences and crimes

5 A concise but neat account of all these events is given by Jo. Bapt. DuHalde, Description de la Chine, tom. II. p. 128, &c. and by the Jesuit Fonta- ney, Lettre édifiante et curieuse, tom. VIII. p. 176, &c. A more full account is in various books; of which, the most easy to be procured is, Joseph Suarez, De Libertate Religionum Christianarum apud Sinos propagandi Narratio; published by Leibnitz, 1698, in the first part of his Novissimo Sinico. Most of the others are enumerated by Jo. Alb. Fabricius, Lex Evangeliori toti orbis extensi, cap. XXXIX. p. 663, &c. See also my Ecclesiastical History of China, written in German, and published both in a separate work, and as a Preface to the German translation of Du Halde's work. [*This history was translated into English, and published in the year 1750, with the title, Authentic Memoirs of the Christian Church in China." Mac.]*
of a detestable character. In the first place, they are charged
with putting a very faulty construction upon the old religion
of the Chinese, and persuading the emperor and his nobles, that
there was very little if any difference between the ancient and
original religion of China, or the precepts of Confucius, the great
philosopher and lawgiver of that nation, and the religion of
Christ: and to this execrable misrepresentation, it is said, they
added others of less moment; in particular they led the
Chinese (who overrate every thing ancient, and undervalue
what is new,) to believe, that many ages ago, the Chinese had
been made acquainted with Christ, and had paid him worship:
and that to these false representations must be attributed the
favourable disposition of the emperor towards christianity, and
the transition of the leading men to the side of the Jesuits.
In the next place, they are charged with being utterly regard-
less of the duties and the virtues which become the ministers of
Christ. For they not only accepted, but eagerly sought after,
honours and civil offices: and elated by the munificence of
the emperor, their whole life was contaminated by the magnificence
of their dress, the luxury of their tables, the multitude of their
servants, and the splendour of their palaces; and that they
devoted themselves not so much to spreading the knowledge of
christianity, as to teaching human science, especially the
mathematics: and that they even took charge of military
affairs, and commanded in the field of battle. And lastly,
Jesuits of inferior rank are represented as engaging with eagerness
in usurious speculations, in merchandise, and in other
arts, by which wealth and worldly distinction are acquired, to
the immense disgrace of their profession. Some of these
charges the Jesuits admit indeed, but at the same time labour
to extenuate; but the first and the last, they contend, are
sheer fabrications of their enemies. And doubtless, those who
have opportunity to examine the matter thoroughly, will be
willing to admit, that envy and ill-will have had some share in
this controversy.
§ 12. The principal charge against the Jesuits in China is,
that they confound light and darkness; or that, the more easily
to overcome the scruples of the Chinese, they mix the super-
stitions of China with christianity, and allow their disciples to
follow the profane customs and the impious rites of their ancestors. The Jesuit Matthew Ricci, the father of the Chinese church, supposed that the greatest part of the rites which were enjoined by the Chinese laws, might suitably be observed by the converts to christianity; for they originated, he said, not from religious considerations, but from state policy; or were civil, and not religious ceremonies; nor were they viewed in any other light, except perhaps by some of the lower class of people. A contrary opinion was embraced, not only by the Dominicans and Franciscans, who were associated with the Jesuits in the mission, but also by very learned men among the Jesuits themselves, both in China and Japan; one of whom, Nicholas Lombard, stated the grounds of his dissent in writing. This controversy, having been long agitated in private, was brought to Rome by the Dominicans, in the year 1645; and since then, it has greatly disturbed the whole Romish church. Innocent X. in the year just named, decided in favour of the Dominicans; and condemned the indulgence allowed by the Jesuits to the Chinese. But Alexander VII. in the year 1656, at the instigation of the Jesuits, nullified this decision, in effect, though not in express terms; and declared, that certain rites to which the Chinese were attached, might be observed by christians. The Dominicans renewed their complaints, in the years 1661 and 1674, under the pontificate of Clement X.; but they seem to have been foiled by the power of the Jesuits. In the year 1684, this fatal controversy was renewed in China, where it had been at rest for several years, and was prosecuted with greater warmth than before. Victory seemed inclining to the side of the Dominicans, when Charles Maigrot, a doctor of the Sorbonne, whom the pontiff had constituted his vicar in the province of Fohi, and who was afterward bishop of Conon, by a public decree, in the year 1693, decided, that the opinions and regulations of

---


*See Christ. Kortholt's Preface to the second volume of Leibnitz's Epistoles, v. vi. p. 16, &c. who has subjoined to this volume, the tracts of Nich. Lombard and Antony de St. Maria, against the Jesuits, with the remarks of Leibnitz. There is also, in this work, (p. 413,) a long dissertation of Leibnitz, addressed to Remond, on the philosophy of the Chinese; in which he pleads the cause of the Jesuits.*
the Jesuits were contrary to the purity of the Christian religion. But the pontiff, to whose authority [and sanction] Maigrot had subjected his degree, would not decide either way, on any part of it, until the whole cause should have a legal investigation. Accordingly, in the year 1699, he appointed a board of special judges, or a Congregation, as the Romish court terms it, to give this angry contest a thorough examination. As soon as this resolution of the pontiff was made known, all the enemies of the Jesuits in the Romish church, and particularly in France, took the field; and in various pamphlets, assailed the character and the proceedings of the Jesuits, in the most vehement manner. Nor were the Jesuits wanting in effort on their part. The termination of this conflict belongs to the history of the next century.

§ 13. This controversy, which has called forth the talents of so many men of the finest genius, if we separate from it some minor questions, and such as relate rather to the Jesuits themselves than to the subject in debate, may be all embraced under two heads. (I.) The Chinese call the supreme god whom they worship, Tien, and Shang-ti; that is, in their language, Heaven. And the Jesuits transferred this name to the God of Christians: whence it seemed to follow, that they thought there was no difference between the chief God of the Chinese and the infinitely perfect God of the Christians; or, that the Chinese had the same ideas of their Tien or heaven, as the Christians have of God. But this the adversaries of the Jesuits deny. The first question therefore is, whether the Chinese understand, by the words specified, the visible material heavens, or the Lord of heaven, the eternal and all-perfect Being, whose throne is in the heavens, and who from that throne, in infinite wisdom, rules all human affairs; that is, such a God as Christianity presents to us for our worship. The Jesuits maintain the latter; for they contend, that these names were used by

---

the ancient Chinese philosophers, (who, they think, had just ideas of natural religion,) to denote very clearly such a God as the christians worship: and therefore, they would not prohibit their converts from continuing to use those terms, in their prayers and discourses, to designate the supreme Being; nay, they used them constantly themselves, to denote the true God. But their adversaries maintain the contrary opinion; and contend, that the ancient philosophy of the Chinese was full of impiety, and made no distinction between God, the divine Spirit, and nature, or the material world. They assert moreover, that Confucius himself, whom the Chinese hold in the highest veneration, was a stranger to religion and piety, and one who supposed, that all existing things arose necessarily into being in the course of nature. This disagreement gave rise to very learned discussions, concerning the customs, laws, and opinions of the ancient Chinese; which have, indeed, made us acquainted with many things that were previously not well understood, but they have not decided the point for which they were undertaken. It seems, that entire assent is not to be given either to the positions of the Jesuits, or to those of their adversaries; and that the Tian of the ancient Chinese, was indeed far inferior in his attributes to the God of christians, and yet was something different from the visible heavens or the air.

§ 14. The ancient laws of China require the people, annually, at stated seasons, to honour their deceased ancestors, with certain ceremonies which seem to be of a religious nature; and moreover, all the literati of the nation at certain times, must pay a kind of worship, which also seems to have a religious aspect, to the philosopher Confucius, (who is accounted the father of all wisdom,) in the buildings consecrated to him. Hence, a second question is, whether those honours, which the Chinese are required to pay to the souls of their deceased ancestors, and all the literati to Confucius, are civil honours, or religious; whether they are sacrifices, or only regulations established for state purposes. The Jesuits say, the ancient Chinese lawgivers instituted these rites, to keep the people in order, and to preserve the tranquillity of the state; that the Chinese do not offer religious worship to the souls of their ancestors, or to Confucius, but only testify by certain ceremonies their grate-
ful sense of the merits and the benefits both of their ancestors and Confucius, and engage to copy after their example. And hence they conclude, that it is allowable for christians to observe these sacred rites of their country, provided they understand the true nature and grounds of them, and always keep in sight the object of their institution. And whoever wishes to see the cause of christianity flourish and advance in China, can scarcely think differently from the Jesuits, whether their statements are erroneous or correct. For it has been established, by public law, for many ages, that no one shall be accounted a good citizen in that country, or be admitted to any office in the state, who does not perform the ceremonies in question. But the Dominicans and the other opposers of the Jesuits, contend, that these rites are no small part of the Chinese religion; that Confucius, and the souls of their ancestors, are objects of religious worship to the Chinese; and of course, that such as observe these rites, offer an affront to the divine majesty, and cannot be accounted christians. The more candid among the Jesuits themselves do not deny that this is a very difficult question to decide: and hence some of them, at last, resorted to the plea of necessity; and urged, that minor evils, if productive of the greatest advantages, are scarcely to be accounted evils.

9 [Had the early christians reasoned thus, they might have escaped persecution from the pagan Roman emperors, who only required of them to obey the public laws of the land, and thus to show themselves good citizens. No: it is only on the supposition that these Chinese rites were merely civil, and not religious, that it could be consistent for christians to comply with them. Tr.]

1 ["The public honours paid to Confucius twice a year, used to be performed before his statue, erected in the great hall or temple, that is dedicated to his memory. At present they are performed before a kind of Tablet, placed in the most conspicuous part of the edifice, with the following inscription: The throne of the soul of the most holy and the most excellent chief teacher, Confucius. The literati, or learned, celebrate this famous festival in the following manner: The chief mandarin of the place exercises the office of priest, and the others discharge the functions of deacons, sub-deacons, and so on. A certain sacrifice, called Ci, which consists of wine, blood, fruits, &c. is offered, after the worshippers have prepared themselves for this ceremony by fasting and other acts of abstinence and mortification. They kneel before the inscription, prostrate the body nine times before it, until the head touches the ground, repeat a great variety of prayers; after which, the priest, taking in one hand a cup full of wine, and, in the other, a like cup filled with blood, makes a solemn libation to the deceased, and dismisses the assembly with a blessing. The rites performed by families, in honour of their deceased parents, are pretty much of the same nature."

Now
§ 15. Japan, at the commencement of this century, was filled with an astonishing multitude of people, whom the Jesuits especially, had convinced of the excellence of the christian religion. But this very brilliant success was disturbed somewhat, partly by the hatred of christianity, entertained by the national priests and some nobles in the court, which gave rise to severe persecutions, in one place and another, both of the newly converted christians and their teachers; and partly by the internal broils and contentions, among those who had the charge of this rising church. For here, as in other countries, the Augustinian, Dominican, and Franciscan missionaries, waged a most pernicious war against the Jesuits. For they taxed them, both at the court of Rome and elsewhere, with insatiable avarice, with excessive indulgence both to the vices and the superstitions of the Japanese, with a crafty management unbecoming the ministers of Christ, with an eagerness to reign and give law, and with other crimes of no less magnitude. The Jesuits on the other hand complained, that their accusers, by their imprudence, their ignorance of human nature, their pertinacity, the asperity of their manners, their rustic mode of life, and other faults, injured rather than promoted, the pro-

"Now in order to know, with certainty, whether this festival and these rites be of a civil or a religious nature, we have only to inquire, whether they be the same with those ceremonies that are performed by the Chinese, in the worship they pay to certain celestial and terrestrial spirits or genii, which worship is undoubtedly of a religious kind. The learned Leibnitz (Prof. Nostius. Sinarum,) undertook to affirm, that the services now mentioned were not of the same kind, and, consequently, that the Jesuits were accused unjustly. But that great man does not appear to have examined this matter with his usual sagacity and attention. For it is evident, from a multitude of relations every way worthy of credit, and particularly from the observations made on the Chinese missions, by that learned and candid Franciscan Antonio de S. Maria, (Epist. Leibnitz, vol. ii.) not only that Confucius was worshipped among the idols, and the celestial and terrestrial spirits of the Chinese, but that the oblations and ceremonies observed in honour of him, were perfectly the same with those that were performed as acts of worship to these idols and spirits. Those that desire a more ample account of this matter may consult the following authors: Budaei Annal. Histor. Philos. p. 267, where he treats De superstitione De mortuorum apud Sinenses Cultu.—Wolphi Not. ad Casaubon. p. 342.—Nic. Charming, Annot. ad Minutissimi Historiam Cultus Sinensis. But more especially Arnaud, Moralia Pratique des Jesuites, tom. iii. vi. vii. and a collection of historical relations published at Cologne, in 8vo, in the year 1700, under the following title: Historia Cultus Sinensium, seu variar. scripta de Cultibus Sinarum inter Vicarios Apo- saticos, et PP. S. I. controversia."

Mael.]
gress of the christian cause among that high-minded and discerning people. Yet all these causes were by no means adequate to arrest the progress of christianity, or to bring very great evils upon the immense multitude which had made profession of this religion. And, perhaps, means might have been devised at Rome, if not for entirely removing, yet for quieting and tempering these contentions.

§ 16. But in the year 1615, the emperor of Japan himself commenced a most direful persecution against the christians, the like to which is not to be found in the whole history of the christian church; and this persecution continued many years, and did not cease, until it had exterminated christianity from that empire. For the christian religion was judged to be altogether intolerable; because it was deemed ruinous to the safety of the nation, and to the majesty of their supreme pontiff, whom the populace of Japan believed to be the offspring of the gods themselves, and also to the most sacred institutions and religion of their ancestors. The foreign christians, therefore, the Portuguese especially, and the Spaniards, were required to depart the kingdom: and the Japanese, who had renounced their idols, were required to abandon Christ, or undergo the most cruel death. This dreadful persecution destroyed an innumerable multitude of people, of every class, age, sex, and rank, who preferred to die amidst the most exquisite tortures, rather than violate their vows of fidelity to Christ. And if either the Jesuits, or their adversaries, were guilty of faults while pleading the cause of Christ; they now, as it were, atoned for them, by their own blood. For most of them surrendered themselves to death for Christ, with the greatest firmness, and some of them with joy and triumph.—The causes of this horrid persecution are differently stated, by different parties. The Jesuits throw some of the blame on the imprudent conduct of the Dominicans and Franciscans; and these, in return, ascribe it to the avaricious, factious, arrogant temper of the Jesuits.


2 Engelbert Kaempfer has given a neat account of this protracted business, in the sixth of those Dissertations, which he has annexed to his History of Japan; § 4, &c. p. 64—75, of the English edition. But it will also be reasonable to hear the fuller state-
And both accuse the Dutch and the English of studiously inflaming the emperor of Japan, with hatred against the For-}

ward, and prepared the minds of the people to favour him, and then fleets and armies made an easy conquest. This statement was transmitted to court, and produced great jealousy of the missionaries. The emperor swore the Spaniards should never thus con-}

quer Japan; and immediately set himself to exterminate christianity, which he called a devilish law. The mis-

sionaries were imprisoned; and not a few of them as well as their converts were put to death. The persecution continued several years. Yet in 1603, there were 120 Jesuits, most of them priests, in Japan. After this, an En-

lish officer of a Dutch ship cautioned the Japanese to beware of the military enterprises of the Spaniards; and re-

presented the priests as designing men, who had been excluded from most European countries, and who did not teach genuine christianity. This produced a fresh persecution: and in the province of Nagasaki, where there had been more than 40,000 christians, not one could be found in 1622; all had either renounced their religion or been put to death. Hitherto, however, the number of christians in Japan had not diminished greatly; and some estimates make them to have been about 400,000, and others near 600,000. But now things began to take a different turn. In 1616, Hiejus, guardian to the young prince Fidejori, (who was favourable to christianity, as were many of the nobles,) slew his ward, and proclaimed himself emperor. The Jesuits were objects of his jealousy; and various causes induced him to forbid the further spread of christianity, and the ingress of monks and priests into the country. He likewise determined to bring back the Japanese christians to the old religion. Edicts were issued for these purposes; but they were not at once rigorously executed. At length some Franciscan monks, sent as envoys from the Spanish governor of Macao, impren
dently ventured to preach openly in the streets of Mexico, and to erect a church there. This exasperated the government, and brought on a perse-
tuguese and Spaniards, and also against the Roman pontiff, so
that they alone might have sway among the Japanese, and
secure their commerce to themselves. The Dutch and English
reply, that neither the Spaniards nor any other adherents to
the Roman pontiff were by them accused, but only that the
perfidy of the Spaniards was detected. And indeed, nearly
all are agreed in this, that the emperor was persuaded by cer-
tain letters intercepted by the Dutch and by other evidence
bearing a strong probability, that the Jesuits and the other
teachers of the new religion designed to raise a sedition by
means of their disciples, and to bring Japan under the power
of the Spanish king; and hence, the tyrant, equally cruel and
jealous, thought he could not be safe and quiet, unless he de-
stroyed every vestige of christianity. From this time, Japan
was closed against all foreigners; and even the shadows of the
christian name were exterminated with fire and sword. A
few of the Hollander, who are allowed annually to import
a small quantity of European merchandise, live in an extreme
corner of the kingdom, as it were inclosed in a prison.
§ 17. Many respectable and pious men endeavoured to rouse
the Lutherans, in imitation of the catholics, to efforts for
imparting christian truth to the nations buried in the darkness of
degrading superstitions. No one was more zealous in this
case, than the Austrian nobleman, Justinian Ernest, baron of
Wels; who proposed the formation of a society for this pur-
pose, which should bear the name of Jesus. But there were

cution, which is without a parallel in
the annals of the church. Among the
causes of it were, the intercepted let-
ters, mentioned in the text, giving
account of a projected insurrection of
the christians, as soon as a Spanish
force should appear on the coast. As
soon as these letters reached the court,
in 1637, decrees were passed, requiring
all foreigners to quit the country at
once, on pain of death; and subjecting
every foreigner to the same penalty,
who should ever after set his foot in
the country. The return of the Ja-
panese christians to paganism, was
now peremptorily required, on pain of
death. These decrees were rigorously
executed; and two years after, the
Portuguese were all driven from the
country; and only the Hollander
were allowed to introduce a small
quantity of European goods, and to
live, as it were imprisoned, in a corner
of the empire. Thus fell the Japanese
church, after it had stood very nearly
a century. See Schroeckh's Kirchen-
gesch. seit der Reform, vol iii. p. 668,
&c. Tr.

4 Godfr. Arnold's Kirchen- und Ket-
§ 28, &c. p. 1066, and pt. iii. ch. xv.
§ 16. p. 150. Jo. Moller, Cimbraria
Litterata, tom iii. p. 75. [In 1664,
this Hungarian baron published two
letters, addressed to the Lutheran
community, on a reformation of man-
various causes, and especially the situation of the Lutheran princes, few of whom possessed any territories or fortified posts out of Europe, which prevented this matter from ever proceeding beyond good wishes and consultations. But the Reformed, and especially the English and the Dutch, whose mercantile adventures carried them to the remotest parts of the world, and who planted extensive colonies during this century in Asia, Africa, and America; enjoyed the best advantages for extending the limits of the Christian church. Nor did these nations wholly neglect this duty; although they are taxed with grasping at the wealth of the Indians, but neglecting their souls, and perhaps they did not perform so much as they might have done. Among the English, in the year 1647, by an act of parliament, the business of propagating Christianity was committed to the care of a society composed of men of the highest respectability and integrity. This society was revived in the reign of Charles II. A.D. 1661; and again confirmed, and invested with extraordinary privileges and rights, by William III. in the year 1701; and being enriched with the splendid donations of kings, nobles, and private individuals, has continued down to our own times. From this noble institution, great advantages

ners, and efforts for the conversion of the heathen. In the first, he proposed these three questions:—Is it right, that we evangelical Christians should keep the gospel to ourselves, and not seek to spread it abroad?—Is it right, that we every where encourage so many to study theology, yet give them no opportunity to go abroad; but rather keep them, three, six, or more years, waiting for parishes to become vacant, or for the posts of schoolmasters?—Is it right, that we should expend so much in dress, high-living, useless amusements, and expensive fashions; yet hitherto have never thought of any means for spreading the gospel?—His proposal to form a missionary association, was approved by some, but objected to by others, especially among the higher clergy. He himself advanced 12,000 dollars for the object; went to Holland on the subject; and at length shipped for the Dutch West Indies, to embark himself in missionary labour; but he was no

more heard of. Some feeble attempts were made to get up a missionary association afterwards; but to no purpose, during this century. See the authors above cited. Tr.

5 Kennet, Relation de la Société établie pour la Propagation de l'Evangile par le Roy Guillaume III. Rotterdam. 1706. 12mo.—[In 1649, an ordinance was passed by the English parliament, for the erection of a corporation, by the name of the President and Society for the Propagation of the Gospel in New England; and a general collection for its endowment was ordered to be made in all the countries, cities, towns, and parishes, of England and Wales. Notwithstanding very considerable opposition to the measure, funds were raised in this manner, which enabled the Society to purchase lands, worth from five to six hundred pounds a year. On the restoration of Charles II., the corporation became dead in law; and Colonel Bedingfield, a Roman Catholic, who had sold to it an estate of £322
have been derived, and are still daily derived, by many nations ignorant of Christ, and especially those in America. By the labours of the Dutch, an immense number of people in the island of Ceylon, on the coast of Malabar, in the island of Formosa, and in other countries of Asia, (which the Dutch either conquered from the Portuguese, or otherwise brought under their power,) are said to have renounced the impious rites of their fathers. If perhaps some extravagance may be found in these narrations, yet it is most certain, that this nation, after it had obtained a firm establishment in the East Indies, adopted, at great expense, various measures well calculated to imbue the natives with a knowledge of Christian principles.

per annum, seized upon that estate, and refused to refund the money he had received for it. But in 1661, a new charter was granted by the king; and the honourable Robert Boyle brought a suit in chancery against Bedingfield, and recovered the land. Boyle was appointed the first governor of the company, and held the office about 30 years. (See Wm. Brown's History of the Propagation of Christianity, vol. i. p. 62, &c. ed. New York, 1821, and Neal's Hist. of the Puritans, ed. of Toulmin, Boston, 1817, vol. iv. p. 433, &c. but especially the Connecticut Eclog. Magazine, vol. iv. p. 1, &c.) It was this Society which supported the various missionary operations in New-England, during the seventeenth century. Their expenditure in the year 1661, amounted to £738. 8s. 1d. or 3392 dollars. [Tr.]

6 See the Letters addressed to John Leusden, de Successu Evangelii apud Indo Orientalia; published at Utrecht, 1699. 8vo.

7 See Jo. Brauns, La véritable Religion des Hollandais, p. 71, 267, &c. Amsterdam, 1675, 12mo. This work is an answer to the malignant tract of Stoup, entitled La Religion des Hollandais; in which he would insinuate, that the Dutch have no regard for religion whatever.—[The Dutch conquered Ceylon from the Portuguese, about the middle of this century; and immediately established there the protestant religion, excluding all others from every office. The Portuguese inhabitants, and the natives both catholics and pagans, in large numbers, embraced the established faith, at least in pretence. The country was divided into 240 parishes: a church was erected, and a school established in each. Every ten schools had a catechist, who was their superintendent. About 15 clergymen were assigned to the island. In 1672, Baldaeus, one of the Dutch ministers, gives account of 30 native churches in the province of Jaffnapatnam; in which were about 30,000 attendants on worship upon Sundays, and about 16,000 pupils in the schools during the week. Near the close of the century, Dr. Leusden wrote to Dr. Increase Mather, of Boston, "that in and near the island of Ceylon, the Dutch pastors had baptized about 300,000" of the natives. (Mather's Magnalia, b. iii. vol. i. p. 510, ed. Hartf. 1826.) The Dutch had also translated and published in the Cingalese language, considerable portions of the Bible; besides catechisms, prayers, and other Christian books.—The Dutch having possessed themselves of a large part of the island of Java, opened a church in Batavia, the capital, in the year 1621. Pursuing much the same plans here as at Ceylon, in the year 1721, they could reckon 100,000 Christians in Java; and two Dutch, two Portuguese, and one or two Malay churches at Batavia. The New Testament in Malay, was printed at Amsterdam, 1666, at the expense of the Dutch East India Com-
§ 18. As the interior parts of Africa proper have not yet been accessible to the Europeans, they still remain wholly destitute of the light of Christian truth. But in the maritime parts, especially those where the Portuguese have obtained settlements, the power of the barbarous superstitions has here and there been prostrated, and the Roman rites have succeeded in their place. Yet the ingenious even of the Roman communion do not deny, that the number of those in this part of the world who deserve the appellation of genuine Christians, is but small; that the greater part so worship Christ, as at the same time to follow the abominable superstitions of their fathers; and that even the best of them have many defects. What little advances Christianity has made in that country, are to be ascribed altogether to the efforts of the Capuchins, who encountered incredible toils and hardships in bringing some of the ferocious nations of Africa to a knowledge of Christ. They persuaded, among others, the kings of Owerra and Benin of the truth of Christianity; and induced the very cruel and heroic queen of Matamba, Anna Zingha, in 1652, to allow herself and people to be baptized. For the Roman pontiffs, or

pany.—Soon after establishing the gospel in Java, the Dutch sent ministers from Batavia to the island of Amboyna; and in 1639, it is said, they had converted 30,000 of the natives. Here, too, schools were established, and a number of ministers stationed, at the expense of the Dutch East India Company.—In 1634, the Dutch formed a settlement on the western part of the island Formosa. Robert Junius, of Delft, was sent out by the Dutch government to establish Christianity there. He is said to have baptized 6000 persons; and to have set up schools, in which about 600 young men were taught to read. He composed some prayers, and translated certain Psalms into the Formosan language; and though his labours were chiefly in the northern parts of the island, yet he had planted churches in twenty-three towns in the south, and had set pastors over them, when he returned to Holland. In 1661, the Gospels of Matthew and John were translated into the Formosan language, by Daniel Gravius, and printed at Amsterdam, together with a catechism. But, probably, before these books reached the island, it was captured by a Chinese pirate; and it has since belonged to the Chinese.—Besides the converts in these places, the Dutch made many others in Sumatra, Timor, Celebes, Banda, Ternate, and the neighbouring Moluccan islands. See Brown's *Hist. of the Propagation of Christianity*, vol. i. ch. iii. p. 15—28. Tr.

* For illustration of these facts, besides Urban Cerri, *État présent de l'Église Romaine*, p. 222, &c. see Jo. Anton. Cavazzi, *Relation Historique de l'Afrique d'Ethiopie* Occidentale; which Jo. Bapt. Labat published in French, tom. iii. p. 432, &c. tom. iv. p. 26, 354, &c. and nearly the whole work, which is chiefly occupied with the history of the missions performed by the Capuchins in Africa during the last century. (Dr. Maclaine finds all these references totally wrong, Schlegel says; Dr. Mosheim meant Father Fortunatus Alamandini's *Italiae his-
rather the society at Rome which superintends the propagation of Christianity, have judged that African missions, for various reasons, were attended with peculiar dangers and difficulties, and could not well be performed by any but those early accustomed to austere modes of living and to the endurance of hardships. Nor did the other Romish monks appear to envy the Capuchins very much, their hard-earned glory.

§ 19. The India of the West, or what is commonly called America, is inhabited by innumerable colonists, professing the Romish religion, Spanish, Portuguese, and French. But these, especially the Spanish and Portuguese, as appears from the testimony of the most respectable men, themselves belonging to the Catholic church, are, even the priests not excepted, the lowest and most abandoned of all that bear the Christian name, and surpass the pagans in ridiculous rites and flagitious conduct. Those of the aboriginal Americans who have been reduced to servitude by the Europeans, or who reside in the vicinity of Europeans, have received some slight knowledge of the Romish religion from the Jesuits, Franciscans, and others; but the little knowledge they have received is wholly obscured by the barbarity of their customs and manners. Those Catholic priests of various orders and classes, who in modern times have visited the wandering tribes of the forests remote from the settlements of Europeans, have learned by experience, that the Indians, unless they cease to roam, and become civilized, are absolutely incapable of receiving and retaining on their minds the principles of Christianity. And hence, in some

\[\text{Alb. Fabricius, \textit{Lae Evangelii toti orbis}, cap. xlviii. xlix. p. 769, &c.} \]
\[\text{The state of the Romish religion in that part of America occupied by Christians, is briefly exhibited by Urban Cerri, \textit{Etat présent de l'Église Romaine}, p. 245.} \]
\[\text{See in particular, Frezier, \textit{Voyage du Mer du Sud}, p. 167, 218, 328, 353, 402, 417, 432, 533.} \]
\[\text{An immense number of facts on this subject, are found in the Letters, which the French Jesuits wrote to their European friends, respecting the success of their missions, and caused to be published at Paris.} \]
provinces both of South and North America, Indian commonwealths have been founded by the Jesuits with great efforts, and guarded with laws similar to those of the Europeans; and the access of all Europeans to them has nearly been cut off, to prevent their being corrupted by European vices; while the Jesuits sustain the rank both of teachers and of magistrates among them. But while the Jesuits highly extol the merits and zeal of their order in this thing, others deny their claims; and maintain that they are more eager after public honours, wealth, and power, than the advancement of christianity; and say they have collected immense quantities of gold from Paraguay, which is subject to their sole authority, and from other countries, which they have transmitted to their society in Europe.

Jo. Bapt. Labat, when asked by Tamburini, the general of the order of the Jesuits, what progress christianity was making among the Americans, boldly and frankly said: "Either none or very little; that he had not met with one adult, among those tribes, who was truly a christian; that the preachers among them were useful, only by baptizing occasionally infants that were at the point of death." *Voyage du P. Labat en Espagne et en Italie*, tom. viii, p. 7. "Je lui répondu qu'on n'y avait fait jusqu'à présent d'autres progrès que de baptiser quelques enfants moribonds, sans avoir pu convertir véritablement aucun adulte." He added, that to make the Americans christians, they must first be made men: "Qu'il en falloit faire des hommes, avant que d'en faire des chrétiens." This resolute Dominican, who had been a missionary in the American islands, wished to give the father of the Jesuits some salutary counsels respecting the immense possessions and wealth of his sons in the American islands: but the cautious old man dexterously avoided the subject: "Je voulu le mettre sur les biens que la Compagnie possède aux Isles: il chuta définitivement cet Article." With no less spirit, the same Labat checked the supreme pontiff himself, Clement XI., who commended the activity of the Spaniards and Portuguese in furthering the salvation of the Americans, but taxed the French with negligence in this very important matter: the Spaniards and the Portuguese, said Labat, have no cause to boast of the success of their labours; they only induce the Indians to feign themselves christians, through fear of tortures and death. "Les Missionnaires Espagnols et Portugais n'avoient pas sujet de se vanter des pretended conversions des Indiens, puisqu'il étoit constamment qu'ils n'avoient fait que des hypocrites, que la crainte de la mort ou des tourments avait force à recevoir de bapteme, et qui étoient demeurez après l'avoir receu, aussi idoles autre qu'apanarvant." *loc. cit.* p. 12. To this testimony, so very recent and of so high authority, so many more ancient might be added, that it would be difficult to recount them. See also, respecting the American Jesuits, the Memoire touchant l'Establissement considérable des Pères Jesuits dans les Indes d'Espagne; which is added to Frezier's Relation du Voyage de la Mer du Sud, p. 577, &c. *Franc. Coreal, Voyages aux Indes Occidentales*, tom. ii. p. 67, 43, &c. See also, Mammachi, Origines et Antiquité Christiana, tom. ii. p. 377, &c. Respecting the Jesuits occupying the province of Paraguay, see Ullon, *Voyage d'Amérique*, tom. i. p. 540, &c. and Ludov. Anton. Muratori's tract, published in 1743, in which he pleads their cause against their accusers. [A full history of the Jesuits']
§ 20. In the American provinces occupied by the British in this century, the cause of christianity was more wisely and therefore more successfully urged in opposition to the stupidity and amazing listlessness of the Indians. The glory of commencing this most important work is justly claimed by those Independents, as they are called, who had to forsake their country on account of their dissent from the religion established by law. Some families of this sect, that they might transmit uncontaminated to their children the religious principles they embraced, removed in the year 1620 from Holland to New England, and there laid the foundation of a new commonwealth. As these first adventurers were not unsuccessful, they were followed, in 1629, by very many of those called Puritans in England; who were impatient of the evils they suffered from the persecution of the bishops, and of the court which favoured those bishops. But these emigrants, at first, had to encounter so many hardships and difficulties in the dreary and uncultivated wilderness, that they could pay but little attention to the instruction of the Indians. More courage and more leisure for such enterprises were enjoyed by the new Puritan exiles from England, who went to America in 1633 [1633] and subsequently, Thomas Mayhew, Thomas Shepherd, John Eliot, and many others. All these merited high praise by their efforts for the salvation of the Americans; but none more than Eliot, who by translating the holy Scriptures and other religious books into the Indian language, and by collecting and instructing properly no small number of christian converts
among the barbarians, obtained after his death the honourable title of the Apostle of the Indians. These happy begin-
nings induced the parliament and people of England, after a few years, to resolve on extending the enterprise by public

now formed into a regular church, and the work of conversion went on rapidly. In 1650 or 1651, Mr. Mayhew found the harvest so great and the labourers so few, that he determined to go to England and solicit aid. The vessel in which he sailed was never heard from after she left the port. Thomas Mayhew, senior, after the death of his son, took upon himself the labours of an evangelist, in addition to those of chief magistrate. In 1670, two Indian preachers, Hiacomes and John Tackanash, were ordained to the office of regular pastors and teachers of the Indian church, while governor Mayhew continued the evangelist or overseer of all the Indians. In 1674, of the 360 Indian families on Martha's Vineyard two-thirds, or about 1500 persons, were professed believers in Christianity; and 50 persons were in full communion. There were then ten Indian preachers, and six different meetings on Sundays. At Nantucket, where the families were about 300, there were about thirty Indian communicants, and 300 professing believers in Christianity, three places of worship, and four Indian teachers. On the death of Thomas Mayhew, senior, in 1681, his grandson, John Mayhew, son of Thomas Mayhew, junior, having been some time minister to the English at Tisbury, in the middle of the island; took charge of the Indian congregations till his death in 1689. His son, Experience Mayhew, when arrived at the age of 21, succeeded him in the year 1694; and laboured among the Indians successfully for sixty years, or till about 1754. He was master of the Indian language, and translated into it various works for the use of his charge. He also composed a volume containing the lives of a large number of pious Indians, preachers, and others. See the Connecticut Eng. Mag. vol. ii. p. 291. 361. 441. vol. iii. p. 5. 161. 240. and Brown's Hist. of the Propag. of Christianity, vol. i. p. 47. &c. —In the colony of Plymouth, Mr. Richard Bourne preached to the Indians in and at Sandwich in their own language. In the year 1660, he procured for them a permanent grant of the lands at Mashpee; formed an Indian settlement there, and a church, over which he was ordained by J. Eliot and others, in 1666. In 1674, his Indian charge embraced about 500 souls, of whom 90 were baptized, and twenty-seven communicants. He laboured among them about 40 years. Brown, loc. cit. p. 59. Mr. John Newton employs himself to teach the natives, south of Plymouth, in six different places, on week-days; and aided their Indian teachers to teach them regularly. In the year 1663 he had about 500 Indians under his care. —About the same time, Mr. Samuel Treat of Eastham preached in four Indian villages near cape Cod, to about 500 Indians; who had their native teachers for their regular preachers on the Lord's Day. —At Sandwich also, Mr. Thomas Tapper preached regularly to about 180 Indians. —In Connecticut, something was done in this century for the religious instruction of the Indians. The Rev. Mr. Fitch of Norwich was particularly desired to teach Uncas, a sachem, and his family Christianity. Mr. Stone and Mr. Newton were employed, at the desire of the colony, to teach the Indians in Hartford, Windsor, Farmington and that vicinity. Rev. Mr. Pearson of Killingworth, who had learned their language, seems to have preached to some of them. And the ministers of the several towns, where Indians lived, instructed them as they had opportunity. But no Indian church was ever formed in this colony. Trumbull's Hist. of Connect. vol. i. ch. xix. p. 494. &c. —The state of Christianity among the Indians of New England in 1667, was thus described by Increase Mather, in his letter to Leusden: "There are six churches of baptized Indians in New England, and eighteen preachers, of catechumens professing the name of Christ. Of the Indians, there are four and twenty, who are preachers of the Word of God: and besides these, there are four English ministers, who preach the Gospel in the Indian tongue." —Tr.
measures and public contributions. Hence originated that noble society, which derives its name from its object, the propagation of the Gospel; and which, in its progress, having increased in numbers, dignity, privileges, and advantages of every kind, has gradually enlarged and extended its efforts for the salvation of the nations estranged from Christ, and especially in America. Immensely more, as all must admit, remains still to be done: yet any one must be unwit- ing, or ignorant of such things, who can deny that much has been done, and with greater success than was to be anticipated. We shall hereafter have occasion to speak of Pennsylvania, in which people of all sects and religions now live, and worship God in the manner they see fit. The Hollanders began to diffuse the knowledge of Christianity with great success in those provinces of Portuguese America, which they had conquered under the conduct of Mauris, prince of Orange; but all these prospects were intercepted when the Portuguese recovered the possessions they had lost subsequently to the year 1644. Nor did the Dutch, so far as I know, expend much labour and effort in improving the minds of the Indians that inhabited Surinam and the adjacent regions.

§ 21. The opposers of all religion, and especially of Christianity, in this century, are represented by some as more numerous, and by others as less so, according to the party and the views which they embraced. The English complain, that from the times of Charles II. their nation was contaminated with the grossest of vices and profuse; that this state of things gave rise to unbridled licentiousness of speculation, and dissention on religious subjects; and that both united, produced a multitude of persons who prostituted their talents and ingenuity to extinguish all sense of religion and piety. And that these complaints were not groundless, appears both from the numerous examples of Englishmen of this period, who either declared war against all religion, or who maintained that the religion of nature and reason was alone to be followed; and also from the many excellent treatises, by which the most

---

nings induced the parliament and people of England, after a few years, to resolve on extending the enterprise by public

now formed into a regular church, and the work of conversion went on rapidly. In 1658 or 1659, Mr. Mayhew found the harvest so great and the labourers so few, that he determined to go to England and solicit aid. The vessel in which he sailed was never heard from after she left the port. Thomas Mayhew, senior, after the death of his son, took on himself the labours of an evangelist, in addition to those of chief magistrate. In 1670, two Indian preachers, Hiacoonees and John Tackanash, were ordained to the office of regular pastors and teachers of the Indian church, while governor Mayhew continued the evangelist or overseer of all the Indians. In 1674, of the 360 Indian families on Martha's Vineyard two-thirds, or about 1500 persons, were professed believers in Christianity; and 50 persons were in full communion. There were then ten Indian preachers, and six different meetings on Sundays. At Nantucket, where the families were about 300, there were about thirty Indian communicants, and 300 professed believers in Christianity, three places of worship, and four Indian teachers. On the death of Thomas Mayhew, senior, in 1681, his grandson, John Mayhew, son of Thomas Mayhew, junior, having been some time minister to the English at Tisbury, in the middle of the island; took charge of the Indian congregations till his death in 1689. His son, Experience Mayhew, when arrived at the age of 21, succeeded him in the year 1694; and laboured among the Indians successfully for sixty years, or till about 1754. He was master of the Indian language, and translated into it various works for the use of his charge. He also composed a volume containing the lives of a large number of pious Indians, preachers, and others. See the Connecticut Ensign, May, vol. ii. p. 281. 361. 441. vol. iii. p. 5. 161. 249, and Brown's Hist. of the Propog. of Christianity, vol. i. p. 47, &c.—In the colony of Plymouth, Mr. Richard Bourne preached to the Indians in and about Sandwich in their own language. About the year 1660, he procured for them a permanent grant of the lands at Mashpee; formed an Indian settlement there, and a church, over which he was ordained by J. Eliot and others, in 1666. In 1674, his Indian charge embraced about 500 souls, of whom 90 were baptized, and twenty-seven communicants. He laboured among them about 40 years. Brown, loc. cit. p. 89. Mr. John Cotton, minister of Plymouth, understanding the Indian language, preached to the natives, south of Plymouth, in five different places, on weekdays; and aided their Indian teachers to preach to them regularly. In the year 1693 he had about 500 Indians under his care.—About the same time, Mr. Samuel Treat of Eastham preached in four Indian villages near Cape Cod, to about 500 Indians; who had their native teachers for their regular preachers on the Lord's Day.—At Sandwich also, Mr. Thomas Tapper preached regularly to about 180 Indians.

In Connecticut, something was done in this century for the religious instruction of the Indians. The Rev. Mr. Fitch of Norwich was particularly desired to teach Uncas, a sachem, and his family Christianity. Mr. Stone and Mr. Newton were employed, at the desire of the colony, to teach the Indians in Hartford, Windsor, Farmington and that vicinity. Rev. Mr. Pearson of Killingworth, who had learned their language, seems to have preached to some of them. And the ministers of the several towns, where Indians lived, instructed them as they had opportunity. But no Indian church was ever formed in this colony. Trumbull's Hist. of Connect. vol. i. ch. xix. p. 494, &c.—The state of Christianity among the Indians of New England in 1667, was thus described by Increase Mather, in his letter to Leusden: "There are six churches of baptized Indians in New England, and eighteen assemblies of catechumens professing the name of Christ. Of the Indians, there are four-and-twenty, who are preachers of the Word of God; and besides these, there are four English ministers, who preach the Gospel in the Indian tongue."—Tr.}
measures and public contributions. Hence originated that noble society, which derives its name from its object, the propagation of the Gospel; and which, in its progress, having increased in numbers, dignity, privileges, and advantages of every kind, has gradually enlarged and extended its efforts for the salvation of the nations estranged from Christ, and especially in America. Immensely more, as all must admit, remains still to be done: yet any one must be unainted, or ignorant of such things, who can deny that much has been done, and with greater success than was to be anticipated. We shall hereafter have occasion to speak of Pennsylvania, in which people of all sects and religions now live, and worship God in the manner they see fit. The Hollanders began to diffuse the knowledge of christianity with great success in those provinces of Portuguese America, which they had conquered under the conduct of Maurice, prince of Orange: but all these prospects were intercepted when the Portuguese recovered the possessions they had lost subsequently to the year 1644. Nor did the Dutch, so far as I know, expend much labour and effort in improving the minds of the Indians that inhabited Surinam and the adjacent regions.

§ 21. The opposers of all religion, and especially of christianity, in this century, are represented by some as more numerous, and by others as less so, according to the party and the views which they embraced. The English complain, that from the times of Charles II. their nation was contaminated with the grossest of vices and profliagcy; that this state of things gave rise to unbridled licentiousness of speculation, and disputation on religious subjects; and that both united, produced a multitude of persons who prostituted their talents and ingenuity to extinguish all sense of religion and piety. And that these complaints were not groundless, appears both from the numerous examples of Englishmen of this period, who either declared war against all religion, or who maintained that the religion of nature and reason was alone to be followed; and also from the many excellent treatises, by which the most

solid writers of the nation defended the divinity and excellence of christianity against their hostile assaults. The strongest evidence, however, is the noble institution of the very learned knight, Robert Boyle; who, by his will, in 1691, bequeathed a splendid portion of his estate to religion; the income of which was to be annually paid over to acute and eloquent men, who should oppose the progress of impiety, and demonstrate and confirm the truth of natural and revealed religion, in eight public discourses each year*. Down to our times, men of the greatest talents and genius have undertaken this service; and their discussions or discourses have been laid before the public, to the great advantage of all Europe 5.

§ 22. By the English, generally, Thomas Hobbes of Malmesbury is represented as the leader and standard-bearer of the impious company who, from the accession of Charles II., set themselves in opposition to God and to things sacred. He was a man daring, crafty, acute, and perspicacious, and of more genius than learning or knowledge, either sacred or human 1. He has, however, found some advocates out of Great Britain; who maintain that he erred indeed, yet not so basely as to

---


1 See Peter Bayle's Dictionnaire, tom. ii. p. 478. Anth. Wood's Athenae Oxonienses, vol. ii. p. 461, of the late edition. [Ad Brucker's Historia Crit. Philos. Appendix, Lips. 1767, 4to. p. 860, &c. where his life and character are described with impartiality and accuracy. He was, in Cromwell's time, a zealous adherent to the royalist party, and a defender of their rights, with a servile submission. Yet he lost the favour of the court, and died in 1679, in his 91st year, a private country gentleman. Two of his works, namely de Géoc, Paris, 1642. 4to. and his Leviathan, 1651. fol. are most worthy of notice. In them he recommends monarchical despotism, represents the human soul as material and mortal, discards all natural distinction between moral actions, and makes morality depend wholly on the enactments of
subvert the being of a God and the worship of him. Those who shall read attentively the books he has left, must admit, that, if he was not destitute of all regard for God and religion, it is manifest, his principles naturally lead to an utter disregard for all things sacred: and his writings betray, not obscurely, a mind most unfriendly to Christ and to the christian religion. It is said, however, that, in his old age, he became more rational, and publicly condemned the sentiments he had formerly published: but whether he was sincere in this, is uncertain. With more truth it may be said of John Wilmot, earl of Rochester, who attacked God and religion with even more fury than Hobbes, that he became a penitent. He was a man of great discernment and brilliancy of genius, but of astonishing levity, and while his bodily powers were subservient to his will, libidinous and debauched. Yet it was his happy lot,


2 This rests on the authority of Anthony Wood; who states, in his Athenæ Oxoniæ, vol. ii. p. 646, that Hobbes wrote an apology for himself and his writings; in which he professes never to have embraced the opinions he proposed in his Leviathan, but to have brought them forward merely to try his ingenuity; that, after writing the book, he never defended those opinions, either publicly or privately, but submitted them to the judgment of the church; that those positions of his book, in particular, which seemed to militate against the received notions of God and religion, were published, not as true and incontestible, but only as plausible, and for the purpose of drawing forth the judgment of theologians concerning them. Wood does not tell us, in what year this apology appeared; which is evidence that he had not been able to examine the book. Neither does he state, whether Hobbes was alive, or dead, when it was published. But its being placed in the list of Hobbes’ writings posterior to 1652, leads to the conjecture, that it was published after his death: for he died in 1679. It does not, therefore, yet appear, what we are to think of this change of opinion in Hobbes. I can believe, that such an apology for Hobbes exists: but perhaps it was drawn up by one of his friends, to shield his reputation after he was dead. Yet, if it was written and published by himself, it can afford but little support to those who would defend his character. For the method Hobbes takes to excuse himself, is, that in which all try to clear themselves, when they have incurred odium and indignation, by advancing corrupt and pernicious opinions, yet wish to live quietly, though continuing to be just what they were before.

in the last years of his short life, through the admonition especially of Gilbert Burnet, to betake himself to the mercy of God and Jesus Christ; and he died religiously, A.D. 1680, seriously lamenting and detesting his former wickedness. In this list may be placed Anthony Ashley Cooper, earl of Shaftesbury, who died of a consumption at Naples, A.D. 1703: not that he was an open enemy of Christianity, but his pungent wit, the elegance of his style, and the charms of his genius, rendered him the more dangerous foe to religion, in proportion to the concealment he practised. Various of his works are extant, and have been often published; all exquisitely fine, from the native charms of his diction and thoughts, yet exceedingly dangerous to young and inexperienced minds. A rustic and coarse brawler, compared with these, was John Toland, an Irishman, who, at the close of this century, was not ashamed to disgrace himself and his country by several tracts reproachful to Christianity. But as those who pamper the vicious propensities of men seldom lack admirers, so this man, who was not destitute of learning, though vainglorious, and of abandoned morals, was thought something of by the undiscerning.

5 This scene is described by Gilbert Burnet, in a special tract entitled: Some passages of the Life and Death of John, earl of Rochester, written at his desire, on his death bed, by Gilbert Burnet, D.D. It is extant also, in German, French, and Latin.

6 His works were first published collectively, Lond. 1711, in three volumes, 8vo, and are called Characteristica, [of Men, Manners, and Opinions] from the title of the greater part of them. See Jo. La. Clerc, Bibliotheque Choisie, tom. xxiii. Some notes of Geo. Wilh. Leibnitz upon them, were published by Peter des Maizeaux, Recueil des discours Pieces sur la Philosophie, tom. ii. p. 245. There are some who maintain, that this otherwise great and illustrious man has been rashly accused, by clergymen, of contaminating religion. I wish they could solidly evince that it is so. But, if I do not wholly mistake, whoever shall read but a moderate portion of his writings, or only his noted Letter on Enthusiasm, which in French bears the title: Essai sur la Ralliere, will readily find in with the judgment which Dr. Berkeley passes upon him, in his Aleiphron, or the Minute Philosopher, vol. i. dial. iii. p. 260, &c. This very ingenious man employs ridicule, when seeming to speak the most gravely on sacred subjects; and divests the arguments, derived from the sacred Scriptures, in support of a devout and virtuous life, of all their power and influence: may, by recommending an indescribable, sublime kind of virtue, far above the conceptions of common people, and which rests satisfied with itself, he appears to extinguish all zeal for the pursuit of virtue, in the minds of common people.

7 In my younger years I treated largely of this man, in a Commentatio de Vita et Scriptis ejus, prefixed to a Confutation of his insidious book entitled Nascens. The deficiencies, if any, in that Commentatio, may be supplied from the Life of Toland, prefixed to his Posthumous Works, published at London, 1726. 2 vols. 8vo.
other Englishmen, of less notoriety, belonging to this class, need not be enumerated: yet if any one is disposed, he may add to the list Edward Henry [Herbert, baron] of Cherbury, a nobleman and philosopher, who, if he did not deny the divinity of the Christian religion, yet maintained that the knowledge of it was not necessary to salvation; and Charles Blount, the author of the Oracles of Reason, who committed suicide in 1693.

§ 23. In France, upon the continent near England, Julius Cæsar Vanini, an Italian, author of the Amphitheatre of Providence, and of Dialogues concerning Nature, was publicly burnt at Toulouse, in 1629 [1619], as a perverse enemy of God and of all religion. But some respectable and learned writers think that he fell a victim to personal resentment; and that he neither wrote nor lived and acted, so stupidly and impiously, as to be justly chargeable with contemning God. But the

The author of that Life is Peter des Maizeaux, well known for various literary labours.

Lord Herbert is sufficiently known to the learned, by his book de Cassis Errorum, and other writings; but especially, by his work de Religione Gentilium. And not less known, are the confutations of the sentiments he advance in these books; by John Musaeus, Christ, Kortholt, and other celebrated divines. He is commonly considered the father of the family of Naturalists or Deists. See Godfr. Arnold's Kirchen- and Ketzerhistorie, pt. ii. book xviii. ch. xvi. p. 1063, &c. Cherbury is properly the founder of the modern religious Indifference. If we may believe him, the divine origin of Christianity cannot be proved, but only be rendered very probable. The whole of religion, according to him, consists in the articles: I. There is a God. II. He is to be worshipped. III. And this, by the practice of virtue. IV. Repentance and reformation will procure us pardon from God. V. After this life, the virtuous will be rewarded, and the vicious punished.

——Sed——

See Chaumier's Nouveau Dictionnaire Historique et Crit. tom. i. pt. ii. p. 328. He, however, omits his tragic death, from a regard, undoubtedly, to the feelings of the illustrious family of Blount's, still living in England. — Concerning all the English deists mentioned in this section, their works, their opinions, and the confutation of them, see John Leland's View of the principal deistical writers that have appeared in England, in the last and present century, with Observations, first published in 1754, and since, often, in 2 vols. 8vo. Tr.

1 See the compilations of Jo. Fran. Buddeus, concerning him, in his Theos de Atheismo et Superstitione, cap. i. p. 126, &c. The author of the Apology for Vanini, which was published in Holland, 1712, 8vo. was Peter Fred. Arp, a lawyer of extensive learning; who promised a new and much enlarged edition of this little book, in his Ferro Ativales seu Scriptorium avarum Historiae, pt. i. § xl. p. 26, &c. His conductor, in vindicating the character of Vanini, was Elias Fred. Heister, Apologia pro Medicis, sect. xviii. p. 93, &c. [Vanini was a physician, and a wild, enthusiastic naturalist. He travelled in England, the Netherlands, Germany, France, and Switzerland; professed himself a Catholic; but he advanced, particularly in his last book, his Dialogues, such mystical and deistical opinions concerning God, whom he seemed to confound with nature, that
character of *Cosmo Ruggeri*, a Florentine and a profligate, who
died at Paris in 1615, no honest man will readily undertake to
defend. For when about to die, he boldly declared that he
regarded all that we are taught respecting a supreme Deity
and evil spirits as idle tales. Whether justice or injustice
was done to *Casimir Leszynsky*, a Polish knight, who was
punished capitally at Warsaw, in 1689, for denying a God and
divine providence, cannot easily be determined, without inspection
of the record of his trial. In Germany, a senseless and
frantic man, *Matthew Knutzen* of Holstein, wished to establish
a new sect of the *Conscientiaries*, that is, of persons who
neglecting God, followed only the dictates of conscience, or
right reason: but he was easily checked, and compelled to
abandon his mad project.

§ 24. *Benedict de Spinoza*, a Portuguese Jew, who died at
the Hague in 1677, is accounted the first and the most acute
of all those in this century, who transformed the Author of all
things into a being, manacled by the eternal laws of necessity
and fate. He indeed, personally, led a more discreet and com-
 mendable life than an immense number of christians and others
do, who have never suffered a doubt to enter their minds
respecting God and the duties men owe to him; neither did
he seek to seduce others into a contempt for the supreme
Being, or into corrupt morals. But in his books, especially
he was burnt as a heretic, at Toulouse, a.p. 1619. See Schroeckh's *Kirchen-
tom. v. p. 670, tom. vi. p. 922. Chaupeled, *Dictionnaire des Ancêtres*; and *Staudinis*

2 *Peter Bayle's Dictionnaire*, tom. iii. p. 2526. *He was a great astrologer
and soothsayer, and openly vicious; according to Bayle. *Tr.*

§ iv. p. 1074. The records of the trial of Leszynsky were formerly kept in
the very rich library of Zach. Cons. Uffenbach; but where they are since
removed to, I do not know. [Yet, from what Arnold has brought for-
ward, it is more probable that he was

 innocent, than that he was guilty. *Sdt.*

4 See Jo. Möller's *Cimbrica Literata*, tom. i. p. 304, &c. and his *Isagogae ad

5 His life, accurately written, by Jo. Colerus, was published at the Hague,
in the year 1706, 8vo. Yet a more full and circumstantial life of him was
composed by Lenglet du Fresnoy, and prefixed to Boulainvilliers' *Exposition
of the doctrines of Spinoza*, published at Brussels, or rather at Amsterdam,
1731, 12mo. Add Peter Bayle, *Dictionnaire*, tom. iii. p. 2131. *He was
born at Amsterdam in 1632, where his father, a Portuguese Jew, then resided
as a trader. Educated among Jews,
those published after his death, it is manifestly his aim to
evince that the whole universe, and God himself, are precisely
one and the same thing; and that whatever takes place, arises
out of the eternal and immutable laws of nature, which neces-
sarily existed and was active from all eternity. And if these
things were so, it would follow that every individual is himself
God, and cannot possibly commit sin. It was the Cartesian
philosophy, to which he entirely resigned himself, that, beyond
all controversy, led Spinoza into these opinions. For, having
adopted the common maxim of all philosophers, that all things
that truly exist (all realities), exist superlatively in God; and then
assuming as indubitable, that opinion of des Cartes, that there are
only two realities, thought and extension, the one peculiar to minds,
and the other to matter; it was natural and even necessary,
that he should ascribe to God both those realities, extension and
thought, without limitation or modification. And this done, it was
he early manifested talent, and also
a propensity towards infidelity. He
became a great admirer of Cartesian
principles; and associated with men
of education and philosophers. He
was by trade a glass grinder, and
much famed for all kinds of optical
glasses. His most noted works were,
his \textit{Tractatus Theologico-Politicus}, Ham-
burg (Amsterdam), 1670, 4to, and
\textit{Ethica Ordine Geometrico Demonstrata},
published soon after his death, 1677, 4to. His style is dry, argumentative,
and rather obscure. Towards the
close of the 18th century, some of the
German theologians began to admire
his writings; and at this time (1831),
it is said, that a large number of the
most pious divines of Germany are
Spinozists in philosophy. Tr.

A pretty long list of those who
have confuted Spinoza is given by Jo.
pt. iii. p. 119, &c. and by Godfr. Jeni-
chen, \textit{Historia Spinozini Lehnhofani},
p. 58—72. His real opinions concern-
ing God must be learned from his
Ethics, which was published after his
death; and not from his \textit{Tractatus
Theologico-Politicus}, which he published
in his lifetime. For in the latter he
argues just as if he believed in an
eternal Deity, distinct from nature
and matter, who had caused a system
of religion to be promulgated, for im-
buing men's minds with benevolence
and equity, and had confirmed it by
events, marvellous indeed, but not
supernatural. But in his Ethics, he
more clearly explains his views; and
labours to prove, that nature itself is
God, by its inherent powers necessa-
riely producing movements. And this
aids the confutation of those, who con-
tend that Spinoza was not so bad a
man, as he is generally represented,
and who adduce their proofs from his
\textit{Tractatus Theologico-politicus}. Whether
he gradually proceeded from bad to
worse, or whether he cautiously con-
cealed his real sentiments, from pru-
dential reasons, while he lived, it is
difficult to say. This however is at-
tested by the most credible witnesses,
that so long as he was alive, he did not
publicly influence any one to think
lightly of God and his worship; and
he always expressed himself, seriously
and piously, when the conversation
turned upon such subjects. See Peter
des Maixeaux, \textit{Vis de M. S. Eromond},
p. 117, &c. tom. i. of the works of the
latter. This may also be easily gather-
ed from his Letters, which are extant
among his posthumous works.
unavoidable for him to confound God and the universe as being one and the same nature; and to maintain, that there is only one real substance from which all others originate, and to which all return. Moreover, Spinoza's system of doctrine, as even his friends will admit, was by no means such as to captivate by its lucidity and the clearness of its evidence. For they tell us it is to be comprehended by a kind of *feeling* rather than by the understanding; and it brings even the greatest geniuses into danger of misunderstanding it.

Among the disciples of Spinoza, (who choose to be called *Pantheists*, from the principal doc-

---

7 Peter Bayle, whom no one will say was naturally obtuse and dull of apprehension, is charged, by the followers of Spinoza, with not having well understood the sentiments of their master, and therefore with not having solidly refuted them. See his *Dictionaire*, tom. iii. p. 1641, note. Lewis Meier bitterly complains, in his Preface to the Posthumous Works of Spinoza, p. 21, &e., that there was a general misapprehension of the views of this extraordinary man, whose opinions all harmonized with the Christian religion. Boullainvilliers also, the expounder of Spinoza, declares, in the Preface to a book soon to be mentioned, p. 153, that all his opposers had either maliciously perverted his meaning, or misunderstood it. "Les refutations de Spinoza m'ont induit à juger, que leurs auteurs n'avoient pas voulu mettre la doctrine, qu'ils combattent, dans une evidence suffisante, ou qu'ils l'avoient mal entendue." If this system of doctrine is so difficult, so far above common comprehension, that even men of the greatest and most acute minds may easily mistake in stating it, what conclusion shall we make, but that the greatest part of the Spinozists, (who are said to be very numerous all over Europe,) have adopted it, not so much from any natural superiority of their genius, as from the hope of indulging their lusts with impunity! For no rational and well-informed man will believe, that in so great a multitude of persons, many of whom never once thought of improving their intellectual powers, all can see through that, which puzzles the most perspicacious.

8 To relieve his poverty and satisfy his hunger, John Toland composed and published, at Cosmopolis (London), in 1730, 8vo, an infamous and corrupting book, entitled *Pantheismus*; in which he exhibits the Formula celeberrimae Societatis Socraticae *secu Pantheismum*, that is, the mode of conducting meetings among the *Pantheists*, whom he represents as scattered everywhere, and the morals of this faction are here graphically depicted. In this book,—than which none can be more pernicious to honest but unguarded minds,—the president and the members of the society of *Pantheists* confer with each other. "He earnestly recommends to his associates and fellows attention to truth, liberty, and health; and disdains them from superstition, that is, religion; and sometimes he reads to the brethren select passages from Cicero and Seneca, in which there is something favourable to irreligion. They solemnly promise that they will obey his injunctions. Sometimes the whole company become so animated, that they simultaneously raise their voices, and sing merrily some verses from the ancient Latin poets, suited to their morals and principles. See Maizaux, *Life of John Toland*, p. 77. *Bibliothèque Anglaise*, tom. viii. pt. ii. p. 285. If the *Pantheists* are such as they are here represented, it is not for wise men to dispute with them, but for good magistrates to see to it, that such impudent geniuses do not creep into society, and seduce the minds of citizens from their duty.
trine of their master which they embrace,) the first rank was held by Louis Meier, a physician and a familiar friend of Spinoza, one Lucas, the count Boullainvilliers, and some others.

Spinoza employed this Meier as an interpreter, to translate into Latin what he wrote in Dutch. He also attended his dying master, and in vain attempted to heal his disease. And moreover published the Posthumous Works of Spinoza, with a Preface, in which he endeavored without success to demonstrate, that Spinoza's doctrine contains nothing at variance with Christianity. He was also the author of the well known book, entitled Philosophiae Scripturarum Interpretes, Leiden, 1666, in which the dignity and authority of the sacred books are subjected entirely to the decisions of philosophy.

Lucas was a physician at the Hague, noted for his panaceas, and for the obliquity of his morals. This flagitious man left a Life of Spinoza, from which Lenglet du Fresnoy drew the additions, that he made to the Life of Spinoza composed by John Colerus. There is also in circulation, and sold at a high price to those who can relish such writings, his Marrow of Spinoza's doctrine: L'Esprit de Spinoza. Compared with this, what Spinoza himself wrote, will appear quite tolerable and religious; so greatly has this wretched writer overleaped the bounds of all modesty, discretion, and good sense.

This man, of a prolific but singular and unhearthed genius, well known by his various works relating to the political history of France, by his Life, or rather fable, of Muhammed, by his misfortunes, and by other things; was so inconsistent with himself, as to allow to both superstition and atheism nearly an equal place in his ill-arranged mind. For, while he believed, that there was no God but nature, or the universe, he still had no hesitation to record Muhammed as one whom God raised up to instruct mankind; and he believed that the future fortunes of individuals and of nations, might be learned from the stars. This man, from his great solicitude for the public good, was much troubled, that the excellent doctrine of Spinoza were misunderstood, by almost every body; and therefore he voluntarily assumed the task of expounding and stating them, in a plain and lucid manner, suited to the comprehension of ordinary minds. His attempt succeeded; but it produced only this effect, that Spinoza, written more clearly than before, that Bayle and the others, who regarded the opinions of Spinoza as irrational in themselves, and subversive of all religion and virtue, did not misjudge. His work merited eternal oblivion. But Lenglet du Fresnoy brought it before the public; and that it might be bought and read with less suspicion, he gave it the false title of a Concatenation of Spinoza's doctrine; and added some tracts, really deserving that character, together with a Life of Spinoza. The whole title of this dangerous book is this: Réfutation des Erreurs de Bénédict de Spinoza, par M. de Fénelon, Archevêque de Cambray, par le P. Le Maistre, de Trécouart, et par M. le Comte de Boullainvilliers avec la vie de Spinoza, écrite par M. Jean Colerus, augmentée de beaucoup de particulières tirées d'une vie manuscrite de ce philosophe, faite par un de ses amis. (This was Lucas, of whom we spoke before.) A Bruxelles chez François Poppens, 1751. 12mo. Thus the wolf was penned among the sheep. Boullainvilliers' exposition and defence of Spinoza's doctrine, which, to deceive people, is called a Réfutation, constitutes the greatest part of the book: nor is it placed last, as in the title page, but occupies the fore ground. The book also contains more than the title specifies. For the motley collection is closed by a work of Isaac Orobio, a Jewish philosopher and physician, (who held not the lowest place among the friends and disciples of Spinoza,) entitled Certainum Philosophicum propagatum Veritatis divinae ac naturalis adversus Jo. Bredelarjii principii. This work was printed at Amsterdam, 1703. 8vo.
§ 25. How greatly all branches of literature, the arts, and sciences, as well those which belong to the province of reason and the intellect, as those which belong to the empire of invention, memory, and the imagination, were cultivated and advanced with success in this century throughout Christendom, appears from innumerable proofs, which need not here be detailed. The minds of men already awake, were further excited to go forward, and sagaciously shown the path they should pursue, near the beginning of this century, by that very great man, Francis Bacon, lord Verulam, the Apollo of the English; and particularly in his books on the Dignity and the Advances of the Sciences, and his New Organ of the Sciences (de Dignitate et Augmentis Scientiarum, and Novum Organum Scientiarum3). It would be vain, indeed, to expect that mankind, who are beset with a thousand obstructions to their seeing things nakedly and as they really are, should do all that he requires of the cultivators of science and literature: for this extraordinary man was sometimes borne away by his vast and intuitive genius, and required of men, not what they are able to do, but what he could wish might be done. Yet it would be injustice to deny that a great part of the advances which the Europeans made in every species of knowledge in this century is ascribable to his counsels and admonitions; and especially, that those who had treated of physical and philosophical subjects, almost like blind men, by his assistance began gradually to open their eyes, and to philosophize in a wiser manner. And through his influence it was, I have no doubt, that, while most people in the preceding age supposed all human knowledge was carried to its perfection by the study of the Greek and Latin classics, and by an acquaintance with the liberal and elegant arts, many gradually ceased to think so, and saw that there was more wholesome aliment for the mind of a wise man.

§ 26. That the mathematical, physical, and astronomical

3 See his Life, prefixed to the late edition of his entire Works, Lond. 1740. fol. and the extracts from it, in the Bibliothèque Britannique, tom. xv. pt. 1. p. 126, &c. Mallet’s Vie de François Bacon, Amsterd. 1742. 8vo. where, see especially his efforts to introduce a better mode of philosophizing, p. 6. 12. 50. 102, &c. Add Voltaire’s Mélanges de Littérature et de Philosophie, cap. xiv. p. 126, &c.
sciences in particular, were carried to so great perfection among most of the nations of Europe, that those who lived before this period were comparatively but children in these sciences, is most manifest. *Galileo Galilei*, in Italy, supported by the grand dukes of Tuscany, led the way: and there followed among the French, *René des Cartes, Peter Gassendi*, and innumerable others; among the Danes, *Tycho Brahe*; among the English, besides others of less fame, *Robert Boyle*, and *Isaac Newton*; among the Germans, *John Kepler, John Hevelius, Godfr. Wm. Leibnitz*; among the Swiss, *Bernoulli*. To these men of the first order, so many others eagerly joined themselves, that there was no nation of Europe, except those which had not yet become civilized, which could not boast of its excellent and renowned geometrician, natural philosopher, and astronomer. Their ardour was stimulated not only by the grand dukes of Tuscany, those hereditary patrons of all learning, and especially of these branches, but also by the very powerful monarchs of France and Great Britain, *Charles II.* and *Louis XIV.* The former established in London, as the latter did in Paris, an Academy or Society of learned and inquisitive men, guarded against the contempt of the vulgar and the insidious influences of sloth by very ample honours and rewards; and whose business it was to examine nature most critically, and to cultivate all those arts by which the human mind is rendered acute in discerning the truth and in promoting the convenience and comfort of mankind. These institutions and pursuits have been exceedingly useful, not only to civil society, but also to the christian church. For by them the dominion of superstition, than which nothing can be more injurious to true religion, or more dangerous to the safety of the state, has been greatly narrowed down; the strongest pro-

---


2 A history of the Royal Society of London, was published by Thomas Spratt, London, 1722. 4to. See *Bibliothèque Anglaise*, tom. xi. pt. 1. p. 1, &c. [*A much more interesting and ample history of this respectable Society has lately been composed and published by Dr. Birch, its learned secretary. *Macd.* A History of the Parisian Academy of Sciences, has been published by Fontenelle. A comparison between the two academies, is made by Voltaire, *Mélanges de Littérature et de Philosophie*, esp. xxvi. in Opp. tom. iv. p. 317.*]
tections have been set up against fictitious prodigies, by which people were formerly greatly affrighted; and the boundless perfections of the supreme Being, especially his wisdom and his power, have been most solidly demonstrated, from the character and the structure both of the universe at large and of individual parts of it.

§ 27. The far better knowledge of history in general, and especially of the ancient christian church, which men of great diligence in one place and another acquired and imparted to others, removed much darkness from the minds of christians. For the origin and causes of a great number of opinions, which antiquity and custom had rendered sacred, being laid open; numerous errors, which had before occupied and enslaved men’s minds, now lost their authority; and in this way, light and peace arose upon the minds of many, and their lives were rendered more blameless and more happy. This knowledge restored reputation to very many whom the malice or the ignorance of former ages had branded with the name of heretics; which served as a protection to many pious and good men against the malevolent and the ignorant. It showed, that various religious disputes, which formerly embroiled nations and involved states in bloodshed, rebellion, and crimes, arose from very trivial causes; from the ambiguity of terms, from ignorance, superstition, envy, and emulation, or from the love of pre-eminence. It traced back many rites and ceremonies, which were once regarded as of divine origin, to polluted sources; to the customs of barbarous nations, to a disposition to practise imposition, to the irrational fancies of half-educated men, and to a foolish desire of imitating others. It taught that the rulers of the church had, by base arts, possessed themselves of no small share of the civil power; and by binding kings with religious terrors, divested them of their wealth. It evinced that the ecclesiastical councils, whose decrees were once regarded as divine oracles, were often conventions of quite ignorant men, nay sometimes of arrant knaves. Several other things of the like nature might be mentioned. How salutary all this was to the cause of christianity, how much gentleness towards those of different sentiments, how much caution and prudence in deciding upon the opinions of others, how much relief to the
innocent and the good against the ill-disposed grew out of it, and how many pernicious artifices, frauds, and errors, it has banished from human society, we may learn from our own daily experience of our happy condition.

§ 28. Those christians, who gave attention to Hebrew and Greek literature, and to the languages and antiquities of the eastern nations, (and very many prosecuted these studies with great success,) threw much light on numerous passages of the holy Scriptures, which were before, either dark and obscure, or misunderstood, and erroneously adduced in support of opinions rashly taken up, may made to teach error and false doctrine. And the consequence was, that the patrons of many vulgar errors and groundless opinions, were deprived of the best part of their armour. Nor will the wise and the good maintain, that there was no advantage to religion from the labours of such as either kept Latin eloquence from becoming extinct, or in imitation of the French, laboured to polish and improve the vernacular languages of their respective nations. For it is of great importance to the welfare and progress of the christian community, that it should not lack men, who are able to write and to speak properly, fluently, and elegantly, on all religious subjects; so that they may bring the ignorant, and those opposed to religion, to listen with pleasure to what they ought to learn, and readily to comprehend what they ought to know.

§ 29. The moral doctrines inculcated by Christ and his apostles, received a better form, and more support against various abuses and perversions, after the law of nature or of right reason, had been more carefully investigated and more clearly explained. The incomparable Hugo Grotius, stood forth a guide to others in this department, by his work on the Rights of War and Peace (de Jure Belli et Pacis); and the excellence and importance of the subject, induced a number of the best geniuses to follow him with alacrity. How much aid the labours of these men afforded to all those who afterwards treated of the life and duties of a christian, will be manifest to any one, that shall take the trouble to compare the treatises on this

8 See Adam Fred. Glafey's History of the Law of Nature, written in German, and subjoined to a Bibliotheca of the law of nature and nations; Lips. 1739, 4to.
subject composed after their times, with those which were previously in estimation. It is certain, that the boundaries of christian and natural morality were more accurately determined; some christian duties, the nature of which was not well understood by the ancients, were more clearly defined: the great superiority of the divine laws, to the dictates of mere reason, was more lucidly shown; those general principles and solid grounds, by which all the christian’s doubts and conflicts respecting right and wrong in action, may be easily settled, were established; and finally, the folly of those who audaciously maintained, that the precepts of christianity were at variance with the dictates of sound reason, that they subverted nature, were calculated to undermine the prosperity of nations, rendered men effeminate, diverted them from the proper business of life, and the like, was vigorously chastised and refuted.

§ 30. But it is proper to make some particular remarks on the state of philosophy among christians. At the commencement of this century, nearly all the philosophers were distributed into two sects: namely, that of the Peripatetics, and that of the Fire-Philosophers, or the Chemists. And these two sects, during many years, contended warmly for pre-eminence, in a great number of publications. The Peripatetics held nearly all the professorial chairs, both in the universities and the inferior schools; and they were furious against all that thought Aristotle should either be corrected or abandoned; as if all such had been traitors to their country, and public enemies of mankind. Most of this class, however, if we except the professors at Tubingen, Helmstadt, Altorf, and Leipsic, did not follow Aristotle himself, but rather his modern expositors. The Chemical or Fire Philosophers roamed over nearly every country of Europe; assumed the obscure and deceptive title of Rosicrucian Brethren (Rosae Crucii Fratres), which had some apparent respectability, as it seemed to be derived from

7 It is abundantly attested, that the title of Rosarium was given to the Chemists, who united the study of religion with the search after chemical secrets. The term itself is chemical; nor can its import be understood, without a knowledge of the style used by the chemists. It is compounded, not as many think, of rosin and crenas (a rose and the crenas), but of ros (dew) and crenas. Dæw is the most powerful of all natural substances to dissolve gold. And a crenas, in the language of the fire-philosophers, is the same as Lasa (light), because the figure of a crenas + exhibits all the three letters of the
the arms of Luther, which were a cross upon a rose; and in numberless publications, some of them more and some of them

word _Luz_ at one view. Moreover, this sect applied the term _Luz_ to the _seed or semen trium of the Red Dragon_, or to that crude and corporeal light, which being properly concocted and digested, produces gold. A _Rosicrucian_, therefore, is a philosopher, who, by means of _duc_, seeks _for light_, that is, for the substance of the philosopher's stone. The other interpretations of this name, are false and deceptivel; and were invented and given out by the chemists themselves, who were exceedingly fond of concealment, for the sake of imposing on others that were hostile to their religious views. The true import of this title was perceived by the sagacity of Peter Gassendi, _Essamen Philosophiae Findamen_, § 15, in his _Opp_. tom. iii. p. 261. But it was more lucidly explained, by the celebrated French physician, Eusebius Renaudot, _Conferences Publiques_, tom. iv. p. 67. Very much, though ill arranged, respecting these Rosicrucian brethren, who made so much noise in this century, their society, institutes, and writings, may be found in Godf. Arnold's _Kirchen- und Ketzerhistorie_, pt. ii. book xvii. ch. xviii. p. 1114, &c. [According to most of the writers on the subject, the name _Rosicrucians_ was not assumed by all the Fire-Philosophers; nor was it first applied to men of that description; but it was the appropriate name of an imaginary association, first announced about the year 1610, into which a multitude of Fire-Philosophers, or alchemists, eagerly sought admission. The earliest writing professedly from them, was either published or re-published at Frankfort, A. D. 1615, in German; and afterwards in Danish, Dutch, and Latin; and bore the title of _Fama Fraternitatis_, or Discovery of the Brotherhood, or the praise-worthy order of the Rosy-cross; together with the Confession of the same Fraternity; addressed to all the learned heads in Europe: also some answers, by Mr. Haselmeyer and other learned persons, to the Fama; together with a Discourse concerning a general reformation of the whole world._ The next year, 1616, David Mederus wrote, "that the _Fama Fraternitatis_ and the _Confessio_ had then been, for six years, printed and dispersed in five languages." In the _Fama_, p. 15, &c. the founder and head of the fraternity is said to have been one Christopher Rosen-Crevutz, a German, born in the year 1388; who became a pilgrim, visited the holy sepulchre, and Damascus, where he was instructed by the wise men, and afterwards learned magic and the Cabala, at Fes, and in Egypt; on his return to Germany, he undertook to improve human knowledge, and received several into his fraternity, in order to commence the business; and lived to the age of 100 years, a sage far in advance of the men of his age. This fraternity, it was said, continued down to the time of these publications. A vast excitement was produced by this publication in 1615. Some declared in favour of the fabled Rosicrucian society, as a body of orthodox and learned reformers of the world; and others charged them with errors and mischievous designs. But in the year 1619, Dr. Jo. Valentine Andreae, a famous Lutheran divine, published his "Tower of Babel, or chaos of opinions respecting the Fraternity of the Rosy-cross," in which he represents the whole history as a farce; and gave intimations that he was himself concerned in getting it up. But many enthusiastic persons, especially among the Fire Philosophers, continued to believe the fable; and professed to know many of the secrets of the society. Much continued to be written about them, for a long time; and indeed the whole subject is involved in great obscurity. See Godf. Arnold, _loc. cit_. vol. ii. p. 244—256. ed. Schauffhausen, 1741. H. P. K. B. Eikens' _Gesch. der christl. Kirche_, vol. iii. p. 509—511; and the authors there cited. For the origin and character of the _Theosophists or Fire Philosophers_, see above, on the preceding century, vol. iii. p. 335, &c. _Tr._]
less able and severe, charged the Peripatetics with corrupting and perverting both reason and religion. The leaders of the band were Robert Fludd, an Englishman, of a singular genius; Jacob Buchmen, a shoemaker of Gorlitz; and Michael Mayer. These were afterwards succeeded by Jo. Bapt. Helmout, and his son, Francis Mercurius; Christian Knorr, of Rosenroth; Quirin Kuhlman; Henry Noll; Julius Speiser; and numerous others, but of unequal rank and fame. Harmony of opinion, among this sort of people, no one would expect. For, as a great part of their system of doctrine depends on a kind of internal sense, on the imagination, and on the testimony of the eyes and the ears, than which nothing can be more fluctuating and fallacious, this sect, of course, had almost as many disagreeing teachers, as it had writers of much note. There


9 See Jo. Moller's Cumbría Literata, tom. i. p. 376, &c. [He was a learned physician and chemist, wrote much, and ranked high as a physician and a good man. He died at Magdeburg, A.D. 1622, aged 54. Tr.]

1 Concerning him, see Brucker's Hist. Criticae Philosophiae, tom. iv. pt. i. p. 706, &c. [Sed.]

2 [As Brucker, who gives account of the preceding Fire Philosophers, is in every body’s hands; while the history of Knorr of Rosenroth, must be derived from the more rare Nov. Litterarum de Krause, Lips. 1718, p. 191, we shall here offer the reader a brief notice of him. Christian Knorr of Rosenroth was a Silesian nobleman; who, together with no ordinary knowledge of medicine, philosophy, and theology, possessed a particular acquaintance with chemistry and the Kabbala; and was privy counsellor and chamber to Christian Augustus, the prince of Sulzbach. He was born in 1636, and died in 1669. His most important work was his Kabbala condita, in 2 vols. 4to. printed, vol. i. Sulzb. 1678, and vol. ii. Franc. on Mayn, 1684. He also edited the publication of many Rabbinical works; and particularly of the book Sohar, at the Hebrew press in Sulzbach, 1684. fol. Sed.]


4 [He belonged to the gymnasia of Steinfort in Westphalia, was afterwards professor of philosophy at Gießen, and at last, preacher at Darmstadt. He applied himself also to chemistry and medicine, and was a follower of Parnassius. He wrote, among other things, Systema Hæmatia Medicinae, and Physica Hormatica; in which there are very many paradoxical propositions. Sed.]

5 [This man also belonged among the Rosicrucians. He was a counsellor at Anhalt-Dessau; and composed many Theosophic tracts, which were published at Amsterdam, in 1690 and 1692. 8vo. He died a. d. 1616. Sed.]
were however, certain general principles, in which they all agreed. They all held, that the only way to arrive at true wisdom, and a knowledge of the first principles of all things, was by analysing bodies by the agency of fire. They all imagined there was a sort of coincidence and agreement of religion with nature; and held that God operates by the same laws, in the kingdom of grace, as in the kingdom of nature: and hence, they expressed their religious doctrines, in chemical terms, as being appropriate to their philosophy. They all held that there is a sort of divine energy or soul diffused through the frame of the universe; which some called Archeus, others the universal spirit, and others by various appellations. They all talked much, and superstitiously, about (what they called) the signatures of things, about the power and dominion of the stars over all corporeal things and even over men, and about magic and demons of various kinds. And finally, they all expressed their obscure and inexplicable ideas, in very unusual and most obscure phraseology.

§ 31. This contest between the chemical and the Peripatetic philosophers subsided, when a new method of philosophizing was brought forward by two great men of France; namely, Peter Gassendi, professor of mathematics at Paris, and canon of the church at Digne; a man of erudition, well acquainted with the belles lettres, eloquent also, and deeply versed in all branches of mathematics, astronomy, and other sciences; and René des Cartes (Renatus Cartesius), a French chevalier and soldier; a man of an acute and subtle genius, but much inferior to Gassendi in literary and scientific acquirements. Gassendi, in the year 1624, foreibly and ingeniously attacked Aristotle and the Aristotelians, by publishing some Exercitatio against Aristotle: but the work excited so much resentment, and was procuring him so many enemies, that he, from his love of peace and tranquillity, desisted from continuing the publication. Hence, only two books of the work which he projected against Aristotle were published; the other five, (for he intended to embrace the whole subject in seven books,) were suppressed in their birth. He likewise, in an appropriate work, attacked

6 See Bougerell, Vie de Gassendi, p. 17. 23.
Fludd, and through him, the Rosicrucian Brethren: which was not unacceptable to the Aristotelians. At length, he pointed out to others, though cautiously and discreetly, and himself entered upon, that mode of philosophizing, which ascends by slow and timid steps, from what strikes the senses to what lies beyond their reach, and prosecutes the knowledge of truth, by observation, attention, experiment, reflection on the movements and the laws of nature; that is, from the contemplation of particular events and changes in nature, endeavors gradually to elicit some general ideas. In these inquiries, he called in the aid, especially of the mathematicians, as being the most certain of all sciences; and neglected metaphysics, the precepts of which he regarded as so dubious, that a man eager after truth, cannot confide without fear in but very few of them.

§ 32. Des Cartes philosophized in a very different manner. For he abandoned the mathematics, which he at first had made his chief dependance, and betook himself to general ideas, or to metaphysics, in order to come at that truth which was the object of his pursuit. Calling in the aid, therefore, of a few very simple positions, which the very nature of man seems almost to dictate to him spontaneously, he first endeavoured to form in his own mind distinct ideas of souls, bodies, God, matter, the universe, space, and of the principal objects of which the universe is composed. Combining these ideas together, and reducing them to a scientific form or system, he applied them to the correction, improvement, and solid establishment of the other parts of philosophy; always taking care, that what followed or was brought out last, should coincide with what went before, and seem spontaneously to arise from it. Scarcely had he brought his reflections before the public;


Those who wish farther information on this subject, may consult his Institutiones Philosophiae; a diffuse performance, which fills the two first volumes of his works, [published by Sobicierie, in 6 vols. fol. 1658.] Throughout these Institutes it seems to be his main object to show, that the opinions of the philosophers, both ancient and modern, on most subjects, derived by them from the precepts of metaphysics, have little of certainty and solidity.
when a considerable number of discerning men, in most countries of Europe, who had been long dissatisfied with the dust and darkness of the schools, approved and embraced them, and wished to have des Cartes recommended to the studious youth, and the Peripatetics set aside. On the other hand, the whole tribe of Peripatetics, aided by the clergy, who feared that religion was in danger from some secret plot, raised a prodigious dust, to prevent the new philosophy from supplanting the old; and to carry on the war with better success, they bitterly taxed the author of it, not only with the grossest errors, but also with downright atheism. This will appear the less surprising, if we consider, that the Aristotelians fought, not so much for their system of philosophy as for their own advantages, their honours and emoluments. The Theosophists, Rosicrucians, and Chemists seemed to enter the contest with more calmness: and yet there was not one of them who did not regard the doctrines of the Peripatetics, vain and injurious to piety as they were, as far more tolerable than the Cartesian discoveries. The result of this long contest was, that the wiser part of Europe would not indeed give themselves up entirely to the philosophy of des Cartes alone, yet in conformity with his example, they resolved to philosophize more freely than before, and to renounce their servitude to Aristotle.

§ 33. The great men contemporary with des Cartes very generally applauded his plan and purpose of philosophizing without subjecting himself to a guide or master, of proceeding circumspectly and slowly from the first dictates of nature and reason to things more complex and difficult, and of admitting nothing till it was well examined and understood. Nor was there an individual who did not acknowledge that he was the author of many brilliant and very useful discoveries and demonstrations. But some of them looked upon his positions respecting the causes and principles of natural things, as resting, for the most part, on mere conjecture; and considered the ground-work of his whole system, namely, his definitions or

---

2 Here should be read, besides the others who have written the history of des Cartes and his philosophy, Hadrian Baillot’s Life of des Cartes, in French, printed at Paris, 1691, 2 vols. 4to. Add the Nouveau Dictionnaire Histor. et Crit. tom. iii, p. 30.
ideas of God, the first cause, of matter and spirit, of the essential nature of things, of motion and its laws, and of other similar subjects, as either uncertain, or leading to dangerous errors, or contrary to experience. At the head of these was his countryman, Peter Gassendi; who had attempted to lower the credit of the Aristotelians and the Chemists before des Cartes; and who was his equal in genius, much his superior in learning, and most expert in all branches of mathematics. He endeavoured to overthrow those metaphysical principles which des Cartes had made the foundation of his whole system; and in opposition to his natural philosophy, set up another, which was not unlike the old Epicurean, but far more perfect, better, and more solid, and founded on experience and the testimony of the senses. The followers of this new and very sagacious teacher were not numerous, and were far outnumbered by the Cartesian host; yet it was a select band, and pre-eminent for attainments and ardour in mathematical and physical knowledge. Among his countrymen Gassendi had few admirers; but among their neighbours, the English, who at that time were much devoted to physical and mathematical studies, he had many more adherents. Even those English philosophers and theologians, who combatted Thomas Hobbes, (whose doctrines more resembled those of Gassendi than they did those of des Cartes,) and who, in order to confute him, revived the Platonic philosophy, such as William [Benjamin] Whichcot, Theophilus Gale, Ralph Cudworth, Henry Moore, and others, did not hesitate to associate Plato with Gassendi, and to put such a construction upon the latter, as to make him appear the friend of the former.

1 See, in particular, his Disquisitio Metaphysica, seu Dubitationes et Instantia adversus Cartesii Metaphysicam et Responsum; which was first published in 1641, and is inserted in the third volume of his works, p. 283, &c. A neat compendium of his whole system of philosophy, was drawn up by Francis Bernier, a celebrated French physician: Aperçu de la Philosophie de Gassendi, Lyons, 1684. 8 vols. 12mo. From this compendium, the views of this great man may be more easily learned than from his own writings, which are not unfrequently designedly ambiguous and equivocal, and likewise overloaded with various learning. The Life of Gassendi, was not long since carefully written by Bougerol, one of the Fathers of the Oratory, Paris, 1737. 12mo. concerning which, see Biblioth. Françoise, tom. xxvii. p. 353, &c.

2 See the remarks we have made, in the Preface to Cudworth's Intellectual System, g. 2. a. and in many places of our Notes to that work; [in the Latin translation, by Dr. Mosheim.]
§ 34. From this time onward, christendom was divided by two distinguished sects of philosophers; who, though they had little dispute about things of most practical utility in human life, were much at variance respecting the starting points in all philosophical reasonings, or the foundations of all human knowledge. The one may not improperly be called the metaphysical sect, and the other the mathematical; nor would the leaders in these schools probably reject these appellations. The former trod in the footsteps of des Cartes; the latter preferred the method of Gassendi. That supposed, truth was to be discovered by reasoning; this, rather by experiments and observation. That placed little dependence on the senses, and trusted more to reflection and ratiocination; this placed less dependance on reasoning, and relied more on the senses and the actual inspection of things. That deduced from the precepts of metaphysics a long list of dogmas; by which it affirmed a way was opened for acquiring a certain and precise knowledge of the nature of God, of souls, of bodies, and of the entire universe: this did not indeed reject the principles of metaphysics, but it denied their sufficiency for constructing an entire system of philosophy; and contended, on the contrary, that long experience, a careful inspection of things, and experiments often repeated, were the best helps to the attainment of solid and useful knowledge. That boldly soars aloft to examine the first cause and source of truth and the natures and causes of all things; and returning with these discoveries, descends to explain by them the changes that take place in nature, the purposes and the attributes of God, the character and duties of men, and the constitution and fabric of the universe: this, more timid and more modest, first inspects, most attentively, the objects which meet the eye, and which lie as it were at our feet; and then ascends to inquiries into the nature and causes of things. That supposes very much to be perfectly well understood; and therefore is very ready to attempt reducing its knowledge into the form of a regular and complete system: this supposes innumerable things to elude our grasp; and instructs its followers to suspend all judgment, on numberless points, until time and experience shall throw more light upon them; and lastly, it supposes that the business of making out
complete systems, as they are called, either entirely exceeds the ability of mortals, or must be left to future generations, who shall have learned far more from experience than we have. This disagreement respecting the first principles of all human knowledge and science has produced much dissension respecting subjects of the greatest importance, such as the character of God, the nature of matter, the elementary principles of matter, the laws of motion, the mode of the divine government or providence, the constitution of the universe, the nature and mutual relations of souls and bodies: and the wise, who reflect upon the subject matter of these disputes and the habits and dispositions of human minds, are fearful that these controversies will continue and be perpetual. At the same time good men would be less troubled about these contests, if the parties would show more moderation, and would not each arraign the other as chargeable with a grievous offence against God, and with subverting the foundations of all religion.

§ 35. All those who either embraced the sentiments of des Cartes, or adopted his rules of philosophizing, endeavoured to elucidate, confirm, amend, and perfect the metaphysical method.

2 Voltaire published, a few years since: *La Métaphysique de Newton, ou parallèle des sentiments de Newton et de Leibnitz*, Amsterdam, 1740, 8vo. which little book, though not so accurately written as it should be, nor a complete treatise on the subject, will yet be not a little serviceable to those, who wish to know how much these philosophic schools disagree.

4 It is well known, that des Cartes and his followers, the metaphysical philosophers, were formerly accused by vast numbers, and they are still accused, of subverting all religion and piety. In the list of *Atheists unmasked*, by Jo. Harduin, (Œuvres mém., p. 200, &c.) René des Cartes, with his principal and most noble followers, Anthony le Grand and Silvanius Regis, hold a conspicuous place. Nor is the name of Fran. Mich. Malebranche, though many think him nearer allied to the fanatics, excluded from this black catalogue. (See vol. iii. p. 126.) It is true, that Harduin very often talks like one delirious; but he does not here follow his own genius, but adopts the views of the Peripatetic and Mathematical sects, who more fiercely than others assailed the Cartesian philosophy. And even very recently, Voltaire, though he is much more moderate, yet not obscurely assents to these accusations. (Métaphysique de Newton, cap. i. p. 3, &c.) Nor were the Metaphysical philosophers more temperate towards their adversaries. Long since, Anthony Arnauld considered Gassendi, in his dispute against des Cartes, as subverting the immortality of the soul. And Godfr. Wilh. Leibnitz added, that the whole of natural religion was corrupted and shaken by him. See Maizeaux, *Recueil des diverses Pièces sur la Philosophie*, tom. ii. p. 166. Nor does Leibnitz hesitate to declare, that, Isaac Newton and his adherents, rob God of his best attributes and perfections, and rip up the foundations of natural religion. And most of the writings of both parties, quite down to our times, are full of such criminations.
in philosophy. And these persons were very numerous in this century, especially in Holland and France. But, as some of this description, not obscurely, undermined religion and the belief of a God, of which class Benedict de Spinoza was the ringleader; and others of them abused the precepts of their master to pervert and overthrow certain doctrines of religion, as e. g. Balthazar Becker, hence the whole school, in various places, became extremely odious. There were none who pursued the metaphysical method more wisely, and at the same time more acutely, than Francis Nicholas Malebranche and Godfrey William Leibnitz; the former, a Frenchman, and one of the Fathers of the Oratory, a man equally eloquent and acute; the latter, a German, to be ranked with the first genius of any age. Neither of them, indeed, received all the dicta of des Cartes, but adopted his general method of philosophizing, added many opinions of his own, altered and improved many things, and confirmed others with more solid arguments. Malebranche yielded too much to his very fertile imagination; and therefore often inclined towards those who are agreeably deceived by the visions of their own creation. Leibnitz depended entirely on his reason and judgment.

§ 36. The mathematical philosophy, already mentioned, had a much smaller number of followers and friends: the causes of which will readily occur to those disposed to inquire for them. But it found a new country affording it protection, namely, Great Britain; the philosophers of which perceiving in its infantile and unfinished features a resemblance of the great Francis Bacon, lord Verulam, took it into their arms, cherished it, and to our times have given it fame. The whole royal society of London, which is almost the public school of the

---

3 Concerning Malebranche, the author of the interesting work, Search after Truth [Recherche de la Vérité, Paris, 1673. 3 vols. 12mo. also translated into English, in 1 vol. fol. Tr.] and of other metaphysical works; see Fontenelle, Éloges des Académiciens de l’Académie Royale des Sciences, tom. i. p. 317, &c. For what is reprehensible in his philosophy, see Jo. Harduin’s Atheists unmolested, in his Œuvres mêlées, p. 43, &c. The life and doctrines of Leibnitz are described by the same Fontenelle, loc. cit. tom. ii. p. 9. But his history, and his philosophy, are the most copiously described, by Charles Guntner Ludovici, in his History of the Leibnitzian Philosophy, written in German, 2 vols. Lips. 1737. 8vo. The genius of this great man, may be the most satisfactorily learned, by reading his Epistles, published by Christ. Korthoit, in 3 vols. 8vo. Leipzig; and afterwards by others. Nor is it necessary I should here draw his portrat.
nation, approved of it; and with no less expense than pains and patience, improved and extended it. In particular, it is indebted for its progress very much to those immortal men, Isaac Barrow, John Wallis, John Locke, and him who should have been named first, Robert Boyle, a very religious gentleman, much noted among other things for his very learned works. The theologians also of that country,—a class of men whom philosophers are wont to charge with violently opposing their measures,—deemed it not only sound and harmless, but likewise most useful to awaken and to cherish feelings of reverence for the deity, and to support and defend religion, and most consonant with the decisions of the holy Scriptures and the primitive church. And hence, all those who publicly assailed the enemies of God and religion, in the Boylian lectures, descended into the arena clad in its armour, and wielding its weapons. But by the ingenuity and diligence of no one have its increase and progress been more aided than by those of Isaac Newton; a man of the highest excellence, and venerable even in the estimation of his opposers: for he spent the whole of his long life in digesting, correcting, amplifying, and demonstrating it, both by experiments and by computations; and with so much success, that from being only silver, it seemed to become gold in his hands. The English say that the excellence and the superior value of this philosophy may be learned from this fact, that all those who have devoted themselves wholly to it, have left behind them bright examples of sanctity and solid piety; while, on the other hand, many of the metaphysical philosophers have been entirely estranged from God and his worship, and teachers and promoters of the greatest impiety.

§ 37. But although these two illustrious schools had deprived the ancient ones of their pupils and their reputation, yet all the philosophers would not join themselves to one or the other of them. For liberty of thinking for themselves being obtained, some men of superior genius and acumen, and some also whose imaginations were stronger than their judgments, ventured to

---

6 This great man's Elementa Philosophiae Mathematicae, often printed, and his other writings, philosophical and mathematical, and also theological, are of great notoriety. His life and merits are elegantly described by Fontenelle;

point out new ways for coming at truth lurking in obscurity. But nearly all of them failed of obtaining many followers; so that it will be sufficient to just glance at the subject. There were some whose mediocrity of talents, or whose native indolence of character, deterred them from the difficult and laborious task of investigating truth by the efforts of their own minds, and who therefore attempted to collect, and to compact into a kind of system, the best and most satisfactory principles admitted by the schools. These are commonly denominated Ecectics. And finally, from these very disagreements and contests of the philosophers, some very acute men took occasion to despair of finding the truth, and for again opening the long closed school of the Sceptics. Among these, the more distinguished were Francis Sanchés, a physician of Toulouse; Francis de la Mothe le Vayer, Peter Daniel Huet, bishop of Avranches, and some others. It is common, and not altogether without reason, to place among this class Peter Bayle; who acquired high reputation in the latter part of this century by various works, rich in matter, and elegant in style.

7 There is a celebrated work of his, entitled: De eo, quod nihil velit; which, with his other tracts, and his Life, was published at Toulouse, 1636. 4to. See Bayle’s Dictionnaire, tom. iii, p. 2630, and Peter de Villemandy’s Scepticanus dubitatus, cap. iv, p. 32.

8 See Bayle’s Dictionnaire, tom. iv, art. Vayer, p. 2750, &c.

9 His book, On the Weakness of Human Reason, was published after his death, both in French, Amsterdam, 1725, 8vo, and recently in Latin. But it appears, that, long before this book was either published or written, Huet had recommended the mode of philosophizing adopted by the sceptics; and thought this alone best suited to establish the christian religion. See his Commentarius de rebus ad eum pertinentibus, lib. iv, p. 230, and his Demonstratio Evangelica, Preface, § iv, p. 9, where he approves the measures of those, who first encrave all philosophy, and expel it from the mind, by sceptical arguments, before they proceed to the doubting the truth of christianity. We are aware that the Jesuits, to whom Huet was much inclined, formerly adopted with success, and do still adopt, this very hazardous artifice, in order to draw over protestants to the Romish community.

10 Who, at this day, can be unacquainted with Bayle? His Life, copiously written, in two volumes, 8vo, by Peter des Maizeaux, was published at the Hague in 1732, [and is prefixed to the fifth edition of his Dictionnaire Hist. et Critique; Basle, 1736. 4 tomes, fol.] His scepticism was most clearly shown, and confuted with great dexterity, by Jo. Peter de Crousaz, in a very copious French work [Examen du Pyrhéonisme]; a neat abridgment of which was made by Sam. Perney, [Le Triumphe de l’Evidene] and translated from French into German, by Alg. Haller, Gotting. 1756. 8vo. [See also Bayle’s own answer to this and other charges brought against him, subjoined to the fifth edition of his Dictionnaire, tom. iv, p. 616, &c. Tr.]
SECTION II.

THE PARTICULAR HISTORY OF THE CHURCH.

PART I.

THE HISTORY OF THE ANCIENT CHURCHES.

CHAPTER I.

THE HISTORY OF THE ROMISH OR LATIN CHURCH.


§ 1. At the commencement of this century the Romish church was governed by Clement VIII., [A.D. 1592—1605.] whose former name was Aldobrandini, and who reigned in the close
of the preceding century. That he possessed genius and cunning, and was very zealous for suppressing protestantism and extending the Romish church, all admit: but whether he had all the prudence necessary for a sovereign pontiff, many have questioned. He was succeeded [during 27 days], in the year 1605, by Leo XI. of the family of Medicis; who died, at an advanced age, on the very year of his elevation, and left the Romish chair to Paul V. of the family of Borghese, [1605—1621] a man of violent passions, and frequently a most insolent assertor of his prerogatives; as appears among other things, from his rash and not very successful war against the Venetians. In Gregory XV. [1621—1623] of the family of Ludovisi, who was elected in 1621, there was more moderation than in Paul V. but no more gentleness towards those who forsook the Romish church. This, however, is the common and almost necessary fault of all the Roman pontiffs, who, without it, could scarcely fulfil the high duties of their office. Urban VIII. of the family of Barberini [1623—1644] whom the favour of the cardinals placed in the Romish chair in 1623, showed himself very favourable and liberal to learned and literary men, being himself well versed in literature, and an excellent writer both in prose and verse; but towards the prostates...
tants, he was extremely cruel and harsh. Yet Urban will appear kind and good, if compared with Innocent X. [1644—1655,] of the family of Pamphili, who succeeded him in 1644. For he was ignorant of everything, of which the ignorance is least to be excused in heads of the church; and surrendered up himself, and all public affairs civil and sacred, to the control of Olympia, his kinswoman, a most vicious creature, avaricious, and insolent. His very zealous efforts to prevent the peace of Westphalia, I do not think, should be reckoned among his peculiar crimes; because, if I am not greatly mistaken, the best of pontiffs would have done the same. His successor, in 1655, Alexander VII., previously Fabius Chigi, [A. D. 1655—1667,] is deserving of a little more commendation. Yet he was not lacking in any of those blemishes, which the pontiffs cannot wash out, and still preserve their rank and authority: and discerning and distinguished men, even of the Romish church, have described him as possessing slender talents, inadequate to the management of great affairs, an insidious temper.

rienced the liberality of that pontiff. The neat-and elegant Latin poems of this pontiff have been often printed. [These poems were written while he was a cardinal. Under him, nepotism greatly prevailed; and the political transactions of his court, are ascribable more to his nephews and family, than to him. He procured a very distinguished edition of the Romish Breviary; suppressed the order of female Jesuits; conferred the title of Eminent on the cardinals, and on all cardinal-legates, the three clerical German electors, and the grand master of the order of Malta. Schol.]

4 *Mémoires du Cardinal de Retz*, tom. iii. p. 102, &c. newest edition. Add vol. iv. p. 12. Respecting his contests with the French, see Bougard's *Histoire de la Paix de Westphalia*, tom. iv. p. 56, &c. [Respecting Olympia, see *La Vie d'Olympe Maldachin princesse Pamphili*, trad. de l'Italian de L'Ahé Guadil, avec des notes par M. I. Genova (or rather, Paris), 1770. 12mo. The original was published in 1666. 12mo. Innocent, before his election, had lived in free commerce with Olympia: which was continued after his elevation, and was carried to such lengths, that the Donna, under the reign of her dear brother-in-law, possessed all power, sold all offices and prebends, gathered money in a thousand ways, opened the dispatches of the envoys, and guided and controlled all state affairs. She suppressed near 2000 minor cloisters, and thereby obtained vast sums: and other cloisters, threatened with the same fate, had to purchase their freedom. She was, for some time, excluded from the palace, and removed from the court, by cardinal Panzorola, and his curature, the pretended cardinal Pamphili, whose proper name was Astalli, and who had no connexion with the pope. But she soon after returned to her old place, and was the absolute mistress of the Vatican, where she at last took up her residence: indeed, the unfriendly chroniclers say, that one of her ear rings was found in the pope's bed. And such was the pontiff, who persuaded Ferdinand III. to hold the sword always drawn over the protestants, who condemned Janzenius, and who entered his dissent against the peace of Westphalia. Schol.]
and very dishonourable fickleness. The two Clements IX. and X. who were elected, the one in 1668, and the other in 1669, [1670—1676.] performed little worth recording for posterity. The former was of the family of Rospijiosi, and the latter of that of Altiere. Innocent XI. previously Benedict Odeschalcus, who ascended the papal throne in 1677, [1676—1689.] acquired a high and permanent reputation, by the strictness of his morals, his uniformity and consistency, his abhorrence of gross superstition, his zeal to purge religion of fables, and to reform the clergy, and by other virtues. But his example most clearly shows, that much may be attempted and but little accomplished, by pontiffs who have sane views and upright intentions; and that the wisest regulations cannot long resist the machinations of such a multitude of persons, fostered and raised to power and influence, by licentiousness of morals, pious frauds, fables, errors, and worthless institutions.

See the Mémoires du Cardinal de Retz, tom. iv. p. 16, &c. p. 77. who very sagaciously decides many points respecting him: also Mémoires de M. Joly, tom. ii. p. 186. 210. 237. who speaks equally ill of Alexander: and the celebrated Arkenholz, Mémoires de la Reine Christine, tom. ii. p. 125, &c. [16 The craft and dissimulation attributed to this pontiff, really constituted an essential part of his character; but it is not strictly true, that he was a man of mean genius, or unequal to great and difficult undertakings. He was a man of learning, and discovered very eminent abilities at the treaty of Munster, where he was sent in the character of nuncio. Some writers relate, that, while he was in Germany, he had formed the design of abjuring popery, and embracing the protestant religion; but was deterred from the execution of his purpose by the example of his cousin, count Pompey, who was poisoned at Lyons, on his way to Germany, after he had abjured the Roman faith. These writers add, that Chigi was confirmed in his religion by his elevation to the cardinalship. See Bayle, Nouvelles de la Repub. des Lettres, Octob. 1688. 7 Macr.] 7 See the Journal Universal, tom. i. p. 441, &c. tom. vi. p. 306. The present pontiff, Benedict XIV. attempted in the year 1743, to enrol Innocent XI. among the saints. But Louis XV. king of France, influenced, it is said, by the Jesuits, resisted the measure; because Louis XIV. had had much controversy with this pontiff; as we shall state hereafter. [It is a noticeable circumstance in his life, that in the thirty years' war, he served in Germany as a soldier; and there is still shown, at Wolfenbuttle, the house in which as an officer he is said to have resided. This circumstance, indeed, the count Turrezonieo has called in question; in his work, de Supposititis Sipismudis Miliatibus Bened. Odeschalcet, Como, 1742. folio. But Heumann has placed the fact beyond all doubt; in the Haußnerisch. Nützlichen Sammlungen, 1755. p. 1168; and in the Beiträge von alten u. neuen theologischen Stücken, 1755. p. 862. He, however, afterwards, assumed the sacred office; and
At least, nearly all the praise-worthy regulations and enactments of Innocent, fell to the ground, and were overthrown, by the indolence and the yielding temper of Alexander VIII. of the Ottoboni family, who was created pope in the year 1689, [A.D. 1689—1691.]* Innocent XII. of the family of Pignatelli, a good man, and possessed of fine talents, who succeeded Alexander, in the year 1691 [A.D. 1691—1700,] wished to restore the regulations of Innocent XI. to their authority; and did partially restore them. But he, too, had to learn, that the wisest and most vigorous pontiffs are inadequate to cure the maladies of the court and church of Rome; nor did posterity long enjoy the benefits he provided for them. Quite at the end of the century 1699,[A.D. 1700—1721.] Clement XI. of the family of Albani, was placed at the head of the Romish church. He was clearly the most learned of the cardinals, and not inferior to any of the preceding pontiffs in wisdom, mildness, and desire to reign well. Yet he was so far from strenuously opposing the inveterate maladies and the unseemly regulations of the Romish church, that, indiscriminately, and as he supposed, for the glory and security of the church, i.e. of the head of the

Even on the papal throne, exhibited the virtues of a military commander, courage, strictness, and inflexibility of purpose. He sought to diminish the voluptuousness and splendid extravagance of his court, to correct all abuses among the clergy, and to extirpate nepotism. But he often went too far, and his reforming zeal frequently extended to things indifferent. For instance, he wished to prohibit the clergy from taking snuff, and the ladies from learning music; and the like. And in this way, he would have hindered the good effects of his zeal for reformation, if he had met with no obstacles to be overcome. To canonization, and to the reading of the bull in Cena Domini, he was no friend. He actually canonized no one: and on Maunday Thursdays, on which this bull was to be read, he always gave out that he was sick. His Life was written by Philip Bonami, the papal secretary of the Latin Briefs, with design, probably, to favour his canonization, in which business he was the Postulator; and it was entitled Commentar. de Vita et Resula gestis numerab. Ser. Dei, Innocenti XI. Pont. Max. Rome, 1776. 8vo. Sold.]

* [Alexander VIII. restored nepotism, condemned the Jesuitical error of philosophical sin, and benefitted the Vatican library, by purchasing the library of queen Christina. Sold.]

Cardinal Henry Noris says much respecting Innocent XI. his election, character and morals, in his Epistles; published in his Works, tom. v. p. 362. 363. 370. 373. 380. [His hostility to nepotism, and his inflexibility, his strictness, and his frugality, were as great as those of Innocent XI. His strictness he manifested, in particular, by forbidding the clergy to wear wigs, and by requiring the monks to live according to their rules. He was so little disposed to burn heretics, that the Inquisition began to doubt his orthodoxy; and when he wished to protect Molinos, they by commissioners put this question to him, What did Aloysius Pignatelli believe?—Sold.]}
church, he rather admitted many things, which conduce to its
dishonour, and which show that even the better sort of pontiffs,
through their zeal to preserve or to augment their dignity and
honour, may easily fall into the greatest errors and faults.

§ 2. The pains taken by the Romish church to extend their
power among the barbarous nations that were ignorant of
Christianity, have been already noticed. We have, therefore,
now, only to describe their care and efforts to recover their
lost possessions, and to bring the Protestants under subjection.
And for this, their efforts were astonishingly great and various.
In the struggle, they resorted to the power of genius, to arms
and violence, to promises, to flatteries, to disputations, and to
wiles and fallacies; but for the most part, with little success.
In the first place, in order to demonstrate the justice of that
war, which they had long been preparing to carry on by means
of the house of Austria against the followers of the purer faith,
they in part suffered, and in part caused, the peace settled with
the Protestants by Charles V. to be assailed by Casper Scioippius,
a peridious but learned man, by the Jesuits, Adam Turner,
Anthony Possevin, Balthazer Hager, Thomas Hederick, Law-
rence Forer, the jurists of Dillingen, and by others. For they
wished to have it believed, that this treaty of peace had no
legitimate force; and that it was violated and rendered null,
by the Protestants themselves, because they had either cor-
ruped or forsaken the Augsburg Confession. This malicious
charge was repelled, privately, by many Lutheran divines; and
publicly, in 1628 and 1631, by order of John George, elector of
Saxony, in two volumes, accurately drawn up by Matthew Hoe;

1 There were published the last
year, [A.D. 1752,] in French, two bi-
ographies of Clement XI; the one com-
posed by the celebrated Laflaug, bishop
of Sisteron in France; Vie de Clement
XI. Padua, 1752. 2 vols. 8vo, the
other composed by Reboulot, chancel-
lor of Avignon: Histoire de Clement
XI. Avenione, 1752. 2 vols. 4to.
Both, (but especially the latter,) are
written with elegance: both contain
many historical errors; which French
historians are commonly not duly care-
ful to avoid: both are, not so much
histories, as panegyrics; yet such,
that discerning readers can easily dis-
cover, that, though very discreet, Cle-
ment, from a desire to confirm and
exalt the pontifical majesty, did many
things very imprudently, and by his
own fault brought much vexation on
himself.

2 Respecting these writings, see,
besides others, Christ. Aug. Salig’s
Histoire der Augs. Confession, vol. i.
b. iv. ch. iii. p. 768, &c. (See also
Schlegel’s notes to this paragraph. Tr.)
which were called the *Lutherans' defence of the apple of their eye*, (*Defensio pugilae Lutheranae*,) to indicate the importance of the subject. The assailants, however, did not retreat; but continued to dress up their bad cause in numerous books, written for the most part in an uncouth and sarcastic style. And on the other hand, many of the Lutherans exposed their sophisms and invectives.

§ 3. The religious war, which the pontiffs had for a long time been projecting to be carried on by the Austrians and Spaniards, commenced in the Austrian territories; where those who had renounced the Romish religion, were, near the beginning of the century, oppressed in numberless ways by their adversaries, with impunity, and were divested of all their rights. Most of them had neither resolution nor ability to defend their cause, though guaranteed by the most solemn treaties and laws. The Bohemians alone, when they perceived it to be the fixed purpose of the adherents of the pope, to deprive them of all liberty of worshipping God according to the dictates of their consciences, though purchased with immense expense of blood by their fathers, and but recently confirmed to them by royal charter; resolved to resist the enemies of their souls, with force and arms. Therefore, having entered into a league, they ventured courageously to avenge the wrongs done to them and to their religion. And that they sometimes went farther than discretion, or the precepts of that religion which they defended, would justify, no one will deny. This boldness terrified their adversaries, but did not entirely dismay them. The Bohemians, therefore, in order to pluck up the very roots of their sufferings, when the emperor Matthias died in 1619, thought it their duty, to elect for their sovereign one who was not a Roman catholic. This they supposed they had a right to do, by the ancient privileges of the nation, which had been accustomed to elect their sovereigns by a free suffrage, and not to receive them by

---

3 What occurred in Austria itself, is laboriously narrated by Bern. Rau-pach, in his *Austria Evangelica*, written in German. The sufferings of the friends of a purer faith, in Styria, Moravia, and Carinthia, and the arts by which they were utterly suppressed, the same diligent and pious writer intended to have described, from published and unpublished documents; but death prevented him. [Something on the subject, as far down as the year 1664, to which date Raupach had arrived when death overtook him, Dr. Winkler has left us, in his *Anecdota Hist. Eccl.* pt. viii. p. 263, &c. *Sedl.*]
any natural or hereditary right. The consequence was, that Frederick V. the electoral prince Palatine, who professed the Reformed religion, was chosen, and solemnly crowned, this very year at Prague.

§ 4. But this step, from which the Bohemians anticipated security to their cause, brought ruin upon their new king; and upon themselves various calamities, among which was that most dreaded by them, the loss of a religion purged of the Romish corruptions. Frederic, being vanquished by the imperial forces at Prague, in the year 1620, lost not only the kingdom he had occupied, but also his hereditary dominions; and now an exile, had to give up his very flourishing territories, together with his treasures, to be depopulated and plundered by the Austrians and Bavarians. Many of the Bohemians were punished with imprisonment, exile, confiscation of their property, and death; and the whole nation from that time onward, was compelled to follow the religion of the conqueror, and to obey the decrees of the Roman pontiff. The Austrians would have obtained a much less easy victory, nay, would have been obliged at least to give better terms to the Bohemians, if they had not been aided and assisted by John George I., the elector of Saxony; who was influenced both by his hatred of the Reformed religion, and by other motives of a political nature. This overthrow of the prince Palatine was the com-

4 Here may be consulted, the Commentarii de bello Bohemico Germanico ab anno Chr. 1617 ad annum Chr. 1630. 4to. Le Vaissier's Histoire de Louis XIII. tom. iii. p. 444, &c. Compare also, on many points of these affairs, Abraham Scultetus' Narratio Apologetica de Curriculo Vita se, p. 66, &c. It is a matter of notoriety, that the Roman catholics, and particularly the Jesuit Martin Becan, induced Matthias Hoe, who was an Austrian by birth, and chaplain to the elector of Saxony, to make it appear to his master, that the cause of the Palatinate, as being that of the Reformed religion, was both unrighteous and injurious to the Lutheran religion; and to persuade him to espouse the cause of Austria. See the Unschuldige Nachricht. s. d. 1747. p. 353. (This Scultetus was the known court preacher to the unfortunate king of Bohemia; and he is said to have contributed much to his resolving to accept the Bohemian crown. Yet this last, Scultetus denied; though he admitted, that he subsequently commended the king for having taken that resolution, and in one of his sermons, exhorted him to manly courage. Matthias Hoe of Hoepeg, of noble Austrian birth, burned with the most terrible religious hatred, and actually abhorred the Reformed, more than he did the catholics. To be
mencement of the thirty years’ war which was so disastrous to Germany. For some of the German princes entered into a league with the king of Denmark, and defended in war against the emperor the cause of the prince Palatine; who, they maintained, was unjustly deprived of his hereditary dominions. For they contended, that this prince, by invading Bohemia, had not injured the German emperor, but only the house of Austria; and that the emperor had no right to avenge the wrongs of that house by inflicting the penalties decreed against princes that should rebel against the Roman empire. But this war was not attended with success.

§ 5. The Papists, therefore, being elated with the success of the emperor, were confident that the period most earnestly longed for had now arrived, when they could either destroy the whole mass of heretics, or bring them again under subjection to the church. The emperor, giving way too much to this impression, fearlessly carried his arms through a great part of Germany; and not only suffered his generals to harass with impunity those princes and states which manifested less docility than was agreeable to the Romish court, but also showed, by no doubtful indications, that the destruction of all Germanic liberty, civil and religious, was determined upon. And the

convincing of this, we need only to read his Manifest Proofs, that the Calvinists harmonize with the Arians and the Turks; or his Thoughts respecting the Heilbron League of the protestant states with Sweden; which last piece is in the Unschuldige Nachrichten, vol. xxxiv. p. 576—581. These traits in his character were known; and perhaps also, the susceptibility of his heart in respect to gold. And hence the Jesuitical emissaries, and particularly Becan, were able, (by their unassuming and flattering letters, in which they represented the misfortune it would be, to have the Bohemians fall under the dominion of a Reformed prince,) to give such a direction to his mind, that he exerted himself against the Reformed, and hindered his master from entering into a league with them. His master was attached to the Evangelical Lutheran faith, was very conscientious, and believed simply what ever his confessor said; by whom, (as it is expressed in the above cited Thoughts, &c.) he was ordained of the Lord. The Austrian gold, at the same time, may also have had considerable influence on the court preacher’s eloquence. At least it is openly stated, that the court preacher afterwards received 10,000 dollars, from the imperial court, to divest the elector of those scruples of conscience, which might cause him [to oppose] the peace of Prague, so injurious to the common cause. See Puffendorf, Rerum Suecicar. lib. vii. p. 193. Schl. 6 [The principal historians of this war, are Khevenhuller, Annales Fiden. von Chemnitz, Swedish War: Puffendorf, de Rerum Suecicar: and the Histories of the thirty years’ war, by Bougeant, Krause, Schiller, &c. See Henke’s Kirchengesch. vol. iii. p. 321, note. Tr.]
fidelity of the elector of Saxony to the emperor, which he had abundantly evinced by his conduct towards the elector Palatine, and the disunion among the princes of Germany, encouraged the belief that the apparent obstructions to the accomplishment of this great object might be overcome with but moderate efforts. Hence, in the year 1629, the emperor Ferdinand II., to give some colour of justice to this religious war, issued that terrible decree, called, from its object, the Restitution-Edict; by which the Protestants were commanded to deliver up and restore to the Romish church all ecclesiastical property which they had gotten into their hands since the religious peace established in the preceding century. The Jesuits especially are said to have procured from the emperor this decree: and it is indeed ascertained, that this sect had purposed to claim a great part of the property demanded, as due to them in reward of their great services to the cause of religion: and hence arose a violent contest between them and the ancient possessors of that property. The soldiers forthwith gave weight and authority to the imperial mandate wherever they had power: for, whatever the Romish priests and monks claimed as theirs,—and they set up false claims to many things, which by no right belonged to them,—the soldiers, without any investigation being had, wrested it at once from the possessors, often with intolerable ferocity: nor did they hesitate to treat innocent persons with various and most exquisite cruelty.

§ 6. Unhappy Germany amidst these commotions was in trepidation; nor did she see among her sons any one sufficiently powerful to resist the enemy now rushing upon her on every side; for the councils of her princes were exceedingly distracted, partly by religious considerations, partly by eagerness for personal aggrandizement, and partly by fear. But, very opportunely, Gustavus Adolphus, king of Sweden, the great hero of his age, whom even envy could celebrate after his death, came forward and opposed himself to the Austrian forces. At the instigation especially of the French, who were jealous

---

* This subject will be found illustrated by the authors mentioned in Struve’s Syntagma Histor. German. p. 1533, &c. and by the others mentioned above. [See note (7) vol. iii. p. 164. Tr.]

of the growing power of Austria, he landed in Germany, in 1629, with a few forces; and in a short time, by his victories, destroyed in a great measure the very confident expectations, indulged by the emperor and the pope, of shortly triumphing over our religion. Their extinguished hopes seemed to revive again when this great assertor of Germanic liberty fell victorious in the battle of Lutzen. But time in some measure repaired this immense loss. The war therefore was protracted, to the great misfortune of Germany, amidst various vicissitudes, through many years; until the exhausted resources of the parties in it, and the purpose of Christina, the daughter of Gustavus and queen of Sweden, who desired a peace, put an end to these evils and sufferings.

§ 7. After a violent conflict of thirty years, the celebrated peace, called the peace of Westphalia, because it was concluded at Munster and Osnaburg, cities of Westphalia, in the year 1648, gave repose to exhausted Europe. It did not, indeed, procure for the protestants all the advantages and privileges which they wished for; because the emperor would not be induced, by any considerations, to reinstate perfectly the Bohemians and the Austrians in their former privileges, nor to restore the Upper Palatinate to its former sovereign; not to mention other difficulties of less moment, which it was necessary to leave untouched: yet the peace procured much greater advantages to the adversaries of the Romish see than its patrons could well brook; and it established firmly the great interests of the Lutheran and Reformed churches. In the first place, the peace of Augsburg, which the Lutherans obtained of Charles V. in the preceding century, was placed beyond the reach of all machinations and stratagems: and moreover, the edict, which required them to restore the ecclesiastical property of which they had obtained possession since that peace, was annulled; and it was determined that each party should for ever possess all that was in their hands at the commencement of the year 1624. The advantages acquired by each of the protestant princes, (and to many of them they were not incon-

9 Mémoires de la Reine Christine, tom. i. p. 7—20, where much is said of Gustavus, his achievements, and his death. The author of this book also illustrates, in various respects, the history of the peace.
siderable;) it would detain us too long to enumerate. The Roman pontiff, in the mean time, clamoured loudly, and left no means untried to interrupt the pacification: but neither the emperor, nor any one who favoured his cause, was daring enough to venture again upon that perfidious sea on which they had with difficulty escaped shipwreck. The compact was therefore signed without delay; and all the stipulations made in Westphalia, were ratified and executed at Nuremberg in the year 1650.

§ 8. After this period the Roman pontiffs and their confederates did not venture to attack the professors of the Reformed religion by public war; for they found no opportunity to attempt so perilous a measure with any good prospects. But wherever it could be done without fear of the consequences, they exerted themselves to the utmost to abridge the protestants exceedingely of their rights, advantages, and privileges, though confirmed by oaths and the most sacred enactments. In Hungary, for instance, the citizens, who were protestants, both Lutheran and Reformed, were tormented with innumerable vexations, for ten years together, from 1671 to 1681.

1 Whoever wishes for circumstantial information on this whole subject, will find abundant satisfaction, in the Acta Paix Westphalicae, et executionis ejus Norimbergensae; an immortal work of immense labour, compiled by Jo. Godf. Meyer. As a shorter history, instead of all others, may be consulted, the work of Adam Adam, bishop of Hierapolis, entitled: Relatio Historica de Pacificatione Omnibus Monasteriis; which, improved and rendered more accurate than before, the illustrious author republished, Leips. 1727. 4to. Very elegant also, and composed for the most part from the documents of the French envoys, is the very eloquent Jesuit, Bougain's Histoire de la Paix de Westphalie, Paris, 1746. 6 vols. 8vo. Nor is this Jesuit's history only neat and beautiful; it is also, in general, true and impartial.

2 Innocent X, assailed this peace in a warm epistle or bull, a. d. 1651. On this epistle there is extant a long and learned commentary of Jo. Hornbeck, entitled: Examen Bullae Papalis, qua P. Innocentius X. abrogaret notitia pacis Germanicae, Utrecht. 1652. 4to. Perhaps the pontiff's epistle would have found the emperor and his associates ready to listen to it, if it had been backed by gold, to give it weight.

3 See the Historia Diplomatica de Statu Religionis Evangelicae in Hungaria, p. 69, &c. Paul Debrezenus, Historia Ecclesiae Reformatae in Hungaria, lib. ii. p. 447, &c. Schelhorn, in the Museum Helveticum, tom. viii. p. 49—90. (After some previous events, which occurred in the year 1670, a conspiracy of some Hungarian nobles against the emperor, in 1671, gave the catholics a favourable opportunity to gratify their thirst for persecution. The noblemen were put to death, as we learn from civil history; but at the same time, for three successive years, nearly all the evangelical churches were taken from them by force, and the Lutheran and Reformed ministers and schoolmasters, as participators in the conspiracy and in-
Of the lesser evils, which they suffered both before and after this storm, from men of various classes, but especially from the Jesuits, there was neither measure nor end. In Poland, all that dissented from the Roman pontiff, experienced, to their very great sorrow and distress, nearly throughout the century, that no compact limiting the power of the [catholic] church, was accounted sacred and inviolable at Rome. For they were deprived of their schools, and of very many of their churches; dispossessed of their property by various artifices; and often visited, though innocent, with the severest punishments. The posterity of the Waldenses, living inclosed in the valleys of Piedmont, were sometimes exposed to the severest sufferings, on account of their perseverance in maintaining the religion of their fathers; and especially in the years 1632, 1655, and 1685, when the Savoyards cruelly attacked that unhappy people with fire and sword. The infraction of the treaty of Westphalia, in many parts of Germany, and of the Germanic liberties secured by that treaty, in consequence of this preposterous zeal for the welfare and extension of the Romish church, were so many and so great, as to supply matter enough for large volumes. And so long as it shall remain the established belief at Rome, that God has given to the Romish church and

surrection, were summoned, a part of them to Tirsun, and others to Preshburg. When they appeared, a paper was presented to them to sign, which was very injurious to their ecclesiastical rights. And as they refused to sign it, they were thrown into no less some prisons, where they fared hard enough. From these, in 1675, many of them were condemned to the galleys, and were sent to Naples; where, however, the intercession of the Dutch admiral, Royter, procured them freedom. The other prisoners, at the intercession of the republic of Holland, were also set at liberty. Sbd.] 4

See Adrian Regenwolcis, Historia Eccles. Borussiae, lib. ii. cap. xv. p. 216. 235. 353. What was undertaken against the Polish dissidents, (as they were called,) after the times of Regenwolcis, [after A.D. 1692,] may be learned from various writings published in our times. [See Jo. Eris-
to its head dominion over the whole christian world, it can
ever be expected that those can live in security and safety
who renounce subjection to it. For they will always be looked
upon as rebellious citizens, whom his legitimate sovereign has
a right to punish according to his pleasure.

§ 9. The faithful servants of the Roman pontiff, at length,
in this century, completely purged both Spain and France of
the last remains of heresy. In Spain, the descendants of the
Moors or Saracens, who once held the sovereignty over a con-
siderable part of that country, had long lived intermingled with
the other citizens, and were considerably numerous. They
were indeed christians, at least in profession and outward
behaviour, and industrious, useful to the country, and injurious
to no one; but were not a little suspected of a secret inclina-
tion towards Mohammedism, the religion of their fathers. The
clergy therefore did not cease to importune the king, till he
had delivered the country from this pest, and expelled from his
territories the whole multitude of Saracens, whose numbers
were prodigious. By this measure the Spanish commonwealth
indeed suffered a great loss, the sad effects of which are felt to
the present time; but the church, which is far more important
and excellent than the civil state, deemed herself so much the
more benefitted by it. The Reformed in France, commonly
called Huguenots, having been long borne down by various
oppressions, and well nigh destroyed, sometimes by crafty and
concealed plots, and at other times by open and violent onsets,
were at last, most cruelly compelled, either secretly to flee
their country, or to embrace, most reluctantly, and against
their consciences, the Romish religion. This long persecution,
than which a greater or more cruel has not occurred in modern
times, will more suitably be explained in the history of the
Reformed church.

§ 10. All the efforts, devices, and plans, which the boldest
and most versatile geniuses could give birth to, were employed
to bring Great Britain and Ireland again under the Romish
yoke. But all these attempts failed of success. In the begin-

7 Michel Goddes, History of the Ex-
pulsion of the Moriscos out of Spain; in his Miscellaneous Tracts, vol. i. p. 59.
ning of the century, some nefarious miscreants, burning with
hatred of what they regarded as a new and false religion, and
prompted by the counsel of three Jesuits, of whom Henry
Garnet was the chief, determined to destroy at a stroke the
king, James I., with his son, and the whole British parliament,
by means of gunpowder, which they had concealed under the
house where the parliament usually met. For they had no
doubts, if these could be destroyed, means would occur for re-
instating the old religion and giving it its former ascendency.
The English call this horrid plot the gunpowder conspiracy.
But divine providence caused it to be wonderfully discovered,
and frustrated, when it was ripe for execution. More gentle
and cautious was the procedure during the reign of Charles
I., the son of James. For the king being of a mild and
effeminate character, and apparently not far removed from
Romish sentiments, having also a French wife who was devoted
to the Romish worship, and being guided chiefly by the counsels
of William Laud, archbishop of Canterbury, an honest man
undoubtedly, and not unlearned, but immoderately attached to
what was ancient in ecclesiastical matters; it seemed probable
that England might become reconciled with the Roman pontiff
more easily by caresses and promises than by commotions and
bloodshed. But this expectation was frustrated by that

8 [The three Jesuits were Garnet, Gerard, and Greenaway. The first was
provincial of the order. He was exec-
cuted; the other two escaped. Pro-
bably, no one of the three could be
fairly said to have advised this nefari-
ous plot. They asserted themselves
to have strongly dissuaded from it:
but they became cognisant of it, while
it was in preparation, and did not re-
veal it. Ed.]
9 Rapin Thoerus, Histoire d’Angle-
terre, livr. xviii. tom. vii. p. 40, &c.
John Henry Heidegger, Historia Pa-
opatia, period. vii. p. 211. 291, &c.
[Hume’s Hist. of England, ch. xlv.
vol. v. p. 69, &c. Tr.]
Neal’s Hist. of the Puritans, vol. iii.
p. 194, &c. [Those who would know
any thing worth naming of Abp. Laud,
must consult Haylin and Wharton
among elder writers, or Lawson and
Le Bas, among moderns. From such
sources they will find the archbishop
to have resembled very imperfectly
the portraits of him drawn by Neal
and other sectaries, and republic-
cans. Though deficient in fact, dis-
cernment, and pliability, (exactly the
qualities most pressingly wanted dur-
ing his primacy,) he possessed other
qualities really of more sterling value.
His regard for ecclesiastical antiquity
will naturally be estimated differently,
according to the differences of opinion
upon such matters that prevail in the
Christian world. But some excuse is
fairly due for a strong leaning to the
side taken by him, on account of the
extreme views taken by the side which
was habitually in collision with him.
Ed.]
lamentable civil war in which Laud as well as Charles were beheaded, and Oliver Cromwell, a man of energy, foresight, and cunning, and one who dreaded even the shadow of the Romish religion, was placed at the head of the government, with the title of Protector of the commonwealth of England. The expectation was revived when Charles II. was raised to the throne of his father, to the immoderate joy of the people: and it revived with increased confidence and satisfaction. For the king himself, as appears now from very abundant testimony, had already been secretly initiated during his exile in the Romish worship; and his only brother, James II., the heir to the crown, had openly apostatized from the religion of the English nation to that of Rome. But Charles was prevented from doing any thing in favour of popery by his native indolence, extreme fondness for dissipation, and an indifference to all religion, tending to extreme impiety: and James by his immoderate eagerness to consult the wishes of the Romanists, and to follow the rash counsels of the Jesuits, whom he kept about him, inflicted an incurable wound both upon the Romish religion and upon himself. For being created king, after his brother’s death, he in the most open manner, and therefore most injudiciously, supported the languishing cause of popery in England and Ireland; and to do this more effectually, he fearlessly trampled upon those rights and liberties of the nation which were held most sacred and precious. Exasperated by these measures of the king, the people of England, in the year 1688, invited over from Holland, his son-in-law, William, prince of Orange; and his valour obliged his father-in-law to flee into France, an exile; and deprived the friends and promoters of the Romish religion of all hope of recovering England to the Romish church.


3 These events are very accurately described by Gilbert Burnet and Rapin Thoyras; by the former, in the second volume of the History of his own times, (which has been translated
§ 11. When the wiser patrons and promoters of the Romish cause perceived that little success attended violence and war, they concluded, that the reluctant minds of the protestants must be overcome by milder measures, and by covert artifices. But all of them were not disposed to adopt precisely the same course. Some resorted to public disputations between distinguished men of the two communities; indulging an expectation, which the numerous vain attempts of the preceding age could not but weaken, that in such colloquies, the more strenuous adversaries of the papal supremacy could either be vanquished, or at least softened. Others thought that contests should be avoided, and consultations rather should be held by the dissidents, in order to agree upon a compromise. Lastly, there were others who believing that the former polemics on the side of the Romish church, possessed vigour and spirit enough, but were deficient in skill, judged that new attacks should be made: and these found out new modes of reasoning against heretics.

§ 12. At the very commencement of the century, A.D. 1601, some distinguished Lutheran divines, by authority of Maximilian of Bavaria, and Philip Lewis, elector Palatine, disputed at Ratisbon, with three Jesuits of great fame, respecting the rule of faith and practice, and the judge of religious controversies; subjects which embrace nearly the whole controversy between the protestants and Roman catholics. In the year 1615, Wolfgang William, prince Palatine, who had apostatized to the Romish faith, caused a rencontre at Newburg, between James Keller, a Jesuit, and James Heilbronn, a Lutheran. In the year 1645, Ulladislaus, king of Poland, called the more distinguished theologians, papists as well as Lutherans and Reformed, to a meeting at Thorn in Prussia, to deliberate amicably on the means of putting an end to the existing religious controversies: which design of the king procured for this discussion, the name of the Charitable Conference. A little after, in 1651, Ernestus, landgrave of Hesse, in order to give a
plausible air to that apostacy to the Romish camp, which he had before resolved on, ordered Valerianus Magnus, a celebrated Capuchin divine, to hold a discussion, particularly with Peter Haberkorn, a divine of Giessen, in the castle of Rheinfels. Among the private disputes of this kind, the most noted of all, was that of John Claude, a learned divine of the French Reformed church, with that very superior man of the catholic church, James Benignus Bossuet, in the year 1685. All these conferences had one and the same result. Neither party could convince the other; but each exasperated, and alienated the other from itself, more than before.

§ 13. The whole art and method of those who attempted a reconciliation between the protestants and the papists, consisted in efforts to make it appear, that the parties did not disagree so much as they supposed; and that there was not so much need of an argumentation [of the points at issue], as of a careful and perspicuous explanation of those doctrines of the Romish community, which were offensive to their opposers, in order to remove entirely all controversy, and unite the minds of both in

Whoever wishes for a fuller account of these conferences, may consult the writers mentioned by Caspar Sagittarius, Introduct. in Historiam Eccles. tom. ii. p. 1569. 1581. 1592. 1598. Claude and Bossuet, each wrote and published the history of the dispute between them. Bossuet’s book is entitled: Conférence avec M. Claude sur la matière de l’Etpia. Paris, 1683. 12mo. In answer to this, Claude published his: Réponse au livre de M. de Moun, intitulé Conférence avec M. Claude: à la Haye, 1683, 8vo. [The conference at Ratisbon was between seven Lutheran and three catholic divines, and occupied 14 sessions, ending Nov. 20th. Both parties, afterwards, published the Acts of this conference: which produced further controversy, each party accusing the other of misrepresentation. See Schmidt’s Continuation of Sagittarius’ Introduction, p. 1569, &c. — There was a conference appointed at Durlach, in 1612, by order of Geo. Frederick, margrave of Baden, and Francis, duke of Lorrain. The latter, at the request of the Jesuits, forbade the protestants to draw inferences from Scripture, and required them to cite only direct, categorical declarations of the Bible against the catholics. These terms the protestant divines refused: and the conference ended. Its Acts were published, Strasburg, 1614, 4to.—The conference at Newburg embraced but two sessions; as Heilbronn, by advice of his friends, refused to appear at the third. It related wholly to the correctness of the citations from the fathers, in a book published by Heilbronn, entitled, Unorthodox Popery. Keller published his account of the conference, Ingolst. 1615. 4to. and Heilbronn his account, Ulm, 1616. 4to. — The conference at Thorn was occasioned by the Reformed preacher at Danzig, Barthol. Nigrinus, who had become a catholic, and persuaded the king, that such a conference would be attended by good consequences. But the result did not answer the expectations from it. The history of the conference, and of the subsequent written discussions, is given by Christ. Hartknoch, in der Preussisch. Kirchen- historie, vol. iv. ch. 6.—See Schlegel’s note here. Jr.]
bonds of harmony. But in pursuing this general plan, they varied so much from each other, that it was apparent they needed to come to some agreement among themselves, before there could be ground for listening to the counsels and advice they gave. The principal man among those who exerted their ingenuity in this way, was Armand Richelieu; that very powerful French minister of state, who spared neither promises, nor threatenings, nor arguments and persuasions, in order to bring the French Reformed christians to unite with the catholics. The course pursued by this illustrious man was followed, but with unequal steps, and with less influence, by the German Jesuit, James Masenius, by Adolphus Godfr. Volusius, a divine of Mentz, Matth. Praetorius, a Prussian, by Aug. Gibbon von Burgo, an Irishman, who was a professor at Erfurth, by Henry

3 Rich. Simon, Lettre Choixes, tom. i. p. 31, 32, &c. new edit. Peter Bayle, Dictionnaire, tom. i. art. Amynant, note l. p. 183. art. Beaulieu, note C. p. 484. tom. ii. art. Ferry, note D. p. 1169. tom. iii. art. Milletierre, p. 1882, and elsewhere. [To Moses Amynant, an eminent French protestant divine and professor at Saumur, Richelieu commissioned a Jesuit, named Ande-bert, to offer a negotiation for a union of the protestants and Calvinists. The Jesuit stated, that, for the sake of the peace, the king and his ministers were willing to give up the invocation of creatures, purgatory, and the merit of good works; that they would limit the power of the pope; and if the court of Rome would consent to it, they would create a patriarch; that the cup should be allowed to the laity; and that some other relaxations might be made. Amynant mentioned the eucharist. The Jesuit said; no change in that was proposed. Amynant said; then nothing can be done. Here the conference, of four hours length, terminated. See Bayle, l. c.—Beaulieu, a protestant professor of theology at Sedan, was suspected, but without grounds, of a willingness to sacrifice some doctrines, to produce a union. He had only maintained, that many of the disputes of theologians, were about words rather than things. Yet it appears, that marshal Turenne sounded Beaulieu, on the subject of a union. See Bayle, I. c.—Paul Ferri was an eloquent French protestant preacher at Mentz. His enemies circulated the false report, that he was one of the protestant ministers whom cardinal Richelieu had persuaded to agree to a union of the protestant and catholic churches. See Bayle, l. c.—Theoph. Brachet Sieur de la Milletierre was a protestant minister in France, who turned catholic in 1645, after being silenced for attempts to unite the protestant and catholic churches, on terms dishonourable to the former. He wrote and published much on the subject. See Bayle, l. c. Tr.] 4 See Fred. Spanheim's Scriptura ad Homanti Expositionem Pidei Catholicz; in his Opp. Theol. tom. iii. pt. ii. p. 1042. [Masenius published some books on the subject of a union; which were answered by the protestants. Tr.] 5 He published: Aurora Pacis religion divinae veritati unica: Mayence, 1665. 4to.

8 In his Tuba Pacis; concerning which, see Peter Bayle's Nouvelles de la République des Lettres, a.d. 1653. p. 1369. [He was a Lutheran minister, when he wrote the book; but he soon after became a catholic. Schl.] 9 In his Lutheri-Calvinismus schismaticus quidem, sed reconciliabilis. [He was an Augustinian Kremitus, who, after long wandering about, settled in Germany, and died at Erfurth, in 1676, as ex-provincial of his order, and professor of theology. Schl.]
Marcellus, a Jesuit, and by some others of less fame. In more recent times, no one has entered upon such an attempt, with more foresight and sagacity, than James Benignus Bossuet, bishop of Meaux; a man of uncommon genius, and extraordinary prudence, whose *Exposition of the catholic Faith*, tends exclusively to show, that a short and easy way of return to the Romish religion, would be open to the protestants, if they would only judge of its nature and principles, not according to the views entertained of it by their teachers, but as it really is. After him, John Desains, a Jesuit of Strasburg, undertook to demonstrate the same thing, though with less success, in a book in which he endeavours to prove that there is no disagreement, or but very little, between the council of Trent and the Augsburg confession; than which, no two systems can be more

---

1 The *Sopienia pacifica* of Marcellus was, by order of the duke of Gothia, confuted by Jo. Chr. Seldius.

2 Of this little book, and its fortunes, very much might be said, not without profit. Among many others, see Christ. Matth. Pfaff, *Historia Literar. Theologiae*, tom. ii. p. 102. Jo. le Clerc, *Biblia sacra* universelle et histor., tom. xi. p. 438. [*It is remarkable, that nine years passed before this book could obtain the pope’s approbation. Clement X. refused it positively. Nay, several Roman catholic priests were rigorously treated, and severely persecuted, for preaching the doctrine contained in the exposition of Bossuet, which was, moreover, formally condemned by the university of Louvain, in the year 1689, and declared to be scandalous and pernicious. The Sorbonne also disavowed the doctrine contained in that book; though by a late edict we learn, that the fathers of that theological seminary have changed their opinion on that head, and thus given a new instance of the variations that reign in the Romish church, which boasts so much of its uniformity in doctrinal matters. The artifice that was employed in the composition of this book, and the tricks that were used in the suppression and alteration of the first edition that was given of it, have been detected with great sagacity and evidence by the learned and excellent archbishop Wake in the Introduction to his *Exposition of the Doctrines of the Church of England*, &c. See also his two Defences of that Exposition, in which the pernicious sophistry of Bossuet is unmasked and refuted in the most satisfactory manner. There was an excellent answer to Bossuet’s book published by M. de la Bastide, one of the most eminent protestant ministers in France. This answer the French prelate took no notice of, during eight years; at the end of which he published an advertisement, in a new edition of his Exposition, which was designed to remove the objections of la Bastide. The latter replied in such a demonstrative and victorious manner, that the learned bishop, notwithstanding all his eloquence and art, was obliged to quit the field of controversy. See a very interesting account of this insidious work of Bossuet, and the controversies it occasioned, in the *Bibliothèque des Sciences*, published at the Hague, vol. xviii. p. 20. This account, which is curious, accurate, ample, and learned, was given partly on occasion of a new edition of the Exposition, printed at Paris in 1761, and accompanied with a Latin translation done by Fleury, and partly on occasion of Burigny’s *Life of Bossuet*, published the same year, at Paris.*]
unlike. All these, and some others, undertook upon their own responsibility alone, to remove the difficulties which prevented our ancestors from uniting with the pontiff: but \textit{Christopher de Roexas}, bishop of Thina in Bosnia, came forward clothed with public authority, or at least professing to be so; and in the year 1686, and onwards, he visited the principal protestant courts in Germany, not only holding out the prospect of a new and more free council than that of Trent, but also giving assurance, that the pontiff would freely grant to his returning children, the protestants, whatever privileges and immunities they might demand, if they would only cease to decline the very mild government of the common father of christians. But it was not difficult for the theologians, nor for the more discerning statesmen also, to discover that this was only a snare; and that the Romish bishops aimed, not so much to bring about an honourable and stable peace, as to introduce again the ancient system of slavery.

\vspace{10pt}


4 See the collections in Jo. Wolfgang Jäger’s \textit{Historia Eccles. Suec. xvii.}, and in Christ. Eberh. Weismann’s \textit{Historia Eccles. Suec. xvii.} p. 735. There are also extant other proposals for union, made known at the German courts in the year 1690, by the elector of Mayence, by order and authority, (as it is said,) of the Roman pontiff; and which Jo. Dan. Gruber has published, in the \textit{Commercialis Epistolica Leobitiana}, tom. i. p. 411–415: add., p. 426, &c.—[Christopher Rojas, (Roxas, Rohas, or Rochas,) de Speinola, was a native Spaniard, and first came to Vienna in 1606, as confessor to the Infanta, Margaretha Theresa, the first wife of the emperor Leopold. In the year 1668 he was made bishop of Timo in Croatia; and in 1685, bishop of Neustad Wienerisch, in Lower Austria. While bishop of Timo, his bishoprick affording him little employment, he travelled about Germany, with the approbation of pope Innocent XI. as a negotiator with the protestants for their return to the church of Rome. The emperor Leopold also employed him, in civil negotiations; and in 1691, empowered him to negotiate, with his protestant subjects in Hungary and Transylvania, a reconciliation with Rome. The terms he offered the protestants were, (I) the suspension of the decrees of Trent; and the assembling a new council, in which the protestants and catholics should each have an equal number of voters, and the decisions of Trent undergo a new and impartial investigation. (II) The acquittal of the protestants from the charge of heresy, provided they would cease to call the pope Antichrist. (III) Communion in both kinds; marriage of priests; continuance in their possession of church property; abolition of auricular confession; and public worship in the vernacular tongue. In respect to the authority of the pope, and traditions, he did not express himself clearly.—The archbishop of Mayence, who had been active in promoting the peace of Westphalia, after sending an envoy to Rome, and consulting the electors of Treves and Cologne, held several meetings with the German catholics who were solicitous for the peace of the country, at Mayence, Treves, Darm-
§ 14. These Romish peacemakers found among the protestants, especially among the Reformed, some divines, whose natural dislike of contention, or whose hope of obtaining fame and making their fortune, induced them to listen to these overtures; and to assert that the points in controversy between the two communities were not of such magnitude, as to forbid all union. Among the French Reformed, Louis le Blanc, a man otherwise possessed of discernment, together with his disciples, fell under a suspicion of this fault. It is more certain that Theophilus Brachet, Milletier, and Huisseau, a divine of Saumur, Tanaquil Faber, and some others, were chargeable with this conduct. Among the English, William Forbes, especially, showed himself ready to compromise a great part of the controversies which separate us from the Romanists.

stait, Rome, and elsewhere; and then made the following proposals to the protestants at Ratisbon. 1. That twelve Lutheran and twelve catholic divines should meet together, swear to act honestly and in good faith, without fraud or subterfuge, as they should answer it to God. 2. That they should examine the religious disputes, and decide them according to the Bible only. 3. That, to enable them to agree, they should first make a new translation of the Bible. 4. That whatever a majority of them agree to, should be considered as valid articles of faith. 5. That both the decrees of the council of Trent and the Augsburg confession, should be examined, article by article, and judged of according to the Scriptures. As preliminary articles, it was proposed to yield: 1. Worship in the German language. 2. Marriage of bishops and the secular clergy; but not of monks and nuns. 3. The abolition of auricular confession in Germany, and the other protestant countries; with the exception of Spain and Italy, where for certain reasons it was esteemed necessary. 4. Every one to be at liberty, to pray to the saints or not. 5. Purgatory no longer to be an article of faith. 6. Communion in both kinds, to be allowed. 7. The pope no longer to be regarded as universal judge, but only as the first priest and bishop of the church. Difficult questions of conscience may be laid before him; but some shall be compelled to follow his decisions. 8. Christians to be hereafter divided into two classes, the Ancient Catholics, and the Reformed Catholics; who should regard each other as brethren. Cardinals to be taken from both classes, and an equal number from each.—To these propositions, the Lutheran courts raised many objections; and the whole project was soon abandoned. See Schroeckh’s Kirchengesch, seit der Reformation, vol. vii. p. 96, &c. and Schlegel’s note here. Tr.]
Among the Dutch, no man of information can well be ignorant, how much Hugo Grotius was disposed to unite all sects of christians together, and especially, to excuse and to give favourable views of the papists. But these and the others, (whom we omit to mention,) obtained only this reward for their well intended labours, that they offended both parties, and drew upon themselves a great weight of odium. To this class of divines, who burned with a preposterous zeal for union with the Romanists, many reckon George Calixtus, a very learned professor in the university of Helmstadt; that is, the very man, than whom no one, perhaps, in this age, more learnedly and lucidly demonstrated the errors and defects of the papal church; and no one more uniformly affirmed that the decrees and the denunciations of the council of Trent destroyed all hope of healing the division. The reason why he was thought to lean towards this class, was, that he used softer language than was customary respecting some controversies; and that he believed the first principles of the christian religion were not absolutely subverted by the Romans, but only loaded and deformed by a great multitude of intolerable opinions.

§ 15. This band of pacificators, which was badly marshalled, and weak from its own discords, was easily put to flight by a moderate effort: but stronger forces were necessary to withstand those among the papists, who devised new modes of warfare. These have usually been called Methodists: and they were chiefly of that ingenious nation, the French; whom perpetual conflicts with the very learned Huguenots, (as the protestants of France are called,) rendered extremely fond of disputations, and also expert in it for that age. They may very suitably be divided into two classes. The first class imposed hard and unreasonable laws of argumentation upon the protes-
tants; and resembled those generals who concentrate their troops in fortresses, and surround them with ramparts, to enable them more easily to resist the assaults of their foes. Of this class was Francis Veronius, a Jesuit; who supposed that the enemies of the Romish religion ought to prove their doctrines by explicit declarations of the holy Scriptures, and therefore preposterously forbade their resorting to any inferences, necessary consequences, or argumentation⁹; Barthold Nihusius, an apostate¹; the brothers, named Walenburg, and others, who deeming it easier to defend their cause against attacks than to demonstrate its justice, threw the whole burden of proof on their adversaries, assuming the ground of mere respondents and defendants; Armand Richelieu, who recommended neglecting the various objections and complaints of their adversaries, reducing the whole controversy to the single article of the church, and placing the divine majesty and authority of that beyond all cavils,


¹ Peter Bayle, Dictionnaire, tom. iii. p. 2096, &c. [art. Nihusius.] This vain and half-learned man was formally confuted by Geo. Calixtus, in his Dissertatio de Arte Nova, contra Nihusius; a book very well worth reading; Helinst. 1634. 4to. [Nihusius was a Lutheran divine, educated under Calixtus at Helmstadt. But he turned catholic about the year 1614: after which he became an abbot, and a bishop, and wrote numerous letters and tracts in support of popery. He died in 1637. His principal work was entitled: Ars Nova dico scio Scripturae unico Iunrando et Pontificis plurimos in partes

VOL. IV.

Lutheranorum, dexta nonnullit et magis Theologis Helveticis, Georgio Calixto prosavint et Conrado Horacio. Nihusius assumed that the church of Rome was an ancient church, and in possession of a system of doctrines, which she had held unamolest for ages: of course she was not to be ousted of her possession by any new claimant, unless that claimant could make good his title. In this way, he threw all the burden of proof on the protestants, or the innovators upon the established religion. At the same time, he forbade their reasoning from Scripture, and drawing inferences; and required them to bring direct and positive proofs. Reasonings, he said, were human; positive declarations of the Bible were divine. Moreover, in reasoning from the Bible, men differed so widely, that there was no knowing what to believe, unless we admitted, and confided in, an infallible interpreter, namely the pope. When it was objected that the popes had, for centuries, been such dissolute and base characters, that it could not be supposed they were the mouth of God to men; he replied, that the same might be said of some of the writers of the Bible, David, for instance, &c. See Bayle, loc. cit. Tr.]
by means of conclusive arguments; and some others. The other class preferred the plan of those generals, who, to avoid a protracted war, resolved to stake all upon the issue of a general battle, instead of wasting time in sieges and a series of skirmishes; that is, they thought best not to weigh one point after another, and answer in detail all the arguments of opposers, but to overwhelm the protestants, at once, by certain great principles or general arguments, involving the whole subject, or by what are technically called *prajudicia*. The glory, if not of inventing, yet of perfecting this method, and of displaying it with great eloquence, is enjoyed by Peter Nicole, a Jansenist, who was neither a bad man nor an obtuse reasoner. After him, many others supposed there was so much power in this method, that they believed a single argument of this kind, if wisely and properly managed, was sufficient to overthrow the whole cause of the protestants. Hence some opposed the protestants with the single principle of *prescription*; others supposed our case would be desperate if it could be made to appear that the principal reformers were vicious men, and destitute of virtue: many believed they should divest their antagonists of all means of defence, on the ground that religious separation or schism is the greatest of all evils, if they made it appear that the fathers of the Reformed churches were the authors of so great a calamity.

2 For a somewhat fuller account of these matters, see Frederic Spanheim, *Stricturn ad Expositionem Fidei Boumeeti*, in his *Oppomo*. iii. pt. ii. p. 1637. Jo. Henr. Heidegger, *Historia Papatia*, period vii. § ccxviii. p. 316. Jo. Geo. Walch, *Introduction to Religious Controversies*; written in German, vol. ii. p. 191, &c. Christ. Eberh. Weismann, *Historia Eclesi. secul. xvii.* p. 796. and various others. [Peter and Adrian von Walenburg, were two brothers, born at Rotterdam; who abandoned their country, and their religion, and lived at Cologne. The first was a titular bishop of Mysta, and suffragan to Cologne; the other was the titular bishop of Adrianople, and suffragan to Mayence. Their works, consisting chiefly of controversial pieces against the protestants, were printed together, under the title of: *Frostrum Waldensicorum Opera*, 1670. 2 vols. fol. *Schol.*]

3 He is generally supposed to be the author of that book, confuted by vast numbers, entitled: *Préfices légismes contre les Calcinistes*, Paris, 1671. 8vo. and afterwards reprinted several times. —("This method certainly was not the invention of Nicole, for it seems to differ little, if at all from the method of cardinal Richelieu. We may observe further, that Richelieu seems rather to belong to the second class of Methodists than to the first, where Dr. Mosheim has placed him." Mod.)

for the felicity of his genius, and the copiousness of his eloquence, but not for his discernment, was James Benignus Bossuet: who endeavoured to demonstrate from the disagreements among the protestant doctors, and the frequent changes their church and doctrines had undergone, that the church established by Luther was not a true church; and from the perpetual uniformity of the Romish church, that it was the true church and of divine origin. This appears very surprising, as coming from a learned man, who could not be ignorant that the pontiffs are very subservient in times and places, and to the opinions of men; and still more as coming from a Frenchman, whose fellow citizens contend, with so much zeal, that modern Rome differs as much from ancient and primitive Rome as lead does from gold.

§ 16. So many and various efforts of the patrons of the Romish church, occasioned indeed the protestant doctors not a little labour, but produced very slender effects. Some of the princes and a few learned men were induced to embrace again the Romish religion, which their fathers had renounced: but no one nation or province could be persuaded to follow their example. Of the highest order of persons, Christina, queen of Sweden, a lady of great spirit and genius, but precipitate, and one who preferred her ease, pleasure, and liberty, to all other considerations; Wolfgang William, count Palatine of

---

5 His Histoire des Variations des Églises Protestantes, Paris, 1688. 8vo. is very generally known. To this day, the papists value it very highly, and place it among their strongest bulwarks. And they may continue to exult in this their great champion and defender, if they choose; but if they are not beside themselves, and if they would preserve the head of their church safe, they must exceedingly desire, that Bossuet’s great principle, that whatever church frequently modifies and changes its doctrine, has not the holy Spirit, may never be believed true, by one who is acquainted with the course of events at Rome. [Against Bossuet, James Basnage wrote his famous Histoire des Églises Réformées; Rotterdam, 1690. 2 vols. 8vo. And as Bossuet replied to this, in his Défense de l’Histoire des Variations, Basnage composed his great work, Histoire de l’Église depuis J. C. jusqu’à présent; Rotterdam, 1699. 2 vols. fol. Scll.]

6 Of this queen, and the causes of her defection to the Romish church, there is a very full account in Ackenholtz, Mémoires de la Reine Christine; which is a very interesting and useful book. (This vain and rash woman, who probably had no fixed religious principles, became weary of the cares of government; resigned her crown in 1654, and retired to Italy to enjoy the refined society of that country. As a preparatory step to a comfortable residence at Rome, while on her way thereto, she changed her religion. Tr.]
the Rhine; Christian William, marquis of Brandenburg; Ernest, prince of Hesse; John Frederick, duke of Brunswick; and Frederick Augustus, king of Poland, subjected themselves to the Roman pontiff. Of the men of genius and erudition, the illustrious Jo. Christian, baron of Boineburg, privy councillor to the elector of Mayence, and a noted Mæcas in that age; Christ. Ranzevius, a knight of Holstein; Caspar Scioippius; Peter Bertius; Christopher Besoldus; Helfr.

[This prince, at his solemn renunciation of protestantism, in the year 1614, assigned as his reasons, the common arguments used by catholics to prove the truth of their religion, and the falsehood of the protestant. But it was believed at the time, and even by catholic historians, that a principal motive with him was, to secure the favour of the emperor and of the Spanish court, in order to make sure his heirship to the duchy of Julian-Cleves. See Schroechel, Kirchenzsch. set der Reform. vol. iv. p. 370. and Schiegel's note here. Tr.]

[At the capture of Magdeburg by the imperial troops, in 1630, he was taken prisoner, and carried to Vienna, where his conversion took place. The grounds of it, which he published, were chiefly, that the protestants had no legitimate priesthood. See Schiegel's note here. Tr.]

This very learned and good prince was converted in 1651, by the celeb- rated Capuchin monk, Valerius Magnus. See Gruber's Commercio Epîst. Leibnitzianum, tom. i. p. 27 35. Mémoires de la Reine Christine, tom. i. p. 216. But it is manifest from the writings of Ernest himself, that he, as well as Auth. Ulric, duke of Brunswick, and many others, did not go ever to such a Roman church as actually exists, but to a very different one, which had long since ceased to be, and of which his imagination formed an idea.

[He put entire confidence in his favourite preacher, Henry Julius Blum; and when solicited to apostatize, refused, unless the catholics could first convert Blum. The Jesuits then applied themselves to Blum, and offered him an income of 2000 dollars annually, if he would turn catholic. Blum consented. A dispute was held between them in presence of the duke. — For a considerable time Blum answered all the arguments of the Jesuits triumphantly; but at length they adduced a new argument, which Blum could not withstand, and which, he told the duke, was unanswerable. Of course he now openly yielded to popery; and the duke followed his example. This was in 1654. Blum obtained his pension, and at length was made vice-president of the supreme court of appeals at Prague. See Schiegel's note here. Tr.]

[He was the elector of Saxony, and to qualify himself for the throne of Poland, made profession of the catholic religion in the year 1697. See Schroechel's Kirchenzsch. z. d. Reform. vol. vii. p. 74. and Henke's Kirchenzsch. vol. iv. p. 559. Tr.]

He apostatized to the Roman church in 1653, following the example of Ernest, prince of Hesse; and was a man of great distinction, but rather a man of letters, than a sound reasoner or philosopher. See Gruber's Commercio Epîst. Leibnitzianum, containing his and Couring's Epîstes, tom. i. p. 35. 37. 39. 46. 56. 60. 70. 76. 93, &c.


[He was a German, learned, ardent, restless. He became a papist about a.d. 1600; fell out with the Jesuits; and fought much against the protestants. See Boyle, Dictionnaire, vol. iv. art. Scioippius. Tr.]

[Bertius was rector of the theolo-
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Ultr. Hunicus a; Nich. Stenonius, a celebrated Danish physician a; Jo. Phil. Pfeiffer, a professor at Königsberg b; Lucas Holstenius c with his kinsman, Peter Lambecius d; Henry Jul. Blum, professor at Helmstadt, a learned but vain man e; Daniel Nessel f; Andrew Fromm g; Barthold Nibusius, Christ.

gical college of Leyden. Being an Arminian, he was censured by the synod of Dort, and afterwards excommunicated. He retired to France, became a catholic, was a professor at Paris, historiographer to the king, and died in 1629. See Rees's Cyclopaedia, article Berius. Tr.

[Besold was a learned and excellent man, professor of law at Tubingen, and after his conversion to the Roman church in 1635, professor at Ingolstadt. He published his motives; and appears to have been sincere; though the timidity of his character, and the troubled state of the times, seem to have had an influence. His revolt was a serious loss to the protestants. See Henke, Kirchengesch. vol. iii. p. 517, and Schlegel's note here. Tr.]

a [He was the son of the famous Egidius Hunicus, and brother to Nicholas. He was professor of law at Giessen and Marburg, turned catholic in 1631, was made councillor and vice-chancellor at Trier, and died in 1636. See Henke and Schlegel, loc. cit. Tr.]

b [This celebrated anatomist traveled for improvement as far as Italy. On his return, he was made professor of anatomy at Copenhagen. But preferring Italy, he soon removed to that country. There, at the age of 37, in the year 1675, he became a real catholic, changed his profession, was created a titular bishop, and sent as papal legate into Germany; where he died in 1696. He was first a great anatomist, and then a very sincere catholic, and a man of blameless life. He wrote many tracts in defence of popery. See Jo. Moller's Cimbria Literata, tom. ii. p. 367, &c. Tr.]

c [See Henke's Kirchengesch. vol. iv. p. 305. He apostatized in 1694; published his apology for it; and died the next year. Tr.]

d [This distinguished literary man was born at Hamburg in 1666; first studied medicine, but afterwards devoted himself to Latin and Greek literature, and to ecclesiastical antiquities. He early travelled to Italy and Sicily. Returning, he pursued study in Holland. Being denied a scholarship at Leyden, he left that place in disgust, and after travelling a year or two, settled in Paris, a. d. 1624. Here he was promoted, became a catholic, and an author. He next went to Italy, where he was in high esteem; iv. made librarian to the pope, and came near to being a cardinal. He died 1661, aged 65. He was one of the most learned men of his age, and a sincere catholic, but not bigoted. See Jo. Moller's Cimbria Literata, vol. i. p. 257, and vol. iii. p. 321—342. Tr.]

e [Lambecius was a countryman and nephew of Holstenius, and a rector at Hamburg. But he had a bad wife, and besides, also fell into ill fame as a teacher of false doctrine. He therefore abandoned his country, office, wife, and religion, and became a Librarian at Vienna. Schd.—This very learned man, and voluminous writer and editor, died in 1699, aged 62. See Jo. Moller, Cimbria Literata, vol. i. p. 323, and vol. iii. p. 301—414. Tr.]

f [He apostatized in 1654. [See above, p. 84, note (1). Tr. See Jac. Burchard's Historia Biblic. Augmenta, pt. iii. p. 223. 233. Gruber's Commentarium Epiptol. Leibnitianum, tom. i. p. 41. 95. 135. 137. 379. 368. 410, &c. In these Epistles he is usually called Florus.

[He was the son of Martin Nessel, a rector of Bremen, and studied law. He and his father both turned catholics in 1667. Daniel succeeded Lambecius, as librarian at Vienna, and died a. d. 1706. See Henke's Kirchengesch. vol. iv. p. 302. Tr.]

[He was a provost at Berlin, and from the year 1662, laboured much to unite the protestants and catholics. His apostasy took place at Prague, in 1667. See Henke, loc. cit. vol. iv. p. 303: and Schlegel's note here. Tr.]
Hellwig, Matth. Proctorius⁷; and some others of inferior note and standing, revolted to the Romish party. But if from these you except such as we are abundantly assured were led to this change by their domestic misfortunes, their desire to advance their rank and glory, their inordinate desire of wealth and worldly advantages, their fickleness of mind, their imbecility of intellect, and other causes of no better character, you will reduce the whole number to a few persons, whom no one will greatly envy the Roman catholics⁸.

§ 17. The christians of the East, who were not of the Romish communion, opposed the papal envoys no less firmly than the Europeans. Nor do the more ingenuous catholics themselves deny that those who give us splendid accounts of the great extension of the papal authority among the Nestorians and Monophysites, and of the favourable disposition of several of the prelates of these sects towards the Romish church, deceive us with fictitious statements⁹. On the other hand, the sovereign pontiffs suffered two very severe losses in the East during this century; the one was in Japan, the other in Abyssinia. What occurred in Japan has already been stated among the evils which the christian cause in general experienced. It remains, therefore, only to give account of the occurrences in Abyssinia or Ethiopia.—In the beginning of the century, the mission to the Abyssinians, which had been interrupted in the preceding century, was renewed by the Portuguese Jesuits with very favourable auspices. Fo the emperor Susmeius, who assumed the name of Selassie Sequed at his coronation, after his

⁷ [Concerning Niimius, see above, p. 81, note (1.) Proctorius was noticed also, p. 76, note (8). Hellwig was a physician, and son-in-law to J. P. Pfeiffer, mentioned in p. 55, note (1). He apostatized with his father-in-law, a. D. 1694. Tr.]
⁹ See the express declarations, made by Jo. Chardin, in various parts of his travels. Add, respecting the Armenians, Urban Cerrv, Etat présent de l'Eglise Romaine, p. 170 : also concerning the Copts, p. 216. 222, &c. That some small, but poor congregations were collected among these sects, no one denies. Thus, near the middle of the century, the Capuchins collected a very small company of popish converts among the Asiatic Monophysites, whose prelate resides at Aleppo. See le Quien, Oriens Christianus, tom. ii. p. 1408.
victories over his enemies, influenced partly by the eloquence of the Jesuits, and partly by the hope of confirming his authority by the aid of Portuguese troops, committed the direction of all religious affairs, in the year 1625, to Alphonso Mendez, a missionary from Portugal; or, in other words, created him patriarch of the nation. The next year, he not only himself publicly swore obedience to the authority of the Roman pontiff, but also required all his people to forsake the religion of their fathers, and to embrace that of Rome. But that new prelate, with his associates, by his ill-timed zeal, himself subverted the foundations of the papal authority, which appeared to be so well established. For, in the first place, he resolved to subdue the people, the greatest part of whom, together with their ministers, held their ancient religion more dear than life itself, by means of terror, wars, and very severe punishments, in the manner of the Portuguese Inquisition. In the next place, those who yielded obedience to the commands of the emperor, the prelate ordered to be baptized and consecrated anew, after the Roman form; as if they had previously been entirely without the true Christian ordinances: which was an injury to the religion of their fathers that the clergy regarded with more horror than they did the tortures and violence inflicted on recusants. And lastly, he did not hesitate to rend the commonwealth into factions, and to encroach even upon the authority and the prerogatives of the emperor. Hence arose, first, civil commotions and formidable insurrections; then, the indignation of the emperor himself, and a general abhorrence of the Jesuits; and finally, a public edict of the emperor, in 1631, which gave the citizens full liberty to embrace which of the two religions they preferred. The son of Seltam, Basiliades, who succeeded to the throne on the death of his father in 1632, thought proper to clear the country of these troublesome strangers; and therefore, in the year 1634, he drove Mendez and the whole body of Jesuits and Portuguese from Abyssinia, with no kind of indulgence or tenderness. From this time onward, such an abhorrence of

the Roman name became firmly rooted in the breasts of the
Abyssinians, that they most cautiously guard their frontiers,
lest some Jesuit or other priest of the Romish communion
should creep into the country and again embroil their common-
wealth. The Roman pontiffs at first sought to repair the
damage done by the Jesuits by sending out two French
Capuchin monks: and these being stoned to death by the
Abyssinians, as soon as they were discovered, recourse was had
to more secret methods; and at last, the authority of Louis
XIV., king of France, was resorted to, in order to open a
door for the access of their missionaries to Ethiopia. But,
to the present time, they have not been able, so far as we
know, to calm the wakeful indignation of that highly incensed
nation.

p. 116. 130. 144. and Henry le Grand's
Additions to it, p. 173. and his fourth
Dissertation, subjoined to vol. ii. p. 32.
The judgment of this learned man respec-
ting the Jesuit Mendes, in this Disso.
v. p. 36, is worth transcribing. "Il
n'ait été à souhaiter que le Patriarche
de se fut chargé de tant d'affaires,
(thus cautiously does he speak of Men-
dez's lust of power, and intrussion into
the affairs of the civil government,) et
qu'il n'eût pas fait tant valoir son au-
torité, en se conduisant en Abyssinie,
comme dans un pays d'Inquisition. Il
revolt'a tout la monde, et rendit les
Catholiques, et en particulier les Je-
suites, si oblixe, que la haine qu'on a
conçue contre eux dure encore au-
jourd'hui."—"The third Book of La
Crozé's History, which relates to the
progress and ruin of this mission, is
translated by Mr. Lockman into En-
lish, and inserted in The Travels of
the Jesuits, vol. i. p. 308, &c, as also is
Poncet's Voyage, mentioned in the fol-
lowing note."—[**Mack.**]

2 These projects are mentioned by
Urban Corry, **État présent de l'Eglise
Romaine**, p. 217, &c. Henry le Grand,
Supplement to Lobo's *Itinerarium
Ethiopium*, tom. i. p. 161, &c. tom. ii.
p. 166, &c. ["Father Lobo, who
resided nine years in Ethiopia, has
given an elegant and lively, though
simple and succinct description of that
vast empire, in his *Itinerarium
Ethiopium*. This Itinerary was trans-
lated into French by M. le Grand, and en-
riched by him with several curious
anecdotes and dissertations. Hence
Dr. Mosheim sometimes quotes the
*Itinerarium* under the title of *Voyage
d'Abyssinie*, referring to le Grand's
French translation of it."—[Mack.]—I
would have the reader compare, what
this papist, [le Grand,] who was not
unfriendly to the Jesuits, states, from
documents that are above all dubita-
tion, with the Voyage of the French
physician, Charles James Poncet, who
travelled into Ethiopia in the year
1693, in company with the Jesuit Brev-
dent, who died on the way; which
*Voyage* was published by the Jesuits,
in the fourth volume of the *Lettres Cur-
ieuses et édifiantes des Missions étran-
gères*, Paris, 1713. 8vo. The discerning
reader may thus learn how much re-
liance is to be put on the statements
which the Jesuits give us of the friendly
disposition of the Asiatic and African
christians towards the see of Rome.
After ingeniously and candidly making
this comparison, he will perhaps de-
clare that Grecian, and even Punic
faith, is more to be trusted than that of
the Jesuits.

3 The biographers of Clement XI.
and especially Laflamme and Rebeulet,
amuse us with fables, invented perhaps
by the Jesuits and their friends, when
they tell us of the Abyssinian emperor's
embracing the Romish religion in the
year 1712; or of his petitioning the
§ 18. We have thus far spoken of the external prosperity or adversity of the Romish church, and of the zeal of the pontiffs to extend the limits of their empire: we now proceed to examine its internal state. The ancient form of government was in no respects changed: yet the officers of the church, in most countries, were abridged of no small part of their ancient power by the civil authorities. For that happy age was every where gone by, when the clergy might excite public commotions, engage in civil affairs at their pleasure, terrify with their sacred denunciations, and impose contributions and other burdens upon the citizens. The supreme pontiff himself, though saluted with the same appellations and titles as formerly, often experienced, with vast regret, that names had lost much of their ancient power and import, and were still losing more and more. The principle formerly held only by the French, that the power of the Roman pontiff was wholly and exclusively confined to sacred and ecclesiastical affairs, and by no means extended to secular things, the property, the persons, and the business of the citizens, had now become well nigh the universal opinion of all kings and princes. The schools, indeed, in most parts of the Romish world, with the public writers, extolled the majesty of the pontiff to the utmost of their ability; and the Jesuits, who wished to be thought among the first defenders of the Romish see and power, did the same; and even the courts of princes sometimes used magnificent language respecting the dignity and authority of the head and father of the church. But the misfortune was, that in this, as in other cases,

Roman pontiff in 1703, to send him teachers, to instruct him and his people. On the contrary, it is fully ascertained, that but a few years ago, the Abyssinians most rigorously denied, not only to all Europeans, but also to the Turks, all access to their country: nay, they would not allow Egyptian Monophysites, who entered Ethiopia, to return again. This is confirmed by the best possible testimony in such a case, that of Benedict Maillot, who long filled the office of French consul in Egypt, and was appointed by Louis XIV. ambassador to the emperor of Abyssinia: in his Description de l'Égypte, pt. i. p. 325, Paris, 1735, 4to. To him we add Henry le Grand, who, in his Additions to Jerome Lobo's Itinerarium, p. 222, (published in 1728,) after faithfully detailing all the projects of the French and the popes in our age, for introducing Romish priests into Abyssinia, subjoins that all such projects must necessarily appear vain and chimerical, to persons acquainted with the state of things in Ethiopia: "Toutes ces entreprises paraissent chimeriques à ceux qui connaissent l'Abissinie et les Abissins." Perhaps the mission which is now fitting out at Rome to the Abyssinians, will add new confirmation to this opinion.
men's language did not accord with their's; and sovereign princes, when any question or controversy arose with the court of Rome, measured the rights and prerogatives of the pontiff not as formerly, by the decisions of the schools, but by their own convenience and interests.

§ 19. This the sovereign pontiffs experienced, to their great detriment, as often as they ventured in this age to resume their former pretensions, and to encroach upon the jurisdiction of sovereign states. In the year 1606, Paul V., a haughty pontiff, laid the Venetians under an interdict; because they presumed to punish certain priests who had committed crimes, and forbade the erection of any more sacred edifices in their territories, without the consent of the senate, and prohibited all further transfers of estates to the clergy, without permission from the government. But the senate of Venice most firmly and vigourously resisted this wrong. For, first, they would not allow the priests to intermit the sacred services which the pontiff commanded; and the Jesuits and Capuchins, who chose to obey the pontiff rather than the senate, were banished the country. In the next place, they ordered, Paul Sarpi, a theologian of the republic, who was a monk of the order of Servitors, and a man of very great genius, and other persons deeply learned in civil and ecclesiastical law, to demonstrate the justice of their cause in several treatises; and to inquire with great freedom into the just limits of the papal power: and their attacks were so powerful, that Caesar Baronius, and the other writers to whom the Roman pontiff trusted the defence of his cause, could with difficulty stand up against them. When at length Paul V. prepared for war against the Venetians, Henry IV., king of France, interposed, and brought about a peace, but on terms that were not very honourable to the pontiff. For the Venetians could not be induced to

\[\text{Footnote:} 1\] Besides Thuanus (de Thou), and other historians, see Gabr. Daniel's Histoire de France, tom. x. p. 353, &c. of the recent edit. Jo. Hen. Heideggar's Historia Popularis, period viil. s. cxxx. p. 322, &c. Jo. Woltk. J seals. Historia Eccles. secuul. xvii. decan. i. p. 108. But especially the writings of the celebrated Paul Sarpi and of the other Venetian theologians, deserve a careful perusal. For being written with no less solidity, than erudition and elegance, these works contributed most to open the eyes of kings and magistrates, and lead them no longer to yield entire obedience to the will of the pontiffs, as had formerly been done. Preeminent among these writings, is
rescind entirely those decrees which had given offence to the Romish bishop, nor to allow the banished Jesuits to return to their country. The senate of Venice, at that time, contemplated a secession from the Romish church: and the English and Dutch ambassadors endeavoured to persuade them to such a step. But many causes of great weight prevented the measure; nor did the sagacious and circumspect Sarpi himself, though he was no friend to the Romish court, appear to approve the thing.

§ 20. If the Portuguese had possessed as much wisdom and courage as the Venetians, equally unsuccessful would have been the contest which Urban VIII waged with them in 1641,
and continued till the year 1666. The Portuguese, having driven out the Spaniards, made John, duke of Braganza, their king. Urban and his successors pertinaciously refused either to acknowledge John as king of Portugal, or to confirm the bishops appointed by him, though urged to it in a thousand ways both by the Portuguese and the French. The consequence was, that the greatest part of the Portuguese territories was for a long time without bishops. The vicar of Christ, who above all things should have no fear of man, had such a dread of Spanish resentment, that rather than offend the king of Spain, he chose to violate his most sacred duty, and leave great numbers of churches without pastors. The king of Portugal was advised from various quarters, and especially by the French, to imitate the example of the Venetians; and to cause his bishops to be consecrated by a national council of Portugal, in despite of the pontiff: and he seemed, at times, disposed to act with vigour. But the ascendancy of the Inquisition, and the amazing superstition of the people, and their devotion to the will of the pontiff, prevented his adopting energetic measures. Thus it was not till after the lapse of twenty-five years, and the conclusion of a peace with the Spaniards, that Clement IX. confirmed the bishops appointed by the king. Yet in this the Portuguese showed themselves men, that they strenuously resisted the pontiff, who endeavoured to take advantage of this contest to extend his power in Portugal; nor would they suffer the ancient prerogative of their kings, to designate the bishops of the country, to be at all abridged.  

§ 21. For many centuries there had been almost perpetual controversy between the French nation and the popes: which as in other periods, so also in this century, sometimes came to an open rupture. If the pontiffs ever employed cunning and perseverance in any cause, they certainly did so, throughout this century, in their endeavours to subdue the feelings of the French, which were much opposed to the high claims of the papal power; and to destroy or gradually under-

7 See Mich. Geddes, History of the pope’s behaviour towards Portugal, from 1641 to 1669; which is in his Miscellaneous Tracts, vol. ii. p. 73—186. The cause of the Portuguese in this contest, is learnedly defended, among the French, by Iam. Bulaud, whose Libelli duo, pro Ecclesia Lusitanis, ad Clerum Gallicanum, were reprinted at Helmstadt, 1700. 4to.
mine what are called the liberties of the Gallic church: and the Jesuits were their principal coadjutors in this business. But to these machinations very strong opposition was made, both by the parliament of Paris, and by the very able writers, Edmund Richer, John Launoy, Peter de Marco, Natalis Alexander, Louis Ellies du Pin, and others; who had the courage to bring forward the opinions of their fathers, some with more spirit and erudition, and others with less, and to confirm them with new arguments and authorities. The court, indeed, did not always reward these protectors of their country according to their merits; nay, frequently showed itself opposed to them, with a view to please the angry and menacing pontiff: yet this afforded little advantage to the papal cause. The French kings, it seems, would rather have their rights silently maintained than publicly defended with noise and war, in open declarations and disputations: nor did they esteem it below their dignity to temporize occasionally; and to pretend great reverence for the mandates and edicts of the pontiffs, in order more easily to obtain from them the objects of their wishes.

But if they perceived the Roman prelates taking advantage of this complaisance to extend their authority, they remembered that they were kings of the French, that is, of a nation for a long time most impatient of Romish servitude. This is abundantly confirmed by the contests of Lewis XIV. with the pontiffs.

* ["It was with a view to this that Voltaire, speaking of the manner in which the court of France maintains its prerogatives against the Roman pontiff, says, pleasantly, that the king of France kisses the pope's feet, and ties up his hands." Mac.]

* Many, both of the Lutherans and Reformers, and they men of great merit and learning, lament the augmentation of the Romish power in France during this century, and the gradual corruption of the minds of both the nobility and the clergy, by the prevalence of Italian notions respecting the papal power, which the ancient French people viewed with abhorrence; and from this they infer, that the famous liberties of the Gallic church were much shrived in this century, by the influence, principally, of the Jesuits. Into these views they are led, partly by certain measures of the French monarchs, which have the appearance of greatly subserving the wishes of the pontiffs; and partly by the numberless declamations of the Jansenists, and other recent French writers, who lament that the ancient glory has departed from the French nation, that the edicts of the popes are held in immense veneration, that the Jesuits have imbued the minds of the monarchs, and of the leading men in the government, with excessive attachment to the Romish views, that vigilance is used against all those who wish to see the opinions of their ancestors prevail, that the tribunal of the Inquisition is gradually introduced, and other things of this sort. But I am persuaded that more reliance is
§ 22. The first of these occurred in the time of Alexander VII., and originated from the temerity of the pontiff's Corsican

placed on these representations than ought to be; and that the rights of the French people are still in the same state as formerly: nor am I able in any measure to discern those triumphs of the pontiffs over the French, which many excellent men with the French, who are too indignant, especially the Jansenists and the Appellants, think they can clearly see. As the general policy of the French government is much more artful and crafty, in the present age; so the machinations of the pontiffs are thwarted, in more silent and artful methods, than in the preceding more rude age. The same conflict is kept up as before; but it is now managed in a very different way. And this new and politic course does not meet the views of many of the French, who are of an ardent temperament, and who think they ought to contend in open manly warfare, in the manner of their fathers. Hence those sighs and lamentations over the rights of the nation invaded and almost annihilated by the craftiness of the Jesuits. If these persons could check those passions, with which Frenchmen are so prone to be agitated, and would carefully examine the history of their country, they would certainly learn, that their liberties are not extinct; nor are they neglected by their monarchs, but are only maintained with more caution and foresight. France, I am aware, is full of persons who basely flatter the pontiffs, and seem inclined to become slaves for the sake of gain or of honours. But the number of such was no less, formerly, than it is now; as might be proved by numberless examples. Nor is it common for states to be ruled and governed by such characters. The Jesuits are in high authority; and they sometimes cause things to be done which cannot but be grievous to the friends of the ancient Gallic liberties; but things of this sort occurred also in those times when there were no Jesuits: and on the other hand, very many things occur, continually, which are most adverse to the wishes of the Jesuits, and which undoubtedly give much disquietude to the pontiffs. Those who contend learnedly for the opinions of their ancestors, sometimes scarcely escape without punishment: those who dispute with warmth, not unfrequently suffer for it, and are either imprisoned, or sent into exile: and the most modest writers receive no reward for their labours. True; it is so. Yet the cause which these men defend, is not disapproved of, nor is it deserted; but their manner of supporting it is disliked. For the monarchs and their friends, in reality, choose to have the machinations of the pontiffs resisted, without noise and clamour, rather than by publications and disputation, which often produce parties in a nation, excite the passions of men, disturb the public peace, and exasperate the pontiffs and alienate them from the French nation. At the same time, the public teachers are at full liberty to instil into their pupils the ancient principles of the nation, and to explain fully in the schools those views, by which the Romish lust of power has usually been for ages repressed. Some things take place, which are inconsistent with these principles; and restraint is laid upon those who think it very hard to depart from the customs and practices of their fathers; yet this is almost never done, unless either necessity, or the prospect of some great advantage, warrants it. Besides, the public authorities take good care that the pontiffs shall derive no great benefit from such confessions to them. That this was the fact, in the affair of the Bull Unigenitus, in which many things occurred not agreeing with the ancient customs and opinions of the French, will be readily seen by those who will examine carefully the whole transaction, and compare the public decisions with the actual state of the country. It was judged best, frequently to admit a less evil, in order to avoid a greater. In short, the kings of France are wont to treat the sovereign pontiff as the ancient heroes, who descend into the infernal regions, treated the dog Cerberus, that guarded the gate of that dark world, (no offence is in-
guards; who, in the year 1662, ventured to insult the king's ambassador, the marquis Croqui and his lady, at the instigation, as it is reported, of Alexander's nephew. The French monarch determined to avenge the insult by a war: but on the pope's imploring his mercy, he granted him peace, in 1664, at Pisa, on the following conditions, among others: that he should send his nephew to Paris to ask pardon, and that he should brand the Corsican nation with infamy by a public edict, and erect a pillar in the Farnesian market, on which this crime and the punishment of it should be inscribed, for future generations. But this contest of the king was not so much with the pontiff, as head of the church, as with Alexander, considered as a prince and a temporal sovereign. With the pontiff in his proper character the monarch had controversy in 1678 and the following years, when Innocent XI. filled the Romish see. The subject of this controversy was the right which the French call Régale; according to which, when a bishop dies, the king is allowed to collect and enjoy the revenues of the see, and in some respects to act in the place of bishop until the see is filled by the accession of a new bishop. Louis wished to subject all the sees in his kingdom to this right: but Innocent would not permit it, determining that the king's power in this particular should extend to no more sees than formerly. This contest was carried on with great passion on both sides. To the many admonitions and epistles of the pontiff the king opposed severe laws and mandates: and when the pope refused his approbation to the bishops appointed by the king, the latter, by his regal authority, caused them to be inducted into office; thus showing publicly that the Gallic church could get along without a pope. On the other hand,

tended by this comparison, sometimes throwing him a cake, when he growled, and sometimes sawing him with their brandished swords, as occasion and circumstances demanded; and both for the same object, namely, that they might freely march on in their chosen way. These remarks I thought proper to extend thus far, lest those who read the bitter complaints and declamations of the Jansenists and Appellants, should put entire confidence in them; which many Protestants have done, and particularly those who are not well acquainted with the world. 1 See Jo. Wolfg. Jaeger's Historia Eccles. secul. xvii. decem. vii. lib. ii. cap. ii. p. 180, &c. Voltaire's Histoire de Louis XIV, tom. i. p. 131, &c. The French also published some tracts, in which the history of this contest was related. Mémoires de la Reine Christine, tom. ii. p. 72, &c. [Jo. Gifford's History of France, vol. iv. p. 379. Tr.]
the high-spirited and persevering pontiff denounced the vengeance of heaven against the king; and omitted nothing which might show that the ancient power of the pontiffs was not yet extinct. The king, offended by this resolute behaviour, in the year 1682, assembled that famous convention of his bishops at Paris, in which the ancient opinions of the French respecting the power of the pontiff, as being exclusively spiritual, and inferior to that of councils, were stated in four propositions, adopted, confirmed, and set forth as the perpetual rule for all the clergy as well as for the schools. But Innocent received

2 See Jo. Henry Heidegger’s Historia Papatar, period vii. § cccxii, &c. p. 685. Voltaire, Étude de Louis XIV. tom. ii. p. 210, and numerous others, who either professedly, or incidentally, treat of the right of Régale, and the disputes that grew out of it. Henry Norris discusses very copiously the history of the origin and progress of this right, in his Historia delle Investiture Ecclesiastiche, p. 547, &c. in his Opp. vol. v. [See also Gilbert Burnet, in his History of the rights of Princes in the disposing of Ecclesiastical Benefices and Church lands, relating chiefly to the pretensions of the crown of France to the Régale, and the late contests with the court of Rome; London, 1682. 4to. Tr.]

3 [“This convention was composed of 8 archbishops, 26 bishops, and 38 other clergymen; who set their names to the four following propositions.

I. That God has given to St. Peter, and to his successors, the vicars of Christ, and to the church itself, power in spiritual things, and things pertaining to salvation; but not power in civil and temporal things: Our Lord having said: “My kingdom is not of this world;” and again: “Render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar’s, and unto God the things are God’s.” And therefore that injunction of the apostle stands firm: “Let every soul be subject to the higher powers. There is no power but is from God; and the powers that be are ordained of God.” Therefore, in temporal things, kings and princes are subject to no ecclesiastical power of God’s appointment; neither can they, either directly or indirectly, be deposed by authority of the keys of the church; nor can their subjects be exempted from fidelity and obedience, nor be absolved from their oath of allegiance. And this principle, which is necessary to the public tranquillity, and no less useful to the church than to the state, ought by all means to be held fast, as being consonant to the word of God, to the tradition of the fathers, and to the example of the saints.

II. That plenary power in spiritual things so exists in the apostolic see, and in the successors of Peter, the vicars of Christ, that at the same time the decrees of the holy ecumenical council of Constance, approved by the apostolic see, and confirmed by the practice of the Roman pontiffs and of the whole church, and observed by the Gallican church with perpetual veneration, respecting the authority of general councils, as contained in the fourth and fifth sessions, must also be valid, and remain immovable. Nor does the Gallican church approve of those who infringe upon the force of these decrees, as if they were of dubious authority, or not fully approved, or who pervert the words of the council, by referring them solely to a time of schism.

III. Hence, the exercise of the apostolic power is to be tempered by the canons, which the Spirit of God dictated, and which the reverence of the whole world has consecrated. The rules, customs, and regulations received by the Gallican realm and church, are also valid, and the terms of the fathers remain immovable: and it concerns the majesty of the apostolic see, that statutes and usages confirmed by these
this blow also with manly courage. Soon after, this violent contest was followed by another, when Innocent, in the year 1687, deprived the ambassadors resident at Rome, and among others the French ambassador, Lavardin, of the right of asylum; because it often rendered criminals secure of impunity. The king employed all the means his angry feelings could suggest, to induce the pontiff to restore the right he had taken away: but the latter met the king with an open front, and could by no means be persuaded, even to put on the semblance of yielding. This long conflict, which was injurious to both the parties, was at length closed by the death of Innocent. The subsequent pontiffs were more pliable, and therefore more ready to remove the principal causes of contention; yet they were not so careless as to forget the dignity of the Romish see. The right of asylum was abrogated with the consent of the king: the controversy respecting the right of Regale was adjusted by a compromise. The four celebrated propositions consent of so great a see and of such churches, should retain their appropriate validity.

IV. In questions of faith, likewise, the supreme pontiff has a principal part, and his decrees have reference to all and singular churches; yet his judgment is not incapable of correction, unless it have the assent of the church.

These propositions, approved by Lewis XIV, and registered by the Parliament of Paris, on the 23rd of March, 1682, were ordered to be publicly read and expounded in the schools from year to year, and to be subscribed to by all clergymen and professors in the universities. See Jac. Benign. Bossuet's Declaratiois Clara Gauliana; the documents at the beginning of vol. i. Tr.

1 These four propositions, which were extremely adverse to his wishes, the pontiff caused to be opposed both publicly and privately. The most distinguished person who defended the cause of the pontiff was cardinal Celestine Sforzati; who, under the assumed name of Eugene Lombard, published: Regale Sacerdotium Romano Pontificio, anserat, et quatuor propositionibus explicatum, 1684. 4to. The form of the types shows that the book was printed in Switzerland. Next to him in the multitude of Italians, Spaniards, and Germans, who supported the tottering majesty of the pontiff against the French, Nicholas du Bois, a doctor of Louvain, stood conspicuous. He published some books on the subject, which are mentioned by Bossuet. But all these were confuted by the very eloquent bishop of Meaux, Jac. Benign. Bossuet, in a learned work composed by order of the king, but which was not published till long after his death, entitled: Declaratiois celeberrima, quam de Potestate Ecclesiastica sancti Cleri Gallicani, 19 Martii, 1683, Luxemburgi, 2 vols. 1730, 4to. For the king forbade the publication of the Defence, because, after the death of Innocent, there seemed to be a great prospect of peace; which in fact soon followed.

2 See Jaeger, loc. cit. Decenn. ix. p. 19, &c. The Legatio Lecardini, which was published, 1683. 12mo. But especially Mémoires de la Reine Christine, tom. ii. p. 248, &c. For Christina engaged in this contest, and took sides with the king of France.

respecting the power of the pontiff, without objection from the king, were yielded over by some bishops in private letters to the pope; but were by no means given up. To the present day they maintain their place among the laws of the realm.

§ 23. That the faults, which had long characterized the bishops and some of the inferior clergy in the Romish church, were rather increased than diminished, no good man even of that community will deny. The bishops everywhere owed their elevation, rarely to their piety and merit, but for the most part to personal friendships, to services rendered to individuals, to simony, to affinities and relationships, and often even to their vices. And the greater part of them lived as if they had been hired with their great salaries expressly to exhibit before the people examples of those very vices which the christian religion condemns. If there were some, (and that there were, I do not deny,) who endeavoured to benefit their flocks, and who set themselves against both ignorance and wickedness; they were either put down by the enmity and hatred of the others, or at least fell under neglect, and were hindered from effecting anything great and laudable. And nearly the same things were experienced by those clergymen of inferior rank who exerted all their powers in behalf of truth and piety. These, however, if compared with those whom voluptuousness, ambition, and lust for wealth drove headlong, were exceedingly few. Some indeed of the pontiffs of this century should not be defrauded of their just praise for attempting to correct the morals of the clergy by wholesome laws, and to bring them to exhibit at least common decency in their lives. Yet it is strange that those very discerning prelates should not see that the very constitution of the Romish church and its whole interior structure, were insuperable obstacles to all such good designs; and that a pontiff, even if he were inspired, unless he also possessed more than human power, and could be present in many places at the same time, could never reduce such a heterogeneous mass of people to good order.

See a multitude of proofs, collected from the most celebrated doctors of the Romish church, in the Mémoires de Portroyal, tom. ii. p. 308.
§ 24. The monks, though in many places they lived more decently and circumspectly than formerly, yet for the most part neglected extremely the rules and regulations of the founders of their orders. In the beginning of the century, as good and learned monks themselves admit, the state of all the monasteries was still lamentable. But as the century advanced, some wise men, first among the Benedictines in France, and then also in other countries, endeavoured to reform certain monasteries; that is, to bring them back in some degree to the rules and laws of their order. Their example was afterwards followed by other religious houses of the Cluniaconsians, Cistercians, Regular Canons, Dominican, and Francisans. At this time, therefore, the monks of the Romish church became divided into two classes; namely, the Reformed, who, abandoning their licentious and profligate manners, lived more decently, and more conformably to the rules of their order; and the Unreformed, who disregarded the precepts of their founders, and chose to live as they found it convenient and too much room.—[I find no more suitable place, to notice some abolished orders, in this century. Clement XIV. in his Bull for suppressing the order of Jesuits, mentions the congregation of the Reformed Conventual Brethren, which Sixtus V. approved, but which Urban VIII. abolished, by his Bull of Feb. 6, 1626, "because the above-named brethren did not yield spiritual fruits to the church of God; nay, very many disagreements had risen between those Reformed conventual Brethren, and the Unreformed conventual brethren:" and he allowed them to go over to the Capuchin brethren of St. Francis, or the Observant Francisans. According to the same Bull, the order of Regulars of St. Ambrose and St. Barnabas ad Nemes, was suppressed by the same pontiff. And in the year 1668, Clement IX. abolished the three regular orders of Canons Regular of St. Gregory in Alga, of Hieronymists de Fesalis, and of Jesuits, established by St. Jo. Columbanus: "because they were of little or no use to the church, and had loaned their revenues to the Venetian republic, to be applied to war against the Turks." —Sed.]
pleasant, rather than austerely, and according to the laws by which they were bound. But the number of the Unreformed far exceeds that of the Reformed: and moreover, most of the Reformed not only depart widely from the mode of living prescribed by their rule, but are also, in one place and another, gradually relapsing into their former negligence.

§ 25. Among the Reformed monastic associations, certain Congregations of Benedictines surpass the others, partly in the beauty and excellence of their regulations, and partly in the constancy with which they observe their rules. The most famous of these is the French Congregation of St. Maur; which was formed under the authority of Gregory XV. in 1621, and endowed with various privileges and rights by Urban VIII. in 1627. This association does not indeed consist of genuine followers of St. Benedict, nor is it free from every thing censurable: yet it has many excellences which raise it above all others. Of these excellences the first and the most useful is, that it devotes a certain number of persons of superior genius to the cultivation of learning, both sacred and civil, and particularly to the study of history and antiquities; and that it furnishes them abundantly with all the helps they need to prosecute their business with advantage. Those who are

1 See the Gallia Christiana; not the old work of this name, but the new and elegant production of the Benedictines of this same Congregation of St. Maur; vol. vii. p. 474, &c. Hipp. Helyot’s Histoire des Ordres, tom. vi. cap. xxxvii. p. 296. The Bull of Gregory XV. approving the society of St. Maur, is severely criticised in all its parts, by Jo. Launois, that scourge of the monks, even the best of them, in his Examen Privilegii S. Germani; Opp. tom. iii. pt. i. p. 303. He also treats of the dissensions and commotions in this order, soon after its institution, (though with considerable prejudice, as is usual for him when speaking of monks,) in his Assertio Inquisitionis Privilegii S. Medardii, pt. i. cap. lxxv. in his Opp. tom. iii. pt. ii. p. 227. [This Congregation consists of more than 180 Abbeys and Conventual Priories, which are divided into six provinces; (extending over the greatest part of France,) and it is governed by a general, two assistants, and six visitors, who are elected, as are the superiors of the several cloisters, every three years, in a general chapter of the order. As it is the object of this Congregation to revive the spirit of St. Benedict, in the observance of his rule; so special care is taken to train up the young religious according to it. Hence, in each province, one or two houses for novices are erected, from which, these to be admitted to profession are removed to other cloisters, where they are trained for two years, to virtue and to acts and exercises of worship. After this, they study human learning and theology five years; and then spend one year in collecting their thoughts, and thus prepare themselves for orders, and for more assiduity in their spiritual offices. In some cloisters there are also seminaries for the education of youth. Sib.] 2 The Benedictines talk largely of the great services done by this Congregation in various ways; and among
acquainted with the history of learning need not be informed how much this institution has benefited the literary world, or what a multitude of excellent and immortal works it has produced, illustrative of every branch of learning except philosophy. 

§ 26. But the best and most sacred of these changes were other difficult enterprises, they mention numerous cloisters of monks, which had collapsed and become corrupt, recovered and restored to order and respectability. See Voyage de Deux Religions Benedictines de la Congr. de St. Maur, tom. i. p. 16. tom. ii. p. 47. and nearly throughout that work. And a person must be much prejudiced, who can look upon all these statements as fictions. There are, however, in the Romish community, persons who, for various reasons, dislike this society. First, some of the bishops are unfriendly to these learned Benedictines. For after these monks had thrown great light upon ancient history, and upon diplomacies, by their learned works, they were able to defend their possessions, property, and rights, more learnedly and successfully in the courts, against the bishops who coveted them, than when they were destitute of this literature and erudition. In the next place, the Jesuits, whose merits and glory were greatly obscured by the splendid works undertaken and accomplished by these Benedictines, endeavoured, to the utmost of their power, to run down both them and their pursuits. See Rich. Simon's Lettres Choisies, tom. iv. p. 36. 45. Others are led by superstition to indulge in admiration of them; but it is, perhaps, a superstition tinged with envy. For these Benedictines have substituted the pursuit of learning, in place of that manual labour, which the rule of St. Benedict prescribes for his monks. The more robust are required to labour with their hands during certain hours of the day: but the more feeble, or such as possess superior genius, are taxed with intellectual or mental labour, or the pursuit of sacred and secular learning. This is censured by certain austere persons, who are very fond of the ancient monastic discipline, and who think that literary pursuits are disgraceful for monks, because they divert the mind from the contemplation of divine things. As this sentiment was advanced with excessive ardour, especially by Armand John Bouthillier de Lancy, abbot of La Trappe, in his book, Notice Historique et Critique de l'Ordre des Moniales (on the duties of monks); the most learned of the Benedictines, John Mabillon, was directed to defend the cause of his fraternity, which he did, in his well known work, de Studiis Monasticis, which was first published, Paris, 1691. 8vo. and often afterwards, and translated also into the Latin and other languages. Hence arose that noted controversy, in France, "How far is it suitable for a monk to attend to literature?" an elegant history of which has been given to the world by Vincent Thulier, a very learned monk of the congregation of St. Maur: published among the Opera Postuma Mabillonii et Reinarti, tom. i. p. 369. 429. 

A list of the writings and works, with which the congregation of St. Maur have favoured the learned world, is given by Philip le Ceff, Bibliothèque Historique et Critique des Autours de la Congrégation de St. Maur; Hague, 1726. 8vo. and by Bernh. Pes, Bibliotheca Benedictina-Mauricana: Augsburg, 1716. 8vo. These monks are going on, with great perseverance, to benefit both sacred and profane learning, with their elaborate and excellent productions. 

[A more complete catalogue of their works is in the Histoire Littéraire de la Congrégation de St. Maur, ordre de St. Benoît, où l'on trouve la vie et les travaux des auteurs, qu'elle a produits depuis son origine en 1618, jusqu'à présent, avec les titres, énumération, analyse, des différentes éditions des livres, qu'ils ont donnés au public, et le jugement, que les Sarrasins en ont porté; ensemble la notice de beaucoup d'ouvrages manuscrits, composés par des Bénédictins du même corps. Brussels and Paris, 1770. 4to. Schöf.]
esteemed trivial and imperfect by those whose eye was fixed on the ancient discipline, and who wished to see the lives of monks strictly conformed to their first rules. The number of these in the Romish church was not inconsiderable; though they had little influence, and were odious to most persons on account of their severity. These thought that a monk should spend his whole life in prayers, tears, contemplation, sacred reading, and manual labour; and that whatever else might occupy him, however useful and excellent in itself, was inconsistent with his vocation, and therefore vain, and not acceptable to God. Besides others, who had not the fortune to become so celebrated, the Jansenists proposed this rigid reformation of the monks; and they exhibited some examples of it in France, the most perfect and best known of which, was that which took place in the convent of sacred virgins, bearing the name of Port Royal, and which has flourished from the year 1618 down to the present time, [A. D. 1753.]

Several emulated this example: but the most successful and zealous of all these, was, in the year 1664, Armand John Bouthillier de Rance, abbot of La Trappe, a man of noble birth; who was so happy as to prevent the accusation of extravagant superstition, which the Jansenists had incurred, from being brought against his associates, notwithstanding they lived in the most austere manner of the old Cistercians;—nay, carried their austerity beyond the ancient discipline of the Cistercians. The fraternity established by this noted man still flourishes under the name of the Reformed Bernardines of La Trappe, and has been propagated among the Italians and the Spaniards: though, if credit is to be given to the testimony of many, it has gradually departed much from the very painful discipline of its founder.

4 See Mémoires de Portroyal, tom. ii. p. 601, 602. In particular, that most celebrated Jansenist, Martin de Barcos, introduced the austere discipline of ancient monks into the monastery of St. Cyran, of which he was abbot. See Gallia Christiana, tom. ii. p. 132. More, Voyages Liturgiques, p. 135, &c. But after his death, the monks of St. Cyran, like those of other places, relapsed into their old habits. See Voyage de Deux Bénédictins, tom. i. pt. i. p. 16, &c.


6 See Marsollier, Vie de l'Abbé de la Trappe, Paris, 1702. 4to. 1703. 2 vols. 12mo. Meaujou, (a doctor of the Sorbonne,) Vie de M. l’Abbé de la Trappe, 1702. 2 vols. 8vo. Feillien, Description de l’Abbaye de la Trappe, Paris, 1671. 12mo. Helyot, Histoire des Ordres, tom. vi. cap. 1, &c. (The author of this reformation lived, as the
§ 27. Of the new orders of monks which arose in this century,—for that fruitful mother, the church, has never ceased to produce such fraternities,—we shall notice only those which have acquired some celebrity. We mention first, the French society of Fathers of the Oratory of the holy Jesus, instituted in 1613 by John Berulle [Peter de Berulle], a man of various talents, who served the commonwealth and religion, the court and the church, with equal ability, and was at last a cardinal. This institution was, in reality, intended to oppose the Jesuits. It has trained up, and is still training, many persons eminent for piety, eloquence, and erudition. But through the influence of the Jesuits, who were its enemies, it fell under a suspicion of broaching new doctrines in certain of its publications. The priests who enter this fraternity do not divest themselves of private property; but, so long as they continue in the society, (and they are at liberty to retire from it when they please,) they relinquish all prospects of admission greater part of the French Abbés now do, in a thoughtless unprincipled manner, and kept up an illicit intercourse with a French lady, Madame de Montbazon. Her sudden death by the small pox, and the unexpected sight of her mutilated corpse, brought him to the resolution of becoming a Carthusian. The common statement is this. The abbot had received no notice of the lady’s sickness, and after an absence of six weeks, returned from the country, to visit her. He went directly to her chamber, by a secret stair-way, with which he was acquainted, and there found her dead, and her corpse mutilated. For the leaden coffin which had been made for her was too short, and it was found necessary to cut off her head. The sight of her corpse in the coffin, and her head on the table, so affected him, that he resolved to forsake the world, and to embrace the severest monastic order. Vigneul-Marville, (Mélanges d'Hist. et de Littérature, Roterd. 1700. 8vo. tom. iii. p. 126;) contradicts this statement. He says this much only was true: the abbot had been a particular friend of this lady; and once, on waiting on her, he learned from a gentleman in her antechamber, that she had the small pox, and was then wishing the attendance of a clergyman. The abbot went to call one; and on his return found her dying. He was much affected on the occasion; but it was two or three years after this event that he formed his rigorous establishment. And probably the additions and alterations of the story were invented, for the sake of giving it a romantic aspect. Be this as it may: the abbot changed his life, and established an order, into which none would enter but melancholy people, who were weary of the whole world, and constantly in fear of losing heaven. They allowed of no scientific or literary pursuits, and in their library had none but devotional books. Their worship was continued day and night: and if a cloister contained so many as 24 monks, they were divided into three classes, which interchanged continually. All these monks lived very austerely; and observed a rigorous silence, conversing together only once a week, and then not on worldly things. Their time was divided between manual labour, the canonical exercises, and private devotion. They lived wholly on bread, herbs, and pulse. Sch.]
to any sacred office which has attached to it fixed revenues, or rank and honour. They are required faithfully to discharge all the duties of priests, and to make it their greatest care and effort to perfect themselves and others more and more continually in the art of profitably discharging those duties. Their associations, therefore, may not improperly be denominated schools for sacerdotal theology. In more recent times, however, they have in fact begun to teach the liberal arts and sacred science 7. With these we join the Priests of the Missions, an order founded by Vincent de Paul, who was canonized not long since. They were constituted a regular and legitimate society in 1632 by Urban VIII. To fulfill the designs of their founder, they must attend especially to three things: first, to improve and amend themselves daily by prayers, meditation, reading, and other things; secondly, to perform sacred missions among the people living in the country towns and villages, eight months in the year, in order to imbue the country people with religious knowledge, and quicken their piety; (from which service they derive their name of Priests of the Missions:) and lastly, to superintend seminaries, in which young men are educated for the priesthood, and to train up candidates for the sacred office 8. Under the counsel and patronage of the Priests of the Missions are the Virgins of Love or the Sisters of


Charity; whose business it is to minister to the indigent in sickness. They originated from a noble lady, Louise le Gras; and received the approbation of Clement IX. in 1660. The Brethren and Sisters of the pious and Christian schools were instituted by Nicholas Barre in 1678. They are usually called Piarists; and their principal object is the education of poor children of both sexes. But it would be tedious to expatiate on this subject, and to enumerate all the religious associations which, in the various parts of the Roman jurisdiction, were now set up with great expectations, and then suddenly neglected and suffered to become extinct.

§ 28. The society of Jesuits, by which as its soul the whole body of the Roman community is governed, if it could have been oppressed and trodden to dust, by hosts of enemies, by numberless indignities, by the most horrid criminalities, and by various calamities; must undoubtedly have become extinct, or at least must have been divested of all reputation and confidence. The French, the Belgians, the Poles, the Italians, have attacked it with fury; and have boldly charged it, both publicly and privately, with every species of crimes and errors that the imagination can conceive of, as most pernicious to the souls of men and to the peace and safety of civil governments. The Jansenists especially, and those who accord with them partially, or wholly, in sentiment, have exposed its character in numberless publications, strengthened not merely by satire and groundless declamation, but by demonstrations, testimony, and documents, of the most credible nature. But this immense

3 Gobillon, Vie de Madame le Gras, fondatrice des Filles de la Charité; Paris, 1676. 12mo.
5 Here is matter for a volume, or rather for many large volumes. For there is scarcely any part of the Catholic world, which does not offer for our inspection, some conflict of the Jesuits with the magistrates, with other orders of monks, or with the bishops and other religious teachers; from which the Jesuits, though they might seem to be vanquished, yet finally came off victorious. An attempt was made to bring together all these facts, which lie scattered and dispersed through numberless writers, by a man of the Jansenist party, who a few years ago undertook to write a history of the order of Jesuits, if he should be permitted to fulfil the promises in his Préface: Histoire des Religieux de la Compagnie de Jésus, tom. i. Utrecht, 1741. 8vo. And no man was more competent to finish the work commenced by him, than he; unless we are to regard as fabulous, all that he tells us respecting his travels and his sufferings for many years, while exploring the plans, policy, and operations of the Jesuits. But this good man, imprudently venturing to go into France, was discovered, it
host of accusers and of most decided enemies seems not so much to have weakened and depressed this sect as to have exalted it and enriched it with possessions and honours of every kind. For the Jesuits, without parrying the strokes of their enemies by replies and noisy disputation, but by silence for the most part, and patience, have held on their course, amidst all these storms, and reaching their desired haven, have possessed themselves, with wonderful facility, of their supremacy in the Romish church. The very countries in which the Jesuits were once viewed as horrid monsters, and public pests, have, sometimes voluntarily, and sometimes involuntarily, surrendered no small share of their interests and concerns to the discretion and good faith of this most potent fraternity.  

§ 29. Literature and the sciences, both the elegant and the solid branches, acquired additional honour and glory in the

is said, by his enemies, and assassinated. Hence his work was carried no farther than the third volume. [Dr. Maclaine, in his note here, written at the Hague, about the year 1764, says this man was a Frenchman, named Benard; that he was then living at the Hague; that he had not been massacred in France, but had returned in safety from his visit to that country; that he had never travelled, in the manner he pretended in his preface, to collect information, but had collected all his information from books in his study, and had made up the story of his travels to amuse his readers and procure credit to his book; and that no good reason was offered for his having violated his promise to continue the work. J. M. Schroeckh, (in his *Kirchenpoeck, s. d. Reformat.*, vol. ii. p. 645,) tells us, on the authority of a Dutch journal, that the man's name was Peter Quesnel, with the surname Menard; that he had never travelled as he pretended; that he died at the Hague in the year 1774; and that the report was, he was persuaded, a little before his death, to burn the manuscript of the residue of his work, which was sufficient to fill 20 volumes. [Tr.]

* Perhaps no people have attacked the Jesuits with more animosity and energy, or done them more harm than the French. Those who wish to learn

what was said and done against them, by the parliament, by the university of Paris, and by the people of France, may consult Cæsar Égaue de Boulay, *Historia Academiae Parisiensis*, tom. vi. p. 559—643. 676. 739. 742. 744. 763. 774—890. 896. 909: who has scarcely omitted any thing relating to the subject. And what was the issue of all these most vehement contests? The Jesuits, after being ignominiously expelled from France, were first honourably received again, under Henry IV. in the year 1604, notwithstanding the indignation of so many men of the greatest reputation and of the highest rank, who were opposed to them. See the *Mémoires du Duc de Sully*; the late edition of Geneva, vol. v. p. 83, &c. 314, &c. In the next place, they were admitted to the government both of the church and of the state; and this felicity they retain quite to our times. [So it was when Dr. Mosheim wrote: but now

"Venit summa dies et ineluctabile tempus Dardanie," &c. And even in this France, where the Jesuits were caressed by the great, and feared by bishops and archbishops, the conflagration began, which consumed the whole fabric of the Jesuits' universal monarchy. *Sed.*]
better provinces of the Romish church. Among the French, the Italians, the Spaniards, and the catholics of the Low Countries, there were men distinguished for their genius and their knowledge of various sciences and languages. But we must not ascribe this prosperous state of learning to the influence of the public schools. For in these, both of the higher and lower orders, that ancient, jejunie, tedious, and barren mode of teaching, which obtunds, embarrasses, and perplexes, rather than quickens and strengthens the mind, and which loads the memory with a multitude of technical words and phrases, without meaning, and without use, has maintained its place quite down to our times. But beyond the limits of these reputed seats of learning, certain great and excellent men guided others to a better and more profitable method of prosecuting study. In this matter the pre-eminence is justly due to the French; who being prompted by the native powers of genius, and encouraged by the munificence of Louis XIV. towards learning and learned men, treated nearly all branches of literature and science in the happiest manner; and rejecting the barbarism of the schools, exhibited learning in a new and elegant dress, suited to captivate the mind. And how greatly the efforts of this very refined nation tended to rescue the other nations from scholastic bondage, no person, of but a moderate share of information, can well be ignorant.

§ 30. No means whatever could remove from the chairs of philosophy those misnamed Aristotelians, who were continually quoting Aristotle, while in reality they did not understand him. Nor could the court of Rome, which is afraid of every thing new, for a long time persuade itself to allow the new discoveries of the philosophers to be freely promulgated and explained; as is manifest from the sufferings of Galileo, a Tuscan mathematician, who was cast into prison for bringing forward the Copernican system of astronomy. Some among the French, led on by René Des Cartes and Peter Gassendi; of whom, the

---

4 This will be found illustrated by Voltaire, in the noted work already quoted repeatedly: *Socle de Louis XIV*, and in his Additions to that work, [in the edition, Paris, 1820, vol. ii. cap. xxxi—xxxiv. Tr.]

5 Gassendi’s *Exercitationes Paradoxar adversus Aristotelem*, is in his *Opera*, tom. iii. p. 99, &c. and is an accurate and elegant performance, which did great harm to the cause of the Peripatetics. See the remarks already made,
former confuted the Peripatetics by his doctrines, and the latter by his writings, first ventured to abandon the thorny fields of the Aristotelians, and to follow more liberal principles of philosophizing. Among these there were some Jesuits, but a much larger number from among the Fathers of the Oratory and the disciples of Jansenius who distinguished themselves. Here will readily occur to many minds the names of Malebranche, Anthony Arnauld, Bernard Lami, Peter Nicole, and Blaise Pascal; who acquired lasting fame by illustrating, perfecting, and adapting to common use the principles of Des Cartes. For Gassendi, who professed to understand but few things, and who rather taught how to philosophize, than proposed a system of philosophy, did not have many followers among a people eager for knowledge, sanguine, ardent, and impatient of protracted labour. Toward the close of the century, some of the Italians as well as other nations, began to imitate the French; at first indeed timidly, but afterwards, more confidently, as the pontiffs appeared to relax a little of that jealousy which they had entertained against the new views of the naturalists, mathematicians, and metaphysicians.

§ 31. But it is proper to notice here, more distinctly, who were the persons entitled to the praise of having preserved and advanced both divine and human learning in the Romish church. During a large part of the century the Jesuits were nearly the only teachers of all branches of learning; and they alone, among the monks, were accounted learned men. And the man must either be ignorant, or uncandid, who can deny that many extraordinary and very learned men have been ornaments to that society. Lasting as literature itself, will be the merits of Denys Petavius, (Dionysius Petavius,7 James Sirmond,8

[in section 1, § 31. of this century, p. 49. Tr.]

7 The reward which these men got for their labours, was, that they were charged with atheism, by the Peripatetics; John Harduin, who was intoxicated with the Aristotelico-Scholastic philosophy, being the accuser: Athet Detecti, in his Opera Posthuma, p. 1, &c. and p. 259. Nor is the cause of this odium very difficult to be discovered. For the Cartesian philosophy, which avoids all darkness and obscurity, is much less efficacious for defending the Romish cause, than the vulgar scholastic philosophy which delights in darkness.

8 [Sirmond, confessor to Louis XIII. died 1651, aged 92; wrote much on
Peter Possin, Philip Labbé, Nicholas Abrams, and even of John Harduin, though in many things erratic, and not of a sound mind; as well as of many others. But as the century advanced, this literary glory of the Jesuits was greatly obscured by the Benedictines, especially by those belonging to the Congregation of St. Maur. For while the Jesuits immoderately vaunted of their merits and renown, and were unceasingly censuring the sloth and indolence of the Benedictines, in order to give plausibility to their designs of invading and appropriating to themselves the revenues and the goods of the Benedictines; the latter thought it necessary for them to wipe off this stain upon their character, which they could not deny, and to disarm their harpy enemies by becoming really meritorious. Hence they not only opened schools in their convents for instructing youth in all branches of learning, but also appointed select individuals of the best talents, to publish great and imperishable works, which might vindicate the ancient glory and reputation of the Benedictine family against its traducers. This task has been admirably fulfilled, and with a success which baffles description, for about a century past, by such superior men as John Mabillon, Luke D'Achery (Dacherius), René Massuet, Theodore Ruinart, Anthony church history, and edited several of the fathers. His works were printed, Paris, 1636. 5 vols. fol. Tr.] 9 [Possin, born in 1590, and died at Rome near the end of the 17th century; was distinguished as a Hebrew and Greek scholar, and for his editions of the fathers. Tr.] 10 [Labbé of Bourges, died in 1667, aged 60. He was a man of great learning, particularly in church history; but proud and overbearing. Tr.] 11 [Abrams, born 1599, died 1655, was chiefly distinguished for polite learning, and for his comments on Cicero’s Orations, and on Virgil. Tr.] 12 [Harduin, died at Paris in 1729, aged 83. He was a prodigy of learning; but maintained, that most of the Greek and Latin Classics were forgeries of the monks in the middle age. His best work is his Acts of the Councils, in 12 vols. fol. Tr.] 13 Mabillon was born in 1632, and died at Paris in 1707. He travelled much for literary research, in France, Germany, and Italy; and besides published the works of St. Bernard, and the Lives of sainted Benedictines, (Acta Sanctorum ordinis Benedicti,) and his Anecdota Vetus, he composed Diplomacies, Annals of the Benedictines, and some smaller works. Tr. 14 [D’Achery, born 1608, died 1665; collected judiciously, and published numerous unprinted writings, pertaining to ecclesiastical history, in 13 vols. 4to. or (2nd ed.) in 3 vols. fol. entitled Speicologiæ, &c. Tr.] 15 [Massuet, born 1605, died 1716; published the best edition of Ireneus. Tr.] 16 [Ruinart, born 1617, died 1704; was associated with Mabillon, and published Acts of the ancient Martyrs, the works of Gregory Turonensis, and of Victor Vitensis; and some other works. Tr.]
Beaugendre, Julian Garnier, Charles de la Rue, Edmund Martene, Bernard Montfaucon, and many others; some of whom have published excellent editions of the Greek and Latin fathers; others have drawn from the obscure shelves of libraries those ancient papers which serve to elucidate the history and antiquities of the church; others have explained the ancient events in church and state, the customs and rites of former times, the chronology of the world, and other parts of polite learning; and others have executed other works worthy to be handed down to posterity. I know not how it happened; but from the time these new stars appeared above the literary horizon, the splendour of Jesuit erudition began gradually to decline. For there is no one disposed to deny that, for a long time past, the Jesuits in vain look around among their order to find an individual that may be compared with the Benedictines; who are constantly pursuing strenuously every branch of literature, and publishing almost every year distinguished monuments of their genius and erudition; nor have the Jesuits for many years published a single work that can compete with the labours of the Benedictines; unless it be the Acta Sanc-
torum, now issuing from their press at Antwerp. The rivals of the Benedictines were the French Fathers of the Oratory: many of whom are acknowledged to have laboured successfully in advancing several branches of both human and divine knowledge: which, if there were no other examples, would be mani-

8 [Beaugendre is noted only for the lives of some French bishops, and an edition of the works of Hildebert. Tr.] 
9 [Garnier, died 1723, aged 53; noted as editor of the works of St. Basil. 3 vols. fol. Tr.] 
1 [De la Rue, born 1685, died 1739, an associate of Montfaucon, and editor of the works of Origen, 3 vols. fol. He must not be confounded with the Jean de the same name, who was a poet, and editor of Virgil, in Usum Delphini. Tr.] 
2 Martene died 1739, aged 83; he travelled much to explore monasteries and libraries, and published a Commentary on the Rule of St. Benedict; on the ancient monastic rites; a The-

saurus of unpublished works, in 5 vols., fol. and with Durand, a new Thesaurus of the same kind, in 10 vols. fol. and
he and Durand were the Benedictine travellers, authors of Voyage Littéraire de Dons Religieux de la Congrégation de
S. Maur. Tr.] 
3 [Montfaucon, born 1655, died 1741, aged 87; a very learned antiquarian, known by his Anecdota Graeca, 4to. Palaeographia Graeca, fol. the works of Athanasius, 3 vols. fol. Origen’s Hex-
thecarum, 2 vols. fol. and some other works. Tr.]
fest from the works of Charles le Cointe, author of the imperishable Ecclesiastical Annals of France; and of John Morin, Lewis Thomassin, and Richard Simon. Lastly, the Jansenists, or at least those who favoured the sentiments of Augustine, published various works, some erudite, and others neatly and methodically composed, very useful both to adults and to the young. Who is such a stranger to the literature of that age as not to have heard of the works of the Messieurs de Port Royal; and of the very elegant and useful productions of Tillenot, Arnauld, Nicole, Pascal, Lancelot, and others? The other religious orders, as well as the bishops and inferior clergy, in the Romish church, had also their great

5 [Morin, born 1591, educated a protestant, became a catholic, and died at Paris, 1669. He wrote on the origin of Patriarchs and Primates; on the Samaritan Pentateuch; and published an edition of the Septuagint, 2 vols. fol. and the Samaritan Pentateuch. There were several distinguished men named Morin. Tr.]
6 [Thomassin, born 1619, died 1695; published a history of religious doctrines, a feeble imitation of Denys Petau's work, in 3 vols. fol. Paris, 1669. Voltaire says he was "a man of profound erudition: and first composed Dialogues on the fathers, on Councils, and on History." Tr.]
8 By this title are designated all the Jansenist writers: but especially, and in a stricter sense, those who spent their lives in literary and devotional pursuits, in the retired situation of Port-Royal, not far from Paris. Among these, it is generally known, there were great men, who possessed first rate talents, and were very finished writers.
9 [Sebastian le Nain de Tillenot, born at Paris, 1637, died 1690, refused a bishopric, and wrote Mémoires pour servir à l'Histoire Ecclesiast. de ses premiers siècles, Paris, 1663, &c. 16 vols. 4to. and Histoire des Empereurs et auteurs Princes, jusqu'à l'Empereur Honorius. Tr.]
10 [Anthony Arnauld, or Arnaud, was born at Paris, 1612, and died at Liogé, 1694. He wrote on grammar, logic, and geometry; and polemic pieces against the Jesuits and the Calvinists on moral subjects; and is supposed to have contributed No. 3. 9. 12, 13, 14, and 15. to the Provincial Letters. Tr.]
11 [Peter Nicole, born 1625, died at Paris, 1635. Besides controversial pieces against the Jesuits, and aiding Arnaud in some works, he wrote Essai de Moral, 13 vols. 12mo. On the Perpetuity of the Catholic doctrine of the Eucharist, 3 vols. Préjugés Vétérins contre les Calvinistes; and translated the Provincial Letters into Latin, with large notes, under the fictitious name of William Wendrock. Tr.]
12 [Blaise Pascal, born at Clermont, 1623, died 1662. Besides his Pensees, and some treatises on Mathematics and Nat. Philosophy, he composed the famous Lettres à un Provincial. His works were printed in 3 vols. 8vo. Paris, 1799. Tr.]
men. For it would be strange, if, in such a multitude of men enjoying much leisure and all advantages for study, there should not be some successful scholars. Yet all who acquired fame and merited distinction as learned men and authors, out of those four orders just mentioned, would collectively scarcely form so large a body as any one of those orders alone can exhibit.

§ 32. Hence a copious list might be drawn up of learned men in the Romish church, whose works, composed with great care and diligence, live since they are dead. Of the monastic families and the priests that were bound to regular rules of living, the most distinguished were Cæsar Baronius² and Bellarmino³, both cardinals, and both extremely useful to their church, the first by his elaborate Annals, and the latter by his controversial writings; also Nicholas Serrarius⁴, Francis Feuardentius⁵, Anthony Possevin⁶, James Gretser⁷, Francis Combeñis⁸, Natalis Alexander (Alexander Noel⁹), Martin Becan⁴, James Simond, Dionysius Petavius, Peter Possin, Lewis Cellot⁸, Nicholas Caussin⁶, John Morin, Theophilus Suso, 2 vols. fol. and some other things. Tr.]¹

¹ [Gretser, a German Jesuit, born 1561, professor of theology at Ingolstadt; died 1636. He wrote much against the protestants. His works fill 17 vols. fol. Tr.]

² [Bellarmino, a Florentine, born in 1542, cardinal in 1609, died in 1621. He wrote Opus Controversiarum, 3 vols. fol. De Potestate surni Pontifice, a Commentary on the Paulus, and an account of the ecclesiastical writers. He was learned, and a giant reasoner, though in a bad cause. Tr.]

³ [Serrarius, of Lorraine, a Jesuit, died at Mayence in 1610, aged 65; a voluminous commentator on the Bible. His works fill 16 vols. fol. Tr.]

⁴ [Poncelet, of Normandy, a Franciscan, born 1541, died 1641; edited Irenæus; wrote and preached, furiously, against the protestants. Tr.]

⁵ [Possevin was a Jesuit of Mantua, born 1533, died 1611. He was papal legate to Poland, Sweden, Germany, etc. He wrote Bibliotheca selecta de Ratione Studiorum, 2 vols. fol. Appear-

1631, aged 71. He was confessor to Louis XIII., and wrote de Sauro et Profana Eloquentia, and some other things. Tr.)
7 [Raynard, an Italian Jesuit, died at Lyons, 1663, aged 80. He edited several of the fathers, and wrote Tables for sacred and profane history. His works were printed at Lyons, 1665, in 20 vols. fol. Tr.]
8 [Sarpi, a Venetian monk of the order of Servites, born 1552, died 1629; a celebrated defender of the religious liberties of his country against the pontiff. He wrote a History of the Council of Trent, fol. a History of Benefices; and various tracts in defence of his country, which fill 6 vols. 12mo. Venice, 1677. Tr.]
9 [Pallavicini, a Roman Jesuit and cardinal, born at Rome, 1607, died 1667. He wrote, in Italian, a History of the Council of Trent, opposed to that of Sarpi, Rome, 1656, 2 vols. fol. translated into Latin, Antw. 1673, 2 vols. fol.; also a Treatise on Style, &c. Tr.]
1 [Mainmours, a French Jesuit of Nancy, born 1610, died 1666, noted as a preacher, but more as a historian. His Histoire de Lutheraniae was refuted by Seekendorf; his Hist. du Calcinisme by Jurieu and by Jo. Bapt. de Rocoels. He also wrote Histories of Arianism, of the Iconodulists, of the Crusades, of the schism of the Greeks, of the schism of the West, of the decay of the Empire, of the League, of the pontificate of Leo the Great. He is a sprightly writer, but a partial historian. Tr.]
2 [Sfondrati, a Benedictine abbot of St. Gall, and a cardinal, died at Rome, 1696, aged 83. He wrote Gallia Vindiciata, and Nodus Prædeterminationis dissolutus, 4to. Tr.]
3 [Aquivre, a Spanish Benedictine, Vol. IV.

professor at Salamanca, defended the papal supremacy against the French, was made a cardinal, published Collectio maxima Conciliorum omniae Hispan. et Novi Orbis, &c. 6 vols. fol. and died at Rome, 1699, aged 69. Tr.)
4 [Noris, an Augustinian monk, born at Verona, 1631, of Irish parentage, professor of Eccle. Hist. at Pisa, librarian of the Vatican, a cardinal in 1695, and died at Rome in 1704. He wrote a Hist. of Ptolomaeus, History of Inventories, and various other learned works, printed collectively, Verona, 1739, 1739. 5 vols. fol. Tr.]
5 [Gallonio, a Roman presbyter of the Oratory, died 1605. He wrote de Crucifixione Martyrum, with plates, 1594, 4to, and some other things. Tr.]
6 [Scachii was an Italian Augustinian Eremit, who corrected the Roman Martyrology and Breviary, and died in 1640. Tr.)
7 [a. Lapide was a Jesuit of Liege, who wrote Commentaries on the Bible, 10 vols. fol. and died at Rome, 1637, aged 71. Tr.]
8 [Bonfrere was a Jesuit, professor at Donay, wrote Commentaries on the Pentateuch, on Scripture names, &c. and died at Tournay, 1643, aged 70. Tr.]
9 [Menard was a Benedictine of St. Maur, born at Paris, in 1587, and died in 1644. He wrote Distribe de unio Diopdris, and Martyrologium ad ordine Benedict. Tr.]
1 [Seguenot was a French priest of the Oratory, wrote notes on the French translation of Augustine de Virgiliatu, which excited commotion; and died in 1644. Tr.]
2 [Lami was also a French priest of the Oratory, born in 1645, and died in 1716. He wrote on geometry, on the sciences, on perspective, on Christian Morality, 5 vols. 12mo. Apparatus 1]
Heschenius, Daniel Paprock, and many others. Of the other clergy, or those not of any religious order, but secular clergy, as they are called, in distinction from the regular clergy, the following acquired distinction and fame by their writings; viz. James David Perron, William Est (Estius), John Launoi, Gabriel Aubespine (Albaspinus), Peter de Marco, John Armand Richelieu, Luke Holstein, Stephen Baluze, John Bona, Peter Daniel Hueet, James Benignus Bossuet, Francis Feselon, Anthony Godeau, Sebastian de Lellis, de Tauraceno, fol. Harmonia Evangelica, 2 vols. 4to, &c. Tr.)

2 Holland, a Jesuit of Tilletmont in Flanders, who commenced the Acta Sanctorum, of which he published 6 vols. fol. and died in 1665. Tr.)

3 [Heschenius, a Jesuit of Antwerp, a coadjutor of the Acta Sanctorum, died 1682. Tr.]

4 [Paprock, a Jesuit of Antwerp, also a coadjutor of the Acta Sanctorum, died in 1714. Tr.]

5 [Perron, born a French protestant, 1656, turned catholic, became bishop of Evreux, abp. of Sens, almoner of France, and in 1604, a cardinal. He was very learned and eloquent, and a great reasoner; wrote on the Eucharist, against du Plessis Morlay, &c. and died at Paris in 1618, aged 63. His works fill 3 vols. fol. Tr.]

6 [Estius, born at Gorcum in Holland, was divinity professor and chancellor of the university of Douay; where he died in 1613, aged 71. He wrote Commentaria in Epistolare, 2 vols. fol. Annotations on difficult passages of Scripture, fol. and the martyrdom of Edmund Campian. Tr.]

7 [Launoi, a doctor of theology at Paris, born in 1603, and died in 1678. He was the strenuous defender of the liberties of the Gallic church, a strong opposer of legends, and a learned critic. His works were printed at Geneva, in 10 vols. Tr.]

8 [Aubespine, bishop of Orleans, died 1630, aged 52. He was learned in ecclesiastical antiquities; and commented on the fathers and councils. Tr.]

9 [de Marco was born at Gart in Bearne, 1594, first studied law, married and became a counsellor, and then theology, was bishop of Conexana, archbishop of Toulouse, and lastly of Paris, where he died in 1662. This great man wrote a History of Bearne, and de Concordia Imperii et Sacrorum. Tr.]

10 [Richelieu, born 1555, died 1642, a cardinal, peer, and prime minister; persecuted the French protestants; and wrote a defence of the catholic faith against the protestants; a tract on the best method of confuting heretics; and several other things. Tr.]

11 [Holstein. See note (2) p. 85. He was a critic and editor, and wrote de Abassinorum Communione sub unica specie; on the Sacrament of Confirmation among the Greeks; on the Nicene Council, &c. Tr.]

12 [Baluze, professor of canon law at Paris, died 1718, aged 87. He wrote Lice of the Popes of Avignon; and was a noted editor. Tr.]

13 [Bona, born in Piedmont, 1609, died at Rome, 1674, a cardinal. He wrote Manuductio ad Cenam; Principia Vitae Christianae; Via Compendia ad Deum; de Sacrificio Minores; de Discretione Spirituum; de Rebus Liturgiis, lib. ii.; de Divina Prædestination; Testamentum; and Horologium Aeternitatis. He was a very devout man. Tr.]

14 [Huet, born in Caen, 1630, bishop of Soissons, and of Avranches, died 1721. He was very learned, and wrote de Interpretatione libri ii. Originales; Demonstratio Evangelica; Consilia Philosophica Cartooniana; Quaestiones Abassianae de Concordia Ratioitem et Fidei; and several other things. Tr.]

15 [Bossuet, born at Dijon, 1627, bishop of Meaux, counsellor of state, died 1704. This elegant writer composed a Discours sur universal History; History of the Variations among Prote-
Nain de Tillemont, John Baptist Thiers, Lewis Ellies du Pin, Leo Allatius, Lawrence Alexander Zaccagni, John Baptist Coteller, John Fisica, Joseph Visconti, and others. This list might be greatly enlarged by adding the names of such laymen, either in private or public life, as did service to sacred and secular learning.

§ 33. That the public religion of the Romish church, both as to articles of faith and rules of practice, was not purified in this century, and conformed to the only standard, the sacred Scriptures; but was, in many places, corrupted and deformed, either by the negligence of the popes, or the zeal of the Jesuits; is the complaint, not so much of those opposed to this church, or those called heretics, as of all those members of it who favour solid and correct knowledge of religion and genuine piety. As
to doctrines of faith, it is said that the Jesuits, with the con-
nivance, nay frequently, with the assistance of the Romish
prelates, entirely subverted such of the first principles of
christianity as the council of Trent had left untouched: for
they lowered the dignity and utility of the sacred Scriptures,
extolled immoderately the power of man to do good, extenuated
the efficacy and necessity of divine grace, detracted from the
greatness of Christ's merits, almost equalled the Roman pontiff
to our Saviour, and converted him into a terrestrial deity, and
in fine, brought the truth of christianity itself into immense
danger by their fallacious and sophistical reasonings. It is
difficult to gainsay the abundant testimony by which the
gravest men, particularly among the Jansenists, support these
accusations. But it is easy to show that the Jesuits were not
inventors of the doctrines they inculcated; but in reality taught
and explained that old form of the Romish religion, which was
everywhere taught before Luther's time, and by which the
authority, wealth, and power of the pontiffs and the church
had grown during many centuries to their immense height.
The Jesuits would teach otherwise if the pontiffs wished them
to use all their efforts to render the church more holy and
more like Christ; but they cannot teach otherwise, so long as
they are instructed to make it their first care that the pontiffs
may hold what they have gotten, and recover what they have
lost, and that the prelates and ministers of the church may con-
tinually become more rich and more powerful. If the Jesuits
committed any error in this matter, it consisted wholly in this,
that they explained more clearly and lucidly what the fathers
at Trent either left imperfectly explained, or wholly passed
over, lest they should shock the minds of the persons of better
sentiments who attended that celebrated convention. Hence
also the pontiffs, though pressed by the strongest arguments
and exhortations, could never be persuaded to pass any severe
censures upon the religious sentiments of the Jesuits; and on
the other hand, have resisted, sometimes secretly, and some-
times openly, such as opposed their doctrines with more than
ordinary spirit and energy; for they looked upon such as being
indiscreet persons, who either did not, or would not, know
what the interests of the church required.
§ 34. That the Jesuits did not so much corrupt and vitiate the doctrine of morals in nearly all its parts as destroy morality altogether, is the public complaint of innumerable writers of every class and of societies of men in the Romish church. Nor does their complaint seem groundless, since they adduce from the books of the Jesuits, professedly treating of the right mode of living, and especially from the writings of those called Casuists, many principles which are opposed to all virtue and honesty. In particular, they show that these men teach the following doctrines: That a bad man, who is an entire stranger to the love of God, provided he feels some fear of the divine wrath, and from dread of punishment avoids grosser crimes, is a fit candidate for eternal salvation: That men may sin, with safety, provided they have a probable reason for the sin; i.e. some argument or authority in favour of it: That actions in themselves wrong, and contrary to the divine law, are allowable, provided a person can control his own mind, and in his thoughts connect a good end with the criminal deed; or as they express it, knows how to direct his intention right: That philosophical sins, that is, actions which are contrary to the law of nature and to right reason, in a person ignorant of the written law of God, or dubious as to its true meaning, are light offences, and do not deserve the punishments of hell: That the deeds a man commits, when wholly blinded by his lusts and the paroxysms of passion, and destitute of all sense of religion, though they be of the vilest and most execrable character, can by no means be charged to his account in the judgment of God; because such a man is like a mad man: That it is right for a man when taking an oath, or forming a contract, in order to deceive the judge and subvert the validity of the covenant or oath, tacitly to add something to the words of the compact or the oath: and other sentiments of the like nature.

* One might make up a whole library of books, exposing and censuring the corrupt moral principles of the Jesuits. The best work on the subject, is the very elegant and ingenious production of Blaise Pascal, entitled: Les Provinciales, ou Lettres écrites par Louis de Montalté à un Provincial de son ami, et aux Jésuites, sur la Morale et la Politique de ces Péres, 2 tom. Svo. Peter Nicole, under the fictitious name of William Wendrock, added to it learned and judicious notes, in which he copiously demonstrates the truth of what Pascal had stated either summarily or without giving authorities. It was also translated into Latin, by Samuel Rachels. [An English trans-
and other doctrines, not only the Dominicans and Jansenists,
but also the divines of Paris, Poictiers, Louvain, and others in
great numbers, so pointedly condemned in public that Alexander
VII. thought proper to condemn part of them in his decree of
the 21st of August, 1659; and Alexander VIII., on the 24th
of August, 1690, condemned particularly the philosophical sin
of the Jesuits. But these numerous and respectable decisions
decrees against the moral principles of the Jesuits, if we
may believe the common voice of learned and pious men, were
more efficacious in restraining the horrid licentiousness of the
writers of this society, than in purging their schools of these
abominable principles. And the reason assigned, why so many
kings and princes and persons of every rank and sex com-

lation of the Provincial Letters was published in 1828, by J. Leavitt, New
York, and Crocker and Brewster, Boston,
319 pages, 12mo. Tr.] Against
this terrible adversary, the Jesuits
sent forth their best geniuses, and
among others, the very eloquent and
acute Gabriel Daniel, the celebrated
author of the History of France; and
also caused Pascal's book to be pub-
licly burnt at Paris. See Daniel's
Oeuvres, vol. i. p. 383; who himself
admits, that most of the answers to
the book, by the Jesuits, were unsa-
tisfactory. But whether Pascal pre-
vailed by the force and solidity of his
arguments, or by the sweetness and
elegance of his style and satire, it is
certain that all these answers detracted
very little from the reputation of his
Letters; and edition after edition of
them continued to be published. Less
attractive in form, but more solid from
the multitude of testimonies and cita-
tions from the approved Jesuitical
writers, was La Morale des Jémites
extraite fidèlement de leurs livres imprimés
avec la permission de l'approbation
des Supérieurs de leur Compagnie, par
un Docteur de Sorbonne; in 3 vols. 8vo.
Mons, 1702. This book also, (which
was written by Peraul, brother of
Charles Peraul, who began the fa-
mous dispute, whether the moderns
were inferior or superior to the an-
cients,) was burnt at Paris in 1670,
through the instigation of the Jesuits.
Oeuvres du P. Daniel, tom. i. p. 356,
&c. And there was good reason: for
whoever shall read this book, will
there see all the faults that were
charged upon the Jesuitical writers on
morals. That the Jesuits actually put
their moral principles in practice, es-
pecially in foreign and remote coun-
tries, Anthony Arnold, with his Jan-
senist associates, undertook to prove,
in an elaborate work entitled: La
Morale Pratique des Jésuites; which
gradually appeared, during the last
century, in 8 volumes; and when
copies of it became scarce, it was re-
published, Amsterdam, 1742, 8 vols.
8vo, with numerous additional proofs
of the charges against the Jesuits.
Respecting philosophical sin, in parti-
cular, and the commotions that arose
from it, see James Hyniein Serry,
(or rather Augustus le Blanc,) in his
Addenda ad Historiam Congregacionem
deQString?}|æsologiæ, p. 82, &c. and in his
Auctarius to these Addenda, p. 289, &c.

1 The history of the commotions in
France, and in other places, arising
from these opinions of the Jesuits re-
specting morality, was neatly drawn
up by the writer of the Caténianis His-
torique et Doxotique sur les contestations
qui divisoient maintenent l'Eglise; 1730.
8vo, vol. ii. p. 28, &c. The Bula here
mentioned are sought for in vain in the
Bullarium Pontificum. But the care of
the Dominicans and Jansenists, to pre-
serve every thing disgraceful to Je-
suits, would not suffer them to be
lost.
mitted the care of their souls to the Jesuits especially, is, that such confessors by their precepts extenuated the guilt of sin, flattered the criminal passions of men, and opened an easy and convenient way to heaven.

§ 35. The holy Scriptures were so far from receiving more reverence and authority from the pontiffs, that on the contrary, in most countries, the friends of the papal cause, and especially the Jesuits, as appears from the best evidence, took great pains to keep them out of the hands of the people, and from being interpreted differently from what the convenience of the church required. Among the French and the Belgians there were some who might not improperly be denominated learned and intelligent expositors: but the majority of those who pretended to expound the sacred writings, rather obscured and darkened the divine oracles by their comments, than elucidated them. And in this class must be placed even the Jansenists; who, though they treated the Bible with more respect than the other catholics, yet strangely adulterated the word of God by the frigid allegories and recondite expositions of the ancient

2 What is here said of the very gross errors of the Jesuits, should not be understood to imply, that all the members of this society cherish these opinions; or that the public schools of the order echo with them. For this fraternity embraces very many persons, who are both learned and ingenuous, and by no means bad men. Nor would it be difficult to fill several volumes with citations from the writings of Jesuits, in which a much purer virtue and piety are taught, than that black and deformed system, which Pascal and the others present to us from the Casuists, Summists, and Moralists of this order. Those who accuse the Jesuits as a body, if candid, can mean only, that the leaders of the society both permit such impious sentiments to be publicly set forth by individuals, and give their approbation and countenance to the books in which such sentiments are taught; that the system of religion, which is taught here and there in their schools, is so lax and disjointed, that it easily leads men to such pernicious conclusions; and finally, that the small select number, who are initiated in the greater mysteries of the order, and who are employed in public stations and in guiding the minds of the great, commonly make use of such principles to advance the interests and augment the wealth of the society. I would also acknowledge, since ingenuousness is the prime virtue of a historian, that in exaggerating the turpitude of some Jesuitical opinions, some of their adversaries have been over eloquent and vehement; as might easily be shown, if there were opportunity, in regard to the doctrines of probability, mental reservation in oaths, and some others. For in this as in most other disputes and controversies, respecting either sacred or secular subjects, the accused were charged with the consequences, which their accusers deduced from their declarations, their words were made to express more than they intended, and the limitations they contemplated to their opinions, were overlooked.
doctors 3. Yet we ought to except Paschaisius Quesnel, a father of the Oratory, who published the New Testament, illustrated with pious meditations and observations, which has in our day been the prolific cause of so many disputes, commotions, and divisions 4.

§ 36. Nearly all the schools retained the old method of teaching theology; which was dry, thorny, and by no means suited to men of liberal minds. Not even the decrees of the pontiffs could bring dogmatic or biblical theology to be in equal estimation with scholastic. For in most of the chairs the scholastic doctors were fixed; and they perplexed and depressed the biblical divines, who were generally not well acquainted with the arts of wrangling. The mystics were wholly excluded from the schools; and, unless they were very cautious and submissive to the church, could scarcely escape the brand of heresy. Yet many of the French, and among them the followers of Jansenius especially, explained the principal doctrines of Christianity in a neat and lucid style. In like manner, nearly all that was written judiciously and elegantly, respecting piety and morality, came from the pens either of the Messieurs de Port Royal, as the Jansenists were usually called, or from the French Fathers of the Oratory. Of the change in the

3 Very well known, even among us, is the Bible of Isaac le Maitre, commonly called Saucy; which comprehends nearly every thing, with which the heated imaginations of the ancient doctors disfigured the simplest narrations and the clearest statements of the sacred volume. [It is also called the Translation of Mons, because it was first printed there in 1665. It was commenced by Saucy, a very zealous Jansenist, who died in 1664, and completed by Thomas du Fesé. It is founded on the Vulgate; yet here and there deviates from it. The archbishop of Paris, Perelius, soon after it appeared, in 1667, published a severe circular, forbidding it to be read. The same thing was done by G. Ambusson, bishop of Embrun; the Jesuits also did not remain idle: and at last, in 1668, Clement IX. condemned it, as a perverse and dangerous translation, that deviated from the Vulgate, and was a stone of stumbling to the simple. This censure, it by no means merited: and even Mosheim's censure is applicable only to the notes, which are taken chiefly from the fathers, and are very mystical. Sold.]

4 The first part, containing notes on the four Gospels, was published in 1671: and being received with great applause, it was republished, enlarged, and amended, together with notes on the other books of the New Testament. See Catechismus Historique sur les Controverses de l'Eglise, tom. ii. p. 150. Christ. Eberh. Weismann's Historia Eccles. sec. xvii. p. 338, &c. and numerous others. [Quesnel, in his translation, followed that of Saucy; though, to avoid all offence, he kept closer to the Vulgate. Most of the notes relate entirely to practical religion. The contests produced by the work, belong to the history of the eighteenth century. Sold.]
manner of conducting theological controversies we have already spoken. The Germans, the Belgians, and the French, having learned to their disadvantage that the angry, loose, and captious mode of disputing, which their fathers pursued, rather confirmed than weakened the faith and resolution of dissentients; and that the arguments on which their doctors formerly placed much reliance had lost nearly all their force; thought it necessary for them to look around for new methods of warfare, and those apparently more wise.

§ 37. The minor controversies of the schools and the religious orders which divided the Romish church we shall pass over: for the pontiffs, for the most part, disregard them; or if at any time they become too violent, they are easily suppressed with a nod or a mandate: neither are these skirmishes, which perpetually exist, of such a nature as seriously to endanger the welfare of the church. It will be sufficient to recite briefly those controversies which affected seriously the whole church. Among these, the first place is due to the contests between the Dominicans and the Jesuits respecting the nature of divine grace and its necessity to salvation; the cognizance of which, Clement VIII., at the close of the preceding century, had committed to some selected theologians. These, after some years of consultation and attention to the arguments of the parties, signified to the pontiff, not obscurely, that the doctrines of the Dominicans respecting grace, predestination, man's ability to do good, and the inherent corruption of our natures, were more consonant with the holy Scriptures and the opinions of the fathers than the opinions of Molina, whom the Jesuits supported: that the former accorded with the sentiments of Augustine, and the latter approximated to those of Pelagius, which had been condemned. Therefore, in the year 1601, Clement seemed ready to pronounce sentence against the Jesuits, and in favour of the Dominicans. But the Jesuits perceiving their cause to be in such imminent peril, so besieged the aged pontiff, sometimes with threats, sometimes with complaints, and now with arguments, that in the year 1602 he resolved to give the whole of this knotty controversy a rehearing, and to

1 [See the preceding century, sec. iii. ch. i. § 40, 41. p. 125, &c. Tr.]
assume to himself the office of presiding judge. The pontiff therefore presided over this trial during three years, or from the 20th of March, 1602, till the 22nd of January, 1605, having for assessors fifteen cardinals, nine theologians, and five bishops; and he held seventy-eight sessions, or Congregations, as they are denominated at Rome ¹; in which he patiently listened to the arguments of the Jesuits and the Dominicans, and caused their arguments to be carefully weighed and examined. To what results he came is uncertain: for he was cut off by death, on the 4th of March, 1605, when just ready to pronounce sentence. If we may believe the Dominicans, he was prepared to condemn Molina in a public decree; but if we believe the Jesuits, he would have acquitted him of all error. Which of them is to be believed, no one can determine, without inspecting the records of the trial, which are kept carefully concealed at Rome.

§ 38. Paul V., the successor of Clement, ordered the judges, in the month of September, 1605, to resume their inquiries and deliberations, which had been suspended. They obeyed his mandate, and had frequent discussions, until the month of March in the next year; debating, not so much on the merits of the question, which had been sufficiently examined, as on the mode of terminating the contest. For it was debated whether it would be for the interests of the church to have this dispute decided by a public decree of the pontiff; and if it were, then what should be the form and phraseology of the decree. The issue of this protracted business was, that the whole contest came to nothing, as is frequent at Rome, or, that it was decided neither way, but each party was left free to retain its own sentiments. The Dominicans maintain that Paul V., and the theologians to whom he committed the investigation, equally with Clement before him, perceived the holiness and justice of their cause; and they tell us, a severe decree against the doctrines of the Jesuits was actually drawn up, and sealed by his order; but that the unhappy war with the Venetians, which broke out at that time, and of which we have already given an account, prevented the publication of the

¹ [Congregations de Auxilia, ex gratia, in the Romish style. Tr.]
decree. On the contrary, the Jesuits contend, that all this is false; and that the pontiff with the wisest of the theologians, after examining the whole cause, judged the sentiments of Molina to contain nothing which much needed correction. It is far more probable that Paul was deterred from passing sentence by fear of the kings of France and Spain; of whom the former patronized the cause of the Jesuits, and the latter that of the Dominicans. And if he had published a decision, it would undoubtedly have been not unlike those usually promulgated at Rome, that is, ambiguous, and not wholly adverse to either of the contending parties.

7 The writers already quoted on this subject, may be consulted here. Also Jo. le Clerc, Mémoires pour servir à l'Histoire des Controverses dans l'Église Romaine sur la Prédication et sur la Grace; in the Bibliothèque Universelle et Historique, tom. xiv. p. 234, &c. The conduct both of the Jesuits and the Dominicans, after this controversy was put to rest, affords grounds for a suspicion, that both parties were privately admonished by the pontiff, to temper and regulate in some measure, their respective doctrines, so that the former might no longer be taxed with Pelagianism, nor the latter with coinciding with the Calvinists. For Claudius Aquaviva, the general of the order of Jesuits, in a circular letter addressed to the whole fraternity, Dec. 14th, 1615, very cautiously modifies the doctrine of Molina, and commands his brethren to teach every where, that God gratuitously, and without any regard to their merits, from all eternity, elected those to salvation, who He wished should be partakers of it; yet they must so teach this, as by no means to give up what the Jesuits had maintained in their disputes with the Dominicans, respecting the nature of divine grace; and these two things, which seem to clash with each other, he thinks, may be conveniently reconciled, by means of that divine knowledge, which is called scientia media, [foreknowledge of the free actions of men.] See Catechismus Historique sur les Dissenions de l'Église, tom. i. p. 207. On the contrary, the Dominicans, though holding substantially the same sentiments, as before this controversy arose, yet greatly obscure and disfigure their sentiments, by using words and distinctions borrowed from the schools of the Jesuits; so that not even a Jesuit can now tax them with having the mark of Calvinism. They are also much more slow to oppose the Jesuits; recollecting, doubtless, their former perils, and their immense labours undertaken in vain. This change of conduct, the Jansenists severely charge upon them, as being a manifest and great defection from divine truth. See Blaise Pascal's Lettres Provinciales, tom. i. lettr. ii. p. 27, &c. Yet their ill-will against the Jesuits is by no means laid aside: nor can the Dominicans, (among whom many are greatly dissatisfied with the cautious prudence of their order,) easily keep themselves quiet, whenever a good opportunity occurs for exercising their resentments. With the Dominicans, in this cause at least, the Augustinians are in harmony; (for the opinions of St. Thomas, in respect to grace, do not much differ from those of Augustine:) and the most learned men, they have, Henry Norris, (in his Vindiciae Augustinianae, cap. iv. Opp. tom. i. p. 1175,) laments that he is not at liberty, in consequence of the pope's decree, to let the world know what was transacted in the Congregations de Auxilia, against Molina and the Jesuits, and in favour of Augustine. He says: 'Quando recensior Romano decreto id vetetum est, cum dispendio causse, quam defendo, necessarium defensionem omitto.'
§ 39. The wounds, which seemed thus healed, were again
torn open, to the great damage of the catholic interest, when
the book of Cornelius Jansenius, bishop of Ypres in the Nether-
lands, was published after his death, in 1640, under the title of
Augustinus*. In this book, (the author of which is allowed
even by the Jesuits to have been a learned and solid man, and
apparently at least devout,) the opinions of Augustine respect-
ing the native depravity of man, and the nature and influence
of that grace, by which alone this depravity can be cured, are
stated and explained; and, for the most part, in the very
words of Augustine. For it was not the object of Jansenius, as
he tells us himself, to show what ought to be believed on
these subjects, but merely what Augustine believed*. But, as
the doctrine of Augustine, (which differed little from that of St.
Thomas [Aquinas,] which was embraced by the Dominicans,) was
accounted almost sacred and divine, in the Roman church,
on account of the high character and merits of the author of
it; and, at the same time, was almost diametrically opposite to
the common sentiments of the Jesuits; this work of Jansenius
could not but appear to them as a silent but most effectual

---

* For an account of this famous
man, see Bayle's Dictionnaire, tom. ii.
p. 1628. Melchior Leydecker, de Vita
et Morte Jansenii, libri iii. constituting
the first part of his Historia Janseniana,
published at Utrecht, 1695, ov. Dic-
tionario dei tiere Jansenisti, tom. i.
p. 120, &c. and many others. This
celebrated work, which gave a mortal
wound to the Roman community,
which all the power and all the saga-
city of the vicar of Jesus Christ were
unable to heal, is divided into three
parts. The first is historical, and nar-
rates the origination of the Pelagian
contests in the fifth century: the
second investigates and explains the doc-
trine of Augustine, concerning the
state and powers of human nature,
before the fall, as fallen, and as re-
newed. The third traces out his op-
nions, concerning the assistance of
Christ by his renewing grace, and the
predetermination of men and angels. The
language is sufficiently clear and per-
spicuous, but not so correct as it should
be. [Jansenius was born at a village
near Leerdam, in Flanders, a. d. 1586,
educated at Louvain, where he became
principal of the college of St. Pul-
cheria, doctor of theology in 1617, and
professor in ordinary. He was twice
sent by the university of Louvain to
the Spanish court, to manage their
affairs. His political work against
France, entitled Mars Galliae, proc-
cured him favour at the court of Spain,
and he was appointed bishop of Ypres
in 1635. He died in 1638, of a con-
tagion, taken by visiting his flock
labouring under it. His Augustinus,
in 3 vols. fol. cost him 20 years labour.
He also wrote against the protestants.
Tr.]

* Thus Jansenius, in his Augustinus,
p. 65, says: "Non ego hic de nova
aliqua sententia reperienda disputo—
sed de antiqua Augustini.—Queritur,
non quid de natura humane statibus
et viribus, vel de Dei gratia et prædes-
tatione semitendum sit: sed quid Au-
gustini olim ecclésie nomine et ap-
plausu—tradiderit, prædicaverit, scrip-
toque multipliciter consignaverit."
confutation of their sentiments. Hence, they not only attacked it with their own writings, but instigated the pontiff, Urban VIII., to condemn it. Nor were their efforts unsuccessful. First, the inquisitors at Rome, in 1641, prohibited the reading of it; and then, in 1642, Urban himself, in a public decree, pronounced it contaminated with several errors long since rejected by the church.

§ 40. The Jesuits and the Romish edicts were opposed by the doctors of Louvain, and by the other admirers of Augustinus, who were always very numerous in the Low Countries. Hence there arose a formidable, and to the Belgic provinces, very troublesome controversy. It had scarcely commenced when it spread into the neighbouring France; where John du Verger de Hauranne, abbot of St. Cyran or Sigerau, an intimate friend of Jansenius, a man of an accomplished and elegant mind, and no less respected for the purity of his morals and the sanctity of his life than for his erudition, had already inspired great numbers, with attachment to Augustinus and hatred of the Jesuits. The greatest part of the learned in this most flourishing kingdom had connected themselves with the Jesuits: because their doctrines were more grateful to human nature, and better accorded with the nature of the Romish religion and the interests of that church than the Augustinian prin-

---

1 [The principal adherents to Jansenius in the Netherlands, were James Boonen, the archbishop of Mechlin; Libertus Fromond, a pupil, friend, and successor of Jansenius, in the professorial chair at Louvain; and Henry Calen, a canon of Mechlin, and arch-priest of Brussels. See also, respecting his early studies, Gabriel Liron, Singularitas Histor. et litter. tom. iv. p. 507, &c. [Jo. Verger de Hauranne was born at Bayonne, in 1581, became abbot of St. Cyran in 1626, was thrown into prison by Richelieu in 1636, released in 1643, and died the same year, aged 62. He held much the same sentiments with Jansenius, and spread them extensively by conversation. His works are: Somme des Plaintes, &c. de Garame, (a Jesuit writer,) 3 vols. 4to; Spiritual Letters, 2 vols. 4to. Apology for Roche-Posay, &c. and Question Royale. Tr.]


3 See also, respecting his early studies, Gabriel Liron, Singularitas Histor. et litter. tom. iv. p. 507, &c. [Jo. Verger de Hauranne was born at Bayonne, in 1581, became abbot of St. Cyran in 1626, was thrown into prison by Richelieu in 1636, released in 1643, and died the same year, aged 62. He held much the same sentiments with Jansenius, and spread them extensively by conversation. His works are: Somme des Plaintes, &c. de Garame, (a Jesuit writer,) 3 vols. 4to; Spiritual Letters, 2 vols. 4to. Apology for Roche-Posay, &c. and Question Royale. Tr.]
ciples. But the opposite party embraced, besides some bishops of high reputation for piety, the men of the best and most cultivated minds almost throughout France; Anthony Arnauld, Peter Nicole, Blaise Pascal, Pascal Quesnel, and the numerous other famous and excellent men, who are denominated the authors of Port Royal; likewise a great number of those who looked on the vulgar piety of the Romish church, which is confined to the confession of sins, frequent attendance on the Lord’s supper, and some external works, as far short of what Christ requires of his followers; and who believed that the soul of a Christian, who would be accounted truly pious, ought to be full of genuine faith and love to God. Thus, as the one party had the advantage of numbers and power, and the other that of talent and pious fervour, it is not difficult to understand why this controversy is still kept up a whole century after its commencement 3.

§ 41. The attentive reader of this protracted contest will be amused to see the artifices and stratagems with which the one party conducted their attack, and the other their defence. The Jesuits came forth, armed with decrees of the pontiff, mandates of the king, the most odious comparisons, the support of great men, the good-will of most of the bishops, and lastly force and bayonets. The Jansenists encrusted those decrees and mandates by the most subtle distinctions and interpretations, nay, by the same sophistry which they condemned in the Jesuits: odious comparisons they destroyed by other comparisons equally odious; to the menaces of great men and bishops they opposed the favour of the multitude; and physical force they vanquished by divine power, that is, by the miracles of which they boasted.

3 The history of this controversy is to be found entire, or in part, in a great number of books. The following may supersede all the rest: Gabriel Gerberen, Histoire Générale du Jansénisme, Amsterdam, 1700, 3 vols. 8vo. and Lyons, 1708. 6 vols. 12mo, The Abbé du Mas, (a senator of Paris, who died 1722.) Histoire des cinq Propositions du Jansénisme, Liège, 1694. 8vo. Du Mas favours the Jesuits; Gerberen favours the Jansenists. Michael Leydecker, Historia Jansenismi Libri vi. Utrecht, 1695. 8vo. Voltaire, Siècle de Louis XIV, tom. ii. p. 264, &c. Many books on this subject, by both parties, are mentioned in the Bibliothèque Janséniste, ou Catalogue Alphabetique des principaux livres Jansénistes; published in 1735, 8vo. and said to be the work of Dominique Colonia, a learned Jesuit. See Recueil des pièces pour servir à l’Histoire de Port-Royal, p. 325, &c. But as already remarked, this book much enlarged, appeared under the title of Dictionnaire des livres Jansenistes, Antvr. 1752. 4 vols. 8vo.
Perceiving that their adversaries were not to be overcome by the soundest arguments and proofs, they endeavoured to conciliate the favour of the pontiffs, and of the people at large, by their meritorious and splendid deeds, and by their great industry. Hence they attacked those enemies of the church, the protestants, and endeavoured to circumvent them with spells and sophisms that were entirely new; applied themselves to the education of youth of all classes, and imbued them with the elements of the liberal arts and sciences; composed very neat and elegant treatises on grammar, philosophy, and the other branches of learning; laid all classes, from the highest to the lowest, under obligations to them by devotional and practical treatises composed in the most elegant manner; adopted a pure, natural, and agreeable style, and translated and explained in the very best manner not a few of the ancient writers: and lastly, they sought to persuade, and actually did persuade very many to believe that God himself espoused their cause, and had, by many prodigies and miracles, placed the truth of the Augustinian doctrine beyond all controversy.

That the Jansenists or Augustinians have long resorted to miracles, in support of their cause, is very well known. And they themselves confess, that they have been saved from ruin, when nearly in despair, by means of miracles. See Mémoires de Port-Royal, tom. i. p. 296. tom. ii. p. 107. The first of these miracles were, those said to have been performed, in the convent of Port-Royal, from the year 1656, onwards, in the cure of several afflicted persons, by means of a thorn from that crown, which the Roman soldiers placed on the head of our most holy Saviour. See Recueil de plusieurs pièces pour servir à l'Histoire de Port-Royal, p. 229, 448. Fontaine, Mémoires pour servir à l'Histoire de Port-Royal, tom. ii. p. 131, &c. Other miracles followed in the year 1661. Vies des Religieuses de Port-Royal, tom. i. p. 192; and in the year 1664; Mémoire de Port-Royal, tom. iii. p. 252. The fame of these miracles was great, and very useful to the Augustinians, in the seventeenth century; but at present, it is quite hushed. In our age, therefore, when hard pressed, they have resisted the fury of their enemies, by new and more numerous prodigies. If we may believe them, the first occurred on the 31st of May, 1725, in the person of a certain woman named de la Fosse; who was suddenly cured of a bloody flux, when she had supplicated relief, from a host carried by a priest of the Jansenian sect. Two years afterwards, in 1727, the tomb of Gerhard Rousse, a canon of Avignon, was ennobled by very splendid miracles. Lastly, in the year 1731, the bones of Francis de Paris [commonly called, the Abbé de Paris,] which were interred at St. Medard, were famed for numberless miracles; and what warm disputes there have been, and still are, respecting these, every one knows. It is also said, that Paschalis Quesnel, Levier, Desanges, and Tournus, those great ornaments of the sect, have often afforded relief to the sick, who relied on their merits and intercession. See: Jean Christ sous l'Anathème et sous l'Excommunication; a celebrated Jansenist book, written against the Bull Unigenitus, art. xvii. p. 61. art. xviii. p. 66. ed. Utrecht. A great part of
As all these things have great influence with mankind, they often rendered the victory of the Jesuits quite dubious; and perhaps the Jansenists would have triumphed if the cause of the Jesuits had not been the cause of the church; the safety of which depends, in a great measure, on those opinions which the Jesuits hold.

§ 42. Various circumstances lead to the conclusion that Urban VIII., and afterwards Innocent X., were solicitous to suppress these dangerous commotions in their commencement; as the former pontiffs had wisely suppressed the contests between Baius and the Dominicans. But they were unable to do it in consequence of the highly excitable and fervid tempers of the French. The adversaries of the Augustinian doctrines extracted from the work of Jansenius five propositions which were thought to be the worst; and instigated especially by the Jesuits, they urged Innocent incessantly to condemn them. A large part of the French clergy resisted such a measure by their deputies sent to Rome with great zeal; and wisely suggested that it was of the first importance to distinguish the different constructions that might be put upon those propositions, since they were ambiguous, and would admit of a true, as well as a false interpretation. But Innocent X., overcome by the incessant and importunate clamours of the Jesuits, without maturely considering the case, hastily condemned those propositions in a public edict, dated May 31st, 1653. The substance of the first proposition was: That there are some commands of God, which righteous and good men are absolutely unable to obey, though disposed to do it; and that God does not give them so much grace that they are able to observe them.—Secondly:

the Jansenists contend for the reality of these miracles, with good faith: for this sect abounds with persons, who are by no means corrupt, but whose piety is unenlightened, and to whom the truth and divinity of their cause appear so manifest, that they readily believe it cannot possibly be neglected by the Deity. But it is incredible that so many persons of distinguished perspicuity, as formerly were, and still are, followers of this sect, should not know that the powers of nature, or the operation of medicines, or the influence of the imagination, accomplished these cures, which deceivers, or men blinded by party zeal, have ascribed to the almighty power of God. Such persons, therefore, must be of the opinion, that it is lawful to promote a holy and righteous cause, by means of deceptions, and to take advantage of the misapprehensions of the multitude, in order to confirm the truth.
That no person in this corrupt state of nature can resist divine grace operating upon the mind.—Thirdly: That in order to a man’s being praise or blameworthy before God, he need not be exempt from necessity, but only from coercion. Fourthly: That the Semi-Pelagians erred greatly by supposing that the human will has the power both of admitting and of rejecting the operations of internal preventing grace.—Fifthly: That whoever affirms that Jesus Christ made expiation by his sufferings and death for the sins of all mankind, is a Semi-Pelagian.—The four first of these propositions Innocent pronounced to be directly heretical; but the fifth, he declared to be only rash, irrereligious, and injurious to God.

§ 43. This sentence of the supreme ecclesiastical judge was indeed painful and perplexing to the friends of Jansenius, and grateful and agreeable to their enemies: yet it did not fully satisfy the latter, nor entirely dishearten the former. For Jansenius himself had escaped condemnation; the pontiff not having declared that the heretical propositions were to be found in his Augustinus in that sense in which they were condemned. The Augustinians, therefore, under the guidance of the very acute Anthony Arnauld, distinguished in this controversy between the point of law and the point of fact; (questionem juris et questionem facti;) that is, they maintained that we ought to believe those propositions to be justly condemned by the pontiff; but that it was not necessary to believe, nor had the pontiff required a belief, that those propositions were to be found in Jansenius’ book in that sense in which they were condemned. Yet they were not allowed to enjoy this

---

4 This Bull is extant, in the Bullarium Romanum, tom. v. p. 486. It is also published, together with many public Acts relating to this subject, by Charles de Plessis d’Argentre, in his Collectio judiciae de nosis erroribus, tom. iii. pt. ii. p. 261, &c. [Dr. Mosheim mentions, in regard to the sentence pronounced on the several propositions, the Bull says of the first: “Temerarius, impiam, blasphemam, anathematam damnatum, et haereticam declaratum, et uti tales damnamus.” Of the second and the third, it says simply: “Haereticam declaratum, et uti tales damnamus.” Of the fourth, it says: “Falsam et haereticam declaratum, et uti tales damnamus.” And of the fifth, it says: “Falsam, temerarium, scandalosam, et intellectum co sensu, ut Christus pro salute dumtaxat predestinatorum mortuus sit: Impiam, blasphemam, contumeliosam, divinum pietati derogantem, et haereticam declaratum, et uti tales damnamus.” So that the sentence on the fifth proposition was the most severe; and that on the first, next to it in severity. Tr.]

consolation long, for the pertinacious hatred of the adverse party; drove Alexander VII., the successor of Clement, to such a height of imprudence, that he not only declared, in a new Bull of the 16th of October 1656, that the condemned propositions were those of Jansenius, and were to be found in his book; but he moreover, in the year 1665, sent into France the formula of an oath, which was to be subscribed by all who would enjoy any office in the church, and which affirmed that the five condemned propositions were actually to be found in Jansenius' book, in the very sense in which they had been condemned by the church. This imprudent step, which appeared intolerable not only to the Jansenists, but likewise to the better part of the French clergy, was followed by immense commotions and contests. The Jansenists immediately contended, that the pontiff might err, especially when pronouncing an opinion without the presence of a council, in all questions of fact; and therefore that they were not under obligation to subscribe to that formula which required that they should swear to a matter of fact; the Jesuits, on the contrary, had the boldness publicly to maintain, in the city of Paris, that the pope's infallibility was equally certain and divine, in matters of fact, as in contested points of ecclesiastical law. Some of the Jansenists said they would neither condemn nor approve the formula; but they promised, by observing silence, to show respect to the authority of the head of the church. Others appeared ready to subscribe with some explanation or distinction, oral or written, annexed; but by no means without qualification. Others attempted other modes of evasion. But none of these courses would satisfy the impassioned mind of the Jesuits; and therefore the recusants were miserably harassed with banishment, imprisonment, and other vexations, the Jesuits having the control and guidance of the measures of the court.

§ 44. The lenity or the prudence of Clement IX., in the

---

1 This Bull also, together with various documents, is in Charles du Plaisir's Collectio Judiciorum de nonis Erroribus, tom. iii. pt. ii. p. 281—286. 306. The Formula of the oath, by Alexander VII. occurs ibid. p. 314, together with the ordinance of the king, and other papers.

year 1669, gave some respite to the persecuted party, who defended Augustine to their own loss and injury. This was occasioned by four French bishops, those of Angers, Beauvais, Pamiers, and Alet, who courageously declared that they could not conscientiously subscribe to the prescribed oath, without adding some explanation. And when the Romish court threatened them with punishment, nineteen other bishops espoused their cause; and addressed letters in their behalf, both to the king and to the pontiff. These were also joined by Anne Geneviève de Bourbon, a lady of great heroism, and after her renunciation of the allurements and pleasures of the world, a warm friend of the Jansenists; who very urgently besought Clément IX. to assume more moderation. Influenced by entreaties and arguments so numerous and of so much weight, Clément consented, that such as chose might subscribe the oath above mentioned, annexing an exposition of their own views. Upon this liberty being allowed, the former tranquillity returned; and the friends of Jansenius, now freed from all fear, lived securely in their own country. This celebrated event is usually called the peace of Clément IX. But it was not of long continuance. For the king of France, at the instigation of the Jesuits, disturbed it by his edict of 1676; in which he represented it as granted only for a time, in condescension to

9 The transactions relative to this subject, under the pontificate of Clément IX. are fully narrated, by cardinal Respighi, in his Commentaries; which Charles du Plessis d’Argenteau has subjoined to his Elementa Theologica, Paris, 1716. 8vo, and which are also extant, in the Collectio Judiciarum de noveris Erroribus, tom. iii. pt. ii. p. 336, where likewise are the letters of Clément IX. Among the Jansenists, the history of the peace of Clément IX. has been expressly written by Varet, the vicar of the archbishop of Sens; (for the Catéchisme Historique sur les Controverses de l’Eglise, tom. i. p. 352, testifies, that Varet wrote the anonymous history;) Relation de ce qui s’est passé dans l’affaire de la Paix de l’Eglise sous le Pape Clément IX. 1706. 12mo. and by Paschuisius Quesnel, (whom Dominie Colonius, among others, Biblioth. Jansenitate, p. 314, declares to have been the author,) in his book : Le Paix de Clément IX. ou démonstration des deux Fausses copiées avancées dans l’Histoire des cinq Propositions contre la foi des disciples de S. Augustin; Chambery, or rather Brussels, 1705. 2 vols. 12mo. The following work : Relation de ce qui s’est passé dans l’affaire de la Paix de l’Eglise sous le Pape Clément IX. avec les Lettres, Actes, Mémoires, et autres pièces qui y ont rapport; without mention of the place, 1706. 2 vols. 8vo. is an accurately written history. The part which Anne de Bourbon took in this business, is elegantly narrated by Villefort, in his Vie d’Anne Généviève de Bourbon, Duchesse de Longueville, tom. ii. livr. vi. p. 89, edit. Amsterd. 1739. 8vo. which is much fuller than the Paris edition.
the weak consciences of certain persons; and on the death of Anne de Bourbon, in 1679, it was wholly subverted. From this time the Augustinian party were harassed with the same injuries and persecutions as before; which some avoided by a voluntary exile; others endured with fortitude and magnanimity; and others warded off by such means as they could. The head and leader of the sect, Anthony Arnauld, to avoid the fury of his enemies, fled in the year 1679 into the Low Countries; to the great injury of the Jesuits. For this man, possessing extraordinary eloquence and acuteness of mind, instilled his doctrines into the minds of the greatest part of the Belgians; and also induced that portion of the Romish church that was situated among the Dutch to join the Jansenist party, by the influence of John Neercassel, bishop of Castorie, and Peter Codde, archbishop of Sebaste. This Dutch [catholic] church remains to the present day firmly fixed in its purpose, and being safe under the powerful protection of the Dutch government, it despises the indignation of the pontiffs, which it incurs in a very high degree.

§ 45. The Jansenists, or as they choose to be called, Augustinians, were so very odious to the Jesuits, not merely on account of their doctrine respecting divine grace, (which was in reality the Augustinian doctrine, and almost identical with that of the followers of Calvin, only differently coloured and displayed,) but there were many other things in them, which the defenders of the Romish church cannot approve and tolerate. For it was under Jansenist leaders that all those contests in the Romish church, which we have mentioned above, originated, and have been continued down to our times, in numberless publications printed in the Low Countries and in France. But there is hardly any thing in them which the Jesuits and the loyal subjects of the Roman pontiffs regard as more intolerable than the system of morals and of practical

1 For an account of this great man see Bayle, Dictionnaire, [art. Arnauld,] tom. i. p. 337, and Histoire Abregee de la Vie et des Oeuvres de M. Arnauld; Cologne, 1695. 8vo. On the transition of the Dutch church to the Jansenist party, see Lafait, Vie de Clement IX, tom. i. p. 123, &c. Respecting Codde, Neercassel, Varlet, and other defenders of the Jansenist cause in Holland, see Dictionnaire des lieux Jansenistes, tom. i. p. 46. 121. 353. tom. ii. p. 406. tom. iv. p. 119, &c. and in many other places.

2 See above, century xvi. History of the Romish church, § 31, &c.
piety which they inculcate. For in the view of the Jansenists there is nothing entirely sound and uncorrupted in the practice and institutions of the Romish church. In the first place, they complain that the whole body of the clergy have forsaken altogether the duties of their office. They moreover assert, that the monks are really apostates; and they would have them be brought back to their pristine sanctity, and to that strict course of life which the founders of the several orders prescribed. They would also have the people well instructed in the knowledge of religion and christian piety. They contend, that the sacred volume, and the books containing the forms of public worship, should be put into the hands of the people in the vernacular tongue of each nation, and should be diligently read and studied by all. And lastly, they assert that all the people should be carefully taught that true piety towards God does not consist in external acts and rites, but in purity of heart and divine love. These things, considered in a general view, no one can censure, unless he is himself vicious, or a stranger to the principles of christianity. But if we descend to particulars, and inquire how they trained their people for heaven, it will appear that Jansenian piety leaned greatly towards insupportable superstition and the harsh and fanatical opinions of the so called mysteries; and therefore, that it is not entirely without reason they were branded by their adversaries with the title of Reigorists. Their doctrine respecting penitence

3 Those who wish for a fuller knowledge of that gloomy piety, which the Jansenists commonly prescribed to their people, and which was indeed coincident with the patterns set by those that ancienly inhabited the desert parts of Egypt, Libya, and Syria, but was equally remote from the premissions of Christ and of right reason, may read only the Letters, and the other writings of the abbot of St. Cyran, whom the Jansenists regard almost as an oracle. He may be called a frank, ingenuous man, sincere in his intercourse with God, superior to most teachers of piety among the Romanists; he may also be called a learned man, and very well acquainted with the opinions and the affairs of the ancients; but, with the Jansenists, to pronounce him the greatest and best, the perfect pattern of holiness, and the most correct teacher of true piety, is what no one can do, unless he affixes new meanings to these terms, and meanings unknown in the sacred writings. That we may not seem to do injustice to so great a man, we will confirm these remarks by some specimens of his wisdom and virtue. This honest man undertook, in a long work, to confute the heretics, that is, the protestants. And for this purpose, it was necessary for him to examine the books written by this wicked class of men. But before he proceeded to read any of them, with Martin de Barco, his nephew, a man very like to his uncle, he was accustomed to expel the devil out of them by the sign of the cross. What
especially was injurious both to church and state. They made penitence to consist principally in voluntary punishments; which a sinner should inflict on himself in proportion to his offences. For they maintained, that since man is by nature most corrupt, and most wretched, he ought to retire from the weakness did this manifest! This very holy man, forsooth, was persuaded, that the enemy of mankind had taken up his residence in those writings of the heretics: but it is difficult to tell where he supposed the arch fiend to lie concealed, whether in the paper or in the letters, or between the leaves, or lastly, in the sentiments themselves. Let us hear Claude Lancelot, in his Mémoires touchant la Vie de l’Abbé de S. Cyrus, tom. i. p. 226. He says: "Il fisit ces livres avec tant de pieté, qu’en les prenant il les exercisait toujours en faisant le signe de la croix dessus, ne doutant point que la Demon n’y residoit actuellement." He was so charmed with Augustine, as to receive for divine all his sentiments, without discrimination; and even those which all good men, among the catholics themselves, regard as faults in that father. Among others, may be mentioned that dangerous doctrine, that the saints are the legitimate proprietors of the whole world, and that the wicked unjustly possess, according to the divine law, those things of which they are lawful proprietors, according to human laws. Thus, in Nicholas Fontaime’s Mémoires pour servir à l’Histoire de Port-Royal, tom. i. p. 201, he says: "Jesus Christ n’est encore entré dans la possession de son Royaume temporel et des biens du monde, qui lui appartiennent, que par cette petite portion qu’en tient l’Eglise par les bénéfices de ses Cleres, qui ne sont que les fermiers et les dépositaires de Jésus Christ." So then, if we believe him, a golden age is coming, in which Jesus Christ will dethrone all kings and princes, and seizing upon the whole world, will transfer it entire to his church, of which the leaders are the priests and monks. Will the Jansenists now come forth and proclaim that they make it their greatest care to secure civil governments against the machinations of the Roman pontiffs! Respecting prayer, he philosophizes entirely in the spirit of those who are called mystics. For he denies that those who would pray, should consider beforehand what they would ask of God; because prayer does not consist in the thoughts and conceptions of the mind, but in a sort of blind impulse of divine love. Lancelot, Mémoires touchant la Vie de l’Abbé de S. Cyrus, tom. ii. p. 44, says: "Il ne croyoit pas, que l’on dut faire quelque effort pour s’applicer à quelque point où à quelque pensée particulière — parce que la véritable prière est plutôt un attrait de son amour qui emporte notre coeur vers lui et nous enlève comme hors de nous-mêmes, que non pas une occupation de notre Esprit qui se remplisse de l’idée de quelque objet quelque divin." He, therefore, prays best, who asks for nothing, and excludes all thoughts from his mind. Jesus Christ and his disciples knew nothing of this sublime philosophy: for he directs us to pray in a set form of words; and they, the apostles, frequently acquaint us with the subject matter of their prayers. But of all his errors, this undoubtedly was the worst, that he had no doubts but that he was an instrument of God, by which the Divine Being operates and works; and that he held, generally, that a pious man should follow the impulses of his mind, suspending all exercise of his judgment. And the opinion was most deeply fixed in the minds of all the Jansenists, that God himself acts and operates on the mind, and reveals to it his pleasure, when all movements of the understanding and the will are restrained and hushed. Hence, whatever thoughts, opinions, or purposes occur to them, in that state of quietude, they unhesitatingly regard as oracual manifestations and instructions from God. See Mémoires de Port-Royal, tom. iii. p. 246, &c.
world and from business, and to expiate, as it were, his inherent corruption by continual hardships and tortures of the body, by fasting, by hard labour, by prayer, and by meditation; and the more depravity any one has, either by nature, or contracted by habit, the more distress and anguish of body he should impose on himself. And in this matter they were so extravagant, that they did not hesitate to call those the greatest saints, and the sacred victims of penitence, consumed by the fire of divine love, who intentionally pined away and died under these various kinds of sufferings and hardships; nay, they taught that this class of suicides were able to appease the wrath of God, and to merit much for the church and for their friends, with God, by means of their pains and sufferings. This appears from numerous examples, but especially from that of Francis de Paris, [or the Abbé de Paris,] the worker of so many miracles in the Jansenist school, who brought on himself a most cruel death, in order to appease the wrath of God 4.

§ 46. A striking example of this gloomy and extravagant devotion was exhibited in the celebrated female convent, called Port Royal in the Fields [Port Royal des Champs], situated in a deep and narrow valley not far from Paris. Henry IV., in the very commencement of this century, gave the superintendence of it to Jaqueline, (one of the daughters of the celebrated jurist Anthony Arnauld,) who afterwards bore the name of Maria Angelica de S. Magdalena. She at first lived a very dissolute life, such as was common at that time in the French nunneries; but in the year 1609 the fear of God came upon her, and she entered upon a very different course of life: and afterwards becoming intimate, first with Francis de Sales, and then, in 1623, with the abbot of St. Cyran, she conformed both herself and her convent to their views and prescriptions. The consequence was, that this religious house, for nearly a century,

4 See John Morin’s Comment. de Punitentis, Pref. p. 3, &c. in which there is a tacit censure of the Jansenian notions of penitence. On the other hand, see the Abbé de S. Cyran, in the Mémoires de Port-Royal, tom. iii. p. 483. The Jansenists reckon the restoration of true penitence among the principal merits of St. Cyran: and they call him the second father of the doctrine of penitence. See Mémoires de Port-Royal, tom. iii. p. 445. 504, &c. Yet this very penitence of his was not the least of the causes, for which he was thrown into prison, by order of cardinal Richelieu. See ibid. tom. i. p. 233, &c. 452, &c.
excited in the Jesuits the highest disgust, and in the Jansenists the highest admiration; and its fame spread over all Europe. The consecrated virgins inhabiting it, followed with the utmost strictness the ancient, severe, and almost every where abrogated, rule of the Cistercians; nay, they imposed on themselves more rigours and burdens than even that rule prescribed.

A great proportion of the Jansenist penitents, of both sexes and all ranks, built for themselves cottages, without the precincts of this cloister; and there led a life, not unlike that which we

5 There are extant, a multitude of books of various kinds, in which the Jansenists describe and deplore the fortunes, the holiness, the regulations, and the destruction of this celebrated seat. We shall mention only those that are at hand, and more recent, as well as more full than the others. First, the Benedictines of St. Maur, present a correct but dry history of the convent, Gallia Christiana, tom. viii. p. 910, &c. A much neater, and more pleasing history, though imperfect, and somewhat chargeable with partiality, is that of the noted French poet, John Racine, Abrégé de l'Histoire de Port-Royal; which is printed among the works of his son, Lewis Racine, Amsterdam. 1750. 6 vols. 8vo. and is in vol. ii. p. 275—306. The external state and form of this convent, are formally by Molon, Voyages Littéraires, p. 254. To these add Nicholas Fontaine's Mémoires, pour servir à l'Histoire de Port-Royal, Cologne (that is Utrecht) 1738. 2 vols. 8vo. Peter Thomas du Fosse's Mémoires pour servir à l'Histoire de Port-Royal, Cologne, 1720. 8vo. Recueil de plusieurs Pièces pour servir à l'Histoire de Port-Royal, Utrecht, 1740. 8vo.

The editor of these papers promises in his preface more collections of the same nature; and he affords no slight indication, that, from these and other documents, some one may compose a perfect history of Port-Royal, which so many Jansenists regarded as the gate of heaven. Claude Lancelot has also much that relates to this subject, in his History of the Abbé St. Cyr. These and other works describe only the external state, and the various fortunes of this celebrated convent. The interna...
read of in the fourth and fifth centuries, among those austere recluses called Fathers of the desert, who dwelt in the desert parts of Egypt and Syria. For it was the object of them all to efface the stains upon their souls, which were either innate, or acquired by habits of sinning, by means of voluntary pains and sufferings inflicted on themselves, by silence, by hunger and thirst, by praying, labouring, watching, and enduring pain. Yet they did not all pursue the same species of labour. The more learned applied themselves to writing books; and not a few of them did great service to the cause of both sacred and profane learning. Others instructed youth in the elements of languages and the arts. But most of them, amidst rustic and servile labours, exhausted the powers of both mind and body, and wore themselves out, as it were, by a slow and lingering death. And many of these were illustrious personages and noblemen, who had before obtained the highest honours, both in the cabinet and in the field; and who were not ashamed now to assume the place, and perform the duties of the lowest servants.

This celebrated retreat of Jansenian penitence experienced vicissitudes throughout this century; at one time it flourished very highly, at another it was nearly broken up. At last, as the nuns pertinaciously refused to subscribe the oath proposed by Alexander VII., which has been mentioned, and as considerable injury to the commonwealth, and much disgrace to distinguished families, were supposed to arise from this convent and its regulations, Lewis XIV., in the year 1709, by the instigation of the Jesuits, ordered the edifice to be pulled down and entirely demolished, and the nuns to be transferred to Paris; and two years after, that nothing might remain to nourish superstition, he ordered the bodies that were buried there, to be disinterred, and removed to other places.

§ 47. The other commotions which disturbed the tranquillity of the Romish church were but light clouds compared with this

---

6 The first that retired to Port-Royal, in 1637, in order to purge away his sins, was the very eloquent and highly celebrated Parisian advocate, Isaac le Maitre; whose retirement brought much odium upon the abbot St. Cyran. See Mémoires pour l'Histoire de Port-Royal, tom. i. p. 233, &c. He was followed by many others of various classes and ranks, among whom were men of the noblest birth. See Vie des Religieuses de Port-Royal, tom. i. p. 141, &c.
tempest. The old quarrel between the Dominicans and the Franciscans, whether the mother of Jesus Christ was conceived without sin or depravity, (which the Dominicans denied, and the Franciscans affirmed,) gave considerable trouble to Paul V., Gregory XV., and Alexander VII. Not long after the commencement of the century, it began to disturb Spain very considerably, and to produce parties. Therefore the kings of Spain, Philip III. and IV., sent some envoys to Rome, urgently soliciting the pontiffs to decide the question by a public decree. But the pontiffs deemed it more important to follow prudence than to gratify requests from so high authority. For on the one hand, the splendour of the Spanish throne, which inclined to the opinion of the Franciscans, and on the other, the credit and influence of the Dominican family, were terrific objects. Nothing therefore could be obtained by repeated supplications, except that the pontiffs, by words and by ordinances, determined that the cause of the Franciscans was very plausible, and forbade the Dominicans to assail it in public; while at the same time, they would not allow the Franciscans and others to charge error upon the opinion of the Dominicans.

In a king or magistrate such reluctance to pass judgment would be commendable: but whether it was suitable in a man, who claims to be the divinely constituted judge of all religious causes, and to be placed beyond all danger of erring, by the immediate power and guidance of the Holy Spirit, those may answer, who support the reputation and honour of the pontiffs.

§ 48. Towards the close of this century, the mystics, whose

7 See Fred. Ulrich Gallitzen, Historia Immaculata Conceptionis B. Virginis Mariae, Helmst. 1686. 4to. Add Jo. Hornbeck's Comment. ad Bullam Urban. VIII. de Diebus Festis, p. 250. Jo. Lawol, Præscriptiones de Concepto Virginis Mariæ, Opp. tom. i. pt. i. p. 9, &c. Clement XI., a long time after this, namely in the year 1708, proceeded some farther, and by a special bull, commanded all catholics to observe a festival in memory of the conception of St. Mary, a stranger to all sin. See Mémoires de Trévoux, for the year 1700. A. xxxviii. p. 514. But the Dominicans most firmly deny, that the obligations of this law extend to them; and they persevere in defending their old opinion, though with more modesty than formerly. And when we consider, that this opinion is by no means condemned by the pontiff, and that the Dominicans are not molested, though they do not celebrate that festival; it is evident, that the language of the Romish edict is to be construed in the most liberal manner, and that the decree does not contradict the earlier decrees of the pontiffs. See Lamindus Pritianus, or Muratori, de Ingeniorum Moderatione in Religionis Negatio, p. 254, &c.
reputation and influence were formerly so great, were exposed to very severe treatment. The first sufferer was Michael de Molinos, a Spanish priest, resident at Rome, in high reputation for sanctity, and therefore attended by numerous disciples of both sexes. In the year 1681 he published at Rome his Way or Guide, to what the mystics call a spiritual or contemplative life; that is, Institutes of Mystic Theology: in which he was thought to recall from the infernal world the capital errors of the old Boghards and Beguins, and to open the door for all iniquity and wickedness. The substance of his system, which his friends interpret in one way, and his enemies in another, amounted to this: that all religion consists in a certain quietude of the soul, when it is withdrawn from external and finite objects, and turned towards God, and loves him sincerely, and without any hope of reward; or, what amounts to the same thing, if I mistake not; that the mind of a man, in pursuit of the supreme good, must be entirely withdrawn from the intercourse of the senses, and from corporeal objects; and the efforts of the understanding and the will being all hushed, the mind must be merged wholly in God, from whom it originated. Hence his followers were called Quietists; though the common appellation of mystics would have been more proper. For the doctrine of Molinos was accounted new, only because he expressed himself in new phraseology, which was not become trite by common use, and had arranged and digested in a better form what the ancients stated confusedly. The Jesuits, and others who watched for the interests of the Romish cause, readily perceived that Molinos’ system tacitly accused the Romish church

---

* This book was written in Spanish, and first published in 1675, supported by the recommendations of the greatest and most respectable men. In 1681, it was published at Rome, in Italian; though it had appeared in this language, some time before, in other places. Afterwards, it was translated into the Dutch, French, and Latin languages; and was very often printed in Holland, France, and Italy. The Latin translation, under the title of *Manuductio Spiritualis*, was published by Aug. Herm. Franck, Halle, 1687. 8vo. In Italian, it bore the title of *Guida Spirituale*. Annexed to it, is another tract of Molinos, *de Communione Quotidianæ*: which was also condemned. See *Recueil de diverses Pièces concernant le Quiétisme et le Quiétistes, on Molinos, ses Sentences et ses Disciples*, Amsterd. 1688. 8vo. In this work, the first piece is Molinos’ book in the French translation; and then various epistles, relating to his affairs and his sentiments.
of a departure from true religion; for that church, as is well known, makes piety to consist chiefly in ceremonies and external works. But it was the French ambassador especially, and his friends, who prosecuted the man. And from this and other circumstances, it has been plausibly inferred, that political considerations, as well as religious, had their influence in this controversy: and that this Spaniard had opposed the wishes and the projects of the French king in some difficult negotiations. However this may be, Molinos, though he had a vast number of friends, and though the pontiff himself, Innocent XI., was partial to him, was thrown into prison in 1685; and after publicly renouncing the errors charged upon him, in 1687, he was delivered over to perpetual imprisonment; in which situation he died, at an advanced age, in 1696. Every honest and impartial man will be ready to grant that the opinions of Molinos were greatly distorted and misrepresented by his enemies, the Jesuits and the French, for whose interest it was that he should be put out of the way; and that he was charged with consequences from his principles, which he neither admitted, nor even thought of. On the other hand, I think it obvious that his system included most of the faults which are justly chargeable upon the mystics; and that it was well suited to the disposition of those who obtrude upon others, as divine

9 Yet perhaps, the whole may be ascribed to the power of the Jesuits over the French court, who had father La Chaise, confessor to Lewis XIV., on their side; and he controlled madam Maintenon, and through her the superstitious Lewis. And a king, who, two years before, had been induced to sacrifice to his own bigotry some millions of his loyal and industrious subjects, might easily be persuaded, from a lust for spiritual conquests to persecute a single man, who was a stranger; and to oblige the pope also, to abandon for a time, a man whom he loved and honoured, and to whom he had assigned a residence near his own palace; and especially, as the Inquisition were suspicious of the pontiff's own soundness in the faith. Schol.]

1 He was born in the vicinity of Saragossa, in 1627; according to the testimony of Domin. de Colonis, in the Bibliothèque Jansénoise, p. 469. See, on this whole subject, the Narrative respecting Quietism, which is subjoined to the German translation of Gilbert Burnet's Travels. Godfr. Arnold's Kirchen- und Kaiser-historie, pt. iii. ch. xvii. p. 176. Jo. Wolfg. Jaeger's Historia Eccles. et Polit., sec. x. p. 357, where the papal bulls are given. [The documents of the whole proceedings of the Inquisition, and of the pontiff against Molinos, are given us by Nicholas Terzagus, bishop of Narni in Italy, in his Theologia Historico-mystica adv. vet. et novos Pseudo-mysticos, quorum Historia tectitur, et Errorum confutatur, Venice, 1704, folio p. 8, &c. Tr.]
and oracular communications, the suggestions of their own heated imaginations, uncontrolled by reason and judgment 2.

§ 49. It would have been very strange if a man of such a character had not had disciples and followers. It is said that a considerable portion of the inhabitants of Spain, France, and the Netherlands, eagerly entered upon the way of salvation which he pointed out. Nor will this appear incredible, if it be considered, that in all the catholic countries there is a large number of persons who have discernment enough to see that outward ceremonies and bodily mortifications cannot be the whole of religion; and yet have not light enough to be able to arrive at the truth by their own efforts, and without a guide. But these nascent commotions were suppressed by the church in their commencement, in some places by threatenings and punishments, and in others by blandishments and promises: and Molinos himself being put out of the way, his disciples and friends did not appear formidable. Among the friends and avowers of Quieticist sentiments, the following persons especially have been often mentioned; namely, Peter Mattheo Petrucci, a pious man and one of the Romish cardinals; Francis de la Combe, a Barnabite, and instructor of Madam Guyon, who is soon to be mentioned; Francis Malacalle; Berniere de Loueigni; and some others of less note. These differed from each other, and from Molinos, in many particulars, as is common with mystics, who are governed more by the visions of their own minds than by fixed rules and principles. Yet, if we disregard words, and look only at their import, we shall find that they all set out from the same principles, and tended to the same results 3.

2 What can be said in defence of Molinos, has been collected by Christ. Eberh. Weismann, Historia Eccles. saccul. xvii. p. 569.
3 The writings of these persons are enumerated, with remarks upon them, by Domín. de Colonia, in his Bibliotheca Quieticistica, subjoined to his Biblioth. Janseniana, p. 455. 493. Godfr. Arnold, Historia descriptio Thol. Myst. p. 364, and Peter Poiret, Bibliothèca Mysticoevana, Ameterd. 1706. 8vo. [Cardinal Petrucci, born in 1626, at Ancona, cardinal 1666, died 1701; wrote Theologia Contemplativa; Spiritual Letters and Treats; On the Government of the Passions; Mystic Riddle; Apology for the Quietsists; &c., printed collectively, Venice, 1604.—La Combe was a native of Savoy, and a zealous propagator of Quiesitism in France. He wrote Analyse Orationis Mentalis; and was committed to the Bastille, in 1687, where he ended his days—Malavall was born at Marseilles, 1627, became blind in infancy; yet he composed, Pratique facile pour éléver l'ame à la Contemplation; Poésies Sacrées; &c.,
§ 50. In France the Quietistic doctrine was supposed to be disseminated by the writings of Jane Maria Bouvieræ de la Mothe Guyon, a lady of distinction, of no bad intentions, and exemplary in her life, but of a fickle temper, and one whose feelings measured and controlled her religious belief; than which nothing can be more fallacious. As her religious opinions gave offence to many, in the year 1687, they were submitted to the examination of several great and dignified men, and were finally pronounced erroneous and unsound; and in 1697 they were formally confuted by Jac. Benignus Bossuet, bishop of Meaux. From this contest a greater one arose between the two men, who at that time, as all are agreed, stood first among the French for genius and eloquence; that is, the above named Bossuet, and Francis Salignac de Fenelon, bishop of Cambray, and highly renowned throughout Europe. Bossuet asked Fenelon to approve and recommend his book against the errors of Madam Guyon. Fenelon, on the contrary, not only maintained that this pious lady was groundlessly taxed by her adversary with many faults, but also, in a book which he published in 1697, himself adopted some of her opinions, and especially that mystical precept, that we ought

and died at Marseilles, in 1719.—De Louvigny was king’s counsellor, and treasurer at Caen, and died 1659. He wrote, *Christian Interior*; and *Oeuvres Spirituelles, ou Conduite assurée pour ceux qui tendent à la perfection*. [Tr.]

4 This lady wrote the History of her own Life; which was published in French, at Cologne, (as the title page falsely states,) 1720. 12mo. Her writings, full of allegories, and of not very solid mystic phrases, have been translated into German. There is extant also, her Bible with annotations: *La Bible de Mad. Guyon avec des Explications et Réflexions, qui regardent la Vie Intérieure*, Cologne (or rather, Amsterdam) 1715, 20 vols. 8vo. From these notes especially, the genius of this lady may be learned; which was indeed fecund, but not very vigorous. See also, concerning her, *Lettres de Mad. Maintenon*, tom. i. p. 249; tom. ii. 45. 47. 49. 51, &c. (She was born in 1648, married at the age of 16, became a widow, with three children at

28. Always charitable to the poor, and very devotional, she now devoted her whole time to religion. She spent several years with the bishop of Geneva, and then travelled with La Combe, in different parts of France, conversing every where upon religion. Returning to Paris in 1657, she propagated her religious views, not only by conversation, but by a tract on prayer, and another on the Canticæs. Her persecutions soon commenced; and she was confined in monasteries and prisons much of the time till 1702, when she retired to Blois, and lived in obscurity, till her death, 1719.—The poet Cowper caused a selection of her poems to be translated and published in English; and her life, with her short and easy method of prayer, and a poem on the Nativity, were published, Baltimore, 1812. 12mo. [Tr.]

5 *Explication des Maximes des Saints sur la Vie Intérieure*, Paris, 1697. 12mo. It is also extant in a Latin translation.
to love God purely, [or simply for what he is,] and without the expectation of any reward; and he confirmed the principle by the suffrages of the most eminent saints. Provoked by this dissent from him, Bossuet, in whose view glory was the highest good, did not cease importuning Lewis XIV. and Innocent XII., till the pontiff, in 1699, by a public decree, branded as erroneous the book of Fenelon, but without mentioning his name; and in particular, twenty-three propositions extracted out of it. Fenelon was induced, either by his timidity or prudence, to approve the sentence pronounced against himself, without any exceptions; and to recommend it himself to the churches under his care. Many contend that this was the magnanimous deed of a great mind, docile and disposed to prefer the peace of the church to personal honour: but others say it was the mark of either a pusillanimous or a treacherous man, who deems it lawful to profess with his lips what he disbelieves in his heart. This indeed, few, if any, will doubt, that Fenelon continued to the end of life in those sentiments which, at the command of the pontiff, he had publicly rejected and condemned.

§ 51. Besides these authors of great commotions, there were others, who more slightly disturbed the public tranquillity of the Romish church by their novel and singular opinions. Of this description were the following. Isaac la Peyrere, (Peperius,) who published two small works in 1655, in which he maintained that Moses has not recorded the origin of the human race, but only that of the Jewish nation; and

---

6 The history of this controversy is given at large, and with sufficient fairness, by Toussaint du Plessis, a Benedictine, in his Histoire de l'Eglise de Meaux, livr. v. tom. i. p. 462—523. There is more partiality in Ramsey's Histoire de la Vie de Messire P. S. de a Molé Félon, Hague, 1723. 12mo. yet it is worth reading. See also Voltaire, Siécle de Louis XIV., tom. ii. p. 591. The public acts are given by Charles du Plessis d'Argenteau, Collectio Judiciares de Novis Erroribus, tom. iii. pt. iii. p. 402, &c. [also in Nich. Terragius, Theologia Historico-mystica, dess. iii. p. 26, &c. It is the object of this bitter polemic, to confute all the Quietists, and especially Molinos and Fenelon. Andrew Michael Ramsay, commonly called the Chevalier Ramsay, was a Scotchman, educated at Edinburgh; who went to Holland, there imbibed some notions of Quietism, went to Cambrai to consult Fenelon, and was by him converted to the catholic faith. After spending much of his life in France, he returned to Scotland in 1729, and died in 1743. He wrote much, chiefly on history, and altogether in French. His Life of Fenelon betrays the partiality of a particular friend and admirer. Pr.]
that other races of men inhabited our world long before Adam, the father of the Jews. Although he was not a Roman catholic when he promulgated this opinion, yet the Romish church deemed it their duty to punish an offence against religion in general; and therefore, in the year 1656, put him into prison at Brussels. And he would, perhaps, have been burnt at the stake, had he not embraced the Romish religion, and renounced that of the Reformed, in which he had been educated, and also publicly confessed his error. **Thomas Albius, [White,] or Blacklo, better known by the name of Thomas Angius, from his native country. About the middle of the century he published numerous tracts, by which he acquired much notoriety in the Netherlands, France, Portugal, and England, and not a little hatred in his own church. He undoubtedly was acute and ingenious: but relying on the principles of the Peripatetic philosophy, to which he was extravagantly devoted, he ventured to explain and elucidate by them certain articles of the Romish faith. This confidence in Aristotle betrayed him into opinions that were novel and strange to Romish ears; and his books were prohibited and condemned by the congregation of the Index at Rome, and in some other places. He is said to have died in England, and to have founded a sect among his countrymen, which time has destroyed. **Joseph Francis Burrihi or Borrius, a Milanese knight, and deeply read in chemistry

---


8 Peter Bayle, *Dictionnaire*, tom. i. p. 236. [Art. Angius.] Andrew Baille, *Vie de M. des Cartes*, tom. ii. p. 245. [His real name was Thomas White; and he was born of a respectable family of English catholics; but to disguise himself, he assumed various names, as Albius, Candidus, Bianchi, Richworth, &c. He was best known however, by the name of Angius, i. e. English. Being a man of genius, and an enthusiastic Peripatetic, but possessing little solidity of judgment, he was perpetually advancing new and singular opinions, which would not bear examination. He resided in nearly every catholic country of Europe, found reason often to change his residence, passed through various scenes, and finally died in England. He was much opposed to the philosophy of des Cartes. See Bayle, loc. cit. 'Tr.']
and medicine, if what is reported of him be true, was not so much an errorist as a delirious man. For the pratlings attributed to him, concerning the Virgin Mary, the Holy Spirit, the new celestial city which he was to found, and the destruction of the Roman pontiff, are so absurd and ridiculous, that no one can suppose him to have been of a sane mind, without showing himself not to be so. His conduct, in one place and another, shows abundantly that he had a great deal of vanity, levity, and deception, but very little of sound reason and good sense. He once escaped from the snares of the *Inquisition*, and roamed as an exile over a considerable part of Europe, pretending to be a second *Eecnupius*, and an adept in the great mysteries of the chemists. But in the year 1672 he again imprudently fell into the hands of the papists, who condemned him to perpetual imprisonment. A book of *Celestine Sfondrati*, in which he attempted to explain and settle, in a new way, the controversies respecting predestination, disturbed, in 1696, a large part of the Romish church: for it did not entirely please either the Jesuits or their adversaries. Five French bishops of the highest respectability accused him, (notwithstanding he had been made a cardinal in 1646, on account of his erudition,) before *Innocent XII.*, of several errors, among which was contempt for the opinions of *St. Augustine*. But this rising contest was cropped in the bud. The pontiff, indeed, promissed the French that he would submit the cause to the examination of eminent theologians, and then would decide it. But, as was the Romish custom, he violated his promise, and did not venture to decide the cause.

---

1 [They were Pellier, archbishop of Rheims, Noailles, archbishop of Paris. Bossuet, bishop of Meaux, Guy de Seve, bishop of Arras, and Faydeau, bishop of Amiens. Tr.]  
2 The book was entitled, *Novus Prædestinationis dissolutus*, Rome, 1696. 4to. The letter of the French bishops, and the answer of the pontiff, are given by Charles du Plessis d’Argentré, *Collectio Judiciarum de novis Erroribus*, tom. iii. pt. ii. p. 394, &c. and by *Théologia Doctrinæ et Moralis*, p. 877, &c. The letter of the bishops is remarkable, as containing censures of the Jesuits and their doctrines; and not merely of their doctrine of philosophical sin, but also of their procedure in China: indeed, they say, that Sfondrati had taught worse doctrine than even the Molinists. The opinions of Sfondrati are neatly stated, and compared with those of Augustine, by Jac. Basnage, *Histoire de l’Église*, livr. xii. cap. iii. § 11. p. 713, &c.—[He taught 1. That God sincerely and strongly desires the salvation of all men.—2. That he gives...
§ 52. As there is little to be said of the changes or enlargement of the Romish ceremonies in this century, except that Urban VIII. published a Bull, in 1643, for diminishing the number of feast days; I shall conclude the chapter with a list of those who were canonized and enrolled among the saints by the pontiffs during the century. Clement VIII. pronounced worthy of this highest honour, in 1601, Raymond of Pennafort, the noted collector of the Decretals; in 1608, Francisco de Pontevis, a Benedictine; and in 1610, Charles Borromeo, a very illustrious bishop of Milan. Gregory XV., in the year 1622, gave Theresa, a Carmelite nun of Avila, in Spain, a place in this society. By the authority of Urban VIII., in 1623, Philip Neri, founder of the Fathers of the Oratory in Italy, Ignatius Loyola, the father of the Jesuits, and Francis Xavier, one of Loyola's first disciples, and the apostle of the Indies, were elevated to this high rank. Alexander VII., in 1658, added Thomas de Vilanova, a Spanish Augustinian, and 1665, Francis de Sales, bishop of Geneva, to the intercessors with God. Clement X. joined with them, in 1670, Peter de Alcantara, a Franciscan, and Maria Magdalena de Paez, a Florentine Carmelite; and the next year, 1671, Rose, an American nun of the third order of Dominicans, and Lewis Bertrand, a Spanish Dominican, who had been a missionary in America; and death alone prevented his adding to these Cajetan Thieneus, a Regular Clerk of Vicenza. He was therefore enrolled among the saints, in 1691, by Innocent XII., who also, in the same year, publicly decreed saintship to John of Leon, in Spain, an Eremit of St. Augustine, Paschal Baylonias, a Franciscan monk of Aragon, and John de Dieu (de Deo), a Portuguese, and one of the Brethren of Hospitality; for all of whom this honour had been designed before by Alexander VIII. 4

1. God must be praised for his grace to all. — 3. That God does not withhold his grace from the worst and most obstinate sinners; but sets before them incipient aid, by using which they might easily obtain the more powerful grace of God. — 4. That, still, there remains something dark and unfathomable in the doctrine of election.


3. The Bulls of the pontiffs, by which these men and women were enrolled in the class of saints, are mentioned

4. To all men girosis aid, not only sufficient, but even more than sufficient for its attainment.
CHAPTER II.

HISTORY OF THE GREEK AND ORIENTAL CHURCHES.


§ 1. Many things perhaps occur among the Greek and other Oriental christians which are neither uninteresting nor unimportant; but the transactions in those countries are but rarely reported to us, and still more rarely are they reported truly, or undisguised either with the colourings of party feelings, or the fabulous tales of the vulgar. We have therefore not much to say here. The Greek church, in this century, as in the preceding, was in a miserable state, afflicted, uncultivated, and destitute of the means of acquiring a sound knowledge of religious subjects. This, however, is true only of the Greeks in general, or as a body. For who will have the folly to deny, that among an immense multitude of people, some of whom often visit Sicily, Venice, Rome, England, Holland, and Germany, and many carry on a successful commerce, and some are advanced to the highest employments in the Turkish court; there can be found individuals, here and there who are neither poor nor unintelligent, nor wholly illiterate, nor destitute of refinement, nor lastly sunk in superstition, vice, and profligacy 1.


Tr.] As they recite the ground on which the persons were judged worthy of canonization, these bulls afford very ample matter for the discussion of a sagacious person. Nor would it be a vain or useless labour, for such a one to examine, without superstition, yet with candour, into the justice, the piety, and the truth of those grounds.

1 This remark is made, on account of Alexander Helladius, and others who think with him. There is extant, a book of Helladius, entitiled the Present State of the Greek Church, printed in 1714. 8vo. in which he bitterly declaims against the most meritorious and learned writers on Grecian affairs; and
Their inveterate hatred against the Latins could by no means be extinguished from their minds, nor even be moderated, although the Roman pontiffs, and their numerous missionaries to the Greeks, spared neither their ingenuity nor their treasures to gain the confidence and affections of that people. The Latin teachers have indeed collected some little and poor congregations in certain islands in the Archipelago: but neither the Greeks, nor their masters, the Turks, will allow the Latins to attempt any thing more.

§ 2. In the pontificate of Urban VIII. the Latins conceived great hopes that they should find the Greek and Oriental christians more tractable in future. The pontiff made it one of his most assiduous cares to effect the difficult design of subjecting the Oriental christians, and especially the Greeks, to the dominion of the Romish see; and he called in the aid of men, who were best acquainted with the opinions of the Greeks and the eastern christians, to point out to him the plainest and shortest method of accomplishing the object. The wisest of maintains, that his countrymen are much more pious, learned, wise, and happy, than is commonly supposed. We by no means envy the Greeks the portion of happiness they may enjoy: nay, we wish them far more than they possess. Yet we could show, if it were necessary, from the very statements Helladius gives us, that the condition of the Greeks is no better than it is generally supposed to be; although all persons and places are not equally sunk in barbarism, superstition, and knavery. See the remarks above, on the history of the oriental church, in the sixteenth century.

What number of missions there are in Greece, and the other countries subject to the Turkish government, and what is their present condition, is fully stated by the Jesuit Tarrillon, in his letter to Ponchartrain, *sur l'état présent des Missions des Pères Jésuites dans la Grèce*; which is extant in the *Nouveaux Mémoires des Missions de la Compagnie de Jésus*, tom. i. p. 1125. On the state of the Romish religion in the islands of the Archipelago, see Jan. Xavier Portier, in a letter printed in the *Lettres édifiantes et curieuses écrites des Missions étrangères*, tom. x. p. 328. The high colouring of these statements may be easily corrected by the many accounts of the catholtic and other writers, in our own age, respecting the affairs of the Greeks. See, above all others, Richard Simon, or Sainioire's *Bibliothèque Critique*, tom. i. cap. xxiii. p. 340, who, in p. 346, well confirms, among other things, that which we have observed from Urban Cerri; namely, that none oppose and resist the Latins, with more vehemence, than the Greeks who have been educated at Rome, or trained in other schools of the Latins. He says: "Ils sont les premiers à ériger contre et à médire du Pape et des Latins. Ces pèlerins Orientaux qui viennent chez nous, fourbissent et abusent de notre crédulité pour acheter un bénéfice et tornmenter les Missionnaires Latins," &c. The most recent and most full testimony to the invincible hatred of the Greeks against the Latins, is given by John Cowell, *Account of the Present Greek Church*, preface, p. 9, &c. Cambridge, 1722. folio.

* See Jo. Morin's *Life*, prefixed to his *Antiquitates Ecclesiae Orientalis*, p. 37—46.
these were of opinion that those christians should be allowed to retain nearly all their long established peculiarities both of rites and usages, and of doctrine; which the Latin doctors had formerly deemed insufferable: for rites and usages, they said, do not pertain to the essence of religion; and their doctrines should be explained and understood, so as to appear to differ as little as possible from the opinions and institutions of the Latins; because those christians would feel less repugnance to union, if they could be persuaded that they had long been Romanists, and that the pontiffs did not require them to abandon the principles of their fathers, but only to understand them correctly. Hence arose those erudite works, composed however with little ingenuousness, published by Leo Allatius, John Morin, Clement Galanus, Lucas Holstenius, Abraham Echellensis*, and others; in which they undertook to prove that there was little or no difference between the religion of the Greeks, Armenians, and Nestorians, and that of the Romans, provided we set aside a few rites and certain unusual words and phrases adopted by those foreign christians. This project of uniting the Greeks with the Latins, was by no one more firmly resisted than by Cyrillus Lucaris, patriarch of Constantinople, a learned man, who had travelled over a great part of Europe. For he signified clearly, indeed more clearly than

* The work of Leo Allatius, de Concordia Ecclesiae Orientalis et Occidentalis, is well known; and the most learned men, among both the Lutherans and the reformed, with the greatest justice, charge it with bad faith. He also published his Graecia Orthodoxa, Rome, 1652 and 1659. 4to. which contains the tracts of the Greeks, that favoured the Latins. From the pen of Lucas Holstenius, who was far superior to Allatius in learning and ingenuousness, we have only two dissertations, de Ministerio et Forma Sacramenti Confirmationis apud Graecos; which were published after his death, Rome 1666. 8vo. The very learned works of John Morin, de Preslestis, and de Ordinationibus, are well known by the learned; and every one that peruses them can see, that the author aims to evince that there is a wunderful agreement, on these subjects, between the christians of the east and the Latins, provided the thorny subtleties of the scholastics are kept out of sight. Clemens Galanus, in a prolix and elaborate work, published at Rome, 1656. [1659. 2 vols. folio, laboured to prove, that the Armenians differ but little from the Latins. Abraham Echellensis, both elsewhere, and in his notes to Hebed Jesu, Catalogus Librorum Chaldaicorum, maintains, that all the christians throughout Asia and Africa, coincide with the Latin church. Other writers on this subject are passed over. [Among these were Fred. Spanheim's Dia. de Ecclesiae Graecae et Orientalis a Romana Papalis perpetua divisione; in his Opp. tom. ii. p. 485, &c. and Jn. Elsner's Latest Account of the Greek Christians in Turkey, ch. v. (in German.) Schl.]
was prudent, that his mind was inclined towards the religious opinions of the English and the Dutch, and that he contemplated a reformation of the ancient religion of the Greeks. The Jesuits, aided by the influence of the French ambassador, and by the knavery of certain perfidious Greeks, vigorously opposed this powerful adversary for a long time, and in various ways, and at length vanquished him. For they caused him to be accused before the Turkish emperor of the crimes of treason and rebellion: on which charge he was strangled in the year 1638. He was succeeded by the Greek who had been the

...There is extant a confession of faith, drawn up by Cyril Lucaris, and repeatedly published, particularly in Holland, 1645. 8vo. from which it clearly appears, that he favoured the reformed religion more than that of his countrymen. It was published among Jac. Aymon’s Monumens authentiques de la Religion des Grecs, p. 237. Yet he was not averse from the Lutherans: for he addressed letters about this time to the Swedes, whose friendship he endeavoured to conciliate. See Arkenholz’s Mémoire de la Reine Christine, tom. i. p. 466, and tom. ii. append. Documents, 113, &c. The same Aymon has published twenty-seven letters of this prelate, addressed to the Genevans, and to others professing the reformed religion; ubi supra p. 1—199, which more fully exhibit his disposition and his religious opinions. The life and the unhappy death of this, in various respects, extraordinary man, are described by Thomas Smith, an Englishman, in his Narratio de Vita, Studiis, Gisit et Martirio Cyrilli Lucaris; which is inserted in his Miscellanea, Lond. 1696. 8vo. p. 49—130, also by Jö. Henry Hettinger, Analecta Historico-Theol. append. Diss. vili. p. 550, and by others, whom Jö. Alb. Fabricius has enumerated, Bibliotheca Graeca, vol. x. p. 400.

(Cyril Lucaris was born in 1572, in Candia, the ancient Crete, then subject to the Venetians. Possessing fine native talents, he first studied at Venice and Padua, and then travelled over Italy and other countries. Disgusted with the Remish religion, and charmed with that of the reformed, he resided a while at Geneva. On his return to
principal assistant to the Jesuits in the destruction of this great man, namely Cyril of Berrhoea, a man of a malignant and violent temper; and as he apostatized to the Romish religion, the union of the Greeks and Latins now seemed no longer dubious. But the unhappy fate of the man suddenly dissipated this hope. For this great friend of the Roman pontiff, in a little more than a year, was put to death in the same manner as his enemy before had been; and Parthenius, who had the hereditary hostility of his nation to the Latins, was placed at the head of the Greek church. From this time onward, no good opportunity was found by the Romans for assailing the Greek patriarchs, or for drawing them over to their interests.

§ 3. Yet very many complain, and none more than the Reformed, that the flatteries, the sophistry, and the gold, both of the French ambassadors in Turkey, and of the Jesuits, have chased the office for 20,000 dollars; but not having the money on hand, he also was sent away, and Anthimus, bishop of Adrianople, having money, purchased the office. But the Greeks would not submit to him, and he was obliged to resign to Cyril, who was restored, on paying a large sum for the privilege. The Romanists still plotted against him. He sent a Greek to London, to learn the art of printing, and to procure a printing press. On its arrival, his enemies charged him with employing it for political purposes, and caused him great trouble; though the English and Dutch ambassadors interposed in his behalf. In 1629, having a little respite, he called a council of Greeks, to reform that church; and here he proposed his confession of faith, which was adopted. In 1633, Cyrillicus Contari, bishop of Berrhoea, the personal enemy of Cyril Lucaris, and supported by the Roman party, bargained with the Turks for the patriarchal chair; but being unable to pay the money down, he was exiled to Tenos, and Lucaris retained the office. The next year Athanasius of Thessalonica, paid the Turks 60,000 dollars for the office; and Lucaris was again banished. But at the end of a month he was recalled and reinstated, on his paying 10,000 dollars. But now Cyril Contari had raised his 50,000 dollars; and Cyril Lucaris was banished to Rhodes to make way for him. After six months, his friends purchased his restoration. But in 1636, he was falsely accused of treason, in the absence of the emperor, who, upon the representation of his vizier, gave orders for his death. He was seized, conveyed on board a ship, as if for banishment; and as soon as the vessel was at sea, he was strangled, and thrown overboard. His body drifted ashore, and was buried by his friends. See SCHWEIKE, Kirchengeschichte der Reform., vol. v. p. 394, &c. and Unparteiische Kirchenhistoria, Jenae, 1729, vol. ii. p. 258, &c. Ty.}

6 See Elias Veiel's De invento Exercitationum de Ecclesia Graeco, p. 100, &c. in which, p. 103, is a letter of Urban VIII., to this Cyril of Berrhoea, highly commending him for having successfully averted from the Greeks the pernicious errors of Lucaris, and exhorting him to depose the bishops that were opposed to the Latins, with the promise of aid both from Rome and from the Spanish government. This Cyril died a member of the Roman church. Henry Hilarius, Notes to Phil. Caprii Chronicum Ecclesiae Graecae, p. 470.
had so much effect, of late, upon the ignorance and the poverty of the Greek bishops, that they have departed from the religion of their fathers in several respects, and especially on the doctrine of the eucharist; and have adopted, among other errors of the Latins, the inexplicable doctrine of transubstantiation. And this, they say, was especially done in the celebrated council of Jerusalem, which Dositheus assembled in the year 1672. This charge, whether it be true or false, was first advanced upon occasion of a dispute between the papists and the Reformed in France. The latter, at the head of whom was the very eloquent and erudite John Claude, maintained that many opinions of the Romanists, and especially that which asserts that the bread and the wine in the eucharist are so changed into the body and blood of Christ, as still to leave the external appearance of bread and wine, were wholly unknown in ancient times, and were not found among the Latins themselves before the ninth century: the catholici on the contrary, Anthony Arnaud, and his associates in managing the cause, contended that the Romish belief respecting the Lord's Supper, had been the received opinion among christians in every age; and that it was approved by all the sects of christians in the East, in particular by the Greeks. This controversy required authorities and testimonies. Hence the French envoys at Constantinople, with the Jesuits on the one part, and the Dutch and English ministers on the other, laboured indefatigably to collect opinions of the Greeks in favour of their respective sides. It so happened that the Romanists were superior both in the number and weight of their testimonies; but the Reformed contended, that all these were of no avail, being either purchased of the starving Greeks with money, or


8 The names and works of the principal writers on this controversy, may be learned from Jo. Alb. Fabricius, Bibliotheca Graeca, vol. x. p. 444, &c. and Christopher Math. Pfaff, Dissertatio contra Ludo. Roperi Opus Eucharisticum, Tubing. 1718. 4to.
obtained from persons either ignorant of such matters, and thus incompetent witnesses, or deceived and ensnared by insidious language. Whoever shall bring to the decision of this controversy a good acquaintance with Grecian affairs, and a mind unbiased by prejudice, will judge, I apprehend, that no small part of the Greek church had, for many ages, possessed some obscure idea of transubstantiation, but received more clear and explicit ideas of it, in modern times, from the Romans.

§ 4. Of the independent Greek churches, or those not subject to the Byzantine patriarch, the Russian is the only one that affords any matter for history; the others lie buried in vast ignorance and darkness. Among the Russians, about the year 1666, a certain sect showed itself, and produced no little commotion, which called itself Isbraniki, or the company of the elect, but by its adversaries it was called Roskolnikki, that is, the seditious faction. What these find to censure in the modern Greek church, and what opinions and rites they hold, is not yet fully known. It appears, however, in general, that they distinguish themselves by a great show of piety, and represent the ancient religion of the Russians as much marred, partly by the negligence, and partly by the licentiousness of the bishops. The Russians long assailed this factions throng with [Footnotes: 9 Here should be consulted above all others, John Cowell, who was resident at Constantinople, when this drama was acted, and himself saw, by what artifices the Greeks were induced to give testimony in favour of the Latinists: Account of the Present Greek Church, pref. p. ii. &c. and book i. ch. v. p. 136, &c.
1 Maturin Visse la Croze, who is well known to have been by no means partial to the Jesuits and to Romish opinions, supposed that the Greeks had long been infected with the doctrine of transubstantiation. See Gisb. Caper's Epistolae, edited by Beyer, p. 37. 44. 48. 51. 65.
2 Perhaps these are the very persons whom the celebrated Gmelin, in his Travels in Siberia, in German, vol. iv. p. 404. calls Sterowerzi. They doubtless come under this denomination; for Rob. Pinkerton (Present State of the Greek Church in Russia. Appendix, p. 227,) tells us, "The national church in Russia gives the general name of Raskolnikis, or Schismatics, to all the sects which have at different periods renounced her communion; but these separatists uniformly style themselves Staroverists, or Believers of the old faith." Ty.]
councils, conftations, very harsh punishments, military force, and flatteries; but the effect of all these remedies was to drive them to more remote regions, and as is usual, to render them more pertinacious in consequence of their calamities and sufferings. A milder treatment began to be shown them from the time that Peter I., whose achievements procured him the surname of Great, introduced a great change in both the civil and ecclesiastical government of the Russian empire. But the schism is so far from being healed, that this revolution in the Russian affairs is said rather to have added firmness and stability to it.

§ 5. It will not be improper here to subjoin a few remarks respecting that reformation of the Russian church, by Peter I., which we have just mentioned. For though it belongs to the following century, yet the foundations for it were laid in the

church, about the middle of the 17th century, in the time of the patriarch Nikon. But according to the Russian annals, there existed schismatics in the Russian church 200 years before the days of Nikon; and the disturbances which took place in his time, only proved the means of augmenting their numbers, and of bringing them forward into public view. The earliest of these schismatics first appeared in Novgorod, early in the 16th century, under the name of Strigolniks. A Jew named Horia preached a mixture of Judaism and Christianity; and proselyted two priests, Denis and Alexie, who gained a vast number of followers. This sect was so numerous that a national council was called, towards the close of the 15th century, to oppose it. Soon afterwards, one Karp, an excommunicated deacon, joined the Strigolniks; and accused the higher clergy of selling the office of priesthood, and of so far corrupting the church, that the Holy Ghost was withdrawn from it. He was a very successful propagator of this sect. But numerous as the Strigolniks were, they were few compared with the vast number and variety of sectarians, produced by the attempts to correct the copies of the Russian liturgy, or books used in the churches, which amount to twenty folio volumes. These having long been preserved by transcription, were found to contain numerous mistakes of transcribers, and to differ greatly from each other. The higher clergy and the princes, as early as 1618, attempted to correct these books, and bring them all to agreement. And the object was pursued for more than a century, amidst great opposition, before it was fully accomplished. The great body of the Raskolniks, or dissenters, though divided into various sects, yet all agree with one another, and with the national church, in articles of faith, and generally in rites and modes of worship; but they consider the national church as corrupt, as having falsified the sacred books, and thus subverted religion. There are, however, some minor sects, which differ from the establishment both in faith and worship. Pinkerton divides them into two grand classes, the Poptopochins, or those who admit the national priests that apostatize to them, to officiate still as priests, without reordination; and the Bezpopochins, or those who either have no priests, or have only such as they themselves ordain. Of the former class he enumerates five sects, and the latter fifty. But the history of these sects more properly belongs to the following century. See also Steudlin's *Kirehliche Geographie*, vol. i. p. 289, &c. Tr.
close of this. That immortal prince suffered the Greek religion, as professed by the Russians, to remain entire: but he took vast pains to have it explained according to sound reason and the holy scriptures; to destroy that superstition which was diffused greatly over the whole nation; and to dispel the amazing ignorance both of the priests and the common people. These were great and noble designs, but exceedingly difficult, and such as often require ages for their accomplishment. To effect them the more readily, he became the patron of all the arts and sciences, invited learned men from all quarters into the country, established new schools, and purged the old ones of their barbarism, laboured to enkindle in his subjects a thirst for learning of all kinds and for literature, abolished the iniquitous practice of persecuting and punishing errorists, and granted to all Christian sects dissenting from the Greeks, full liberty to worship according to their own views. Yet in the last particular, he was careful to restrain the eagerness of the Romanists for extending the dominion of their pontiff. They had certain places assigned them, in which if they chose to reside among the Russians, they might worship in their way. But the Jesuits were prohibited from teaching among the Russian people; and the council that controls all matters of religion, was directed to see that Romish opinions were not propagated among the people. All ecclesiastical affairs are managed very differently from what they were formerly. For the emperor suppressed the splendid office of primate, because it was thought prejudicial to the sovereignty of the prince, and made himself sovereign pontiff and head of the Russian church. This vicegerent, [in ecclesiastical affairs,] is a council established at St. Petersburg, called the Holy Synod, over which some archbishop of distinguished prudence and fidelity presides. The first that

4 [Dr. Macalpine very justly criticises the language here used by Dr. Mosheim; which implies that the emperor assumed a spiritual office and spiritual power. He only claimed the right, as emperor, to receive appeals from the ecclesiastical courts, and to give law to priests as well as to the rest of his subjects. He was head of the church, in much the same sense as the kings of England and the German princes are; none of whom ever presumed to administer the sacraments, or to perform any appropriate functions of a clergyman or priest. Tr.]

5 [This is not perfectly correct. In the year 1700, Peter abolished the patriarchal office, and appointed an Ecarch, with limited powers, who could do nothing without the consent
filled this office was the celebrated Stephen Javorski, well known by his work in the Russian language, against heretics. The other ecclesiastical offices remain as before; but they are deprived of much of the authority formerly annexed to them, and of no small part of their revenues and privileges. At first it was intended to suppress all monasteries, whether for men or for women. But from this design the emperor so far departed afterwards, that he himself dedicated a magnificent house of this kind to Alexander Nevsky, whom the Russians number among their saints.

§ 6. A part of the Asiatic Monophysites, for a time, left the religion of their fathers, and united themselves with the Romanists. Their prompter to this measure was one Andrew Achigian, who had been educated at Rome, was appointed patriarch by the Roman pontiff, and assumed the name of Ignatius XXIV. At his death, one Peter, who took the name of Ignatius XXV., assumed the office; but, at the instigation of the legitimate primates of the sect, he was banished by the Turks, and the little flock of which he was the head was soon dispersed. Of the African Monophysites, the Copts, notwithstanding their wretchedness, ignorance, and poverty, firmly resisted the persons, who so often solicited them with very advantageous offers

of the other bishops, and was obliged to refer all affairs of moment to the decision of the Tsar himself. Such was Stephen Javorski, mentioned in the next sentence. But in 1720 Peter abolished the Exarchate also, and in place of it instituted the Holy Legislative Synod, consisting first of twelve, and afterwards of an indefinite number of the higher clergy, selected by the emperor. At the head of this Synod there is always a layman, who is the representative of the Tsar, and has a negative upon all its resolutions, till they are laid before the emperor. This nobleman is the minister of the crown for the department of religion. See Pinkerton, loc. cit. p. 26, &c. and Steudlin’s Kirchliche Geographie, vol. i. p. 209, &c. Tr.]  
6 See Mich. le Quien, Orienta Christianus, tom. i. p. 1295.  
7 On these subjects much information may be obtained from Peter van Haven’s Travels in Russia; which are extant in a German translation from the Danish.  
8 From the 16th century onward, all the primates of the Monophysite sect chose to bear the name of Ignatius; for no other reason, if I do not mistake, than to indicate by their name, that they are successors to Ignatius, the bishop of Antioch in the first century, and the legitimate patriarchs of that see. A similar motive has induced the Maronite primates, who also claim the title of patriarchs of Antioch, to assume the name of Peter. For St. Peter is said to have governed the church of Antioch before Ignatius.  
9 See Jo. Simon Asseman’s Biblioth. Orientalis Clementino-Vaticana, tom. ii. p. 482. and in Ditt. de Monophysites. § iii. p. 6, 7.
to become united with the Romans. In what manner the Abyssinians freed themselves from the yoke of the Romish bishop, which they had indiscreetly assumed, and asserted their ancient independence, has already been stated. And it will now be proper to add, that in some of the Lutherans a holy desire arose to deliver the Abyssinian nation from the darkness of ignorance and superstition, and to bring them to a better knowledge of religion. Prompted by such motives, Peter Heyling of Lubeck, a very pious and learned man, visited them in the year 1634: and after spending many years in Ethiopia, and being so smiled upon, as to be made prime minister of state by the emperor, and having accomplished much for the advantage of the people, on his return to Europe he lost his life by means unknown. Afterwards, Ernest, duke of Saxe-Gotha, whose exemplary virtue procured him the surname of Pious, at the suggestion and recommendation of that extraordinary man, Job Ludolf, attempted to explore a way for teachers of the reformed religion to go among those distant Christians, by means of Gregory an Abyssinian, who was then in Europe. But Gregory perishing by shipwreck in 1657, Ernest sent Jo.

1 A valuable life of this man was published in German, by Jo. Henry Michaelis, Halle, 1724. 8vo. Add Jo. Müller's Minuten, tom. i. p. 283, &c. [His father was a jeweller of Lubeck. After a good education in his native city, he went to Paris in 1637, having charge of four noble youths. There he became intimate with Hugo Grotius. From Paris he went to Italy, and thence to Malta, where he disputed with the Catholic priests. He now assumed the garb of a pilgrim, intending to travel into the East, and acquaint himself with oriental literature. He proceeded to Constantinople, and thence to Palestine and Egypt. He arrived in Egypt in 1634, and so recommended himself to the Copts, by his learning and his piety, that they esteemed him highly, and gave him the title of Moolah. Meeting with the new primate of Ethiopia, who had come to Alexandria for ordination, he joined him; and on their way to Abyssinia, they met Mendez, the Portuguese Jesuit, just banished from that country, whom Heyling encountered and confuted, in a public dispute. Mendez wrote to the pope, that if this Lutheran should go into Abyssinia, he would involve that whole nation in extreme horsey. He arrived there in 1634, and was very popular and useful. But how long he lived, and where he died, is very uncertain. A letter of his to H. Grotius, dated at Memphis, Aug. 28, 1634, respecting the disputes between the Melechites and the Jacobites, is extant in Ludolf's Comment. ad Hist. Eth. lib. iii. c. viii. See Müller, loc. cit. Tr.]

2 See Job Ludolf's Preface to his Comment. ad Hist. Ethiop. p. 31, &c. Christ. Juncker's Vita Jobi Ludolfi, p. 68, &c. [Ludolf became acquainted with this Gregory, during his tour to Rome, and invited him into Germany. He resided awhile at the court of Gotha; but afterwards was desirous of returning to his country; and on his way, at Alexandretta in Syria, lost his life by shipwreck. Sold.]
Mich. Wanseben, of Erfurth, in 1663, with very wise instructions, to conciliate if possible, the good will of the Abyssinians towards the Germans. Wanseben, however, lingered in Egypt; and upon his return, not being able to account for the monies he had received, he revolted to the Romish church in 1667, and became a Dominican monk. Thus the designs of this excellent duke were frustrated: yet they were attended with this advantage, that Job Ludolf, by his very learned and elaborate works threw much light upon the history, the sentiments, and the literature of the Abyssinians, which before had been but little known among the Europeans.

§ 7. A considerable change in the affairs of the Armenians, took place not long after the commencement of this century, originating from Abbas I., the king of Persia, who for his achievements was surnamed the Great. For he laid waste all that part of Armenia, which was contiguous to Persia, with a view to prevent the Turks from invading his territories; and caused most of its inhabitants to migrate and settle in Persia. For what the Europeans endeavour to accomplish by erecting castles and fortresses along their borders, the kings of the east prefer to effect, by depopulating the frontier parts and provinces of their kingdoms. The richest and best of these Armenians removed to Isphahan, the capital of the kingdom, and took residence in the splendid suburb which the king called Jullia.

Concerning this unstable and vicious, but learned man, much may be collected from Jerome Lob's *Voyage de l'Abyssinie*, tom. i. p. 198, 227, 233, 246. Ern. Solomon. Cyprian's *Catalogus MSS. Bibliotheca Gothana*, p. 64. Euseb. Remadet. *Proef. ad Historiam Patriarchar. Alexandrinorum*. Jac. Echard and Quetif. *Scriptores Ordinis Prædicat.* tom. ii. p. 493. We have his *Historia Ecclesiae Alexandrinarum*, and other works, which are not without merit. [The patriarch of Alexandria persuaded him not to prosecute his journey into Abyssinia. After changing his religion at Rome, he went to Paris, whence Colbert, in the year 1673, sent him again to Egypt, to procure a fuller account of the state of that country, and to purchase rare manuscripts for the king's library. But Colbert seemed dissatisfied with his proceedings. For Wanseben was not in the least respected at Paris; and, from vexation, he assumed in 1676, the vicarage of a village not far from Fontainebleau; and died in 1679, in the curacy of Bouron, where he was also vicar. Before his journey to Egypt, at Ludolf's request, he went to London, to superintend there the printing of the first edition of his *Ethnique Grammar and Lexicon*, in 1661; and there he aided Edm. Castell in the preparation of his *Lexicon Heptaglossen*. After his return from the East, he wrote his *Relation dello Stato presente dell' Egitto*; and in 1677, his *Nuovella Relation en forme du Journal de son Voyage fait en Egypte*. His history of the church of Alexandria, was also published in French. *Selb.*]
where they have their own bishop. So long as Abbas lived, who was a magnanimous prince and much attached to his people, these exiles enjoyed great prosperity; but after his death, they were involved in calamities and persecutions. And hence, not a few of them have apostatized to Mohammedism; and it is to be feared that this portion of the Armenian church will become wholly extinct. On the other hand, the Asiatic Armenians have, undoubtedly, derived no little advantage from the permanent settlement of very many of their nation, during this century, for commercial purposes, in most of the countries of Europe, as at Marseilles in France, and in London, Amsterdam, and Venice. For not to mention other things, this has afforded them an opportunity to print the Bible, and many other books, especially religious books, in the Armenian character, in Holland particularly, and in England; and these books, being sent to the Armenians living under the Persians and Turks, doubtless tend to prevent the nation, which is rude and inclined to superstition, from losing all knowledge of the Christian religion.

§ 8. The disunion among the Nestorians, which rent that church in the preceding century, could not be healed at all in this. Among the patriarchs of Mosul, Elias II. sent his envoy to Rome, in the year 1607, and again in the year 1610, to obtain the friendship of the pontiff; and in a letter to Paul V., he avowed himself ready to sanction a union between the Nestorians and the Romans. Elias III., though at first extremely averse to the Roman rites, yet in the year 1657, addressed a letter to the Congregation de propaganda fide, signifying his willingness to join the Romish church, provided the pontiffs would grant to the Nestorians a place of worship at Rome, and would not corrupt or disturb all the tenets of the sect.

---


* Of the Armenians residing at Marseilles, and the books they have printed there, see Rich. Simon’s Lettres choisies, tom. ii. p. 137. Of their Bible, printed in Holland, he likewise treats, ibid. tom. iv. p. 160. So also does Jo. Joach. Schroeder, in his Thesaurus Lingus Armenice; or rather in the Dic. de Lingus Armenico, which is prefixed to this Thesaurus, cap. iv. p. 60. The other Armenian books printed at Venice, Lemburg, and especially at Amsterdam, are enumerated by this very learned man, loc. cit. cap. ii. § xxxv, &c. p. 38, &c.


But the Romans doubtless perceived that a union formed on
the terms here stated, would be of no use or advantage to their
cause: for we have no information, that the Nestorians were
at that time received into the Romish communion, or that the
prelates of Mosul afterwards were again solicitous to conciliate
the Roman pontiff. The Nestorian patriarchs of Ormus, who
all bore the name of Simeon, likewise made two proposals, in
1619 and 1653, for renewing their former alliance with the
Roman pontiffs, and sent to Rome a tract explanatory of their
religious sentiments. But either these prelates did not offer
satisfactory terms to the Romans; or, on account of their
poverty and very slender power, they were despised at Rome:
for it appears, that from the year 1617, the prelates at Ormus
were in a very low state, and no longer excited the envy of
those at Mosul. There was however, a little poor congrega-
tion of Roman catholics formed among the Nestorians, about
the middle of this century; whose bishops or patriarchs reside
in the city of Amid or Diarbekir, and all bear the name of
Joseph. The Nestorians inhabiting the coast of Malabar,
and who are called christians of St. Thomas, so long as the
Portuguese possessed those regions, were miserably harassed by
the Romish priests, especially by the Jesuits; and yet no vexa-
tions, nor menaces, nor artifices, could bring them all to prefer
the Romish worship before that of their fathers. But when
Cochin was conquered by the Dutch, in 1663, and the Portu-
guese were expelled from those regions, their former liberty of
worshipping God in the manner of their ancestors, was rest-
tored to that oppressed people; and they continue to enjoy it to
the present time. At the same time, the Dutch give no trouble
to those among them who choose to continue in the Romish
religion; provided they will treat kindly and peacefully those
who differ from them.

9 Peter Strozza, Proostio ad Librum de Chaldeorum Dogmatibus.
1 See Le Quien, Oriens Christianus, tom. ii. p. 1078.
2 Of these, Matur. Veisse la Croze treats largely, Histoire du Christianisme
des Indes, liv. v. p. 344, &c.
3 Gautier Schouten, Voyage aux Indes Orientales, tom. i. p. 319, &c. p. 466, &c.
PART II.

THE HISTORY OF THE MODERN CHURCHES.

CHAPTER I.

HISTORY OF THE EVANGELICAL LUTHERAN CHURCH.

§ 1. Adverse events in the Lutheran church. Hesse became reformed.—
thing of its splendor and amplitude. Maurice, landgrave of Hesse, of the Cassel family, a very learned prince, seceded from the Lutheran church: and he not only himself went over to the Reformed, but also, in the year 1604, and onwards, both at the university of Marpurg, and throughout his province, displaced the Lutheran teachers who firmly resisted his purpose, and commanded the people to be thoroughly taught the reformed doctrines, and public worship to be conducted in the Genevan manner. This design was prosecuted with the greatest firmness, in the year 1619, when he ordered select theologians to proceed to the Dutch council of Dort; and commanded the decrees there made to be publicly assented to by his church. The Reformed maintained, formerly, that nothing was done in this affair, which was inconsistent with equity and the highest moderation. But perhaps all impartial men, in our day, will admit without difficulty, that many things would have been ordered somewhat differently, if that excellent prince had been less disposed to gratify his own will and pleasure, and more attentive to those precepts, which the wisest of the Reformed themselves inculcated, respecting duty towards those who differ from us in matters of religion. 1

1 See Helv. Garth's Historischer Bericht von dem Religionswezen im Fürstenthum Hessen, 1606. 4to. Ern. Solomon. Cyprian's Unterricht von kirchlicher Vereinigung der Protestantten, p. 263. and in the Appendix of Documents, p. 103. and the public Acts, which were published in the Unschuldigen Nachrichten, s. d. 1749, p. 25, &c. Here should be consulted, especially the writings that passed between the divines of Cassel and Darmstadt, which have a public character, Cassel, 1632. fol. Marpurg, 1636. fol. Giess. 1647. fol. of which Christ. Aug. Salig treats in his Historie der Augsburg. Confession, vol. I. book iv. ch. ii. p. 756, &c. [Even from the time of the reformation onwards, there were individuals in Hesse, who were inclined towards the doctrines of the Reformed; but the outward tranquility was not thereby destroyed. Philip the Magnanimous, and his successors, some of whom were not obscurely favourable to the Reformed opinions, used all care to preserve the harmony. When the Formula of Concord produced so much disturbance in Saxony and Upper Germany, and threatened to destroy the peace which Hesse had hitherto enjoyed, the Hessian princes published an edict in 1672, by which they endeavoured to preserve the union. Also in the general synods of Tresyn in 1577, of Marpurg in 1578, and of Cassel in 1579, the Hessian clergy were required to subscribe certain articles, designed to preserve the union. But under the Landgrave Maurice, the state of things changed. He had been drawn over to the side of the Reformed, by some French Reformed noblemen's sons, whom his father had procured through Beza to be his son's associates; and after the death of his father's brother, the Landgrave Lewis, at Marpurg in 1604, he endeavoured to introduce the Reformed religion, by means of a Catechism: and in the year 1606, he dismissed all the teachers at Marpurg, and in half the upper principality of Hesse, (which had fallen
§ 2. Not long after, in the year 1614, John Sigismund also, the elector of Brandenburg, left the communion of the Lutherans, and went over to the Reformed: yet with different views from those of Maurice, and with different results. For he did not embrace all the doctrines, by which the followers of Calvin are distinguished from the Lutherans; but, in addition to the Genevan form of worship, he considered only the Reformed doctrines respecting the person of Christ, and the presence of his body and blood in the eucharist, as more correct and tenable than the Lutheran views: but what they inculcate respecting the nature and order of divine grace, and the decrees of God, he did not adopt. And hence, he did not send deputies to the synod of Dort, nor would he have their decrees respecting these difficult points to be received. The same sentiments were so far retained, by the sovereign princes of Brandenburg who reigned after him, that they never required Calvin's doctrine of absolute decrees, to be taught in the Reformed churches of their dominions, as the public and received doctrine. It is also justly accounted an honour to John Sigismund, that he gave his subjects full liberty, either to follow the example of their prince, or to deviate from it; nor did he exclude from posts of honour and power, those who deemed it wrong to abandon the religion of their fathers. Yet this moderation was not satisfactory to the violent temper of that age, which was in many respects too rigid: for not a few thought it intolerable and provoking, that the prince should ordain, that the professors of both religions should enjoy equal rank and rights; that odious terms and comparisons should be abstained from in disputations; that religious controversies should be either wholly omitted, to the house of Cassel,) because they would not subscribe the result of the Synod without some limitation; and he established Reformed teachers in their place. The dismissed teachers, among whom the famous Balthazar Manzer was the most distinguished, were afterwards received by the Landgrave of Darmstadt, Lewis: and a part of them were established in the newly erected university of Gissern, and the rest were benefited elsewhere. As is generally the case when human passions become enlisted in religious contests, there were faults on both sides, which no impartial man, at the present day, will approve. The Lutherans adhered too strenuously, and too wilfully, to certain subtle doctrines of the schools, and to external rites which are not of the essence of Christianity: and the Reformed, who had the court on their side, misused the power which was in their hands, to the injury of the ancient rights of a community, whose brethren they pretended to be. Schl.]
or explained very modestly, in public discourses to the people; and lastly, that those who disagreed, should live together as friends and interchange kind offices. And from these views originated not only bitter contests, but also at times rash and audacious communions in the state,—in allaying which, many years were consumed in vain. The neighboring princes of Bavaria, and particularly those of Wittenberg, undertook to defend the side of the Lutherans in these tumults; and undoubtedly with sincere and upright intentions, but according to the custom of the times, in a style too coarse, and not sufficiently temperate. And hence, not only was the Formula of Concord excluded from a place among the books by which the public religion of the Lutherans is regulated, in the Brandenburg territories, but likewise the citizens of Brandenburg were forbidden to study theology in the university of Wittenberg.

§ 3. So many evils resulting from the discord of those, who with equal sincerity and fortitude had renounced papal servitude, that is, of the Lutherans and Reformed, might suggest to some of the principal men, and the most famous theologians of both parties, to look about them, anxiously, for some means of uniting in bonds of mutual affection the communities rent asunder and severed by their religious sentiments. No wise man could be so ignorant of human nature, as to expect, that all difference of opinion between them could be removed, or that either party would adopt the sentiments of the other. And therefore, those who undertook this business, agreed, that their

8 The laws and edicts of both of John Sigismund and his successors, in relation to this famous affair, have been sometimes printed together. There is likewise extant a great number of books and pamphlets, from which a knowledge of these proceedings may be derived; and of which I would rather refer to others for a full catalogue, than give an imperfect one myself. Such a catalogue is extant in the 'Territorials Nachrichen,' a. d. 1743, p. 54, &c. and a. d. 1746, p. 336. See also, Dr. Charles Kocher, Bibliotheca Theol. Symbolica, p. 313, &c. Those who wish to understand and form an estimate of the whole transaction, may consult Wolf, Arnold's 'Kirchen- und Ketschistoria,' pt. ii. book xvii. ch. xii. p. 955. Ern. Salm. Cyprian's 'Unterthand von der Vereinigung der Protestant,' p. 75, and the 'Apostel der Documenta,' p. 225. The 'Handbuech der Territorials,' a. d. 1727, p. 1089. and a. d. 1732, p. 716. Those who would persuade us, that the hope of restraining his power and influence, was not the least motive with the prince for this change, conjecture, rather than demonstrate and prove; for they do not support their opinion with valid arguments. Yet it must be confessed, by such as carefully inspect the history of those times, that they do not conjecture altogether irrational and without plausibility.
only aim should be, to persuade the disputants, that there was little or nothing of any importance to true religion and piety, in all the points controverted between the parties; that the fundamental truths, on which the plan of salvation rests, are safe on both sides; and that their controversies related, partly, to things recondite and inexplicable, and partly, to things indifferent and far removed from the supreme object of a christian. Those who could admit these things to be true, must also admit, that the existing difference of sentiment was no just impediment to fraternal intercourse between the dissentients. And most of the reformed were readily brought to concede that the Lutherans erred but moderately and lightly, or did not greatly corrupt any one of the primary doctrines of christianity: but most of the Lutherans perseveringly maintained, that they had the most weighty reasons for not judging in the same manner of the Reformed, and that a great part of the dispute related to the groundwork of all religion and piety. It is not strange, that this perseverance of the Lutherans was branded by the opposite party with the odious names of moroseness, superciliousness, arrogance, and the like. But those who were taxed with these crimes, brought as many charges against their accusers. For they complained, that they were not treated ingenuously; that the real character of the Reformed principles was disguised, under ambiguous phraseology; and that their adversaries, though cautious and guarded, yet gave much proof, that the chief ground of their great inclination for peace, was not so much a desire of the public good, as of their private advantage.

§ 4. Among the public transactions relative to this business of a union, we may justly give the first place to the project of James I., the king of Great Britain; who in the year 1615, attempted a reconciliation of the Lutherans and Reformed, through the instrumentality of Peter du Moulin, a very celebrated divine among the French Reformed3. The next place is due to the celebrated decree of the Reformed church of France, passed in the synod of Charenton, A.D. 1631; by which the Lutheran religion was declared harmless, holy, and free from

or explained very modestly, in public discourses to the people; and lastly, that those who disagreed, should live together as friends and interchange kind offices. And from these views originated not only bitter contests, but also at times rash and seditious commotions in the state; in allaying which, many years were consumed in vain. The neighbouring divines of Saxony, and particularly those of Witttemberg, undertook to defend the side of the Lutherans in these tumults; and undoubtedly with sincere and upright intentions, but according to the custom of the times, in a style too coarse, and not sufficiently temperate. And hence, not only was the Formula of Concord excluded from a place among the books by which the public religion of the Lutherans is regulated, in the Brandenburg territories, but likewise the citizens of Brandenburg were forbidden to study theology in the university of Witttemberg.

§ 3. So many evils resulting from the discords of those, who with equal sincerity and fortitude had renounced papal servitude, that is, of the Lutherans and Reformed, might suggest to some of the principal men, and the most famous theologians of both parties, to look about them, anxiously, for some means of uniting in bonds of mutual affection the communities rent asunder and severed by their religious sentiments. No wise man could be so ignorant of human nature, as to expect, that all difference of opinion between them could be removed, or that either party would adopt the sentiments of the other. And therefore, those who undertook this business, agreed, that their

---

2 The laws and edicts both of John Sigismund and his successors, in relation to this famous affair, have been sometimes printed together. There is likewise extant a great number of books and pamphlets, from which a knowledge of these proceedings may be derived; and of which I would rather refer to others for a full catalogue, than give an imperfect one myself. Such a catalogue is extant in the Unschuldige Nachrichten, a. d. 1746. p. 34, &c. and a. d. 1745. p. 326. See also, Jo. Charles Köcher, Bibliotheca Theol. Symbolica, p. 312, &c. Those who wish to understand and form an estimate of the whole transaction, may consult Godf. Arnold's Kirchen- und Ketzerhistorie, pt. ii. book xvii. ch. vii. p. 965. Ern. Solom. Cyprian's Unterricht von der Vereinigung der Protestanten, p. 75, and the Appendix of Documents, p. 235. The Unschuldige Nachrichten, a. d. 1727. p. 1069. and a. d. 1732. p. 715. Those who would persuade us, that the hope of extending his power and influence, was not the least motive with the prince for this change, conjecture, rather than demonstrate and prove; for they do not support their opinion with valid arguments. Yet it must be confessed, by such as carefully inspect the history of those times, that they do not conjecture altogether irrationally and without plausibility.
only aim should be, to persuade the disputants, that there was little or nothing of any importance to true religion and piety, in all the points controverted between the parties; that the fundamental truths, on which the plan of salvation rests, are safe on both sides; and that their controversies related, partly, to things recondite and inexplicable, and partly, to things indifferent and far removed from the supreme object of a Christian. Those who could admit these things to be true, must also admit, that the existing difference of sentiment was no just impediment to fraternal intercourse between the dissentients. And most of the reformed were readily brought to concede that the Lutherans erred but moderately and lightly, or did not greatly corrupt any one of the primary doctrines of Christianity: but most of the Lutherans perseveringly maintained, that they had the most weighty reasons for not judging in the same manner of the Reformed, and that a great part of the dispute related to the groundwork of all religion and piety. It is not strange, that this perseverance of the Lutherans was branded by the opposite party with the odious names of moroseness, superciliousness, arrogance, and the like. But those who were taxed with these crimes, brought as many charges against their accusers. For they complained, that they were not treated ingenuously; that the real character of the Reformed principles was disguised, under ambiguous phraseology; and that their adversaries, though cautious and guarded, yet gave much proof, that the chief ground of their great inclination for peace, was not so much a desire of the public good, as of their private advantage.

§ 4. Among the public transactions relative to this business of a union, we may justly give the first place to the project of James I., the king of Great Britain; who in the year 1615, attempted a reconciliation of the Lutherans and Reformed, through the instrumentality of Peter du Moulin, a very celebrated divine among the French Reformed. The next place is due to the celebrated decree of the Reformed church of France, passed in the synod of Charenton, A.D. 1631; by which the Lutheran religion was declared harmless, holy, and free from

\[\text{See Mich. le Vasseur's} \text{Histoire de Louis XIII. tom. ii. pt. ii. p. 21, &c.}\]
all gross errors; and a way was opened for the professors of it to hold sacred and civil communion with the Reformed. Whatever may have been the motives for this decree, its effects were unimportant, for few of the Lutherans were disposed to use the liberty thus generously offered them. In the same year, certain Saxon theologians, Matthias Hoe, Polycarp Lyser, and Henry Hüpfner, were ordered to hold a conference at Leipsic, with certain Hessian and Brandenburg doctors of the first class; so that the sentiments of both parties being properly explained and compared, it might be better understood, what and how great difficulties were in the way of the much desired union. This deliberation was conducted without any intemperate heat, or lust for disputation and controversy; but at the same time, not with that mutual confidence and freedom from jealousy, which would secure harmony in the result. For though the speakers on the side of the Reformed, explained in the best manner the views of their church, and cheerfully conceded not a few things which the Lutherans hardly expected; yet the suspicions of the latter lest they should be entrapped, so intimidated them, that they would not acknowledge themselves satisfied. Hence the disputants separated without accomplishing any thing. Who-

---

4 Elias Benet's Histoire de l'Edit de Nantes, tom. ii. p. 534. Jac. Aymon's Actes des Synodes Nationaux des Eglises Reformées de France, tom. ii. p. 500, &c. Thomas Ittig's Discours Concernant les Indulgences erasuans entre Luthéranos, Lips. 1705. 4to. (Quick's Synodicon in Gallia Reformata, vol. ii. p. 297. The words of the decree were these: "The province of Burgundy demanding, whether the faithful of the Augsburg Confession might be permitted to contract marriages in our churches, and to present children in our churches unto baptism, without a preceding abjuration of those opinions held by them, contrary to the belief of our churches! This Synod declareth, that inasmuch as the churches of the Confession of Augsburg do agree with the other reformed churches, in the principal and fundamental points of the true religion, and that there is neither superstition nor idolatry in their worship, the faithful of the said Confession, who with a spirit of love and peaceableness do join themselves to the communion of our churches in this kingdom, may be, without any abjuration at all made by them, admitted unto the Lord's table with us; and as sureties may present children unto baptism, they promising the Conistory, that they will never solicit them, either directly or indirectly, to transgress the doctrine believed and professed in our churches, but will be content to instruct and educate them in those points and articles which are in common between us and them, and wherein both the Lutherans and we are unanimously agreed." Ty.)

5 See Timann Gesselius, Historia Sacra et Ecclesiastica, pt. ii. the Addenda, p. 507—613; where the Acts themselves are given. Jo. Wolfi, Jaeger's Historia Saculi xvii. decenn. iv. p. 497, &c. (The Reformed divines were John Bergius, court preacher at
ever wishes to learn the causes of these deliberations for peace must inspect and examine the civil history of those times.  

§ 5. The conference at Thorn, in 1645, appointed by Uladislaus IV., king of Poland, for the purpose of uniting, if possible, not only the Reformed with the Lutherans, but both with the Papists, was likewise unsuccessful. For, those who were called together to make efforts, if not to terminate, yet to lessen the existing enmities, separated more enraged than when they came together. With more success, by order of William VI., the landgrave of Hesse, Peter Musesus and John Henichius, of the university of Rinteln, and Sebastian Curtius and John Heinius, doctors of Marburg, the two former Lutherans, and the latter Reformed, whom William, landgrave of Hesse, directed to enter into a friendly discussion, compared their sentiments at Cassel in the year 1661. For having examined the essential importance of those controversies which separated the two communities, they mutually shook hands, affirming that it was far less than was commonly supposed, and ought not to prevent fraternal affection and harmony. But the divines of Rinteln were so utterly unable to persuade their brethren to believe as they did, that on the contrary, their only reward was almost universal hatred; and they were confuted with bitterness in numerous publications. How much labour and effort the Brandenburg heroes, Frederic William and his son Frederic, afterwards expended in reconciling the differences of protestants in general, and particularly in Prussia and their

Berlin, John Crocius, professor at Marburg, and Theophilus Neuberger, superintendent at Cassel. They discussed all the articles of the Augsburg Confession; which the Reformed were ready to subscribe to, and also set forth a Formula of union, or rather an exposition of the articles in controversy, which was not expected from them. (Sch.)


other provinces, and what difficulties opposed and withstood those efforts, is too well known to need a long rehearsal.

§ 6. Of those who, as private individuals, assumed the office of arbiters of the contests among the protestants, a vast number might be mentioned; but many more among the Reformed than among the Lutherans assume this character. The most noted among the Reformed, as all agree, was John Duræus, or Dury, a Scotchman, who was certainly an honest man, pious, and learned; but more distinguished for genius and memory, than for the power of nice discrimination and sound judgment; as might be evinced by satisfactory proofs, if this were the proper place for them. For more than forty years, or from 1631 to 1674, he tried with incredible fortitude and patience, by writing, persuading, admonishing, in short, in every way that could be thought of, to attain the happiness of putting an end to the contests among the protestants. Nor like others, did he attempt this vast enterprise shut up in his study; but he travelled himself into nearly all the countries of Europe, in which a purer religion flourished, and personally addressed and conferred with all the theologians of both parties, who were of much note and influence, and made great exertions to engage in his enterprise kings, princes, and magistrates, and their friends, by displaying the importance and utility of his object. Most persons commended his designs, and treated him with kindness: yet very few were found willing to help forward his plans by their personal efforts and counsels. Some persons suspecting that so great eagerness as they perceived in Dury must proceed from sinister designs, and that he was secretly labouring to draw the Lutherans into a snare, assailed him in their writings, not without acrimony; nor did all of them abstain from direct invectives and reproaches. At last, neglected by his own party, and repelled and rejected by ours, and wearied out by a thousand hardships, insults, and troubles, he learned that this task exceeded the power of private efforts; and he consumed the remainder of his life in obscurity and neglect at Cassel. This honest man, though sometimes not sufficiently

* See Jo. Christopher Coler's Historia Joh. Duræi, Wittenb. 1716. 4to. to which, however, very much might be added, from documents both printed
explicit and ingenuous, laid for the foundation of his scheme certain principles, according to which, if they should be approved, not only Lutherans and the Reformed, but christians of all sects whatever might easily become associated. For first he contended that what is called the Apostles' Creed embraced all the doctrines necessary to be believed, and the ten commandments all the laws of conduct to be observed, and the Lord's prayer all the promises of God: and if this were true, then all christians might unite in one family. In the next place, as appears from adequate proof, he endeavoured to attain his object by means of mystical or Quakerish sentiments. For he placed all religion in the elevation of the soul to God, or in eliciting that internal divine spark, or word, that dwells in the human mind; from which it would follow, that difference of opinion on divine subjects has no connexion with religion.

§ 7. The principal Lutherans who engaged in this business were John Matthia, a Swede, bishop of Strengnas, and formerly preceptor to queen Christina, whom Dury had warmed with zeal for a coalition; and George Calistus, a divine of Helmstadt, who had few equals in that age, either in learning, genius, or probity: but neither of these met with the success he desired. The Olive Branches of the former, (for such was the and manuscript. Some documents of this kind were published by Theodoret Haeusus, in the Bibliotheca Brennia. Thesigaliosephilologica, tom. i. p. 291, &c. and tom. iv. p. 683. A great number are given by Timann Gesselinus, in the Addeo. Iconio, in his Historia Eccles. tom. ii. p. 614. His transactions with the Marpurgers, are in Tillmann von Scheneck's Vix de Professorum Theol. Marxurgensis, p. 292, &c. What he attempted in Holstein, may be learned from the Epistles which Adam Henry Lackmann has published along with the Epistles of Luke Jossius, p. 240. How he conducted himself in Prussia and Poland, we are informed by Dan. Ern. Jablonsky, Historia Consensus Sedumiaminis, p. 127. His proceedings in Denmark, are stated by Jac. Herm. von Elswich, Familiaris i. Epistolar. Familiaris Theologicar. p. 147. His acts in the Palatinate, are in Jo. Henry von Seelen's Delicia Epistolica, p. 853. His proceedings in Switzerland are illustrated by the Acts and Epistles, published in the Museum Helveticum, tom. iii. iv. v. p. 603, &c. Many things also, on this subject, are brought forward by Jo. Wolfgang. Jaeger's Historia Sceulli xviii. decenn. vii. p. 172. and elsewhere. In general, respecting Durreus, the reader may consult Auth. Will. Bihm's Engrisch Reformationhistorie, p. 944, and the Dissertation, derived very much from unpublished documents, which Charles Jasper Benzel exhibited at Helmstadt, under my auspices, in 1744, entitled: de Joh. Dureus, maximo de Acta ejus Sacraminis. [See also Peter Bayle, Dictionnaire, art. Dureus; Godfr. Arnold's Kirchen- und Ketzerhistorie, pt. ii. b. xvii. ch. xi. § 23, &c. p. 152, &c. and Brock's Lives of the Puritans, vol. iii. p. 369, &c. Tr.]
title of his pamphlets on the subject,) were publicly condemned; and by a royal edict were excluded from the territories of Sweden. And he himself, at last, in order to appease in some measure his enemies, had to relinquish his office, and retire to a private life. *Calixtus,* while he dissuaded others from contention, drew on himself an immense load of accusations and conflicts; and while he endeavoured to free the church from all sects, was thought by great numbers of his brethren to be the father and author of a new sect, that of the Syncretists; that is the sect which pur sed peace and union at the expense of divine truth. We shall find hereafter a more convenient place for speaking of the fortunes and the opinions of this great man; for he was charged with many other offences besides that of being zealous for peace with the Reformed; and the attacks made upon him threw the whole Lutheran community into commotion.

§ 8. To say something of the external prosperity of the Lutheran church, the most important circumstance is, that this church, though beset with the numberless machinations and oppressions of its enemies, could no where be entirely extirpated and obliterated. There are, to this day, and it may justly excite our wonder, very many Lutherans, even in those countries in which Lutheran worship is prohibited: nay, (as appears from the recent emigration of the Salzburgers, which deserves to be told to all future ages,) in those countries in which even a silent and most cautious dissent from the established religion is a capital crime, there lie concealed vast numbers who regard all superstition with abhorrence, and who observe in the best manner they can, the great precepts of the purified religion. The

9 See Jo. Scheffer's Suecia Litterata, p. 123. and Jo. Müller's Hypomonemata, upon it, p. 387. Archenholz, Mémoires de la Reine Christine, tom. i. p. 329. p. 545, &c. tom. ii. p. 63. [Matthäus published two works, which gave offence to the Swedes, namely, Iœna boni Ordinis in Ecclesia Christi; and Rana s Olere Septentrionalis. The last was published in ten parts, Strangnas, 1661, 1662. 13mo. and in the latter year was placed in the list of the forbidden books. Tr.]

1 The views of this excellent man, which many have stated incorrectly, may be learned from his tract, often printed, with the title: Judicium de Controversis Theologici inter Lutheranos et Reformatos, et de mutuo partium fraternitate et tolerantia.

2 [There was an emigration of over one thousand Salzburgers, in the years 1684, 1685, 1686; but the great emigration was in the years 1731, and onwards, amounting to between 30,000 and 40,000 persons. Tr.]}
countries which are inhabited by persons of different religions, yet are under the spiritual dominion of the Roman pontiff, afford us numerous examples of cruelty, inhumanity, and injustice, which the Romanists think perfectly justifiable against those who dissent from them, and whom they regard as seditious citizens; yet no where could either violence or fraud wrest from the Lutherans all their rights and liberties. It may be added, that the Lutheran religion was transplanted by merchants and other emigrants to America, Asia, and Africa; and was introduced into various places of Europe, where it was before unknown.

§ 9. The internal condition of the Lutheran church, in this century, presents indeed many things to be commended, but not a few things also that deformed it. First, it was most honourable to the Lutherans that they cultivated every where with diligence not only sacred learning but also every branch of human knowledge; and that they enlarged and illustrated both literature and theology with many and important accessions. This is so generally known, that we need not go into a prolix enumeration of the revolutions and improvements of the several sciences. From most of them religion derived some benefit; but some of them were abused by injudicious or ill-designing men,—such is the common lot of all human affairs,—to corrupt and to explain away that religion which the Bible reveals. In the first part of the century, those branches of learning in which intellect is chiefly concerned were the most taught in schools; and in a method not very alluring and pleasant: but in the latter part of it, more attention was paid to the branches which depend on genius and memory, and which afford more entertainment and pleasure, such as history, civil as well as literary and natural, antiquities, criticism, eloquence, and the like. Moreover, both kinds of learning were treated in a more convenient, neat, and elegant manner. Yet it was unhappily the fact, that while human knowledge was advanced and polished, the estimation in which learning and learned men were held was gradually lessened; which, among other causes which it is not best to mention, may be ascribed to the multitude of those who applied themselves to study without possessing native talents and a taste for learning.
§ 10. During the greatest part of the century no other rule of philosophizing flourished in the schools except the Aristotelico-Scholastic: and for a long time those who thought Aristotle should either be given up or amended were considered as threatening as much danger to the church as if they had undertaken to falsify some portion of the Bible. In this zeal for the peripatetic philosophy, the doctors of Leipsic, Tubingen, Helmstadt, and Altdorf, went beyond almost all others. Many indeed envied Aristotle his high reputation. In the first place, there were certain wise and honest men among the theologians who admitted that it was proper to philosophize; though briefly, but who complained that the name of philosophy was attached to words and distinctions void of all meaning. Next came the disciples of Peter Ramus; who with great diligence inculcated the precepts of their master, which were of greater practical utility, in many both of the higher and inferior schools, to the exclusion of the Aristotelians. Lastly, there were those who either condemned all philosophy as injurious to religion and to the community, (which Daniel Hoffmann did no less unskilfully than contentiously at Helmstadt,) or who, with Robert Fludd and Jacob Böhmen, (already mentioned) boasted of having discovered, by means of fire and illumination, an admirable and celestial mode of philosophizing. But if there had been as much harmony among these sects as there was dissension and disagreement, they had far less power than was necessary to overthrow the empire of Aristotle, now confirmed by time and strong in the multitude of its defenders.

§ 11. But more danger impended over Aristotle from Des Cartes and Gassendi; whose lucid and well arranged treatises, as early as the middle of the century, better pleased many of our theologians than the many huge volumes of the Peripatetics, in which the stale and insipid wisdom of the schools was exhibited without taste or elegance. These new teachers of

---

3 Such was Wenzel Schilling, with his associates; (concerning whom see Godfr. Arnold's Kirchen- und Ketzer historia, pt. ii. book xvii. ch. vi. p. 499.) and others of our best theologians.
5 See above, the general history of the church, § 30, &c. p. 46, &c.
philosophy the Aristotelians first endeavoured to repel by arguments of an invidious nature, copiously displaying the great danger which this new mode of philosophizing portended to religion and to true piety; and afterwards, when they saw these weapons unsuccessful, by retreating a little, and defending only the citadel of their cause and abandoning the outskirts. For some of them coupled elegance of diction and polite literature with their precepts; nor did they deny that there were in Aristotle, though he was the prince of philosophers, some blemishes and faults which a wise man might lawfully amend. But this very prudence made their adversaries more bold and daring: for they now contended that they had obliged them to confess guilt; and therefore opened all their batteries upon the whole school of the Stagirite, which the others had conceded to need amendment only in part. After Hugo Grotius, who was but a timid opposer of the Stagirite, Samuel Puffendorf first pointed out, freely and openly, a new and very different course from the Peripatetic on the law of nature and the science of morals. He was followed with still greater zeal, (notwithstanding he was nearly overwhelmed by the multitude of his enemies,) by Christian Thomasius, a jurist first of Leipsic, and then at Halle; who was not, indeed, a man to whose protection the interests of philosophy might be entrusted with entire confidence, yet he possessed a fearless mind and very superior genius. He attempted a reformation, not of a single science only, but of every branch of philosophy; and both by words and by example continually urged his fellow citizens to burst asunder the bonds of Aristotle; whom however he did not understand, nor had he even read him. The particular mode of philosophizing which he substituted in place of that which had prevailed, was not very favourably received, and soon fell into neglect: but the spirit of innovation which he diffused, made so great progress in a short time, that he may be justly accounted the subducer of philosophic tyranny, or of sectarian philosophy, especially among the Germans

6 [Concerning Christian Thomasius, see Brucker’s Historia crit. Philosophiae, tom. v., and his Appendix, Hist. crit. Philos. p. 859, &c. Yet Mosheim judged more correctly of this memorable man than Brucker did, who unjustly accounted him a reformer of philosophy. Thomasius was not properly a reformer of philosophy, though he was the occasion of a reform in it; for he improved
Frederican university at Halle, where he taught, was the first to fall in with his views: afterwards the other schools in Germany adopted them, one after another: and from these the same liberty of thinking extended to the other nations that followed the Lutheran religion. Toward the end of the century, therefore, all among us became possessed, not by any law, but in the course of events, and as it were accidentally, of the liberty of philosophizing, each according to his own judgment, and not another man’s; and of exhibiting in public those principles of philosophy which each one thought to be true and certain. This liberty was so used by the major part, that, in the manner of the ancient Eclectics, they selected and combined the better and more probable dogmas of the various schools: yet there were some, among whom Godfrey William Leibnitz was the greatest man, who endeavoured to search for the truth by their own efforts, and to elicit from fixed and immovable principles a new and imperishable philosophy 7. In this conflict with Aristotle and his friends, so great was the odium against the routed foe, among the Lutherans, that the science of metaphysics, which he regarded as the primary science, and the source of all the rest, was degraded and nearly stripped of all its honours; nor could the otherwise great influence of Des Cartes, who like Aristotle commenced all his philosophy with it, afford to it any protection. But after the first commotions had a little subsided, principally at the recommendation of Leibnitz, it was not only recalled from exile, but was again honoured with the splendid title and rank of the queen of sciences.

§ 12. Many persons, who have formed such an idea of the Christian church as no wise man will ever expect to see realized, are wonderfully copious in enumerating and exaggerating the philosophical genius of the Germans, just as Holberg did that of the Danes, without being himself a great discoverer of philosophy. Thomasius introduced more freedom of thinking. And this freedom, under his guidance, spread itself not only over philosophy, but likewise over ecclesiastical law. He often went too far, in this matter; and his views were not always the best. The abuse he received from the divines of Leipsic, inflamed him with hatred against the whole clerical order. At the same time, he must have the credit of abolishing the punishment of heretics, trials for witchcraft, and certain false principles respecting marriage and divorce, &c. See Prof. Schroekel’s Abegg. Biographie, vol. v. p. 296, &c. Selm.]

7 No one will better illustrate all these facts than Jac. Brucker, the man best informed on all these subjects, in his Historia critica Philosophiae.
rating the defect of the Lutheran clergy of this age. In the higher class of them, they mention arrogance, a contentious spirit, disregard of christian simplicity, lust of domination, a carping disposition, intolerable bigotry, extreme hatred of pious and good men who may honestly deviate at all from the established rule of faith; and I know not what other things no better than these. In the lower class of ministers, they mention ignorance, an inept mode of teaching, and neglect of their most sacred duties: and in both classes, avarice, the want of piety, indolence, and habits unbecoming the character of ministers of Christ. One who has leisure and the means of examining the morals and the state of those times, will readily grant that there was not a small number of persons presiding over the Lutheran churches who lacked either the ability or the disposition to point out the way of truth and of salvation wisely and well. But those who are acquainted with the history of our world know that this has been a common evil in all ages. And on the other hand, no one will deny,—unless he is ignorant and ill-informed, or is affected by some disease of the mind,—that there were very many learned, grave, wise, and holy men, intermingled among these bad clergymen. And, perhaps, if one should raise this question; Whether in the times of our fathers, or in our own times, (in which, as many think, the ancient sanctity of the clergy is revived in numerous places,) there were the most preachers in our churches unworthy of the office; a difficult controversy would come up, in which a person of any genius might easily find arguments on both sides. Besides, many of the faults so invidiously charged upon the clergy of this age, if the subject be duly examined, will be found to be not so much the faults of the men as of the times; arising from the public calamities, the thirty years war, (that fruitful source of innumerable evils to Germany,) from a bad education also, and sometimes from the conduct of the supreme magistrates.

§ 13. This last remark will be better understood if we notice some particulars. We do not deny, what many allege, that during a great part of the century the people were not well instructed and taught, either from the pulpit, or in the schools; nor shall we much resist those who maintain that the sacred
eloquence of many places was the art of declaiming boisterously, by the hour, on subjects little understood or comprehended. For though the doctrines and precepts of religion were generally brought forward, yet by most preachers they were dressed out in puerile ornaments, very foreign from the spirit of divine wisdom; and thus were in a measure deprived of their native force and beauty. Yet who can greatly wonder that those men should have amplified their discourses with adventitious matter, who had but very few examples of good speaking before them, and who brought to the sacred office heads full of philosophical terms and distinctions and quibbles, but empty of those things which are of most use for moving the souls of men? We acknowledge, that in the universities more time was spent in the study of polemic theology, and in stating and clearing the doctrines of theology with subtilty and art, than in explaining the holy Scriptures, in unfolding the principles of morals, in imbuing the mind with pious emotions, and in other things necessary in a minister of religion. Yet this fault, I think, will be censured with less severity by one who has learned from the history of those times with what zeal and subtilty numerous adversaries attacked the Lutheran cause, and to what dangers it was exposed from those adversaries, especially from the papists. When war rages on every side, the art of war and of defending one's country, it is well known, is commonly regarded as the most valuable of all arts. I wish they had shown more mildness towards great numbers, who from excessive curiosity, or from ignorance, or the ardour of their imaginations, fell into errors, yet did not disturb the public peace with their opinions. But from education, and from their earliest impressions, (which are well known to have boundless influence,) our ancestors derived the sentiment that corrupters of divine truth ought to be restrained. And the more simplicity and attachment to the divine glory they possessed, the more difficult was it for them to discard the maxim, transfused into their minds from the ecclesiastical law of the papists, that whoever is adjudged an enemy of God, should be adjudged an enemy of his country.

§ 14. In the form of church government, the mode of worship, and other external regulations of our church, little or no
change was made in most places. Yet many and great changes
would have been made, if the princes had deemed it for the
public good to regulate ecclesiastical matters according to the
prescriptions of certain great and excellent men, who, near the
close of the century, led on by Christian Thomasius, attempted
a reformation of our system of ecclesiastical law. These famous
jurists, in the first place, set up a new fundamental principle of
church polity, namely, the supreme authority and power of the
civil magistrate: and then, after establishing with great care
and subtilty this basis, they founded upon it a great mass of
precepts, which, in the judgment of many, were considered,
and not without reason, as tending to this point, that the
sovereign of a country is also sovereign of the religion of its
citizens, or is their supreme pontiff; and that the ministers of
religion are not to be accounted ambassadors of God, but vice-
gerents of the chief magistrates. They also weakened, not a
little, the few prerogatives and advantages of the clergy, which
were left of the vast number formerly possessed; and main-
tained, that many of the maxims and regulations of our church,
which had come down from our fathers, were relics of popish
superstition. This afforded matter for long and pernicious
feuds and contests between our theologians and our jurists. I
leave others to inquire, with what temper and designs, and with
what success, these contests were managed, on both sides. It
will be sufficient for us to observe, what is abundantly attested,
that they diminished much, in one place and another, the
respect for the clergy, the reverence for religion, and the
security and prosperity of the Lutheran church. And hence,
most unfortunately, such is the state of things among us, that
those of honourable birth, or who are distinguished for strength
of genius, or for noble and ingenuous feelings, look upon the
study of theology as beneath them, there being neither honour
nor much emolument attached to it; and every day the number
of wise and erudite theologians is becoming less. This is
lamented by those who see in what a perilous state the Lutheran
cause now is: and perhaps those who come after us will have
cause to lament it still more.

§ 15. With the names of celebrated men among the Luth-
ernans, who have promoted their own reputations and the
vol. iv.
interests of the church by their writings, we might fill up several pages. It will be sufficient for the young theologian to acquaint himself well with the merits and the labours of the following: Agidius and Nicholas Hunnius; Leonard Hutter; John and John Ernest Gerhard; George and Frederic Ulric Calixtus; the Mentzers; the Oleariuses; Frederic Baldwin; Albrecht Graver; Matthias Hoe; the Carpozois; John and Paul Tarnovius; John Affelmann; Edik Lubin; the Lyners; both the Michael Walthers; Joachim Hildebrand; John Val. Andrea; Solomon Glassius; Abraham Calvisius; Theodore Hacksapen; John Hulsemann; James Weller; the brothers, Peter and John Musceus; John Conrad Danhauer; John George Dorschans; John Arnd; Martin Geyer; John Adam Schertzer; Balthazar and John Meinsen; Augustus Pfeiffer; Henry and John Muller; Justus Christopher Schomer; Sebastian Schmid; Christian Kortholt; the Osianders; Philip James Spener; Gebhard Theodore Meyer; Fridem Bechmann; and others 8.

8 For the lives and writings of these men, see, besides the common writers of literary history, Henry Witte, in his Memoria Theologorum, and his Diarium Biographicum; Henry Pipping and George Henry Gise, in their Memoria Theologorum; and others. [The following brief notices are abridged from Schlegel and Von Einem.—Ag. Hunnius, born 1589, prof. of theology at Marburg, 1576, and at Wittenberg, 1592, where he died 1603, was a great polemic divine. His Latin works, 5 vols. fol. were printed 1607—1609.—His son, of the same name, superintendent at Altenburg, died 1642.—Nicholas Hunnius, prof. at Wittenberg, and superintendent at Lubec, died 1643. He wrote against the catholics and a plan for terminating religious controversies. Hutter died a prof. at Wittenberg, in 1616. He was a bitter polemic against the Reformed.—John Gerhard, born 1582, prof. at Coburg and Jenae, died 1637. His Locii Commonæ, enlarged by Cotta, are still in repute. His Confession Catholicæ confutes the catholic theology, by the fathers, councils, and schoolmen.—His son, Jo. Ernest Gerhard, prof. of theology at Jenae, died 1668, and his grandson of the same name, prof. of theology at Giessen, died 1707.—Geo. Calixtus, an elegant scholar, and a learned theologian, prof. at Helmstadt, died 1656. His conflicts are afterwards mentioned by Dr. Mosheim.—His son Geo. Ulric Calixtus, tred in the steps of his father; but possessed less talent. Balthazar Mentzer, the father, prof. at Marburg and Giessen, famous as a violent polemic against the Reformed, died 1627.—Balthazar Mentzer, the son, was prof. at Marburg, Rintein, and Giessen; and died 1672.—John Olearius (or Olschlager) who died 1623, prof. of Heb. at Helmst., and superintendent at Halle, was the parent of the others.—Jo. Godf. Olearius, his son, succeeded his father at Halle.—Jo. Olearius, the grandson of John, was prof. of Gr. at Leipsic, wrote De Styl. N. T., and died 1713.—Godf. Olearius, son of the last, and great-grandson of the first John, was prof. of theology at Leipsic, and died 1715.—Fred. Baldwin was prof. of theology at Wittenberg, wrote a Comment. on Paul's Epistles; Cases of Conscience, &c. and died 1627.—Graver, prof. at Jenae, and general superintendent at Weimar, an angry polemic, and denominated the shield and sword of
§ 16. No violence was publicly offered to the fundamental articles of religion, as professed by the Lutheran church: nor

Lutheranism, died 1617.—Hoe was nobly born at Vienna; was a court preacher, and a strenuous adversary of the Reformed; and died in 1645.—Jo. Bened. Carpzov, prof. of theology at Leipsic, wrote In apud in Libros Symbol., and died 1657.—His son Jo. Bened. Carpzov, also prof. of theology at Leipsic, and famed for his Rabbinc learning, died 1699. His brother Sam. Kiased, author of a theology at Dresden, died 1707.—Jo. Tarnovius, prof. of theology at Rostock, a good interpreter, died 1629.—Paul Tarnovius, a kinsman of the former, and a prof. at Rostock, also a biblical interpreter, died 1693.— Affelmund (or von Affeln,) was an acute but angry disputant, prof. of theology at Rostock, and died 1624.—Ludwig, professor, first of poetry, and then of theology, at Rostock, was an elegant scholar, and a good interpreter of Paul’s Epistles; died 1621.—Polyearp Lyser, prof. of theology at Wittenberg, a zealous defender of Lutheranism, died 1610.—His son, Polyearp, prof. of theology at Leipsic, also an acute polemic, died 1693.—The brother of the last, Wilh. Lyser, was prof. of theology at Wittenberg, and died in 1649.—Walther, the father prof. of theology at Helmstadt, and then general superintendent of East Friesland, died at Zelle, 1662.—Walther, the son, was prof. of mathematics, and then of theology at Wittenberg, and died 1692.—Hildebrand, prof. of theology and ecclesiastical antiquities at Helmstadt, and then upper superintendent at Luneburg, died 1671.—J. V. Andrese, the son of John, and grandson of the famous chancellor James Andrese of Tübingen, sustained various offices, court preacher, consistorial counsellor, &c. He was a great satirical genius, as well as profoundly learned; and was supposed to be the author of the Rosicrucian comedy; died 1654, aged 68.—Solomon Glass, author of Philologia Sacra, was born 1593, became prof. of Hebrew and Greek, and then of theology, at Jena, and lastly, general superintendent at Göttingen, where he died, 1636. He was very learned and pious.—Calovius, prof. at Köenigsburg, rector at Danzig, and professor of theology at Wittenberg, died 1686, aged 74. He was a learned dogmatic theologian, and severe against dissentients from Lutheranism.—Hackslepp, a learned orientalist, prof. of the oriental languages, and then of theology, at Altorf, died 1659, aged 52. Hilsemann, a scholastic divine, was prof. of theology, first at Wittenberg, and then at Leipsic, where he died, 1674, aged 59.—Peter Muses, a learned and moderate man, prof. of theology at Rinteln, Helmstadt, and Kiel, where he died, 1674, aged 54.—John Muses, a judicial divine, first a prof. of history and poetry, and then of theology, at Jenae; died 1681, aged 63. Both these brothers were liberal minded men.—Danius, a poet and professor of theology at Strasburg, died 1666, aged 63.—Dorscheus of Strasburg, a prof. of theology there, and at Rostock, where he died in 1659, aged 62; was very learned.—Arnol, after various changes and persecutions, died general superintendent of Zelle, in 1621, aged 66; a very pious man, though mystical. See above, p. 336, note (6).—Geyer, a preacher and professor at Leipsic, and court preacher at Dresden; a devout man, a commentator on some books of the Old Testament, died 1680, aged 66.—Schertz, prof. of theology at Leipsic, a disciple of Hülsemann, author of a system of theology; died 1693, aged 56.—Balth. Meisner, of Dresden, prof. of theology at Wittenberg, a modest and liberal minded man; died 1626, aged 39.—Jo. Meisner, prof. of theology at Wittenberg; much opposed by Calovius, for his liberal views; died 1611, aged 66.—Pfeiffer, a good orientalist and expositor, author of Dvob Eleasa and Orclusa Sacra, was prof. of oriental languages and of theology, first at Wittenberg, and then at Leipsic, and superintendent at Lubeck, where he
would any one easily have found toleration among the Lutheran doctors, if he had ventured to forsake, or to invalidate, the doctrines clearly defined and explained in what are called the *Symbolical* books. But in more modern times, from various causes, the high authority, once possessed by those rules of faith and doctrine, has, in many places, been much weakened and diminished. And hence arises the liberty, enjoyed by those who are not professed teachers in the church, of dissenting from the symbolical books; and of expressing that dissent at pleasure, both orally and in their writings. Formerly, such as opposed any article of the public religion, or disseminated new opinions among the people, were judicially arraigned; and could seldom escape without some loss of honour and emoluments, unless they would abjure their opinions. But no one feared any thing of this kind after the principle, which the Arminians first zealously propagated, had gradually made its way among the Lutheran churches in the latter part of the seventeenth century; namely, that every man is accountable
died, 1698, aged 58.—Henry Müller, a friend of Spener, preacher and prof. at Rostock, known by his practical writings, died 1675, aged 44.—Jo. Müller, a preacher at Hamburg, and bitter opposer of Henry Müller and Jac. Boehmann, died 1672, aged 74.—Scho-mer of Lubec, professor of theology at Rostock, died 1693, aged 48; and was a man of general knowledge.—Schmid, a native of Alsace and prof. at Stras- burg, was learned in the oriental languages, and distinguished as a biblical interpreter. His Lat. translation of the Bible, and comment. on several books, did him much credit: he died 1696, aged 79.—Kortholt was professor of theology at Rostock, and then at Kiel, where he was vice-chancellor, and died 1694, aged 61. He advanced church history, and promoted piety and religious knowledge in the country around him.—Lucas Osander, senior, (son of Andrew Osander, senior,) was court preacher, and consistorial counsellor at Stuttgard, and employed in promoting the reception of the Formula of Concord. He abridged and continued the Magdeburg centuries; and died 1604, aged 73.—Andrew Osander, (son of the former,) became chancellor at Tubingen, and died 1617, aged 56, leaving nine children. He published a Latin Bible with notes.—Lucas Osander, junior, (son of Lucas Osander, senior,) prof. of theology, and chancellor at Tubingen; a violent polemic and particularly hostile to Menzer and Arnd; died 1638, aged 67.—John Adam Osander, (son of Jo. Balthazar Osander, superintendent of Vaihingen,) was court preacher at Stuttgart, prof. of Greek, and then of theology, and finally chancellor, at Tubingen; a polemic divine; died 1697, aged 75.—Phil. Jac. Spener, of upper Alsace, preacher at Strasburg, Frankfort, and at the court of Dresden, and provost of Berlin, where he died 1709, aged 76. He was learned and eloquent, and a great promoter of piety; and will be noticed hereafter.—Meyer, well read in ecclesiastical antiquities, was prof. of theology at Helmstadt, where he died, 1893. He wrote *Commentum de vocantia Veteris Eccles. Theologiz.*; and published Justell's *Codex Concaminus Ecclesiae Universae.*—Boehmann was professor at Jena, and died in 1703. *Tr.*
to God only for his religious opinions; and that it is wrong for the state to punish any man for his erroneous faith, provided he does nothing to disturb the public tranquillity. It were to be wished that this liberty of opinion, (which every one will approve in proportion to his equity and his confidence in his own virtue,) had not degenerated into the unbridled licentiousness of treating every thing sacred and salutary with utter contempt, and of attacking, with amazing wantonness, the honour both of religion and its ministers.

§ 17. The study of the sacred Scriptures was never intermitted among the Lutherans; nor were they, at any time, without skilful interpreters of them, and trusty guides of those interpreters. To say nothing of Tarnovius, Gerhard, Hackspan, Calixtus, Erasmus Schmid, and the many other famous expounders of the divine books, there was published, at the very time which some tax with the greatest neglect of this kind of studies, the immortal work of Solomon Glassius, entitled Philologia Sacra; than which, nothing can be a more useful help for understanding the language of the divine Scriptures. Still it must be confessed, that during a large part of the century, most of the doctors in the universities were more occupied in explaining and defending with subtility the dogmas and tenets of the church, than in expounding that volume whence all solid knowledge of them must be derived. Yet if in this there was any thing reprehensible, the subsequent theologians caused the interests of the Lutheran religion to derive little injury from it. For as soon as the commotions produced by the wars and controversies, particularly with the papists, had begun to subside, great numbers applied themselves to the exposition of the Scriptures; to which they were excited and quickened very much, if I do not misjudge, by the industry of those Dutch theologians, who followed after Cocovius. At the head of these later interpreters may be placed, perhaps, Sebastian Schmid; whom at least, no one has exceeded in the number of his productions. Next to him, Abraham Calovius, Martin Geyer, Schomer, and others, most deserve to be mentioned. The

9 The reader may here consult Jo. lib. ii. cap. viii. p. 1686, &c. Fran. Buddeus, Image in Theologia;
Pietistic controversies, though otherwise most lamentable, were at last attended with this among other consequences, that greater numbers than before applied themselves to the careful reading of the holy Scriptures, and to meditation on their contents. The merits of these expositors, as is common, were unequal. Some investigated merely the import of the words and the sense of the text. Others, besides this, encountered opposers; and either confuted their false expositions, or applied the true to the subversion of their erroneous opinions. Others, after exhibiting briefly the sense of the [inspired] writer, applied it to morals and to instruction in Christian duty. Some are represented, and perhaps not unjustly, as having, by assiduously reading the books of the Cocceians, fallen into some of their faults; and as inconsiderately turning the sacred histories into allegories, by searching after recondite and remote senses rather than the obvious sense of the words.

§ 18. The principal divines of this century, at first, presented the doctrines of religion derived from the Scriptures, in a loose and disconnected form, after the manner of Melanchthon; that is, arranged under general heads (Loci Communes): yet this did not prevent them from employing the terms, the distinctions, and the definitions of the then reigning and admired Peripatetic philosophy, in the explanation and statement of particular doctrines. Afterwards, George Calixtus, who was himself addicted to the Aristotelian philosophy, first clothed theology in a philosophic dress; that is, reduced it to the form of a science, or system of truths: but he was censured by many, not so much for doing such a thing, as because he did not give to this most sacred science a suitable form. For he divided the whole science into three parts, the object, the subject, and the means; which, though accordant with the precepts of Aristotle, to whom he was exclusively attached, was, in the opinion of some, an unsuitable distribution. A number of the

1 [This distribution into the object, subject, and means in theology, may be understood, by considering what parts of theology he placed under each of these heads. Under the first, he considered man's supreme good, the immortality of the soul, the resurrection, the last judgment, eternal blessedness and damnation. Under the second, he considered the doctrines concerning God, creation, man's state of innocency and apostasy, with its consequences. Under the third, he considered the doctrines concerning the grace of God, the merits of Christ, his person and offices, faith and justification, the word of God, the sacraments, conversion, good works, &c. Tr.]
best teachers, however, eagerly adopted that arrangement; and even in our times there are some who commend it, and follow it in practice. Some arranged religious doctrines in a different manner: but they had not many imitators. In the meantime, there were many respectable and pious men, all through the century, who were very much displeased with this mode of teaching theology philosophically, and of combining sacred truths with the dicta of philosophy: they earnestly, desired to see all human subtilties and nice speculation laid aside, and theology exhibited just as God exhibits it in the holy Scriptures; that is, in a simple, perspicuous, popular form, cleared and freed wholly from any philosophical fetters. These persons were gratified to some extent, as the century drew to a close, when Philip James Spener, and not a few others, animated by his exhortations and example, began to treat on religious subjects with more freedom and clearness; and when the Eclectics drove the Peripatetic philosophy from the schools. Spener could not, indeed, persuade all to follow his method; yet he persuaded a great many. Nor can there be any doubt, that from this time onward, theology acquired a more noble and agreeable aspect. Polemic theology experienced much the same fortunes as dogmatic. For it was, for the most part, destitute of all elegance and perspicuity, so long as Aristotle had dominion in the theological schools: but after his banishment, it gradually received some degree of light and polish. Yet we must acknowledge, with regret, that the common faults of disputants were not effaced, even after those times. For if we turn over the pages of the earlier or the later religious controversialists of this century, we find few whom we can truly pronounce desirous of nothing but the advancement of truth, or not deceived and led away by their passions.

§ 19. Our theologians were tardy in cultivating moral theology. Nor, if we except a few eminent men, such as John Arnd and John Gerhard, and others who treated in a popular way of the formation of the soul to the true and internal worship of God, and of the duties of men; was there a single excellent and accurate writer on the science of morals in all the first part of the century. And hence those who laboured to elucidate what are called cases of conscience, were held in estimation:
notwithstanding they often unavoidably fell into frequent mistakes while the first and fundamental principles of morals were not yet accurately laid down. **George Calixtus**, whose merits are so great in regard to all other branches of theology, first separated the science of morals from that of dogmatics, and gave it the form of an independent science. He was not indeed allowed to complete the design which all admired in its commencement; but his disciples applied the materials they got from him to construct, not unsuccessfully, a proper system of moral theology. Scarcely any thing injured more their labours, in process of time, than the Peripatetic dress, with which Calixtus chose to invest also this part of divine truth. Hence the moderns have torn off this dress, and calling in the aid of the law of nature, which Pufendorf and others had purified and illustrated, and collating it carefully with the sacred Scriptures, have not only more clearly laid open the sources of christian duties, and more correctly ascertained the import of the divine laws, but have digested and arranged this whole science in a much better manner.

§ 20. During this whole century the Lutheran church was greatly agitated; partly by controversies among the principal doctors, to the great injury of the whole community; and partly by the extravagant zeal and plans of certain persons who disseminated new and strange opinions, uttered prophecies, and attempted to change all our doctrines and institutions. The controversies, which drew the doctors into parties, may be fitly divided into the greater and the less; the former such as disturbed the whole church, and the latter such as disquieted only some part of it. Of the first kind, there were two, which occupied the greatest part of the century; the Syncretistic, which, from the place whence it arose, was called the Helmstadian controversy, and from the man chiefly concerned in it, the Calixtine controversy; and the Pietistic, which some call the Hallensian controversy, from the university with which it was waged. Both were occasioned by principles, than which nothing is more holy and lovely: the former by the love of peace and christian forbearance, so highly commended by our Saviour; and the latter, by the desire of restoring and advancing fallen piety, which every good man admits should be among
the first carcs of a christian teacher. Against these two great virtues, zeal for maintaining the truth and for preserving it from all mixture of error, which is likewise an excellent and very useful virtue, engaged in open war. For so critical and hazardous is the condition of human nature, that from the best things as their source, wars and pests may flow, if turbid emotions get control of the mind.

§ 21. George Calixtus, of Sleswick, a theologian who had few equals in this century, either for learning or for genius, while teaching in that university, which from its first establishment granted proper liberty of thought to its professors, early intimated that in his view there were some defects in the common opinions of theologians. Afterwards he went farther, and showed in various ways that he had a strong desire not so much to establish peace and harmony among disagreeing christians as to diminish their anger and implacable hatred to each other. Nor did his colleagues differ much from him in this matter: which will the less surprise those who know that such as are created doctors of theology in the university of Helmstadt, are accustomed, all of them, to make oath that they will endeavour, according to their ability, to reconcile and settle the controversies among christians. The first avowed attack upon them was made in 1639 by Statius Buscher, a minister of St. Giles' church in Hanover, an indiscreet man, of the Ramist school, and hostile to [the prevailing] philosophy; who was much displeased because Calixtus and his associates preferred the Peripatetic philosophy before that of the sect he had embraced. The attack was made in a very malignant book, entitled: Crypto-Papismus Novæ Theologiae Helmstadiensis; in which he accused Calixtus especially of numerous errors. Though Buscher made some impression on the minds of individuals, he would perhaps have incurred the reproach of being a rash and unjust accuser, if he had only induced Calixtus to be more cautious. But the latter possessing a generous spirit that disdained all dissimulation, not only persevered, with his colleague Conrad Hornius, in confidently asserting and defending the things which Buscher had brought many to regard as

\[\text{i.e. The disguised popery of the theology at Helmstadt. Tr.}\]
novelties and dangerous; but likewise, in the conference at Thorn, in 1645, he incurred the indignation and enmity of the Saxon divines, who were there present. Frederic William, elector of Brandenburg, had made him colleague and assistant to the divines whom he sent from Königsberg to that conference; and the Saxon deputies thought it horrible, that a Lutheran divine should afford any aid to the Reformed. This first cause of offence in that conference, was followed by others, which occasioned the Saxons to accuse Calixtus, of being too friendly to the Reformed. The story is too long to be fully stated here. But after the conference broke up, the Saxon divines, John Hübmann, James Weller, John Scharf, Abraham Calovius, and others, attacked Calixtus in their public writings, maintaining, that he had apostatized from the Lutheran doctrines to the sentiments of the Reformed and the papists. These their attacks he repelled, with great vigour, and uncommon erudition, being profoundly versed in philosophy and all antiquity; until the year 1656, when he passed from these scenes of discord to heavenly rest.

3 Whoever wishes to know merely the series of events in this controversy, the titles of the books published, the doctrines that were controverted, and similar things, may find writers enough to consult; such as Walsh, Introduction to the Controversies in our church, (in German;) Andr. Charles Weismann, Historia Eccles., secul. xvii. p. 1194.] Arnold, [Kirchen- und Ketzerhistorie, pt. ii. book xvii. ch. xi. § 1, &c.] and many others; but especially Jo. Moller's Commentarius, tom. iii. p. 121. where he treats largely of the life, fortunes, and writings of Calixtus. But whoever wishes to understand the internal character of this controversy, the causes of the several events, the characters of the disputants, the arguments on both sides, in short, the things that are of the highest importance in the controversy, will find no writer, to whose fidelity he can safely trust. This history requires a man of ingenuousness, of extensive knowledge of the world, well furnished with documents, which are in a great measure not yet published, and also not a novice in court policy. And I am not certain whether even in this age, if a man could be found competent to do it, all that is important to the history of this controversy, could be published to the world, without exciting odium, and producing harm. (The translator, says Schlegel, who was a pupil of Mosheim,) may he allowed here to insert the judgment of Mosheim, which he brought forward in his Lectures; in which he communicated with his hearers, more freely, than he usually does in his writings with his readers. Calixtus, by his travels, became acquainted with people of various creeds, and particularly with Romish catholics and the Reformed; and by this intercourse, he acquired a kind of moderation in his judgments respecting persons of other denominations. In particular, he had resided long in England, and contracted intimacy with several bishops. Here he imbibed the fundamental principles of the English reformation, and his partiality for the ancient churches. And hence he assumed the consent of the church in the five first centuries, as a second source of a true knowledge of the Christian
§ 22. After the death of Calixtus, and the decease also of those by whom he had been most opposed, the flames of this faith; and was of opinion that we had gone too far in the reformation, and that we should have done better, if we had regulated the church according to the pattern of the early churches. From this source, afterwards, followed all his peculiarities of sentiment. Hence his attachment to ecclesiastical antiquity; hence his desire for the union of all classes of Christians; hence his inclination towards the Roman church; which cannot be denied, though he acknowledged and exposed numerous faults in it. And hence, also, it arose, that he had a particular respect for the English church, as retaining more of the usages of the ancient church; and that many of his pupils went over, some to the Remonstrants, and others to the English church. Calixtus became renowned in early life. A young lord of Klenck had been prepossessed in favour of the Catholic religion, by the Jesuit, Augustine Terraniaus of Hildesheim. The mother, wishing to prevent his apostacy, invited Cornelius Martini, a professor at Helmstadt, and the strongest metaphysician of his age, to come to her castle at Hildesheim, and dispute with the Jesuit, in the presence of her son. Martini denied himself this honour, and recommended to it his pupil, the young Calixtus. He, on the first day, drove the Jesuit into such straits that he could say nothing; and the next morning he secretly decamped. The history of this transaction may be found in the Summa Colloquiuii Heliodochianum. This remarkable victory led the duke of Brunswick to raise him from a master in philosophy to the rank of professor in theology. While only a master, he had published 15 Disputationes de Précipuis Religiosis Christianae sapitibus; in which he intimated pretty clearly, that he did not believe all that was generally believed in our church; and particularly, he explained the doctrine of the transfer of attributes (Communio Fidelium), differently from the common explanation. Likewise to his Epitoma Theologiae, published in 1619, Balthasar Menzer of Giessen, and Henry Höpfner of Leipsic, made many exceptions. For he mixed his scholastic philosophy with theology; and taught, among other things, that God was the accidental cause of sin,—a proposition, which was liable to be very ill interpreted, and which he afterwards recanted, on account of its liability to misinterpretation. Thus he was involved in contentions from the commencement of his professorship; and they were increased in 1634, when he published the first part of his Epitome Theologiae Moralis, and subjoined to it: De Nona Arte, in opposition to Barthold Nihusen. In particular, the Ramists were his mortal enemies, because he was an Aristotelian. One of these Ramists, Status Buscher, (who had read lectures at Helmstadt as a master, before Calixtus did, being prompted to it by some enemies of Calixtus, published his Crypto-Papismus Nona Theologiae Helontadensis; in which Calixtus and Hornetus made answer. The honest Buscher was summoned before the Consistory; but he chose not to appear personally, and therefore defended himself in writing. He gave up his office, retired to Stade, where he died of grief, in 1641. Thus this contest faded away. Buscher's accusations were ill founded; and his patrons were afraid to expose themselves. But four years after, a very different conflict arose, which lasted as long as Calixtus lived. The king of Poland, Ladislaw IV. appointed the Charitable Conference (Colloquium Charitatis), at Thorn; in which all religious parties were to appear, and confer together on religion, and come to agreement. To this conference, on the side of the Lutherans, some Saxon divines of Wittenberg especially, were invited from Germany; for they were regarded as standing at the head of all the German theologians. The great elector of Brandenburg, prince Frederic William, invited Calixtus of Brunswick to accompany and assist the Kingsberg divines: and Calixtus not only complied, but also committed the error, of going previously to Berlin, and hence travelling in company with
war raged far worse than before. The Saxons continued, and especially Calovius, most bitterly to insult the dead lion; nay,
the Reformed divines to Thorn, lodging in the same house, eating at the same table, and in general having the greatest familiarity with them. As the Königberg divines had not yet arrived, and so Calixtus had nothing to do in the Conference, the magistrates of Eibingen and Thorn invited him to assist them; which he engaged to do. But the Saxon and Dantzick divines, (among the latter of whom Calovius was the most violent,) threw in their remonstrance; alleging, that he could not serve another as a speaker in behalf of the divines of these cities, because he belonged to a university which did not embrace the Formula of Concord, and because he had rendered himself suspected, by his intimacy with the Reformed. This remonstrance induced the senate of Eibingen to desist from the measure. As Calixtus could not in this way be brought to take an active part, another occurrence afforded him something to do. The Polish Reformed and the Bohemian Brethren, when they saw that the Dantzick divines would not tolerate him among the Lutheran speakers, invited him to be their speaker; which he consented to, yet with the restriction, that he should hold with them, only in the points, on which protestants were at issue with the catholics. He afterwards printed some notes on the Creed, which were laid before the Conference; in which he made it appear, that he did not, in all points, agree with the Reformed. But all this was insufficient to quiet the suspicion against him. The rumour spread everywhere, that Calixtus was an apostate. The disaffection towards him was increased, as the Polish Roman-catholic lords of Thorn treated him with more attention, than they did the other divines, and associated more frequently with him. If Calixtus had possessed more prudence and foresight, and his opposers more candour and justice, things would not have come to such a pass. While these events were going on, the Königberg divines arrived. But now a contest arose between them and the divines of Dantzick, respecting precedence. The former claimed precedence, as being envoys of the great electoral prince; and the latter, because they previously arrived, and had taken their seats. In such contests, the whole three months allotted to the Conference, passed away; and the deputies returned home, having accomplished nothing. The contest with Calixtus now became warm. The Saxon divines were obliged to justify their conduct towards him at the Conference; and they found it necessary to charge him with being a corrupter of religion, a concealed Calvinist, and a wicked heretic. Calixtus himself gave occasion for increasing the strife, by a disputation on the mystery of the Trinity, which Dr. Jo. Lateranmarm wrote and defended, under him, in 1649; in which it was maintained, that the doctrine of the Trinity was not made known to the fathers under the Old Testament, and that it was a created angel, and not the Son of God, who appeared to the patriarchs. On this point he was assailed, although he had so explained himself, as ought to have given satisfaction. Our whole church was, by this contest, wrought into a flame, which it was difficult to extinguish. Solomon Glassius, by order of Ernest, duke of Gotha, published his Thoughts; which aimed to restore peace, and in many points did justice to Calixtus. But the effort was fruitless. Duke Ernest went farther; he wrote to the electoral court of Saxony, and to the court of Brunswick, and urged them to lend aid to allay these angry disputes. But the minds of men were so embittered, that they could not think of peace. At length, as the Saxon divines, and particularly Calovius, (who had previously been invited to Wittenberg,) urged the setting forth a new symboical book, the princes of electoral Saxony so vividly depicted the mischiefs which would thence result to our church, that, in view of these representations, the proposed introduction of what was called the Consensus Repetitus, was laid aside. Yet the conflicts went on, and were conducted with so much bit-
proceeded to pave the way imprudently, (as many of the best
men, who were by no means Calixtinius, believed,) for an open
schism in the Lutheran church. For a new book was drawn
up, entitled: Renewed Consent to the true Lutheran faith (Con-
sensus repetitus Fidei vere Lutherans); which was to be
added to those we call Symbolical books, and to be consented
to, under oath, by all public teachers; by which, Calixtus, with
his followers and friends, was pronounced unworthy of the
Lutheran community, and therefore also of the benefits of the
peace granted to the Lutherans. The memory or reputation
of Calixtus was modestly defended by Gerhard Titius, Joachim
Hildebrand, and other theologians of a temperate character.
And the most discerning men demonstrated, that the book
called Consensus, &c, would be a fire brand, the cause of perpe-
tual dissension, and ruinous to the Lutheran cause: and by
their efforts, it was prevented from ever obtaining the least
authority. It was opposed, besides others of less note, by
Frederic Ulrich Colijxus, the son of George, a man not un-
learned, yet much inferior to his father, in genius, polish, and
erudition. In favour of the Consensus, appeared and fought,
especially Abraham Calovius and Egidius Strauchius. An im-
mense number of books and disputes was produced by the zeal
of the two parties, in which, alas! are so many invectives, re-
proaches, and personal abuses, as to make it manifest, that the
disputants contended less for the cause of truth and of Christ
Jesus, than for personal glory and revenge. After long con-
tinued altercation, the enfeebled age of those who led the two
parties, the abolition of the Consensus repetitus, (which would
have afforded aliment for ruinous war,) the rise of new contro-
versies among us, with some other causes, near the end of the
century, silently put an end to the contest.

§ 23. The principal of all the charges so odiously alleged
against Calixtus, was, his zeal for bringing the three larger com-
terness and acrimony, that one party
commenced an action against the other
for abuse; and Calovius wrote his bit-
er Historia Synodologia, which was
confiscated by the elector of Saxony.
Finally, as the Pietistic contest com-
minced soon after this, so the Calix-
tine contest was dropped. For the
Wittenbergers engaged in a new con-
troversy with Dr. Spener, and as they
were afraid that the Calixtinius would
all join with Spener, so they made a
compromise with the divines of Helm-
stadt. Schl.]
communities of European Christians, not to unite together, or to become one body, as his opposers interpreted him to mean, but to abstain from their mutual hatred and enmity, and to cultivate mutually love and good will. And this it was, that was generally condemned, under the name of Synergetism. The opinions which, in addition to this purpose, were charged upon him as faults, respected the less clear knowledge of the doctrine of the Trinity, in the times of the Old Testament; the necessity of good works to salvation; God's being, accidentally, the cause of sin; the visible appearances of the Son of God,

4 I do not espouse the cause of Calixtus; nor maintain, that all he wrote and taught, was faultless: but the love of truth admonishes me to say, that this excellent man fell into the hands of bad interpreters; and that even those, who thought they understood his meaning better than others, erred egregiously. He is commonly represented as advising to a union with the Roman pontiff and his adherents; but entirely without grounds. For he declared, publicly, that with the Roman church, such as it now is, we cannot possibly associate and be in harmony; and that if formerly there was any hope of healing the breach, that hope was wholly extinguished and annihilated, by the denunciations of the council of Trent. He is said, also, to have approved, or excused, all the errors and superstitions which deform the Roman church, or at least very many of them. But, here, not only the numerous writings, in which he refutes the doctrines and opinions of the papists, but also the papists themselves, clear him of fault; for they acknowledge that Calixtus asailed their church more learnedly and ingeniously, than all the other protestant doctors. Instead of all, hear Jac. Benignus Bosnet, in his Traité de la Communauté sous les Deux Époques, pt. I, § 2. p. 12. write thus of him: "Le fameux George Calixte, le plus habile des Lutheriens de notre temps, qui a écrit le plus doctement contre nous." Calixtus taught, indeed, that as to the foundation of the faith, there was no dissension between us and the papists; and I wish he had omitted this altogether, or had expressed it in more fit and suitable terms. But he most constantly maintained, that upon the foundation of religion, the pontiffs and their adherents had based very many things, which no wise and good man should receive. And how much this should deduct from the odium and turpitude of that opinion, is manifest. I omit other aspersions of the memory of this great man, by those who think they ought to listen rather to his accusers, than to the accused. What then, will you say, did he mean! —First, this: that if it could be, that the Roman church should be recovered to the state, in which it was in the first five centuries after Christ, the protestants could then have no just grounds for refusing communion with it; and secondly, this: that among the adherents to the Roman pontiff, though as a body they were polluted with many and intolerable errors, those individuals should not be excluded from all hope of salvation, nor be ranked with heretics, who honestly have imbibed what their fathers and their teachers have taught them, and who are prevented from seeing the truth, either in consequence of their ignorance, or their education, or lastly, by their early prepossessions; provided they believe with simplicity whatever is contained in the Apostles' Creed, and study to conform their lives to the precepts of Christ. As I have already said, I do not stand forth as the patron of these opinions; they have patrons enough, at the present day; but this, I suppose, all will concede, that those views are much more tolerable, than those with which he is commonly charged.
under the ancient dispensation; and some few others; which
were such, that if he really held them, they were of no great
consequence, according to the acknowledgment of those whom
no one will pronounce unfit judges of such questions; and did
not vitiate the marrow (so to speak) of divine truth. But in
order to recommend that harmony among disagreeing christi-
ans, which he had in view, this excellent man had to assume
two things, which appeared even worse than the design which
they were intended to subserve. The first was, that the ground
work of christianity, or those first and elementary principles,
from which all the other truths flow, remained sound and un-
contaminated, in all the three denominations of christians.
This ground work, he supposed, was contained in that ancient
formula, called the Apostles' Creed. The second assumption
was, that whatever is supported by the constant and uniform
consent and authority of the ancient christian fathers, who
were ornaments to the five first centuries, must be regarded as
equally true and certain with what we find recorded in the
holy Scriptures. The first of these was the pillar that sus-
tained the whole project he had in view: the second was of use
to excuse certain papal institutions and opinions, which were
very disagreeable to Lutherans, and to establish harmony
among disagreeing christians.

§ 24. In these commotions and contests, were involved,
though in a different way, the divines of Rinteln, Königsberg,
and Jena: to say nothing of some others. The divines of
Rinteln, especially John Henrichius and Peter Musaurus, by many
things, but most clearly in the conference at Cassel already
mentioned, gave evidence, that they approved of the plan of
Calixtus for terminating the contests among christians, and
especially among protestants. And they too were attacked,
in various publications, by the Saxon divines, and such as took
sides with them. At Königsberg, Christ. Dreyer, a very
learned man, and John Latermann, both pupils of Calixtus,
with Michael Behm, signified pretty clearly, that they favoured

1 See Abrah. Calovius, Historia Syn-
ecratistica, p. 618, &c. Jo. Geo. Walch,
Introduction to the contests in the Lu-
theran church, [in German.] vol. i.
p. 286, &c.
the opinions of their instructor. Against them, hostility was declared, not only by their colleagues, John Bohm and Celestine Mislenta, but likewise by the whole body of ministers at Königsberg. And the contest was protracted many years, in such a manner, as brought honour to neither party in the view of posterity. This intestine war being extinguished, partly by the authority of the supreme magistrate, and partly by the death of Bohm and Mislenta, Dreyer and his associates had to sustain another and a permanent one, with those foreign divines, who viewed the Calixtine opinions as pernicious, and the defenders of them as enemies to the church: nor can this foreign contest likewise be commended, either for its equity or its moderation.

§ 26. In these commotions the divines of Jena manifested uncommon prudence and moderation. For while they ingenuously confessed that all the opinions of Calixtus could scarcely be tolerated, and could not be admitted entirely, without injury to the truth; they judged that most of his doctrines were not so very bad as the Saxons supposed them to be; and that several of them might be tolerated without the least hazard. Solomon Glassius, a man of great mildness, by order of Ernst the Pious, duke of Saxe-Gotha, most equitably examined the importance of the several controverted points in a work expressly on the subject. John Museus, a man of superior learning and uncommon acuteness, first determined, that it was allowable to say, with Calixtus and Hornius, that in a certain sense, good works are necessary to salvation: afterwards he maintained among his intimate friends, that little or no importance was attached to some of the other questions. These, therefore, the Calixtine divines would not, perhaps, have refused as arbiters. But this moderation was so offensive to the Saxon divines, that they arraigned the school of Jena on suspicion of many errors, and declared, that John

---


7 This judgment, drawn up in German, was first published, after the death of Glassius, in 1662; and again, a few years ago, at Jena, in 8vo. It is an example of theological moderation, and most worthy of an attentive perusal.
Musaeus in particular, had departed in not a few things from the sound faith 4.

§ 26. These contests were succeeded, and extinguished, by what are called the Pietistic controversies. These originated from those who, undoubtedly with the best intentions, undertook to aid the cause of languishing piety, and to cure the faults both of the public teachers and of the multitude. But as often happens, these controversies were multiplied and aggravated, by various sorts of persons, whose ill-informed understanding, or heated imagination, or some wrong bias of mind, led them to excite horrible commotions in one place and another, by their singular opinions, their pretended visions, their harsh and unintelligible rules for christian conduct, and their very imprudent clamours about a total change of the form and institutions of the church. The slumbering christians, and also such as bemoaned in secret the progress of irreligion, were first aroused by Philip James Spener, an excellent minister, and very highly esteemed both for his great piety and his extensive learning; when he set up private meetings at Frankfort, for the purpose of exhorting and training the people to piety, and afterwards set forth, in a special treatise, his Pious Desires, (Pia Desideria,) that is, his views of the evils existing in our church, and their remedies. Both met the approbation of very many, who had good and upright dispositions. But as many of them did not apply these remedies for diseased souls, with sufficient caution and skill, and as those religious meetings, (or Colleges of Piety, as they were denominated, in terms borrowed from the Dutch,) enkindled in the minds of the multitude, in several places, a wild and enthusiastic spirit, rather than true love to God; several complaints were soon heard, that, under the pretence of aiding and advancing piety, solid religious knowledge was neglected, and fomentations applied to seditious and ill-balanced minds 5.

4 With what faults the theologians of Jena, and especially Musaeus, were charged, may be best learned from the grave and solid work of Musaeus himself, entitled, Der Jenaichen Theologen ausführliche Erklärung über drey und neunzig vermeinete Religionsfragen, Jena, 1677 and 1704. 4to. Add Jo. Geo. Walch’s Introduction to the Controversies in the Lutheran church, [in German,] vol. i. p. 485, &c.

5 [On these controversies, it is proper to go back to the first causes. The long thirty years’ war produced, throughout the whole Lutheran church, very great prostration of order, neg-
§ 27. These first commotions would, undoubtedly, have gradually subsided, if still more violent ones had not supervened.

lect of discipline, and profiliacy: and the preachers were incompetent to meet this disordered state of things, which continued to exist after the return of peace. Some preachers were wholly incompetent to it: for the people had to choose such preachers as they could get; and among these, many were of different talents and acquisitions. Others had no lack of native talent; but they had been ill instructed. For education was very differently conducted in the higher schools then from what it is now. The chief science then taught, was the dry and cloudy Aristotelian metaphysics; with which were connected scholastic dogmatists and polemics. Thus our theology was very dark and intricate, and such as was unfit for the pulpit and for common life: the heads of the preachers were full of technical terms and distinctions; and no one understood how to make the truths of Christianity intelligible to the common people. Besides, systematic and polemical theology were pursued; but moral theology, and biblical interpretation, were almost wholly laid aside. Of course the preaching was very poor; as is manifest from the postills of those times. The clergy preached from the lectures in the schools; and therefore, explained and proved the doctrines of faith, artificially; which the people could not understand: or they ornamented their sermons with quotations from the fathers, and from the heathen philosophers. They confounded errors and heresies, the very names of which, frequently, were unknown to their hearers; but said little or nothing that was calculated to amend the hearts of their hearers: and they could say the less on such subjects, as they themselves, often, possessed unsanctified minds, hearts in which pride, contentiousness, obstinacy, and a persecuting spirit predominated. Other clergymen, who were competent to instruct the people in true godliness, had not power to correct the disorders that had broken in; because the bad habits had become too deeply rooted, and the evil too inveterate. Hence there were in our church various devout and upright persons, who sighed over this state of the church; and who wished to see godliness more cultivated, and the mode of teaching, both in the schools and from the pulpit, reformed. Among these persons, the first and the most famous was Spener. He must be ranked among the most learned and the most devout ministers of our church; and together with most of the branches of theological science, he was well versed in history, and the auxiliary sciences; and had, successively, as a preacher at Strasburg, an elder at Frankfort, and first court preacher at Dresden, obtained, in all these offices, the reputation of a discreet, modest, and peaceable theologian. At Dresden he fell under the displeasure of the electoral prince, John George IV. who was much addicted to drunkenness, and to whom Spener, who was his confessor, as he was going to confession, addressed a very respectful letter, containing an earnest dissuasive from this bad habit. Spener now went to Berlin; and his migrations spread wider the Pietistic controversy. If any things are censurable in Spener, they are principally two things. First, he was not much of a philosopher, at least theoretically: and it is not much to be wondered at, that he should have little relish for the dry philosophy of those times. Besides, if he had possessed a taste for it, he would not have accomplished what he did accomplish. Still this deficiency led him, sometimes, to reason inconclusively, and also not to see clearly the consequences of his propositions. Secondly, he was by nature too compliant and yielding. He could not say a hard thing to any man: and when he saw in a person any marks of piety, he at once recognized him as a brother, although he might hold erroneous doctrines. And this caused him much trouble, and led him to be often deceived by hypocrites. This was manifestly a consequence of his good-natured character, which judged other men by himself: yet it in some measure obscured the greatness of his talents. Still, this weakness will hin-
in 1689, at Leipsic. Certain pious and learned men, especially Augustus Herman Franck, John Caspar Schade, and Paul under no impartial man from acknowledging that Spener was really a great man; to whom we stand indebted for the improvement of our mode of preaching for more freedom in the manner of handling theological subjects, for the introduction of toleration towards other religious sects, and towards individuals who deviate from the common creed, and for the advancement of true godliness in our church. This last object he endeavoured to effect, especially by his Collegia of Piety; which he set up by the advice of some friends at Frankfort in 1670, first in his own house, and afterwards also in the church; partly to produce more cordial friendship, among those who were seeking to edify their souls; and partly to render the public preaching of God’s word more profitable, by explaining the sermons delivered, by catechising, by lectures on the holy Scriptures, with prayer and singing. The appellation, Collegia of Piety, was derived from Holland; where there is a party, who, from their meetings for worship, which they call Collegia, are denominated Collegians. (See below, chap. viii. § 1.) From them the name was derived, though Spener’s meetings had no resemblance to the institutions of the Dutch Collegians. To the establishment of these meetings, must be added a circumstance, which caused Spener much trouble. When Arnold Postille were to be republished in 1675, Spener composed a long preface to them; in which, together with his favourite doctrines of better times to come, the previous general conversion of the Jews, and the great downfall of popery, he also described the defects in our church, and proposed some means for their remedy. Among these were an improved mode of teaching in the higher schools, the better instruction of youth, the dispensing with metaphysics, and a zealous application to biblical interpretation and practical theology. This preface was afterwards printed separately, in 1676, and entitled Pia Desideria. [The whole title of the book, which was written in German, was: Pia Desideria, or Earnest Desires for the gory improvement of the true Evangelical Church, with some christian proposals for that object. Tr.] It was well received by the majority, and was praised even by some who afterwards became his enemies. But after a while propositions were drawn from it, which were charged upon him as errors. The first attack was made by Dillfeld, a deacon at Nordhausen, who assailed the position that a true theologian must be a regenerate man. Greater disturbances arose from the meetings. Many imitated them; but they did not possess Spener’s prudence. In some cases, there was no preacher to regulate the meeting; and there, all sorts of irregularity took place. In others, every one was allowed to speak; and of course speeches were often made, which contravened the standard evangelical doctrines, and ran into enthusiasm; and now visionaries and enthusiasts actually connected themselves with the followers of Spener. In small villages, they went on tolerably well; but in larger places, as Hamburg for example, there were frequent commotions. And there in particular, Jo. Fred. Mayer, a Hamburg doctor, distinguished himself in a very offensive manner, by his carnal zeal against Spener’s brother-in-law, Jo. Henry Horbisch. See Köhler’s Hist. Missionsbefestigungen, vol. xvii. p. 365, &c. At Erfurt, Dantzig, Wolfenbüttel, Gotha, and even at Halle in Saxony, there were great commotions, which the magistrates had to still. Spener himself, when he saw the disorders that arose from these meetings, suppressed those he had set up. Others followed his example. But in many places, the people would not give them up: while yet they did not exercise sufficient prudence. The people frequently began to forsake the public worship, and to run only to the meetings: and the blame was cast upon Spener; who was entirely innocent in this matter, and who by his preaching and his publications, explicitly opposed this wrong conduct. Schi.]}
Antony, who were disciples and friends of Spener, then sustaining the office of first preacher at the Saxon court, and who were teachers of philosophy, supposed that candidates for the sacred office might be, and ought to be, better trained for their employment, than the practice of the universities allowed; and therefore they undertook, themselves, to expound certain books of the holy Bible, in such a manner, as at the same time to infuse a spirit of solid piety into the minds of their hearers. This new and singular course allured very many to their lectures: many of whom exhibited the benefits they derived from these recitations, in lives and conduct very remote from the vicious habits of that age. Whether this first fervour of both the teachers and the learners, laudable and excellent in itself, was always kept within due bounds, it is not easy for any one to say: but this is certain, many, and they men of great authority, maintain that it was not; and public fame reports, that some things were brought forward and transacted, in those Biblical Colleges, as they were called, which were in themselves indeed easy to be excused and borne with, if referred to moderate and candid judges, yet not a little variant from common usage and the laws of prudence. When great tumult arose, and the matter was brought to a judicial investigation, the learned men above named, were pronounced innocent, or not guilty of the errors alleged against them; yet they were ordered to desist from the labours, which they had commenced. In these commotions, the invidious name of Pietists was first heard of, or at least first publicly used. Some light-minded people first imposed it on those who attended these Biblical Colleges, and whose lives accorded with the precepts there inculcated: afterwards it was extended to all those, who were supposed, either to profess too rigid and austere principles of morals, or neglecting the truth, to refer all religion to mere piety. But, as is apt to be the fortune of names which designate particular sects, this name was not unfrequently applied, in familiar discourse, to the very best of men, to those who were as careful to advance truth as piety: and on the other hand, it was very often applied to those who might more correctly be denominated the flagitious, the delirious, and fanatical 1.

1 When Spener was called from Frankfort to Dresden, he had con-
stantly with him a number of theological students, some of whom lodged in
§ 28. From Leipsic this controversy spread with incredible rapidity, throughout Lutheran Germany, may, through our
his house, and others boarded at his
table, and whom he instructed how to
discharge profitably the duties of
preachers. Some of these went to
Leipsic, to teach theology there, in ac-
cordance with Spencer's prescriptions.
Among these were Aug. Herm. Franck,
and Paul Antony, both afterwards pro-
fessors at Halle, Jo. Casp. Schade,
afterwards a famous preacher at
Berlin, and Herm. van der Hart; after-
wards professor at Helmstedt. These
commenced the biblical lectures. In
these there was something new; for
the lectures were given in German,
Luther's translation was here and there
amended, and the explanation of the
holy scriptures was followed by reli-
gious exhortations. Concerning these
biblical lectures, especially as the reli-
gious lectures of some of the professors
were now more thinly attended, all
sorts of rumours soon spread abroad,
some of which were groundless, and
others perhaps had some foundation.
It was said, that not only students,
but also labouring men, and women,
were admitted to them; and that every
one present was allowed to teach and
to explain the scriptures. Those who
attended these lectures changed their
manners, and their dress, refrain-
red from the customary amusements, and
obtained the named Pietists; (to which
a severe funeral discourse of Dr. Carp-
zov, at the interment of a hearer of
Mr. Franck, and the funeral ode of
Lie. Feller, on the same occasion,
wherein the import of the word, and
the characteristics of a Pietist, were
explained, are supposed principally to
have contributed.) In the year 1683,
the court of Dresden appointed a com-
mision to investigate this affair: but the
accused masters, (especially Franck,) obtained the famous Christ. Thomasius
for their counsellor; who well defended
them, in a published judicial argument,
and showed palpably the nullity of the
criminal process commenced against
them; and they were acquitted of all
criminality: though, at the same time,
their biblical lectures were prohibited.
But the thing shot like lightning, from
Leipsic through the whole church. All
who loved holiness must have also such
Collegsia [or lectures: for the Germans
use the word collegia in Latin, and col-
egogies in German, both for the lectures
of professors in a university, and for
associate bodies of learned men: so that
Collegia Biblica may here be best trans-
lated Biblical Lectures. Tr.] Thus
the learned and the unlearned held
meetings which were called seasons for
prayer and for devotion. Into these
meetings, fantastical persons and en-
thusiasts insinuated themselves, and
talked of the millennial kingdom, and
the downfall of Babylon; railled against
the clergy, and brought forward pro-
phecies, and dreams, and visions.
Hence there arose, in almost all places,
Pietistic commotions; which the mag-
istrates endeavoured to still by severe
laws. During these transactions, Spe-
ner was called from Dresden to Berlin;
and Thomasius, of whom the Leipsic
divines complained as being a heretic
and a teacher of error, was obliged to
flee to Halle. He it was projected
the establishment of the university of
Halle; and Spencer supported him.
The university was established; and
the very masters, who had held the
biblical lectures at Leipsic, were, in
part, appointed the professors of the-
ology in this new university. These
commenced reading, according to
Spencer's views; and abolished the old
scholastic method of teaching. They
spoke disparagingly of philosophy; and
said, that polemics made the people
too disputations; that the greatest
heretic was the old Adam; and that he
especially must be combated. In
place of polemic theology, they recom-
mended mystic: and nearly all the
mystical writings of the French and
Italians, were translated and printed
at the Orphan House in Halle. Per-
sons, who on account of their peculiar
opinions, were not tolerated in other
places, were received and provided for
at Halle. While these things were
going forward, the divines of Wittem-
berg, (for we pass over the attack of
the Leipsic divines,) in the year 1685,
brought a formal accusation against
Spener, as a teacher of error: and
whole church. For from this time onward, every where, in
cities, villages, and hamlets, people suddenly started up, of all
orders and classes, learned and illiterate, males and females;
who pretended to be called, by some divine impulse, to eradi-
cate wickedness, to encourage and to propagate neglected
piety, to regulate and govern the Church of Christ more wisely;
and who showed, partly by oral declarations, partly by their
writings, and partly by their institutions, what must be done
in order to effect the great object. Nearly all who were ani-
mated with this zeal, agreed, that there was no more powerful
and salutary means for imbuing the people with a thorough
knowledge of divine things, and with the love of holiness, than
those private discussions and conventicles, which they under-
stood were first instituted by Spener, and afterwards held
at Leipsie. Meetings, therefore, of this kind, but of a different
character, some better and others worse regulated, were opened
in numerous places. These unusual and unexpected move-
ments gave the more trouble and perplexity to those who had
the oversight of the church and the state, because those upright
and well meaning persons concerned in these meetings, were
joined by many erratic and rash persons; who proclaimed the
impending fall of Babylon,—(so they chose to call the Lutheran
church;)—alarmed and agitated the populace, by fictitious
visions, and divine impulses; arrogated to themselves the
authority of prophets of God, and not only obscured religious
subjects, by a gloomy jargon, of I know not whose coinage, but
also recalled upon the stage opinions long since condemned;
asserted, that the reign of a thousand years, mentioned by St.
John, was at hand; and in short, plotted the overthrow of
our best institutions; and demanded that the privilege of
teaching should be granted indiscriminately to all. Hence the
Lutheran church was miserably rent into parties, to the joy of
the papists; the most violent contests every where arose;
and those who disagreed, more perhaps in terms, and in ex-

against this attack Spener defended
himself energetically. It is certain,
that the court of Dresden, in whose
eye the university of Halle was a
thorn, looked upon this attack with
pleasure. From this time onward, our divines were divided into the
orthodox and the Spenerian. The
theologians of Halle joined the party
of their teachers; and thence arose a
disquietude, which scarcely has a
parallel. So.

ternal and indifferent things, than on doctrines of high moment, were arrayed against each other; and finally, in most provinces, severe laws were enacted against those denominated Piatists.  

§ 29. These restorers of piety were of two classes. Some proposed to advance the cause, and yet leave in full force both the creed of the church, as contained in our public formulas, and also its discipline and form of government. But others judged, that holiness could not possibly flourish among us, unless both the received doctrines were modified, and the whole internal organization and the customs of our church, were changed. Philip James Spener, who removed from Dresden to Berlin in 1691, is justly considered as standing at the head of the former class. With him agreed, especially the theologians of the new university at Halle; among whom were Augustus Herman Franck, and Paul Antony, who had previously fallen under suspicion at Leipsie. The object of this class no one much censured; nor could a man censure it, unless he wished to appear a bad man: yet many persons, and especially the theological faculty at Wittenberg, were of opinion, that in the prosecution of this object, some principles were adopted, and plans formed, which were injurious to the truth and adverse to the interests of the church. And this belief led them, publicly to accuse of many false and dangerous opinions, first, Spener, in the year 1695, and afterwards his associates and friends, who defended the reputation of this great man. The vestiges of these contests are still so recent, that whoever is disposed, may easily learn with what degree of good faith, modesty, and equity, they were conducted on both sides.

2 For the illustration of these facts, in place of all others, may be consulted, Jo. Geo. Walch, Introduction to the Controversies in our Church, [in German,] vol. ii. and iii. He concisely states the various acts of this tragedy, enumerates the principal disputes, subjoining his own opinion, and every where mentions the authorities. A full and complete history hardly any one man could compose, the transactions were so numerous and various. It is therefore to be wished, that some wise, considerate, and impartial man, well acquainted with human nature and civil affairs, and well provided with the necessary documents, would undertake the composition of such a history. If certain persons were to collect from the public records and from various private papers, the transactions in particular districts, and then deliver over the whole to an individual, who should arrange, combine, and impart strength to the whole; the business would thus, perhaps, be accomplished in the best manner it can be. Such a history, written with moderation and discretion, would be exceedingly useful, in very many ways.
§ 30. The subject matter of these controversies was manifold, and therefore cannot be reduced to one grand point, or comprehended under one term. Yet if we consider the aims of those from whom they originated, the principal questions may be brought under certain heads. Those who laboured to advance the cause of piety, in the first place, were of opinion that the most strenuous opposers of their object were the very persons whose office it was to promote piety; namely, the teachers and ministers of the church. Hence they would commence with them; and would make it their special care that none might become pastors of the christian congregations who were not properly educated, and also sanctified, or full of divine love. For this purpose; I. They recommended the reformation of the theological schools. They would have the systematic theology of the age, which was confined to certain short and nice questions, and wrapped up in unusual phraseology, to be laid aside; the controversies with other sects to be, indeed not wholly neglected, yet less attended to; and the combination and internixture of philosophy and human wisdom with the truths of revelation to be wholly abolished. On the contrary, they thought the young men designed for the ministry should be led to read and meditate upon the holy Scriptures; a simple knowledge of the christian religion, derived principally from the sacred volume, should be instilled into them; and that their whole education should be directed more to practical utility and the edification of christians, and not so much for display and personal glory. As some of them, perhaps, disputed on these subjects without using sufficient precision and prudence, a suspicion arose with many that these patrons of piety despised philosophy and other branches of learning altogether; that they rejected all solid knowledge in theology; that they disapproved of zeal in the defence of the truth against its corrupters; and that they made theological learning to consist in a crude and vague power of declaiming about morals and practical duties. And hence arose the contest respecting the value of philosophy and human science in religion, the dignity and utility of what is called systematic theology, the necessity of controversial theology, the value of mystical theology, the best method of instructing the people,
and other similar questions. II. They taught, that equal solicitude should be shown, that the future teachers in the churches might consecrate their hearts to God, and be living examples of piety, as that they might carry away from the universities minds well fraught with useful knowledge. From this opinion, to which all good men readily assented, originated not only certain regulations suited to restrain the passions of studious youth, and to awaken in them holy emotions and resolutions, but likewise that doctrine which produced so much controversy, namely: That no one can teach others to be pious, and guide them to salvation, unless he is himself pious and a friend of God. Many supposed that this doctrine both derogated from the efficacy of God's word, which cannot be frustrated by the imperfections of its ministers, and also led on to the long exploded errors of the Donatists: and especially as it was not stated with equal caution and prudence by all. And here commenced those long and difficult controversies which are not yet terminated: Whether the knowledge of religion, which a wicked man may acquire, can be called theology? Whether a vicious man can have a true knowledge of religion? How far may the ministrations of an irreligious minister be efficacious and salutary? Whether illumination is ever given to a bad man, whose heart is averse from God? and the like.

§ 31. These restorers of fallen piety, to render the people more obedient to their pious and properly educated teachers, and more resolute in opposing their native depravity, deemed it necessary, I. To suppress, in the public instruction, certain common expressions which the depravity of men leads them not unfrequently to construe in a way to favour their wickedness. Such were the following: that no person can attain, in the present life, that perfection which the law of God demands: that good works are not necessary to salvation: that in the act of justification faith only is concerned, and not also good works. But very many feared, lest, if these barriers were removed, the truth would be corrupted, or at least would be exposed naked and defenceless to its enemies. II. That stricter rules of conduct should be introduced than were generally followed; and that many things which foster the internal diseases of the mind, such as dancing, pantomimes, jocular
discourse, plays, dramatic exhibitions, the reading of licentious books, and certain kinds of amusements, should be removed from the class of indifferent things, which are either good or bad, according to the spirit and temper of those who engage in them, and should be classed among sinful and unlawful things. But many thought this morality too rigorous. Hence that old controversy of the schools was revived; whether there are certain actions that are neither good nor evil, but indifferent; or whether every thing men do, is either sinful or holy. And on each of the subjects enumerated, there were frequent and very warm debates, which were not always conducted with precision, temperance, and gravity. III. That, in addition to the public assemblies for religious worship, there should be frequent private meetings for prayer and other religious exercises. But very many judged, and experience confirmed the opinion, that these Colleges of piety, as they were called, were attended with more danger than profit. The minor contests, respecting certain terms or plans, which did not originate from these sources, need not be mentioned. But it is important to add, that the kindness of those who were so earnest to promote piety towards certain persons, who were not perhaps bad men, but whose understandings were not well informed and sound, or who were chargeable with no slight errors; exceedingly displeased many of the opposite party, and afforded them no little ground for suspicion, that they set a lower value upon truth and the theology contained in the symbolical books than upon practical holiness. Among so great a multitude of combatants, and they men of various classes and tempers, it is not strange that there should have been many indiscreet persons, some over-zealous, and others leaning towards the opposite faults to those which they wished to avoid.

§ 32. The other class of Pietists, or those who laboured to promote piety in a way that would lead to a change in the established doctrines of the Lutheran community, and to a

---

3 All these controversies were first collected and arranged, though unduly multiplied by Sam. Schelwig, in his Synopsis Controversiarum sub Pietatis Praetatu motarum: first published, Danzig, 1701, 8vo. But they may be better learned, together with the arguments of both parties, from Joachim Lange’s Antscebaruma; and from his German work, entitled the Middle Way (Die Mittelstrasse); and also from Val. Ern. Löscher’s Timotheus Veterinus, which is extant in two volumes.
modification of the whole form and constitution of the church, were men of various characters. Some of them, destitute of a sound understanding, were not so much errorists, as men whose reason and judgment were impaired: others combined the fictions, which they either derived from the works of others, or invented themselves, with some portion of sound doctrine. We shall mention only some of the better sort of them, and such as acquired a distinguished reputation.—Godfrey Arnold, of Anneberg in Saxony, a man of much reading, of a good understanding, and of natural eloquence, disturbed the close of the century by various writings, but especially by his History of the church and of heresies, which he, certainly without just grounds, entitled an impartial history. By nature melancholy, gloomy, and austere, he applied himself to the reading of the works of the mystics, who so much resembled himself, till his mind was so wrought up, that he regarded them as the wisest men in the world, made all religion to consist in certain indescribable internal sensations and emotions, had little regard for doctrinal theology, and expended all the powers of his genius in collecting and exaggerating the faults of our own and former times. If, as all admit, it is the first excellence of a historian to afford no ground for suspicion of either partial or unfriendly feelings, no man was ever more unfit to be a historian than Godfrey Arnold. The man must be unable to see at all, who can read his history, and yet say that he does not see and feel that it is throughout dictated by passion and strong hatred of the received doctrines and institutions [of our church]. Arnold assumes it as an undeniable fact, in his history, that all the evils which have crept into the christian church, since the times of the apostles, have originated from the ministers and rulers of the church, who were wicked and ungodly men. On this assumption, he supposes that all who made opposition to the priests and ministers of religion, and suffered persecution from them, were pious and holy men: and on the other hand, that such as pleased the clergy, were erratic and averse to true piety. Hence he defends nearly all

---

1 Gotfried Arnold's Unpartheiseke Kirchen- und Ketzerhistorie: first published 1699 and 1700, in 2 vols. folio, and then more full and complete, Schaffhausen, 1740, in three very thick vols. fol. Tr. J
the heretics, even those whose doctrines he had not examined and did not well understand; which has caused his book to give the highest offence. But the longer he lived, the more he saw the errors into which he had been betrayed by his natural temperament and by bad examples; and, as respectable persons affirm, he at last became more friendly to the truth and to moderation ①.

§ 33. A much worse man than he was Jo. Conrad Dippel, a Hessian, who assumed the fictitious name of Christian Demetrius, and also disquieted the minds of the weak, and excited no inconsiderable commotions, in the last part of this century. This man, in my view, arrogant, vain glorious, and formed by nature to be a caviller and a buffoon, did not so much bring forward a new form of religion, as labour to overthrow all those that were established. For, during his whole life, he was more intent on nothing, than on running down every religious community, and especially that of the Lutherans in which he was born, with his sarcastic witticisms; and rendering whatever had long been viewed with reverence, as ridiculous as possible,

① See Coler’s Life of Arnold, Nouveau Dictionnaire Histor. Crit. tom. i. p. 483, &c. [Dr. Mosheim does not appear to me, to do justice to Arnold as a historian. At least I have not discovered in his history that malignity and disregard for truth, which Dr. Mosheim thinks every man who has eyes, must see. Arnold was born at Amelberg in 1665. After passing his childhood at school in his native place, he spent three years in the gymnasium at Gera; and then, in 1685, entered the university of Wittemberg, where the next year he took his master’s degree. Inclined to a retired and noiseless life, he removed to Dresden in 1686; where he became a private tutor, and was intimate with Spener. In 1693, he removed to Quedelburg; and there acted as a private tutor in a family, four years, declining repeated offers of a parish. In 1697, he was appointed professor of history at Giessen; but relinquished the office after two years; because, he said, “no man can serve two masters: and professors, at that day, were required to teach in a manner that did not suit his taste.” He returned to Quedelburg in 1698; where he was much admired and followed by the Pietists. In the year 1709, Sophia Charlotte, duchess of Prussia, by recommendation of professor Franck, made him her court preacher. But opposition from the orthodox obliged him to quit the place, in 1705; and he was made pastor and inspector of Werben. Two years after, the king of Prussia made him pastor and inspector at Perleburg; where he died in 1713, aged 48. He was of a melancholy temperament, and drank deeply into the views of the mystics and the Pietists, and conceived high disgust with the reigning theology around him. But he appears to have been a perfectly ingenious and upright man. As a historian, he doubtless had strong prejudices, which often warped his judgment. But he appears to me very far from being a passionate writer; or from attempting, designedly, to discolor or misrepresent facts. See the character of him drawn by C. W. F. Walch, in his elaborate preface to Von Elmen’s translation of Mosheim, vol. i. p. 88—201. Tr.]
by his malignant and low scurrility. If—what I very much doubt, (for invention and imagination were by far his most prominent characteristics,) if, I say, he had in his own mind clear and distinct conceptions, which he thought were true, he certainly was incompetent to unfold them clearly and to express them in words; for it is only by divination, that a man can draw from his various writings any coherent and uniform system of doctrine. Indeed it would seem, as if the fire of his laboratory, over which he spent so much time, had produced a fever in his brain. His writings, should they be handed down to posterity, notwithstanding their crude, bitter, and sarcastic style, will cause people to wonder, that so many of their fathers could admit for their religious teacher and guide, one who so audaciously violated every principle of good sense and piety 6.

§ 34. Of a totally different character was John William Peterson, superintendent at Luneburg; a man of a mild and quiet temper, but of a feeble mind, and very liable, from the luxuriance of his imagination, to deceive both himself and others. In the first place, he contended, in the year 1691, that a noble young lady, Rosamond Juliana of Asseburg, whose disordered brain made her the subject of a sort of visions, actually saw God present, and reported commands which she received from Him; and about the same time, he publicly defended the obsolete doctrine of Christ’s future reign, of a thousand years, on the earth; for that oracle had confirmed this among other things, by her authority. The first error, as is usual with those who have no control over their own minds, afterwards produced others. For he, with his wife, Joanna Eleanor of Merlau, who also professed to have very great spiritual knowledge, predicted a complete future restoration of all things, the liberation of both wicked men and devils

6 All his works were printed in 5 vols. 4to, in the year 1747, but without naming the place of publication. For he was respected by many after his death, and regarded as a great teacher of true wisdom. None more readily find readers and patrons, than those who abuse every body else, and immoderately extol themselves. Dippel also acquired numerous friends, by his attention to chemistry, in which he is said to have been well versed, and by his medical knowledge. For as all men are fond of riches and long life, they readily set a high value on those who professedly show them a sure path to opulence and old age. The death of Dippel is related by numerous writers.
from hell, their deliverance from all sin and from the punishment of sin; and assigned to Christ a twofold human nature, the one celestial, and assumed before this world was created, and the other derived from his mother since the commencement of time. I pass over other opinions of this pair, equally groundless, and very wide of the common belief. Many gave assent to those opinions, especially among the laity: but Petersen was also opposed by great numbers; to whom he replied largely, as he had a fruitful genius and abundance of leisure. Being removed from his office, in the year 1692, he quietly passed the remainder of his life on his estate, near Magdeburg, amusing himself with writing letters and books. 7

7 Petersen gave a history of his own life, in German, first published in 1717. 8vo. to which his wife added her life, in 1718. Those who wish to investigate the spirit, habits, and character of this well-matched pair, will find matter enough for their purpose, in these auto-biographies. Concerning his movements at Lüneburg, see the documents in the Unschuldige Nachrichten, a. b. 1748. p. 974. a. b. 1749. p. 30, 200, and in many other places. Add Jo. Möller's Cimbria Litterata, tom. ii. p. 659, &c. This pious and amiable enthusiast was born at Osnabruck, in 1649. Nature formed him for a poet; as appears from his Urania, on the mighty works of God, which Leibnitz published with his own amendments. He was made professor of poetry at Rostock, in 1677. Afterwards, he was superintendent at Lübeck; then court preacher at Lutin, and in 1688, superintendent at Lüneburg. He early gave way to a belief in visions and special revelations; which brought him to hold a literal reign of Christ on the earth, during the millennium, and to believe in a final restoration of all things. Becoming more and more confirmed in these sentiments, he openly avowed them, both orally and in printed works. In 1692, he was cited before the consistory at Zelle; and as he could not conscientiously refrain from teaching doctrines, which he supposed immediately revealed to himself, and wife, and lady Juliana, he was deprived of his office; and purchasing an estate, not far from Magde-
§ 35. I know not whether I ought to associate with these, John Caspar Schade, and John George Bossius, good men, and earnest to promote the salvation of others, but ignorant of the way to effect it. The former, a minister at Berlin, among the other crude and ill digested doctrines which he advanced, most strenuously opposed, in 1697, that confession of sins to priests, which is practised among the Lutherans. His zeal on this subject produced considerable commotion, both in the church and the state. The latter, a preacher at Sorau [in lower Lusatia], in order more effectually to overcome the heedlessness and security of men, denied, that God continues to be propitious to those sinners, whose obstinacy he foresaw eternally to be incurable, to the end of their lives; or, what is the same thing, that, beyond a certain limited time, fixed from eternity, he would afford them the grace necessary for the attainment of salvation. This opinion was thought by not a few divines to be injurious to the divine mercy, which is boundless; and it was therefore combatted in many publications. Yet it found a learned vindicator in Adam Rothenberg, a divine of Leipsie; not to mention others of less note.  

§ 36. Among the minor controversies in the Lutheran church, I shall assign the first place to that, which existed between the divines of Tübingen and those of Giessen, from the year 1616. The grand point in debate, related to the true nature and circumstances of that state of Christ, which theologians usually call his state of humiliation. The parties agreed, that the man Christ Jesus really possessed divine properties and perfections, by virtue of the hypostatic union, even while he appeared divested of all glory and majesty, nay seemed to be a vile servant and malefactor. But they disputed, whether he actually divested himself of the use of those perfections, scriptures rightly interpreted, that is, mystically explained, were full of those doctrines. And hence, in order to convince others, he argued much from the Bible, particularly from the Apocalypse, and also from the ancient Chaldeans, especially Origen. His writings were voluminous; consisting of mystic interpretations of scripture, defence of his peculiar sentiments, many letters, and history of his own life. See Schroecht, Kirchengesch. seit der Reformation, vol. viii, p. 302, &c. Unparalleliche Kirchenhistorie. Jena, 1730, vol. ii. p. 811, &c. Tr.

*Those who wish to understand these controversies may consult Walch's Introduction to the Controversies in the Lutheran church, written in German.
while executing the office of high priest, or whether he only concealed his use of them from the view of men. The divines of Tübingen accounted the latter supposition to be the fact; while those of Giessen, regarded the former as more probable. To this first and great question, others were added; which, if I am correct, were rather curious than necessary, respecting the mode in which God is present throughout the created universe, the origin and ground of this presence, the true cause of the omnipresence of Christ’s body, and some others. On the side of the Tübingen divines, appeared and took part Lucas Osiander, Melchior Nicolai, and Theodore Thummius; and on the side of the divines of Giessen, Balthazar Menzer, and Justus Feuerborn: all of whom contended ardently and ingeniously; and I wish I could add, always with dignity and moderation. But those times permitted and approved many things, which subsequent times have justly required to be amended. The Saxon theologians, in the year 1624, by order of their sovereign, assumed the office of arbiters of the controversy: and this office they so executed, as not to approve entirely the sentiments of either party; yet they intimated, that the views of the Giessen divines were nearer the truth, than those of the other party. The Tübingen divines refused to admit their interference: and perhaps, the divines of Giessen would in time have done the same. But the public calamities of Germany put an end to the contest. It was, therefore, never settled; but each party retained its own views.

§ 37. Not long after the rise of this contest, in the year

9 Jo. Wolfg. Jaeger’s Historia Eccles. et Polit. sec. xvi. decem. iii. p. 329, &c. Christ. Eberh. Weisemann’s Historia Eccles. sec. xvii. p. 1178. Walch’s Introduction to the Controversies, &c. [In German.] pt. i. ch. iv. p. 306: to say nothing of Andr. Carolus, Arnold, and a hundred others. These controversies were natural results of Luther’s untenable doctrine of consubstantiality: which supposed Christ’s body and blood to be always truly present with the bread and wine of the Eucharist. For, on that supposition, Christ’s body must often be present in a great number of places at the same time, or have a kind of ubiquity. To render this at all plausible, resort was had to the hypothetic union, and to a supposed transfer of divine attributes from the superior nature of Christ to the inferior. Thus the attributes of matter and of mind were con-founded; and a local or material presence was ascribed to the divine nature. From such absurd doctrines, stiffly maintained by acute and ingenious men, it was unavoidable, that they should feel the difficulties besetting them on every side: and therefore should start various theories, with the vain hope of extricating themselves from embarrassment. Tr.]
1621, Herman Rathmann, minister at Dantzic, a pious man, and not unlearned, a great friend and a public recommender of John Arndt's work on True Christianity, was thought by John Coreinus, his colleague, and by many others, to derogate from the majesty and the efficacy of the holy Scriptures. If we may believe his opposers, he published, in the year 1621, in a German work on Christ's kingdom of Grace, the following sentiment: "That the written word of God does not possess inherent power and efficacy, to enlighten and regenerate the hearts of men, and to convert them to God: that this external word merely points out the way to salvation, but does not draw men into it: that God himself, by another and an internal word, so changes the disposition of men, that they are enabled to please him." This opinion, Coreinus and his associates contended, was the same that Schwenckfeld formerly held, and that the mystics professed. But whoever shall compare together all the writings of Rathmann on the subject, will perceive, that his adversaries either did not understand him, or have perverted his meaning. He supposed, I. That the word of God, as contained in the Scriptures, had the power of converting men to God, and of renewing their hearts. But, II. This power it could not exert at all on the minds of corrupt men who resisted it. Therefore, III. It was necessary that a divine power should either precede or accompany it, and prepare the minds of men for its influence, or remove the obstacles which destroyed the efficacy of the external word. And thus, IV. By this power of the Holy Spirit, or this internal word, the way was prepared for the external word to enlighten and renovate the souls of men.1 There is indeed some difference between his views of the efficacy of the divine word, and the common views of the Lutheran church: but, if I do not greatly deceive myself, whoever shall carefully consider all that he has written on the subject, in his inelegant, nay, often careless manner, will be convinced that this difference is but small; and he will perceive that the honest man had not the power of communicating his thoughts with precision and clearness. The contro-

very spread through the whole Lutheran church; the majority following the example of the Saxons and condemning Rathmann; but others excusing that pious and good man. But as he died, just as the contest was at its height, in the year 1628, the great commotions gradually subsided.

§ 38. The private dissensions of some of the doctors respecting certain propositions and opinions, I do not presume to place on the list of Lutheran controversies: though I perceive some do it; not so much, however, if I do not mistake, for the purpose of illustrating and adorning the history of the church, as to create prejudice against the Lutherans, and to lower the reputation of good men. For no age is so happy, and no community so well regulated, but that one individual is sometimes deemed by another to be indiscreet and erroneous. Nor is it estimating human nature correctly, to measure the state of things, throughout the whole church, by such private opinions of individuals. In the writings of John Turnovius and John Affelmann of Rostoch, in other respects two very meritorious theologians, certain modes of expression and some opinions were censured, by their colleagues and others. Nor will this excite much surprise in one who considers that the latter might misunderstand what was itself well said, and that the former might not have known how to express correctly what they clearly understood. Joachin Lütkenmann, in many respects a man of worth, denied, that Christ remained a true man, during the three days he was dead: while others affirmed the contrary. This was a controversy about words; such as we see continually arising and disappearing among men.—Of the same kind was the dispute which engaged Henry Boetius, a theologian of Helmstadt, and Frederic Baldwin, a divine of Wittenberg; whether it is in consequence of the merits of Christ, that the wicked will be restored to life hereafter.—John Reinboth, superintendent in Holstein, like Calicetus, circumscribed the essentials of religion within narrower limits than usual, and supposed that the Greeks did not err essentially, in denying that the Holy Spirit proceeded from the Son. In both respects, many were satisfied with him; but others were not; and especially, John Conrad Danhauer, a very learned divine of Strasburg. Hence a controversy arose between those excellent
men, which was more vehement, than the nature of the case demanded. But let us not refer disputes of this character, to the class of those which show the internal state of our church in this century.

§ 39. Of somewhat greater moment in this respect, were certain controversies, which did not relate so much to things, as to persons; or respected the soundness and correctness of certain teachers. Men who undertake to plead the cause of piety and holiness, are often carried by the fervour which actuates them to some extravagance; and therefore do not always confine down their statements to the rigid rules of theological accuracy, prescribed by learned divines: and they sometimes borrow the strong and splendid, yet figurative and often obscure words and phrases of those, who treat of the genuine worship of God and of practical duties, with good intentions indeed, yet in a rude and uncouth style. Hence none scarcely, more readily than these, fall under the suspicion of despising and marring the truth. Many such examples occurred in this age; and particularly, in the case of Stephen Proctorius, a preacher at Salsweld, and of that most excellent man, John Arnd. The former had published, in the preceding century, some tracts, calculated to arouse the minds of men to solicitude about their salvation; and these were repeatedly republished in this century, and commended by many; and yet were thought by others to abound in expressions and sentiments, either directly false, or calculated to lead on to error. And there certainly are some unsuitable expressions in those tracts, which might easily mislead the ignorant; and some also, that indicate too great credulity. Yet, whoever shall read his works with an ingenuous mind, will easily believe, that the writer composed nothing there, treacherously, and with a bad design. The celebrated work of Arnd, on true Christianity, the perusal of which affords delight to so many pious persons even in our own times, was too bitterly taxed by Lucas Osian-der, George Rost, and many others, with being written, among

other faults, in a style that was debased by Weigelian, Paracelsic, and the like phraseology. And it is certain, that this extraordinary man disliked the philosophy that prevailed in the schools of that age, and on the other hand, ascribed much, — I had almost said, too much, — to the doctrines and pretensions of the chemists: and hence he sometimes used the language of those who tell us, that fire throws light on both religion and nature. But he has been absolved from all great errors, by the most respectable men, especially by Paul Egard, Daniel Dilger, Melchior Breler, John Gerhard, Dorschen, and numerous others: and, indeed, he appears to have derived reputation and renown, rather than disgrace, from those many criminations. To the class of which we here treat, belongs also Valentino Weigel, minister of Tschopau in Meissen. For though he died in the preceding century, yet a great part of his writings were first published in this, and were attacked by great numbers. I regard him as by no means a corrupt man; but he also was injured by his attachment to the chemistry which at that time floated about Germany, and by his dislike or neglect of the precepts of sound reason.

§ 40. It remains, that we notice the chief persons among the Lutherans, who felt themselves strong enough to new model the whole system of theology, or to draw forth a new one from their own resources. At the head of the list stands Jacob Boehmen, a shoe-maker of Gorlitz, famous for his vast number of both friends and foes, and whom his patrons call the German Theosophist. Being naturally inclined to search after abstruse things, and having learned, partly from certain books, and partly from intercourse with some physicians, (Tobias Kober, Balthasar Walther, and others,) the doctrines of Robert Fludd and the Rosicrucians, which were then everywhere circulated and talked of, he discovered, by means of fire, and with the aid of his imagination, a kind of theology, which was more obscure than the numbers of Pythagoras, or the characters of Heracli-
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tus. Those who would commend the man for ingenuity, piety, veracity, and honesty, may do it without hindrance from us: but those who would honour him with the title of a man taught of God, or even of a sound and wise philosopher, must themselves lack knowledge; for he so confuses every subject, with chemical metaphors, and with such a profusion of obscure terms, that it would seem as if he aimed to produce jargon. The heat of his exuberant fancy, if I do not mistake, led him to believe, that divine grace operates according to the same laws as prevail in the physical world; and that men's souls are purified from their pollution and vices, in the same way in which metals are purged from dross. He formerly had, and he still has, a greater number of followers; among whom, in this century, the most noted and famous were John Lewis Giftheil, John Angelus von Werdenhagen, Abraham von Franckenberg, Theodore von Tzetsch, Paul Felgenhauer, Quirinus Kuhlmann, John James Zimmermann, and others. Some of these were not altogether destitute of modesty and good sense: but others were entirely beside themselves, and excited the compassion of intelligent men; as e.g. Kuhlmann, who was burnt in Muscovoy, a.d. 1684, and afterwards Gichtel: and not one of them managed their affairs so praiseworthily and dexterously, as to procure for the sect or its founders any degree of commendation and respectability, with persons of the slightest discernment.

§ 41. Next after Boehmen, it appears, should be mentioned those, whom a sort of intellectual weakness rendered so daring, that they boasted of being prophets, divinely raised up, and endued with the power of foretelling future events. A large number of such persons existed in this age, and particularly

5 It is not necessary here to cite authorities: for the works of Boehmen are in every body's hands; and the books which confute him, are no where scarce. What can be said in favour of the man and his followers, may be seen in Arnold, who is always most full in extolling and lauding those whom others censure. Concerning Kuhlmann, and his execution, see the Unschuldige Nachrichten, a.d. 1743, p. 905, and in many other places.—

["Boehmen, however, had the good fortune to meet with, in our days, a warm advocate and an industrious disciple in the late well-meaning, but gloomy and visionary Mr. William Law, who was, for many years, preparing a new edition and translation of Boehmen's works, which he left behind him ready for the press, and which have been published in 2 vols, 4to, since his death."]
during the times when the Austrians were contending for supremacy against the Germans, the Swedes, and the French: for long experience shows, that there is never a greater number of diviners or prophets, than when great revolutions seem about to take place, or when great and unexpected calamities occur. The most noted of these were Nicholas Drabez, Christopher Kotter, Christina Pontatowsky, (who have found an eloquent patron in John Amos Comenius,) also Joachim Gruylich, Anna Vetteria, Eva Maria Frölich, George Reichard, and some others. But as no one of them was the cause of any great commotions, and as the progress of events very soon divested their predictions of all their authority, it is sufficient to have shown, generally, that there were among the Lutherans of this age, some disordered minds, that affected the honours and the authority of ambassadors of heaven.

§ 42. I would give a somewhat more distinct account of some, who were not indeed so wholly beside themselves as to claim to be prophets of God, yet sadly deceived themselves and others by marvellous and strange opinions. Ezuas Stiegel and Ezekiel Meth, both of Thuringia, not long after the commencement of the century, expressed themselves so unusually and so improperly, that they were thought by many, to arrogate to themselves divine glory and majesty, to the great dishonour of God and our Saviour. I can believe, that though they greatly lacked sound sense, yet they were not so far beside themselves: but they foolishly imitated the lofty and swollen phraseology of the mystical writers. Thus they may serve as examples, to show how much cloudiness and folly the constant reading of mystical books may spread over uncultivated and feeble minds.

Paul Nagel, a professor at Leipsie, who had some

---

Footnotes:
6 Godfrey Arnold has done the world service, by accurately collecting the visions and acts of these people, in the second and third parts of his Kirchen und Ketzter-historie. For now, such as have occasion to investigate the subject, have the ready means of ascertaining with certainty, what was in itself most probable beforehand, that what these persons deemed divine communications, were the fictions of their own minds, led away by their imaginations. There was an honest, illiterate man at Amsterdam, in the middle of the seventeenth century, Benedict Bahnson of Holstein, who was so captivated with such writings and prophecies, that he carefully collected and published them all. His Index Bibliothecae, was printed after his death, Amsterdam, 1670. 4to. embracing a great number of chemical, fanatical, and prophetical writings.
tincture of mathematical knowledge, conjectured from the stars future occurrences both in church and state; and among other things, professed to be certain, from their indications, that a very holy and heavenly kingdom of Christ was to be set up on the earth.

§ 43. Christian Hoburg, of Lüneburg, a man of an unstable and turbulent spirit, under the assumed names of Elias Prato-
rius and Bernard Baumann, published a vast number of invectives against the whole Lutheran church; and thereby involved
himself in various troubles. Yet for a long time, by dissimulation and deception, which he doubtless supposed to be lawful, he led the more charitable to regard him as less faulty than he actually was; and he was accounted a strenuous opposer, not
so much of religion itself, as of the licentiousness and vices of
those especially who ministered in holy things. At length, he
rendered himself universally odious, and went over to the Men
nonites.

Very similar to him, though superior in petulance and acrimony, was Frederic Breckling: who being ejected from the ministry, which he first exercised in Holstein and afterwards at Zwoll in Holland, he lived to extreme old age, in Holland, connected with no religious sect. Various of his tracts are extant, which, although they vehemently urge and recommend the cultivation of piety, and display implacable hatred against both vice and the vicious, yet show the writer to have been destitute of the primary virtues of a truly pious man, namely charity, wisdom, the love of truth, meekness, and patience. It is strange that such vehement and heated de
claimers against the defects of the public religion and its ministers, as they profess to be more discerning than all others, should fail of discovering, what the most simple daily learn by common observation, that nothing is more odious and disgusting than an angry reformer, who is always laying about

sec. xvii. pt. i. lib. iii. cap. iv. p. 513.
9 Arnold, loc. cit. pt. iii. ch. xiii.
p. 130. Andrew Carolus, loc. cit. vol. i.
p. 1068. Jo. Hornbeck, Simplicium Con-
trovers. p. 335. Jo. Moller, Simplicia
Litterata, tom. ii. p. 337, &c.
1 Arnold treats of this man, in his
work so often cited, pt. iii. ch. xiii.
and likewise gives us some of his tracts; which abundantly show the extreme
fertility of his genius; ibid. p. 1110.
A formal account of him is given by
John Moller, Simplicia Litterata, tom.
iii. p. 72, &c.
him with sword and dagger; and that they should not perceive, that it is scarcely possible, for any one successfully to cure in others, the faults of which he is himself guilty. The expectation of the millennial kingdom, which seldom exists in well-informed minds, and which generally produces extravagant opinions, was embraced and propagated by George Lawrence Seidenbecher, a preacher in the Saxon region of Eichsfel: and for this he was deprived of his office.

§ 44. We shall close the list of this sickly family, (for it is not necessary to name a great number, since they all pursued much the same course,) with the most odious and the worst of them all, Martin Seidelius, a Silesian of Ohlau; who laboured to establish a sect in Poland and the neighbouring countries, near the close of the preceding century and the commencement of this, but whose extreme absurdities prevented his meeting with success even among the Socinians. This most daring of mortals supposed that God had indeed promised a Saviour or a Messiah to the Jewish nation; but that this Messiah had never appeared, nor ever would appear, because the Jews, by their sins, had rendered themselves unworthy of this so great a deliverer, whom God once promised to their fathers: that of course, Christ was erroneously regarded as the Messiah: that it was his only business and office to explain the law of nature, which had been greatly obscured by the fault of men: and therefore, that whoever shall obey this law, as expounded by Jesus Christ, will fulfil all the religious duties which God requires of him. To render these monstrous opinions more defensible and specious, he audaciously assailed and discarded all the books of the New Testament. The few persons whom he brought over to his views, were called Semi-Judaizers. If this daring man had lived at the present day, he would have appeared much less odious, than he did in that age. For, if we

2 He is fully described by Alb. Meno Verpoorten, in his Comment. de Vita et Institutis G. L. Seidenbecheri; Dantzic, 1739. 4to.
3 See Gustav. George Zalinez's Historia Crypto-Sociiani Altorfani, vol. i. p. 268. 335. [His Fundamentum Religionis Christianae, and his Epistola tres ad Catum Unitariorum, are to be found in the Bibliotheca Fratrum Unitariorum. Schi.—A sect still exists, in Russia, holding much the same doctrines, and bearing the name of Seleznevitschina. See R. Pinkerton's Present State of the Greek church, ed. New York, 1815, p. 273, comp. p. 228. Tr.]
except his singular ideas concerning the Messiah; all the rest of his system would be highly approved by many, at the present day, among the English, the Dutch, and other nations.

CHAPTER II.

HISTORY OF THE REFORMED CHURCH.

in the beginning of this century, also went over to the side of the Reformed: and much hope was indulged that his subjects would be led gradually to follow his example; but the prince dying in the year 1616, this hope was frustrated. Henry, duke of Saxony, in the year 1688, at Dessau, exchanged the Lutheran religion, in which he had been educated, for that of the Reformed, at the instigation, it is said, of his wife. In the beginning of the century, there were in Denmark many who secretly leaned towards the doctrines of the Reformed, and especially in regard to the Lord’s supper, and who had received their instruction from Nicholas Hemming, and other friends of Melanchthon. But these persons lost all their hopes, courage, and influence, after the year 1614, when John Canute, a bishop who had too openly avowed his good will towards Calvinistic opinions, was deprived of his office. It is well known, that the Reformed religion was transplanted by the Dutch and the English into Africa, Asia, and America; and in various parts of those continents very flourishing Reformed churches were established; and among the Lutherans also, in one place and another, liberty was granted to the French, German, and English Reformed, freely to set up their worship.

§ 2. Of all the public calamities which diminished the splendour and the prosperity of the Reformed community, the greatest and most lamentable was the subversion of the French church, which had produced so many renowned men. From the times of Henry IV. the Reformed church in France constituted a kind of state or commonwealth within the commonwealth; being fortified by great privileges and rights, and possessing, among other things, for its security, towns and castles, and especially the very strong fortress of Rochelle; all which


2 See George Moebius, Selecta Disput. Theol. p. 1137. This prince published a confession of his Faith; which being attacked by the Leipsic divines by public authority, Isaac de Beauséjour, who was then pastor of the church of Magdeburg, composed a vindication of it: Défense de la doctrine des Réformés et en particulier de la Confession de Foy de S. A. M. seigneur le Duc Henry de Saxe, contre un livre composé par la Faculté de Théologie de Leipsie; Magdebr. 1694. 8vo.

3 Pontoppidan’s Annales Ecclesiae Danicae, tom. iii. p. 605, &c.
places were garrisoned with their own troops. This community was not always under leaders of sufficient foresight, and attachment to the crown. Hence, sometimes, (for the truth should not be concealed,) when civil wars or commotions broke out, this community took the side of those that were opposed to the king; engaged at times in enterprises which the king disliked; too openly sought alliance and friendship with the Dutch and the English; and undertook or aimed at other things, inconsistent, apparently at least, with the public peace and the supreme authority of the king. Hence the king, Lewis XIII., from the year 1621, waged war with the Reformed party; and the prime minister of France, cardinal Richelieu, was persuaded that France would never be safe, and enjoy peace, until this community was prostrated, and deprived of its fortifications, castles, strong towns, and high privileges. Richelieu, after various conflicts, and numerous efforts, at last obtained his object. For in the year 1628, after a long and difficult siege, he took Rochelle, the chief fortress of the Reformed community, and reduced it to subjection to the king: and this city being captured, the Reformed community in France was prostrate; and being deprived of its fortresses, could depend upon nothing but the king’s clemency and good pleasure. Those who judge of this transaction, by the principles of state policy, deny that it was a violation of all justice and equity: because such communities in the bosom of a kingdom or state are pernicious, and most hazardous to the public peace and safety. And if the French court had stopped here, and had left safe and inviolate to the Reformed their liberties of conscience and religion, purchased with immense blood and great achievements, perhaps the Reformed could, and would, have borne the immense loss of their liberties and rights with equanimity.

§ 3. But the French court was not content with this measure of success: having destroyed that form or species of civil polity, which had been annexed to the Reformed church, and which afterwards was deemed adverse to the regal power, the court

---

4 See Jo. le Clerc’s Vie du Cardinal Richelieu, tom. i. p. 99, 77, 177, 190. 269. Mich. le Vasseur’s Histoire de Louis XIII. tom. iii. p. 676, &c. tom. iv. p. 1, &c. and the subsequent volumes. Add the duke of Sully, (a friend to Henry IV. himself one of the Reformed, but not disposed to conceal the errors of his church,) Mémoires, tom. iii. iv. v.
next attacked the church itself, and its religion, contrary to the plagued faith of the kings. At first milder measures were resorted to, promises, caresses, conciliatory expositions of the doctrines particularly offensive to the Reformed, and similar measures, both with the head men of the Reformed community, and with the more learned and eminent of their ministers; and Richelieu especially, spared no pains or arts which he thought might have any influence to draw the Reformed insidiously into the Romish church. But as little or nothing was effected by all these measures, the catholic bishops especially resorted to sophistry, persecution, the most unrighteous laws, and all the means which either blind passion or ingenious malice could invent, in order gradually to exhaust the people who were so hateful to them, and compel them against their choice, reluctantly to join the standard of the Roman pontiff. Many yielded, being overcome by their troubles and very grievous sufferings; others left the country; but the greatest part firmly persisted in the religion of their fathers.

§ 4. At length, under Lewis XIV., after all artifices, snares, and projects had been exhausted in vain, the prelates of the Gallic church and the Jesuits, to whom the king was accustomed to listen, determined that this most resolute body of people must be extirpated by violence and war, and crushed as it were by a single stroke. Overcome by their arguments and importunate supplications, Lewis, in the year 1685, with the approbation and applause of the Roman pontiff, in violation of all laws human and divine, repealed the edict of Nantes, by which his grandfather had granted to the Reformed the liberty of worshipping God according to their own consciences; and commanded his Reformed subjects to return to the religion of their progenitors. The consequence of this most lamentable decree, was, that a vast multitude of French people abandoned their country, to the immense detriment of France, and sought

---

5 See the excellent remarks and observations of Armand de la Chapelle, on this subject, in his Life of Isaac de Beausobre, subjoined to the posthumous Notes of the latter on the New Testament, p. 259, &c. [The edict of Nantes, which gave free toleration to the protestants, was drawn up and sanctioned by Henry IV. in the year 1598; and confirmed by Lewis XIII. the year after he assumed the sceptre, A.D. 1613. Its revocation in 1685 was preceded by the dispatch of soldiers into all the provinces, to compel the protestants to abandon their religion. Notwithstanding the great pains taken.
new abiding places, in various parts of Europe, in which they might freely serve God: and the others, whom the extreme vigilance of their enemies prevented from acquiring safety by flight, the soldiers compelled, by a thousand modes of torture, vexation, and suffering, to profess with their lips, and to exhibit in their outward conduct, that Romish religion which they abhorred in their hearts. From this unrighteous act of the (on other occasions magnanimous) king it may be seen how the Roman pontiffs and their adherents stand affected towards those whom they call heretics; and that they regard no treaty, and no oath too sacred and too solemn, to be violated, if the safety or the interests of their church demand it.

§ 5. The Waldenses, inhabiting the valleys of Piedmont, who have been already mentioned as entering into a union with the church of Geneva, were tortured, nearly throughout this century, by the very cruel devices and machinations of the instruments of the Roman pontiff; but especially, in the years 1655, 1686, and 1696, they were so oppressed and harassed as to come near to being exterminated. Those who survived these frequent butcheries, owed their precariously and dubious safety to the intercessions of the Dutch, the English, and the Swiss, with the duke of Savoy. In Germany, the church of the Palatinate, which was once a principal branch of the Reformed community, from the year 1685, when the government passed into the hands of a catholic prince, gradually suffered so much
to prevent their escape from the kingdom, some say half a million, and others say eight hundred thousand Protestants found their way to foreign countries. Nearly forty thousand are said to have passed over to England; whence many of them came to the United States of America. Vast numbers settled in Holland: and large numbers in the protestant states of Germany, particularly in Prussia, and in Switzerland and Denmark. See Gifford’s History of France, vol. iv. p. 55. 92. 492, &c. Scharioth, Kirchenrecht, seit der Reformation, vol. viii. p. 470, &c. Tr.]

6 No one has illustrated these events more fully than Elias Benoit, Histoire de l’Edit de Nantes; a noble work, published at Delft, 1693, &c. in 5 vols. 4to. See also Voltaire, Siècle de Louis XIV. tom. ii. p. 229.

7 Jo. Leger, Histoire Générale des Eglises Vaudoises, pt. ii. ch. vi. p. 72, &c. Peter Gilles, Histoire Ecclesiastique des Eglises Vaudoises, cap. xix. p. 333, &c. There is extant a particular history of the calamities sustained by the Waldenses, in the year 1636; printed at Rotterdam, 1668. 12mo. [See also An Account of the late persecutions of the Waldenses by the duke of Savoy and the French king, in 1696; printed, Oxford, 1688. 4to. and Peter Boyer’s History of the Vaudois, chap. xii—xxi. p. 72, &c. Tr.]
diminution, that from holding the first rank, it was depressed to almost the lowest among the Reformed churches of Germany.

§ 6. The very great merits of the Reformed, in regard to every species of useful knowledge, are so well known to all, that we shall not dwell upon them. We shall also omit the names of the great and distinguished authors, whose works procured permanent fame for themselves, and great advantage to others; because it is difficult, amidst so great a number, to select the best. In philosophy, the sole guide and lawgiver every where for a long time, just as among the Lutherans, was Aristotle; and indeed, Aristotle, just as he is portrayed to us by the scholastic writers. But his authority gradually became very much diminished, from the times of Gassendi and Des Cartes. For many of the French and Dutch adopted the Cartesian philosophy, upon its first appearance; and a large part of the English chose Gassendi for their guide and teacher. This was exceedingly offensive to the Aristotelians; who every where, but most pugnaciously in Holland, laboured to persuade the people, that immense danger to religion and the truth, was to be apprehended from the abandonment of Aristotle; nor would they suffer themselves to be ousted from the schools. But the splendour of the increasing light, and the influence of liberty, compelled the pertinacious sect to yield and be silent: so that the Reformed doctors, at the present day, philosophize as freely as the Lutherans do. Yet I am not

8 "The list of the eminent divines and men of learning, that were ornaments to the Reformed church in the 17th century, is indeed extremely ample. Among those that adorned Great Britain, we shall always remember with peculiar veneration the immortal names of Newton, Barrow, Cudworth, Boyle, Chillingworth, Usher, Bedell, Hall, Pocock, Fell, Lightfoot, Hammond, Calamy, Walton, Baxter, Pearson, Stillingfleet, Mede, Parker, Oughtred, Burnet, Tilletson, and many others well known in the literary world. In Germany we find Pareus, Schultet, Fabricius, Alting, Pelargus, and Bergius. In Switzerland and Geneva, Hespiniun, the two Buxtorfs Hottinger, Heidegger, and Turrasin. In the churches and academies of Holland, we meet with the following learned divines: Drusus, Amma, Gemar, Rivet, Cloppenberg, Vossius, Coecius, Vocinius, Des Maret, Heidt, Momma, Burnus, Wittichus, Hornheck, the Spanheim, Le Moyne, De Mistrarum, among the French doctors, we may reckon Cameron, Chamier, Du Moulin, Mestrengt, Blondel, Drelinecourt, Daillé, Amyrnat, the two Captels, De la Place, Gametole, Croy, Moraus, Le Blanc, Fajon, Bochart, Claude, Alix, Jurieu, Dassage, Abbadie, Beaussobre, Lenfant, Martin, Des Vigoles, &c." "Med."]

9 See Andrew Baille, "Vie de M. des Cartes; in numerous passages."
sure that Aristotle does not still exercise a secret sway in the English universities. This at least I could easily evince, that in the times of Charles II., James II., and William III., while the mathematical philosophy prevailed nearly throughout Great Britain, yet at Oxford and Cambridge, the old philosophy was in higher repute, with some, than the new discoveries.

§ 7. The expositors of Scripture among the Reformed, who adorned the commencement of the century, all trod in the steps of Calvin; and according to his example, they did not search after recondite meanings and types, but investigated solely the import of the words of the sacred writers. But this uniformity, in process of time, was done away, by the influence of two very distinguished interpreters, Hugo Grotius, and John Cocceius. The former, departing but slightly from Calvin’s manner, investigates only the literal sense, in the books of both the Old Testament and the New; considers the predictions of the ancient prophets, as being all fulfilled in events anterior to the coming of Christ, and therefore in the letter of them, as not to be applied to Christ: yet he supposes, that in some of those prophecies, especially in such as the writers of the New Testament apply to Christ, there is, besides the literal sense, a secret or mystical sense, concealed under the persons, events, and things described, which relates to Christ, to his history and mediation. Very different were the principles of Cocceius. He supposed that the whole Old Testament history was a kind of emblematic history of Christ, and of the Christian church; that the prophecies of the ancient prophets, in their literal import, treated of Jesus Christ; and that whatever was to occur in the Christian church, down to the end of time, was all prefigured in the Old Testament, in some places more clearly, and in others less so. Each of these men had a multitude of followers and disciples. With the former, were, besides the Arminians, those adherents to the old Calvinistic system, who, from Gesbert Voets, the principal antagonist of Cocceius, were

---

1 It is commonly said: “Cocceius finds Christ everywhere, but Grotius no where, in the pages of the Old Testament.” The first part of the adage is most true: the last is not so true. For Grotius, as his commentaries fully show, does find Christ in many passages of the Old Testament; though in a different way from Cocceius, that is, not in the words, but in the things and the persons.
called Voetians; also many of the English, and a great number of the French. The latter was highly admired by not a few of the Dutch, the Swiss, and the Germans. Yet there are many, who stand intermediate between these two classes of interpreters: agreeing with neither, throughout, but with each, in part. Moreover, neither the Grotian interpreters, nor the Cocceian, are all of the same description; but each class is subdivided into various subordinate classes. No small portion of the English Episcopalians, despising these modern guides, think the first doctors of the nascent church ought to be consulted, and that the sacred books should be expounded, just as the Fathers expounded them.²

§ 8. The doctrines of Christianity were disfigured, among the Reformed, just as among the Lutherans, by the Peripatetic, or rather the scholastic paint. The entire subjugation of these doctrines to the empire of Aristotle, and their reduction to the form of a Peripatetic science, was first resisted by the Arminians; who followed a more simple mode of teaching, and inveighed most loudly against such divines as subjected the doctrines relating to man’s salvation to the artificial distinctions and phraseology of the schools. Next followed the Cartesians and the Cocceians; the former of whom applied the principles of their philosophy to the explication of revealed truth; while the latter supposed that the whole system of theology would appear to the best advantage, if dressed up in the form and garb of a divine covenant with men. But grave and wise men, among the Reformed, were pleased with neither of these. For they objected that the sacred doctrines would be rendered equally obscure and intricate by the Cartesian distinctions and peculiar conceptions, as by the Peripatetic phraseology and distinctions: and the application of the analogy of a covenant to the whole of theology, was productive of this evil, among others which no good man can approve, that it causes the phraseology and the subtle distinctions of the forum to be

² These are expressly refuted by the learned Daniel Whitby, in his Disseratio de Scripturarum Interpretatione secundum Patrum Commentarios, London, 1714. 8vo. [Whitby has here collected the absurd and whimsical expositions of the fathers, and placed them together in their most ridiculous attitude. See Maclaine’s note. Tr.]
transferred to the schools of theology, and to produce there vain and futile disputes about things the most sacred. Most of the English and the French would not consent to be thus tramelled, but treated both doctrinal and practical theology, freely, after the manner of the Arminians.

§ 9. As already observed in another place, William Ames, a Scotchman, was the first among the Reformed who attempted to elucidate and arrange the science of morals, as distinct from that of dogmatics. But he is dry, and writes more for the schools, than for common life. Afterwards the Arminians, (who, it appears, were much more zealous to perfect that part of theology which regulates the life and the heart, than that which informs the understanding,) induced great numbers, to attempt something more useful, and more popular, in this department. The French, however, and the English, excel the others in facility, acuteness, and solidity. Among the French, to mention no others, Moses Amyraut, a man of distinguished energy and acuteness of mind, first produced in French, though in a style now obsolete, a complete system of moral science; from which, those who have more recently obtained much reputation by their writings, John la Placece, and Benedict Pictet, appear to have profited not a little. Among the English during the immense convulsions of the civil wars, the Presbyterians especially, and the Independents, endeavoured by various works to subserve the cause of piety. Some of these (as the nation is naturally grave and inclined towards austerity,) are too rigorous, and regardless of man's condition; while others manifestly incline towards the precepts of the mystics. When Hobbes subjected all religion to the sovereign will of princes, and laboured to subvert altogether the natural distinction between right and wrong, he roused up great and discerning men,

[In his book de Conscientia et ejus jure aut caditu, libri v. Amsterdam, 1656. 4to. 1640 and 1670. 12mo. It was also published in a German translation, by Geo. Phil. Harsdorff, Nuremb. 1654. Sdh.]

[Amyraut's work, entitled Morale Chrétienne, was printed in 1652, 6 vols. 8vo.—La Placece's work was entitled Essais de Morale avec la suite, Hague, 1706. 8 vols. 8vo. and was published in a German translation, Jena, 1719 and 1728.—Pictet's work was entitled La Morale Chrétienne, ou l'Art de bien vivre, Geneva, 1710. 2 vols. 4to. This work was so satisfactory to the catholics, that the countess of Sporek had it translated into German, omitting the passages offensive to the catholics, and printed it at her own cost, Prague, 1711. Sdh.]
Cumberland, Sharrock, Oudworth, and others⁵ to lay open the primary sources of right and justice, and to purify them from misrepresentations; by which they contributed very much to the illustration and confirmation of christian holiness.

§ 10. At the beginning of the century, the school of Geneva was in such reputation, throughout the Reformed world, that nearly all resorted to it, who were not prevented by the narrowness of their worldly circumstances, from aspiring after the best education and the highest attainments in theological knowledge⁶. Hence the opinions of Calvin and his pupils, respecting the divine decrees and grace, readily spread every where, and were introduced into all the schools. Yet there was no where any public ordinance or test, which compelled the religious teachers not to believe or to teach differently from the Genevans⁷. Of course there were many persons living here and there, who either disagreed altogether with the Genevans, or qualified in some measure their doctrine. And even those who took the side of the Genevans had some dissension among themselves. For while most of them supposed, that God only permitted the first man to sin, but did not decree his apostacy,

⁵ [See Leland’s View of Deistical Writers, vol. i. p. 48. Macf.]
⁶ The high reputation which the Geneva academy once had, gradually declined, after the establishment of the Dutch republic, and the erection of the universities of Leyden, Franeker, and Utrecht.
⁷ Besides Hugo Grotius, who evinces this, in his Apologeticon, already mentioned, see Theodore Volek. Courthart, a Hollander, well known by the controversies he produced, in his Dutch tracts written near the close of the [preceding] century, in which he assails the doctrine of absolute decrees. I have now before me, his: Doliungen des Catechismi ende der Prediganten, Utrecht, 1609. 8vo. Van de tolatinghe ende deoote Goden Bolten- kinghe, of de Heylighe Schrift als Johann Caluin ende Beza discoveringen, Altena, 1572. 8vo. Urwachen ende widden van der Menschen saligheid ende Verdienenisse, 1603. 8vo. Of this man, Godf. Arnold, treats, in the second vol. of his Kirchen- und Ketzer-historie, in several places. [Especially, pt. iii. ch. vi. vol. ii. p. 377, &c. ed. 1741, where his life and controversies are stated at length. Tr.—James Arminius, while a minister at Amsterdam, being directed by the Consistory to refuse the writings of Courthart, was converted to his doctrines, by the perusal of his writings, and therefore defended them against the Reformed. Schl.]
others went farther, and were so daring as to maintain, that God from all eternity, in order to place his justice and his free goodness in the clearest light, had decreed the lamentable transgression of Adam; and had so disposed every thing, that our first parents could not avoid or escape the transgression. The latter were called Supralapsarians, in distinction from the former, who were called Infra lapsarians.

§ 11. Disregarding the points in which they differed, as being of small moment, both laboured with united strength to put down those, who maintained, that God is most graciously disposed towards all mankind. Hence a great schism arose, soon after the commencement of the century, which never could be healed. James Arminius, professor of theology at Leyden, rejected the Genevan doctrines, and embraced the Lutheran doctrine concerning grace, which excludes no one absolutely from eternal salvation. He was joined by many persons in Holland, who were distinguished both for learning and the stations they filled. On the other hand, he was most strenuously opposed by Francis Gomarus, his colleague, and by the principal teachers in the universities. The rulers of the commonwealth recommended moderation; and supposed that both opinions might be taught in a free state, without injury to religion. After long altercation and violent contests, by order of Maurice, prince of Orange, this controversy was submitted to the judgment of the whole church, and discussed in a council held at Dort, in 1618. There were present in the council, besides the best theologians of Holland, representatives of the English, the Palatines, the Swiss, the Bremensians, and the Hessians. Before this tribunal the Arminians lost their cause, and were pronounced corrupters of the true religion; and those among the Genevans, who are called Infra lapsarians, triumphed. The Supralapsarian party, indeed, had supporters and advocates, who were neither few nor inactive; but the moderation and gentleness especially of the English divines, prevented their doctrines from obtaining the sanction of the

9 ["It was not by the authority of prince Maurice, but by that of the States-general, that the national synod was assembled at Dort. The States were not, indeed, unanimous; three of the seven provinces protested against the holding of the synod, viz. Holland, Utrecht, and Overysell." *Moul.*]
Synod. The **Infralapsarians** also would not have obtained all they wished for, [against the Arminians.] if things could have gone according to the wishes of the Bremesian divines; who, for weighty reasons, did not choose to be at variance with the Lutherans.

§ 12. Whether this victory over the Arminians, on the whole, was advantageous, or detrimental to the doctrinal views of the Genevans, and to the Reformed church, may be justly questioned. This is most certain, that after the times of the council of Dort, the doctrine of absolute decrees began to decline, and to sink more and more; and stern necessity obliged its defenders, to recognize as brethren, those who either openly coincided with the Arminians, or at least bore a near resemblance to them. The Arminians, who were at first condemned, and whose leaders were men of great eloquence and of superior genius as well as learning, being irritated by banishments, legal penalties, and various other injuries, attacked their foes with so much vigour and eloquence, that vast numbers became persuaded of the justice of their cause. Among the Dutch themselves, the provinces of Friesland, Zealand, Utrecht, Groningen, and Guelderland, could not be persuaded to receive the decrees of the Synod of Dort. And though, after the lapse of many years, in 1651, these provinces were at length prevailed upon to declare their pleasure, that the Reformed religion, as it was settled at Dort, should be maintained and defended; yet the greatest jurists among the Dutch maintain, that this decision cannot have the force of a real and absolute law. England, through the influence especially of William Laud, went over to the side of the Arminians, immediately after the synod of Dort; and quite to our times, it has not so much neglected, as actually despised and contempted, the decisions of that council. And this was almost a necessary occurrence, since the English wished to conform their church to the institutions, opinions,

---

1 The writers on these transactions, will be mentioned below, in the chapter on the Arminian church.

2 See the illustrious Conrad von Bynckershoeck's *Quaestionum Juris publici Libri duo*, Leyden, 1737. 4to. lib. ii. cap. xviii.
and rules of the first centuries; and the Fathers, as they are called, before Augustine, assigned no limitation to the grace and good will of God. The French, although at first they seemed to favour the decisions at Dort, yet soon afterwards, because those decisions were very offensive to the papists among whom they lived, began to think and to teach very diversely from them. Among the Germans, neither the churches of Brandenburg, nor those of Bremen, would suffer their teachers to be tied down to the opinions of the Dutch. Hence the liberty of free thought respecting grace and predestination, which seemed to be wholly extinguished and suppressed at Dort, rather acquired life and activity from the transactions there; and the Reformed church soon became divided into Universalists and Semi-Universalists, Supralaparians and Infralaparians; who, though they dislike each other, and sometimes get into contention, yet are prevented, by various causes, from attacking and overpowering one another by open war. What is very noticeable, we have in our own times seen Geneva itself, the parent, nurse, and guardian of the doctrine of absolute decrees and particular grace, not only become kind and gentle towards the Arminians, but also herself almost an Arminian.

§ 13. The Gallic church, while it remained inviolate, thought proper to deviate in many particulars from the common rule

4 [Universalists are those among the Reformed, who teach the universal grace of God towards all apostate men; and consequently, also, a universal atonement, and a call to all men. They are, however, divided into two classes. Some ascribe to the means of grace which God affords, sufficient power to enlighten and sanctify all men; and teach, that it depends on the voluntary conduct of men, whether the grace of God shall produce its effects on them or not. These, who are sometimes called absolute (conditional) universalists, and who scarcely differ, except in words, from the Infralaparians, are by Dr. Mosheim denominated Semi-universalists. The Supralaparians, to which class belonged Beza, Francis Gomarus, and Gisbert Voetius, not only teach unconditional election, but they place this election anterior to the purpose of God to create men, and their apostacy. The Infralaparians, on the contrary, make this unconditional election to be subsequent to the foreseen apostacy. Both these last are also called, [in distinction from the universalists,] Particularists. But it is to be hoped, that when sound interpretation shall become prevalent in the reformed churches, these parties, which are the unhappy offspring of a disputations spirit and of ignorance of the original languages, will at length entirely cease. Soc.]
of the Reformed; and this, as appears from many proofs, principally from this one cause, that it might in some measure be relieved from a part of the hatred under which it laboured, and from that load of odious consequences which the papists charged upon the Genevan doctrines. Hence the books of the theologians of Sedan and Saumur, which were composed after the synod of Dort, contain many things quite similar and kindred, not only to the Lutheran sentiments concerning grace, predestination, the person of Christ, and the efficacy of the sacraments, but also to some opinions of the Romanists. The commencement of this moderation may be traced back, I think, to the year 1615, when the opinion of John Piscator, a divine of Herborn, respecting the obedience of Christ, was tacitly received, or at least pronounced void of error 5; in the council of the Isle of France, notwithstanding it had before been rejected and exploded in other French councils 6. Piscator supposed that our Saviour did not satisfy the divine law in our stead by His obedience; but that He, as a man, was bound to obey the divine will, and therefore could not, by keeping the law, merit any thing with God for others. It will be easy for those who understand the papal doctrines to see how much aid this opinion affords to the papists, in confirming the sentiments they commonly inculcate respecting the merit of good works, the power of man to obey the law, and other points 7.

6 See Aymon, loc. cit. tom. i. p. 301, 409, 457, tom. ii. p. 13. Jac. Beugnon, Bossuet, Histoire des Variations des Eglises Protestantnes, livr. xii. tom. ii. p. 266. To Bossuet thus tauntingly reproaching, as is his custom, the changeableness of the reformed, Jac. Basnage appears to have replied, not solidly, in his Histoire de l'Eglise, tom. ii. p. 1533, &c. [There manifestly was some change in the views of the French divines, in regard to Piscator's sentiments; for they, repeatedly and expressly condemned them in several of their synods, and afterwards yielded up the point. Hence Basnage could not deny the fact. But was this change of opinion any way reproachful to the French clergy? Bossuet thought it was; but candid men will judge otherwise. Tr.]
7 [Dr. Macalpine is much offended with Dr. Mosheim, for intimating that Piscator's opinions afforded support to the papish doctrines of the merit of good works, man's ability to obey the law, &c. And, indeed, it is difficult to see the connexion, supposed by Dr. Mosheim. It is also true, as Dr. Macalpine states, that Piscator's doctrine by denying that even Christ himself could perform any works of supererogation, cut up by the roots the papish doctrine, that a vast number of common saints have performed such works, and thus have filled that spiritual treasury, from which the pontiffs can dispense pardons and indulgence to an almost unlimited extent.—Piscator held that Christ redeemed us, only by his death, or by his sufferings; and not as was
This small beginning was followed by other far more important steps; among which some were so devious, that the most modest, and the most averse from contention, among the French themselves, could not approve them.

§ 14. The divines of Saumur, first John Camero, and then Moses Amyraut, a man distinguished for perspicacity and erudition, devised a method of uniting the doctrines of the Genevans respecting the divine decrees, as expounded at Dort, with the views of those who hold that the love of God embraces the whole human race. And Amyraut, from about the year 1634, pursued this most difficult of all objects with so much zeal and with so great vigour of genius, that, to gain his point, he changed a great part of the received system of theology. His plan, which was too extensive to be here fully detailed, was substantially this: that God wishes the salvation of all men whatever; and that no mortal is excluded from the benefits of Christ by any divine decree: but that no one can become a partaker, either of the benefits of Christ or of salvation, unless he believes in Christ. And that God, in His boundless goodness, has withheld from no one the power or ability to believe: but He by no means assists all to use this power so as to obtain salvation. Hence it is that so many thousands of men perish, through their own fault, and not by the fault of God. Those who embraced this scheme were called Hypothetical Universalists; because they believed that God has compassion indeed towards all, yet only on the condition that

then generally held, by both his active and his passive obedience. His arguments were, that Christ, as being a man, was bound to obey the will of God perfectly; so that he could not do more than he was under personal obligation to perform. Moreover, that if Christ had perfectly obeyed the law in man’s stead: then men would not be under obligation to obey it themselves: because it would be unjust in God to require obedience twice over, once from our representative, and then again from us. Besides, if Christ, in our stead, both obeyed the law, and suffered the penalty of its violation; then the law had been doubly satisfied; or God had received the obedience he required, and yet inflicted the penalty for disobedience. Tr.]

[Dr. Maclaine is here out of all patience with Mosheim; and taxes him with bringing a groundless and malignant charge against the whole body of the French Reformed church. But Maclaine appears excited beyond what the occasion required. The five following paragraphs, namely § 14—18, detail the facts, in view of which, Mosheim made the assertion contained in the close of this paragraph. Let the reader carefully peruse them, and then judge how far Mosheim deserves rebuke. Tr.]

they believe in Christ. It is the opinion of many, that this doctrine does not differ from that maintained at Dort, except as Hercules' naked club differed from the same when painted and adorned with ribbons, that is, but slightly. But I doubt whether such persons have duly considered both the principles from which it is derived and the consequences to which it leads. After considering and reconsidering it, it appears to me to be Arminianism, or, if you please, Pelagianism, artificially dressed up, and veiled in ambiguous terms; and in this opinion I feel myself greatly confirmed when I look at the more recent disciples of Amyraut, who express their views more clearly and more boldly than their master. The author of this doctrine was first attacked by some councils of the French [Protestants]; but when they had examined the cause, they acquitted and dismissed him. With greater violence he was assailed by the celebrated Dutch divines, Andrew Rivet, Frederic Spanheim, Samuel des Marets (Marcius), and others; to whom Amyraut himself, and afterwards the leading French divines, John Daillé (Dallæus), David Blondell, and others, made energetic replies. The vehement and long protracted contest was productive of very little effect. For the opinions of Amyraut infected not only the Huguenot universities in France, and nearly all the principal doctors, but also spread first to Geneva, and then with the French exiles, through all the Reformed churches. Nor is there any one at the present day who ventures to speak against it.

§ 15. From the same desire of softening certain Reformed doctrines, which afforded to the papists as well as to others much occasion for reproach, originated Joshua Placcus' (de la

1 Schlegel expresses much regret that Dr. Mosheim neither here, nor in his lectures, more clearly showed how a disguised Pelagianism lies concealed under this scheme of the Hypothetical Universalists. And he refers us to his notes on vol. i. cent. v. pt. ii. chap. v. § 23 and 26, to show that this scheme of Amyraut, was not in reality Pelagianism, nor even Semi-Pelagianism. Tr.


Place's) opinion concerning the imputation of the sin committed by the parents of the human race. This theologian of Saumur, the colleague and intimate friend of Amyraut, in the year 1640, denied the doctrine, then generally inculcated in the Reformed schools, that the sin of the first man was imputed to his posterity; and maintained, on the contrary, that each person's own inherent defilement and disposition to sin was attributed to him, by God, as his crime; or, to use the language of theologians, he contended that original sin was imputed to men, not immediately, but only mediately. This opinion was condemned as erroneous in the Synod of Charenton, A. D. 1642; and was confuted by many theologians of great respectability among the Swiss and the Dutch. And De la Place, influenced by the love of peace, did not think proper to offer any public defence of it. But neither his silence, nor the condemnation of the Synod, could prevent this doctrine from commending itself to the minds of very many of the French as being reasonable; or from spreading, through them, into other countries.—In the number of those who were

\[4\] Aymon, Synodes des Églises Réformées de France, tom. ii. p. 680. (Quiek's Synodicon, vol. ii. p. 473. He maintained hereditary depravity, which he accounted criminal, and a just ground of punishment; but denied the imputation of Adam's sin to his posterity. Tr.)—Placeus advanced his opinion, in his Thema Theologicum de Statu Hominis Iusti, ante Gratiam, 1649; which are inserted in the Syntagma Thenum Theologicum, in Academia Salmaricii disputatorum, pt. i. p. 205, &c. He was understood by some, to deny all imputation of Adam's sin. He was first brought into trouble on the subject in the year 1645; when Ant. Garissol, a divine of Montauban, and others, accused him before the national synod of Charenton. Amyraut, though he adhered to the common doctrine, defended him; but his opinion was disapproved by the synod. Many censured the decision of the synod, as being hasty and unjust: because Placeus was condemned, untried and unheard, his opinion being misapprehended, and Garissol his accuser, being allowed to preside in the synod.

Placeus himself was so cool, dispassionate, and peaceful, that he defended his assailed reputation by no public writing, but patiently waited for the meeting of a new synod; until, at last, the unceasing outcry of his opposers, in 1655, compelled him to publish a new Disputation, de Imputatione primiti Peccati Adami; in which he showed, that the synod did not understand his doctrine: since he denied merely the immediate imputation of Adam's sin, (an imputation arising from the sovereign decree of God,) and not the mediate imputation or one naturally consequent on the descent of men from Adam. Yet this explanation did not satisfy his excited opposers. Andrew Rivet, Samuel Marsius, and Francis Turrettin did not cease to assail him; and by instigation of the last named, the belief of immediate imputation was settled as an article of faith, by the church of Geneva, in the year 1675. See Weismann's Hist. Eecles. sec. xvii. p. 918. Smid.)

disposed to gratify the papists at the expense of the religion of their fathers, many have placed Lewis Coppel, another divine of Saumur; who, in a long and elaborate work 4, attempted to prove that the Hebrew vowel points were not inserted by the inspired writers, but were added in more recent times. This indeed is certain, that his opinion pleased the Romanists, who thought it very useful to weaken the authority of the sacred Scriptures, and depress them below the unwritten word [or tradition]. It was, therefore, the more earnestly and learnedly opposed by great numbers of the best Hebricians, both among the Lutherans and the Reform'd 5.

§ 16. All these divines, though they incurred much odium, yet obtained the approbation of very many, and have been pronounced uncensurable by the candour of subsequent times: but those were less fortunate, who have been already mentioned, as openly meditating a union of the French Reformed church with that subject to Romish sway; and likewise those who attempted so to explain or shape theology as would render the transition to the Romish party shorter and more easy. To this class belonged Lewis le Blanc, a divine of Sedan, and Claude Pajon, a minister at Orleans; both of whom were eloquent, and men of great penetration. The former, with great perspicuity, so treated various controversies which divide the protestants from the papists, as to show that some of them were mere contests about words, and that others were of much less importance than was commonly supposed 6. Hence he is much censured to this day by those who think great care should be taken, lest, by filing down and lessening too much the causes of disagreement, the truth should be exposed to danger 7. This acute man left behind him a sect, which, however, being very odious to most persons, either conceals, or very cautiously states its real sentiments.

---

4 In his *Arcanum Punctuationis Revelatum*; which, with his *Vindicior*, may be found in his works, Amsterdam, 1689. fol. and in the *Critica Suietis Vet. Test.* Paris, 1690. fol.


6 In his *Theses Theologicæ*; which are well worth reading. The copy before me was printed at London, 1675, fol. but there have been a number of editions of them.

7 See Peter Bayle, *Dictionnaire*, tom. i. article, *Beaulieu*, p. 488, &c. [*His whole name was Lewis le Blanc, Sieur de Beaulieu. See the notice of him, above, note (8) p. 76. Tr.*]
§ 17. Claude Pajon appeared to explain and to adulterate that part of the Reformed religion which treats of the native depravity of man, his power to do good, the grace of God, and the conversion of the soul to God, by the principles and tenets of the Cartesian philosophy, which he had imbibed completely. But what his opinions really were, it is very difficult to determine: and whether this arises from his intentional concealment of his real sentiments, by the use of ambiguous phraseology, or from the negligence or the malice of his adversaries, I cannot readily decide. If we believe his adversaries, he supposed that man has more soundness and more ability to reform himself than is generally apprehended; that what is called original sin cleaves only to the understanding, and consists principally in the obscurity and defectiveness of man's views of religious subjects; that this depravity of the human understanding excites the will to evil inclinations and actions; that it is to be cured, not by the powers of nature, but by the influences of the Holy Spirit acting through the medium of the divine Word; that this Word, however, does not possess any inherent divine power, or any physical or hyperphysical energy, but only a moral influence; that is, it reforms the human understanding in the same manner as human truth does, namely, by exhibiting clear and correct views of religious subjects, and solid arguments, which evince the agreement of the truths of Christianity with correct reason, and their divinity; and, therefore, that every man, if his power were not weakened and prostrated by either internal or external impediments, might renew his own mind by the use of his reason, and by meditation on revealed truth, without the extraordinary aid of the Holy Spirit. But Pajon himself asserts, that he believed and professed all that is contained in the decisions of Dort, and in the other confessions and

1 See Fred. Spanheim, Append. ad Elencum Controversiarum; Opp. tom. iii. p. 882, &c. Peter Jurieu, Traité de la Nature et de la Grace, p. 35, &c. Val. Ern. Loecher, Esered. de Claud. Pajonii ejusque Sectator. Doctrina et Fisus, Lips. 1692. 12mo. [Spanheim was a more candid adversary of Pajon, than Jurieu. Weismann, (loc. cit. p. 942.) follows Jurieu for the most part, and is too severe upon Pajon; who had no other aim than to guard against fanaticism and enthusiasm, and probably viewed the word of God with higher reverence than many of his opposers did. Sed.]
catechisms of the Reformed; complains that his opinions were misunderstood; and states, that he does not deny all immediate operation of the Holy Spirit on the minds of those who are converted to God, but only that immediate operation which is unconnected with the Word of God; in other words, that he cannot agree with those who think that the Word of God is only an external and inoperative sign of an immediate divine operation. This last proposition is manifestly ambiguous and capacious. He finally adds, that we ought not to contend about the manner in which the Holy Spirit operates on the minds of men; that it is sufficient if a person holds this one point—that the Holy Spirit is the Author of all that is good in us. The sentiments of Pajon, however, were condemned not only by the Reformed divines, but also by some synods of the French church in 1677, and by a Dutch synod at Rotterdam in 1686.

§ 18. This controversy, which was in a measure settled and ended by the death of Pajon, was propagated in many books and discourses throughout England, Holland, and Germany, by Isaac Papin, a Frenchman of Blois, and sister's son to Pajon. Throwing off all disguise, he ventured to express himself much more coarsely and harshly than his uncle. He declared that the opinion of his uncle was this: That man has even more power than is necessary to enable him to understand divine truth: that for the reformation and regeneration of the soul nothing more is required than to remove an unsound state of the body by medical aid, if such a state happens to exist, and then to place before the understanding, truth and error, and before the will, virtue and vice, clearly and distinctly, with their appropriate arguments. This, and the other opinions of Papin, the celebrated divine of Rotterdam, Peter Jurieu, among others, confuted, with uncommon warmth, in the years 1686, 1687, and 1688. They were also condemned by the synod of Bois-le-Duc in 1687; and still more severely by the synod at the Hague in 1688; which also ejected the man from the Reformed church. Provoked by this severity, Papin, who, in

3 See the tract which Pajon himself composed, and which is inserted in Jace. Geo. de Chaufepied's Nouveau Dictionnaire, Histor. et Critique, tom. ii. art. Conc, p. 164, &c.
other things, manifested fine talents, returned to France in the year 1689, and the next year revolted to the Romish church, in which he died in the year 1709. Some think he was treated unjustly, and that his opinions were misrepresented by his mortal adversary Jurieu, but how true this may be, I cannot say. A defence of the Paionian sentiment was likewise attempted, in 1684, in several tracts, by Charles le Cene; a French divine of a vigorous mind, who has given us a French translation of the Bible. But as he entirely discarded and denied the natural depravity of man, and taught that we can regenerate ourselves by our own power, by attentively listening to divine truth, especially if we enjoy also the advantages of a good education, good examples, &c., hence some contend, that his scheme of doctrine differs, in many respects, from that of Pajon.

§ 19. The English church was agitated with most violent storms and tempests. When James I. king of Scotland, on the death of Elizabeth, ascended the throne of England, the Puritans, or friends of the Genevan discipline, indulged no little hope that their condition would be meliorated, and that they should no longer be exposed to the continual wrongs of the Episcopalian. For the king had been born and educated among the Scotch, who were Puritans. And his first move-

---

3 See Jurieu, de la Nature et de la Grace; and in other writings. Jo. Müller, Cantoria Litterata, vol. ii. p. 606, &c. and others. [According to Müller, loc. cit. Papin's Scheme of doctrine, grew out of his Cartesian philosophy. He supposed that in creating the world, God so formed and constituted all things, that he never has occasion to interpose his immediate agency, unless when a miracle is necessary. Of course, that the conversion of sinners is brought about, as all other events are, by the operation of natural causes. Tr.]

4 It was published after the author's death, Amsterdam. 1741. fol. and was condemned by the Dutch synods.

5 See the Nouveau Dictionaire, Hist. et Critique, article, Cene, tom. ii. p. 160, &c.

6 ["And had, on some occasions, made the strongest declarations of his attachment to their ecclesiastical con-stitution."—"In a general assembly held at Edinburgh, in the year 1566, this prince is said to have made the following declaration: 'I praise God that I was born in the time of the light of the Gospel, and in such a place, as to be king of the sincerest (i.e. purest) kirk in the world. The kirk of Geneva keep pasche and yule (i.e. Easter and Christmas). What have they for them? They have no institution. As for our neighbour kirk of England, their service is an evil-said mass in English: they want nothing of the mass, but the lifttings (i.e. the elevation of the host). I charge you, my good ministers, doctors, elders, nobles, gentlemen, and barons, to stand to your purity, and to exhort your people to do the same; and if forsooth, as long as I brook my life, shall do the same." Calderwood's History of the Church of Scotland, p. 236."

7 Mac.]
ments corresponded well with these expectations, and seemed to announce that the king would assume the character of mediator between the dissenting parties. But, on a sudden,

[King James professed himself attached to the church of Scotland, until his removal to England in April, 1603. While on his journey, all religious parties in England made their court to him. To the Dutch and French protestants settled in the country, he gave favourable answers. The bishops negotiated with him by their curators. The Universities of Oxford and Cambridge addressed him in behalf of the establishment; and the Puritans presented their petition in favour of a reform of the church. One petition of the latter, signed by about 800 Puritan ministers, was called the "Millenary Petition," from the signatures to it—almost a thousand. In October, 1603, the king appointed a conference at Hampton Court, to be held the January following, between the Episcopalians and the Puritans, with a view to settle the controversies between them. On the side of the Episcopalians were nine bishops, and about as many dignitaries of the church; and on the part of the Puritans were four English divines, and one from Scotland; all of whom were selected by the king himself. On the first day of the conference, Jan. 14, 1604, the Episcopalians alone were admitted to the royal presence: and the king made some few objections to the English ritual and discipline, which the bishops either vindicated or consented to modify. The second day, Jan. 16th, the Puritans were admitted; and proceeded to state their wishes. But the king treated them harshly, and allowed the Episcopalians to browbeat them. The bishops had a complete triumph: and Bancroft, falling on his knees, said: "I protest, my heart melteth for joy, that Almighty God, of his singular mercy, has given us such a king, as since Christ's time has not been." On the third day, Jan. 18th, the bishops and deans were first called in, to settle with the king what alterations should be made in the regulations of the church. Archbishop Whitgift was so elated to hear the king's approval of the law for the oath of office, that he exclaimed: "Undoubtedly, your majesty speaks by the special assistance of God's Spirit." After this, the Puritans were called in, not to discuss the points in controversy, but merely to hear what had been agreed upon by the king and the bishops. Thus ended this mock conference; in which the king showed himself exceedingly vain and insolent towards, and wholly on the side of the Episcopalians. The next month, a proclamation was issued, giving an account of the conference, and requiring conformity to the liturgy and ceremonies. See N. C. S. History of the Puritans, vol. ii. ch. i. p. 30, &c. and the authors there referred to: also Johnson Grant's History of the English Church and the Sects, &c. vol. ii. ch. ix. p. 82, &c. Tr.] The reason why Episcopalians only were admitted to confer on the first day, is obvious and fair enough. They were to be confronted with opponents who demanded concessions of them. It would save time and irritation if any concessions could be offered to the other party at once. In the end some concessions were made, though none of any great importance; but then, the demands, except that for enforcing subscription to the Lambeth Articles, were objects of no great importance. As for this Lambeth subscription, it would have narrowed the terms of national conformity in a degree highly unjust and impolitic. The defeat of the Puritans, indeed, if defeat it could be called, in this mock conference, as their admirers term it, was the defeat of narrow-minded, arrogant intolerance and scrupulosity. Undoubtedly, both Abp. Whitgift and Bp. Bancroft disgraced themselves by falling into a sycophancy closely bordering upon blasphemy; but it should be stated, as some extenuation of their most reprehensible folly, that it did not occur until lay courtiers had set the example, and that the English hierarchy had come to the conference under some misgivings as to the effect of James's Presbyterian education. Those who wish for an accurate and full account

9
every thing assumed a different aspect. King James, who was eager to grasp supreme and unlimited power, at once judged that the Presbyterian form of church government was adverse to his designs, and the Episcopal favourable to them; because Presbyterian churches form a kind of republic, which is subject to a number of leading men, all possessing equal rank and power; while Episcopal churches more nearly resemble a monarchy. The very name of a republic, synod, or council, was odious to the king; and he therefore studied most earnestly to increase the power of the bishops; and publicly declared that, without bishops, the throne could not be safe. At the same time he long wished to preserve inviolate the Genevan doctrines, especially those relating to divine grace and predestination; and he allowed the opposite doctrines of Arminius to be condemned by his theologians at the synod of Dort. This disposition of the king was studiously cherished, so long as he had power, by George Abbot, archbishop of Canterbury, a man of great weight of character, who was himself devoted to Calvinistic sentiments, and a great friend to English liberty, and whose gentleness towards their fathers the modern Puritans highly extol. But the English envoys had scarcely returned from Holland and made known the decisions of Dort, when the king, with the majority of the clergy, showed himself most averse from those decisions, and manifested a decided preference for the Arminian doctrine respecting the divine decrees. That there were various causes for this unexpected

of these matters, must consult The Sumne and Substance of the Conference, which it pleased his Excellent Majestie to have with the Lords, Bishops, and other of his Clergie (at which most of the Lords of the Council were present) in his Majesties Privy-Chamber, at Hampton Court, January 14, 1603. Barlow, the author, was then dean of Chester. He was afterwards successively bishop of Rochester and Lincoln. His work may be considered as official, having been undertaken by desire of Abp. Whitgift. Although it contains the wretched flatteries by which both that aged primate, and Bancroft have permanently injured their reputations, it exhibits the mixture of triviality and intolerance, which characterised the

Puritanical expectations, in such a manner as to offend sectarians, and they have, accordingly, taxed it with partiality. Ed.)

* [It was a maxim with him, and one which he repeated at the Hampton Court conference: 'No bishop, no king.' See Neal, loc. cit. Tr.]


change, will readily be believed by those acquainted with the history of those times; yet the principal cause, I apprehend, is to be sought in that rule for ecclesiastical reformation which the founders of the new English church kept in sight. For they wished to render their church as similar as possible to that which flourished in the first centuries; and that church, as no one can deny, was an entire stranger to the Dordrecht doctrines. The king becoming alienated from the Calvinistic

ch. ii. p. 117, &c. [ed. Boston, 1817, p. 138. Tr.]—Neal tells us, that the council of Dort was ridiculed, in England, by the following verses, among other things:


Moreover, for ascertaining the character and conduct of king James, and his inconsistency in religion, much aid is afforded by the writers of English history, and especially by Larrey and Rapin Thoryras. Most of these state, that in his last years, James greatly favoured, not only the Arminians, but also the papists; and they tell us, there can be no doubt, the king wished to unite the English church with that of Rome. But in this, I apprehend, the king is too severely accused; although I do not deny, that he did many things not to be commended. It is not easy to believe, that a king who aspired immoderately after supreme and absolute sway, should wish to create to himself a lord, in the Roman pontiff. [Yet, see the following note. Tr.] But, at length, he inclined more towards the Romish church, than formerly; and he permitted some things, which were coincident with the Romish rites and regulations; because he was persuaded, that the ancient christian church was the exemplar, after which all churches should copy; that a religious community would be the more holy and the more perfect, the nearer its resemblance to the divine and apostolic standard; and that the Romish church retained more of the first and primitive form, than the Puritan or Calvinistic church did.

2 Perhaps also the king was influenced by the recollection of the civil commotions, formerly excited in Scot-
opinions and customs, the old hatred against the Puritans, which had somewhat subsided, again revived; and at last it broke out in open war. In short, James I. died, in 1625, a mortal enemy of the Puritan faith, which he had imbibed in his youth; a decided patron and supporter of the Arminians, whose condemnation he had greatly promoted; and a very strenuous assertor of episcopal government; and he left both the church and the commonwealth in a state of fluctuation, and languishing with intestine maladies.

§ 20. Charles I., the son of James I., determined to perfect what his father had undertaken. He, therefore, used every effort, first, to extend the regal power, and to exalt it above the authority of the laws; secondly, to subject the whole church of Great Britain and Ireland to the episcopal form of government, which he considered as of divine appointment, and as affording the best security to the civil sovereign: and thirdly, to reduce the whole religion of the country to the pattern and form of the primitive church, rejecting all the doctrines and institutions of the Genevans. The execution of these designs was principally entrusted to William Laud, then bishop of London, and afterwards, from A.D. 1633, archbishop of Canterbury; who was in many respects, undoubtedly, a man of eminence, being a very liberal patron of learning and learned men, resolute, ingenious, and erudite; but at the same time, too furious, headlong, and inconsiderate, inclined to superstition, and also bigotedly attached to the opinions, rites, and practices of the ancient Christians, and therefore a mortal enemy of the Puritans and of all Calvinists. He prosecuted the objects of the king’s wishes as well as his own, without any moderation; often disregarded and trampled upon the laws of the land; persecuted the Puritans most rigorously, and eagerly strove to extirpate them altogether; rejecting Calvinistic views, in relation to predestination and other points, he, after the year 1625, contrary to the wishes of George Abbot,
substituted Arminian sentiments in the place of them⁴; restored many ceremonies and rites, which were indeed ancient, but at the same time superstitious, and on that ground previously abrogated; obtruded bishops upon the Scottish nation, which was accustomed to the Genevan discipline, and extremely averse to episcopacy; and not obscurely showed, that in his view, the Romish church, though erroneous, was a holier and better church than those protestant sects, which had no bishops. Having, by these acts, excited immense odium against the king and himself, and the whole order of bishops, he was arraigned by the parliament in 1644, judged guilty of betraying the liberties and the religion of the country, and beheaded ⁵.

⁵ Land was then merely bishop of London, though in effect at the head of the established church. Legally, neither he, nor any prelate, nor even the king, could abrogate or enact articles of faith, without the consent of parliament. Nor was any such thing attempted. But the king, at the instigation (it is stated) of bishop Land, issued a proclamation, June 14, 1636, which sets forth, "That the king will admit of no innovation in the doctrine, discipline, or government of the church, and therefore charges all his subjects, and especially the clergy, not to publish or maintain, in preaching or writing, any new inventions or opinions, contrary to the said doctrine and discipline established by law." This apparently harmless proclamation, was, of course, to be executed by Land and his associates; and Land was publicly accused of using it to punish and put down Calvinists, and to prevent their books from being printed and circulated, while Arminians were allowed to preach and to print their sentiments most fully. See Neal’s History of the Puritans, vol. ii. ch. iii. p. 192, &c.; vol. iii. ch. v. p. 222, &c. ed. Boston, 1817, and Machaine’s note (m) on this paragraph. Tr.] The following circumstances gave rise to the proclamation mentioned in this note. Richard Montague, rector of Stanford Rivers, in Essex, a divine of superior acquirements, found some Romish priests active in his parish. He left, in consequence, certain queries at a house which they frequented, adding that satisfactory answers would make a Romish convert of himself. For a time, no notice was taken, but at length he received a short pamphlet, entitled, A New Gay for the Old Gospel. In this piece, the Church of England was saddled with the Calvinistic decisions of the synod of Dort, and other favourite Puritanical speculations. In his answer, and another piece that soon followed it, and was connected with it, he disclaimed all these principles. A violent ferment quickly arose, and the house of Commons, which had become a hotbed of Puritanical politics, commenced a furious persecution of Montague, charging him with popery and Arminianism. Several writers took the same view, and it was to silence this controversy, which was beginning to convulse the kingdom, that Charles issued the proclamation partially cited in this note. Collier, ii. 729, 734, 738, Ed.] ⁵ [Archbishop Laud was impeached by the house of Commons, and tried before the house of Lords. In 1641, fourteen articles of impeachment were filed; and Laud was committed to prison. In 1644, ten additional articles were brought forward, and the trial now commenced. All the articles may be reduced to three general heads. I. That he had traitorously attempted to subvert the rights of parliament, and to exalt the king’s power above law. II. That he had traitorously endeavoured to subvert the constitution and fundament-
After the execution of Laud, the civil conflict which had long existed between the king and the parliament, attained such a height, that it could be extinguished by nothing, short of the life blood of this excellent prince. The parliament, inflamed by the Puritans, or by the Presbyterians and Independents, wholly abolished the old form of church government by bishops, and whatever else in doctrine, discipline, or worship, was contrary to the principles of the Genevans; furiously assailed the king himself, and caused him, when taken prisoner, to be tried for his life; and to the astonishment of all Europe, to be put to death, in the year 1648. Such are the evils resulting from zeal in religion, when it is ill understood, and is placed in external regulations and forms. Moreover, as is often found true, it appeared in these scenes of commotion, that almost all sects, while oppressed, plead earnestly for charity and moderation towards dissenters; but when elevated to power, they forget their own former precepts. For the Puritans, when they had dominion, were no more indulgent to the bishops and their patrons, than those had formerly been to them 6.

§ 21. The Independents, who have been just mentioned among the promoters of civil discord, are represented by most of the English historians, as more odious and unreasonable than even the Presbyterians or Calvinists; and are commonly charged with various enormities and crimes, and indeed with

tal laws of the land, and to introduce arbitrary government, against law and the liberties of the subjects. III. That he had traitorously endeavoured and practised to subvert the true religion established by law, and to introduce papish superstition and idolatry. Under this last head, the specifications were, first, that he introduced and practised papish innovations and superstitious ceremonies, not warranted by law; such as images and pictures in the churches, papish consecration of churches, converting the communion tables into altars, bowing before the altar, &c. and, secondly, that he endeavoured to subvert the Protestant religion, and encouraged Arminianism and popery; by patronizing and advancing clergymen of these sentiments; by prohibiting the publication of orthodox books; and allowing corrupt ones free circulation; by persecuting, in the high commission court, such as preached against Arminianism and popery; and by taking some direct steps towards a union with the church of Rome. The house of Lords deemed all the articles proved; but doubted, for a time, whether they amounted to treason. See the whole trial of Laud, in Neal’s Hist. of the Puritans, vol. iii. ch. v. pp. 164—255. Tr.

6 Besides lord Clarendon, and the historians of England already mentioned, Daniel Neal has professedly treated of these events, in the second and third volumes of his History of the Puritans. [Compare also Johnson Grant’s History of the English Church and Sects, vol. ii. ch. x. xi. pp. 127—303. Tr.]
the parricide against Charles I. But I apprehend, that whoever shall candidly read and consider the books and the confessions of the sect, will cheerfully acknowledge, that many crimes are unjustly charged upon them; and that probably the misconduct of the civil Independents, (that is, of those hostile to the regal power, and who strove after extravagant liberty,) has been incausiously charged upon the religious Independents.

7 The sect of the Independents, though a modern one, and still existing among the English, is, however, less known than almost any christian sect; and on no one are more marks of infancy branded, without just cause. The best English historians heap upon it all the reproaches and slanders that can be thought of; nor is it the Episcopalian only who do this, but also those very Presbyterians, with whom they are at this day associated. They are represented, not only as delirious, crazy, fanatical, illiterate, rude, factious, and strangers to all religious truth, and to reason, but also as criminals, seditionary parricides, and the sole authors of the murder of Charles I. John Durell, (whom that most strenuous vindicator of the Independents, Lewis du Moulin, commends for his ingenuity,) See Anth. Wood's Athenæ Oxonienses, tom. ii. pp. 732, 733,) in his Historia Rituum Societatis Ecclesiae Anglicanae, cap. i. p. 4. Lond. 1672. 4to. says, "Fateor, si atroci illana tragediae tot actus fuerint, quot ludicrorum esse solent, postremum fere Independentiwm fuisset._ Adeo ut non acute magis, quam vere, dixerit L'Estrangius noster: Regem primo a Presbyterianis intercipiam, Carolum dein ad Independentium interfectum." Foreign writers, regarding these as the best witnesses of transactions in their own country, have, of course, thought proper to follow them: and hence, the Independents almost every where appear under a horrid aspect. But, as every class of men is composed of dissimilar persons, no one will deny, that in this sect also there were some persons, who were turbulent, factious, wicked, flagitious, and destitute of good sense. Yet if that is also true, which all wise and good men inculcate, that the character and the principles of whole sects must be estimated, not from the conduct or words of a few individuals, but from the customs, habits, and opinions of the sect in general, from the books and discourses of its teachers, and from its public formularies and confessions; then, I am either wholly deceived, or the Independents are wrongfully loaded with so many criminations.

We pass over what has been so injudiciously written against this sect, by Clarendon, Laurence Echard, Samuel Parker, and many others; and to render this whole subject the more clear, we will take up only that one excellent writer, than whom, though a foreigner, no one, as the English themselves admit, has written more accurately and neatly concerning the affairs of England, namely, Rapin Thoynras. In the twenty-first book of his immortal work, the Histoire d'Angleterre, vol. viii. p. 535, ed. second, [Tindal's translation, vol. ii. p. 514, fol.] he so depicts the Independents, that, if they were truly what he represents them, they would not deserve to enjoy the light of their land, which they still do enjoy freely, and much less, to enjoy the kind offices and love of any good man. Let us look over, particularly, and briefly comment on the declarations of this great man concerning them. In the first place, he tells us, that after the utmost pains, he could not ascertain the origin of the sect: "Quelque recherche que j'aye faite, je n'ai jamais pu découvrir exactement la premiere origine de la secte ou faction des Independents." That a man who had spent seventeen years in composing a History of England, and consulted so many libraries filled with the rarest books, should have written thus, is very strange. If he had only looked into that very noted book, Jo. Hornbeck's Summa Controversiarum, lib. x.
They derived their name from the fact, that they believed, with the Brownists, that individual churches are all independent,
or subject to no foreign jurisdiction; and that they should not be compelled to obey the authority and laws, either of bishops

...and all the sects of Nonconformists.) Mais ils ne vouloient pas

....que chacun pouveroit prier en public, exhorter ses freres, expilique l'Ecriture Sainte, selons des talens qu'il avoit recus de Dieu. Ainsi parmi eux chacun prioit, prechoit, exisile, explicoit la S. Ecrinite, sans autre vo

cation que celle qu'il tiroit lui mème de son zele et des talens qu'il croyoit avoir, et sans autre autorite que celle, que luy donnoit l'approbation de ses Auditeurs. All this is manifestly false. The Independents employ, and have employed, from the first, fixed and regular teachers; nor do they allow every one to teach, who may deem himself qualified for it. The excellent historian here confounds the Independents with the Brownists, who are well known to allow to all a right to teach. I pass over other assertions, notwithstanding they are equally open to censure. Now, if such and so great a man, after residing long among the English, pronounced so unjust a sentence upon this sect, which will not readily pardon others much his inferiors, who have loaded this sect with groundless accusations. [On all these charges, see Neal's History of the Puritans, vol. iii. ch. iv. p. 157, &c. ed. 1817. Tr.]

But this, (some one may say,) is certain, from numberless testimonies, that the Independents put that excellent king, Charles I. to death; and this single fact evinces the extreme impiety and depravity of the sect. I am aware, that the best and most respectable English historians charge them alone with this regicide. And I fully agree with them, provided we are to understand by the term Independents, those persons who were hostile to regal power, and attached to an extravagant kind of liberty. But if the term is used to denote the ancestors of those Independents, who still exist among the English, or a certain religious sect, differing from the other English sects in certain religious opinions, I am not certain that their as
or of councils composed of presbyters and delegates from several churches. In this single opinion it is, especially, that they differ from the presbyterians. For, whatever else they and govern themselves, and who will not suffer an individual, or several individuals, to bear rule in the state; or to adhere to the letter of the name, who maintain, that the people ought to be independent of all control, except what arises from themselves. This faction, consisting in a great measure of mad fanatics, were the principal actors in that tragedy in England, the effects of which are still deplored. Hence, whatever was said or done by this faction, extravagantly or foolishly, was, I suspect, all charged upon our Independents; who were not indeed altogether without faults, yet were far better than they. II. Nearly all the English sects, which distracted the nation in the times of Charles I. and Oliver Cromwell, assumed the name of Independents; in order to participate in that public esteem, which the real Independents enjoyed on account of their upright conduct, and in order to screen themselves from reproach. This is attested among others, by John Toland, in his letter to John le Clerc, inserted by the latter in his Biblioth. Universelle et Historique, tom. xxiii. pt. ii. p. 506. "Au commencement tous les Sectaires se disoient Independants, par ce que ces derniers estoient fort honorés du peuple à cause de leur piété." Now, as the term was so extensively applied, who does not see, that it might easily be, that the enormities of various sects might be all charged upon the genuine Independents—I. Oliver Cromwell, the usurper, gave a preference to the Independents, before all the other sects in his country. For he was as much afraid of the councils or synods of the Presbyterians, as he was of the bishops: but in the form of church government adopted by the Independents, there was nothing at all which he could fear. Now, as men of like character incline to associate together, this circumstance might lead many to suppose, that the Independents were all of the same character with Cromwell, that is, very bad people.

* They undoubtedly received the name of Independents, from their maintaining that all assemblies of christians had the right of self-government, or were independent. This very term is used by John Robinson, in his exposition of this doctrine, in his Apologia pro Expositis Anglis, cap. v. p. 22, where he says: "Costum quemlibet particularum (recte institutum et ordinatum) esse totam, integram, et perfectam ecclesiam ex suis partibus constantem immediat et independenter (quando alius ecclesiae) sub ipsam Christo." And possibly, from this very passage, the term Independents, which was before unknown, had its origin. At first, the followers of Robinson did not reject this appellation: nor had it any bad or odious import, provided it is understood in its own sense of it. In England, it was entirely unknown, till the year 1640. At least, in the Ecclesiastical Canons, enacted this year in the conventions held by the bishops of London and York, in which all the sects then existing in England are enumerated, there is no mention of the Independents. See the Constitutions and Canons ecclesiastical, treated upon by the Archbishops of Canterbury and York, and the rest of the bishops and clergy in their several Synods, a. d. 1640. In David Wilkins's Concilia Magnae Britanniae et Hiberniae, vol. iv. cap. v. p. 548. But a little afterwards, and especially after the year 1642, this appellation is of frequent occurrence in the annals of English history. Nor did the English Independents, at first, refuse to be called by this name; but rather, in their Apology, published at London, 1644. 4to. (Apologetical Narration of the Independents,) they fearlessly assume this name. But afterwards, when, as we have remarked, many other sects adopted this name, and even seditious citizens, who plotted the destruction of their king, were commonly designated by it, they very solicitously deprecated the application of it to them, and called themselves Congregational Brethren, and their churches Congregational Churches.

* [There are two points of difference
believe or teach on religious subjects, with very few exceptions, and those not of much importance, is almost throughout in accordance with the Genevan doctrines. The parent of the sect was John Robinson, minister of a Brownist church which was settled at Leyden, in Holland, a grave and pious man. Perceiving that the discipline, which Robert Brown had set up, was in some respects defective, he undertook to correct it, and give it such a form as would render it less odious than before. In two respects, particularly, are the Independents better than the Brownists: first, in moderation and candour; for they did not, as Brown had done, exerate, and pronounce unworthy of the christian name, the churches that had adopted a different form of government; but they admitted, that piety and true religion might flourish, where the ecclesiastical affairs were subject to the authority of bishops, or to the decrees of councils, notwithstanding they considered their own form of government as of divine institution, and originating from Christ and his apostles. In the next place, the Independents excelled the Brownists, by abolishing that liberty of teaching, which Brown had allowed equally to all the brethren. For they have regular teachers, elected by the whole brotherhood; and they do not allow any one to deliver discourses to the people, unless he has been previously examined and approved by the officers of the church. This sect, which began to exist in Holland in 1610, had very few adherents at first in England, and, to escape the punishments decreed against Nonconformists, kept itself concealed: but on the decline of the power of the bishops in the time of Charles I. it took courage, in the year 1640, and

between the Presbyterians and the Independents or Congregationalists. The first relates to the independence of individual churches, or their exemption from foreign jurisdiction. The second relates to the location of the legislative and judicial powers of each church. The Presbyterians assign these powers to the eldership of the church, or to the pastor and the ruling elders assembled in a church session; but the Independents or Congregationalists confide them to a general meeting of all the male members of the church, or to the officers and the whole brotherhood assembled in a church meeting. From this latter principle it is, that the Independents are called Congregationalists. And as in modern times, they admit of a connexion or confederation of sister churches, which in some measure bounds and limits the independence of the individual churches, they have discarded the name of Independents. \(^1\)

\(^1\) ['"In the year 1616, Mr. Jacob, who had adopted the religious sentiments of Robinson, set up the first Independent or Congregational church in England." Mad.]
boldly showed itself in public. Afterwards, it soon increased so much in reputation and in numbers, that it could compete for priority, not only with the Episcopalians, but also with the very powerful Presbyterians; which must be attributed, among other causes, to the erudition of its teachers, and to the reformed morals of the people. During the reign of Cromwell, who for various reasons was its greatest patron, it was every where in the highest reputation: but on the restoration of the English affairs, under Charles II., it began to decline greatly, and gradually sank into its former obscurity. At the present day, it exists indeed, but is timid and depressed; and in the reign of William III., a.d. 1691, it was induced, by its weakness, to enter into a coalition, (yet without giving up its own regulations,) with the Presbyterians resident in London and the vicinity.


3 From this time onward, they were called United Brethren. See Jo. Toland’s letter, in Jo. la Clerc’s Biblioth. Universelle et Historique, tom. xxiii. p. 566. [It must not be supposed, that the distinction between Presbyterians and Congregationalists ceased in England, from the year 1691, or that both have, ever since, formed but one sect. They still exist as distinct, yet friendly sects. Being agreed in doctrines, and anxious to hold communion with each other, notwithstanding their different modes of church government, they adopted these articles of agreement and consent; in which each sect endeavoured to come as near to the other, as their different principles would admit. Moreover, these Articles, with very slight alterations, were adopted by the Elders and Messengers of the churches of Connecticut, assembled at Saybrook in the year 1708; and they now form a part of what is called the Saybrook Platform, or the ancient ecclesiastical constitution of Connecticut. See Trumbull’s History of Connecticut, vol. i. p. 510. 513. 514. The Articles themselves may be seen in Toulmin’s History of Dissenters, vol. ii. p. 130, &c. and in the Saybrook Platform, ed. New London, 1759, p. 99, &c. Tr.] William Whiston published the Articles of agreement, in the Memoirs of his life and writings, vol. ii. p. 549, &c. They are nine in number. The 1st treats of Churches and Church Members.” Here, in § 6, the Presbyterians and Independents declare, “that each particular church hath right to choose their own officers; and— hath authority from Christ for exercising government, and of enjoying all the ordinances of worship within itself;” and § 7, that “in the administration of church power, it belongs to the pastors and other elders of every particular church, (if such there be,) to rule and govern; and to the brotherhood to consent according to the rule of the Gospel.” Here both the Presbyterians and the Independents depart
§ 22. While Oliver Cromwell administered the government of Great Britain, all sects, even the vilest and most absurd, had full liberty to publish their opinions: the bishops alone, and the friends of episcopal government, were most unjustly from their original principles. Article II. treats "of the Ministry." They require the ministers of religion, not only to be pious, (§ 2.) but also learned; and (§ 3, 4, 5.) would have them be elected by the church, with the advice of the neighbouring churches, and also solemnly ordained. Article III. "of Censures," decrees that scandalous or offending members be first admonished; and if they do not reform, be excluded from the church, by the pastors; but with the consent of the brethren. Article IV. "of Communion of Churches," declares all churches to be on a perfect equality, and therefore independent; yet makes it the duty of the pastors and teachers to maintain a kind of communion of churches, and often to meet together and consult on the interests of the churches. Article V. "of Deacons and ruling Elders." Here the United Brethren admit, that the office of Deacon, or curator of the poor, is of divine appointment; and say: "Whereas divers are of opinion, that there is also the office of ruling Elders, who labour not in word and doctrine, and others think otherwise, we agree, that this difference make no breach among us." Article VI. "of Synods," admits, that it is useful and necessary, in cases of importance, for the ministers of many churches to hold a council; and that the decisions formed in these conventions must not be despised by the churches, without the most weighty reasons. Article VII. "of our demeanor towards the civil Magistrate:" promises obedience to magistrates, and prayers for them. Article VIII. treats "of a Confession of Faith," and leaves the brethren free to judge, whether the 59 Articles of the English church, or the Confession and Catechism of the Westminster assembly, that is, of the Presbyterians, or lastly the Confession of the Congregational Brethren, published by the convention at the Savoy, in 1658, be most agreeable to the holy Scriptures. [Their words are: "As to what pertains to soundness of judgment in matters of faith, we esteem it sufficient that a church acknowledge the Scriptures to be the word of God, the perfect and only rule of faith and practice; and own either the doctrinal part of those commonly called the Articles of the church of England, or the Confession, or Catechism, shorter, or larger, compiled by the assembly at Westminster, or the Confession agreed on at the Savoy, to be agreeable to the said rule." Tr.] Article IX. "of our duty and department towards them that are not in Communion with us:" inculcates only love and moderation towards them. It hence appears, that the Independents, induced by necessity, approached in many points towards the opinions of the Presbyterian, and departed from the principles of their ancestors. [As respects union and communion of churches, their mutual accountability, and perhaps also the powers and prerogatives of church officers, there was some change in the views of the Independents of England, and also in America. But the English Presbyterians also softened considerably the rigours of Presbyterianism, as it was introduced and set up among them by the Scotch. This coalition of the two denominations tended to subvert the zeal of both, in maintaining the jus divinum of their respective systems of church government. For a considerable time, the Presbyterian and Congregational ministers in and near London, continued to hold meetings for mutual consultation, and for regulating the licentiousness of candidates. And in some other counties of England, similar united meetings were held. But ere long, they were dropped; and the two denominations, though on friendly terms with each other, manage respectively their own ecclesiastical affairs in their own way. Tr.]
oppressed, and stripped of all their revenues and honours. By far the most numerous and influential of all, were the Presbyterians and the Independents; the latter of whom were most favoured and extolled by Cromwell, (who, however, actually belonged to no sect,) and manifestly for the sake of curbing more easily the Presbyterians, who sought to acquire dominion.

⁴ [Dr. Mosheim's account of the Presbyterians is quite too meagre for those who are expected to read this translation of his work. It is, therefore, deemed necessary here to introduce a summary history, first of the Scotch church, and then of the English Presbyterians, during this century.

The Scotch church. From his first arrival in England, in 1603, king James set himself to undermine Presbyterianism in Scotland, and to establish Episcopacy on its ruins. For this purpose, he not only spoke contemptuously of the Presbyterians, as insolent men and enemies to regal power, but actually nominated bishops to the thirteen Scotch bishoprics; and in 1606, obtained from the parliament of Perth, an act, declaring the king to have sovereign authority over all estates, persons, and causes whatsoever, in Scotland; and also an act restoring to the bishops their ancient possessions which had been annexed to the crown. This made the new bishops peers of the realm. The General Assembly protested. But in 1608, a convention, claiming to be a General Assembly, declared the bishops perpetual moderators of all the Synods and Presbyteries. Another convention, however, was then sitting, in opposition to this; and committees from both attempted a compromise. The bishops carried their point in 1609; and the next year, the king, contrary to law, authorized them to hold High Commission Courts. In the same year (1610,) a corrupt assembly was held at Glasgow, which sanctioned the right of the bishops to preside, personally, or by their representatives, in all the judicatories of the church, in all cases of discipline, ordination and deprivation of ministers, visitation of churches, &c. All ministers, at their ordination, were to swear obedience to their ordinary; and all clergymen were forbidden to preach or to speak against the acts of this assembly, or to touch at all the subject of the parity of ministers. Three Scotch bishops, (Spotswood, Lamb, and Hamilton,) were now sent to England, there to receive episcopal consecration; and on their return, they consecrated the rest. In 1617, king James made a journey into Scotland, chiefly to further the cause of episcopacy, which, was advancing but slowly. The next year, (1618,) a convention, or General Assembly, composed very much of courtiers, met at Perth, and ordained kneeling at the sacrament, the administration of it in private houses, and to the sick, the private baptism of children, their confirmation by bishops, and the observance of Christmas, Easter, WhitSunday, and Ascension day. These were called the five Articles of Perth. They were published by royal authority; and in 1621, a Scotch parliament was persuaded, though without difficulty, to enact them into laws, against the remonstrances of great numbers of the clergy. Persecution ensued: and many ministers were fined, imprisoned, and banished, by the High Commission Court. During this reign, many Scotch Presbyterians moved to the north of Ireland, and there established flourishing churches. Charles I, followed up the measures pursued by his father. In 1633, he went to Scotland to be crowned; and there compelled a Scotch parliament to invest him with all the ecclesiastical powers possessed by his father, and also to confirm the laws of the last reign respecting religion. On leaving Scotland, he erected a new bishopric at Edinburgh. And archbishop Laud drew up articles for regulating the royal chapel at Edinburgh; which was to be a pattern for all cathedrals, chapels, and parish churches. Hitherto the Scotch episcopal church had no settled liturgy:
In this period arose the Fifth-monarchists, as they were called; delirious persons who would have turned the world upside

the king, therefore, ordered the Scotch bishop to draw up canons and a liturgy, similar to those of the English church. These being revised by Land and other English bishops, were imposed upon the whole Scottish nation, by royal proclamation: the canons in 1635, and the liturgy in 1636. The attempts of the bishops to enforce these, without the sanction of a General Assembly, or of a Scottish parliament, threw the whole nation into commotion. The nobles, gentry, boroughs, and clergy, combined to resist these innovations; and in 1636, they solemnly revived the national covenant of 1590 and 1599. Hence, the king found it necessary to relax, not a little, his injurious; and he now permitted a General Assembly to be called. But his commissioners, finding this body unmanageable, dissolved it. The Assembly, however, would not separate, but protested; and continuing their sessions, they disannulled the acts of six preceding General Assemblies; (namely those of 1606, 1608, 1610, 1616, 1617, and 1618;) abolished episcopacy; condemned the five articles of Perth, the liturgy, canons, and high commission court; restored the Presbyteries, Synods, and General Assemblies; and deposed all the bishops, save two, whom they allowed to remain as parish ministers. The king now resorted to war, and marched an army into Scotland, in 1639. But a truce was concluded; and a new assembly and a new parliament both met, and confirmed substantially the doings of the last Assembly. In 1640, the king raised another army, and renewed the war upon the Scots; but found it necessary to agree again to a truce; and also to assemble an English parliament, which was called the long parliament, because it sat twelve years, and which favoured the Scots in their controversy with the king. His English subjects were now alienated from him; and to be able to contend with the English malcontents, the king concluded a peace with the Scots, by which he agreed to the total abolition of Episcopacy, and the entire restitution of Presbyterianism in that country. The peace, however, was of little service to him, as the English parliament and the Scots were on the most friendly terms. In 1642, the Scots offered to be mediators between the king and the English parliament; which the king resented highly. This drew closer the union between the Scots and the English parliament. The Scots now formed the design of establishing Presbyterianism, as the only religion, throughout Great Britain and Ireland. To this project the English parliament, in order to secure the cooperation of the Scots in their war with the king, was led to yield assent. Commissioners from the General Assembly of Scotland, were now admitted to sit in the Westminster Assembly of divines; and the Scotch had great influence in all the ecclesiastical affairs of England, till the time of Cromwell's usurpation. In 1643, at their instance, the English parliament assented to the Scotch national Covenant, somewhat modified, and now denominating the solemn League and Covenant; which it also recommended, and at length enjoined upon the whole English nation. The Scotch strenuously opposed all toleration of any but Presbyterians, in either country. This alienated the Independents, Baptists, and other sectarians from them; and the English parliament found it necessary to proceed with caution. In 1646, the king surrendered himself to the Scotch; and they delivered him over to the English parliament; hoping thus to induce them resolutely to enforce Presbyterianism over the three kingdoms. But the parliament was so irresolute, that the Scotch became jealous of it. After Charles I. was beheaded, in 1648, the Scotch proclaimed Charles II. king; and declared against the English Commonwealth. In 1649, they entered into negotiations with the new king, in Holland; who then professedly acceded to the national covenant. The next year, the king landed in Scotland; but his army was defeated by Cromwell. In 1651, Charles II. was crowned in
Scotland; and then sworn to observe the solemn League and Covenant. After this he marched an army into England, suffered a total defeat, and died in disguise to France. General Monk, whom Cromwell had left in Scotland, soon reduced that whole country to submit, and to become united with the Commonwealth of England; and also to allow a free toleration, to which the Presbyterians were much opposed. Commissioners were now sent into Scotland, by the English parliament, to establish liberty of conscience there. Thus things remained till the restoration. Presbyterianism was the established religion of Scotland; but dissenters were allowed to live in peace, and to worship in their own way. At the restoration, in 1661, a Scottish parliament rescinded all acts and covenants, relative to religion, made or entered into since the commencement of the civil troubles, and empowered the king to settle the ecclesiastical establishment at his pleasure. He ordained Presbyterianism for the present; but soon after, though with some hesitation, ordered Episcopacy in its place. Sharp, Fairfoul, Leighton, and Hamilton, were consecrated bishops. Under Charles II. from 1662 to 1688, the Scotch Presbyterians suffered, very much as the English Non-conformists did; for similar laws and measures were adopted in both countries. James II. pursued the same persecuting course, till the year 1687, when, in order to advance popery, he granted universal toleration. On the revolution, in 1688, the Scotch Presbyterian church regained all its liberties and prerogatives; which it has enjoyed with little diminution to the present day. But the troubles it experienced, during the reigns of James I. and his sons, had induced many Scotch Presbyterians to emigrate to the north of Ireland, to North America, and elsewhere. See Neal's *Hist. of the Puritans: Crookshank's Hist. of the state and sufferings of the Church of Scotland; Burnett's History of his own times; Spotwood, and various others.*

The English Presbyterians. Most of the early English Puritans, from their intercourse with the foreign Reformed churches, who were all Presbyterians, were more or less attached to Presbyterian forms of worship and church government. But as the English bishops, in the reign of queen Elizabeth, generally admitted the validity of foreign or Presbyterian ordination; while the Puritans or Presbyterians, on the other hand, admitted the validity of ordination by bishops, and the lawfulness of bishops of some sort; hence the principal difficulty of the English Puritans or Presbyterians, in those times, related to the rites of worship. (Neal, *Hist. of Puritans*, vol. i. p. 386.) In the year 1572, several of the more strenuous Puritans, despairing of any further reformation of the English church by public authority, proceeded secretly to organise the first Presbyterian church in England, at Wandsworth, five miles from London. This church, though persecuted, continued to exist; and others were formed on the model of it. But the greater part of the clergy who were inclined to Presbyterian views, remained in connexion with the established church, and bore the general appellation of Puritans. Many of them, however, kept up voluntary meetings among themselves, for mutual advice and counsel, in a kind of presbyteries and synods. In the year 1586, there were more than 500 such ministers in England. How long, and how extensively, these informal and voluntary meetings were maintained, it is difficult to say. But this is certain, that although persecution induced great numbers to remove to America, Ireland, and elsewhere, yet the number of Presbyterians that remained, under the general appellation of Puritans, was very considerable; and it greatly increased during the reigns of James I. and Charles I. prior to the year 1642, when Episcopacy was abolished by act of parliament. In 1643, the English parliament selected 121 of the ablest divines of England, with 30 lay assessors, whom they commanded to meet at Westminster, and aid them
earth. Hence arose the Quakers, to whom, as they have continued to the present time, we shall devote a separate chapter. By their counsel, in settling the government, worship, and doctrines of the church of England. This was the famous Westminster Assembly of divines; which continued to meet, and to discuss such subjects as the parliament submitted to their consideration, during several years. They were men of different sentiments, Presbyterians, Erastians, and Independents, with some moderate Episcopalians. But a great majority were Presbyterians. Besides, not long after this assembly met, the General Assembly of the Scottish church, at the request of the English parliament, sent four commissioners to this body, on condition that the whole Westminster Assembly and the parliament would take the solemn League and Covenant, and agree to establish one uniform religion throughout the three kingdoms. The parliament reluctantly assented to the condition, for the sake of securing the cooperation of the Scotch in their political designs. Before the Scotch commissioners arrived, the Westminster Assembly commenced revising the 39 Articles; and went over the first 15, making some slight alterations. After the arrival of the Scotch commissioners, and the adoption of the solemn League and Covenant, in Feb. 1644, the Assembly, by order of parliament, drew up an Exhortation to the people of England, to assent to the solemn League. The November following, they were ordered to write a circular letter to the foreign Reformed churches, acquainting them with the proceedings in England. Through this Assembly, the parliament licensed preachers, and directed all ecclesiastical affairs. They next drew up a Directory for public worship; which was sanctioned by the Parliament, January, 1645. The same year, they drew up a Directory for the ordination of ministers; and a Directory for church discipline and government. After warm debate, the majority of the Assembly declared for Presbyterianism, as of divine institution; but the parliament voted for it, only as "lawful, and agreeable to the word of God." The Assembly also put the supreme ecclesiastical power wholly into the hands of the church judicatories; but the parliament imposed restrictions; and to the great dissatisfaction of the Scotch and most of the English Presbyterians, allowed an appeal from the highest ecclesiastical judicature, to the parliament. In March, 1646, parliament ordered ruling elders to be chosen, in all the churches of England; and also the erection of Presbyteries, Synods, and a General Assembly, for a trial of the system. The Scotch church objected to several imperfections, in the Presbyterianism thus established by the English parliament; and particularly to the right of appeal, in the last resort, from the ecclesiastical court, to the parliament: and the English Presbyterians, and the Westminster Assembly, sided with the Scotch. In May, 1646, the king, being now in the bands of the Scotch, the English Presbyterians determined to enforce Presbyterianism, sine divina, on all England; and to allow no toleration of dissenters. For this purpose, they caused a strong remonstrance to be presented to the parliament, in the name of the lord mayor, aldermen, and common council of London; and they were supported by the whole weight of the Scottish nation. On the contrary, the Independents and other sectarians in the army, procured a counter petition from numerous citizens of London. The commons were divided in sentiment, and at a loss how to proceed. To gain time, they demanded of the Westminster Assembly, scripture proofs for that jus divinum in church government, which they had maintained. It may be remarked, that from 1644 to 1647, the Independents, who were rapidly increasing in number, uniformly pleaded for the free toleration of all sects holding the fundamental doctrines of Christianity. And the parliament were not unwilling to admit toleration, at least of the Independents. But the Presbyterians were utterly opposed to it; and their influence prevented the parliament from pursuing the course they
Here the furious Anabaptists were allowed to utter freely, whatever a disordered mind might suggest. Here the Deists, would have done. This it was, alienated the Independents and the army from Presbyterianism, and from the parliament; and finally led to the subversion of the whole Presbyterian establishment set up in England. The demand of the house of commons for scriptural proof of the divine authority of Presbyterianism, produced long and warm debates in the Westminster Assembly. The Erastians and Independents at length protested, and withdrew. The Presbyterians, 53 in number, now left alone, voted, with but one dissenting voice, that “Christ has appointed a church government, distinct from the civil magistrates.” On the other points, referred to them, they were afraid to report their views, lest the parliament should put them under a necessity. But the Presbyterian divines of London met at Sion College, answered fully the questions of the house of commons, and maintained in strong terms the jus divinum of Presbyterianism. Yet in a second meeting, they lowered their tone somewhat; and agreed to set up the limited Presbyterianism, already sanctioned by the parliament. This consisted of parochial presbyteries, (or church sessions,) classes, (or presbyteries,) provincial assemblies, (or synods,) and a national assembly; with an appeal to the parliament, in the last resort. The Province of London was now distributed into 12 classes, containing 139 parochial presbyteries. The next year, (1647,) provincial assemblies (synods) actually met in London, and in Lancashire; and in those counties only, under the act of parliament. The provincial assembly of London, continued to meet semi-annually, till the end of Cromwell’s reign. In the other parts of England, the Presbyterians continued to meet in their voluntary conventions for ecclesiastical affairs, which had not the sanction of law. The king, though a prisoner, refused his assent to this new ecclesiastical constitution of England. At the same time, he tried to detach the Scotch from the English, by promising them Presbyterianism for Scotland, with Episco-
who reduced all religion to a very few precepts inculcated by reason and the light of nature, gathered themselves a company,

by the new ecclesiastical constitution, demanded of the parliament free toleration for all protestant dissenters. This the Presbyterians vigorously opposed: and the parliament endeavoured to disband the army. But the army now rescued the king from the hands of the parliament, and became peremptory in their demands. Pressed by the Presbyterians on the one hand, and by the army on the other, parliament wavered for a time, but at length fell under the control of the army, and not only allowed of dissent from the established church, but also made no vigorous efforts to set up Presbyterianism. But in May, 1668, the Scotch having made a separate treaty with the king, invaded England, in order to rescue him. The war obliged the army to march in various directions; and the Presbyterians seized the opportunity, in the parliament, to enforce Presbyterianism. An act was proposed, declaring eight specified heresies to be capital crimes; and sixteen others to be punishable with unlimited imprisonment. The act was not passed. But in June following, another did pass, placing "all parishes and places whatsoever, in England and Wales," except chapels of the king and peers, under the Presbyterian government, with allowance of no other worship: yet without making it penal to neglect this worship. The parliament likewise commenced a negotiation with the king, for his restoration, upon the basis of a single religion, with no toleration of any other. The king insisted on Episcopacy of some sort; and the parliament, on Presbyterianism. The army, after repelling the Scotch invasion, finding that neither the king nor the parliament intended ever to allow toleration to sectaries, again seized the king's person; and marching to London, sifted the house of commons; new modelled the government; and caused the king to be impeached, and beheaded. The Commonwealth, without a king, or a house of lords, was now set up. But the Scotch refused to acknowledge it, recognized Charles II. for their king, and threatened war upon England. The English Presbyterians took sides with their Scotch brethren, disowned the parliament, and declared against a general toleration. All people were now required to swear fidelity to the new government; which many of the Presbyterian clergy refusing to do, were turned out. However, to conciliate the Presbyterians, the parliament continued the late Presbyterian establishment; but repealed all acts compelling uniformity. The Scotch, aided by the English Presbyterians, invaded England, in order to place Charles II. on the throne: but they were vanquished, and all Scotland was compelled to submit to the parliament, and moreover, to allow of toleration in their own country. The solemn League and Covenant was laid aside; and nothing but the Engagement, (or oath of allegiance to the government,) was required of any man, to qualify him, civilly, for any living in the country. Hence many Episcopalian divines, as well as those of other denominations, became parish ministers. In the year 1663, the army, being offended with the parliament, (which had now sat twelve years, and, during the last four, had ruled without a king or house of lords,) ordered them to disperse; and general Cromwell, with the other officers, appointed a new council of state, and selected 140 men from the several counties and towns to represent the people. After five months, these new representatives resigned their power to Cromwell and the other officers; who framed a new constitution, with a single house of representatives, chosen in the three kingdoms, and a Protector, with ample executive powers, elected for life. All sects of christians, except Papists and Episcopalians, were to have free toleration. Cromwell, the Protector, laboured to make persons of all religions feel easy under him; but he absolutely forbade the clergy from meddlin with politics. Ministers of different denominations in the country towns, now began to form associations for brotherly counsel and advice. But the more rigid Presbyterians, as well
with impunity, under their leaders Sidney, Henry Neville, Martin, and Harrington.\footnote{5}

as the Episcopalians, stood aloof from such associations. The right of ordaining parish ministers, had for some years been exclusively in the hands of the Presbyterians; but Cromwell, in March, 1654, appointed a board of thirty *Tryers*, composed of Presbyterians and Independents, with two or three Baptists, to examine and license preachers throughout England. The same year he appointed lay commissioners in every county, with full power to eject scandalous, ignorant, and incompetent ministers and schoolmasters. Both these ordinances were confirmed by parliament. Such was the state of the English Presbyterians, during the protectorate of Oliver Cromwell. On the accession of his son, Richard Cromwell, the Presbyterians, seeing no prospect of the restoration of the solemn League and Covenant, or of their obtaining ecclesiastical dominion over England, under the existing form of government, formed a coalition with the royalists, in 1659, in order to restore the king. The remains of the long parliament were resuscitated, and placed over the nation. The members, excluded from it in 1648, were recalled, and took their seats; and thus it became more than half Presbyterian. This Parliament in 1660, voted that the concessions offered by the king in the negotiations at the Isle of Wight in 1648, were satisfactory; restored Presbyterianism completely, together with the solemn League and Covenant; appointed a new council of state; ordered that a new parliament should be chosen; and then dissolved. The Presbyterians, who now had the whole power of the country in their own hands, were so zealous to prevent the election of republicans to the new parliament, that when it met, it was decidedly in favour of a monarchy. Parliament now recalled the king, without making any stipulations with him respecting the religion of the country. He very soon restored Episcopacy; and then would grant no toleration to any class of dissenters. The Presbyterians, who had the most to lose, were the greatest sufferers. Some hundreds of their ministers were immediately displaced, to make way for the old Episcopal incumbents. And in 1662, the act of uniformity made it criminal to dissent from the established or Episcopal church; and of course exposed all dissenters to persecution. A number of the Presbyterian ministers conformed, in order to retain their places; but more than 2000 ministers, most of them Presbyterians, were turned out. And during this and the succeeding reign, or till the accession of William and Mary, in 1688, the Presbyterians, equally with the other dissenters, suffered persecution. For, though the kings, after the year 1672, were inclined to give toleration to all, in order to advance popery, yet parliament and the bishops resisted it. When the revolution in 1688, placed a tolerant sovereign on the throne, and thus relieved the English Presbyterians from persecution, they were comparatively an enfeebled, and humbled sect; and being no longer strenuous for the solemn league and covenant, and for the *jus divinum* of Presbyterianism, they were willing to have friendly intercourse and fellowship with Independents, and soon became as catholic in their views, as most of the other English dissenters. See Heylin's *History of the Presbyterians*; Neal's *Hist. of the Puritans*; Bogue and Bemnet's *Hist. of Dissenters*; Baxter's *Hist. of his own times*; Burnett's *Hist. of his own times*; Grant's *Hist. of the Eng. Church and Sects*; and others.\footnote{T[.\footnote{5} Gilb. Burnett's *Hist. of his own times*, vol. i. p. 67. Neal's *Hist. of the Puritans*, vol. iv. ch. v. p. 113. 343, &c. Tr.]}

\footnote{[Dr. Mosheim seems to have taken it for granted, that the English Baptists of this age, because they were called *Anabaptists*, resembled the old Anabaptists of Germany; whereas they were *Mennonites*, and though illiterate, and somewhat enthusiastic, they were a people in whom was not a little christian simplicity and piety. Tr.]}\footnote{D[. Neal's *Hist. of the Puritans*, vol. iv. p. 87. [ed. Boston, 1817, p. 112, 113. Tr.]}
§ 23. During this period also arose, among the Presbyterians, the party called Antinomians, or enemies of the law; which has continued to our day, and has caused at times no little commotion. The Antinomians, are over rigid Calvinists, who are thought, by the other Presbyterians, to abuse Calvin’s doctrine of the absolute decrees of God to the injury of the cause of piety. Some of them, (for they do not all hold the same sentiments,) deny that it is necessary for ministers to exhort Christians to holiness and obedience to the law; because those whom God from all eternity elected to salvation will themselves, and without being admonished and exhorted by any one, by a divine influence, or the impulse of almighty grace, perform holy and good deeds; while those who are destined by the divine decrees to eternal punishment, though admonished and entreated ever so much, will not obey the law; nor can they obey the divine law, since divine grace is denied them: and it is, therefore, sufficient, in preaching to the people, to hold up the Gospel and faith in Jesus Christ. But others merely hold, that the elect, because they cannot lose the divine favour, do not truly commit sin and break the divine law, although they should go contrary to its precepts and do wicked actions; and therefore it is not necessary that they should confess their sins, or grieve for them: that adultery, for instance, in one of the elect, appears to us, indeed, to be sin or a violation of the law, yet it is no sin in the sight of God; because one who is elected to salvation, can do nothing displeasing to God, and forbidden by the law.


9 [This second antinomian opinion is so much worse than the preceding, that it is strange Dr. Mosheim should say of it: “Alii vero tantum statuant, author merely hold. Tr.]

1 Other tenets of the Antinomians, kindred with this, and the more recent disputes, occasioned by the post-thumous works of Tobias Crisp, (a distinguished Antinomian preacher,) in which Jo. Tillotson, Baxter, and especially Daniel Williams, (in his celebrated work: Gospel truth stated and vindicated,) vigorously assailed the Antinomians, are stated, though with some errors, by Peter Francis le Courayer, Examen des Doutes Théologiques, tom. ii. p. 196, &c. Amsterd. 1744, 8vo. [See also Bogen and Bennet’s Hist. of Divinities, vol. i. p. 309, &c. and Hannah Adams’ Dictionary of all religions, art. Antinomians. One of the chief sources of Antinomian opinions was, the received doctrines of substitution. If Christ took the place of the elect, and in their stead both obeyed the law perfectly, and suffered its penalty, it was hard for some to see what further demands the law could have upon them,
§ 24. Certain wise and peace-loving persons, moved by the numerous calamities and sufferings of their country arising from the intemperate religious disputes, felt it to be their duty to search for a method of uniting in some measure such of the contending parties as would regard reason and religion, or at least of dissuading them from ruinous contentions. They, therefore, took middle ground between the more violent Episcopalians on the one part, and the more stiff Presbyterians and Independents on the other; hoping, that if the contentions of these could be settled, the minor parties would fall by their own arms. The contests of the former related partly to the forms of Church government and public worship, and partly to certain doctrines, particularly those on which the Reformed and the Arminians were at variance. To bring both classes of contests to a close, these mediators laboured to bring the disputants off from those narrow views which they had embraced, and to exhibit a broader way of salvation. And hence they were commonly called Latitudinarians. In the first place, they were attached to the form of church government, and the mode of public worship established by the laws of England, and they recommended them exclusively to others: yet they would not have it believed, that these were of divine institution, and absolutely necessary. And hence they inferred, that those who approved other forms of church government, and other modes of worship, were to be tolerated, and to be treated as brethren, unless they were chargeable with other faults. In the next place, as to religion they chose Simon Episcopius for their guide; and in imitation of him maintained, that there are but few things, which a christian must know and believe, in order to be saved. Hence it followed, that neither the Episcopalians, who embraced the sentiments of the Arminians, nor the Presbyterians and Independents, who adopted the sentiments of the Genevans, had just reason for contending with so much zeal and animosity: because their disputes related to unessential points, which might be explained variously, without the loss of salvation. The most distinguished of the Latitudinarians were the eminent John Hales and William Chilling-
worth, whose names are still in veneration among the English. With them were joined Henry More, Ralph Cudworth, Theophilus Gale, John Whichcot, John Tillotson, and various others. The first reward for their labour which these men received, was, to be called Atheists, Deists, and Socinians, not only by the papists, but also by the English dissentients. But on the restoration of the English monarchy under Charles II. they were advanced to the highest stations, and received general approbation. And it is well known, that the English church at the present day [1753.] is under the direction, for the most part, of such Latitudinarians. Yet there are some among the bishops and the other clergy, who following rather in the steps of Laud, are denominated the High Church and Ecclesiastical Tories.

§ 25. On the restoration of Charles II. to the throne of his father in 1660, the ancient forms of ecclesiastical government and public worship returned also, and the bishops recovered their lost dignities. Those who preferred other forms, or the Nonconformists as they were called in England, expected, that some place would be assigned to them in the church; but their hopes were quickly disappointed. For Charles again placed bishops over the Scotch, who were so religiously attached to the Genevan discipline; and likewise over the Irish. And afterwards, in the year 1662, all those who refused to subject themselves to the rites and institutions of the English church, were by a public law separated wholly from its communion.

2 An accurately written life of the very acute John Hales, was published in English by Peter des Maizeaux, London, 1719. 8vo. A Latin and more full history of the life of Hales, we have ourselves prefixed to his History of the Synod of Dort, Hamb. 1724. 8vo. A French life of him, not entirely correct, is in the first volume of Chillingworth's book, immediately to be noticed, p. 75, &c. A life of Chillingworth, in English, was composed by the same des Maizeaux, and published, London, 1725. 8vo. A French translation of it is prefixed to the French version of his very noted work: The religion of Protestants a safe way of salvation, printed at Amsterdam, 1730. in 3 vols. 8vo. Such as would acquaint themselves with the regulations, doctrines, and views of the Church of England in later times, should acquaint themselves with these two men, and in particular, should carefully study the above named work of Chillingworth.


5 Dan. Neal’s History of the Pu-
From this period till the times of William and Mary, the Non-Conformists experienced various fortune, sometimes more pleasant, and sometimes more sad, according to the disposition of the court and the government; but at no time were they so happy as not either to feel or fear persecution. But in the year 1689, William III., by an express act of parliament, freed all dissenters from the established church, (except Socinians,) from all liability to the penalties to which they were by law exposed. He also permitted the Scottish nation to live under their Genevan regulation, and delivered them from the jurisdiction of bishops. This, therefore, may be regarded as the commencement of that liberty and freedom from molestation which are still enjoyed by the sects that dissent from the public rites of the English church; but it was also the commencement of those numerous parties and sects which spring up from year to year in that fortunate island, often as suddenly as mushrooms, and which distract the people with their new inventions and opinions.

§ 26. In the reign of this William III., a. d. 1689, arose a very noted schism in the English episcopal church, which, quite down to the present times, no means have been able to

ritano, vol. iv. p. 356. [ed. Boston, 1817. p. 396, &c.] Rapin Thuryras, Histoire d’Angleterre, tom. ix. p. 190, &c. David Wilkins, Concilia Magnae Britannie et Hiberniae, tom. iv. p. 573. This was the famous Act of Uniformity, which required all clergymen, not only to use the liturgy, but also to swear to renounce and condemn the solemn League and Covenant, Presbyterian ordination, and all efforts for changing the present establishment. In consequence of this Act, about 2,000 ministers, chiefly Presbyterians, were turned out of their churches, because they could not conform to the law. At the same time, all the old laws against conventicles, neglect of the parish churches, &c. were revived; and these made all Non-Conformists liable to civil prosecution.

5 Daniel Neal treats particularly of these events in the fourth volume of his History of the Puritans.

6 This act, which is called The Toleration Act, is subjoined to Dan. Neal’s History of the Puritans, vol. iv. ed. Boston, 1817. vol. v. p. 386, &c. By it all dissenters from the church of England, except Papists and Antitrinitarians, by taking an oath of allegiance, and subscribing to the doctrinal part of the 39 Articles, or if Quakers, making equivalent affirmations, are exempted from all the penalties prescribed by the acts which enforce uniformity; and are allowed to erect houses of worship, have their own preachers, and to meet and worship according to their own views, provided they do not when meeting lock or bolt their doors. They are not however exempted from tithes, and other payments for the support of the established churches; nor are they excused from the oaths required by the Corporation and Test Acts, which exclude Non-Conformists from all civil offices. Tr. 7

remove. William Sancroft, archbishop of Canterbury, and seven other bishops, all men distinguished for their learning and purity of morals, declared that they could not in conscience take the oath of fidelity to the new king, William III.; because James II., though expelled from the kingdom, was, in their view, the legitimate king of England. As no arguments could induce them to recede from this opinion, they were deprived of their offices, in 1690, by a decree of the English parliament; and other bishops were appointed in their places.

The bishops who were deposed and turned out of their episcopal dwellings, founded a new church in the bosom of the English church, differing from the rest of the church in opinions, in the form of worship, and in other respects. From the cause that

9 ["The other Non-Juring bishops were Dr. Lloyd, bishop of Norwich; Dr. Turner, of Ely; Dr. Kenn, of Bath and Wells; Dr. Brampton, of Gloucester; Dr. Thomas, of Worcester; Dr. Lake, of Chichester; Dr. White, bishop of Peterborough." Mad.]

1 ["These were Tillotson, Moore, Patrick, Kiddler, Fowler, and Cumber-land, names that will ever be pronounced with veneration by such as are capable of esteeming solid well-employed learning and genuine piety, and that will always shine among the brightest ornaments of the church of England." Mad.]

2 [The language of Dr. Mosheim here, would seem to imply, that the Non-Juring bishops produced a formal secession from the established church, and erected a permanent sect, which differed in doctrines and in its forms of worship, from the church of England. But it was only a temporary disagreement, whether William III. or James II. was the legal sovereign; and of course whether those bishops and priests, who were deprived for not taking the oath of allegiance to the former, or those who were appointed to fill their places, were the legitimate bishops and parish ministers. Both parties professed the same faith, adhered to the same discipline, and used the same liturgy, except that the non-jurors are said to have framed and used a prayer for King James and for their party. It was rather a political than a religious schism; and one which necessarily terminated on the death of the pretender, and of the deprived bishops and clergy. Some principles, indeed, which were then contended for, continued to be maintained, after they became little more than points of theoretical speculation; and the believing or disbelieving these principles, soon constituted the only difference between the two parties. Tr."

"It is stated that at some period within the two or three first years after the Revolution, probably in the year 1691, or 1692, the exiled king ordered a list of the non-juring clergy to be sent over to him; a list was accordingly made out, as perfect as could be procured in the existing state of things, considering the unwillingness, which, for obvious reasons, many must have felt to have their names appear in such a list. Out of the number whose names were thus sent over, it is related, that, at the request of the non-juring bishops, king James nominated two for the continuance of the episcopal succession, the one to derive his spiritual functions and authority from Archbiskhop Sancroft, the other from Bishop Lloyd of Norwich, the eldest suffragan bishop. The two appointed were Dr. George Hickes and Mr. Thomas Wagstaffe: the former was consecrated by the title of suffragan of Thetford, the latter by that of suffragan of Ipswich. The archbishop died before their consecration, and his archiepiscopal functions were performed on the occasion by the Bishop of Norwich."
produced the disunion, this church was called that of the Non-Jurors; and on account of the opinion which it maintained, and continues to maintain, respecting the authority of the church, it received the name of High Church; that is, one entertaining very exalted ideas of the prerogatives and authority of the church: to which is opposed the Low Church, or that which has more moderate views of the power of the church. The deprived bishops, with their friends and followers, contended, that the church is not subject to the civil authority, and to parliaments, but to God only, and has the power of self-government: and consequently, that the decree of parliament against them was unjust and a nullity: and that an ecclesiastical council only has power, by its decrees, to deprive a bishop of

(whom he had appointed his vicar in all ecclesiastical matters, by an instrument dated Feb. 9, 1691,) "assisted by the other non-juring bishops." D'Oyly's Life of Sancroft, Lond. 1840, p. 296.

"The succession of bishops and presbyters among the non-jurors was continued during the greater part of the last century. Dr. Hickey appears to have been the leading person amongst them; and during his lifetime all those who joined in the setting up of a rival communio remained compact. Afterward they became much divided. The number of non-juring bishops seems to have varied at different times. In 1716, there were five, Jeremy Collier, Nathaniel Spinkes, Hawes, and two others. Among the names of persons afterwards consecrated were those of Dr. Deacon, Dr. Thomas Brett, Mr. Thomas Brett, Mr. Smith of Durham, Dr. Rawlinson, and Dr. Gordon. The latter died in London, November, 1729, and is supposed to have been the last non-juring bishop. He left behind him two or three presbyters. The non-juring bishops were always particularly strict in their consecrations, which were performed by at least three bishops, the acts of consecration being always signed, sealed, and properly attested, and carefully preserved. Dr. Deacon separated himself from the other non-jurors, and himself alone consecrated one or more bishops; but these consecrations never were allowed by the main body. The succeeding bishops of the non-jurors were not consecrated with any particular titles, as were the first bishops by those of suffragans of Thetford and Ipswich. There were many very eminent and learned men amongst the non-jurors at different times; amongst others, Collier, Leslie, Dr. Brett, Dodwell, and Nelson. It is supposed that at the end of the last century, there was not a single non-juring congregation or minister remaining." [Ibid. note. Ed.]

The name of High Church, that is, of those who have high notions of the church and of its power, properly belongs to the Non-Jurors. But it is usual among the English to give it a more extensive application; and to apply it to all those who, with immoderate authority of the church, and declare it exempt from all human power, notwithstanding they do not refuse to swear allegiance to the king. And there are many such, even in that church which generally goes under the name of the Low Church. [The Non-Jurors were also called Jacobites, from their adherence to James II. and his son the pretender, in opposition to the reigning sovereign and the house of Hanover. The Scottish bishops, after the year 1689, all adhered to the house of Stuart, and were called Non-Jurors, because they refused the oath of allegiance to the reigning sovereign. Tr.]
his office. The celebrated Henry Dodwell was the first that contended fiercely for these rights and this power of the church. He was followed by several others; and hence arose this perplexing and difficult controversy respecting the church, which has not yet closed, and which is renewed with zeal from time to time 4.

§ 27. The Non-Jurors or High Church, who claimed for themselves the appellation of the Orthodox, and called the Low Church the Schismatical, differed from the rest of the episcopal church in several particulars and regulations, but especially in the following sentiments. I. That it is never lawful for the people, under any provocation or pretext whatever, to resist their kings and sovereigns. The English call this the doctrine of passive obedience; the opposite of which is the doctrine of active obedience, held by those who deem it lawful, in certain cases, for the people to oppose their rulers and kings. II. That the hereditary succession of kings is of divine appointment; and, therefore, can be set aside or annulled in no case whatever. III. That the church is subject to the jurisdiction, not of the civil magistrate, but of God only, particularly in matters of a religious nature. IV. That, consequently, Sanftert and the other bishops who were deposed under king William III. remained the true bishops as long as they lived; and that those substituted in their places were the unjust possessors of other men’s property. V. That these unjust possessors of other men’s offices were both bad citizens and bad members of the church, or were both rebels and schismatics; and, there-

4 [Henry Dodwell, senior, was appointed Camden professor of History at Oxford in 1698; and being deprived of the office in 1690, because he refused the oath of allegiance, he published a vindication of the non-juring principles. Several other tracts were published by him and others on the same side; none of which were suffered to go unanswered. In 1691, Dr. Humphrey Hody published his Unreasonableness of Separation, or a Treatise out of ecclesiastical history, showing, that although a bishop was unjustly deprived, neither he nor the church ever made a separation, if the successor was not a heretic; translated out of an ancient Greek manuscript, (written at Constantinople, and now among the Baroelian MSS.) in the public library at Oxford. This was answered by Dodwell, the next year, in his Vindication of the deprived Bishops, &c. Dr. Hody replied, in The case of the wax zoont, &c. In 1695, Dodwell came forth again, in his Defense of the Vindication of the deprived Bishops. Various others engaged in this controversy. See Macalpine’s Note: Calamy’s Additions to Baxter’s Hist. of his own Life and Times, ch. xvii. p. 465, &c. ch. xviii. p. 466, &c. 506, &c. Tr.]
fore, that such as held communion with them were chargeable with rebellion and schism. VI. That schism, or splitting the church in pieces, is the most heinous sin; the punishment due to which no one can escape but by returning with sincerity to the true church from which he has revolted.

§ 28. We now pass over to the Hollanders, the neighbours of the English. The ministers of the Dutch churches thought themselves happy when the opposers of the Calvinistic doctrine of decrees, or the Arminians, were vanquished and put down: but it was not their fortune to enjoy tranquillity very long. For after this victory they unfortunately fell into such contests among themselves, that, during nearly the whole century, Holland was the scene of very fierce animosity and strife. It is neither easy, nor important, to enumerate all these contentions. We shall therefore omit the disputes between individual doctors respecting certain points both of doctrine and discipline; such as the disputes between those men of high reputation, Gisbert Voet and Samuel Maresius [des Mareds]; the disputes about false hair, interest for money, stage plays, and other minute questions of morals, between Salmasius, Boxhorn, Voet, and several others; and the contest respecting the power of the magistrate in matters of religion, carried on by William Appollonius, James Trigland, Nicholas Vedel, and others, and which destroyed friendship between Frederic Spanheim and John van der Wayen. For these and similar disputes show what were the sentiments of certain eminent divines respecting particular doctrines and points of morality rather than lay open the internal state of the church. The knowledge of this must be derived from those controversies alone which disquieted either the whole church, or at least a large portion of it.

§ 29. The principal controversies of this sort were those respecting the Cartesian philosophy and the new opinions of Cocceius: for these have not yet terminated, and they have produced two very powerful parties, the Cocceians and the

---

Voëtians; which once made a prodigious noise, though now they are more silent. The Cocceian theology and the Cartesian philosophy have no natural connexion; and therefore the controversies respecting them were not related to each other. Yet it so happened that the followers of these two very distinct systems of doctrine formed very nearly one and the same party, those who took Cocceius for their guide in theology, adhering to Des Cartes as their master in philosophy: because those who assailed the Cartesians attacked also Cocceius and his followers, and opposed both with equal animosity. Hence the Cartesians and Cocceians were under a kind of necessity to unite and combine their forces in order the better to defend their cause against such a host of adversaries. The Voëtians derived their name from Gisbert Voet, a very famous divine of Utrecht, who set up the standard, as it were, in this war, and induced great numbers to attack both Des Cartes and Cocceius.

§ 30. The Cartesian philosophy, which at its first appearance was viewed by many, even in Holland, as preferable to the Peripatetic, was first assailed by Gisbert Voet in 1639, at Utrecht, where he taught theology with very great reputation, and who not obscurely condemned this philosophy as blasphemous. He was a man of immense reading, and multifarious knowledge, but indifferently qualified to judge correctly on metaphysical and abstract subjects. While Des Cartes resided at Utrecht, Voet censured various of his opinions; but especially the following positions, he feared, were subversive of all religion; namely, that one who intends to be wise, must begin by calling every thing in question, and even the existence of God: that the essence of spirit, and even of God himself, consists in thought: that space, in reality, has no existence, but is a mere fiction of the imagination; and, therefore, that matter is without bounds. Des Cartes first replied himself to the charges brought against him; and afterwards, his disciples afforded him aid. On the other hand, Voet was joined, not only by those Dutch theologians, who were then in the highest reputation for erudition and soundness in the faith, such as Andrew Rivet, Maresius, and van Mastricht, but also by the greatest
part of the clergy of inferior note. To this flame already raised too high, new fuel was added, when some of the theologians applied the precepts of Des Cartes to the illustration of theological subjects. Hence, in the year 1656, the Dutch Classes, as they are called, or assemblies of the clergy in certain districts, resolved, that resistance ought to be made, and that this imperious philosophy ought not to be allowed to invade the territories of theology. By this decision the States of Holland were excited, in the same year, sternly to forbid, by a public law, the philosophers from expounding the books of Des Cartes to the youth, or explaining the Scriptures according to the dictates of philosophy. In a convention at Delft, the next year, it was resolved, that no person should be admitted to the sacred office without first solemnly promising not to propagate Cartesian principles, nor to deform revealed theology with adventitious ornaments. Similar resolutions were afterwards passed in various places, both in the United Provinces and out of them. But, as mankind are always eager after what is forbidden, all these prohibitions could not prevent the Cartesian philosophy from finally obtaining firm footing in the schools and universities, and from being applied, sometimes preposterously, by great numbers, to the illustration of divine truths. Hence the Dutch became divided into the two parties above named; and the


8 Fred. Spanheim, de Novissimis in Belgio Dissidio; Opp. tom. ii. p. 359, &c. Those who wish it, may also consult the common historians of this century, Arnold, (Kirchen- und Ketzerhistorie, vol. ii. book xvii. ch. x. § 1—6.) Weissmann, (Historia Eccles. sec. xvii. p. 905.) Jäger, Caroli, and also Weische’s Einstellung in die Religionsstreitigkeiten unserer Kirche, vol. iii.
rest of the century was spent amidst their perpetual contentions.

§ 31. *John Cocceius*, (in German *Koch*,) a native of Bremen, professor of theology in the university of Leyden, and unquestionably a great man, if he had only been able to regulate and temper with reason and judgment his erudition, his ingenuity, his reverence for the holy Scriptures, and his piety, which he possessed in an eminent degree; introduced into theology not a little that was novel and unheard of before his times. In the first place, as has been already remarked, he interpreted the whole sacred volume in a manner very different from that of *Calvin* and all his followers. For he maintained that the entire history of the Old Testament presents a picture of the events that were to take place under the New Testament down to the end of the world; nay more, that the things which Christ and his apostles did and suffered in this world were emblematic of future events. He moreover taught that the greatest part of the prophecies of the Jewish prophets foretell the fortunes of Christ and of the Christian church, not by means of the persons and things mentioned, but by the very sense of the words themselves. And lastly, many of those passages in the Old Testament, which seem to contain nothing but the praises of Jehovah, or moral precepts and doctrines, he, with wonderful dexterity and ingenuity, converted into sacred enigmas, and predictions of future events. To give support and plausibility to these opinions, he first laid down this law of interpretation, that the language of the Bible must signify, or that it can signify: which rule, if adopted by a man of more genius than judgment, may give birth to very strange interpretations. In the next place, he distributed the entire history of the Christian church into seven portions of time, or periods, relying principally on the seven trumpets and seals of the Apocalypse.

§ 32. Theology itself, *Cocceius* judged, ought to be freed from the trammels of philosophy, and to be expounded only in scriptural phraseology. Hence, perceiving that the sacred writers denominate the method of salvation which God has prescribed, a *covenant* of God with men, he concluded that there could be no more suitable and pertinent analogy, according to which to adjust and arrange an entire system of theo-
logy. But while intent solely on accommodating and applying the principles of human covenants to divine subjects, he incautiously fell into some opinions which it is not easy to approve. For instance, he asserted that the covenant, which God made with the Hebrew nation, through the medium of Moses, did not differ in its nature from the new covenant procured by Jesus Christ. He supposed, that God caused the ten commandments to be promulgated by Moses, not as a law which was to be obeyed, but as one form of the covenant of grace. But, when the Hebrews had offended him, by various sins, and especially by the worship of the golden calf, God being moved with just indignation, superadded to that moral law the yoke of the ceremonial law, to serve as a punishment. This yoke was in itself very burdensome, but it became much more painful in consequence of its import. For it continually admonished the Hebrews of their very imperfect, dubious, and anxious state, and was a kind of perpetual memento, that they merited the wrath of God, and that they could not anticipate a full expiation and remission of their sins, till the Messiah should come. Holy men, indeed, under the Old Testament, enjoyed eternal salvation after death; but while they lived, they were far from having that assurance of salvation, which is so comforting to us under the New Testament. For no sins were then actually forgiven, but only suffered to remain unpunished; because Christ had not yet offered up himself as a sacrifice to God, and therefore could not be regarded, before the divine tribunal, as one who has actually assumed our debt, but only as our surety. I omit other opinions of Coccejus. Those who assailed the Cartesian doctrines, attacked also these opinions, in a fierce war, which was kept up for many years, with various success. The issue was the same, as in the Cartesian contest. No device, and no force, could prevent the disciples of Coccejus from occupying many professorial chairs, and from propagating the opinions of their master, both orally and in writing, with wonderful celerity, even among the Germans and the Swiss.

8 The same writers may be consulted here, as were referred to before; for the Cartesian and Coccejian controversies were united in one. To these may be added, Val. Alberi, Διάλογος κατὰ παῦλο, Cartesianis-
§ 33. Nearly all the other controversies, which disquieted
the Dutch churches in this century, arose from an excessive
attachment to the Cartesian philosophy as connected with the-
ology. This will appear from those commotions, greater than
all others, produced by Roel and Becker. Certain Cartesian
divines, at the head of whom was Herman Alexander Roel, a
theologian of Franeker, a man of singular acuteness and per-
spicuity, were supposed, in the year 1686, to attribute too
much to reason, in theology. Nearly the whole controversy
was embraced in these two questions: I. Whether the divine
origin and authority of the sacred books, can be demonstrated
by reason alone; or whether the internal testimony of the
Holy Spirit is necessary, in order to a firm belief on this sub-
ject? II. Whether the Holy Scriptures propose any thing to
be believed by us, which is contrary to correct and sound
reason? The first was affirmed and the second denied, not
only by the above-named Roel, but also by John van der
Wagen, Gisbert Wessel, Duker, Ruard ab Andala, and others:
the contrary was maintained by Ulrich Huber, a jurist of great
reputation, Gerhard de Vries, and others. A great part
of Belgium being now in a flame, the states of Friesland prudently
interposed, and enjoined silence and peace on both the con-
tending parties. Those who shall accurately investigate this
cause, will, I think, perceive that a great part of it was a strife
about words, and that the remainder of it might have been
easily settled, if it had been stripped of its ambiguities.

§ 34. A little after this controversy had been hushed in a
measure, this same Roel, in the year 1689, fell under no slight
suspicion, that he was plotting against sound theology, in con-
sequence of some other singular opinions of his. He was
viewed with suspicion, not only by his colleagues, and particu-
larly by Campuus Vitringa, but also by very many of the
Dutch divines. For he denied that the scriptural represen-
tations of the generation of the Son of God, are to be under-
stood as denoting any natural generation; and maintained that the death of holy men, and the evils they suffer in this life, equally with the calamities and death of the wicked, are the penal effects of the first sin; and he advanced some things respecting the divine decrees, original sin, the divine influence in regard to the sinful acts of men, the satisfaction made by Christ, and other subjects, which, either in reality, or at least in form and phraseology, differed much from the received opinions. The magistrates of Friesland published decrees, which prevented these disputes from spreading in that province; but the rest of the Dutch, and especially those of the province of Holland, could not be restrained from condemning Roel and his disciples, both privately, and in their public conventions, as corruptors of divine truth. Nor did this resentment die with the excellent man who was the object of it; but

3 These errors may be best learned from a paper of the Faculty of Theology at Leyden, in which they confirm the sentence pronounced on them by the Dutch synods, entitled, "Judicium Ecclesiasticum, quo opiniones quaedam Ch. H. A. Roëlius Synodice damnata sunt, tautatum a Professoribus Theologia in Academia Leidiana Batava; Leyden, 1713. 4to. 20 sheets. [Roel maintained, that the title Son of God referred only to the human nature of Christ, and to the supernatural formation or conception of it, as also to his mediatorial office; and consequently, that it afforded no proof of his divinity. Yet in his later writings, he admitted, that Christ was also called the Son of God, on account of his eternal generation by the Father; yet without excluding the before-mentioned ground. In order to prove that the death of believers is a punishment, he maintained, that in justification, only some of the punishments of sin are remitted, and that the complete removal of them does not take place, till after the resurrection. Sibl.]

4 [It must not be inferred, from this statement of Dr. Mosheim, that professor Roel was excommunicated, deprived of his office, or even declared a heretic. Some of his opinions were condemned; but not the man. After serving as a chaplain to several noblemen, he was made professor, first of philosophy, and then of theology, at Franeker in Friesland, in the year 1686. In the year 1704, he was removed to the professorship of theology at Utrecht; where he died in office, A. D. 1718, aged 65. The states of Friesland enjoined upon him, in 1691, not to teach or preach his peculiarities of sentiment; they also enjoined upon his opponents, to keep silence on the same subjects. Both obeyed: so that in Friesland there was no more contention. But in the other Dutch provinces, no such order was taken by the government; and therefore, several synods, finding Roel’s opinions to exist and to spread, passed orders of condemnation upon them; and decreed, that candidates should be required to renounce them, in order to their receiving license. He was undoubtedly a great man. Hence Mosheim calls him “vir eximius.” He was also, in the main, sound in the faith. Yet on some points, he carried his speculations farther than the spirit of the times would permit. But, like a good man, when he found his speculations to produce alarm and commotion, at the bidding of the magistrates, he forebore to urge them, and expended his efforts on subjects less offensive. Tr.]
even to our times, the 

$\text{§ 35. Balthazar Becker, a minister of the Gospel at Amsterdam, from the Cartesian definition of a spirit, the truth of which he held to be unquestionable, took occasion to deny absolutely, all that the Scriptures teach us respecting the works, snares, and power of the prince of darkness and his satellites, and also all the vulgar reports respecting ghosts, spectres, and witchcraft. There is extant a prolix and copious work of his, entitled, }\text{The World Bewitched, first published in 1691; in which he perverts and explains away, with no little ingenuity, but with no less audacity, whatever the sacred volume relates, of persons possessed by evil spirits, and of the power of demons; and maintains, that the miserable being, whom the sacred writers call }\text{Satan and the Devil, together with his ministers, lies bound with everlasting chains in hell; so that he cannot thence go forth, to terrify mortals, and to plot against the righteous. }\text{Des Cartes placed the essence of spirit in thinking: but none of those acts, which are ascribed to evil spirits, can be effected by mere thought. Therefore, lest the reputation of }\text{Des Cartes should be impaired, the narrations and decisions of the divine books must be accommodated to his opinion. This error not only disquieted all the United Provinces, but likewise induced not a few Lutheran}

\[5\text{ Our historian relates here, somewhat obscurely, the reasoning which Becker founded upon the Cartesian definition of mind or spirit. The tenor and amount of his argument is as follows: }\text{The essence of mind is thought, and the essence of matter is extension.}—\text{Now since there is no sort of conformity or connexion between a thought and extension, mind cannot act upon matter unless these two substances be united, as soul and body are in man:—therefore no separate spirits either good or evil, can act upon mankind. Such acting is miraculous, and miracles can be performed by God alone. It follows of consequence, that the Scripture accounts of the actions and operations of good and evil spirits must be understood in an allegorical sense.}—\text{This is Becker's argument; and it does, in truth, little honour to his acuteness and sagacity. By proving too much, it proves nothing at all; for if the want of a connexion or conformity between thought and extension renders mind incapable of acting upon matter, it is hard to see how their union should remove this incapacity, since the want of conformity and connexion remains notwithstanding this union. Besides, according to this reasoning, the Supreme Being cannot act upon material beings. In vain does Becker maintain the affirmative, by having recourse to a miracle, for this would imply, that the whole course of nature was a series of miracles, that is to say, that there are no miracles at all.}\text{ [Vol.]}\]
divines to gird on their armour. Its author, although confuted by vast numbers, and deprived of his ministerial office,

6 See Michael Lilienthal's 

Secta Historiocr. Hist. etCrit. tom. i. pp. 361, 364, where there is a description of a medal, struck in reference to Becker, and the other writers, whom we have often quoted. Nouv. Diction. Hist. et Crit. tom. i. p. 193. [Balthazar Becker, D.D., was born near Groningen, 1634; educated there and at Franeker; made rector of the Latin school in the latter place; a preacher, a doctor of divinity; and afterwards pastor at Amsterdam, where he died in 1718. This learned man, published three Catechisms; in the last of which, 1670, he taught, that Adam, if he had not sinned, would have been immortal, by virtue of the fruits of the tree of life; questioned, whether endless punishment, (which he placed in horror and despair,) was consistent with the goodness of God; and admitted episcopacy to be the most ancient and customary form of church government. These sentiments exposed him to some animadversion. In 1690 he published a book, in proof that 

consensus are not erroneous. In his sermons he had often intimated that too much was ascribed to the agency of the devil; and being frequently questioned on the subject, he concluded to give the world his full views on the whole subject. This he did in his Dutch work, entitled, Betoverde Wereld, &c., i.e., the World Bewitched, or a critical investigation of the commonly received opinion respecting spirits, their nature, power, and actions; and all those extraordinary feats, which men are said to perform, through their aid; in four books, Amsterdam, 1691. 4to. In the preface, he says, "It is come to that; at the present day, that it is almost regarded as a part of religion, to ascribe great wonders to the devil; and those are taxed with infidelity and perverseness, who hesitate to believe, what thousands relate concerning his power. It is now thought essential to play, not only to fear God, but also to fear the devil. Whoever does not do so, is accounted an atheist; because he cannot per-

suade himself, that there are two Gods, the one good, and the other evil." He also gives a challenge to the devil: "If he is a god, let him defend himself; let him lay hold of me; for I throw down his altars. In the name of the God of hosts, I fight with this Goliath; we will see, who can deliver him." In the first Book, he states the opinions of the pagans, concerning gods, spirits, and demons; and shows, that both Jews and Christians have derived their prejudices on this subject from them. In the second, he shows, what reason and Scripture teach concerning spirits; and in the third, confutes the believers in witchcraft and confederacies with the devil. In the fourth Book, he answers the arguments alleged from experience, to prove the great power of the devil. He founds his doctrine on two grand principles; that, from their very nature, spirits cannot act upon material beings; and, that the Scriptures represent the devil and his satellites, as shut up in the prison of hell. To explain away the texts which militate against his system, evidently costs him much labour and perplexity. His interpretations, for the most part, are similar to those still relied on, by the believers in his doctrine.—Becker was not the first writer who published such opinions. Before him were, Arnold Geulinx, of Leyden, who died in 1669; and Daillon, a French Reformed preacher, who fled to London, and there published his views, in 1637. But these advanced their opinions problematically; while Becker advanced his in a positive tone. He also discussed the whole subject; and he mingled wit and sarcasm with his arguments. This difference caused his book to awaken very great attention; while theirs passed unheeded. Becker was deposed and silenced, by the synods of Edam and Alkmaar, in 1692. But the senate of Amsterdam continued to him his salary, till his death, in 1718. See Scharnow, Kirchenzweck. seit der Reformation, vol. viii. p. 713, &c. Tr.]
yet, on his dying bed, in 1718, continued to affirm, until his last breath, that he believed all he had written to be true. Nor did his new doctrine die with him; but it still has very many defenders, both open and concealed.

§ 36. It is well known, that various sects, some of them Christian, others semi-Christian, and others manifestly delirious, not unfrequently start up and are cherished, in Holland as well as England. But it is not easy for any one, who does not reside in those countries, to give a correct account of them; because the books which contain the necessary information, seldom find their way into foreign countries. Yet the Dutch sects of Verschorists and Hattemists, having now for some time been better known among us, I shall here give some account of them. The former derived their name from James Verschoor, of Flushing; who, about the year 1680, is said to have so strangely mixed together the principles of Spinoza and Cocceius, as out of them to have produced a new system of religion, which was quite absurd and impious. His followers are also called Hebrews; because they all, both men and women, bestow great attention on the Hebrew language. The latter sect, about the same time, had for their leader Pontianus van Hattem, a minister of the Gospel at Philipsland in Zealand, who was also an admirer of Spinoza, and was afterwards deprived of his office, on account of his errors. These two sects were kindred to each other; and yet they must have differed in some way; since van Hattem could never persuade the Verschorists to enter into alliance with him. Neither of them wished to be looked upon as abandoning the Reformed religion: and Hattem wrote an exposition of the Heidelberg Catechism. If I understand correctly the not very lucid accounts given us of their doctrines, the founders of both sects, in the first place inferred, from the Reformed doctrine of the absolute decrees of God, this principle, that whatever takes place, necessarily and unavoidably takes place. Assuming this as true, they denied that men are by nature wicked or corrupt; and that human actions are some of them good, and others bad. Hence they inferred, that men need not trouble themselves about a change of heart, nor be solicitous to obey the divine law; that religion does not consist in acting, but in
suffering; and that Jesus Christ inculcated this only, that we patiently and cheerfully endure whatever, by the good pleasure of God, occurs or befalls us, striving only to keep our minds tranquil. *Hattem*, in particular, taught that Jesus Christ did not by his death appease divine justice, nor expiate the sins of men; but that he signified to us, there was nothing in us that could offend God, and in this way he made us just. These things appear to be perverse, and inimical to all virtue: and yet neither of these men—unless I am wholly deceived—was so beside himself, as to recommend iniquity; or to suppose, that a person may safely follow his lusts. At least, the sentiment ascribed to them, that God punishes men by their sins, not for them, seems to carry this import: That unless a person bridles his lusts, he must suffer punishment, both in this life and in that to come; yet not by a divine infliction, or by the sovereign will and pleasure of God, but by some law of nature. Both sects still exist; but have discarded the names derived from their founders.

§ 37. The churches of Switzerland, from the year 1669, were in great fear, lest the religion handed down to them by their fathers and confirmed at the synod of Dort, should be contaminated with the doctrines, already mentioned, of the French divines, *Amyraut, de la Place*, and *Capell*. For there were at that time, among the associated ministers of Geneva, certain men, distinguished both for their eloquence and their erudition, who not only approved those doctrines, but endeavoured, against the will of their colleagues, to induce others to embrace them. To restrain the efforts of these men, the principal divines of Switzerland, in the year 1675, had a book drawn up by John Henry Heidegger, a very celebrated divine of Zurich, in opposition to the new doctrines of the Frenchmen; and with no great difficulty, they persuaded the magistrates to annex it, by public authority, to the common Helvetic formulas of religion. It is usually called the *Formula Consensus*. But this measure, which was intended to secure peace, became

---


rather the fruitful source of contentions and disturbance. For many declared, that they could not conscientiously assent to this *Formula*: and hence pernicious commotions arose in some places. In consequence of these, the canton of Bern and the republic of Geneva, at the urgent solicitation of Frederic William of Brandenburg, in the year 1686, abrogated the *Formula Consensus*. In the other cantons, it with difficulty retained its authority somewhat longer: but in our age, having given birth to the most violent quarrels, particularly in the University of Lausanne, it began to sink here also, and to lose nearly all its influence.\(^9\)

\(^9\) ['“It must not be imagined, from this expression of our historian, that this *Form*, entitled the *Consensus*, was abrogated at Basil by a positive edict. The case stood thus: Mr. Peter Wernehls, who was at the head of the Consistory of that city, paid such regard to the letter of the Elector, as to avoid requiring a subscription to this Form from the candidates for the ministry; and his conduct, in this respect, was imitated by his successors. The remonstrances of the Elector do not seem to have had the same effect upon those that governed the church of Geneva; for the *Consensus*, or *Form of agreement*, maintained its credit and authority there until the year 1706, when, without being abrogated by any positive act, it fell into disuse. In several other parts of Switzerland, it was still imposed as a rule of faith, as appears by the letters addressed by George I. king of England, as also by the king of Prussia, in the year 1723, to the Swiss Cantons, in order to procure the abrogation of this *Form*, or *Consensus*, which was considered as an obstacle to the union of the Reformed and Lutheran churches. See the *Mémoire pour servir à l’Histoire des troubles arrivées en Suisse à l’occasion du Consensus*; published in 8vo. at Amsterdam, in the year 1726." *Macl.*]  

\(^1\) See Christ. Matth. Piét’s Schol. anna de *Formula Consensus Helveticus*: Tubing. 1723. 4to. *Mémoire pour servir à l’Histoire des troubles arrivées en Suisse à l’occasion du Consensus*; Amsterdam. 1726. 8vo. [In this *Formula Consensus*, (which, like the Lutheran *Formula Concordia*, might better be called *Formula Dissensus*,) four controversies, which had previously disturbed the Reformed churches, were decided. It condemned, I. the doctrine of Moses Amyraut, respecting general grace; and established the most strenuous opinion of special grace. It condemned, II. the opinion of Joshua Placeus (de la Place), respecting the imputation of Adam’s sin:—III. Piscator’s doctrine, concerning the active obedience of Christ: and, IV. Lewis Capell’s critical doctrine, concerning the points of the Hebrew text. This Formula, so long as subscription to it was rigorously enforced, deprived the Swiss churches of many a worthy divine, who would rather quit his country, than violate his conscience. Sulzer of Berlin was a remarkable example. *ScM.*]
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§ 1. At the close of the sixteenth century Romanism acquired a new hold upon England, by the institution of a qualified species of episcopacy. The last survivor of that prelacy which Elizabeth deprived, was Watson, whose inconformity forfeited the see of Lincoln. He died in 1584. The Romish party then looked up to Allen, afterwards cardinal, as its leader, and it formed a body sufficiently united, until his death, in 1594. Serious disagreements then arose. The Jesuits had gained a paramount ascendency over the wealthy Romish families, which the secular priests, many of whom were far advanced in years and had been little tainted by politics, viewed with envy and disgust. It was thought likely, that greater unanimity would be found attainable, if a bishop, or more than one, were appointed, who might serve as a common centre of authority. But such a functionary would have opportunities for consolidating an influence over the Romish aristocracy, which Persons dreaded, as a probable obstacle to his views upon the succession. That restless and intriguing Jesuit, accordingly, who was chiefly consulted at Rome upon English affairs, recommended eventually the appointment of an ecclesiastical superior,
with a character something inferior to the prelatie. George Blackwell was, in consequence, nominated Arch-priest, with the pope’s approbation, but not formally by his appointment. Apparently, the new arch-priest was quite independent of the Jesuits, but really, secret instructions bound him to a dependence upon Garnet, the provincial of their order. Thus Persons gained by management a reasonable prospect of that influence over the English Romanists, which had been the object of his life, and which he hoped to render highly effective when the queen’s demise should embolden competition for the throne. The secular priests of England, however, were highly dissatisfied with Blackwell’s appointment, viewing it, in its true light, as a Jesuitic engine to depress them. But they submitted on the pontiff’s formal approval of Blackwell’s appointment, in 1599, and English Romanism was placed under the superintendence of three arch-priests in succession. Thus was formed, as another century opened, a compact, organised body, which has weathered every storm, and now assumes a tone to which England has been quite unused since the days of James II.

§ 2. The church of England gained some advantages under James I., by the authorised compilation of a body of canons, a restraint upon the conveyance of ecclesiastical estates to the crown, otherwise than as a lessee on the ordinary terms, an increased strictness in exacting subscription from the clergy, and the completion of that version of Scripture, which has been authorised ever since. The canons were enacted by the convocation of the province of Canterbury, in the spring of 1604, Bancroft, then bishop of London, being president, as Abp. Whitgift had lately died. Their number is 141, and they were chiefly collected from the various articles, injunctions, and synodical acts which appeared under Edward VI. and Elizabeth. They were adopted by the province of York, and authorised by the crown, but never sanctioned by parliament.

1 "Father Robert Persons, an English Jesuit, was the chief person in credit at Rome, after the cardinal’s" (Allen’s) "decease, and commonly advised with in all matters relating to the English nation." (Dodd’s Ch. Hist. Lond. 1840. iii. 45.) Persons had originally approved of the episcopate.

2 In 1598.

2 See Mr. Tierney’s notes to the new edition of Dodd.
Hence the court of king's bench has unanimously pronounced them no farther binding upon the laity than they may embody the provisions of common or statute law. They have, however, served to direct the proceedings of ecclesiastical courts, and although fallen into desuetude in various particulars, they continue down to the present day of considerable use in preserving one uniform face to the national church. By rendering illegal the transfer of ecclesiastical estates to the crown, James conferred a great boon upon the church. His predecessor had seriously impaired the resources of the dignified clergy by the powers which she obtained at the outset of her reign, for effecting exchanges, as they were called, with such as obtained high preferments in the church. Such powers, in the hands of James, from his extreme facility, and the rapacious improvidence displayed by some of his personal favourites, especially those from Scotland, must have proved, in a few years, highly detrimental to the endowments which former covetousness had spared. He deserves, therefore, the respectful remembrance of those who value a church establishment, able to hold a high intellectual position, and to support liberally objects worthy of patronage, for consenting, in the very beginning of his power, to limit it in a point liable to so much abuse. The increased strictness in pressing subscription came from the anxiety to repress irregularities entertained by Bancroft, who had been translated to Canterbury within the year of Whitgift's death. He incurred thereby great odium among the Puritanical party, and its admirers have not forgiven him to the present day. But it is impossible to arraign his conduct in this, with any degree of fairness. Nothing can be more unreasonable, than to take the bread provided by an establishment which the recipient is bent upon undermining, or even upon remodelling according to his own private views; and really, pleas of conscience come from such a person with a very ill grace. Abp. Bancroft, however, has not only been very severely blamed for his conduct towards such persons, but also the number of them who suffered under him has been invidiously exaggerated. By the rolls delivered in by him, not long before his death, it

4 By the 13th Eliz. the subject had church estates. Fuller, B. x. p. 27, been disabled from accepting grants of
appears that only forty-nine clergymen were deprived on any account whatever. This is no great number when we consider the inveteracy of the evil with which he had to contend, and that it was spread over more than nine thousand parishes. He might, indeed, have frightened some clergymen into a conformity to which they were unused, and for which they were disinclined. Such men may complain of hardship, as they will, to justify their previous conduct: they have evidently very slender claims upon the sympathy of others. The primate's care in this matter of subscription, was attended with immediate results of considerable importance. A degree of uniformity, and of attention to rubrical formalities, long unknown, became general, and probably, if the times had not grown all but irresistibly Puritanical, Bancroft's reforms might have immediately taken a permanent hold upon the church. The new translation of Scripture he did not live to see completed. A commission for executing it issued in 1604, but the work was not formally begun until 1607, and it did not appear in print until 1611. The divines employed upon it were in number forty-seven, and they were divided into six committees, each with its task, which met in Westminster, and in the two Universities. In this body were included many scholars of unquestionable competence, and as their labours were conducted with extreme deliberation, the result could hardly fail of being, as it has been found, worthy of an enlightened nation's confidence. No version, scrupulously prepared, of originals so antient, various, and extensive, can be absolutely free from obscurities, and even inaccuracies, but upon the whole, the authorised English version is remarkably free from both, and forms, perhaps, the best vernacular Bible that any country has to boast.

§ 3. In one respect, James favoured the Puritanical party. Its theology took entirely the high Calvinistic direction, which Perkins had unfolded about the close of the last century, in his Armilla Aurea, in a more systematic manner than any former divine. Van Harmin, or Arminius, aroused by the

5 Collier, ii. 687. 6 Ibid. 7 Fuller, b. x. pp. 46, 57. 8 Heylin's Quinquaginta History. Tracts. Lond. 1631. p. 615.
popularity of this author, made a formal attack upon his theory, and the disgust which was occasioned among continental Predestinarians by such an examination of their doctrine was loudly echoed by the English Puritans. The king expressed himself, on some occasions, as warmly against the anti-Calvinistic party, as any of his subjects could desire: having even been heard to brand Arminius as the enemy of God. Nor when the Dutch, embarrassed by the fury with which these disputes were conducted and their increasing adaptation to political purposes, convened the synod of Dort, did James decline his countenance, but sent over some British divines to assist at its deliberations. As the Arminian party was hardly represented at all in that famous assembly, the decisions could not fail of being such as they proved. They were, however, highly agreeable to the Puritanical portion of James's subjects, and had his conduct been invariably answerable to the part taken by him at Dort, he must have been popular with all that busy part of the nation. He had, indeed, already promoted George Abbot to the see of Canterbury; a prelate whose Puritanical predilections rendered him highly popular, but who undid much that his predecessor, Bancroft, had effected in enforcing clerical conformity. But, on the other hand, James had resisted, at Hampton Court, an attempt to impose the Lambeth articles, and had raised anti-Calvinistic clergymen to many of the first preferments. Upon the whole, therefore, he proved any thing rather than a promoter of the Puritanical cause; except in as much as he alternately irritated and encouraged its warmest abettors. Thus were effectually

2 “It was printed several times after the Latin edition, with the general approbation of the French and Belgic churches, and no less than fifteen times within the space of twenty years in the English tongue.” Ibid. 615.

1 In his Ecumen Predestinacion Perkiniana. Ibid. 616.

3 Ibid. 534.

4 “The national synod of Dort consisted of thirty-eight Dutch and Walloon divines, five professors of the universities, and twenty-one lay elders, making together sixty-one persons, of which not above three or four were Remonstrants.” (Arminians.) Neal. 1. 465.


6 “By which encouragements, the anti-Calvinists, or old English Protestants, took heart again, and more openly declared themselves than they had done formerly.” Heylin’s Quin. quart. Hist. Tracts, 631.
sown the seeds, which grew so vigorously in the next reign, and eventually ripened in the general overthrow of English institutions.

§ 4. In Ireland, undoubtedly, James not merely allowed, but even formally sanctioned, a step in favour of Puritanism, which must have proved of considerable importance, had not Romanism been so much master of the country as to paralyse every Protestant movement. The established church there was, indeed, in a most deplorable condition, pillage of benefices, from the bishop down to the vicar, having reached such an intolerable height as placed serious difficulties in the way of maintaining the established worship. Much of the Protestantism also which succeeded in rooting itself, was adverse to the Anglican church. The province of Ulster had become, in a great measure, denuded of its old proprietors and inhabitants by means of the rebellions under Elizabeth. The vacancies thus made were partly filled up by bodies of colonists fitted out by the city of London, but still more by emigrants from Scotland. These last brought over all those violent Puritanical prepossessions that had occasioned so many fierce struggles at home. Thus that portion of the island which seemed likely to be first in a general acceptance of the Reformation, was prejudiced against any view of its principles that did not come recommended from Geneva. Among the established clergy, James Ussher, eventually primate, was by far the most learned, and in consequence his opinion carried great weight. He had, however, espoused heartily those Calvinistic doctrines which study of the Institutes rendered so usual with a large portion of contemporary Protestant divines. The operation of these causes came strikingly before the world in 1615. The Irish convocation, under Ussher’s influence, then incorporated the Lambeth articles with others of a Puritanical character, in a body of doctrine which clergymen were to subscribe. This variation from the English terms of conformity was ratified by the lord deputy Chichester, in the king’s name. It was, however, soon found unseemly and inconvenient, to exact in Ireland

---

6 Bramhall to Laud, Aug. 10, 1633. 7 Collier, ii. 769.
a subscription different from that imposed in England. Accordingly, in 1635, the Irish convocation adopted the English thirty-nine Articles. No debate was allowed as to the abrogation of the Irish Articles of 1615. It was rather meant, that such as considered them mere amplifications of the English formulary, might enjoy that opinion unmolested, and some of the Irish prelacy, accordingly, exacted subscriptions to both sets of articles, down to the time of the troubles of 1641. But it was found impossible to obtain the lord-deputy’s permission to bring the ratification of the Irish articles before parliament. It was evidently intended by the government, that this variation between the two churches should gradually and silently sink into desuetude. Such was its fate. The Irish articles dragged on a lingering and precarious existence during some six years after the convocation of 1635: but when the restoration of Charles II. again established the church of Ireland, subscription to them wholly ceased.

§ 5. Under Charles I. Puritanism rapidly increased, and undoubtedly, the church herself, by several gross mistakes, powerfully aided its growth. An extreme antipathy, indeed, to popery, and to every external observance which seemed anywise connected with it, might have yielded to time, a conscientious exercise of patronage, and judicious management. Moderate men might thus have learned to discriminate between the encouragement of unscriptural opinions, and a prudent connivance at them; between mere externals and fundamental principles. Nor, in some respects, were the courses taken adverse to this desirable consummation. The church was active, and promotion commonly followed upon the heels of proved ability. But unhappily, with professional ability, in the high-church party, was usually combined a discreditable, unconstitutional, and pernicious political subserviency. This too early took exactly that form which arouses the fiercest opposition: it was arrayed against men’s pockets. Charles was involved, at the outset of his reign, in foreign war, and found himself under a pressure of pecuniary difficulty, which his

---

8 "With the single dissentient voice of a non-conformist minister from the diocese of Down." Mant, 491.
9 Ibid. 495.
father's pacific policy and Elizabeth's parsimony had avoided 1. To relieve his necessities, in all the confidence of well-intentioned youth, he frankly reckoned upon parliament. But he encountered within its walls, a rancorous hatred of his favourite Buckingham, and a determination to grapple with prerogative, which irritated him into hasty dissolutions, the exchequer remaining empty. To replenish it, he had recourse to a general loan, as it was called; really, to a regular levy upon the people, according to their several assessments under the last subsidy: but unfortified by any previous consent obtained from their representatives. Fiscal exactions are always very far from welcome, but in this case they were certain to be commonly viewed as an extortion which every Englishman was entitled, if not bound, to resist. In order to lessen the public discontent, all clergymen were required to recommend the loan, and some of them, disreputably eager for preferment, broached from the pulpit the most obnoxious doctrines 2. Passive obedience being nakedly advocated upon scriptural grounds, it followed, as a necessary consequence, that the crown was fully justified in relieving its just necessities by levying money on the bare strength of prerogative, and that Christians, by resistance, were infringing a religious obligation. Mainwaring and Sibthorp, the two chief inculcators of these absurd and illegal doctrines, were both censured by parliament, and the former was visited with all that vindictive violence, which power, in those times, wherever lodged, invariably displayed 3. But the court contemptuously nullified the vengeance of the commons, by not only pardoning, but also rewarding the victims. Mainwaring found the storm a speedy passport to a good country living, and eventually to a mitre; Sibthorp obtained better parochial preferment, and a prebend of Peterborough 4. Thus moderate men were prejudiced against distinguished ecclesiastics, by seeing the exceptional access which had led indivi-

1 Hallam's Const. Hist. i. 512.
2 The instructions to the clergy were framed by Laud, then bishop of Bath and Wells, at the king's desire. The purport of them may be seen in Collier, ii. 739.
3 He was to be imprisoned during the pleasure of the House, fined 1000l. make a prescribed submission, be suspended for three years, rendered incapable of further preferment, and of preaching at court.
4 Kennet's Hist. Engl. ii. 28. Mainwaring was made bishop of St. David's.
duals among them to preferment, and by the offensive political leaven which was likely from self-interest to blend itself with their principles. Mere theology was another ground of distinction and unpopularity to the higher clergy. They were generally of the party branded as Arminian; while the more strenuous opponents of unparliamentary taxation and of an over-strained prerogative, were usually Calvinists. In the same quarter too, a greater point was made of maintaining that strict and mortified exterior which readily gains upon serious minds, especially in lower life. Popularity among the gayer majority of that condition was indeed sought on the other side in 1633, by a royal proclamation, generally known as the Book of Sports, allowing lawful recreations, out of the hours of service, on Sundays, to such as had duly attended church. Many were, no doubt, pleased by this authoritative relaxation of the rigorous principles by which Puritanism was every where curtailing the immemorial enjoyments of a rustic Sunday. But more, or, at all events, more of any influence, were seriously offended. The Book of Sports gave a colourable opening for painting the court and hierarchy as leagued against all godliness. Puritanism, therefore, gained upon public opinion, not only as the honourable opponent of royal extortion, but also as the uncompromising teacher of sound religion.

§ 6. Still, in spite of these advantages, and of many things injudiciously, some reprehensibly done, by the ruling party, there is no reason to believe that Presbyterianism would have superseded episcopacy, if English discontent had not urgently needed Scottish assistance. Nor is it by any means improbable that even Scotland would have risen superior to an unenquiring horror of prelacy, had a calm view of its merits and operation been permitted. It is true, that violent antipathies against bishops and liturgies, had been rooted in the populace by the times when these were papal; and a poverty-stricken, covetous aristocracy was keenly alive to the advantage of securing for itself the endowments by which they were supported. Nor, when James again planted prelacy in his paternal kingdom, was it difficult to arouse a sour, envious hostility to-

Collier, ii. 758.
wards wealthy and distinguished churchmen, among those who moved in humble and necessitous conditions. All such feelings, however, if left to themselves, would have gradually dwindled down to their average intensity: which is not sufficient for convulsing a nation. They were driven from this even tenour, and consequently shielded from unimportance, by extraneous forces. Charles not only desired an uniform religious system to be established in all parts of his dominions; he was also anxious that the northern prelacy and clergy should be provided, like their southern neighbours, with adequate endowments. He therefore announced intentions of resuming grants of ecclesiastical estates, and of placing the tythe-property upon a footing more advantageous to the church. Such announcements filled many of the best houses with dismay, and rendered their masters anxious to fan the embers of popular prejudice against prelacy. The king's conduct also gave a great advantage to the Presbyterian party, from its rash contempt of constitutional forms. It was desirable that Scotland should possess a body of canon law. One was compiled; but Charles was so ill-advised, as to fancy that it needed no higher authority than his own. It came before the country, therefore, not as the fruits of recognised ecclesiastical deliberation, duly sanctioned afterwards by the civil power, but as the mere creature of some private consultations among the Scottish prelates, revised by their English brethren, which the sovereign was to render valid by the strength of prerogative. To make this unhappy assumption more popularly odious, one of the canons which it promulgated, bound the people to use the liturgy: when, in fact, no liturgy had hitherto been provided. Thus, when one actually appeared, so great a storm of popular fury was found ready to burst upon it, as evidently occasioned general surprise in superior life. As an extenuation of the king's imprudence in thus acting upon the strength of an ill-defined prerogative, may be mentioned the High Commission Court, which his father had established in the same illegal way, nearly thirty years be-

6 Russell, ii. 116.  
7 "Even in Edinburgh, at that time the focus of insurrection, only one clergyman was hostile to the liturgy." Ibbet. 136.
fore*. But this precedent only served to mislead him and increase his difficulties. When the popular explosion burst forth with irresistible force, that arbitrary court was one of the first things which the government found itself under the necessity of offering to modify. This offer was accompanied with another to suspend the canons and liturgy until they should have duly passed the ordeal of constitutional forms. But it was now too late for qualified concessions on the royal side. For a long time Scottish discontent seemed only an ebullition of vulgar fanaticism, its abettors in superior life having abstained from compromising themselves by any open participation in it. But soon after the liturgical tumult in Edinburgh, in the summer of 1637, the strength of the Presbyterian party became so conspicuous, that great men thought themselves quite safe in heading it, and in the following year the famous Covenant was enthusiastically adopted by people of all conditions. It was not, indeed, accepted with equal eagerness in every part of the kingdom. On the contrary, the northern Scots received, at first, invitations to join it with considerable coolness*. But gradually their objections were overcome by the fervid representations which resounded from Edinburgh and its neighbourhood. Thus, in the course of a short time, the whole kingdom imbibed a persuasion, that adherence to the Covenant was imperative upon every Scotchman who valued either his country or his salvation. It was vain for Charles to hope that his tardy concessions could stem such a raging torrent. Nothing was any longer thought of among his countrymen, but an unconditional surrender of all that haunted inferior life with fears of religious pollution, and superior, with hateful visions of tithes and church-lands again required for church purposes. The country, however, being thoroughly united and marshalled under its hereditary heads, did not supinely rest upon an enthusiastic resolution. It took the field, and remained in a formidable military attitude, in spite of royal endeavours on the other side, until its objects were completely

* James's instructions for the regulation of this court may be seen in Collier, ii. 792.
* "Especially at Aberdeen, where it was opposed with much ability by the clergymen and professors of that city." Russell, ii. 144.
gained amidst the ruins of the falling monarchy. Thus when a revolutionary English party committed itself irreconcilably against the throne, it had an ally provided within the island, and without co-operation from that quarter, its own success appeared highly problematical. That co-operation, however, to any sufficient extent, was unattainable, unless England would embrace the Presbyterian system. Thus, really, the southern church, although rendered unpopular from several causes, owed its actual fall to the exigencies of desperate politicians, then uppermost in the country. Had they thought themselves able to dispense with aid from Scotland, English episcopacy might have been purged by the national troubles, instead of overthrown.

§ 7. When, accordingly, the famous Long Parliament met ¹, although it manifested from the first a rancorous hatred of the primate and others of his order, with a determination to reduce all clergymen so as to satisfy democratical views of their inferiority, and Puritanical notions of clerical efficiency, yet it evidently was not pervaded for some time with any determination to supersede an episcopal polity by presbyterian. On the third day of the session was, indeed, appointed a committee of the whole house to take cognisance of religion, which, within a month, gave birth to a sub-committee "for providing preaching ministers, and removing scandalous ones." ²

But this proved very much of an engine for the selfish purposes of party politicians. Even among the unhappy clergymen, stigmatised as "scandalous," many were, probably, rather offensive to their enemies by hostility to the tide of revolution than by any fair objections to their personal habits. The bulk, however, of those whom this committee visited with ruin, really could be charged with little solid or important, besides malignancy, a compendious term of reproach which merely meant affection to the monarch and hatred of his oppressors ³. Thus, if the more moderate portion of the House

¹ Nov. 3, 1640.
² "The bare convening of a clergyman before the committee (and this was always in the power of the meanest and most profligate parishioner to do) was sufficient to give him the character of a scandalous minister." Walker's Sufferings of the Clergy, Lond. 1714. p. 64.
³ "Few, or none of the loyal clergy escaped the lash." Ibid.
of Commons had seen a reasonable prospect of succeeding, without extraneous aid, in reducing the regal power within satisfactory limits, and the violent encroaching spirits of the house had been likely to secure, by English means alone, sufficient gratifications for their own pride and cupidity, the church might have kept her liturgy and some sort of bishops. With the former, indeed, it probably would have been rendered allowable to mingle extemporaneous prayers, and the latter, undoubtedly, must have descended to a level endurable by envious insolence, and placing considerable pecuniary advantages within reach of party leaders. But Charles proved an enemy that often bade fair to baffle the Parliament, and hence its more violent members must have had many hours of uneasiness, if not of despondence. The Scots were, therefore, felt of vital importance to turn the scale, and nothing would satisfy that fanatical abhorrence of episcopacy, which drove them into war, short of English adhesion to their vaunted covenant.

§ 8. When this was formally imposed upon the nation, in 1643, it became a new instrument for ejecting the clergy from their benefices, and by its means the ruling party involved in ruin such obnoxious members of the clerical body as had hitherto avoided spoliatio. A fifth of their livings might, indeed, be reserved for the future subsistence of their wives and families, but loud complaints were made as to evasions of an obligation to pay this pittance. The triumphant party, however, which showed this degree of regard for the maintenance of helpless dependents upon despoiled incumbents, showed none to their religious prepossessions. In 1645 the use of the liturgy was prohibited, even in private houses, under a penalty of five pounds, and thus the church of England was, equally with that of Rome, denied any toleration. Under this prohibition it continued until the Restoration, the army, which insisted upon toleration for Protestant sectarianism, having nothing but hatred for the principles of that religious establishment which recent troubles had subverted. Nevertheless, episcopal clergymen of talent continually came before the public in ways favourable to the ultimate success of their

---

4 Fuller, b. xi. p. 239.  
5 Walker's Sufferings of the Clergy, p. 28.
order, though not immediately connected with it. In particular, the London Polyglot appeared under Cromwell, who, to his honour, patronised it, although its editor was that active, well-known scholar, Brian Walton, who had been sequestered as a delinquent, and became eventually bishop of Chester. Cromwell also claims the distinction of a ready attention to Protestant distress, wherever it might occur. Not only did he interpose the irresistible weight of his authority, when the petty court of Turin turned anew the tide of persecution upon its Waldensian subjects, but also the powerful monarchy of France was alive to the imprudence of disregarding him when he remonstrated against oppressions undergone by unfortunate Hugonots in the south of that kingdom. If we might implicitly believe dissenting authorities, the Protectorate, and the years immediately bordering upon it, were likewise the season when England was much more virtuous and religious than at any other time. But some of the virtues, then unusually conspicuous, were of the class closely connected with worldly prudence, and hence fallacious marks of sterling excellence, unless combined with good qualities of a more private and disinterested character in a proportion above the average. This happy excess is necessarily very rare, and it does not seem to have been attained in any remarkable degree by the religious professors of the Commonwealth. Hence their claims to an excellence really above that of other christian communities have been successfully resisted, and even derided, by opponents. As to their outward religious profession, it undoubtedly differed from that of serious men ordinarily, by the use of a peculiar phraseology, and by making a great point of certain habits and abstinences. But in such distinctions is nothing absolutely incompatible either with interested practices, proud and angry feelings, or such a degree of personal indulgence as is not publicly offensive. Hence dissenting representations of public religion and morality, when the church was overthrown, have fairly been considered as

---

6 Cromwell’s Memoirs of the Protector, Oliver Cromwell, Lond. 1820. p. 622.
7 “It does not admit of reasonable doubt that the strength and prevalence of religion during the period in question, was far greater than at any former age.” Price’s Hist. of Prot. Nonconf. ii. 644. See also Neal, iii. 46.
formed upon a very uncertain estimate. To the loud and disputable religious claims of that day have, however, been attributed, with great probability, the infamous facility with which men of fashion rushed into the other extreme so shamelessly and completely when the old system was restored.

§ 9. In Ireland the church was pretty completely overthrown so early as the autumn of 1641. Then unexpectedly occurred the horrid Irish massacre, from which it was expected Protestantism never would have recovered in that country, and for which, after a few years, Cromwell exacted ample vengeance*. To what extent Protestant blood was shed in this ferocious outbreak, and in the rebellious movements consequent upon it, has been disputed. Some accounts make more than three hundred thousand adherents of a scriptural faith to have been slain in the massacre, and within the two succeeding years of trouble. Romish extermination would fain bring the whole number of sufferers down to eight thousand; but the computations appearing most worthy of reliance, take those who fell during the first slaughter at forty thousand. To this number must, however, be added the frightful sacrifice of Protestant life which continued during most of the two following years. The whole period between the Irish massacre and the king's violent death was, indeed, marked by feeble endeavours to uphold the established worship, but really Romanism had gained full possession of the land, and Romish prelates acted as if the church were legally their own. As a preliminary to an entire seizure of the establishment, they held two synods, one provincial, at Armagh, another, national, at Kilkenny, which pronounced the series of treacherous and sanguinary atrocities by which the island was polluted and disgraced, a just and lawful war. When the long Parliament established its powers, papal exertions against episcopal Protestantism were seconded by a prohibition of the Common Prayer, and orders to supersede it by

* The English government had been rendered uneasy before the close of 1640, by numerous arrivals in Ireland from the continent, but English difficulties rendered the knowledge of this fact useless. The place at which the rebellion seems chiefly to have been arranged, was an old Franciscan convent in Westmeath. "Through the rest of the island not one note of fear or of preparation interrupted the awful tranquility of that summer" of 1641. Phelan, 315.
the Directory in all the churches of Dublin. The country, probably, was inaccessible to Protestantism in any form.

§ 10. As the Presbyterians, disgusted by the prevalence of independency, had concurred with the royalists in restoring Charles II., they were, at first, sanguine as to the success of their cherished plans for remodelling the church. What was called a Comprehension, seemed to them not only a desirable, but also a practicable object. Nor was the king, seemingly, unfavourable to such a plan. His declaration from Breda, promising such liberty to tender consciences as was consistent with the public peace, was naturally taken as a pledge of a policy essentially tolerant. He meant, however, toleration to be general, and consequently, to include Romanists. But the Presbyterians only thought of themselves, and his appointment of eight eminent divines, with two or three of less note, from their body, among the royal chaplains, appeared an evidence of his disposition to befriend the party which had served him so importantly. But of the Presbyterian chaplains, only five ever had the honour of preaching before him, and they not more than once: nor were sufficient indications wanting, as soon as the royal authority seemed pretty firmly established, that the ancient religious establishment, with such modifications, perhaps, as recent and present circumstances dictated, would soon regain its former position in the country. The incumbents, however, of benefices of which the former possessors had died since ejection, were still allowed to retain them, notwithstanding any defects of their ecclesiastical character, and upon the whole, such an appearance of moderation characterized all the king’s earlier proceedings, as readily led low-churchmen into confident expectations of some ultimate settlement that coincided with their own interests. Charles himself, probably, regarded with weariness and contempt the speculative opinions of both parties. It is now well known, that such religious opinions as he possessed were favourable to Rome. But as he could not allow even a hint of such predictions to transpire without hazarding the gaiety and splendour

9 Mant, 585.  
1 See the paragraph in Collier, ii.  870.  
2 Neal, ii. 49.  
3 Collier, ii. 871.
which he valued above all things, his mind naturally inclined towards prelacy. It was the system of ecclesiastical polity identified with that of the church to which he was secretly attached, it was dear to most of his own warmest friends, and as a national institution, it was all but coeval with the monarchy itself. Presbyterianism, on the other hand, notwithstanding its recent services to the throne, was identified with all the bitterest mortifications and sufferings of his life, was odious to his firmest adherents, and treated with the fiercest intolerance the only form of religious belief that had taken the least hold upon his affections. In such a case, it was easy to see, that, without some such reaction in the public mind as appeared far from likely during the first months after the Restoration, Presbyterian hopes would quickly be found fallacious. As it was, however, neither decent nor politic, to dash them on the ground without an appearance of treating them with due attention, Charles announced, in the October after his return, a design of placing a review of the Common Prayer under consideration of an equal number of divines of the episcopal and the presbyterian parties. This pledge was redeemed in the following spring, when the commissioners nominated met each other at the bishop of London’s apartments in the Savoy. From the place of meeting, this memorable transaction is known as the Savoy Conference. When the two parties confronted each other, the bishops fairly enough treated the whole business as intended merely for the satisfaction of their opponents, having no wishes of their own for any alteration. They desired, accordingly, a full statement in writing of every thing that the Presbyterian managers recommended, and utterly refused to enter at once upon those oral discussions which the latter pressed upon them. In adopting this course, they are charged by opponents with an artful intention of drawing from the Presbyterians such a catalogue of objections as would exhaust public patience, and make the party seem incapable of any satisfaction, unless its own very wide expectations were consulted at the expense of those entertained by all the world besides. If any such management were contemplated, it certainly was very much forwarded by Presbyterian indiscretion. Not only were numerous exceptions to the liturgy presented,
but also Baxter, perhaps the ablest and most influential man of his party, offered for consideration a new liturgy drawn up by himself within the compass of a single fortnight just before. His brethren had examined and approved it; but such a hasty composition could obviously maintain no sort of competition with the concentrated liturgical labours of ages which the Common Prayer comprises, and its appearance before the episcopal commissioners was, therefore, an undeniable indiscretion in the Presbyterian party. Baxter's own reason for preparing it rather worsens the case. He wished to leave, he says, a standing memorial, that neither he nor his brethren objected to a stated form of prayer. Thus, he substantiated the common objection to his own party, and to similar opponents of existing institutions, that they have no real objection to the objects of their opposition, but only to see them vested in any other hands than their own. Besides preparing this liturgy, Baxter also drew up what he called a Petition for Peace, which is, in fact, a document of considerable power, urging the impossibility of Presbyterian conformity, and the evils that must result both to clergy and laity if it should be pressed. He evidently threatens, rather than intreats, and upon the whole, the services of this, their ablest champion, were disadvantageous to the Presbyterian party, by making it appear unlikely to rest satisfied with any thing short of that exclusive ascendancy for which it had contended ever since the beginning of Elizabeth's reign. The episcopal party, however, notwithstanding the unpromising nature of the opposition with which it had to grapple, answered the numerous objections presented with great care and minuteness. But no real progress was made in considering the need of any alterations in the liturgy, until a long paper controversy had nearly exhausted the time allowed in the commission. Then, to render the proceedings productive of some definite end, a disputation took place as to the liturgical expectations of the Presbyterian party. This, however, speedily bore an interminable aspect from the branching off of objections into the two

---

4 "This gave great offence." Neal, Lond. 1838. p. 491.  
5 iii. 87.  
6 The answers may be seen in Collier, Short's Sketch of the Hist. Ch. Engl. ii. 897.
heads of inexpediency and sinfulness. To cut it short, Bp. Cosin produced a paper which called upon the Presbyterians to state in writing the matters considered sinful. This was answered by a charge, that the Common Prayer-book was flatly sinful, and contrary to the Word of God, in requiring ministers to use the sign of the cross in baptism, to wear surplices, to pronounce all the baptised regenerate, to admit unfit persons to the Eucharist, to insist upon kneeling when it was received, to absolve the unfit, to speak of all persons buried as those whom God has taken to himself, and to subscribe all the public formularies of the church as free from any thing contrary to the Word of God. A debate ensued upon kneeling at the Sacrament, which produced a great deal of noise, heat, and subtle syllogistic argumentation, giving the town an opportunity of ridiculing the two principal disputants, but leaving both parties just as irreconcilable as ever. The Episcopalians being by far the more numerous when the dispute concluded, the sinfulness of kneeling was denied by a great majority. The Presbyterians having thus utterly failed of impressing their views of sinfulness upon the other party, and there being evidently no greater chance of effecting this in any of the remaining cases, they proceeded to urge the general good behaviour of their body, the services that it had rendered in the Restoration, and the danger of disregarding it from a mere regard to the spiritual wants of the nation. The bishops, however, denied any power to entertain such questions, professing themselves authorized only to make those alterations in the liturgy which were necessary, and adding, that in strict accuracy, they knew of none that could be made bearing that character. In this manner the conference broke up, the time allowed by the commission having expired, and both parties having left it with an increase of mutual dissatisfaction. Still the government was desirous of showing a desire to consider the dissenting body, and accordingly, a royal message came down to Convocation in the following November, enjoining a review of the book of Common Prayer. After a month's attention this review was completed, and signed unanimously in both houses. It made various additions and alterations in the Liturgy,
leaving it as it has been used ever since, with the exception of some small particulars, made in Parliament, while the Act of Uniformity was under consideration in the following year, and referred by both houses to a committee of three bishops. In the service-book, thus finally arranged, the non-conformists were considered, in taking the sentences, the epistles and gospels, and other extracts from the last version of Scripture, in several alterations of the Communion-service, in the addition of a general thanksgiving, and in various verbal alterations.

§ 11. In Ireland, Presbyterian divines were established both in Ulster, which contained numerous families from Scotland, and in Dublin with its neighbourhood. Immediately on the Restoration, these clergymen made exertions for a continuance in their benefices, and entertained hopes of success. But the government quickly undeceived them. Eight of the prelacy survived, and of these, Bramhall, bishop of Derry, the most able man of the party, was nominated to Armagh in the August immediately following Charles’s return; to the general satisfaction of all who valued the ecclesiastical system which late troubles had overthrown. His formal appointment was deferred until the following January. Before the end of that month, twelve prelates were consecrated by him at the same time. The see of Kildare continued unsupplied, its revenues having been alienated a century before. But a prebend in St. Patrick’s cathedral was annexed to it almost immediately afterwards, and by the consecration of a prelate to it in March of the same year, 1661, the episcopate of Ireland received a complement of four archbishops and seventeen bishops. Eventually the latter were eighteen, and thus they continued until the act of 1833 came into operation. In restoring the church to her temporalities, Charles II. placed the bishops in full possession of all those estates which they or their predecessors had enjoyed in the year 1641, the time when the Irish massacre laid their order in the dust, and exposed its endowments to pillage from various quarters. It may be hastily supposed, that such a mass of property once more vested in the church ought to have produced a general
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8 Short’s *Sketch*, 547. The old version is retained in the Psalms, and in the Commandments. See Cardwell’s *Hist. of Conf.*, Oxif. 1840, p. 298.
enlightenment of the people, and thus have drawn them extensively away from a religion like Romanism, which pretends to no sufficient scriptural authority, and labours under the disadvantage of enjoining or encouraging many things that appear forbidden in Scripture to every reader of it who has neither a bias in his mind, nor a gloss in his hand. But when Ireland regained the religious advantages wrested from her in 1641, she was by no means in a condition to profit adequately by them. The Romish priesthood retained its hold upon the country, and the national establishment had to struggle with such difficulties as paralysed its efforts. Its churches were generally in ruins, the revenues to support the clergy had been, by various means, so enormously alienated, that two or more contiguous benefices, sometimes even eight or nine, were put together, for the sake of supplying the incumbent with a respectable maintenance, Romish hostility hemmed it every where, and in Ulster, Presbyterian hostility was little less formidable, especially after the act of uniformity passed, which in Ireland was not until 1655. In the face of all these discouragements, however, some progress was made in reconciling the nation to the Church of England, and the Irish were upon the point of receiving the benefit of religious instruction extensively through the press, in their own language, when Charles II. died, and the succession of a violent Romanist revived all the hopes, however sanguine, of the papal party. It is true

9 Mant, 671. Before the settlement of religion in Ireland is dismissed, it may be useful to mention a judicious expedient by which Abp. Bramhall evaded the inconvenience of insisting upon re-ordination, which was found in both islands a most formidable obstacle to the conformity of Presbyterian incumbents. When the benefices were called at the visitation, several appeared, and exhibited only such titles as they had received from the late powers. He told them they were no legal titles; but in regard he heard well of them, he was willing to make such to them by institution and induction; which they humbly acknowledged, and intreated his lordship to do. But desiring to see their letters of orders, some had no other but their certificates of ordination by some Presbyterian classes, which he told them, did not qualify them for any preferment in the church. Whereupon the question immediately arose, Are we not ministers of the Gospel? To which his grace answered, that that was not the question; at least, he desired, for peace sake, of which he hoped they were ministers too, that that might not be the question for that time. I dispute not, said he, the value of your ordination; nor those acts you have exercised by virtue of it: what you are, or might do, here when there was no law, or in other churches abroad. But we are now to consider ourselves as a national church, limited by law, which, among other things, takes chief care to prescribe about ordination; and I do not know how you could recover the
that these hopes were dashed, within a very short interval, to the ground, but this disappointment was embittered by new confiscations which again linked Protestant opinions with a gallling sense of pecuniary pillage.

§ 12. Early in the reign of Charles II. the English clergy receded from the exercise of their constitutional right of taxing themselves. This they had done in convocation, from time immemorial, until the late days of the commonwealth. They had then been included in money bills, like all other inhabitants of the country. On the Restoration, the ancient practice was revived, but it gave no pleasure to the clerical body. While taxed in common with their neighbours, clergymen underwent no higher burdens: when taxed apart, they found the court expect more of them than of other men, and that influential persons of their own order were quite willing to force or cajole them into the fulfilment of such expectations. As usual with mankind under any disagreeable pressure, the clergy attributed this court-subserviency of their leaders to interested motives, feeling sure that their money would not be so freely bestowed, if the parties thus ready with it, had not reason to reckon upon more than an equivalent in their own particular cases, by means of royal patronage. The prevalence of these feelings led Archbishop Sheldon and the Lord Chancellor Clarendon, in 1664, to propose that separate taxation of the clergy should henceforward cease. In order to render this abandonment of an ancient right more palatable to the body chiefly affected by

mean of the church, if any should refuse to pay you your tythes, if you are not ordained as the law of this church requireth. And I am desirous that she may have your labours, and you such portions of her revenue, as shall be allotted you in a legal way. By this means he gained such as were learned and sober; and for the rest it was not much matter.

Just as I was about to close up this particular, I received full assurance of all that I offered in it, which, for the reader's sake, I thought fit to add, being the very words which his Grace caused to be inserted into the letters of one Mr. Edward Parkinson, whom he ordained at that time, and from whom I had them by my reverend brother and neighbour, the Lord Bishop of Kilclare. Non annuisitantes prioris ordines, ut quae habebant, nec validitatee aut in validitatee orum determinantes, multo minus nomen ordines serva ecclesiarem forensicam condemnantes, quos proprio judici religiosam: sed omnino suppleentes, quicquid primum debeat per canones Ecclesiae Anglicanae requisitum; et providentia papae Ecclesiae, ut schismatis tollatur occasio, et conscientiis fidelium satisfaciat, nec ullo modo dubitent de eis ordinationes, aut actu mens Predestinatus tamquam validos auctoritatem, in causa rei testimonium, &c. Bp. Vesey's Life of Primate Bramhall, cited by Bishop Mant, 624.
it, two out of four subsidies, previously granted, were remitted. It had, however, been the practice ever since the Reformation, to confirm the grant of clerical subsidies by act of Parliament, and as the four last granted were so confirmed, it became necessary to obtain parliamentary authority for remitting two of them. The act for doing this contains a saving clause, in which the constitutional rights of the clergy are expressly reserved 1. Their power of taxing themselves is therefore dormant, not abolished. So long, however, as they are placed upon a footing of perfect equality with other men, they have no reason even to wish it revived; and its revival must necessarily be attended with a loss of the privilege of voting for members of parliament, which clergymen had never exercised before they gave up the practice of taxing themselves 2.

§ 13. The reign of Charles II. is remarkable for three penal enactments against separation from the national church, which were long conspicuous in English politics, and of which the last remained in active operation until the year 1829. These are the Corporation and Test Acts, and the Act by which Romanists were disabled from sitting in either house of parliament. The Corporation Act was passed in 1661, as it is averred by dissenting authorities, in consequence of rumours of revolu-

1 "Provided always, that nothing herein contained shall be drawn into example to the prejudice of the ancient rights belonging unto the lords spiritual and temporal, or clergy of this realm, or unto either of the universities, or unto any colleges, schools, alma-houses, hospitals, or cinque ports." Kennet’s Complete Hist. Engl. iii. 255.

2 "Whether this great change in the manner of taxing, now introduced, and likely to continue, be more to the interest, or to the prejudice of the church and clergy of England, is not so easy to determine: though excepting the former independence of the state of the clergy, and the danger of being oppressed when they shall hereafter fall under the displeasure of a House of Commons, we must confess that they have hitherto been better dealt with than while they taxed themselves, and they seem only to have lost the benefit of presenting their articles of grievances, and obtaining the more easy redress of them as a reward of their liberality to the crown. Nay, the clergy have gained one privilege, that of all rectors and vicars voting for members of Parliament, which they never did till their money was now given by the lay commons; and therefore they ought to be now represented by them, and ought, for the same reason, to lose their votes in all parliamentary elections, if ever they could reassemble the practice of taxing themselves. There is a clause that does sufficiently reserve that right: but supposing the clergy should think fit to claim it, it is a great question whether the House of Commons will allow it: who, being now in possession of the custom of taxing the clergy, may not be willing to relinquish that custom." Ibid.
tionary movements among the non-conforming Protestants, which were either grossly exaggerated, or altogether invented by the church party, for the purpose of oppressing its capital enemy. The real origin of this Act appears to have been the obvious policy of following a precedent supplied by the late republican times. It had then been the practice to expel from corporations all magistrates who were suspected of disaffection to the ruling powers, and refused to subscribe the covenant. The new government, while dubious of stability, naturally thought functionaries who owed office to this purgative process, highly dangerous to itself, and not unreasonably sought protection against them by tests of its own. It accordingly provided by the Corporation Act, that the king might appoint commissioners to regulate corporations, and expel members of them either improperly admitted, or holding obnoxious principles. All such as remained, or should hereafter be elected, were to take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, to make a declaration against taking arms against the king on any pretence whatever, and to renounce the covenant as an unlawful oath. Hereafter none were to be eligible to corporate offices who should not have received the sacrament in the established church within the year previous to election. In virtue of this Act, commissioners were immediately appointed, who, within two years, effectually turned the tables upon the church’s enemies, weeding all of them out of corporations with as much industry as they themselves had employed in the same way against the other party a few years before. The Test Act, as it is commonly called, was passed in 1673, and Protestant dissenters fell under its lash, although they concurred in its enactment, and it was introduced merely as a security against Romanism. It is entitled, An Act to prevent dangers which happen from Popish Recusants. The Duke of York and the Romish influence about the throne were the objects to which it really referred, and Protestant non-conformists were so much disquieted by the dangers threatening a scriptural faith from this cause, that they generously submitted to exclusion themselves, (if very stiff in their opinions,) for the sake of excluding

3 Neal, iii. 83.  
4 Hume, xi. 206.  
5 Neal, iii. 84.
those who were anxious to nullify the Reformation altogether. The Act required all officers both civil and military to take the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and besides to make a declaration against transubstantiation, in an open court of justice: being additionally bound to receive the sacrament at church within six months after admission. In these provisions undoubtedly there was nothing to which an orthodox Protestant dissenter needed to feel an insurmountable objection. Nor, in fact, was it unusual with those who were acknowledged and attached members of dissenting congregations to qualify, as taking the sacrament for an official purpose was popularly called, when first placed in office. Perhaps even a Romanist, well informed and liberal, might have taken every part of this test for an especial purpose, without violating his conscience, except the disavowal of transubstantiation. Upon that doctrine, however, his religious position turns, and to disclaim it is conversion, or apostacy, as men would say, according to their different views. In 1678 a test was provided still more severe, and of a wider operation. It was an Act for disabling Papists from sitting in either House of Parliament. This is the Act which occasioned such long political contests in the earlier years of the nineteenth century, and of which the repeal was popularly called Catholic emancipation. It allowed none to vote, or give a proxy, or sit in parliament, without taking the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, renouncing transubstantiation, “in the presence of God,” and declaring “the invocation of the Virgin and other saints, and the sacrifice of the mass, to be superstitious and idolatrous.” This Act had no creditable origin, being passed during the national fever of the popish plot. But however infamous might have been the authority for the existence of this conspiracy, and however senseless the nation in believing him, it should in justice be remembered that a popish plot really was in existence and operation, the king himself being implicated in it, influenced both by such religious predilections as he had, and by a mercenary eye to

\[\text{\textsuperscript{6}}\text{ Alderman Love, a Dissenter, and member for the city, said, “We are willing to lie under the severity of the laws for a time, rather than clog a more necessary work with our concerns.” \textit{Ibid.} 189.}\]

\[\text{\textsuperscript{7}}\text{ Butler’s \textit{Hist. Mon.} ii. 46.}\]
French gold. Nor, probably, would Oates have found any opening for his fictions, had not something of the reality transpired.

§ 14. It has been debated whether James II. meant chiefly the establishment of Popery or that of arbitrary power. There can, however, be no question that he entertained both views during his brief and infatuated reign; and it seems probable, that if he had been assured of attaining the one on condition of abandoning the other, with a power of choosing which was to prevail, his choice would have fallen upon religion. Had mere politics been his principal aim, he would have hardly given up himself so completely as he did, to the counsels of headstrong priests, in defiance of the coolness manifested by many lay Romanists, and even by the court of Rome itself. But it is plain that he ascended the throne with a fixed determination to patronize exclusively such as favoured, if they did not profess, his own religion, and most likely, besides, with an intention and expectation of bringing about its re-establishment. It is, indeed, true that he spoke at first very favourably of the Church of England. He reckoned, however, upon it as a political engine, and fancied that some of those doctrines of passive obedience, which it had of late discreditably advocated, might be found interwoven in its very constitution. He also, very probably, reckoned upon those liberal views of Romanism, and approximation to some of its principles and usages, which had prevailed ever since the days of Laud, as evidences that a regular reconciliation with Rome might be rendered sufficiently palatable to the high church party. But the church, although, on principle, favourable to established authority; can never be reckoned upon by it, when arrayed against herself. Resist-

1 "Many" (Romanists) aware that the spirit of discontent was stirring, deprecated any alteration which might afterwards provoke a reaction." Langford, xiii. 58.
2 "It was previously" (to a nuncio's arrival) known to James and his more zealous advisers, that the pontiff disapproved of their ardour and precipitancy." Ibid. 73.
3 James said, in his speech to the privy council, on his accession, "I know the principles of the Church of England are for monarchy, and the members of it have shown themselves good and loyal subjects: therefore, I shall always take care to defend and support it." Kennet, iii. 427.
4 The king said in his interview with the bishops, which led to their committal: "The dispensing power was never questioned by men of the Church of England." D'Oyley's Sarum.
ance then becomes as much a matter of principle as obedience would be under opposite circumstances. Nor are persons of the Anglican communion, because free from that extreme abhorrence of Popery which many Protestants have professed, and because favourable to certain principles and usages which Romanists derive from high antiquity, at all disposed for a surrender of those vital points which the Reformation denounced, and which Romish theologians never have succeeded in identifying satisfactorily with catholic antiquity. These insurmountable obstacles to their success were, however, neither observed by James, nor by those priestly advisers who possessed his ear. The latter, accordingly, and indeed Romanists generally, courted observation, and assumed an obtrusive tone of confidence almost immediately after the king’s accession. This indirect contempt of public opinion not only occasioned general disgust and alarm, but also drove the clergy into such polemic preparations as hunted Popery out of every subterfuge, by the time that James had ended his senseless attempts to force it upon the country. It was the fear of this argumentative and scholarly storm that impelled him into his first aggressive attempt upon the church in an order against controversial sermons. For this he had a precedent of his brother’s. A similar order had been issued soon after the Restoration: but its object then was to restrain Episcopalians and Presbyterians from mutually inflaming the public mind. Now the object sought was to prepare the way for an enemy that threatened every shade of Protestant belief with extermination. Such an object the church courageously resisted, and in spite of royal displeasure, clerical attacks upon Popery became every day more strenuous and able. To repress this activity, John Sharp, dean of Norwich, and rector of St. Giles’s-in-the-Fields, eventually archbishop of York, was singled out for an example. He had preached, in May, 1686, upon the

footnotes:
3 Neal, iii. 265.
4 "The discourses and other writings which were then composed, form collectively, perhaps, the most powerful bulwark against those adversaries which has ever been produced. They have been collected, under the title of a *Preservative against Popery*, in three folio volumes, and form a highly valuable repository of theological learning, most creditable to the erudition, the zeal, and the industry of the members of our national church." D’Oyly’s *Scrib. *, 132.
5 Dated March 5, 1686. Kennet, 454.
true nature of the Catholic church, and reflected upon those
who left the church of England for that of Rome. This was
the king's own case, although no notice was taken of it par-
ticularly, the whole question being treated abstractedly, and
probably it did not enter into the preacher's mind while pre-
paring his sermon. He was, however, highly popular in the
pulpit, and every way an influential divine; and his diocesan,
Henry Compton, bishop of London, received a royal order to
suspend him. The prelate respectfully declined, alleging that
he was called upon to do a judicial act without any necessary
preliminary of judicial forms; but he recommended Sharp to
abstain from preaching until the king should be willing to let
him resume it, and this recommendation was unhesitatingly
taken. While, however, the business was in progress, James
had been so rash and ill-advised as to set up an Ecclesiastical
Commission, which was justly deemed little or nothing else
than a revival of the High Commission Court, abolished, with
every similar judicature, by statute, in the 17th of Charles I.
This tribunal suspended Bishop Compton, and thus placed
before the country one of the principal churchmen, who was a
man of family, and had lately shown very just views of his
public duties, as a victim of arbitrary power, and a martyr to
the Protestant religion. While people were brooding indignantly
over his wrongs, their excitement was increased by
conduct in other quarters of an opposite description, and by
the king's injudicious patronage of it. At every time men will
be found ready with such alleged convictions as make for their
interests: it is greatly to the credit of the Church of
England that no great number of such men has ever been found within
her pale when her principles, position, and efficiency were at
stake. Of course the reign of James II. supplied some such.

6 Newcome's Life of Abp. Sharp, Lond. 1825. i. 70.
7 Kennet states, that although this
new court did not open until August,
yet the commission for erecting it was
issued in April. The biographer of
Abp. Sharp, however, asserts that Bp.
Compton objected to its cognizance of
his case, as being a judicature estab-
lished after the matter charged oc-
curred, and that the chancellor did not
deny the correctness of the dates, but
merely claimed a retrospective opera-
tion for the court. Newcome's Sharp,
i. 68.
8 It was pleaded, that another act,
13 Car. 2, had authorized the present
court, though not with those extraor-
dinary powers that had been exercised
by the old high commission. Kennet,
iii. 456.
An open conversion to Popery, or that advocacy of its pretensions which may colourably pass for liberal and enlightened, were modes of remedying defects of professional eminence, or influential patronage, so very easy and obvious, that the reign of James II. was certain to bring forward clergymen thus recommended. The master of University college, Oxford, and a few other ecclesiastics of less note, accordingly, soon came before the public, as enlightened by the same religious convictions that awakened such lively interest in the royal patron. In their favour, James dispensed with the tests, that must otherwise have deprived them of preferment. His power to confer this indulgence, was declared an integral part of the kingly prerogative by nearly all the judges; and a general acquiescence of the nation in their decision seemed at one time likely to be ultimately gained. James was thus decoyed into farther violations of statute law and the rights of individuals, covering every such act of infatuation with the illimitable mantle of his dispensing power. In this way both universities were arrayed against him; and after the unsuccessful trial of the seven bishops, nearly all England loathed his administration, as incurably hostile both to sound religion and constitutional rights. It is true, that he had, at one time, obtained considerable popularity among the Dissenters by suspending the penal laws in their favour, including the Test Act. They were thus left at liberty to worship God publicly in their own way, and acquired that influence in corporations which their body, lying as it does very much among certain classes of traders, is sure to possess when its energies are left unfettered. But then their liberty was shared by the Romanists, whom they abhorred, and felt no disposition to tolerate, and who, they felt certain, would drive them again into the fires of Smithfield, if ever Popery should regain its old ascendancy. To bring this about, however, they considered as James’s only aim, not any liberal views of leaving all men to follow freely a religion of their own. Hence the Dissenters had no sooner their former power in corporations, or something near it, than they used it against the crown; willingly listening to schemes of toleration or comprehension by which the church party proposed to unite the whole Protestant body, if it could be freed

vol. iv.
from existing dangers. While James thus held sovereignty by a mere thread, the birth of a male heir accomplished his ruin. As his own age was considerably advanced, and both his daughters were staunch Protestants, the common course of nature might soon relieve the nation from any farther apprehensions for its religion. But an infant, certain to be educated in all the violence of Romish prejudice, with a Romish mother too, who might long be regent, offered a prospect which zealous Protestantism would not face. Before the birth of this unfortunate child, rumours had been eagerly circulated, and seemingly were generally credited, that a supposititious male heir was to crown the king’s delinquencies, and ensure, if the nation would allow it, a firm establishment for tyranny and popery. When James really reached the ruin which his folly had so industriously prepared, and was pressing forward with the most humiliating retractions, he offered sufficient evidence of the young prince’s lawful birth. But nothing was less desired by the nation than conviction of that kind: hence the spuriousness of the Pretender’s origin was long a standing article of popular belief in England. His legitimacy was embarrassing to national prepossessions in favour of hereditary right, and unquestionably, his admission to the throne would have jeopardized both the religion and the liberties of Englishmen. His appearance, accordingly, on the theatre of life, instantly sealed the fate of that infatuated government which sanguine Romanism thought only waiting for such an event to become permanently consolidated.

§ 15. Soon after the revolution, it was unanimously voted in the convention parliament, that popery on the throne has

9 "Sir John Shorter, the new lord mayor, and a Protestant dissenter, thought fit to qualify himself for this office according to law, though the test was suspended, and the king had signified to the mayor that he was at liberty, and might use what form of worship he thought best in Guildhall." Neal, iii. 290.

1 "While the bishops were in the Tower and the Princess Anne at Bath, the queen was declared to be delivered of a prince, on Sunday, June 10, between the hours of nine and ten in the morning. This mysterious birth was conducted with great artifice or great imprudence; no care had been taken to satisfy the Protestant part of the nation that the queen was with child, though it was ridiculed in pamphlets dispersed about Whitehall." Ibid., 363.

2 Jan. 29, 1689.
been proved by experience inconsistent with the safety and welfare of this Protestant nation. Papists were, therefore, virtually declared incapable of the English sceptre. But inherent exclusion from royal power having thus been proclaimed against the religious principles which drove James from his country, the claims of those which were so largely concerned in raising William to the sovereignty could not in equity or with safety be overlooked. Nor, indeed, was the indisposition to favour the scruples of non-conformity nearly so great as it had been during the violence of that re-action which naturally exasperated high-church prejudices in most of Charles the Second’s reign. On the contrary, schemes of toleration and of comprehension were in agitation among the heads of the church and their friends, before James had concluded his infatuated career\(^3\). Such views were, in fact, suggested both by the necessities of the church, which urgently needed protection from every Protestant quarter, and by the magnanimity of the Dissenters, who rather chose to make common cause with their ancient rival and oppressor, than fall into the snares of that party which was hostile to a scriptural faith altogether. Hence the king recommended some such qualification for office as would lay it open to all Protestants able and willing to take it. A bill was accordingly brought into the House of Lords for abrogating the former oaths of allegiance and supremacy, and substituting other oaths in their place. This occasioned a committee for drawing up reasons explanatory of the proposed abrogation, and for preparing a clause to abolish the sacramental test on admission to office. The design, however, miscarried by a very great majority. Nor was another motion more successful, which condemned any other than religious motives in receiving the sacrament, and admitted the reception of it in dissenting congregations within twelve months before or after, as a sufficient security on the taking of office\(^4\). Thus the Test Act was continued in force. But notwithstanding, the revolution ended the substantial hardships of orthodox Protestant Dissenters. The Toleration Act was passed with little difficulty\(^5\), though,

\(^3\) Aby. Sanrocft himself was engaged upon deliberations of this kind.

\(^4\) Kennet, iii. 518.

\(^5\) It received the royal assent May 24, 1689. Ibid. 550.
as might be reasonably expected, not entirely to the satisfaction of all the church party. By it, separate congregations and absence from church were exempted from the penalties of existing statutes, on condition that parties claiming such indulgence should take the oath of allegiance, and subscribe the declaration against popery. Dissenting ministers also were to subscribe the doctrinal articles of the church of England, but Quakers were freed from this condition. Neither Papists, nor anti-Trinitarians, were to be included within this measure of toleration. In practice, this Act secured, within a few years, more than its letter strictly warranted, subscription to doctrinal articles gradually becoming obsolete, and the Protestant Dissenter being thus really left in the unfettered exercise of his own discretion.

§ 16. The scheme of a comprehension, or a religious arrangement satisfactory to Dissenters, proved a total failure. The subject was introduced into the upper House, while the bill for toleration was under discussion, and some of the peers earnestly contended for the appointment of a committee, such as had been contemplated under Henry VIII, and Edward VI, in which laymen should be blended with ecclesiastics, for the preparation of some well-digested plan for altering the liturgy and canons, and improving ecclesiastical courts. This was, however, opposed by Burnet, newly made bishop of Salisbury, under a conviction that it would increase the dissatisfaction already rising among the clergy and their warmest friends. Tillotson also, then clerk of the closet, and much consulted by the king, objected to the plan, as likely to confirm the Romish jeers of worshipping God by act of parliament. He recommended that nothing should be done by the legislature in this delicate matter, which had not been previously approved by convocation, and that a committee of divines should be appointed by royal authority to consider what alterations this latter might advantageously discuss. The Commons proved as unwilling to enter upon the plan of comprehension as any high-churchman could desire, ending a debate upon the bill for it sent down from the upper House, by an address to the

6 Neal, iii. 319.  
crown to summon a convocation and advise with it on ecclesiastical affairs. When this body met, it displayed immediately a spirit highly unfavourable to the proposed comprehension. Tillotson was meant by the crown for prolocutor of the lower House: but it chose Dr. Jane, regius professor of divinity at Oxford, who had rendered himself conspicuous in the ill-judged proceedings there of 1683, which committed the University to the doctrine of passive obedience, and who now closed his opening speech with the unbending language of England’s ancient baronage, *Nolamus leges Angliae mutari*. This sentence became the watch-word of his party, and it was the party that prevailed. Thirty divines, of whom ten were prelates, were appointed by royal authority, according to Tillotson’s plan, for the preparation of matters to be considered in convocation. They decided upon numerous proposals for alterations, of which some were, perhaps, desirable, but the number was great beyond necessity, and it became evident that a majority of the assembled clergy would receive none of them. Hence the revised liturgy was never publicly brought forward. This determination of the clergy to abide pertinaciously by existing formularies, might have arisen partly from a factious spirit of opposition to the court, and an illiberal hatred of Dissenters. But it is unlikely that such low motives were alone in operation. Even with the knowledge of the past that men then possessed, there must have reasonably seemed, to many, no great probability of devising any plan which would satisfy all scruples. The increased experience of another century has shown that any such expectation must have proved utterly futile. Numerous, besides, as were the proposed alterations, more were pretty certain to be started in the course of debate, if the assembly had not been so stiffly opposed to innovation altogether, and thus a liturgy and a body of canons might have come before the country, differing materially from those

---

8 Kennet, iii. 552.
9 Nichols, 99.
1 Sept. 13, 1689. D’Oyley’s *State of the Church*, 1689.
2 An account of these may be seen in Nichols (96), Dr. Short’s *Sketch of the Hist. Ch. Engl.* (360), and Neat’s *Hist. Par.* iii. 322. Some of the proposed alterations are verbal, and not material: but a discretion was to be left as to the surplice, baptismal sponsors, and kneeling at the sacrament, which could hardly have failed of leading to embarrassment and irregularity.
3 Kennet, iii. 552.
which had been heretofore in use. By this means, however, a great advantage would have been given to the non-juring schism. It might have represented itself as the real church of England, while the body which legally bore that name, and took the profits of benefices, was little or nothing else than a factious company of selfish men, who were ready to surrender any thing, if they could only secure wealth for themselves, and place under a ban of proscription the great mass of competitors for preferment. It is, accordingly, far from certain that the hand of improvement was then arrested as absolutely needless and injurious. On the contrary, it seems that many merely thought the time unsuitable for innovation, and the actual state of parties entitles their view to respectful consideration.

§ 17. Among the reasons which induced the convocation to doubt the seasonableness of alterations in the church, was the state of episcopacy in Scotland. When William’s declaration of October 10 became known in that country, all the bishops but two prepared an address to James, and commissioned two of their body to present it to him in London. This document, which is dated November 3, has been loudly censured as a perfect model of profane flattery and hypocritical time-serving. It is not, however, in fact, very different from the pieces usually presented to princes in that age, not even from one that the Presbyterian synod of Fife addressed to Charles II. When this particular address reached London, the unfortunate sovereign whom it was meant to support and

---

4 “Some that were named in the commission did either not appear, or did soon desert their other brethren, upon a high notion, either that no alterations ought to be made, or at least that this was not a seasonable time for making them: of which number were Dr. Jane, regius professor of divinity at Oxford, and some others.” Kennet, 551.

5 “Sed plurimis in synodo agentibus, suspicio nullo modo delicia in sedereat, quod Ecclesia Anglicana hoc commento insidiae pararentur, Quod ra episcopalis, in Scotia modo enervar, jam in Anglia indecat. Vereri, ne a Regis legisla multi in societatem nefaria portus fuisset, aut natum colludium hominum fallacia illusi.” Nichols, 98.

6 “This letter breathes forth the true spirit of our Scots prelates since the Reformation, save only they want occasion to discover their persecuting spirit, and here run into the other evil of vile flattery and adulation, and in some things border upon blasphemy.” Woodrow’s Hist. of the Sufferings of the Ch. of Scotl. Edinb. 1722, ii. 646.

7 “Who, if in any thing to be enjoined we cannot give active obedience, we hope will be pacified by our passive obedience, which we resolve to yield as our God calleth us, rather than to sin against him.” Russell’s Hist. of the Ch. in Scotl. ii. 332.
console had taken flight; and as communications were not very rapid in those days, the prelates entrusted with it were very much at a loss to know what was best to be done. William still felt himself in a highly uncertain position, and would have been very glad to conciliate the episcopal party in Scotland. He had, besides, found it much more important than representations made to him on the continent by its opponents led him to expect. He came over with a notion that the country was all but wholly Presbyterian. He now discovered that this was untrue, except as to the trading and inferior classes; the gentry, with their connexions and dependents, being chiefly Episcopalians ⁸. Hence he was anxious to make a friend of the church, and would probably have saved it, had not adverse incidents driven him another way. Rose, bishop of Edinburgh, however, one of the prelates deputed to wait upon James, had an interview with him, which must have been felt as highly unsatisfactory. He had, indeed, already spoken with indiscreet warmth in favour of the fallen monarch, to Bishop Compton, and this language most probably found its way to court. William was naturally mortified and offended, although Rose had no commission from his brethren or those of his communion to the successful invader, and therefore could only speak his private sentiments. In Scotland, however, the episcopal party was almost immediately after confirmed in disaffection to the new government, by finding itself in certain districts left defenceless at the mercy of a fanatical mob. No sooner did intelligence of James's ruin reach the western counties, which had been the principal seat of Cameronian excesses, than the wild populace rose upon the unfortunate clergy, and drove them from their cures and homes, with every circumstance of indignity and spoliation ⁹. It is hardly doubtful that the new unsettled government had not sufficient means to repress this execrable spirit of outrage. But men under the extremity of suffering do not stop to make such allowances. They only feel the smart of their own miseries, and complain

⁹ "It has been already stated that about two hundred incumbents, with their families, were expelled in the course of the winter of 1688, and exposed to all the pains and privations which cold, hunger, and a fanatical multitude could inflict." *Ibid. 352.*
of remissness or hostility in that government which was instituted and is paid to protect them from such hardships. The government in this case, too, had one for its head who was educated a Presbyterian, and who felt soreness and embarrassment from the very party which was now hunted down by lawless Presbyterian mobs. Thus the Episcopalians became daily more alienated from the new administration, and this, in turn, as it gained strength, grew unfavourable to episcopacy. Hence the convention parliament, which assembled after the English precedent, not only declared in its Claim of Right, on the 11th of April, 1689, that no papist could lawfully be sovereign, but also that "prelacy was a great and insupportable grievance and trouble, and contrary to the inclinations of the generality of the people." The natural tendency of such a vote being the increase of alienation on both sides, and the crown finding its interest more likely to be promoted by taking part against episcopacy, that form of ecclesiastical polity was easily abolished in Scotland, by act of parliament, on the 22nd of the following July. It was impossible that such events should not occasion disgust and alarm among the steadier of the English Episcopalians. They could not hear of the miseries which their unfortunate brethren had undergone in the last winter in the western Scottish counties, from the unrestrained violence of fanatical mobs, and of the legislative proscription of their church in the following spring and summer, without a suspicion that their own condition might prove precarious. Whatever faults, therefore, might be committed by individuals met in convocation upon the scheme of comprehension, more allowance is fairly claimable for them than has commonly been made. With an enemy triumphant in North Britain, and clamouring at the gates in South, cautious men might well consider the next autumn as time unseasonable for tempting his boldness by showing a ready disposition to make him new concessions.

§ 18. The reign of William III. is especially worthy of notice in a student of ecclesiastical history, because it placed the British throne on a basis essentially Protestant. The legislature assumed a power of selecting such a line of succession among individuals descended from the ancient royal family as should render a return to Romanism impossible in
the sovereign. A clause added to the Bill of Rights in the House of Lords provides not only that every person in communion with the church of Rome, or marrying a papist, shall for ever be incapable of the crown, but also that in case of any British sovereign’s apostasy to Popery, the people shall be absolved from their allegiance, and the next heir shall immediately succeed, if a Protestant, just as if the royal personage reconciled to the church of Rome, or marrying a papist, had actually died.¹ This Act was passed towards the close of 1689. In the earlier part of that year, the crown had been settled upon the reigning sovereigns, William and Mary, and their issue, failing which, upon the Princess Anne and her issue. The king was desirous of a farther entail upon the Hanover family, being personally partial to it, and then intent upon gaining over its head to a close participation of his foreign policy. A motion to this effect passed the Lords, but the Commons rejected it, chiefly, as it seems, because, from the Princess Anne’s known situation, it was likely to be found unnecessary. She was, in fact, shortly after delivered of a prince, immediately created Duke of Gloucester, and thus all farther precautions against a popish successor became for the present superfluous. The royal boy, however, died in July, 1700, and thus a new arrangement became essential to the public tranquility. Hence was passed in the following year the Act of Settlement, which received the royal assent on the 12th of June, 1701.² By this enactment the British crown was settled, in case of the Princess Anne’s death without issue, upon Sophia, widow of Ernest Augustus, elector of Hanover,³ and her issue, being Protestants. This lady was youngest daughter of Frederic the Fifth, elector Palatine, and eventually chosen, to his own great detriment, king of Bohemia. Her mother was Elizabeth Stuart, daughter of James I. To say nothing, however, of James the Second’s proscribed issue, there was then a grand-daughter of Charles I. alive, namely, Anne, Duchess of Savoy, daughter of Henrietta, Duchess of

¹ Kenney, iii. 546.
² Halliday’s Hist. of the House of Guelfs. Lond. 1621, p. 145.
³ William of England induced the emperor to raise him to the electoral dignity in 1692. But the elevation gave offence in some quarters, and on allegation of informality it was not universally admitted. Ibid. 141.
Orleans. There were also other members of the Palatine family, whose claims by seniority stood before Sophia's. In fact, there were about forty individuals then living descended from James I. But all of them, except the dowager electress, were Romanists, her nearest connections of the Palatine family having apostatised from that scriptural religion for which their house had undergone so much. If, however, a prospect were opened of succeeding to the English throne, some of these individuals might probably have been found quite willing to talk of undue haste in embracing popery, and to make a profession of Protestantism. But the English parliament wisely refused interested minds any temptation to a conformity which was likely to prove hollow and insidious, settling the crown upon an individual whose religious position had never afforded any ground for suspicion. The Act of Settlement was therefore a political arrangement of the highest importance to the religious world. It secured from the pestilent operations of a Romish confessional, a throne which was rising in power throughout the eighteenth century, and which has now no equal in Europe, except in France and Russia. Had not allegiance to the British sovereign been made conditional, the temptation of matrimonial connections with the principal royal houses abroad might have introduced again artful Jesuits, with all the seductive blandishments of paganised christianity, so germane to the

8 Ibid. 145.
5 "Though many of her family were rigid members of the Roman catholic church, she" (Sophia) "was educated a Protestant, under the care of her cousin, the Princess of Orange, and she remained firmly attached to the doctrines and principles of that faith." (Ibid. 165.) She was born on the 13th of October, 1630, married in 1636, left a widow in 1698, and died on the 8th of June, 1714. Queen Anne died on the first of the following August. Sophia's son, the elector George Lewis, had now become heir to the British throne, and under the designation of George I, was its first occupant of the Hanoverian family.
6 These last (others of the Palatine family) "had abjured the Reformed faith, of which their ancestors had been the strenuous assertors; but it seemed not improbable that some one might return to it." (Hallam's Const. Hist. iii. 244.) "While the bill regulating the succession" (that of 1689) "was in the House of Commons, a proposal was offered by Mr. Godolphin, that nothing in this Act is intended to be drawn into example or consequence hereafter, to prejudice the right of any Protestant prince or princess, in their hereditary succession to the imperial crown of those realms. This was much opposed by the whigs; both because it tended to let in the son of James II. if he should become a Protestant, and for a more secret reason, that they did not like to recognise the continuance of any hereditary right. It was rejected by 179 to 125." Ibid. note.
corrupt nature of man, into the families of our sovereigns. But by guarding effectually against any such contingency, the Bill of Rights and the Act of Settlement have opposed a solid bulwark to the range of Romish sophistry and ambition.

CHAPTER IV.

HISTORY OF THE ARMINIANS OR REMONSTRANTS.


§ 1. From the bosom of the Reformed church, to its great injury, there originated in the present century two sects, the Arminians and the Quakers; the former owing its birth to an excessive regard for human reason, and the latter to a neglect of it. The Arminians derived their name and their rise from James Harmensen, or, (as he chose to be called in Latin,) James Arminius; first a minister of the Gospel at Amsterdam, and then professor of theology at Leyden; a man whom even his enemies commend for his ingenuity, acuteness, and piety.

1 The fullest account given of him is by Caspar Brandt, in his Historia Vite Jac. Arminii, Leyden, 1724. 8vo. and republished, with a preface and some notes, by me; Brunsw. 1725. 8vo. Add the Nouveau Dictionnaire Hist. et Crit. tom. i. p. 471, &c. [and The Creed of Arminius, with a brief sketch of his life and times, by M. Stuart, in the Biblical Repertory, Andover, 1831. vol. i. No. ii. p. 226—308, Tr.] The entire works of Arminius have been repeatedly published, in a moderate-sized 4to volume. I use the edition of Frankfort, 1634. 4to. Those who wish to discover and estimate correctly the genius of the man, should read especially his Disputationes, both the public and the private. His manner of teaching partakes somewhat of the dark scholasticism of his age; and yet it approximates to that simplicity and perspicuity, which his followers have regarded, and still regard, as among the primary excellences of a theologian. The historians of the sect, and its Confessions, are treated of by Jo. Christ. Köcher, Bibl. Theol. Symbolica, p.
They are also called Remonstrants, from the petition they presented to the states of Holland and West Friesland, in 1610, which was entitled a Remonstrance. And as the friends of Calvinism presented another petition, in opposition to this, under the title of a Counter-Remonstrance, they obtained the name of Contra-Remonstrants.

§ 2. Arminius, though trained from infancy in the Genevan doctrines, and also a student in the academy of Geneva, when arrived at manhood, abandoned the common doctrine of the majority in the Reformed church, respecting predestination and the divine decrees, and went over to the side of those who believe that the love of God and the merits of our Saviour respect the whole human race. Time and reflection confirmed him in his sentiments; and when called to the office of a professor at Leyden, he thought duty and candour required him publicly to teach his sentiments, and to oppose the opinions of Calvin, which were embraced by most of the Dutch divines. And this he was the more bold to do, because he knew that many persons besides himself, and some of them men of the highest respectability, were averse from the Genevan opinions on this subject; neither were the teachers required, either by the Belgic Confession, or by any other public law, to think and teach just as Calvin did. Arminius inculcated what he deemed true, not without effect; for he persuaded great numbers to adopt his sentiments. But at the same time, he drew on himself immense odium from the Calvinistic school, which then flourished greatly in Holland. In particular, Francis Gomar,
his colleague, was very hostile to him. Such was the commencement of the long and most unpleasant controversy. But Arminius died, in 1609, just as it began to rage and pervade the whole United Provinces.

§ 3. After the death of Arminius, the controversy was carried on, for several years, without any decisive advantage gained by either party. The wishes of the Arminians, who sought only to have their opinions tolerated in the state or republic, were not a little favoured by the first men in the commonwealth, such as John van Oldenbarnevelt, Hugo Grotius, Rombold Hoogerbeets, and others. For these supposed that, in their free country, every one might believe what he chose, on subjects not determined by the Belgic Confession; and they used every means to bring the Calvinists to bear with moderation the dissent of the opposite party. And even Prince Maurice of Orange, the head of the commonwealth, and who afterwards became the capital enemy of the Arminians, together with his mother and the court, was at first not averse from these views. Hence the conference between the parties at the Hague in 1611: hence also the discussion at Delft in 1613: and likewise the edict of the States of Holland in 1614, in favour of peace; and all the other efforts to reconcile the brethren, whom religion had separated from each other. But the suspicion of the Calvinists, that the Arminians aimed at the overthrow of all religion, was so far from being allayed by

3 No one has more copiously treated the whole history of the controversy, and the public schism that arose from it, than Gerhard Brandt, in his excellent work, The History of the Reformation in Belgium, written in Dutch, volumes ii. and iii. of which there are extant concise epitomes, both in English and in French. To this may be added Jo. Uytenbogaerd's Ecclesiastical History [of the United Provinces, 1647, fol.] also written in Dutch; Phil. Limborch's Historia Vite Episcopi, and the Epistolae Clarorum Virorum, (commonly called, Epistolae Arminianorum,) published by Limborch. Such as wish for a shorter narrative, may consult Phil. Limborch's Relatio Historiae de Origine et Progresso Controversiarum in Federato Belgio de Predestinatione et Capitibus annexis, which is subjoined to the later editions of his Theologia Christiana. But all these were Arminians. Such as think proper to hear also the contrary party, may consult Jac. Trigland's Ecclesiastical History, written in Dutch, and some of the numerous writings which have been published against the Remonstrants.

4 The authors who treat particularly of these events are mentioned by the writers of the general history; and we therefore omit to name them. Yet Michael le Vasseur, who in the i. and ii. volumes of his Histoire de Louis XIII. has particularly treated of these troubles, deserves especially to be read. [But still more, Van Wagenena, History of the United Netherlands, vol. iv. p. 311, &c. of the German translation. Sch.]
these measures, that it daily became more confirmed; and they spiritedly censured the zeal of the magistrates, for interposing their authority in behalf of public peace. And whoever regards truth more than every other consideration, must acknowledge, that the Arminians were not sufficiently cautious in avoiding intercourse and familiarity with persons who were eager to advance opinions that were a very wide departure from the Reformed religion; and in this way they gave the greatest occasion to their adversaries of suspecting every thing bad and pernicious to the public religion.

§ 4. The whole controversy, however, which assumed, after the council at Dort, a very different form, and was enlarged by many additions, was at this time confined to the doctrines of grace and predestination; and was comprehended by the Remonstrants in the five propositions, which are so well known under the name of the Five Points. For the Arminians taught:—I. That God, before the foundation of the world, or from eternity, decreed to bestow eternal salvation on those who he foresaw would keep their faith in Christ Jesus inviolate until death; and on the other hand, to consign over to eternal punishments the unbelieving, who resist the invitations of God to the end of their lives.—II. That Jesus Christ, by his death, made expiation for the sins of all and every one of mankind: yet that none but believers can become partakers of this divine benefit.—III. That no one can, of himself, or by the powers of his free will, produce or generate in his own mind faith; but that it is necessary a man, who is by nature evil, and incompetent (inoptus) both to think and to do good, should be born again, and renewed by God, for Christ’s sake, through the Holy Spirit.—IV. That this divine grace or energy, which heals the soul of man, commences, advances, and perfects all that can be called truly good in man: and therefore all good works are ascribable to no one except to God only, and to his

8 The conduct of the magistrates, who sought to quiet the commotions by their interposition, and who not only employed persuasion, but likewise commands, was eloquently and learnedly defended by Hugo Grotius, in two treatises. The one, which is in every body’s hands and has been often printed, is a general treatise, entitled, De Juribus
numarum Potestatum circa Sacra: the other descends to particulars, and is entitled, Ordinum Hollandiae et Westfaliae Pictas et multorum Columellis vindicta. Lugd. Bat. 1613. 4to.

[SECT. II. PT. II.]
grace: yet that this grace compels no man against his will; though it may be repelled by his perverse will.—V. That those who are united to Christ by faith, are furnished with strength abundantly to overcome the snares of the devil and the allurements of sin: but whether they can fall from this state of grace, and lose their faith, or not, does not yet sufficiently appear, and must be ascertained by a careful examination of the holy Scriptures. The last of these propositions the Arminians afterwards so modified, as to assert explicitly that it is possible a man should lose his faith, and fall from a state of grace. At that time therefore, if we may judge of men's meaning by their statements and declarations, the Arminians very much resembled the Lutherans. The Calvinists, however, maintain that the opinions of the Arminians are not to be learned from their declarations, but that their language must be interpreted by their secret sentiments: for they assert that the Arminians, under these specious representations, instilled the poison of Socinianism and Pelagianism into honest and unsuspecting minds. God is the judge of men's hearts: yet if it were allowable to estimate the import of these propositions by what the leading men of the sect have taught more recently, it would be very difficult wholly to disprove that judgment of the Calvinists. For, whatever the Arminians may say, the doctrines taught since the synod of Dort by their principal doctors, respecting grace, and the points connected with it, approach much nearer to the sentiments of those called Pelagians and Semi-Pelagians, than to those professed by the Lutherans.

§ 5. The Arminians, supported by the friendship of the magistrates, viewed their cause as by no means desperate, when suddenly an unexpected storm entirely prostrated it. There arose first concealed ill-will, and afterwards hostility, between the principal administrators of the new Belgic republic. On the one hand were John van Oldenbarnevelt, a very distin-

---

6 The history of these Five Articles, especially among the English, was written by Peter Heylin, and translated from English into Dutch by Gerhard Brandt, and published at Rotterdam, 1667. 8vo. [These Articles were exhibited by the Remonstrants in the conference at the Hague, in the year 1611, or two years after the death of Arminius. Tr.]
guished man, Hugo Grotius, and Rombout Hoogerbeets; and on the other, the Stadtholder, Maurice prince of Orange. According to some authors, Maurice wished to be created Count of Holland; a design which his father William had before entertained: according to others, he only wished to obtain more authority and power than appeared consistent with the liberties of the state: at least (as no one denies), he was regarded by the leading men as seeking supreme dominion, with the subversion of liberty. The head men of the republic, whom we have mentioned, and who were also the patrons of the Arminians, resisted these designs. The Remonstrants strenuously supported their defenders, without whom they could not remain in safety: and on the other hand, their adversaries accommodated themselves to the views and wishes of the prince, and inflamed his already irritated mind, by various new suspicions. He therefore, kindling with indignation, resolved on the destruction of those who guided the commonwealth by their counsels, and of the Arminians who were their supporters; and at the same time joined himself to the party of the Calvinists. Those leading men in the republic above mentioned, were therefore thrown into prison. Oldenbarnevelt, a man of great respectability, and venerable both for his gray hairs and for his long and faithful public services, was consigned to a capital punishment. Grotius and Hoogerbeets were condemned to perpetual imprisonment, under I know

7 That Maurice aimed at the dignity of Count of Holland, is stated by Lewis Aubrey, from the representations of his father Benjamin Aubrey, the French ambassador to Holland, in his Mémoires pour servir à l'Histoire de Hollande et des autres Provinces Unies, sect. ii. p. 216. ed. Paris, 1697. 8vo. According to Aubrey, Oldenbarnevelt disapproved and resisted this design of the prince; and Maurice revenged this temerity by the capital punishment of this great patriot. The truth of this statement is opposed at great length by Mich. le Vassor, in his Histoire de Louis XIII. tom. ii. pt. ii. p. 123, &c. But John le Clerc, in his Biblioth. Choisie, tom. ii. p. 134, &c. and in his Historia Provincialium Belgii Federati, takes great pains to substantiate the truth of this statement of Aubrey, or rather of his father; and he also shows that Maurice's father had the same designs. It is not necessary we should decide this dispute. It is sufficient for our purpose, that Maurice was viewed, by Oldenbarnevelt and his friends, as wishing to subvert the liberties of his country, and to obtain supreme power (which no one denies); and that this was the cause of Oldenbarnevelt's eagerness to weaken the influence of Maurice, and to check the progress of his power; whence arose the indignation of Maurice, and the calamities of the Arminians, who adhered to Oldenbarnevelt and Grotius.

8 That the general course of events
not what pretence. The cause of the Arminians could not be brought before a civil tribunal, because their alleged offence was such as is here stated, will not be denied at the present day, when the times of excitement have gone by, even by the patrons of Calvinistic sentiments, who are ingenious. And they may grant this without injury to their cause. For if their ancestors, (though I wish neither to deny nor to affirm the fact,) while guarding and defending their religious opinions, either from the customs of the age, or from the ebullitions of passion, were not so conscientious and great statesmen as they should have been, no candid and wise man will thence infer, that these their sons are bad men, or their cause an iniquitous one. Because it is well known, that many bad things are often done by men by no means bad, and that a good cause is often defended in an unjustifiable manner. For illustration and confirmation of the facts here concisely stated, the best authorities, in addition to those already mentioned, are John Le Clerc, in his Historia Provinciae Belgii Fidelissimi, and his Bibliothèque Choix, tom. ii. p. 134, &c. and Hugo Grotius, in his Apologia cum coram, qui Hollandiac, Wofrifterique et vicinis gtuivantam nationibus ex legibus praefuerunt ante mutationem quae event, a.d. 1618, Paris, 1640. 12mo. and often republished. The Life of John van Oldenbarnevelt, written in Dutch, was printed at the Hague, 1646. 4to. A history of the trial of the three celebrated Dutchmen above named, was elegantly compiled from authentic documents, by Gerhard Brandt, entitled, Historie van de Rechtspleginge gehouden in den Jaaren, 1618 et 1619, omdien de drie genoemene Heeren Johann van Oldenbarnevelt, Kombout Hooperboets, Hugo de Groot; of which I have before me the third edition, with notes, Rotterdam, 1723. 4to. This whole subject receives also much light from the history of the life and actions of Hugo Grotius, very carefully compiled, chiefly from unpublished papers, by Caspar Brandt and Adrian Cattenberg. This great and noble work was published in two large volumes, entitled, Historie van het Leven des Heeren Huig de Groot;
was not against the laws but the religion of the country. To procure their condemnation, therefore, a more religious tribunal, or a council, must be called; agreeably to the practice of the Genevans, who think all spiritual matters and controversies should be decided in ecclesiastical councils.

§ 6. Without delay, delegates were assembled, at the instance of Maurice, at Dort, a city in Holland, from the United Provinces, and from Hesse, England, the Palatinate, Bremen, and Switzerland; who held, in the years 1618 and 1619, what is called the Synod of Dort. Before it appeared to defend their cause the leading men of the Arminian sect; at the head of whom, and their chief orator, was Simon Episcopus, a disciple of Arminius, and professor of theology at Leyden; a man distinguished, as his enemies admit, for acuteness, learning, and fluency. But scarcely had Episcopus saluted the judges in a grave and eloquent address, when difficulties arose to interrupt the whole impending discussion. The Arminians wished to commence the defence of their cause by attacking the sentiments of their adversaries the Calvinists: this the judges disapproved, deciding that the accused must first explain and prove their own doctrines, before they proceeded to confute those who differed from them. Perhaps the Arminians hoped, that a full exposure of the odious consequences they could attach to the Calvinistic doctrine, would enkindle in the minds of the people present a hatred of it; while the Calvinists feared, lest the mighty genius and fine eloquence of Episcopus might injure their cause in the view of the multitude. As

the severities exercised against these eminent men, would, however, have prevented Dr. Mosheim from saying, that he knew not under what pretence they were arrested. — Maud.— Mosheim's Latin is, "crimen maximo quo rum nomine," which Schlegel here understands to mean, upon some unimportant charges. Tr.

1 ["Our author always forgets to mention the order issued by the States General, for the convocation of this famous synod; and by his manner of expressing himself, and particularly by the phrase Mauritia auctore, would seem to insinuate that it was by the prince that this assembly was called together.—The legitimacy of the manner of convoking this synod was questioned by Oldenbarnevelt, who maintained that the States General had no sort of authority in matters of religion, nor even the power of assembling a synod; affirming that this was an act of sovereignty that belonged to each province separately and respectively." See Carleton's Letters, &c. Maud.] 2 [Perhaps also another reason why both parties were so stiff on this point was, that the members of the synod were not themselves of one mind in regard to the doctrine of predestina-
the Arminians could by no means be persuaded to comply with the wishes of the synod, they were dismissed from the council, and complained that they had been treated unjustly. But the judges, after examining their published writings, pronounced them, though absent and unheard, guilty of corrupting theology, and holding pestilential errors: and it was coincident with this sentence, that they should be excluded from the communion of the church, and be deprived of authority to teach. That there was fault on both sides in this matter, no candid and good man will deny: but which party was most in the wrong, this is not the place to decide.

§ 7. We cannot here discuss either the purity and virtues, or the iniquity and faults of the fathers at Dort. In extolling the former, the Calvinists, and in exaggerating the latter, the Arminians—if I do not misjudge—are over zealous and active. That among the judges of the Arminians, there were

togen de Beschuldigingen van G. Brandt, vol. i. Amster. 1705. vol. ii. 1797. 4to. After formally comparing them, I did not find any very enormous errors in Brandt: nor do these two writers disagree so much about the facts, as about the causes and import of the facts. John Hales, an Englishman, who belonged to neither party, has related simply what he saw; and his Letters, written from the scene of this council, I myself published some time ago, with notes, Hamburg, 1724. 4to. (He was chaplain to the English ambassador at the Hague, Sir Dudley Carleton, and was king James's secret envoy, sent to watch the movements of the synod. His letters, addressed to Carleton, were published under the title of the Golden Remains of the ever memorable John Hales of Eton College, 1659. 4to. Dr. Mosheim translated them into Latin, prefixed a long preface, and added some notes. Ty.)

[2] The writers on the council of Dort are enumerated by Jo. Alb. Fabricius, Biblioth. Graec, vol. xi. p. 723. The most copious of them all is Gerhard Brandt, in his History of the Reformation in the Netherlands, vol. ii. and iii. But as he was himself an Arminian; with his narration should be compared the work of James Leyden, in which the purity and integrity of the synod of Dort are vindicated, in answer to Brandt: Eere van de Nationale Synode van Dordrecht Voorgestaan en Bevestigd tegen de Beschuldigingen van G. Brandt, vol. i. Amster. 1705. vol. ii. 1797. 4to.
men who were not only learned, but also honest and religious, who acted in great sincerity, and who had no suspicion that they were doing anything wrong, is not to be doubted at all. On the other hand, these facts are too clear and obvious to escape the sight of any one:—I. That the destruction of the Arminian sect was determined upon before the council was called; and that these fathers were called together, not to inquire whether this sect might be tolerated or not, but to promulge a sentence long before passed, with some becoming formality, with the appearance of justice, and with the consent of the foreign theologians.—II. That the enemies and accusers of the Arminians were their judges; and that the president of the council, John Bogermann, exceeded almost all others in

[Madaine says: "This assertion is of too weighty a nature to be advanced without sufficient proof. Our author quotes no authority for it."—Schiigel replies: "The proofs lie in the whole progress of the events. And a man must be ignorant of the human heart, and wholly unacquainted with the history of ecclesiastical councils, not to draw the natural conclusion, from what preceded the council, that the condemnation of the Arminians was already determined on, before the council was convened at Dort. The election of Bogermann, who possessed the soul of an Inquisitor, to the presidency of the synod, would lead us to no other conclusion. The assessors of the president, and the scribes of the council, were known to be zealous Contra-Remonstrants. And so early as the year 1617, in the month of July, the Contra-Remonstrants declared, at the Hague, "that they regarded the Remonstrants, and those who embraced the sentiments of the Remonstrants, to be false teachers (pro falsis doctoribus); and that they only waited for a national synod, of which there then appeared to be a bright prospect, so that in it there might be made a legitimate secession from the Remonstrants, which should be put in execution after an ecclesiastical trial. See Phil. a Limborch’s Relatio Historica de Origine et Progressu Controversiar. in Federato Belgio, p. 16. The provincial synods, that were held before the synod of Dort, so arranged every thing as to give the Contra-Remonstrants the upper hand. In particular, they deposed Remonstrant ministers, as e. g. Uyttenboogaart, Grevinchovius, and others. And in electing ministers to attend the national synod, the Remonstrants were wholly passed by: and only from the district of Utrecht, were two Remonstrant delegates sent to Dort; and even these were excluded, as soon as the cause of the Remonstrants came on. See Limborch, loc. cit., and Wagemaer’s History of the United Netherlands, (in German,) vol. iv. p. 446, &c. Thus far Schiigel.—Undoubtedly, nearly or quite every minister in Holland had an opinion formed, with regard to the correctness of the doctrines of the Remonstrants, and the propriety of permitting their propagation. It could not be otherwise, as these opinions had been preached and published, abundantly, for ten years, and had been the great theme of discussion among theologians. In such circumstances, to be ignorant of the Arminian doctrines, or to have no opinion concerning them, would have been altogether unbecoming in a clergyman. It was therefore a thing of course, and no reproach upon their characters, that the divines at Dort should come together with opinions already made up, on the theological questions they were to discuss. Tr.]

[Bogermann was minister of Leeuwarden, an avowed enemy of the Arminians, who had already written against them, and who was so full of the persecuting spirit of Beza, that he]
hatred of this sect.—III. That neither the Dutch nor the foreign divines had liberty to decide according to their own pleasure, but were obliged to decide according to the instructions which they brought with them from their princes and magistrates. —IV. That, in the council itself, the voice of the illustrious and very honourable men who appeared as the legates of Mauricius and the States-General, had more influence than that of the theologians who sat as the judges.—V. That the promise made to the Arminians when summoned before the council, that they should have liberty to state, explain, and defend their opinions as far as they were able, and deemed it necessary, was violated by the council.

§ 8. The Arminians, being adjudged enemies of their country and of religion, were subjected to severe animadversion. First, they were all deprived both of their sacred and their civil offices; and then, their preachers were ordered to refrain from

had translated into Dutch Beza’s book, de Harrticis a Magistratu puniendis. And his whole behaviour at the synod, showed that he was better qualified to be the papal legate at a council of Trent than the moderator of a Protestant synod. Sold.—Bogermann was doubtless too zealous, and in several instances, too severe and passionate in his speeches. But his intolerant spirit was the spirit of the age. Christian forbearance and tenderness towards the erring was then no where well understood and duly practised. Tr.]

7 “Here our author has fallen into a palpable mistake. The Dutch divines had no commission, but from their respective consistories, or subordinate ecclesiastical assemblies; nor are they ever the depositaries of the orders of their magistrates, who have lay-deputies to represent them both in provincial and national synods. As to the English and other foreign doctors that appeared in the synod of Dort, the case perhaps may have been somewhat different.” Maid.

8 See Mich, le Vassor’s Histoire du Régne de Louis XIII, tom. iii. livr. xiii. pp. 365, 366, and my notes on J. Hale’s Historia Concilii Dordrecaeni, p. 304—400.—The words of the promise were, “Liberum illis fore, ut proponant, explicent, ut defendant, quantum possint et necessarium judicarent, opiniones SUAS.” This promise, the Arminians contended, gave them liberty to state so many of their own doctrines, and in such an order, as they pleased; and also to state their views of the sentiments or doctrines of their opponents, and to refute them, as fully and in such a manner as they pleased. Whether this was a fair and reasonable construction of the words of the promise, and such a construction as the synod was bound to admit, the reader will judge. Yet it was the refusal of this and the requiring the Remonstrants to state and defend only their own sentiments, and to proceed in regard to them methodically, that the Remonstrants complained of, as a violation of the promise made them. See the Remonstrants’ views of a proper council, presented to the Synod, December 10th; the decree of the Synod of the 29th Dec., and the Synod’s explanation of it, December 29; and also the communication of the Remonstrants to the Synod, on the 21st of January; all which documents are given by the Remonstrants themselves, in their Acta et Scripta Synodalis Dordreaeni, pt. i. pp. 4, &c. 140, &c. 159, &c. Tr.]
preaching altogether. Such as would not submit to this order, were ignominiously sent into exile, and subjected to other punishments and indignities. Hence many retired to Antwerp, and others to France: and a large body of them emigrated to Holstein, by the invitation of Frederick duke of Holstein, and built the handsome town of Frederickstadt in the duchy of Sleswick. In that town the Arminians still live in tranquillity, and enjoy the free exercise of their religion. The leaders of this colony were men of distinction in Holland, especially Adrian vander Wahl, the first governor of the town of Frederickstadt. Among the clergymen who accompanied this colony, the most distinguished were, the famous Conrad Vorstius, who drew a great deal of odium upon the Arminians by his sentiments, which were none too remote from those of the Socinians; Nicholas Grevinchovius, a man of acuteness, who had been a pastor at Rotterdam; Simon Goulart; John Grevius; Marcus Walther; John Narsius; and others 1.

§ 9. Maurice, under whose government the Arminians suffered so greatly, died in 1625. By the clemency of his brother and successor, Frederick Henry, the Arminian exiles were recalled, and restored to their former reputation and tranquillity. Those therefore returned who had retired to France and to the Spanish Netherlands: and they established congregations distinct from the Reformed, in various places, and particularly at Rotterdam and Amsterdam. In order to have a seminary for their own sect and religion, they founded a distinguished school at Amsterdam; in which two professors train up young men for the ministry, the one teaching theology, and the other history, philosophy, and the learned languages. Simon Episcopus was the first professor of Arminian theology; and since him, these offices have been filled, down to the present time, by men highly famed for learning and genius, namely, Stephen

---

Curellaeus, Arnold Poellenburg, Philip Limborch, John le Clerc, Adrian van Cattenburgh, and John James Wetstein.

§ 10. The Remonstrants, as we have seen, differed at first from the Reformed in nothing, except the five propositions concerning grace and predestination; and it was on this ground that they were condemned at the synod of Dort. They moreover so explained those five propositions, that they seemed to teach precisely what the Lutherans do. But from the time of the synod of Dort, and still more, after the exiles were allowed

2 Of these and the other Armenian writers, Adrian van Cattenburgh treats expressly, in his Bibliotheca Scriptorum Remonstrantium, Amsterd. 1728. 4to. [Episcopius was born at Amsterdam, a pupil of Arminius, and after the deposition of Vorstius, his successor at Leyden; an eloquent and acute man, who being full of theological scepticism, began to question many of the received opinions, e. g. the doctrine of original sin. He died in 1645, as professor in the Arminian Gymnasia at Amsterdam. His life, written by Limborch, and his writings, were published by Curellaeus and Poellenburg, Amsterd. 1650, 1655. 2 vols. fol.—Curellaeus, (Conreille) was born at Geneva, of French parentage, and early showed a propensity towards Arminianism, which he defended against the decrees of Dort. He died in 1659, an Arminian professor at Amsterdam. His theological works were published collectively by Limborch, Amsterd. 1675. fol. His fine edition of the Greek New Testament, with various readings, is well known.—Poellenburg was born at Horn, in the Netherlands, where he became a preacher. Thence he was removed to Amsterdam as a preacher; was made successor to Curellaeus in his professorship there, and died in 1666. Limborch was brother's grandson to Simon Episcopius, first a preacher at Gouda, and then at Amsterdam, and lastly professor there; where he also died in 1712. He was a modest theologian, who united great learning with extraordinary clearness of style in his writings. This is manifest by his Theologia Christiana. Also his Anima Colloquio cum erudiito Judaeo de Veritate Religiosarum Christianarum, his Historia Inquisitio, and his collection of the Epistles of Remonstrants, are important works; as likewise his very temperately written Relatio Historiae de Origne et Progresso Controversiae, in Federato Belgio de Predestinatione et capiti annect. Le Clerc was born and educated at Geneva, and professor of Hebrew, philosophy, and the fine arts, and afterwards of church history, in the Arminian Gymnasium at Amsterdam; and died in 1736, aged 79. His Epistolae Theologicae, under the name of Liberius de S. Amore; Sentimenta de quibus T. T. le Clerc, sur l'histoire Critique du V. T. par R. Simon; his Journals (periodical works, containing analyses and reviews of works, with original essays interspersed,) namely, Bibliotheca Universelle et Historique, (1686—1693, in 26 dense vols. 12mo.) Bibliotheca Choisie, (1703—1713, in 28 vols. 12mo.) Bibliotheca Antiquae et Modernae, (1714—1727, in 29 vols. 12mo.) his Commentaries on the Old Testament; Ars Critica: Harmony of the Gospels; Historiae des Provincies unies de Pays bas, (from 1560 to 1728, in 3 vols. fol.)—his Historiae Literariae duorum primorum a Christo Secularium, 1716. 4to.—and his editions of classical and other authors, have procured him a great name among the learned.—Cattenburgh was professor of theology in the Arminian Gymnasia at Amsterdam till the year 1730. He wrote Bibliotheca Scriptorum Remonstrantium; Spicilegium Theologiae Christianae Limborchiana; and some works explanatory of the Bible.—Wetstein succeeded Le Clerc, after being deposed at Basle, and died in 1754, (aged 61). His critical edition of the New Testament, (1711—2, in 2 vols. fol.) is well known. Schl.]
to return to their country, they professed an entirely new species of religion, different from the views of all other sects of christians. For most of them not only gave such an explanation of these propositions as seemed to differ very little from the views of those who deny that a man needs any divine aid in order to his conversion and living a holy life; but they also lowered down very much most of the doctrines of christianity by subjecting them to the modifications of reason and ingenuity. James Arminius, the parent of the sect, undoubtedly invented this form of theology, and taught it to his followers; but it

a It is a common opinion, that the early Arminians, who flourished before the synod of Dort, were much purer and more sound than the later ones, who lived and taught after that council; and that Arminius himself only rejected Calvin’s doctrine of absolute decrees, and its necessary consequences, while in every thing else he agreed with the Reformed: but that his disciples, and especially Episcopius, boldly passed the limits which their master had wisely established, and went over to the camp of the Pelagians and Socinians. But it appears to me very clear, that Arminius himself revolved in his own mind, and taught to his disciples, that form of religion which his followers afterwards professed; and that the latter, especially Episcopius, only perfected what their master taught them, and casting off fear, explained it more clearly. I have as a witness, besides others of less authority, Arminius himself; who, in his Will, drawn up a little before his death, explicitly declares, that his aim was to bring all sects of christians, with the exception of the Papists, into one community and brotherhood. We will cite his words, from Peter Bertius’ Funeral Oration on Arminius, p. 15. “En proposui aequum docui — quo ad propagationem, amplificationemque veritatis, religionis christianae, veri Dei cultus, communis pietatis, et sanet inter homines conversations, desineo ad convenientem christianissimi tranquillitatem et poenam juxta verbum Dei postea conferre, excludere ex his Papatum, cum quo nulla unitas fidei, nullum pietatis aut christianae paecis vinculum servari potest.” Now what, I ask, is this, but that very Arminianism of more recent times, which extends so wide the boundaries of the christian church, that all sects may live harmoniously within them, whatever opinions they may hold, except only the professors of the Romish religion? The opinion, that Arminius himself was very nearly orthodox, and not an Arminian, in the common acceptance of the term, has been recently advocated by professor Stuart of Andover, in an article expressly On the Creed of Arminius; in the Biblical Repository, No. II. Andover, 1831. See p. 273 and 301. To such a conclusion the learned professor is led, principally, by an artful and imposing statement, made by Arminius to the magistrates of Holland in the year 1608, one year before his death, on which Mr. Stuart puts the most favourable construction the words will bear. But from a careful comparison of this declaration of Arminius with the original Five Articles of the Arminian creed, (which were drawn up almost in the very words of Arminius, so early as the year 1610, and exhibited by the Remonstrants in the conference at Hague in 1611; and were afterwards, together with a full explanation and vindication of each article, laid before the synod of Dort in 1617, changing, however, the subtilization of the fiftieth article into a positive denial of the saints’ perseverance;) it will, I think, appear manifest, that Arminius himself actually differed from the orthodox of that day on all the five points; and that he agreed substantially with the Remonstrants on all those doctrines for which they were condemned in the synod of Dort. And that such was the fact, appears to have been assumed without hesitation, by the principal
was *Simon Episcopius*, the first master in the Arminian school after its founder, and a very ingenious man, who digested and polished it, and reduced it to a regular system 4.

§ 11. The whole system of the Remonstrants is directed to this one simple object, to unite the hearts of Christians, who are divided by a variety of sentiments and opinions, and to gather them into one fraternity or family, notwithstanding they may differ in many points of doctrine and worship. To accomplish this object, they maintain that *Christ* does not require of his followers to *believe* much, but to *do* much, or to cultivate love and virtue: and they give a very broad definition of a true Christian. For, according to them, every person belongs to the kingdom of Christ, who— I. receives the Holy Scriptures, and particularly the New Testament, as the rule of his faith, whatever may be the interpretation he gives to those books:—II. is opposed to the worship of many gods, and to whatever is connected with such an abomination:—III. leads an upright life, conformable to the divine law: and IV. never troubles or disturbs those who differ from him on religious subjects, or who interpret the books of the New Testament in a different manner from what he does. By these principles a wide door is opened to all who honour Christ, though differing widely in sentiments, to enter into the Arminian communion. Yet the papists are excluded from it because they think it right to persecute and to put to death such as oppose the Romish prelate 5. And, indeed, if other Christians would abide

---

4 A life of this celebrated man, which is well worth reading, was composed by Philip Limborch, and first published in Dutch, and then, more full and complete, in Latin, Amsterdam, 1701. 8vo.

5 In place of all others, may here be read, the tract of Simon Episcopius, entitled: *Verus Theologia Remonstrans, sive Verus Remonstrantius Theologiae de errantium dilectula declaratio*; which is extant in his Opera, tom. i. p. 508, &c. and like the rest of his productions, is neatly and perspicuously written. John le Clerc sums up the doctrines of his sect, in the Dedication of his Latin translation of Hammond’s New Testament, which is addressed to the learned among the Remonstrants, in this manner, p. 3. “Propteris soletis—eos duntaxat a vobis excludi, qui (L.) idololatria sunt contaminati, (11.) qui minime habent Scripturam pro fidei normam, (111.) qui impuris moribus sancta Christi praecepta conculant, (IV.) aut qui denique alios religionis causse vexant.”—Many tell us, that the Arminians regard as brethren, all who merely dissent to what is called the *Apostles’ Creed*. But a very competent witness, John le Clerc, shows that this is a mistake: *Bibliothèque Ancienne et Moderne*, tom. xxv. p. 119. “Ils se trouvent: Ils (les Arminiens) offrent la communion à tous ceux, qui re-
by these precepts, the great diversities of opinion among them would, clearly, be no obstacle to their mutual love and concord.

§ 12. It hence appears, that the Arminian community was composed of persons of various descriptions; and that it had, properly, no fixed and stable form of religion, or to use a common phrase, no system of religion. They would not, indeed, wish to be thought destitute of a bond of union; and therefore they show us a sort of Confession of faith, drawn up with sufficient neatness, by Simon Episcopius, for the most part in the very words of the sacred writers; and which they represent as their formula and rule of faith. But as none of their teachers are so tied to this formula, by oath or promise, as not to be at liberty to depart from it; and on the contrary, as every one, from the constitution of the sect, is allowed to construe it according to his own pleasure,—and it is capable of different expositions,—it must be manifest, that we cannot determine at all, from this Confession, what they approve and what they reject. And hence their public teachers advance very different sentiments respecting the most weighty doctrines of the christian religion. Nor do they, in almost any thing, take one fixed and uniform course, except in regard to the doctrines of predestination and grace. For they all continue to assert, most carefully, though in a very different manner from their fathers, the doctrine which excluded their ancestors from the pale of the Reformed church; namely, that the love of God embraces the whole human race, and that no one perishes through any eternal and insuperable decree of God, but all merely by their own fault. Whoever attacks this doctrine, attacks the whole school or sect: but one who may assail any other doctrines contained in the writings of Arminians, must know that he has no controversy with the Arminian church.

*This Confession is extant in Latin, Dutch, and German. The Latin may be seen in the Works of Episcopius, tom. ii. pt. ii. p. 69; where also, p. 97, may be seen an Apology for this Confession, by the same Episcopius, written against the divines of the university of Leyden."

7 This any one may see, with his own eyes, by only comparing together the writings of Episcopius, Curellius, Limborch, Le Clerc, and Cattenburgh. [Those Arminians who agree with the Reformed in all doctrinal points, except the Five Articles contained in their remonstrance, are, for distinction's sake, called Quinquarticanus. SoM.]
whose theology, with few exceptions, is unsettled and fluctuating, but only with some of its doctors; who do not all interpret and explain, in the same manner, even that one doctrine of the universal love of God to mankind, which especially separates the Arminians from the Reformed.

§ 13. The Arminian community, at the present time, is very small, if compared with the Reformed: and if common report be true, it is decreasing continually. They have at present, [1753.] thirty-four congregations in Holland, some smaller, and some larger; over which are forty-four ministers: out of Holland they have one at Frederickstadt. But the principles adopted by their founders have spread with wonderful rapidity over many nations, and gained the approbation of vast numbers. For, to say nothing of the English, who adopted the Arminian doctrines concerning grace and predestination as early as the times of William Laud, and who, on the restoration of Charles II., assented in great measure to the other Arminian tenets; who is so ignorant of the state of the world as not to know, that in many of the courts of Protestant princes, and almost everywhere among those who pretend to be wise, this sentiment, which is the basis of Arminianism, is prevalent; namely, that very few things are necessary to be believed in order to salvation; and that every one is to be allowed to think as he pleases, concerning God and religion, provided he lives a pious and upright life. The Hollanders, though they acknowledge that the sect which their fathers condemned is gradually declining in numbers and strength, yet publicly lament that the opinions of the sect are spreading farther and farther, and that even those to whose care the decrees of the council of Dort were entrusted; are corrupted by them. How much inclined towards them are many of the Swiss, especially the Genevans, and also many of the French, is very well known. The form of church government and the mode of

---

[Dr. Maclaine has here a long and elaborate note, on the tendency of the Leibnitian and Wolffian philosophy to support Calvinism. The reasoning is ingenious and good. But the effects actually produced by this philosophy seem to be greatly overrated, when he says: "that the progress of Arminianism has been greatly retarded, nay that its cause daily declines in Germany and several parts of Switzerland, in consequence of the ascendancy which the Leibnitian and Wolffian philosophy hath gained in these countries, and particularly among the clergy and men of learning." When Dr. Maclaine wrote]
worship among the Arminians are very nearly the same as among the Reformed of the Presbyterian churches. Yet the leaders of the sect, as they neglect no means tending to preserve and strengthen their communion with the English church, so they show themselves very friendly to episcopal government: and they do not hesitate to affirm that they regard it as a holy form, very ancient, and preferable to the other forms of government.

CHAPTER V.

HISTORY OF THE QUAKERS.


§ 1. Those who in English are called Quakers, are in Latin called Tremens or Tremuli. This name was given them, in the year 1650, by Gervas Bennet, a justice of the peace in Derbyshire; but whether because their whole body trembled before they began to speak on religious subjects, or because Fox and his associates said that a man ought to tremble at hearing the word of God, does not sufficiently appear. In the mean time they suffer themselves to be called by this name,

thus, about the year 1763, the Germans were going fast into what is called German theology, and the Swiss approximating towards Socinianism; and the philosophy, he speaks of, was rapidly waning. Tr.

§ 9 Hence,—to omit many other things which place this beyond doubt,—they have taken so much pains to show, that Hugo Grotius, their hero and almost their oracle, commended the English church in the highest degree, and that he preferred it before all others. See the collection of proofs for this, by John le Clerc, subjoined to his edition of Grotius' book, de Veritate Religiosis Christianis, p. 376, ed. Hague, 1724. 8vo.

provided it be correctly understood. They prefer, however to be named, from their primary doctrine, *Children or Professors of the light*. In familiar discourse they call each other *Friends*.

The origin of the sect falls on those times in English history when civil war raged universally, and when every one who had conceived in his mind a new form, either of civil government or of religion, came forth with it from his obscure retreat into public view. Its parent was *George Fox*, a shoemaker, a man naturally very gloomy, shunning society, and peculiarly fitted to form visionary conceptions. As early as the year 1647, when he was twenty-three years old, he travelled over some of the counties of England, giving out that he was full of the Spirit, and exhorting the people to attend to the voice of the divine word, which lies concealed in the hearts of all. After *Charles I.* was beheaded, when both civil and ecclesiastical laws seemed to be extinguished together, he attempted greater things. For having acquired numerous disciples and friends among persons of a similar temperament with himself, and of both sexes, in connexion with them he set all England in commotion; nay, in 1650, he broke up assemblies for the public worship of God, where he was able, as being useless and not truly christian². For this reason he and his associates were

---


² [Fox and his adherents looked upon all worship of God, that did not proceed immediately from the impulse of the Spirit within, as abominable in the sight of God. Hence he had no reverence for the religious worship of most of the sects of christians around him. Yet it does not appear that he felt it to be his duty to attempt, forcibly, to interrupt or suppress such worship. But feeling bound always to obey the impulse of the Spirit, and supposing himself to have this impulse while in or near the places of worship, he sometimes was led to speak in them, to the annoyance of the congregation, and was treated as a disturber of public worship. Three instances are mentioned, all occurring in the year 1649. The first was at Nottingham; and is thus related by Sewel, vol. i. p. 36. ed. 1811. He "went away to the steeple house, where the priest took for his text these words of the apostle Peter, *We have a most (more) sure word of prophecy, whereasunto ye do well that ye take heed, as unto a light that shineth in a dark place, until the day dawn, and the day star arise in your hearts*. And he told the people that this was the Scripture by which they were to try all doctrines, religions, and opinions. G. Fox hearing this, felt such mighty power and godly zeal working in him, that he was made to cry out, O! no, it is not the Scripture, but it is the Holy Spirit, by which the holy men of God gave forth the Scriptures, whereby opinions, religions, and judgments, are to be tried. That was it, which led into all truth, and gave the knowledge thereof. For the Jews had the Scriptures, and yet resisted the Holy Ghost, and rejected Christ, the bright morning-star, and persecuted him and his apostles; though they took upon them
several times thrown into prison, and chastised by the magistrates.

to try their doctrine by the Scripture; but they erred in judgment, and did not try them aright, because they did it without the Holy Ghost. Thus speaking, the officers came and took him away, and put him in a nasty stinking prison."—The next instance was at Mansfield; and is thus related by the same author, vol. i. p. 38. "Whilst G. Fox was in this place, he was moved to go to the steeple-house, and declare there the truth to the priest and the people; which doing, the people fell upon him, and struck him down, almost smothering him, for he was cruelly beaten and bruised with their hands, bibles, and sticks. Then they hauled him out, though hardly able to stand, and put him into the stocks, where he sat some hours; and they brought horsewhips, threatening to whip him. After some time, they had him before the magistrates, at a knight's house; who seeing how ill he had been used, set him at liberty, after much threatening. But the rude multitude stoned him out of the town."—The third instance occurred at Market Bosworth, and is thus concisely stated by Sewel, vol. i. p. 39, &c. "Coming into the public place of worship, he (Fox) found Nathaniel Stephens preaching, who, as hath been said already, was priest of the town where G. Fox was born; here G. Fox taking occasion to speak, Stephens told the people he was mad, and that they should not hear him; though he had said before to one colonel Purfoy, concerning him, that there was never such a plant bred in England. The people now being stirred up by this priest, fell upon G. Fox and his friends, and stoned them out of the town." See a Refutation of erroneous statements, &c. by authority of the Yearly Meeting of Friends for New England, dated New Bedford, 12th month 9, 1811, subjoined to Mosheim's Eccles. Hist. ed. New York, 1824, vol. iv. p. 295, &c. Neal's Hist. of Paris, ed. Toulmin, Boston, 1817, vol. iv. p. 59, 59. Tr.

4 Besides the common historians of this century, see especially, Gerh. Cressius (Crosse), a Dutch clergyman, Historia Quakeriana trivis libris comprehensa, ed. 2. Amsterd. 1703. 8vo. On this, however, Kohlraus [under the name of Philalethes], a doctor of physic, a Lutheran who became a Quaker, published Disclosures, (explanations,) Amsterd. 1696. 8vo. And undoubtedly, Crosse's book, though neatly written, contains numerous errors. Yet the French History of the Quakers; Histoire abrégée de la Naissance et du Progrès du Konkérimie, avec celle de ses Doyens, Cologne, 1692. 12mo, is much worse. For the author does not so much state what he found to be facts, as heap together things true and false, without discrimination, in order to produce a ludicrous account. See Gerh. Crosse's Hist. Quakeriana, lib. ii. p. 322 and 376, and John le Clerc's Bibliothèque Universelle et Hist. tom. xxii. p. 33, &c. But altogether the most full and authentic, being derived from numerous credible documents, and in part from the writings of Fox himself, is the Quaker, George [William] Sewel's History of the Christian People called Quakers, [first written in Dutch, and translated by the author into English, Lond. 1722. fol. and 1811. 2 vols. 8vo.] translated from the English into German, and printed 1742. fol. This work exhibits great research, as well as fidelity; yet on points dishonourable or disadvantageous to the Quakers, he dissembles, conceals, and beclouds not a little. Still, the statements of Sewel are sufficient to enable a discerning and impartial man to form a just estimate of this sect. Voltaire also has treated of the religion, the morals, and the history of these people, though rather to amuse than to enlighten the reader, in four letters, written with his usual elegance: Mélanges de Littérature et de Philosophie; Oeuvres, tom. iv. cap. iii.—vi. p. 160, &c. [With which compare A Letter from one of the people called Quakers (Josiah Martin) to Francis de Voltaire, Lond. 1742.] In general, what he says, is true and to be relied on, being derived from Andrew Pitt, a Quaker of London: but the witty
§ 2. The first association of Quakers was composed, in great measure, of delirious and infatuated persons; and therefore committed many acts which the more temperate Quakers of the present day, extenuate indeed, but by no means commend or approve. For most of them, both male and female, declaimed vehemently against all other religions; assailed the public worship and the ministers of religion, with insult and abuse; treated the commands of magistrates and the laws with contempt, under the pretence of conscience and a divine impulse; and greatly disturbed both the church and the state. It is therefore not strange that many of them often suffered severe punishments for their rashness and folly. Cromwell, man, to render his account more entertaining, has adorned it with poetic colouring, and added some things of his own. From these works, chiefly, was compiled, though not with due accuracy, the Dissertation on the Religion of the Quakers, in that splendid work: Cérémonies et Coutumes Religieuses de tous les Peuples du Monde, tom. iv. p. 134, &c. Among us, Fred. Erd. Mers published a small German work concerning this sect, especially the English portion of it; Entwurf der Kirchen-Ordnung und Gebrauche der Quaker in England, 1715, 8vo. [Later works are, John Gough's History of the people called Quakers, Lond. 1789. 3 vols. 8vo. Thomas Clarkson's Portraiture of Quakers, 3 vols. 8vo. Lond. and New York, 1806. A Summary of the history, doctrines, and discipline of Friends, written at the desire of the Meeting for Suffering in London, 1800, and subjoined to Mosheim's Eccles. Hist. ed. New York, 1824. vol. iv. p. 307—327; also Joshua Toulmin, D.D. Supplements annexed to his edition of Neal's Hist. of the Puritans, vol. iv. p. 296—308, 518—552, and vol. v. p. 126—149, 240—261. Tr.]

4 See Neal's History of the Puritans, vol. iv. p. 153, &c. [ed. 1817, p. 174, &c. Sewel's Hist. of the Quakers, in various places. [Mr. Neal, in the passage just named, gives account of the offensive conduct of some of the first Quakers, and of the punishments to which they were subjected. And Dr. Toulmin, in his notes, corrects the statements of Neal, and vindicates the Quakers. The story of James Nayler is there stated. This honest enthusiast, who had been an admired speaker among the Quakers, very improperly suffered some misguided individuals to style him the everlasting Son of righteousness; the Prince of peace; the only-begotten Son of God; the fairest among ten thousand. He likewise allowed some of them to kiss his feet, when imprisoned at Exeter; and after his release, to conduct him in triumph to Bristol; one man walking bare-headed before him; another, a woman, leading his horse; and others spreading their scarfs and handkerchiefs in the way, and crying, Holy, holy, holy, is the Lord of Hosts; Hosanna in the highest; holy, holy, holy, is the Lord God of Israel. The magistrates of Bristol caused him to be apprehended; and transmitted him to the parliament, who tried him for blasphemy. He alleged that these honours were not paid to him, but to Christ who dwelt in him, and said, 'If they had it from the Lord, what had I to do to reprove them? If the Father has moved them to give these honours to Christ, I may not deny them; if they have given them to any other but to Christ, I disown them.' 'I do abhor, that any honours due to God, should be given to me, as I am a creature; but it pleased the Lord to set me up as a sign of the coming of the rightous One, and what has been done to me passing through the town, I was commanded by the power of the Lord to suffer to be done to the outward man as a sign; but I
though otherwise not hostile to any sect, yet was afraid of this turbulent multitude; and at first he determined to suppress it.

"abhor any honour as a creature." Manifest as it was that the man was beside himself, and had no intention to allow divine honours to be paid to himself, he was condemned to be branded, have his tongue bored with a hot iron, sit in the pillory, be whipped through the streets of London and Bristol, and then to be imprisoned during the pleasure of parliament: and this cruel sentence was executed. But during his imprisonment he came to his senses and very fully and penitently acknowledged his fault. The great body of Quakers at the time expressly disapproved his conduct; and they promptly ejected him from their community, but afterwards upon his repentance restored him. Such in substance is the famous case of James Nayler; which, though a solitary case and disapproved at the time by the mass of the Quakers, has continued to this day to occasion high censure to be cast upon the whole sect.—That the early Quakers sometimes mistook the conclusions of their own minds for suggestions of the Spirit, and that they needlessly adopted odious singularities, or did not comply so far as they ought with the customs and usages of society, nor treat the religion of others with that respect and decorum which are necessary to the peace of a community in which various religions are tolerated, many will think to be very manifest. Yet, on the other hand, there was doubtless a great want of candour and forbearance towards them. Their errors were magnified, and their indiscretions punished as high-handed crimes. One of their own writers, (Gough, Hist. of the Quakers, vol. i. p. 139, &c.) says, "A christian exhortation to an assembly, after the priest had done and the worship was over, was denounced interrupting public worship, and disturbing the priest in his office; an honest testimony against sin in the streets or markets was styled a breach of the peace; and their appearing before the magistrates covered, a contempt of authority; hence proceeded fines, imprisonments, and spoiling of goods."—Dr. Mosheim's representation of the modern Quakers as more moderate and decorous than their fathers in the days of Cromwell seems to be in general correct. Yet the author of a refutation of erroneous statements relative to the society of Quakers, (in Mosheim's Eccl. Hist. vol. iv. p. 304, &c.) makes the following remarks, which are worthy of being inserted here. "Dr. Mosheim has in several instances endeavoured to impress the reader with the idea that the ancient and modern Quakers were entirely different people, both in respect to their principles and conduct. This is the more worthy of notice, as it is an error not by any means peculiar to him; but which in a degree prevails very generally. We view the modern Quakers with our own proper vision, and through a medium cleared from the discolorations of that through which we view the ancient; and they appear to us a quiet, orderly, moral, and religious people. But in the accounts transmitted to us by their enemies, we view the ancient Quakers through a discoloured medium, a vision extremely acrimonious, and tinged with bile; and they appear to us fanatic, turbulent, and riotous. If we were to imagine to ourselves the modern Quakers passing through our country, as they actually do, seeking and conversing with sober inquirers, appointing meetings for religious worship; and if at the same time we were to imagine a mob of dissolute and enraged rabble at their heels, scoffing and beating them with sticks and stones, to interrupt their meetings, without the least marks of violence or even of defensive resistance to any on their part—if we imagine some unworthy ministers and magistrates rather instigating their fury, the latter sending them to prison, charged with the riots to which themselves had been accessory: the Quakers submitting to all, with a patience unconquerable, yet pursuing their mission with undeviating perseverance, not to be paralleled in history since the days of the first promulgators of the christian faith—we might then perhaps view a true picture of the
But when he perceived that all his promises and his threaten-
ings could make no impression on them, he prudently refrained, and
deemed it advisable merely to take care that they should
not excite seditions among the people, and weaken the founda-
tions of his power. 6

§ 3. Gradually, however, the excessive ardour of the rising
sect subsided, as was natural to expect; and that divine light
to which the Quakers made pretensions, by degrees ceased to
disturb the commonwealth. In the reign of Charles II. both
their religion and their discipline assumed a more definite and
fixed character. In this business Fox was assisted especially
by Robert Barclay, a Scotch knight, George Keith, and Samuel
Fisher; learned men, who had connected themselves with his
sect. 7 For these three men digested and reduced to fixed
principles the loose and vague discipline of Fox, who was an
illiterate man. 8 Yet for a long time these wiser and more

ancient Quakers; their principles, their doctrine, and their manners
being the same." Tr.] 6 Clarendon tells us, in his History
of the Rebellion and of the civil Wars in
England, [French ed.] vol. vi. p. 437,
that the Quakers remained always
violent enemies to Cromwell. See
Sewell, loc. cit. book iii. pp. 91, 113,
148, 149, &c. [ed. 1811. vol. i. pp. 168,
200, 273, 275, &c.]

7 Respecting Barclay, see Nouvemne
Dictionaire Hist. et Crit. tom. i. p. 67,
&c. Respecting Keith, see Sewel,
Hist. of the Quakers, pp. 429, 490, 544,
590. Respecting Fisher, see the Un-
schuldige Nachrichten, s. d. 1760,
p. 336, &c. [Robert Barclay was de-
scended from an honourable family;
but was not a Knight. For the his-
tory of him the Quakers refer us to the
account of him by William Penn
and others, his contemporaries, pre-
fixed to the edition of his works in
folio, 1692. For the life of Fisher
they refer us to William Penn’s ac-
count of him, annexed to Fisher’s
Works, fol. 1679. Tr.] 8 [The Quakers consider this state-
ment of Mosheim as being unjust to
the character of George Fox. And
indeed, William Penn, who certainly
knew Fox’s character well, and was
no incompetent judge of men, in his
preface to Fox’s Journal, says, "He
was a man that God endowed with a
clear and wonderful depth, a discern-
er of others’ spirits, and very much a
master of his own.—In all things he
acquired himself like a man, a new
and heavenly-minded man, a divine
and a naturalist, and all of God Al-
mighty’s making. I have been sur-
prised at his questions and answers in
natural things, that whilst he was ig-

rant of useless and sophistical science
he had in him the foundation of useful
and commendable knowledge, and cher-
iished it everywhere." As to the
Quaker discipline, their monthly meet-
gings, &c., the records of the sect, they
tell us, contain nothing from which it
may be inferred that Barclay, Keith,
and Fisher had any share in its forma-
tion; or that it was not chiefly, if not
wholly, brought into form and opera-
tion by Fox. He describes circum-
stantially his journeys through Eng-
land to establish the monthly meetings.
This was in the year 1667: the very
year that Barclay joined the society,
being then only nineteen years old.
Samuel Fisher died two years before
this time, after lying in prison a year
and a half. See Jos. G. Bevan’s Re-
sutation of some modern misrepresenta-
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quiet Quakers had to endure even more suffering and calamity in England than the insane and turbulent had experienced; though not so much for their religion as for their manners and customs. For, as they would not address magistrates by their honorary titles, and pay them customary respect; as they refused the oath of allegiance to the king; and as they would not pay tithes to the clergy; they were looked upon as bad citizens, and dangerous men, and were often severely punished. Under James II., and especially after the year 1685, they began to see better days; for which they were indebted to the celebrated William Penn, who was employed by the king in state affairs of the greatest importance. At length William III., who gave peace to all sects of dissenters from the reigning church, allowed these people also to enjoy public liberty and tranquility.

§ 4. Oppressed and persecuted in their own country, the Quakers sought to propagate their sentiments among foreign nations, and to establish for themselves more secure habitations. Attempts were made in Germany, Prussia, France, Italy, Greece, Holland, and Holstein; but generally without effect. Yet the Dutch at length were prevailed upon to allow some families the liberty of residing among them, which they enjoy to the present time. Many of these people, not long after the sect arose, proceeded to America. And afterwards, by a singular turn of things, the seat of its liberties and fortunes was established, as it were, in that quarter of the world. William Penn, the son of the English vice-admiral, adopted the Quaker religion in 1668; and in the year 1680 Charles II.
and the parliament granted to him an extensive province in America, at that time a wilderness, in reward for the great services rendered by his father to the nation. Penn, who was a man of discernment, and also eloquent, conducted a colony of his friends and associates into his new dominions, and there established a republic, in form, laws, and regulations, unlike any other in the known world, yet a peaceful and happy one, and which still flourishes in great prosperity. The Quakers there are predominant; yet all persons may become citizens, who acknowledge that there is a Supreme Being whose providence is over all human affairs, and who pay him homage, if not by outward signs, yet by uprightness of life and conduct. The province was named, from its proprietor, Pennsylvania; and the principal city is called Philadelphia.

§ 5. While Fox was still alive, there were frequent disensions and broils among the Quakers, (in the years 1656, 1661, 1683, and other years,) not indeed respecting religion itself, but respecting discipline, customs, and things of minor consequence. But these contests, for the most part, were soon adjusted. After the death of Fox, (which occurred in 1691,) among others, George Keith especially, the most learned man of the whole sect, gave occasion to greater commotions. For Keith was thought, by the other brethren in Pennsylvania, to entertain sentiments not accordant with the truth on several points, but especially in regard to the human nature of Christ. He maintained that our Saviour possessed a two-fold human nature, the one celestial and spiritual, the other terrestrial and corporeal. This and the other inventions of Keith would perhaps, with great moderation, have been tolerated by a people who place all religion in an indescribable sense or instinct, if he had not strongly reprove some strange opinions of the American brethren, and in particular, had he not op-

---

3 The charter, the laws, and other papers relating to the establishment of this new commonwealth, were published, [in Rapin's History, Penn's Works, and] not long since in the Bibliothèque Britannique, tom. xv. pt. ii. p. 310. tom. xvi. pt. i. p. 127. Penn himself acquired a high reputation by several productions of his pen and by other things. Sewel treats of him in places; and Burnet also, in his History of his own Times. 4 See Sewel's History of the Quakers, pp. 126, 132, 262, 429, 529, &c. 5 Ceremonies et Coutumes du tout les Peuples du Monde, tom. iv. p. 141, &c. Gerh. Crossin, Historia Quakerum, lib. iii. p. 446, &c.
posed their turning the whole history of our Saviour into an
allegory, or a symbolical representation of the duties that
religion requires of man. In Europe, indeed, the Quakers
dare not deny the truth of the history of Jesus Christ; but in
America, where they have nothing to fear, they are said to
utter what they think, and to deny any Christ who exists with-
out us. This controversy between Keith and the other Quak-
ers, which was discussed in several general meetings of the
whole sect in England, and even brought before the British
parliament, was at last decided in the year 1695, by the exclu-
sion of Keith and his adherents from communion in worship.
Touched with a sense of injury, after some years, Keith re-
turned to the English church. His friends long held their

tions about Keith are treated of by William Sewel, Hist. of the Quakers,
pp. 577, 592, 603. But either he did not understand the true nature of the
controversy, (which might be, as he was not a man of learning,) or he de-
signedly perverts and obscures it. More light is thrown on it in the Ger-
man Life of Henry Bork. Küster, published in Rahlf's Gedachten Eu-
ropa, vol. iii. p. 484. For Küster, a man of probity, then lived in America,
and was an eye witness of the transactions.—Dr. Mosheim appears to have
been misinformed respecting George Keith and his controversy with the
American Quakers; and therefore, with many others, he has given us
Keith's false and slanderous representations as being a true account.—Keith
was a Scotchman, born and liberally educated in the Scotch church. How
and when he became a Quaker is not known. But for more than five-and-
twenty years he travelled, preached, wrote, and suffered among the Quakers
of England and Scotland. During this period he was one of their most learned
and efficient ministers, and was held by them in high estimation. In the year
1689 he removed to America, and settled in Philadelphia, where he was
made master of the principal school among the Quakers. He now at-
ttempted to direct and reform the discipline of the society, and to assume a
dictation which was offensive to his brethren. Mutual altercation took
place; and Keith dealt out his cen-
sures both of men and measures with
great freedom. A party adhered to
him; but the great body of Quakers,
whom he was continually assailing,
thought proper to lay him under cen-
sure in the year 1692. Keith and his
party still professed to be in communion with the English Quakers; but
when the yearly meeting of Philadel-
phia sent an account of his case to the
yearly meeting of London, in the
spring of the year 1694, Keith thought
proper to appear there, in vindica-
tion of his conduct. He asked and
obtained a hearing; and the yearly
meeting of London, after a full ex-
amination of the case, approved en-
tirely of the proceedings of the Ame-
rican Quakers, and excluded Keith
from all fellowship, for his factional
and unchristian conduct, and his false crimi-
nations of the American brethren. A
few, however, adhered to him in Eng-
land, and he set up a separate meeting in
London, and laboured much during
several years to destroy that faith
which he had spent so many years in
defending and propagating. His mis-
representations of the views of the
Quakers were abundant; and they
were answered and confuted with no
little success from his own former pub-
llications. Meeting with but little suc-
cess in forming a new party, and grad-
ually departing farther and farther
§ 6. The religion of the Quakers appears at first view to be a novel thing; but it is not so in fact. For it is the ancient mystic theology which arose in the second century, was fostered by Origen, and has been handed down to us by men of various characters and genius; but a little expanded, and enlarged by the addition of consequences before not well understood. The well meaning Fox, indeed, did not invent anything; but all that he taught respecting the internal word or light and its power, he undoubtedly derived either from the books of the mystics, a multitude of which were then circulating in England, or from the discourses of some persons initiated in the mystic doctrines. But the doctrines which he brought forward confusedly and rudely, (for he was a man of uncultivated mind, and not adorned and polished with any literature or science,) the sagacity of Barclay, Keith, Fisher, and Penn polished, and reduced to such coherency, that they exhibit the appearance of a digested system or body of doctrine. The Quakers, therefore, may be justly pronounced the principal sect of mystics, who have not only embraced the precepts of that arcane wisdom, but have likewise seen whither those precepts lead, and have received also all the consequences that flow from them.

from Quaker principles, he in the year 1700 wholly renounced Quakerism, and became an episcopal clergyman. In this capacity he visited America in the year 1702, hoping to draw many Quakers into the English church. But his former partisans in America, though not yet reconciled with the Quakers, would not follow him into the established church. Being entirely unsuccessful in America, Keith returned to England, became a parish minister, and died a few years after. See Gough’s Hist. of the Quakers, vol. iii. pp. 317—350, 362—390, 442—455. Sewel’s Hist. of the Quakers, vol. ii. pp. 493—495, 496, &c. 526—534, 574. Tr.]

* Most persons think that we are to learn what the Quakers believe and teach from Robert Barclay’s Catechism, but especially from his Apology for the true Christian Divinity, which was published, Lond. 1676, 4to. and translated into other languages. Nor shall I much object to this opinion, if it be understood to mean that this sect is exceedingly desirous that others should judge of the nature of their religion by these books. But if any would have us believe that these books contain every thing the Quakers regard as true, and that nothing more than these contain was formerly taught among them, or is now taught, he may be easily confuted from numerous publications. For Barclay assumed the
§ 7. Their fundamental doctrine, therefore, and that on which all their other doctrines depend, is that very ancient song of the mystic school: That there lurks in the minds of all men, a portion of the divine reason or nature, or a spark of that wisdom which is in God himself. That whoever is desirous of true happiness and eternal salvation must, by turning his thoughts inward, and away from external objects, (or by contemplation and weakening the empire of the senses,) draw forth, kindle, and inflame this hidden, divine spark, which is

office of an advocate, not that of a teacher; and of course he explains the sentiments of his sect, just as those do who undertake to defend an odious cause. In the first place, he is silent on points of Christianity of the utmost importance, concerning which it is very desirable to know the true sentiments of the Quakers; and he exhibits a really mutilated system of theology. For it is the practice of advocates to pass over the things that cannot easily be placed in an advantageous light, and to take up only such things as ingenuity and eloquence can make appear plausible and excellent. In the next place, he touches upon several things, the full exposition of which would bring much odium on the Quakers, only cursorily and slightly; which is also an indication of a bad cause. Lastly, and to go no farther, the things which he cannot deny or conceal he explains in the most delicate and cautious manner, in common, ordinary phraseology, not very definite, avoiding carefully all the appropriate and almost consecrated terms adopted by the sect. Now it will not be very difficult for one who will take such a course, to give a specious appearance to any the most absurd doctrines. And it is well known that in this way the doctrine of Spinoza has been disguised and painted up by some of his disciples. There are other writers of this sect who express their sentiments much more clearly and freely; among whom William Penn and George Whitehead, very celebrated men, desire to be read preferably to all others. Among their other works there is one entitled, The Christian Quaker and his Divine Testimony vindicated, by Scripture, Reason, and Au-

thorities, against the injurious attempts that have been lately made by several adversaries; Lond. 1674. small folio. Penn wrote the first part, and Whitehead the second. There is also extant, in Sewel's History, p. 578, a Confession of Faith, which the Quakers published in 1693, in the midst of the controversy with Keith. But it is very cautiously drawn up, and a great part of it ambiguous.—[Dr. Toulmin thinks that Dr. Mosheim is here un- candid and unjust towards Barclay; and that he has exposed himself to the just animadversions of Gough, in his History of the Quakers, vol. ii. pp. 401—406. See Toulmin's note to Neal, vol. v. p. 253. ed. Boston, 1817. Not having Barclay's Apology before me, I will pass no judgment on the justice or injustice of Dr. Mosheim's statements. But I will say, that I do not understand him to charge Barclay with direct and wilful misrepresentations; but only with so far acting the advocate, that his book is not the best guide to a full and correct knowledge of the sentiments of the Quakers: and consequently, that it is necessary to consult other works, such as the writings of Penn and Whitehead, if we would fully and truly understand the Quaker system. Now this may be so, while still the Vindication of the Quakers by the Committee representing the yearly meeting of Friends in Philadelphia, A.D. 1799, may very honestly and truly say, 'As to our tenets and history, we refer to Fox, Barclay, Penn, Sewel, Gough, &c. and declare that we never had, nor now have, any other doctrines to publish, and that there are no religious opinions or practices among us which have not been made known to the world.' Tr.]
oppressed and suffocated by the mass of the body and by the
darkness of the flesh, with which our souls are surrounded.
That whoever shall do so, will find a wonderful light rise upon
him, or a celestial voice break upon him, out of the inmost
recesses of his soul, which will instruct him in all divine truth,
and be the surest pledge of union with the supreme God.
This natural treasure of mankind is called by various names;
very often by that of a divine light; sometimes, a ray of etern-
al wisdom; sometimes, celestial sophia; concerning whose
nuptials, under a female garb, with man, some of this class of
people speak in magnificent terms. The terms best known
among us are, the internal Word, and Christ within us. For,
as they hold the sentiment of the ancient mystics and of Origen,
that Christ is the reason and wisdom of God, and suppose all
men to be furnished with a particle of the divine wisdom, they
are obliged to maintain that Christ, or the Word of God, re-
sides, acts, and speaks in all persons. 9

§ 8. Whatever other singular and strange sentiments they
may hold, all originated from this one principle, as their prolific
source. Because Christ resides in every son of Adam, there-
fore; I. All religion consists in man’s averting his mind from
external objects, weakening the empire of the senses, turning
himself inward upon himself, and listening with his whole
attention to what the Christ in his breast, or the internal light
dictates and enjoins.—II. The external word, that is, the holy
Scriptures, does not enlighten and guide men to salvation;
for words and syllables, being lifeless things, cannot have power

9 Yet the modern Quakers, as ap-
ppears from the writings of Josiah Mar-
tin and others, are ignorant of the true
sentiments of their forefathers, and
perpetually confound this inherent and
immeasurable light with that light of the Holy
Spirit which is shed on the minds of the piou-
s.—[This declaration of Dr. Mosheim clearly shows that he did not
understand the fundamental principle
of the Quakers, which is essentially
different from that of the ancient mys-
tics. The particle of the divine nature,
which the mystics supposed to be a
constituent part of man, at his first
creation, or a natural principle in all
men, and which was sufficient to en-
lighten, guide, and sanctify them, pro-
vided the influences of the body or of
sense could be counteracted, was quite
a different thing from the internal light
of the Quakers. For the latter was
supposed to be a regeneration made to the
soul by Christ, acting through the Holy
Spirit. It was therefore grace, not na-
ture; a divine communication to fallen
men, and not an original principle in
their natural constitutions: and its in-
fuences and operations were moral,
not physical. It is therefore not
strange, that the Quakers should com-
plain of this and the following sections,
as totally misrepresenting their funda-
mental principles. Tr.]
to illumine the soul of man, and to unite it to God. The only effect of the inspired books, upon one who reads them, is, to excite and stimulate him to attend to the internal word, and to seek the school of Christ teaching within him. Or, to express the same thing in other words; the Bible is a mute guide, which by signs points and directs to the living master residing in the soul.—III. Those who are destitute of this written word, Pagans, Jews, Muhammedans, and the barbarous nations, want, indeed, some aid for obtaining salvation, but not the way or the discipline of salvation itself. For if they would give heed to the internal teacher, who is never silent when the man listens to him, they might abundantly learn from him whatever is necessary to be known and to be done.—IV. The kingdom of Jesus Christ, therefore, is of vast extent, and embraces the whole human race. For all men carry Christ in their souls; and by him, though living in the greatest barbarism, and totally ignorant of the christian religion, they may become wise and happy, both in this life and in that to come. They who live virtuously, and restrain the cravings of lust, whether they are Jews, Muhammedans, or Pagans, may become united to God through Christ residing in their souls, in this world, and be united to him for ever.—V. The principal hindrance to men’s perceiving and hearkening to Christ present within them, is the heavy, dark body, composed of vicious matter, with which they are enveloped. And hence all possible care must be taken, that this connexion of soul and body do not blunt the mind, disturb its operations, and by means of the senses fill it with images of external things. And on this account, it is not to be supposed, that when the souls of men shall have escaped this prison, God will again thrust them into it; but what the Scriptures tell us of the resurrection of our bodies, must either be understood figuratively, or be referred to new and celestial bodies.

1 These propositions all Quakers admit; or at least, ought to admit, if they would not entirely depart from the first principles of their system. The doctrine concerning which they disagree and dispute among themselves, we here pass over, lest we should appear disposed to render the sectodious. It is so far from being true, that “all Quakers admit these propositions,” that they declare them to be mere fictions of Dr. Mosheim, or consequences which he, and not they, deduce from their first principle. And, indeed, they seem to be a philosophical creed, essentially diverse from the true
§ 9. These things show that the religion of the Quakers can conveniently dispense with a Christ without; and with all that Christians believe, from the holy Scriptures, concerning his divine origin, life, merits, sufferings, and atonement. Because the whole ground of salvation lies in the Christ within. Not a few of them, therefore, as we learn from very credible authors, once fell into the absurdity to maintain, that the whole narrative in the Scriptures respecting Jesus Christ, is not the history of the Son of God, clothed in human nature, but the history of Christ within us, decorated with poetic imagery and allegory. This opinion, if we may give credit to very respectable witnesses, is so far from having become extinct among them, that on the contrary it still prevails and is taught in America. But the Europeans, either from the force of truth, or compelled by fear, maintain, that the divine wisdom or reason descended into the son of the virgin Mary, and by him instructed mankind; and that this divine man actually did and suffered what he is recorded to have done and suffered. At the same time, they express themselves very ambiguously respecting many things pertaining to Christ: in particular, respecting the fruits of his sufferings and death, their statements are so loose and meagre, that it is altogether uncertain and dubious, what and how great they suppose these fruits to be. Besides, they have not renounced wholly the [figurative] interpretation of the history of Christ, above mentioned; for the belief of the Quakers. See the preceding note. According to the belief of the Quakers, the conflicting principles in sinful men, are not a particle of the divine nature opposed and weighed down by the material body; but are, divine grace, or the gracious operations of the Holy Spirit, conflicting with the corrupt nature of fallen man. This divine grace, they hold, indeed, as the Arminians also do, to be universal, or to be afforded to all mankind as soon as they become moral agents. They likewise believe, with the Arminians, that the teachings and influences of this grace, are sufficient, if duly improved, to lead those, who have not the Scriptures, to holiness and to salvation. Neither is it true that they deny the resurrection of the body; though they seem to have an idea, that the future spiritual body will so differ from the present body, that it cannot be called the same. Thus Henry Tuke, (as quoted in Rees' Cyclopedia, article Quakers,) says: "The doctrine of the resurrection of the dead is so connected with the Christian religion, that it will be also proper to say something on this subject. In explaining our belief of this doctrine, we refer to the 15th chapter of the First Epistle to the Corinthians. In this chapter, (verses 40. 42. 44. 50,) is clearly laid down the resurrection of a body, though not of the same body that dies. Here we rest our belief in this mystery, without desiring to pry into it beyond what is revealed to us." Tr.]
they press us hard to grant that the things which occurred in regard to our Saviour, while resident among men, are signs and emblems of the things which may occur, and must occur, in relation to the Christ within, in order to a man’s partaking of salvation. And hence they are accustomed, with the mysteries their preceptors, to talk much, in lofty terms and inflated style, of Christ’s being born, living, dying, and rising to life, in the hearts of saints.

§ 10. From the same source which has been mentioned, [namely, the ancient mystic theology,] has flowed their discipline and practice. They assemble, indeed, on the days in which other christians generally assemble for religious purposes. But they neither observe festival days, nor use ceremonies and rites, nor suffer religion to be fettered by any positive institutions; placing it wholly in the worship of Christ hidden in the heart. Such as please teach in their assemblies, both men and women: for who may deny to persons, in whom Christ dwells and speaks, liberty to address and instruct the brethren? Prayers, hymns, and the other exercises which distinguish the public assemblies of other Christians, are unknown and discarded by them: and not without reason, since they believe with the mystics, that to pray truly, is not to

2 [In answer to most of the allegations in this section, the Quakers refer us, triumphantly, to the following extracts from their declaration or Confession of faith, drawn up in the year 1693, and preserved by Sowel, Hist. of the Quakers, vol. ii. p. 497, &c. "We sincerely profess faith in God, by his only-begotten Son, Jesus Christ, as being our only light and life, our only way to the Father, and our only Mediator and Advocate with the Father:—That God created all things, and made the worlds, by his Son, Jesus Christ; he being that powerful and living Word of God, by whom all things were made; and that the Father, the Word, and the Holy Spirit, are One, in divine Being inseparable; one true, living, and eternal God, blessed for ever:—Yet that this Word or Son of God, in the fulness of time, took flesh, became perfect man, according to the flesh, descended and came of the seed of Abra-
utter the desires of our hearts in a set form of words, but to 
collect the mind, recall it from all emotion and thought, and
fix it wholly on a present Deity. Neither do they baptize new
members of their community; nor renew the remembrance of
Christ’s death, and the benefits of it, in the Lord’s Supper.
For they suppose both institutions be Judaical; and to have
been formerly used by the Saviour, only to represent to the
eye, in visible imagery, by baptism the mystical purification
of the soul, and by the holy supper the spiritual nourishment of
the soul.

§ 11. The system of morals adopted by them is beyond
measure austere and forbidding. It is chiefly comprehended in
these two precepts:—I. Whatever can afford us pleasure, pro-
duce agreeable emotions, or gratify the senses, must either be
wholly avoided, or, if by the laws of nature this is impossible,
must be so tempered and checked by reason and reflection,
that it may not corrupt the soul. Because, as the mind ought
to be always and exclusively attentive to the voice and the
intimations of the teacher within, it should be separated from the
intercourse and contagion of the body and corporeal things.—
II. It is criminal to follow the customs, fashions, and manners,
that are generally received in society. Hence they are easily
distinguished from other people by their outward deportment
and manner of life. They do not salute those they meet;
never use the customary language of politeness and civility;
ever show respect to magistrates and to men of rank by any
bodily gestures, or the use of honorary titles; never defend
their lives, their property, or their reputations, against violence
and slander; never take an oath; never seek redress in civil
courts, or prosecute those who injure them: on the contrary
they distinguish themselves from all their fellow-citizens, by
their aspect and demeanour, by their dress, which is very
simple and rustic, by their phraseology, their diet, and other
outward things. It is however, affirmed, by persons of credi-
tibility, that the Quakers, especially the prosperous Quaker

3 [The first part of this precept,
total avoidance of pleasures,) the
Quakers themselves say, “Is no tenet
of the Quakers.” To the latter part of
the precept they make no objection;
believing it to be coincident with the
apostle James’ direction, “To keep
himself unspotted by the world.” Tr.]
merchants of England, have already departed considerably from these austere rules of life, and are gradually departing farther and farther; nay, that they explain and shape much more wisely the religious system of their ancestors. It is also well attested, that very many of them have but an imperfect knowledge of the religion transmitted to them by their fathers.

§ 12. This sect, at its commencement, had no organization and government. But afterwards the leading men perceived that their community could not subsist and escape falling into great disorder, unless it had regulations and men to superintend its affairs. Hence boards of elders were established, who discuss and regulate every thing involving doubt and difficulty, and carefully watch that no one conduct amiss, or do any thing injurious to the society. To these elders those give in their names who contemplate marrying: to them all births and deaths in the society are reported: to them such as wish publicly to address the people exhibit their discourses, and in some instances, written out, that the elders may see whether they will enlighten and edify. For they do not allow, as they once did, every one at his pleasure to declaim before the people; since the very indiscreet orations of many have brought much reproach and ridicule upon the society. There are also, in the larger congregations, especially in London, certain persons, whose duty it is to exhort the people, if it should so happen that no one of the assembly is disposed to instruct and exhort the brethren; lest, as often happened, for want of an orator the meeting should break up without a word said. It is not indeed necessary that there should be any speaking in the Quaker assemblies. For the brethren do not come together to listen to an external teacher, but to attend to the voice of that teacher which each one carries in his own breast; or, as they express it, to commune with themselves (ut semet ipsos

---

4 [This duty of their elders the Quakers deny; declaring that their speakers never write their discourses; and that no such practice as that here described, exists among them. Their speakers, however, have a kind of license or approbation; or at least, when they travel abroad, they carry some testimonials. And it is well known that they have standing committees to superintend all publications relating to the history and doctrines of the society. Tr.]

5 [Here again the Quakers, through Mr. Bevan of London, deny the existence of such subsidiary speakers in their congregations. Tr.]
introvertant*). But as their silent meetings afforded occasion to
the enemies of the sect to carp and to deride them, they have
now appointed fixed speakers; to whom also they give a
small compensation for their services'. The Quakers annually
hold a general convention of their whole society, at London,
the week before Whit-Sunday, in which all their congregations
are represented; and by this convention all important questions
are examined and decided. The Quakers at this day complain
of many grievances: but these all originate solely from their
refusal to pay tithes.

* Sewel, Hist. of the Quakers, p. 612.
† [Here also Dr. Mosheim was mis-
informed. Mr. Bevan says: "Except
a few clerks of this kind, (that is, who
keep voluminous records, &c.) and
persons who have the care of meeting-
houses, none receive any stipend or
gratuity for their services in our reli-
gious society." Tr.]
SUPPLEMENT
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OF THE

SOCIETY OF FRIENDS, COMMONLY CALLED QUAKERS.

CHAPTER I.

DOCTRINE.

General Belief.—Universal and saving Light.—Worship.—Ministry.—Women’s preaching.—Baptism and the Supper.—Universal Grace.—Perfection.—Oaths and War.—Government.—Deportment.—Conclusion.

We agree with other professors of the christian name in the belief of one eternal God, the Creator and Preserver of the universe; and in Jesus Christ his Son, the Messiah, and Mediator of the new covenant 1.

When we speak of the gracious display of the love of God to mankind, in the miraculous conception, birth, life, miracles, death, resurrection, and ascension of our Saviour, we prefer the use of such terms as we find in Scripture; and contented with that knowledge which divine wisdom hath seen meet to reveal, we attempt not to explain those mysteries which remain

* [Dr. Mosheim’s account of the Quakers is so very faulty, that the American editions of the work have generally been accompanied with other statements, derived from other and better authorities. In the preceding notes, many of the mistakes of Dr. Mosheim have been pointed out. But still it is believed, that full justice will not be done to the principles of this sect, without allowing them to express their religious views in their own language.

1 Heb. xii. 24.

The following Supplement is therefore annexed, being part of a ‘‘Summary of the History, Doctrine, and Discipline of Friends, written at the desire of the Yearly Meeting for sufferings in London’’; first published in a small work by Joseph Gurney Bevan, Lond. 1809. 12mo, and afterwards annexed to the 4th vol. of Maclaine’s Mosheim, ed. New York, 1824. Tr.]
under the veil; nevertheless we acknowledge and assert the divinity of Christ, who is the wisdom and power of God unto salvation.

To Christ alone we give the title of the Word of God, and not to the Scriptures; although we highly esteem these sacred writings, in subordination to the Spirit, from which they were given forth; and we hold, with the apostle Paul, that they are able to make wise unto salvation, through faith which is in Christ Jesus.

We reverence those most excellent precepts which are recorded in Scripture to have been delivered by our great Lord, and we firmly believe that they are practicable, and binding on every Christian; and that in the life to come every man will be rewarded according to his works. And further it is our belief, that, in order to enable mankind to put in practice these sacred precepts, many of which are contradictory to the unregenerate will of man, every man coming into the world is endued with a measure of light, grace, or good Spirit of Christ; by which, as it is attended to, he is enabled to distinguish good from evil, and to correct the disorderly passions and corrupt propensities of his nature, which mere reason is altogether insufficient to overcome. For all that belongs to man is fallible, and within the reach of temptation; but this divine grace, which comes by him who hath overcome the world, is, to those who humbly and sincerely seek it, an all-sufficient and present help in time of need. By this the snares of the enemy are detected, his allurements avoided, and deliverance is experienced through faith in its effectual operation: whereby the soul is translated out of the kingdom of darkness, and from under the power of Satan, into the marvellous light and kingdom of the Son of God.

Being thus persuaded that man, without the Spirit of Christ inwardly revealed, can do nothing to the glory of God, or to effect his own salvation; we think this influence especially necessary to the performance of the highest act of which the

---

3 1 Cor. i. 24.  
4 John i. 1.  
5 2 Pet. i. 21.  
6 Matt. xvi. 27.  
7 John i. 9.  
8 Ibid. xvi. 33.
human mind is capable; even the worship of the Father of lights and of spirits in spirit and in truth: therefore we consider as obstructions to pure worship all forms which divert the attention of the mind from the secret influence of this unction from the Holy One. Yet, although true worship is not confined to time and place, we think it incumbent on christians to meet often together, in testimony of their dependence on the Heavenly Father, and for a renewal of their spiritual strength: nevertheless, in the performance of worship, we dare not depend, for our acceptance with him, on a formal repetition of the words and experiences of others; but we believe it to be our duty to lay aside the activity of the imagination, and to wait in silence to have a true sight of our condition bestowed upon us: believing even a single sigh, arising from such a sense of our infirmities, and the need we have of divine help, to be more acceptable to God than any performances, however specious, which originate in the will of man.

From what has been said respecting worship, it follows that the ministry we approve must have its origin from the same source: for that which is needful for man's own direction, and for his acceptance with God, must be eminently so to enable him to be helpful to others. Accordingly we believe that the renewed assistance of the light and power of Christ is indispensably necessary for all true ministry; and that this holy influence is not at our command, or to be procured by study, but is the free gift of God to chosen and devoted servants. Hence arises our testimony against preaching for hire, in contradiction to Christ's positive command, "Freely ye have received, freely give"; and hence our conscientious refusal to support such ministry by tithes or other means.

As we dare not encourage any ministry but that which we believe to spring from the influence of the Holy Spirit, so neither dare we attempt to restrain this influence to persons of any condition in life, or to the male sex alone; but, as male and female are one in Christ, we allow such of the female sex as we believe to be endowed with a right qualification for the

9 1 John ii. 20. 27.
1 Heb. x. 25.
3 Jer. xxiii. 30 to 32.
4 Matt. x. 8.
ministry to exercise their gifts for the general edification of the church: and this liberty we esteem a peculiar mark of the gospel dispensation, as foretold by the prophet Joel, and noticed by the apostle Peter.

There are two ceremonies in use among most professors of the Christian name, Water-baptism, and what is termed the Lord’s Supper. The first of these is generally esteemed the essential means of initiation into the church of Christ; and the latter of maintaining communion with him. But as we have been convinced that nothing short of his redeeming power, inwardly revealed, can set the soul free from the thraldom of sin; by this power alone we believe salvation to be effected. We hold that as there is one Lord and one faith, so his baptism is one in nature and operation; that nothing short of it can make us living members of his mystical body; and that the baptism with water, administered by his fore-runner John, belonged, as the latter confessed, to an inferior and decreasing dispensation.

With respect to the other rite, we believe that communion between Christ and his church is not maintained by that nor any other external performance, but only by a real participation of his divine nature through faith; that this is the supper alluded to in the Revelation, “Behold I stand at the door and knock: if any man hear my voice, and open the door, I will come in to him, and will sup with him, and he with me;” and that where the substance is attained, it is unnecessary to attend to the shadow; which doth not confer grace, and concerning which opinions so different, and animosities so violent, have arisen.

Now, as we thus believe that the grace of God, which comes by Jesus Christ, is alone sufficient for salvation, we can neither admit that it is conferred on a few only, whilst others are left without it; nor, thus asserting its universality, can we limit its operation to a partial cleansing of the soul from sin, even in this life. We entertain worthier notions both of the power and goodness of our heavenly Father, and believe that he doth

---

6 Joel ii. 28, 29.
7 Acts ii. 16, 17.
8 Eph. iv. 5.
9 John iii. 30.
1 2 Pet. i. 4.
2 Rev. viii. 20.
vouchsafe to assist the obedient to experience a total surrender of the natural will, to the guidance of his pure unerring Spirit; through whose renewed assistance they are enabled to bring forth fruits unto holiness, and to stand perfect in their present rank.

There are not many of our tenets more generally known than our testimony against oaths and against war. With respect to the former of these, we abide literally by Christ’s positive injunction, delivered in his sermon on the mount, “Swear not at all.” From the same sacred collection of the most excellent precepts of moral and religious duty, from the example of our Lord himself, and from the correspondent convictions of his Spirit in our hearts, we are confirmed in the belief that wars and fightings are, in their origin and effects, utterly repugnant to the Gospel, which still breathes peace and good-will to men. We also are clearly of the judgment, that if the benevolence of the Gospel were generally prevalent in the minds of men, it would effectually prevent them from oppressing, much more enslaving, their brethren (of whatever colour or complexion), for whom, as for themselves, Christ died; and would even influence their conduct in their treatment of the brute creation: which would no longer groan, the victims of their avarice, or of their false ideas of pleasure.

Some of our tenets have in former times, as hath been shown, subjected our Friends to much suffering from government, though to the salutary purposes of government our principles are a security. They inculcate submission to the laws in all cases wherein conscience is not violated. But we hold, that as Christ’s kingdom is not of this world, it is not the business of the civil magistrate to interfere in matters of religion; but to maintain the external peace and good order of the community. We therefore think persecution, even in the smallest degree, unwarrantable. We are careful in requiring our members not to be concerned in illicit trade, nor in any manner to defraud the revenue.

It is well known that the society, from its first appearance,
has disused those names of the months and days, which having been given in honour of the heroes or false gods of the heathen, originated in their flattery or superstition; and the custom of speaking to a single person in the plural number, as having arisen also from motives of adulation. Compliments, superfluity of apparel and furniture, outward shows of rejoicing and mourning, and the observation of days and times, we esteem to be incompatible with the simplicity and sincerity of a christian life; and public diversions, gaming, and other vain amusements of the world, we cannot but condemn. They are a waste of that time which is given us for nobler purposes; and divert the attention of the mind from the sober duties of life, and from the reproofs of instruction, by which we are guided to an everlasting inheritance.

To conclude, although we have exhibited the several tenets which distinguish our religious society, as objects of our belief, yet we are sensible that a true and living faith is not produced in the mind of man by his own effort, but is the free gift of God in Christ Jesus, nourished and increased by the progressive operation of his Spirit in our hearts, and our proportionate obedience. Therefore, although for the preservation of the testimonies given us to bear, and for the peace and good order of the society, we deem it necessary that those who are admitted into membership with us, should be previously convinced of those doctrines which we esteem essential; yet we require no formal subscription to any articles, either as a condition of membership, or a qualification for the service of the church. We prefer the judging of men by their fruits, and depending on the aid of Him, who, by his prophet, hath promised to be “a spirit of judgment to him that sitteth in judgment.” Without this, there is a danger of receiving numbers into outward communion, without any addition to that spiritual sheepfold, whereof our blessed Lord declared himself to be both the door and the shepherd; that is, such as know his voice, and follow him in the paths of obedience.

6 Eph. ii. 8. 8 Isaiah xxviii. 6.
7 John vii. 17. 9 John x. 7. 11.
CHAPTER II.

DISCIPLINE.

Its purposes.—Meetings for Discipline.—Monthly Meetings.—Poor.—Convinced Persons.—Certificates of Removal.—Overseers.—Mode of dealing with offenders.—Arbitration.—Marriages.—Births and Burials.—Quarterly Meetings.—Queries.—Appeals.—The Yearly Meeting.—Women's Meetings.—Meetings of Ministers and Elders.—Certificates to Ministers.—The Meeting for Sufferings.—Conclusion.

The purposes which our discipline hath chiefly in view are, the relief of the poor,—the maintenance of good order,—the support of the testimonies which we believe it is our duty to bear to the world,—and the help and recovery of such as are overtaken in faults.

In the practice of discipline we think it indispensable that the order recommended by Christ himself be invariably observed ¹: "If thy brother shall trespass against thee, go and tell him his fault between thee and him alone: if he shall hear thee, thou hast gained thy brother; but if he will not hear thee, then take with thee one or two more, that in the mouth of two or three witnesses, every word may be established: and if he shall neglect to hear them, tell it unto the church."

To effect the salutary purposes of discipline, meetings were appointed at an early period of the society, which, from the times of their being held, were called Quarterly-meetings. It was afterwards found expedient ² to divide the districts of those meetings, and to meet more frequently; from whence arose Monthly-meetings, subordinate to those held quarterly. At length, in 1669 ³, a Yearly-meeting was established, to superintend, assist, and provide rules for, the whole: previously to which general meetings had been occasionally held.

A monthly-meeting is usually composed of several particular

¹ Matt. xviii. 15 to 17.  
² Sewel, 405.  
³ Fox, 390.
congregations, situated within a convenient distance from each other. Its business is to provide for the subsistence of the poor, and for the education of their offspring; to judge of the sincerity and fitness of persons appearing to be convinced of the religious principles of the society, and desiring to be admitted into membership; to excite due attention to the discharge of religious and moral duty; and to deal with disorderly members. Monthly-meetings also grant to such of their members as remove into other Monthly-meetings certificates of their membership and conduct; without which they cannot gain membership in such meetings. Each Monthly-meeting is required to appoint certain persons, under the name of overseers, who are to take care that the rules of our discipline be put in practice; and when any case of complaint or disorderly conduct comes to their knowledge, to see that private admonition, agreeably to the Gospel rule before mentioned, be given, previously to its being laid before the Monthly-meeting.

When a case is introduced, it is usual for a small committee to be appointed, to visit the offender, to endeavour to convince him of his error, and to induce him to forsake and condemn it. If they succeed, the person is by minute declared to have made satisfaction for the offence; if not, he is disowned as a member of the society.

In disputes between individuals, it has long been the decided judgment of the society, that its members should not sue each other at law. It therefore enjoins all to end their differences by speedy and impartial arbitration, agreeably to rules laid down. If any refuse to adopt this mode, or, having adopted

---

4 Where this is the case, it is usual for the members of each congregation to form what is called a preparative meeting, because its business is to prepare whatever may occur among themselves, to be laid before the monthly meeting.

5 On application of this kind, a small committee is appointed to visit the party and report to the monthly meeting; which is directed by our rules not to admit any into membership without allowing a reasonable time to consider their conduct.

6 This is generally done by a written acknowledgement, signed by the offender.

7 This is done by what is termed a testimony of denial: which is a paper reciting the offence, and sometimes the steps which have led to it; next, the means vainly used to reclaim the offender; after that, a clause disowning him; to which is usually added an expression of desire for his repentance, and for his being restored to membership.
it, to submit to the award, it is the direction of the Yearly-meeting that such be disowned.

To Monthly-meetings also belongs the allowing of marriages; for our society hath always scrupled to acknowledge the exclusive authority of the priests in the solemnization of marriage. Those who intend to marry appear together, and propose their intention to the Monthly-meeting; and if not attended by their parents and guardians, produce a written certificate of their consent, signed in the presence of witnesses. The meeting then appoints a committee to inquire whether they be clear of other engagements respecting marriage; and if at a subsequent meeting, to which the parties also come and declare the continuance of their intention, no objections be reported, they have the meeting's consent to solemnize their intended marriage. This is done in a public meeting for worship, toward the close whereof the parties stand up, and solemnly take each other for husband and wife. A certificate of the proceedings is then publicly read, and signed by the parties, and afterward by the relations and others as witnesses. Of such marriage the Monthly-meeting keeps a record; as also of the births and burials of its members. A certificate of the date, of the name of the infant, and of its parents, signed by those present at the birth, is the subject of one of these last-mentioned records; and an order for the interment, countersigned by the grave-maker, of the other. The naming of children is without ceremony. Burials are also conducted in a simple manner. The body, followed by the relations and friends, is sometimes, previously to interment, carried to a meeting; and at the grave a pause is generally made; on both which occasions it frequently falls out, that one or more friends present have somewhat to express for the edification of those who attend; but no religious rite is considered as an essential part of burial.

Several Monthly-meetings compose a Quarterly-meeting. At the Quarterly-meeting are produced written answers from the Monthly-meetings, to certain queries respecting the conduct of their members, and the meetings' care over them. The accounts thus received are digested into one, which is sent also in the form of answers to queries by representatives, to the Yearly-meeting. Appeals from the judgment of
Monthly-meetings are brought to the Quarterly-meetings; whose business also it is to assist in any difficult case, or where remissness appears in the care of the Monthly-meetings over the individuals who compose them.

The Yearly-meeting has the general superintendence of the society in the country in which it is established; and therefore, as the accounts which it receives discover the state of inferior meetings, as particular exigencies require, or as the meeting is impressed with a sense of duty, it gives forth its advice, makes such regulations as appear to be requisite, or excites to the observance of those already made; and sometimes appoints committees to visit those Quarterly-meetings which appear to be in need of immediate advice. Appeals from the judgment of Quarterly-meetings are here finally determined; and a brotherly correspondence, by epistles, is maintained with other Yearly-meetings.

In this place it is proper to add, that as we believe that women may be rightly called to the work of the ministry, we also think that to them belongs a share in the support of our christian discipline; and that some parts of it, wherein their own sex is concerned, devolve on them with peculiar propriety; accordingly, they have Monthly, Quarterly, and Yearly meetings of their own sex, held at the same time and in the same place with those of the men; but separately, and without the power of making rules; and it may be remarked that during the persecutions, which in the last century occasioned the imprisonment of so many of the men, the care of the poor often fell on the women, and was by them satisfactorily administered.

In order that those who are in the situation of ministers may have the tender sympathy and council of those of either sex, who, by their experience in the work of religion, are qualified for that service, the Monthly-meetings are advised to select such under the denomination of Elders. These, and ministers approved by their Monthly-meetings, have meetings

---

8 There are seven Yearly-meetings, viz. 1, London, to which come representatives from Ireland; 2, New England; 3, New York; 4, Pennsylvania and New Jersey; 5, Maryland; 6, Virginia; 7, the Carolinas and Georgia.
9 See the last note.
10 Fox, 461, 492.
11 Those who believe themselves re-
peculiar to themselves, called Meetings of Ministers and Elders; in which they have an opportunity of exciting each other to a discharge of their several duties, and of extending advice to those who may appear to be weak, without any needless exposure. Such meetings are generally held in the compass of each Monthly, Quarterly, and Yearly meeting. They are conducted by rules prescribed by the Yearly-meeting, and have no authority to make any alteration or addition to them. The members of them unite with their brethren in the meetings for discipline, and are equally accountable to the latter for their conduct.

It is to a meeting of this kind in London, called the Second day's Morning-meeting, that the revival of manuscripts concerning our principles, previously to publication, is intrusted by the Yearly-meeting held in London; and also the granting, in the intervals of the Yearly-meeting, of certificates of approbation to such ministers as are concerned to travel in the work of the ministry in foreign parts; in addition to those granted by their Monthly and Quarterly meetings. When a visit of this kind doth not extend beyond Great Britain, a certificate from the Monthly-meeting of which the minister is a member, is sufficient; if to Ireland, the concurrence of the Quarterly-meeting is also required. Regulations of similar tendency obtain in other Yearly-meetings.

The Yearly-meeting of London, in the year 1675, appointed a meeting to be held in that city, for the purpose of advising and assisting in cases of suffering for conscience sake, which hath continued with great use to the society to this day. It is composed of friends under the name of correspondents, chosen by the several Quarterly-meetings, and who reside in or near the city. The same meetings also appoint members of their own in the country as correspondents, who are to join their brethren in London on emergency. The names of all required to speak in meetings for worship are not immediately acknowledged as ministers by their Monthly-meetings; but time is taken for judgment, that the meeting may be satisfied of their call and qualification. It will also sometimes happen, that such as are not approved will obtrude themselves as ministers, to the grief of their brethren; but much forbearance is used towards these, before the disapprobation of the meeting is publicly testified.
these correspondents, previously to their being recorded as such, are submitted to the approbation of the Yearly-meeting. Those of the men who are approved ministers are also members of this meeting, which is called the Meeting for Sufferings; a name arising from its original purpose, which is not yet become entirely obsolete.

The Yearly-meeting has intrusted the Meeting for Sufferings with the care of printing and distributing books, and with the management of its stock; and, considered as a standing committee of the Yearly-meeting, it hath a general care of whatever may arise, during the intervals of that meeting, affecting the society, and requiring immediate attention; particularly of those circumstances which may occasion an application to Government.

There is not in any of the meetings which have been mentioned any president, as we believe that Divine Wisdom alone ought to preside; nor hath any member a right to claim pre-eminence over the rest. The office of clerk, with a few exceptions, is undertaken voluntarily by some member; as is also the keeping of the records. Where these are very voluminous and require a house for their deposit, (as is the case in London, where the general records of the society in Great Britain are kept,) a clerk is hired to have the care of them; but except a few clerks of this kind, and persons who have the care of meeting-houses, none receive any stipend or gratuity for their services in our religious society.

Thus have we given a view of the foundation and establishment of our discipline; by which it will be seen, that it is not, (as hath been frequently insinuated,) merely the work of modern times; but was the early care and concern of our pious predecessors. We cannot better close this short sketch of it, than by observing, that if the exercise of discipline should in some instances appear to press hard upon those who, neglecting the monitions of divine counsel in their hearts, are also unwilling to be accountable to their brethren; yet, if that

* This is an occasional voluntary contribution, expended in printing books, house rent for a clerk, and his wages for keeping records, the passage of ministers who visit their brethren beyond sea, and some incidental charges.
great leading and indispensable rule, enjoined by our Lord, be observed by those who undertake to be active in it, "Whatsoever ye would that men should do to you, do ye even so to them," it will prevent the censure of the church from falling on anything but that which really obstructs the truth. Discipline will then promote, in an eminent degree, that love of our neighbour which is the mark of discipleship, and without which a profession of love to God, and to his cause, is a vain pretence, "He," said the beloved disciple, "that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, how can he love God whom he hath not seen? And this commandment have we from him, that he who loveth God; love his brother also."
CHAPTER VI.

HISTORY OF THE MENNONITES OR ANABAPTISTS.


§ 1. The Mennonites, after numberless trials and sufferings, at length obtained, in this century, the much desired peace and tranquillity: but they obtained it very slowly, and by degrees. For although they were admitted to the privileges of citizens among the Dutch in the preceding century, yet they could not prevail on the English, the Swiss, and the Germans, either by prayers or arguments, to grant them the same privileges, nor to revise the laws in force against them. The enormities of the old Anabaptists were continually floating in the vision of the magistrates; and it did not seem to them possible, that men, who hold that a Christian can never take an oath, without committing great sin, and who think that Christ allows no place in his kingdom for magistrates and civil punishments, could fulfil the duties of good citizens. And hence, not a few examples may be collected from this century, of Anabaptists who were put to death, or suffered other punishments. At the present time, having exhibited numerous proofs of their probity, they live in peace, not only among the Dutch, but also among the English, the Germans, and the Prussians; and

---

1 The enactments of the Swiss against the Mennonites, in this century, are stated by Jo. Bapt. Ottius, *Annales Analogi*, p. 337, &c., and in some other places; and those of the year 1693, by Jo. Henry Hottinger, *Schweizerische Kirchenhistorie*, vol. i. p. 1161. And that, in this eighteenth century, they have not been treated more leniently in the canton of Bern, appears from Herm. Schyn's *Historia Mennonitar. cap. x.* p. 289, &c., where may be seen letters of the States General of the United Provinces interceding with that canton in their behalf. In the Palatinate they were grievously persecuted in 1694: when the letters of William III., the king of Great Britain, hushed the tempest. See Herm. Schyn. loc. cit. 265, &c. Some instances of Anabaptists being put to death in England are mentioned by Gilb. Burnet, *Hist. of his own Times*, vol. i.
support themselves and families, by their honest industry, partly as labouring men and artificers, and partly by merchandise.

§ 2. The more wise among them, readily perceiving that this external peace would not be very firm and durable, unless their intestine contests and their old altercations about unimportant matters were terminated, applied themselves, from time to time, with great care, to appease these discords. Nor were their efforts without effect. A large part of the Flandrians, the Germans, and the Frieslanders, renounced their contests, in 1630, at Amsterdam, and entered into a union; each retaining, however, some of its peculiar sentiments. Afterwards, in 1649, the Flandrians in particular, and the Germans, between whom there had formerly been very much disagreement, renewed this alliance, and strengthened it with new guarantees. All these Anabaptists went over to the more moderate part of the sect, and softened down and improved the old institutions of Menno and his successors.

§ 3. The whole sect of Anabaptists therefore, forms at the present day, two large communities, namely, the Refined, that is, the more strict, who are also called the old Flemings or Flandrians; and the Gross, that is, the more lax and mild, who are also commonly called Waterlanders. The reasons of these names have heretofore been given. Each of these communities is subdivided into several minor parties. The Refined, in particular, besides embracing the two considerable parties, of Gröningenists, (who are so called, because they hold their stated conventions at Gröningen,) and the Dantsigers, or Prussians, (so named, because they have adopted the customs and church government of the Prussians,) contains a great number of smaller and more obscure parties, which disagree on various subjects, and especially in regard to discipline, customs, and rules of life, and are united in nothing, but in the name and in the common opinions of the early Anabaptists. All these Refined Anabaptists are true disciples of Menno Simonis; and

---

2 Herman Schyn. Plenior deductio Historiae Mennonitae, p. 41, 42.
3 [The Gröningenists or old Flemings have gradually laid aside their ancient strictness, both in regard to church-discipline, and the practice of rebaptizing. At present, they think and teach, just as in the general Anabaptist church. This is a note of the Dutch translator of this History. Tr.]
they retain, though not all with equal strictness, his doctrines respecting the body of Christ, the washing strangers’ feet as Christ enjoined, the excluding from the church and avoiding as pestilential not only sinners, but also those who even slightly deviate from the ancient simplicity and are stained with some appearance of sin⁴. At the present day some of their congregations are altering by little and little, and slowly approximating to more moderate sentiments and discipline.

§ 4. All the Anabaptists have, first, Bishops or Elders, who uniformly preside in the consistory [or church session], and have the sole power of administering baptism and the Lord’s supper; secondly, Teachers, who preach to the congregation; and lastly, Deacons and Deaconesses. The ministry [or church-session], which governs the church, is composed of these three orders. The more weighty affairs are proposed and discussed in assemblies of the brethren. All ecclesiastical officers are chosen by the suffrages of the brethren; and, except the deacons, are ordained by prayer and the imposition of hands.

§ 5. Among the minor parties of the more strict [the Refined] Anabaptists, that from which its founder, Uts Wolles, a Frieslander, is called the Uckewallists or Oxckewallists, has obtained a celebrity above others. This rustic and very illiterate man not only wished to have the whole ancient and severe discipline of Menno retained entire and unaltered, but also taught, in the year 1637, in company with John Leon, that there is reason to hope for the salvation of Judas and the others, who laid violent hands on our Saviour. To give some plausibility and importance to this error, he pretended, that the period between the birth of our Saviour and the descent of the Holy Ghost, which divides, as it were, the Old Testament from the New, was a time of darkness and ignorance, during which the Jews were destitute of all light and divine assistance; and hence he would infer, that the sins and wickedness they committed, during this period, were in a great measure excusable, and could not merit severe punishment from the justice of God. Neither the Mennonites, nor the magistrates of Grönin-

gen could endure this fiction: the former excommunicated him, and the latter banished him from the city. He removed therefore into the adjacent province of East Friesland; and collected a large number of disciples, whose descendants still remain in the territory of Gröningen, and in Friesland, Lithuania, and Prussia, and hold their meetings separate from the other Mennonites. Whether they still profess that sentiment which brought so much trouble upon their master, does not appear; for they have very little intercourse with other people. But it is certain that they tread, the most faithfully of all, in the steps of Menno, their common preceptor, and exhibit, as it were, a living picture of the first age of Mennonism. If any one joins them from other sects of Christians, they baptize him anew. Their dress is rustic; nay, worse than rustic: for they will tolerate no appearance or shadow of elegance and ornament. Their beard is long; their hair uncombed; their countenance very gloomy; and their houses and furniture only such as absolute necessity demands. Whoever deviates in the least from this austerity, is forthwith excommunicated, and shunned by all as a pest. Overseers of the church, that is, their bishops, who are different from their teachers, must be approved by all their congregations. Washing of feet they regard as a divine rite. They can the more easily keep up this discipline, as they carefully provide, that not a breath of science or learning shall contaminate their pious ignorance.

5 It is incorrect to represent the followers of Ucho Walles as constituting a particular sect, bearing the name of Uckoeullists or Ockoeullists. He was merely a preacher among the old Flemings. He may have found some individual persons that would profess his doctrines; but there is no evidence before us, that his particular opinions were embraced by any congregation whatever, and much less by the whole party of the old Flemings, or by any considerable part of it. Besides, his doctrines have been unknown among them, now for many years. I testify, (writes one of their teachers,) that it is not known to me, that there is now any church or congregation among the Mennonites, either here in East Friesland, or anywhere else, that has received or professed these particular and absurd opinions. H. Waerma, Diknompt Outserp, in the Preface § 24. Emden, 1744. 8vo. So the Ockoeullists, as they are called, or the Gröningenians and old Flemings, are no longer particular sects among the Baptists. See also note 3, above. This likewise is a note of the Dutch translator of Mosheim. Tr.)

§ 6. The Gross or more moderate Anabaptists, consist of the Waterlanders, Flandrians, Frisians, and Germans, who entered into the union already mentioned. They are generally called Waterlanders. They have forsaken the more rigid and singular opinions of Menno, (whom, however, most of them respect and venerate,) and have approximated to the customs and opinions of other Christians. They are divided into two communities, the Frieslanders and the Waterlanders: neither of which has any bishops, but only Elders and Deacons. Each congregation is independent, and has its consistory, composed of the Elders and Deacons. But the supreme power belongs to the people; without whose consent no business of great importance is transacted. Their elders are learned men; some of them doctors of physic, and others masters of arts. And they now support a professor at Amsterdam, who teaches both the sciences and theology.

§ 7. One of these communities of Waterlanders⁷, in the year 1664, became split into two parties; which still continue, and which bear the names of Galenists and Apostoolians, from the names of their [first] teachers. Galenus Abrahams de Haan, a doctor of physic, and a minister among the Mennonites at Amsterdam, a man whom even his enemies applaud for his eloquence and penetration, taught, in accordance with the views of the Arminians, that the Christian religion was not so much a body of truths to be believed, as of precepts to be obeyed; and he would have admission to the church, and to the title and privileges of brethren, be open to all persons, who merely believed the books of the Old and New Testaments to be divinely inspired, and lived pure and holy lives. He adopted this principle, because he himself entertained different views from the other Mennonites, respecting the divine nature of Jesus Christ, and the redemption of the human race by his merits and death, and was inclined to the side of the Socinians⁸.

---

⁷ [This is either a mistake or a slip of the pen in Dr. Mosheim. This schism did not occur in the community of the Waterlanders, but in that of the Flemings; and among them only at Amsterdam. The church of the Flemings at Amsterdam, in which were the two preachers Galenus Abrahams de Haan and Samuel Apostool, became at this time divided. Some years afterwards, the Waterlander church in the above named city, united with the Galenists. Such is the note of the Dutch translator of this work. Tr.]

⁸ [Galenus Abrahams was accused of this by his opponents. The Court of Holland (the States General) investigated the subject, and acquitted this
Against him, Samuel Apostool, besides others, who was likewise a distinguished minister of the church at Amsterdam, very strenuously defended, not only the sentiments held by most of the Mennonites in common with other Christians, respecting the divinity of our Saviour, and the influences of his death, but also the well known peculiar sentiment of this sect, respecting the visible church of Christ on earth. The consequence of this contest was a schism, which some prudent and influential men still labour in vain to remove. The Galenists are equally ready, with the Arminians, to admit all sorts of persons into their church who call themselves Christians; and they are the only Anabaptists, [in Holland.] who refuse to be called Mennonites. The Apostoolians admit none to membership, who do not profess to believe the doctrines contained in the public formula of their religion.  

minister, on the 14th of September, 1663. See Wagener, Amsterdam, part ii. p. 130, and 237. Note of the Dutch translator.—To the history of the Orthodox or Non-Renonstrant Mennonites, belongs, The Faith of the true Mennonites or Baptists, gathered from their public Confessions, by Cornelius Ris, minister of the Mennonites at Hoorn, with an explanatory Introduction and Appendix; Hamburg, 1776. 4to. (in German.) This is properly a translation of the Dutch original, which was published in 1773. It exhibits many correct views in genuine Christianity, in both its theoretical and practical parts; and is free from the doctrine, which is peculiar only to some of the Mennonites, respecting the origin of Christ's human nature. Note of the Dutch translator. Tr.]  

2 See, respecting both [these men], Herman Schyn's Deductio primior Historie Mennontz, cap. xv. p. 318, and cap. xviii. p. 237.  

12 Caspar Comelin, Description of the City of Amsterdam, (in Dutch), vol. i. p. 560, &c. Stoupas, La Religion des Hollandais, p. 39. &c. Henry Lewis Bentheim's Holländischer Schul-und Kirchenstaat, pt. i. ch. xix. p. 830.—As this chapter of Dr. Mosheim's history embraces only the Dutch Baptists, or Mennonites, it seems proper to add here a brief narrative of the English Baptists.—Most of the Anabaptists mentioned in English history, prior to the reign of James I, appear to have been either Dutch and other foreign Anabaptists, who endeavoured to establish themselves in England, or small companies of converts made by them in the country. Yet there were probably many individuals among the people, who questioned, or denied, the propriety of infant baptism; and there are some intimations of attempts, by such persons to hold conventicles, in the latter part of the reign of Elizabeth. But the first regular congregation of English Baptists, appears to have originated from certain English Puritans, who returned from Holland after the death of their pastor, Rev. John Smith, who died in 1610. See vol. iii. p. 573, note 8. These were General or Arminian Baptists; and may be supposed to have derived many of their opinions from the Mennonites. From this time onward, churches of General Baptists were formed, here and there, in different parts of England. But in general, they made no great figure, and do not appear to have had much connexion, or to have professed one uniform faith. The Particular or Calvinistic Baptists trace their origin to a congregation of Independents, established in London in the year 1616. This
congregation having become very large, and some of them differing from the others on the subject of infant baptism, they agreed to divide. Those who disbelieved in infant baptism were regularly dismissed in 1633, and formed into a new church, under Rev. John Spilsbury. In 1639, several more members were dismissed to Mr. Spilsbury's church. And in 1639, a new Baptist church was formed. Churches of Particular Baptists now multiplied rapidly. In 1646, there were forty-six in and about London. They published a confession of their faith in 1643, which was reprinted in 1644, and 1646; and which was revised in 1680 by a convention of elders and delegates from more than one hundred churches in England and Wales. Besides these, there were, at that time, several churches of Calvinistic Baptists, who held to open communion, especially in Bedfordshire, where John Bunyan preached. There were also some Seventh Day Baptists. Baptist churches were also planted in Ireland, in the times of the civil wars; and Roger Williams established a Baptist church in Providence in 1639, which was the commencement of this denomination in America. When Cromwell had usurped the government, he dismissed the principal officers of the army, alleging, among other reasons, that they were all Anabaptists. Yet, during his administration they had full toleration; indeed his Tryers admitted a number of their preachers to become parish ministers of England. On the restoration of Charles II. in 1660, the Baptists, with all other Nonconformists, were exposed to great troubles and persecutions; and at the revolution in 1688, they, with the other Dissenters, obtained toleration. Among the English Baptists of this century, there were some men of education; but the greater part of their preachers were not men of learning. The Particular

Baptists, at their general convention in 1689, made arrangements for the better education of young men for their pulpits; and from their provisions originated afterwards the famous Baptist Academy at Bristol. Before the erection of regular Baptist congregations, and indeed for some time after, it was very common for Baptists and others to belong to the same church, and to worship and commune together. From their first rise, the Baptists were assailed for holding only to adult baptism, and that by immersion; and they were not backward to defend themselves. The severest conflict of the Particular Baptists was with the Quakers in the time of William Penn. One of their writers made statements, for which the Quakers accused him of falsehood; which caused violent animosities, and much mutual excommunication. The particular Baptists had also controversies among themselves. One was, respecting their practice of confirmation, or imposing hands on those newly baptized. Another related to the propriety of admitting singing, as a part of their public worship. The Particular Baptists scarcely differed at all from the Independents, except on the mode and subjects of baptism. The General Baptists having no bond of union among themselves, held a considerable diversity of opinions; and as they did not set forth full and explicit accounts of their faith, it is impossible to characterize them, otherwise than by saying, they in general laid little stress on doctrines, and allowed very great liberty of opinion. See Crosby's History of the Baptists. Benedict's General History of the Baptists, vol. i. ch. v. Toulmin's Supplement to Neal's History of the Puritans, vol. ii. p. 169, &c. vol. iii. p. 543, &e. vol. iv. p. 308, &c. 493, &c. vol. v. p. 115, &c. 239, &c. Bogue and Bennet's Hist. of Dissenters, vol. i. p. 147, &c. Tr.]
CHAPTER VII.

HISTORY OF THE SOCINIANs AND ARIANS.


§ 1. The condition of the Socinians, at the commencement of this century, seemed in many respects to rest on a firm basis. For they not only enjoyed the fullest religious liberty in Transylvania and Luzko [in Volhynia], but they had, in Poland, a distinguished school at Rakow, furnished with teachers eminent for learning and talents, a printing establishment, numerous congregations, and many patrons, who were men of the highest rank. Elated with this prosperity, they thought proper to make great efforts to extend their church, or to obtain friends and patrons in other countries. And it may be shown by numerous proofs that emissaries of the Polish Socinians, in the beginning of this century, were active in Holland, England, Germany, and Prussia, and that they endeavoured to make proselytes among the great and the learned. For while most other sects endeavour first to make friends among the common people, this sect, which exalts reason alone, has the peculiarity, that it does not much seek the favour and friendship of women, the illiterate, and persons of inferior rank, but labours to recommend itself especially to persons of high rank and eminent talents.

§ 2. Though these missions were, for the most part, committed to men of birth and genius, yet their results, in most places, did not answer the expectations of their projectors. Nor where did there seem to be a greater prospect of success, than in the university of Altorf, in the territory of Nuremberg. For here Earnest Sohner, a physician and Peripatetic philosopher, a man of great acuteness and subtlety, and a professor of philosophy, who had joined the Socinians while he resided in
Holland, found it the more easy to instil into the minds of his hearers the doctrines of his new brethren, because he was in high reputation for learning and genuine piety. But after his death in 1612, this new Socinian party, being deprived of their guide and head, could not manage their affairs so craftily, as to elude the vigilance of the other professors of the university. Hence, the whole matter being fully exposed in 1616, this already mature and daily increasing pest was suddenly arrested and destroyed, by the zealons and dextrous severity of the Nuremberg magistrates. The foreigners, who were infected with the heresy, saved themselves by flight: the infected citizens of Nuremberg allowed themselves to be reclaimed, and returned to correct principles.

§ 3. Neither could the Socinian sect long hold that high ground which they appeared to occupy in Poland. The chief pillar that supported it, was removed in the year 1638, by a decree of the Polish diet. For in this year, some students of the school at Rakow wantonly threw stones at a wooden statue of our Saviour extended on the cross, and demolished it. For this offence the Papists took such severe revenge, that they procured the fatal law to be enacted at Warsaw, which commanded the school at Rakow to be broken up, the instructors to be banished in disgrace, the printing establishment to be destroyed, and the Socinian church to be shut up. All this was executed forthwith, and without atatement, in spite of all the efforts which the powerful patrons of the sect could put forth. This first calamity was the harbinger of that dire

1 A very full and learned history of this whole business, derived chiefly from unpublished documents and papers, was drawn up by a late divine of the university of Altorf, Gustavus George Zetiner, entitled Historia Crypto-Sociniani Altorfana, quando Academia infatis arcana; which was published by Gebauer, Leipsic, 1729, 2 vols. 4to. [Solner kept up a brisk correspondence with the Polish Socinis; who sent a number of Polish youth to Altorf with their private tutors, to aid in spreading Socimian principles. It was intended, not only to diffuse these principles in and around Altorf, but to communicate them also to other German universities. See Schroeddh's Kirchenzsch. seit der Reformation, vol. v. p. 625, &c. Tr.]
2 On the flourishing state of the Socinian cause, especially of the Racovian school, under the rectorship of Martin Ruarus, see Jo. Müller's Ovmbria Lettere, tom. i. p. 572; in his life of Ruarus, a very learned man of Hols-tein, who, it appears, had embraced Socinianism.
tempest, which twenty years after entirely prostrated the glory and prosperity of the sect. For in a diet at Warsaw, in 1658, all the Socinians, dispersed throughout Poland, were commanded to quit the country; and it was made a capital offence, either to profess their doctrines, or to harbour others who professed them. Three years were allowed the proscribed, in which to dispose of their property, and settle their affairs. But soon after, the cruelty of their enemies reduced it to two years. Finally, in the year 1661, the tremendous edict was renewed; and all the Socinians that remained were most inhumanly driven from Poland, with immense loss, not merely of property, but also of the health, and the lives of many persons.

§ 4. A part of the exiles took their course towards Transylvania: and nearly all these perished by divers calamities. Others were dispersed in the provinces adjacent to Poland, Silesia, Brandenburg, and Prussia; where their posterity still remain, scattered here and there. A considerable number of the more respectable families settled for a time at Creutzberg in Silesia, under the protection of the Duke of Brieg. Others went to more distant countries, Holland, England, Holstein, and Denmark, to see if they could obtain a comfortable settlement for themselves and their brethren. The most active and zealous in such embassies was Stanislaus Lubieniecki, a very learned Polish knight, who rendered himself acceptable to great men by his eloquence, politeness, and sagacity. In the years 1661, and 1662, he came very near to obtaining a secure residence for the Socinians at Altona, from Frederic III. king of Denmark; at Frederickstadt, from Christ. Albert, duke of Holstein, 1662; and at Manheim, from Charles Lewis, the elector Palatine. But all his efforts and expectations were frustrated by the remonstrances and entreaties of theologians; arrived at Clausenburg in Transylvania, they were almost naked. Disease now attacked them, and carried them nearly all off. See J. G. Walch's Lin-


5 [Some say there were 380 of these refugees; others say 500. On the borders of Hungary, they were assaulted and plundered, so that when they

6 Lubieniecki, Historia Reform. Polon. cap. xviii. p. 285, where there is quite a long epistle of the Creutzburgers.
in Denmark, by John Suaning, bishop of Seeland; in Holstein, by John Reinboth, the general superintendent; in the Palatinate, by John Lewis Fabricius [doctor and professor of theology, at Heidelberg]. The others, who undertook such negotiations, had much less success than he: nor could any nation of Europe be persuaded, to allow the opposers of Christ’s divinity freely to practise their worship among them.

§ 5. Such, therefore, as remain of this unhappy people, live concealed in various countries of Europe, especially in Brandenburg, Prussia, England, and Holland; and hold here and there clandestine meetings for worship; in England, however, it is said, they have public religious meetings, with the connivance of the magistrates. Some have united themselves with


8 The Socinians residing in Brandenburg were accustomed, a few years ago, to meet at stated times at Königswald, a village near Frankfort on the Oder. See Joumelain, (for he is the author of the paper,) Romant de Littérature, de Philosophie, et d'Histoire, p. 44. Amsterd. 1731. 8vo. They also published at Berlin, in 1716, a German confession of their faith; which, with a confutation of it, is printed in Die Theologischen Heft-Operator, part x. p. 852. (In Prussian Brandenburg they found some protection, under the kindness of the electoral stadholder, Bogianna, prince von Radziwill, who retained some Socinians at his court; and perhaps they would also have obtained religious freedom under the electoral prince, Frederic William, had not the states of the duchy insisted on their expulsion. See Fred. Sam. Bech's Historia Socinianismi Prussiae, p. 55, &c. and Hartknoch's Prussische Kirchenhistorie, p. 646, &c. By the indulgence of the above-named electoral prince, they obtained religious freedom in Brandenburg, particularly in New Mark, under the hope that this little company would gradually unite itself with the Protestant churches. They likewise had churches and schools at Landsberg, down to the end of the seventeenth century. After that they were expelled; the protection of the Schwerin family, which they had hitherto enjoyed, now ceasing.—In Holland, the book of John Völkel, a Socinian, de Vera Religione, 1642, was burnt; and the states of Holland in 1653, forbade the publication of Unitarian books, and all religious meetings of Socinians. Yet Andre Wissowatzus procured the famous Bibliotheca Foratum Polonorum to be printed at Amsterdam; though the place is not mentioned on the title page: and the Socinians have been allowed to reside there; but without the public exercise of their religion. Many of them likewise are concealed among the Mennonites, and the other sects. Sélh.—

"The Socinians in England have never made any figure as a community, but have rather been dispersed among that great variety of sects that have arisen in a country, where liberty displays its most glorious fruits, and at the same time exhibits its most striking inconveniences. Besides, few ecclesiastics or writers of any note have adopted the theological system; now under consideration, in all its branches. The Socinian doctrine relating to the design and efficacy of the death of Christ had indeed many adherents in England, during the seventeenth century; and
the Arminians, and others with those Mennonites who are called Galenists: for neither of these sects requires its members very explicitly to declare their religious belief. It is also said, that not a few of these dispersed people are members of the society who bear the name of Collegiants. Being thus situated, they have not all been able to retain that form of religion which their fathers transmitted to them. Accordingly, both the learned, and the unlearned, without restraint, explain variously those doctrines which distinguish them from other sects: yet they all agree in denying the divine Trinity, and the divinity and atonement of our Saviour.

§ 6. Kindred with the Socinians, are the Arians, some of whom obtained celebrity in this century, as authors, such as Christopher Sand, father and son, and John Biddle; and like-

it may be presumed without temerity, that its votaries are rather increased than diminished, in the present; but those divines who have abandoned the Athonasian hypothesis, concerning the Trinity of persons in the Godhead, have more generally gone into the Arian and Semi-Arian notions of that inexplicable subject, than into those of the Socinians, who deny that Jesus Christ existed before his appearance in the human nature. The famous John Biddle, after having maintained both in public and private during the reign of Charles I. and the protectorship of Cromwell, the Unitarian system, erected an independent congregation in London, which is the only British church we have heard of, in which all the peculiar doctrines of Socinianism were inculcated. [Macl.] 3

3 This is evident from many proofs, and among others, from the example of Samuel Crell, the most learned man among the Socinians a few years since; who although he sustained the office of a teacher among them, yet deviated in many respects from the doctrines of Socinus and of the Racovian Catechism; nor did he wish to be called a Socinian, but an Athenian. See Journal Litteraire, tom. xvi. pt. i. p. 150, and my own remarks on this man, in my Synagoge Diss. ad sanctiores Discipulos pertinentium, p. 362. Unschuldige Nachrichten, 1750. p. 942. Nouveau Dictionnaire Hist. Crit. tom. ii. pt. ii. p. 88, &c.

4 Of both the Sands, Arnold, [Kirkchen und Ketzerhistorie, vol. ii. book xvii. ch. xiii. § 23. p. 176, &c.] and others give account. Respecting Biddle, see Nouveau Dictionnaire Hist. Crit. tom. i. pt. ii. p. 286, &c. [Sandius the elder was of Creuzenberg in Prussia, studied law, and filled various offices at Königsberg; but was deprived in 1668, because he would not renounce Arianism. After this he lived in retirement, and wrote only some vindications and apologies. Yet he aided his son in the composition of his works; and outliving him, published some of them after his death. The son called himself Christopher Christopheri Sandius; and wrote, besides his Biblioth. Anti-trinitariorum, his Nucleus Historiae Ecclesiast. on the first four centuries, in which he attempts to prove, that the early fathers before the council of Nice held Arian sentiments; and that Athonasius was the first that broached the common belief among Christians respecting the Trinity. He also wrote Interpretationes Paradoxarum Quatuor Evangeliorum; de Origine Animae; Problema Paradoxum de Spiritu Sancto; and (under the name of Heron, Cingallus), Scriptura Trinitatis Recondita. The son died in 1720, (aged 40) and the father in 1698. Schi. See also concerning the younger Sand,
wise some of those comprehended under the general appellation of Antitrinitarians, or Unitarians. For this [latter] name is applied to various sorts of persons, who agree in this only, that they will not admit of any real distinction in the divine nature. The name of Arians is likewise given to all those in general, who represent our Saviour to be inferior to God the Father. And as this may be done in various ways, it is manifest that this word, as now used, must have various significations; and that all who are now called Arians, do not agree with the ancient Arians; nor do they all hold one and the same sentiment.

CHAPTER VIII.

HISTORY OF SOME MINOR SECTS.

§ 1. It will be proper here to give some account of certain sects which could not be conveniently noticed in the history of

Rees' Cyclopedia, art. Sandins.—John Biddle was born in 1615, educated at Oxford, became master of a free school, in Gloucester, 1641. Here he soon became suspected of heresy; and from the year 1644, till his death in 1662, he passed a large part of his time in various prisons and in exile. Whenever he was at liberty he wrote and preached in favour of his sentiments; which caused him to be frequently apprehended, and to undergo a criminal prosecution. In the year 1651 he published two catechisms; in which, Mr. Neal says, he maintained. 1. That God is confined to a certain place. 2. That he has a bodily shape. 3. That he has passions. 4. That he is neither omnipotent nor unchangeable. 5. That we are not to believe three persons in the Godhead. 6. That Jesus Christ has not the nature of God, but only a divine lordship. 7. That he was not a priest while upon earth. 8. That there is no deity in the Holy Ghost. According to Dr. Toulmin, these are not formal propositions, but only questions in his catechisms, to which he subjoins texts of scripture by way of answer. Thus, the first proposition is this question: "Is not God, according to the current of the scripture, in a certain place, namely in heaven?" The answer consists of twenty-nine passages of Scripture, which represent God, as "looking from heaven," as "our Father who art in heaven," &c. See Neal's Hist. of the Puritans, vol. iv. p. 157, &c. ed. Boston, 1817. Toulmin's Review of the Life, Character, and Writings of Mr. John Biddle. Brook's Lives of the Puritans, vol. iii. p. 411, &c. Rees' Cyclopedia, art. Biddle. Tr.1
the larger communities, but which, for various reasons, should not be passed over in total silence. While the Arminian disputes in Holland were most warm, in the year 1619, arose that class of people who hold sacred conventions twice a year at Rheinsburg in Holland, not far from Leyden, and who are known by the name of Collegiants. The institution originated from three brothers, by the name of Koddens, or van der Koodde; namely, John James, Hadrian, and Gisbert; obscure men, in rural life, but according to report, pious, well acquainted with their bibles, and opposed to religious controversies. They were joined by one Anthony Cornelius, who was also an illiterate and obscure man. The descendants and followers of these men acquired the name of Collegiants, from the circumstance that they called their assemblies Colleges. All persons may be admitted into the society, who merely account the bible a divine book, and endeavour to live according to its precepts; whatever may be their opinions respecting God and the Christian religion. The brethren, who are considerably numerous in most of the cities and villages of Holland, Friesland, and West Friesland, assemble twice a week, namely on Sundays and Wednesdays; and, after singing a hymn, and offering a prayer, they take up some passage of the New Testament, which they illustrate and explain. With the exception of females, whom they do not allow to speak in public, all persons, of whatever rank or order, are at liberty to bring forward their thoughts, and offer them to the consideration of the brethren: and all are at liberty to oppose, modestly and soberly, whatever the brethren advance. They have printed lists of the texts of scripture which are to be discussed at their several meetings, so that each person may examine the passages at home, and come prepared to speak. Twice a year, the brethren assemble at Rheinsberg, where they have spacious buildings, destined for the education of orphan children, and for the reception of strangers: and there spend four days together, in listening to exhortations to holiness and love, and in celebrating the Lord's supper. Here also, such as wish it, are baptized; but it is in the ancient manner, immersing the whole body in water. The brethren of Friesland, at the present day, assemble once a year, at Leeuwarden, and there observe the holy supper; because
Rheinsburg is too distant for them conveniently to go thither. In short, by the Collegiants, we are to understand a very large society of persons of every sect and rank, who assume the name of christians, but entertain different views of Christ; and which is kept together neither by rulers and teachers, nor by ecclesiastical laws, nor by a formula of faith, nor lastly, by any set of rites, but solely by the desire of improvement in scriptural knowledge and piety.

§ 2. In such an association, which allows all its members to think as they please, and which has no formula of faith, dissensions and controversies cannot easily arise. Yet, in the year 1672, there was no little dispute between John and Paul Breitenburg, merchants of Rotterdam, and Abraham Lemmermann and Francis Cuiper, merchants of Amsterdam. John Breitenburg, (or Bredenburg, as he is generally called,) had established a peculiar sort of College, in which he expounded the religion of reason and nature. This was disapproved of by Lemmermann and Cuiper, who wished to have reason excluded from any combination with religion. The dispute grew warmer, as Bredenburg diverged towards the opinions of Spinoza, and defended them, and yet wished to be regarded as a christian. Some

1 See the Dissertation sur les Usages de ceux qu'on appelle en Hollande Collégiens et Rhinbourgeois; which is in the splendid work, Cerémonies religieuses de tous les Peuples du Monde, tom. iv. p. 333, &c. Also a book published by the Collegiants themselves, entitled, De Oorsproneck, Natuur, Handelwijze en Oogmerk der zo genaamde Bredenburgsche Vereniging, Amst. 1736, 4to.

2 John Bredenburg and Francis Cuiper, are well known to have been among the followers and the adversaries of Spinoza; but what sort of men they were has been unknown generally. Bredenburg, a Collegiant and a merchant of Rotterdam, openly taught the doctrine of Spinoza, and demonstrated its accordance with reason, mathematically. At the same time, he not only professed to be a christian, but actually explained, recommended, and defended christianity in the meetings of the Collegiants, and declared it to be of divine origin. This man of a singular genius reconciled these two contradictory things, by maintaining that reason was opposed to religion; but yet, that we ought to believe in the religion contained in the New Testament scriptures against the most evident and the most conclusive mathematical demonstrations. He must, therefore, have believed in a twofold truth, theological and mathematical; and have held that to be false in theology, which is true in philosophy. The best account of Bredenburg is given by the learned Jew, Isaac Orobio, in his Certamen philosophicum propugnatum Veritatis divinae et naturalis adversus Io. Bredenburgii principia, ex quibus quod religio rationi repugnat, demonstrare sititur. This book, which contains Bredenburg's demonstrations of the doctrines of Spinoza, was first published, Amsterdam, 1703, 4to. and then, Brussels, 1731, 4to. Bredenburg's adversary, Francis Cuiper, rendered his name famous, by his Irenum Athesiani detecta,
other minor contests arose at the same time. The result of the whole was, that the Collegiants, in 1686, were split into two opposing sects, and held their conventions in separate edifices at Rheinsburg. But on the death of the authors of these discords, near the beginning of the next century, the schism began to heal, and the Collegiants returned to their former union and harmony.

§ 3. John Labadie, a Frenchman, eloquent, and a man of genius, was first a Jesuit; being dismissed from their society, he joined the Reformed, and sustained the office of a preacher with reputation, in France, Switzerland, and Holland. He at length set up a new sect, which resided first at Middleburg, in Zeeland, and then at Amsterdam; and afterwards, in 1670, established itself at Hervorden, a town in Westphalia, under the patronage of Elizabeth, princess Palatine, the abbess of Hervorden; and being driven from that place, it removed to Altona, in 1672; and on the death of its founder in 1674, retired to the castle of Wiewert, in West Friesland; but it has long since become extinct. This sect was joined not only by several men of considerable learning, but also by that Minerva of the seventeenth century, the very learned lady of Utrecht, Anna Maria Schurmann. This little community did not wish to be thought to differ from the Reformed, in regard to religious opinions and doctrines, so much as in manners and rules of discipline. For its lawgiver exhibited a rigorous and austere model of sanctity for the imitation of his followers; and conceived, that not only the invisible church, but also the visible, ought to be a community of sanctified persons, earnestly striving after perfection in holiness. Several of his tracts are extant, which show him to have possessed a lively and ardent mind, but not well disciplined and polished; and as persons of such a character are easily betrayed by their natural temperament into errors and faults, I am not sure whether those wri-
necesses are to be wholly disregarded, who charge his life and doctrine with many blemishes 4.

§ 4. Nearly at the same time, Antonette Bourignon de la Porte, a lady of Flanders, boasted that she was inspired of God, and instructed supernaturally, to restore the christian religion, which had become extinct and lost among the disputes and contentions of the different sects. This woman, who possessed a voluble tongue, uncommonly ardent feelings, and an inexhaustible imagination, filled the provinces of Holland, and also Jutland, (where she spent some years,) with the fame of her flights of fancy; and she persuaded some among the learned, as well as the ignorant and unlearned, to believe her declarations. After various sufferings and conflicts, she died at Franeker in Friesland, in the year 1680. It would require a prophet and diviner, to make out from her writings, which are numerous, a neat and consistent system of theology. For that divine light which guides persons of this character, never proceeds in a regular and methodical way; and it spreads a thick darkness before the minds of those who investigate truth, not by feeling, but by the understanding. Yet a reflecting person, who is versed in church history, may easily discover that this woman, who had not full command of her reason, derived a large part of her oracles from the writings of the mystic doctors; and what she derived from these sources, the extravagance of her fancy made worse than they were before. Neglecting all the details of her system, the substance of it is, that

4 See Jo. Muller's Cimbria Literata, tom. iii. p. 35, &c.; and Ignoro ad Histor. Chersones. Cimbricae, pt. ii. cap. v. p. 126. &c. Add Godfrey Arnold's Kirchen-und Ketzerhistorie, vol. i. pt. i. book xvii. ch. xxxi. p. 1186. Weisnmann's Hist. Ecol. Seculi XVII. p. 927, and others. Concerning the two celebrated companions and colleagues of Labadie, Peter du Lignon and Peter Yvon, see Muller's Cimbria Literata, tom. ii. p. 472, 1029. [Labadie exhibited through life the character of an indiscreet reformer. To lash the vices of the people, and to purge the churches of their offences against purity, was his great business. But it was his misfortune always to get into difficulty. The irreligious abhorred him, and the pious were dissatisfied with him. Hence he removed from place to place, was at length excommunicated by the French churches in Holland, and set up a church of his own. But this church rendered itself so odious, that it was persecuted, and driven from place to place, so long as Labadie was at the head of it. The charges against him were very numerous and weighty, and respected both his orthodoxy and his morals; but it is questionable whether, if fairly tried, he would be found to be anything more than a rash, indiscreet, enthusiastic man. Tr.]
religion consists in an internal emotion or sensation of the soul, and not in either knowledge or practice. Among her patrons, the most distinguished were, Christian Bartholomew de Cordt, a priest of the Oratory at Mechlin, a Jansenist, who died on the island of Nordstrand in Jutland; and Peter Piotet, a man of penetrating genius, and well versed in the Cartesian philosophy, who has clearly evinced by his own example, that knowledge and ignorance, reason and superstition, are not so mutually repulsive that they cannot reside in the same breast, and by their united energies engender monstrous productions.

§ 5. Of the same, or at least similar views, the same plans, and the same general character, was Jane Leade, who, near the end of the century, blinded not only many of the common people in England, but also some of the better informed, by her visions, her prophecies, her promises, and her doctrines; and thus gave rise to the Philadephian Society. For she believed in general, that all contentions among christians would wholly cease, and that the church of Christ would become the only, the perfectly united, and the most beautiful church here on earth; provided all would commit their souls to the internal teacher, to be moulded, enlightened, and governed by him, neglecting all other doctrines, precepts, and opinions. And she did not hesitate to give assurance, in the name of God, that such a church as she had conceived of, would be established before the end of the world. And the honest woman might with more confidence give this assurance, as she fully believed that her Philadephian Society was that very church of Christ, in which alone the Holy Spirit resided and reigned. Her other discoveries, among which was the noted restoration of all things, need not be related. Leade was less fortunate than Bourignon


6 See concerning him, Möller’s Cimbrica Litterata, tom. ii. p. 149.

7 Poirot systematized and explained the wild and incoherent rhapsodies of Bourignon, in a great work, which he entitled, L’Economie divine, ou Système universel; first published in French, Amsterdam, 1686, 7 vols. 8vo, and afterwards published in Latin. Respecting this celebrated mystic philosopher, whose various writings procured him notoriety, see the Bibliotheca Bremens. Theol. Philol. tom. iii. pt. i. p. 75.
in this respect, that she had not so eloquent and sagacious a counsellor as Poiret, to plead her cause. For her principal associates, John Pordage, a physician, and Thomas Bromley, were more distinguished for piety and a contemplative turn of mind, than for their power of reasoning and their eloquence. Pordage in particular, even surpassed our Boehmen, whom he greatly admired, in obscurity; and instead of enlightening his readers, shocks them with his uncouth phraseology.

* See Jo. Wolf. Jaeger, Historia sacra et civilis Seculi XVII. decem. x. p. 90, &c. Peter Poiret, Bibliotheca Mystica. p. 161, 174, 283, 286, and others. Jane Leade, who died 1704, in the 81st year of her age, spent nearly her whole life in reading and recommending the writings of Boehm, and in penning down her own revelations and new results of divine truths. She was rich, and printed the whole at her own cost. Hence great numbers of her writings came before the public. The Philadelphia Society was established by her in 1697: the causes and reasons for its institution, she published in 1698. Her writings fill eight volumes. Pordage was first a preacher, but afterwards being deposed for his fanaticism, he became a physician. He was the most zealous promoter of the Boehmian doctrines and of the Philadelphian Society in England. His principal work was his Divine and true Metaphysics, in 3 vols. 8vo. He also wrote a Theologia Mystica; and died in 1698. Bromley was his pupil and adherent, and wrote much on the Bible. In Holland, one Lot Fisher, a physician, was a promoter of the Philadelphian Society; and he caused all the above works to be splendidly published in Dutch. &c. &c.
A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY OF THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

CHAPTER I.


§ 1. The ecclesiastical history of the century now passing, affords matter for a volume, rather than for a few pages; and may expect, among those who come after us, an ingenuous and faithful historian of its own. But that the present summary may not be defective, and that myself, and perhaps others, may have a thread to guide our lectures, I will just run over
the principal subjects, and in a few words state the occurrences most worthy of notice in our own age. That the size of the book may not be unnecessarily swelled, authorities will be omitted. For what man of learning is so ignorant of the state of literature, as not to know, that there are innumerable works, from which our dry and insipid narrative might be filled out and made interesting?

§ 2. The christian name has been propagated with equal zeal, by papists and protestants, in Asia, America, and Africa. I say the christian name, not the christian religion. For it is demonstrable, that very many of those whom the Romish missionaries persuade to forsake idolatry, show themselves to be christians only in name, and as to certain ceremonies and outward forms, not in reality and in spirit; nor do they quit superstition, but only exchange one species of it for another. Among the papists, the Jesuits, and among the Jesuits, the French especially, are represented as explaining genuine christianity, with distinguished success, to barbarous nations which knew not God. And the fact is not to be denied, provided it is allowable to call those people christians, who have some knowledge of Christ, however imperfect it may be. At least it is true, that the French gathered large congregations of such christians in the East Indies, especially in the kingdoms of Carnate, Madura, and Marava, on the coast of Malabar, and in China, Tonquin, and elsewhere; and also in some provinces of America, since the time that Anthony Veri assumed the office of superintendent of the sacred missions, and by great efforts procured both men and money adequate for so great an undertaking. But these missionaries were so far from effacing the former stain upon the character of the Jesuit preachers, that they rather deepened it. For they are represented as pursuing their own honour and emolument rather than the interests of Christ; and as ingeniously corrupting strangely the holy religion of our Saviour in order to obtain the more proselytes.

§ 3. The famous question, whether the Jesuits residing in China advocated the cause of Christ well or ill among that discerning people, who are so exceedingly attached to their ancient rites; was decided in the year 1704, by Clement XI., in a
manner adverse to the Jesuits. For he declared it criminal for the new christians to practise the rites of their ancestors; and especially those rites by which the Chinese honour their deceased ancestors and Confucius. But this severe edict was considerably mitigated in the year 1715; and, doubtless, for the sake of appeasing the angry Jesuits. For the pontiff decreed, that it is allowable for the teachers of the Chinese to designate the divine nature by the word Tien; provided they add the word Tehu, to remove the ambiguity of the word Tien, and to make it appear that the christian teachers adored the Lord of heaven, (for this is the meaning of the phrase Tien-Tehu,) and not heaven itself. He also allowed those rites to be practised which gave so much offence to the adversaries of the Jesuits; provided all superstition and appearance of religion were avoided, and that these rites were regarded as mere testimonies of respect for their ancestors, or as marks of civil honour. The Chinese christians, therefore, according to this decree of Clement, may keep in their houses tablets, on which are written in golden letters the names of their ancestors and of Confucius: they may lawfully honour them with lighted candles, with incense, and with tables set out with viands, fruits, and spices: nay, they may address these tablets and the graves of their ancestors as suppliants, prostrating themselves to the ground. The first or more severe edict was carried to China, by Charles Thomas Tournon, in the year 1705; and the second or milder one, by Charles Ambrose Mezzabarba, in the year 1721. But neither of them satisfied the emperor and the Jesuits. Tournon executing the commands of his master with less prudence than the case required, was, by order of the emperor, thrown into prison; where he died in the year 1710. Mezzabarba, though much more cautious and prudent, returned without effecting his object: for the emperor could by no means be persuaded to allow any innovations to be made in the ancient customs and institutions of the country. At present, the state of christianity in China being extremely precarious and dubious, this controversy is entirely suspended. And many considerations induce us to suppose that the pontiff and the accusers of the Jesuits throw no obstacles in the way of the Jesuits' adhering to their own regulations, rather than
to those sent them from Rome. For many evils must be
patiently borne, in order to avoid the far greater evil, the
overthrow of the Romish religion in China.  
§ 4. The English and the Dutch, but especially the former,
made much greater efforts than before to spread the know-
ledge of Christianity among the nations of Asia and America.
Among the efforts of this kind by Lutherans, the noblest
and most successful is the institution of Frederic IV., king of
Denmark; who, in the year 1706, sent out missionaries to
preach Christian truth to the Indians on the coast of Malabar.
This mission, the purest and best of all, not only still flourishes,
being supported by the very best regulations, but through the
munificence of that excellent king, Christian VI., it is daily
becoming more and more brilliant. The men who labour in it,
I admit, make fewer Christians than the papal missionaries;
but they make far better ones,—real disciples, and not apes of
disciples of Jesus Christ. The Russians have bestowed labour,
not in vain, for the conversion of some of the nations bordering
on Siberia.

§ 5. While the glory of Jesus Christ has been increasing in
the remotest parts of our world, through the labours, the perils,
and the anxious solicitudes of these missionaries, great num-
bers in Europe have made it their business to obscure this
glory and to tread it in the dust. There is no country of Europe,
and almost no sect of Christians, in our age, which does not
nourish in its bosom persons who endeavour either to blot out
all religion and all fear of God, or at least, to sink the dignity
and lessen the influence of Christianity. Nowhere does this
pest to the human race more abound, nowhere does it more
boldly come forth to the light of day, than in the free states of
Holland and England. Nor is it rare to meet, especially in
England, with books which impudently deride and set at
nought, not only the whole religion of Christ, but also the

1 [All these events are stated far
more fully in Dr. Mosheim's Most
recent Ecclesiastical History of China,
(in German,) Rostock, 1743. 8vo. In
opposition to this, was published at
Augsburg in 1756. 8vo. and at Inns-
prueck: The most recent events in
China; with a solid refutation of
many unjust and erroneous statements
of Dr. Mosheim, in his Most recent
Ecc. Hist. of China, written from
Pekin, by R. P. Floriano Bahr, then
rector of the Jesuits' college in China.
But this refutation only makes the
correctness of Mosheim's book appear
the more manifest. Schf.]
honour, worship, and majesty of the Divine Being, and all virtue and morality. Infamous for the publication of such books, are, John Toland, Anthony Collins, Matthew Tindal, Thomas Woolston, (a portentous genius, who with most stupid effrontery attempted to undermine the credibility of our Saviour’s miracles,) Thomas Morgan, John Chubb, John Mandeville, and several others. And not long will any country of Europe, particularly those which have abandoned the Romish communion, be free from writers of this character, if the booksellers continue to abuse the power they now have, of rescuing from oblivion by means of printing every wretched and senseless production.

§ 6. The sect of Atheists, that is, of persons who deny the existence of an infinitely wise and powerful Being, who created and upholds the visible universe according to his pleasure, is now almost extinct. For at the present day, those actuated by this frenzy, omitting all disputation, agree to the doctrines of Spinoza; and consider this whole material world as an automaton, which, by means of some internal energy, originates and produces various movements, all of which are the result of necessity. The tribe of Deists, or of persons who assail the truth of all revealed religions, and especially of the Christian religion, disagree very much, and are divided into various sects. The best of them,—though these are bad enough,—are those who endeavour to merge Christianity in natural religion, maintaining that Christ only republished the lost and obliterated precepts of nature or correct reason. Of this class are Tindal, Chubb, Mandeville, Morgan, and many others among the English; if indeed they really believed what their words express. To the same class belongs Muralt, or whoever may be the unfortunately eloquent and ingenious author of the recent French work, entitled: What is Essential in Religion, [Lettres sur la Religion essentielle à l’Homme, distinguée de ce qui n’en est que l’Accessoire. Macl.] For according to his opinion the whole system of religion is comprised in these three propositions: There is a God: He watches over human affairs: The soul is immortal. And to inculcate these three truths, by his precepts and example, was the object of Christ’s mission.
§ 7. The Romish church in this century has been governed by Clement XI. [A.D. 1700—21.] Innocent XIII. [1721—24.] Benedict XIII. [1724—30.] Clement XII. [1730—40.] Benedict XIV. [1740—58.] All these may be pronounced holy, wise, and learned men, if compared with the pontiffs of former times. The most distinguished of them for learning and erudition are Clement XI. and the present pontiff, Benedict XIV., whose former name was Prosper de Lamberti. The most distinguished for piety, or rather for a show of it, was Benedict XIII. This last-named pontiff attempted, by means of a council which he held in the Lateran palace in 1725, the acts and decrees of which have been published, to correct the greater evils in the church, and to reform the very corrupt morals of the clergy of every rank. But the event did not answer his expectations. Nor will Benedict XIV. be more successful; who is now attempting the same thing, though by different means. Moreover, the modern pontiffs differ exceedingly from their predecessors in the extent of their prerogatives, and in their power and influence. For the sovereign princes and states, though they treat the pontiffs personally with high respect and honour, yet are continually depressing and humbling the court of Rome, which they wisely discriminate from the pontiff. This appears, among other things, from the contests of the pontiffs in the present age with the kings of France, Portugal, Sardinia, and Naples; in which the pontiffs have uniformly been obliged to succumb.

§ 8. A reconciliation of the protestants with the papists, if we except some feeble efforts of certain individuals, has not been seriously and earnestly attempted; nor indeed was it hardly possible. For those who formerly attempted this thing, endeavoured principally to gain over the protestants by explaining away and lowering down the [most offensive] Romish doctrines; but Clement XI. deprived the pacificators of this their principal resource by publishing that very noted decree, called the Bull Unigenitus. For this has shown most clearly, that on most of the points which obliged our ancestors to separate from the Romish communion, the present doctrine of the papists is precisely the same as it formerly appeared to be. This disclosure being made, it became manifest, that
those who had formerly offered us peace on very conciliatory terms, had only laid a trap for us, by their pretended expositions of the Romish faith, and that no confidence whatever could be reposed on the promises of such men.

§ 9. The intestine discords, which greatly disquieted the Romish community in the preceding century, were so far from being composed and settled in this, that they have rather acquired new strength, and raged with increased animosity. The Jesuits still contend with the Dominicans and others; though with a little more decorum, and more covertly. The Franciscans are at variance with the Dominicans. There is also dispute respecting the nature and lawfulness of the Chinese rites. It would be endless to enumerate all the contests which disturb and disquiet every part of the widely-extended Romish church, sometimes more slightly and sometimes more violently. The principal controversy now dividing the papal empire is that of the Jansenists; which is carried on with various results, particularly in France and the Netherlands. The Jansenists, or Augustinians as they choose to be called, are inferior to the Jesuits in numbers, power, and influence; but are their equals in fortitude, sagacity, and erudition; and their superiors in sanctimoniousness, and that superstition which dazzles the eyes of the multitude. In France they are oppressed and persecuted, but in the Netherlands they find a ready asylum. The greatest part of the papists in the Spanish Netherlands, and all those in the United Netherlands, adhere to the Jansenist doctrines. The Dutch papists at this day have almost separated themselves from the Roman pontiff; though they profess the closest adherence to the communion of the Romish church: nor are either the threatenings or the entreaties of the Romish prelate able to reduce these rebellious Batavians to subordination.

§ 10. The greatest support of the Jansenist cause, both in the preceding century and in this, was the New Testament of the very learned and pious Paschalis Quenel, one of the Presbyters of the Oratory, which he translated into French, and accompanied with notes calculated to awaken a sense of religion. For the marrow of the Jansenist doctrines is very elegantly and ingeniously wrought into these notes, so as to infuse it the more agreeably into the mind of the reader. To
destroy the influence of this most pernicious engine, the Jesuits induced Lewis XIV., king of France, to solicit a public condemnation of the book from the Roman pontiff, Clement XI. The pontiff complied with the wishes of the king, or rather of the Jesuits, and issued in the year 1713 the celebrated Bull or decree, which from its first words is called Unigenitus, and in which one hundred and one propositions taken from that book are proscribed. This edict was of some advantage to the cause of the Jesuits, but it was of immense disadvantage to the whole Romish church; as the wiser men in it themselves admit. For not to mention that the protestants learned from it, that the Romish community religiously held fast her former corruptions, the subjects of the pontiff, who had no attachment to the Jansenist doctrines, and who were solicitous only to advance truth and piety, were exceedingly offended at this decree. Besides, the Jansenian sechism was widened by it, and rendered more bitter and violent.

§ 11. The most violent contests were produced by this unhappy edict, especially in France. Many of the bishops, and a vast number of influential, pious, and learned men, both among the clergy and the laity, appealed from it to a future general council. And especially Lewis Anthony Noailles, the archbishop of Paris, manfully opposed it, regardless of the resentments both of the pontiff and the king. These strenuous defenders of the Gallic liberty and of the religion of their fathers, the pontiffs, kings, and Jesuits, laboured to subdue by all sorts of punishments and indignities: and in part they did subdue them. For many became exiles, and retired among their brethren in Holland: others were coerced, by violence and fear, to approve the decree of the pontiff: and others, being deprived of their livings, their honours, and their offices, removed to foreign countries. At length the matter was carried so far, that this papal edict was declared to be a law of the land. All these measures reduced the nation to some degree of quietude; but they by no means purged it of enemies to the pontiff. Every part of France abounds with Appellants, as they are called, who are only waiting for a convenient opportunity for renewing the old controversy, which has never been properly settled.
§ 12. Amidst these calamities, the Jansenists had but two
resources by which to defend themselves and their cause
against so many powerful enemies, namely, the press and
miracles. Accordingly, they attacked the pontiff and the
Jesuits in numberless publications, many of which being
written with elegance and solidity, have produced great effect;
and as human aids proved insufficient, they called in the help
of divine aid. For they persuaded the people that God had
 imparted to the bones and ashes of certain persons, who had
been distinguished for their zeal in the cause of Jansenius,
and who had appealed anew in their last moments to a future
council, the power of healing the most inveterate diseases.
Among those who were said to have received this glory, the
most distinguished was Francis de Paris, a deacon of the
church of Paris, a man of noble birth, but of a gloomy tempe-
rament and excessively superstitious, and one who had volun-
tarily brought on his own death by abstinence from food and
other self-tortures. To miracles divine visions were super-
added. For many persons, especially at Paris, preterited to be
acted upon by the Holy Spirit, and uttered prophecies, often of
the most insipid character, by which however the multitude, as
is usual, were greatly affected. But the prudence of the
French court put an end to these commotions also: so that,
as things now are, the Jansenists have no other means of
defence but their genius and their pens.

§ 13. Of the Greek and Oriental church very little can be
said. For their ignorance, and the severe oppression under
which they live, prevent their attempting any change in their
condition. The Russians, as already stated, under the guidance
of the emperor Peter the Great, adopted better regulations of
their church. Yet there still remain vast numbers in that
immense empire who would be better pleased with the rude
system of their ancestors: and there are some who, if they were
able, would exterminate the protestants and the followers of
other religions with fire and sword. This is manifest, especially,
from a work of Stephen Jacevski against the heretics. The
Greeks are said to meet with more indulgence from their
Muhammedan masters. The Nestorians and Monophysites in
Asia and Africa perseveringly refuse communion with the Romish see, notwithstanding all the promises and arguments of the papal missionaries. The pontiffs have several times contemplated a new mission to the Abyssinians; but have not yet been able to discover a way to elude the vigilance of that nation so hostile to the Romish religion. Nor is there even a tolerable prospect that the embassy now preparing at Rome to the emperor of Abyssinia will meet with success. The Monophysites in Asia extend the limits of their church as they have opportunity; and not long since they gained over a part of the Nestorians inhabiting the maritime coasts of India.

§ 14. The Lutheran church celebrated, in peace and tranquillity, the secular festival of its religion in 1717, and that of the Augsburg Confession in 1730. It received no small accession a few years since, by means of that multitude which abandoned the territories of Saltzburg and Berchtolsgadden, in order to profess the pure religion without fear, and emigrated, some to Prussia, others to Holland, and others to America and other countries. The Lutheran church has likewise been increased in consequence of its extension to America and Asia; nor are the Lutheran congregations small in those distant regions. In Germany, on the other hand, as appears from the public documents and from numerous complaints, it has in various places been much oppressed by the adherents to the Roman pontiff, and been very unjustly deprived of a part of its privileges.

§ 15. No change could take place in the doctrines and regulations of the Lutheran church; because the ancient confessions and canons, by which the public faith and discipline were ascertained, remained as formerly. But the method of teaching and inculcating these doctrines was not uniformly the same. At the commencement of the century, it seemed very generally to be the aim to restore every part of Christianity to its ancient simplicity, and to exclude all philosophical terms and reasonings. But in process of time many fell into the opinion, that Christianity could by no means maintain its ground, unless it was supported by the aids of philosophy,
and demonstrated mathematically. The jurists, who in the preceding century undertook to reform the system of ecclesiastical law, have prosecuted the object so vigorously in the present century, that we should have had a very different ecclesiastical constitution, if the sovereigns had deemed it for the public good to yield to their counsels and admonitions. Still we may discover here and there visible traces of the principles, which men of great learning are wont to advance, not only respecting the appendages and externals of religion, but also respecting religion itself. Hence it is not strange that there should be warm disputes between them and the clergy on various points. And not only theologians, but very excellent men among the jurists themselves, have fears lest religion should at length be converted into a mere political engine for the security of civil government, if the opinions of some of these men should acquire authority.

§ 16. The immense licentiousness of thinking, and of spreading among the common people even the vilest and most senseless opinions, which began to prevail in the preceding century, has increased and become more confirmed, every where among us, in the present century. Hence there have arisen, and still arise at the present time, so many persons, some of them full of fanatical folly, some delirious and beside themselves, some the fabricators of new religions, who freely divulge all their dreams, and every where produce departures from the established rules of faith and practice, or excite discords and contentions. Besides those already named, the following are notorious: John Tennhart, John Geo. Gichtel, John William Ueberfeld, John Geo. Rosenbach, Geo. Christoph. Brendel, John Christoph. Seizen, Anthony Roemeling, and many others; who either boast of being guided by a divine impulse, or offer to the credulous multitude, in different ways, and with different success, their fancied modifications and improvements of the church. These men have been opposed by our theologians in numerous publications: but many of them were unworthy of confutation. The greatest part have become convicted of their folly, by the course of events and actual results, rather than by arguments and reasoning. For as men of this
character start up of a sudden, so for the most part they soon ruin their own cause, either by their indiscretions, or by their corrupt morals and base conduct, or lastly by their disagreement among themselves.

§ 17. Many place the Herrenhüter in this class, or those who first associated at Herrenhüt in Lusatia, under the illustrious count Zinzendorf, and who afterwards increasing, have spread themselves through a large part of Europe, and even travelled to the Indies, Tartary, and the utmost bounds of the earth. They tell us they are descendents of those Bohemian and Moravian brethren, who in the fifteenth century were excited by the preaching and example of John Huss to cast off the Romish yoke. They might more correctly call themselves imitators of those brethren: for it is conceded by all, that only a very small part of this new fraternity consists of Bohemians and Moravians; and it is very uncertain also, whether such of them as are Bohemians by descent, are the posterty of those ancient Bohemian brethren. They declare, further, that they do not differ from the Lutherans in regard to doctrines, but only in their customs and regulations, in which they come near to the ancient Bohemians. But many question whether they here assert the truth; and are suspicious that these new brethren adopt the language of the Lutherans while among the Lutherans, the more readily to obtain toleration; and that in reality they are a mixture of people of various characters and sentiments. However this may be, it is at least difficult to understand why they are so zealous to extend their particular sect, if they differ from us only in their customs and mode of discipline. For whoever truly follows Jesus Christ, will care little how the christian community is constituted and regulated; because he knows that religion does not consist in external rites and regulations, but in faith and love.

§ 18. This progress of superstition among us, as many supposed, nothing could arrest except philosophy. And hence the cultivation of philosophy, which was apparently neglected towards the close of the preceding century, was not only revived, but was prosecuted by many with great diligence. The general method of philosophizing, which I have called the
metaphysical, obtained preference before all others. This, the superlative genius of Godfrey William von Leibnitz elucidated elegantly, and cast into a better shape; but it was the very acute Christopher Wolf, who perfected it, digested it into a system; and,—what was entirely a new thing, and never before attempted,—gave it the form of a mathematical science.

In this improved state, most of those who search after truth and certainty were exceedingly captivated with it, and eagerly applied it to the explanation and confirmation of the truths of revealed religion. But this gave very great dissatisfaction to many good men, who were anxious for the safety of the truth taught us by Christ: and hence the old conflict between philosophy and theology, piety and reason, was revived; and was urged on with great vehemence for a series of years. For many are of opinion that this metaphysical philosophy imbues the minds of young men with sentiments hostile to all religion and worship, with arrogance also, contempt for divine revelation, excessive confidence in human reason, and other vices; and that it does not throw light and dignity around theology, but rather darkness and ignominy.

§ 19. In proof of the correctness of this opinion respecting the tendency of this philosophy, they appeal especially to the case of Lawrence Schmid, of Schweinfurt, who is commonly called the Wertheim translator, from the place where he resided. This man, by no means destitute of abilities, and very well versed in the philosophy in question, projected a new German translation of the Bible, to serve as the foundation or basis of a new body of divinity drawn up according to the strict rules of demonstration, which he had in contemplation. But the project was disastrous to him. For scarcely had he published a specimen of the work, in a translation of the inspired books of Moses, when he was not only attacked in numerous publications, but was accused before the supreme tribunal of the Germanic empire, as a capital enemy of the Christian religion, and a caviller at divine truth. The chief ground of accusation was, that he had boldly construed certain passages in the books of Moses, which designated or foretold the coming of Messiah, in such a manner as to give them a different signification. He was therefore thrown into prison,
and ordered to be tried for his life. But he escaped from prison, and saved himself by flight.

§ 20. The controversies and contentions of this age have been very numerous. First, what is called the *Pietistic* controversy has been carried on in some places more fiercely, and in others more moderately, according to the dispositions of persons and the circumstances of different parts of the country. But the controversy has gradually abated as time rolled on, and at present seems to be reduced nearly to the single point, whether an irreligious man may have true and certain knowledge of divine things, or some sort of illumination; which many regard as a contest about words rather than things. Besides this, there have been several other controversies, which also produced excitement in the preceding century, respecting the eternity of the torments of the damned, the final restoration of all things, Christ’s [millennial] reign on the earth; and others of like character. With *John Fabricius*, a divine of Helmstadt, and some others, there has been dispute respecting the importance of the disagreement between us and the papists: for he and his associates deemed it not so great as it is commonly supposed to be; so that he believed a person might lawfully go over to the Romish church. Respecting the law of marriage, the grounds of divorce, and concubinage, there have been great disputes between certain theologians and some distinguished jurists. Minor contests, which suddenly spring up, and soon die away, as they contribute little to a knowledge of the internal state of the church, need not be enumerated.

§ 21. The Reformed church not only preserves the same aspect which was above described, but studies to make it still more her appropriate characteristic. For notwithstanding the formulas of faith, by which the vigilance of their ancestors inclosed and fortified their religion, remain every where the same; yet, in most countries, no preacher is compelled to think widely in doctrine, discipline, and worship, and in several instances having no sort of communion with each other. And hence his remarks respecting them as a body, are liable to much criticism. *Tr.*
in exact accordance with them, but is supposed to fulfil his duty if he holds up the great and primary truths of christianity, and avoids too much familiarity with the papists and Socinians. Hence, in this very ample community, at the present day, Arminians, Supralapsarians, Infralapsarians, and Universalists [i.e. believers in a universal atonement], live amicably together; and with united efforts, strive to extenuate and lessen the importance of those contests, that divide the christians who have separated themselves from the Romish communion. There are indeed some, especially among the Swiss, the Germans, and the Dutch, who are greatly troubled at this moderation, and deplore bitterly the loss of the ancient purity and rigour, and occasionally wax warm and attack the despisers of their ancient discipline. But the others, who are greatly superior in numbers, respectability, and power, care little for their resentments.

§ 22. Whoever therefore duly considers the whole subject, must freely acknowledge, that neither the Lutherans nor the Arminians have any longer ground for controversy with the Reformed church, but only with individual doctors of this family. For this church leaves every one at liberty to think as he pleases, on those points which were formerly the ground of its separation from the Lutherans and Arminians, and deems the fundamentals of religion safe, however those points are explained. And yet this very moderation thwarts the designs of such as would effect a union between the Lutherans and the Reformed. For those among us who are strenuous for orthodoxy, complain, that the Reformed open the door of salvation too wide, and that they offer communion and friendship not only to us, but to all the sectarians. When therefore, about twenty years ago, [thus wrote Mosheim in 1741. The precise year of Pfaff's attempts for a union was 1719. Schl.] when certain excellent men among us, (at the head of whom was Christopher Matth. Pfaff, a man on many accounts venerated and renowned,) took very great pains to effect a union between us and the Reformed, the majority [of the Lutherans] so vigorously opposed the object, both by action and by publications, that it was soon abandoned.

§ 23. The English church, which holds the first rank among
the Reformed, is the same now that it was in the time of William III. The Episcopalians are the reigning party, and number among their adherents the king himself, with the nobility of the realm, and the greatest part of the people. But toleration is granted to the Puritans or Presbyterians, and to all the others who are included under the very comprehensive appellation of Nonconformists. Those, however, who are particularly acquainted with English affairs tell us, that the Nonconformists diminish continually, and that this gradual diminution is ascribable to the mildness and gentleness of the bishops towards them. The Episcopalians are of two sorts. Some believe the government by bishops to be of divine institution; and they exalt and magnify immoderately the prerogatives of the church. Others are more temperate; and though they fully believe that an ecclesiastical government by bishops is more holy and more perfect than any other, and think that great care should be taken to prevent the clergy from becoming subject to the will and authority of kings and magistrates; yet they do not think the name of a church is improperly applied to a community in which there are no bishops; and they are temperate in defending the prerogatives of prelates among Christians. These two parties are sometimes engaged in sharp contests; a striking example of which occurred in the present century. For the present bishop of Winchester, Benjamin Hoadley, a man eminent for talents and eloquence, greatly lowered down the authority of the church, that is, of its presiding officers, and confined it within narrow limits. On the other hand, John Potter, now archbishop of Canterbury and at the head of the British clergy, and others, contended for the prerogatives and authority of the church, with great eloquence and erudition. Moreover the disposition of the established church of England towards those that dissent from

3 ["The learned and pious archbishop Wake, in a letter to father Courrayer, dated from Croydon-House, July 9, 1724, expresseth himself thus: "I bless God, that I was born and have been bred in an episcopal church; which I am convinced has been the government established in the christian church from the very times of the Apostles. But I should be unwilling to affirm, that where the ministry is not episcopal, there is no church, nor any true administration of the sacraments. And very many there are among us, who are zealous for episcopacy, and yet dare not go so far as to annul the ordinances of God performed by any other ministry." Motel.]"
it, cannot be learned from any thing more exactly than from the fact that William Wake, the late archbishop of Canterbury, a few years ago, was disposed to form an alliance with the French church, on terms that would secure to both most of their respective peculiarities of sentiment 4.

§ 24. The unbounded liberty which Englishmen enjoy of publishing their opinions without restraint, and of worshipping God in the manner each one thinks right, naturally causes various sects to arise here and there, and controversies respecting things pertaining to religion to be perpetual. But it is hardly possible for any one, who has not himself lived some time in England, and on the spot formed acquaintance with the opinions, privileges, laws, and parties of that happy nation, to give a full and accurate account of these different sects and controversies. Of several of the sects, not even the names reach us; and of many of them, we have only a species of knowledge, which is quite imperfect and indistinct. Of the controversies, to a great extent, we are unable to ascertain the true foundation and the points at issue, because we are destitute of the sources from which information can be drawn. At this present time, one George Whitefield is collecting a party; and contemplates the formation of a Christian community, more perfect than all others; nor is he altogether unsuccessful. It would seem, if the man is self-consistent, and does not follow the blind impulse of fancy rather than any determinate rule, that he places religion altogether in holy emotions, and an indescribable kind of sensation; and that he requires his followers to dismiss all reliance on reason and study as means of [religious] knowledge, and to resign up their minds to be guided and instructed by a divine illumination.

§ 25. The Dutch, quite down to our times, have been occupied with the Cocceian and Cartesian controversies, though now less intensely than heretofore. And there is a prospect,

4 "This assertion of Dr. Mosheim is altogether unfounded; for archbishop Wake, as appears from authentic letters, since published by Dr. Maclean, was not the first mover in this business; nor did he ever offer to concede one point in the doctrine or discipline of the church of England, in order to promote the union between the Gallican and English churches." (Note to A Summary of Mosheim's EccL Hist., by the Rev. C. Trelawney Collins. Lond. 1822. ii. 187.) For the particulars of this negotiation of abp. Wake, see the letters between him and Du Pin, in the Appendix. Ed.
that these contests will wholly cease, since the Newtonian mode of philosophizing has expelled the Cartesian from the Dutch universities. Of the Roëllian disputes, we have already given an account. *Frederick van Leenhof*, in the year 1703, fell under suspicion of being a Spinozist: and was attacked by many, on account of a book he published, entitled *Heaven upon earth* (Coelum in terris); in which he taught that a Christian should always be joyful, and never mourn or be sorrowful. The same crime was charged by many upon *William Deurhof*, who published several tracts in the vernacular tongue, in which he speculated concerning the divine nature, as if he viewed it to be an energy pervading the whole material universe, and operative in all parts of it. The most recent contests are those of *James Saurin* and *Paul Maty*. The former a minister of the gospel at the Hague and distinguished for his genius and eloquence, if he erred at all, erred very slightly. For, if we except a few inaccurate and unwary expressions, he deviated from the common doctrine only in this one point, that he thought it sometimes lawful to deceive men by our speech, for the sake of accomplishing some great good. Most of the Reformed churches, it is to be noted, adopted the principle of *Augustine*, that every deception and every falsehood is sinful. The other, namely *Maty*, committed a much greater fault. For in order to explain the profound mystery of three persons in one God, and to render it easy to be understood, he assumed that the Son and the Holy Spirit are two finite beings, created by God, who at a certain time became united to God.

§ 26. In Switzerland, especially in the canton of Bern, the *Formula Consecrò*, which has been already mentioned, produced very fierce disputes. In the year 1718 the magistrates of Bern required all public teachers, and particularly those of the university and church of Lausanne, (in whom there was supposed to be some stain of error,) to assent to this *Formula*, and to receive it as the pattern of their faith: for it had for some

---


4 [See Dr. Mosheim's *Historia Critica nova explicationis Doctrinae de tribus in Deo personis, quam vir clarus Paulus Maty exsegitavit: in his Dissert. ad Historiam Eccles. pertinentes*, tom. ii. pp. 399—392. *Tr.*]
time been neglected, and subscription to it had not in all cases been required. But several, both of the professors and of the candidates for the sacred office, declared that they could not conscientiously subscribe; and accordingly some of them were subjected to punishment. This caused grievous contentions and complaints, to quiet which, the king of Great Britain and the States General of Holland offered their kind offices. The result was, that the *Formula* lost much of its credit and authority. In the German [Reformed] churches nothing very noticeable has occurred. The Palatine church, once so very flourishing, has suffered, through the machinations of the papists, a great diminution of its prosperity.

§ 27. The Socinians, dispersed over various countries of Europe, have hitherto nowhere, [except in Transylvania. *Schl.*] obtained liberty to form themselves into a regular community, and publicly to set up worship according to the views of their sect. At the head of their learned men in our times stood Samuel Crel, who died at an advanced age at Amsterdam. He, however, chose to be called an *Artemonite*, rather than a Socinian: and he actually differed on many points from the common doctrines of the Socinians. The Arians obtained a great advocate in William Whiston, a professor [of mathematics] in the university of Cambridge; who chose rather to resign his chair, than to renounce his opinions, which he defended in numerous publications. Similar to him, according to the common estimation, was Samuel Clarke, a man richly endowed with powers of genius and education, who in the year 1724 was convicted of adulterating the sound doctrine in regard to three persons in the Godhead. But no ingenious and reasonable man will rank Dr. Clarke among the Arians, if this name is to be taken in its native and proper acceptation. For he merely defended, with greater clearness and diligence, what is called the Arminian *subordination*, which has been, and is still, embraced by so many of the first men, and by very learned prelates, in England; and taught, that the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit are in *nature* equal, but in *rank* unequal.

7 ("Dr. Moehem has here mistaken the true hypothesis of Dr. Clarke; or, at least, expressed it imperfectly; for what he says here is rather applicable to the opinion of Dr. Waterland. Dr. Clarke maintained an equality of per-
number of persons among the English have endeavoured, in various ways, to invalidate and assail the most sacred doctrine of the divine Trinity. And this induced an opulent lady, whose name was Moyer, to leave by her will a rich legacy, as a premium for eight public discourses, to be delivered annually by some learned man, in opposition to this species of impiety. The institution has been in operation since the year 1720, and promises to future ages a rich collection of the best productions in defence of this part of revealed religion.

*CHAPTER II.*


§ 1. As the eighteenth century advanced, Romanism appeared nodding to its fall. It was first seriously threatened by the prevalence of Jansenistic views, which struck at Papal authority, and introduced various habits of thinking analogous to those of Protestants. Even the empress queen Maria Theresa, sections between the three Persons, of existence and derivation, Mael.,] but a subordination of nature in point
though zealously attached to Romish opinions, gave them a severe blow in the Austrian dominions, about the year 1753, by bestowing her confidence upon Van Swieten and De Haen, two physicians, who were members of the Jansenistic church at Utrecht. University professorships were quickly filled by men of similar principles; and schemes of ecclesiastical reform were far from slow in courting notice from the Austrian public. The monastic bodies were marked out for diminution, their exemptions from episcopal authority were said to demand abolition, the established intercourse with Rome was blamed as excessive, and it was proposed to place the church really under the control of the state 1. Under all such attacks, the papal see had long found effectual means of resistance in the Jesuits, but their order now stood very low in public estimation: the Jansenists had rendered it unpopular in the more pious Romish circles; politicians complained of its encroaching spirit; and an infidel school was rising to irresistible importance in France, which fastened upon Jesuitism with peculiar severity, because it was a main prop of the existing religious establishment. This pernicious school may date its origin from the reign of Lewis XIV. when Bayle, and some other men of talent, assumed a freedom and levity in treating serious subjects, that undermined the strength of many prepossessions hitherto thought wholly above assault. The habit of implicit credence being thus broken, Frenchmen turned a scrutinizing eye upon the Romish church, and, confounding its palpable weaknesses with Christianity itself, the country became overspread with an obstinate, scoffing contempt for revelation altogether. Its most active defenders, the Jesuits, naturally became extremely odious; they were, however, not only on the watch to check infidelity, but also to proscribe Jansenism, and this latter kind of activity rendered them quite as agreeable to many influential ecclesiastics, as the former. To discourage Huguenot opinions, it had been an approved practice to deny the sacraments to such as could not produce certificates of confession, signed by an orthodox priest. A clergyman extended this principle to Jansenism; for which he was fined by

1 Continuation of the Summary of Mosheim, by the Rev. C. T. Collins, ii. 193.
the parliament of Paris. That court also, in the year 1752, issued a prohibition against all acts tending to schism, and all refusal of sacraments, under colour of obedience to the bull *Unigenitus*. The archbishop of Paris maintained the propriety of giving to that bull all the force against Jansenism for which it was intended; and the king, Lewis XV., found himself imperiously called upon to interfere. By the advice of Lamoignon, the chancellor, he submitted the points in dispute to deputies from both the contending parties; but this expedient only caused farther irritation. The parliament would not recede from the principle of prosecuting priests who withheld the sacraments, and met a royal order for the discontinuance of all such processes by a warm remonstrance. Lewis now dispersed and exiled the refractory members; but he found public opinion so decidedly in their favour, that he soon recalled them. The archbishop of Paris was next banished from the capital, for keeping the dispute alive; and a council was called in 1755, for the purpose of settling the question. This body applied to the pope, and he wrote an equivocal letter to the king, throwing upon him the decision. Lewis at length held one of those despotic sessions, called a *bed of justice*, and by this, in connexion with another arbitrary exercise of power, he so disgusted the parliament, that it refused any longer to exercise its functions. The Jesuits were highly elated by the seeming triumph thus gained for them by despotism. It was, however, fatal to their order in France, the nation being now fully persuaded that its influence was quite incompatible with any substantial amelioration of public institutions.

§ 2. In Portugal, the Jesuits were grown even still more obnoxious. They had long possessed great power in that country, but the leading men were become weary of it, from its vexations interference with every public transaction. The reigning monarch, Joseph I. especially, was anxious to emancipate himself and his people from a control which left free agency to neither. As a necessary consequence, he was detested by the order; and when some disappointed nobles conspired against his life, three Jesuits, of whom Malagrida is the one most remembered,

---

*Continuation of Musbein*, by Charles Coote, LL.D. Lond. 1826.
acted as confessors, and suggested sophistical encouragement to the guilty parties. He had a very narrow escape, on the 3d of September, 1758, and his hatred of the Jesuits now knew no bounds. He suppressed their colleges, accused the order of usurping an authority and using an influence in Paraguay, highly prejudicial to the interests of both Portugal and Spain, and would not rest until it was wholly rooted out from his dominions. In 1759, accordingly, all Jesuits were declared outlaws, and banished from the Portuguese territories: an example which was pressed upon the imitation of other courts.

§ 3. In France, the parliament, now reinstated, proved as resolute as ever in prosecuting priests who denied the sacraments, and was keenly upon the watch to ruin effectually that order which had exulted so indiscreetly on the late temporary ascendancy given to it by force of despotism. The desired opportunity came, from one of those commercial transactions which Jesuitism took within its universal range. A mercantile firm, which the superior of the Leeward Islands’ mission had engaged to supply with colonial produce, stopped payment, on the seizure of a cargo by British cruisers: due provision for such an untoward circumstance having been omitted, a panic ensued, and creditors crowded with claims upon the order; but it disavowed the acts of that individual member who was ostensibly the trader. This plea was, however, treated as nothing better than a dishonest subterfuge,—the trade of Jesuitism, like everything connected with it, being really under the direction of its head, who was, therefore, with all his inferiors, responsible for commercial payments, and, in fact, for every undertaking in which a Jesuit engages. The prosecution of this plea brought forth a merciless exposure of the order, exhibiting it as a combination of the most dangerous kind, blindly moving, with an admirable machinery, at the discretion of a foreigner, and a small council of artful assistants. These views being warmly pressed upon the king, he proposed to the general a plan for regulating the order. This was, however, declined; and, in consequence, the parliament ordained in

3 “They decided that conspirators would incur a venial sin, and not a mortal one.”—History of the Jesuits, Lond. 1816, i. 347.

4 Ibid. 346.

5 Coote, 222.
1762, that French Jesuits should lay aside the habit of their order, cease to live in societies, and to obey alien superiors. In some quarters, a violent clamour was raised against this ordinance, as founded upon ex-parte statements, which were, in fact, untrue. But the French nation was not affected by any such demonstrations; and in 1764, the order was suppressed, by the parliaments of Paris, Normandy, and Britany. The pope vainly interposed his authority against the assumption of such a power by tribunals merely lay; his bull was suppressed in France, by a parliamentary decree; in Portugal, the king was bold enough to declare it inoperative.\(^6\)

§ 4. Spain would not be behind other Romish countries in the war against Jesuitism. In 1767, the temporalities of the order in that country were seized, and the members of it banished.\(^7\) Vainly, however, did the Romish powers press for a papal dissolution of the obnoxious body. While Clement XIII. lived, it had a protection upon which it could securely depend. His successor, the celebrated Francis Laurence Ganganelli, a Franciscan friar, proved more tractable; he took the name of Clement XIV., and became known, from the enlightened liberality of his sentiments, as the Protestant pope. But although ready, above most of his predecessors, to consider fully any question proposed to him, he was not willing to take so decided a step as the suppression of the most influential religious order in existence, without mature deliberation. When, accordingly, powerful courts earnestly recommended the suppression of Jesuitism, Ganganelli did not suffer himself to be betrayed into any unjust and impolitic haste: he took four years for deliberation, referred the question to a commission instituted for inquiry, considered everything said both for and against the society, and read every important publication on both sides.\(^8\) At length he came to a conviction, that the Romish world, in the wish that it generally expressed for the extinction of the Jesuitic order, was perfectly right. Accordingly, in 1773, he suppressed it, as no longer answering the ends of

---

\(^6\) Cootes, 5224.
\(^7\) "In the year 1766, their expulsion took place from Bohemia and Denmark; in 1767, from Spain, Venice, and Genoa; and in 1768, from Naples, Malta, and Parma."—Collins, 195.
\(^8\) Hist. of the Jesuits, i. 266.
its institution, and blemished both by principles and practices of an injurious tendency. The Jesuits were violently enraged by this sentence of annihilation; and Laurence Ricci, their general, after a confinement in the English college, occasioned such a ferment among his partisans, that he was committed to the castle of St. Angelo by the congregation of cardinals. He died in that fortress, after undergoing many examinations, in November, 1775. The pope himself felt his act likely to bring an untimely death upon him; and this apprehension has been considered as verified by the event. He lived, however, in tranquillity and health, more than eight months after the society was abolished; still, not without occasional apprehensions of the vengeance which he knew himself to have provoked. But he said, that if it were his lot to become a victim, he should be a willing one, being perfectly satisfied that his act was not only just, but even also necessary; and that it had not been determined upon without fervent prayers both from himself and others interested in his welfare. His mortal illness seized him one day after dinner, in the Passion Week of 1774, and it continued with various degrees of intensity, until the 22d of the following September, when he died. After death, his corpse rapidly became excessively discoloured and offensive; which circumstances, taken in connexion with the firm health that he had enjoyed up to the time of his seizure, and the exasperation of the Jesuits, made people consider him to have been poisoned. To account for the accomplishment of this in a manner so gradual, the mischief was attributed to the acqueta, a deadly Calabrian drug, said to have the property of destroying life in a lingering way. Salicetti, an eminent physician, did, indeed, refer his death to natural causes; and the disbelief of slow poisons, which has gained ground with the increase of knowledge, is now highly favourable to the admission of such a view. But contemporaries commonly rejected it with contempt, and attributed Salicetti's report to corruption.
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1 Memoirs of Sulpicius, Lond. 1829, i. 8. 26.
2 Circumstantial Narrative detailing the last illness and death of Pope Clement XIV, sent by the Spanish minister to his court. Ibid.
3 Hist. of the Jesuits, i. 267. The writer treats the attack in April as distinct from that which carried Ganganelli off; hence he considers that two attempts were made to poison him.
§ 5. After the suppression of their order by that authority which it professes to regard with slavish obedience, and its expulsion from Romish countries, the Jesuits found a refuge in states which cared nothing for papal authority. Russia and Prussia became their protectors. The latter government patronized them as useful to its Romish subjects, and maintained that any attention to papal bulls was out of the question at the court of Berlin, when they seemed likely to compromise the welfare of Prussian subjects. In the Russian empire, the Jesuits were publicly patronized by the bishop of Mohiloff, once a Calvinist, but who now professed Romanism with all the ardour of a proselyte, and well knew how useful a well-organized combination, with its diversified machinery, and elastic conscience, must be in maintaining and spreading his new system of belief. By this prelate’s means, the Jesuits were regularly embodied in White Russia; and when the Spanish court remonstrated, the empress Catharine not only disclaimed all foreign dictation, but even allowed a vicar-general of the Jesuits to be chosen among her subjects, and invested with the privileges which such a superior had usually enjoyed. She admitted that grounds of exception existed against the Jesuits, but denied that a sufficient case had been made out for recent severities against them 4.

§ 6. But although governments hostile to the papal church were thus blindly bent upon nursing the discomfited remnant of her most effective defenders, she still continued to receive severe wounds within her own pale. The German emperor, Joseph II., who succeeded his mother, Maria Theresa, in 1780, speedily began upon a series of ecclesiastical reforms in the Austrian states, which violently alarmed the court of Rome. Though a professed member of the Romish communion, he really cared little or nothing for doctrinal questions, and was quite willing to let his subjects enjoy all their old opinions, and many of their old superstitions, if he could only increase his own power at the expense of the church. He began by imposing restrictions upon bulls and rescripts from
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But the Spanish minister’s narrative is against this hypothesis; making it plain, that the attack in April was the first step in a continuous illness. 4 Coote, 230.
Rome. He then exempted monasteries and missionary colleges from obedience to superiors at the papal court, forbade the remittance of money into foreign countries for masses, and the solicitation of dignities at Rome without his permission. He even ordered the discontinuance of pilgrimages, and a diminution of images and ornaments in churches. He granted, besides, a free toleration both to Protestants and members of the Greek church; nor did he hesitate to dissolve a great number of monasteries, converting their buildings into colleges, hospitals, or barracks. The pope was further outraged, by a claim to the patronage of bishoprics and other benefices in the Italian states of Austria. John Angelo Braschi, under the designation of Pius VI., now occupied Ganganelli's place. He was a vain man, of no great depth, and he fancied that a personal interview with Joseph might arrest his obnoxious projects. To the surprise, therefore, of Europe, and against better judgments than his own, he made light of his advanced age, and undertook a journey to Vienna. He was received with great courtesy there, but very closely watched, and found himself utterly incapable of making any impression upon the innovating emperor, who professed himself a thorough Catholic at heart, but, at the same time, quite resolved upon exercising the rights of a sovereign to make such reforms among his clergy, both secular and regular, as were urgently required. Pius returned home deeply mortified; and his annoyance was increased by the levity displayed at Rome, where the people were amused by their old sovereign's fruitless errand, however they might really be interested in its success. Joseph's example was not lost upon other Romish countries: even Spain and Portugal showed symptoms of awakening from the deep papal lethargy which had long weighed them down. The cabinet of Madrid claimed privileges analogous to those of the Gallican church, and reduced the Inquisition to a mere engine of political oppression. The court of Lisbon authorized publications encouraging such free inquiry as did not interfere with the religious principles of Romanism, and placed restrictions upon the taking of monastic vows. Naples and Venice, too, sup-
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5 Coote, 234. 6 Collins, 202.
pressed many monasteries. Thus, a general spirit of revolt arose throughout the papal world.

§ 7. The emperor Joseph's brother, and eventual successor, Leopold, who was originally placed on the grand ducal throne of Tuscany, preceded him in attacking the abuses of Romanism there. So early as the year 1770, he caused a collection to be made and published, exposing the weak parts of the papal system. In this were exhibited, among other matters equally unsatisfactory to the dominant church, the steps by which papal power has been established. Tuscany was invited to consider the transfer of the imperial court from Rome to Constantinople, the Roman bishop's adroit improvement of the iconoclastic re-action, and his legitimation of the Carolingian kings on the throne of France. All these, indeed, are trite historical facts; but they are little known to the mass of men, and they tend to account for papal greatness in a manner injurious to its hold upon the religious feelings of mankind. Subsequently, Leopold abolished the inviolability of those numerous asylums which the churches of his country afforded, encouraging the vicious in crimes, and rendering them almost careless of detection. Officers of justice were allowed to drag offenders from these privileged places, but their sanctity was still so far respected as to entitle criminals to a lower punishment than they would have undergone, if captured under ordinary circumstances. Attempts were also made to wean the people from some of the grosser superstitions. A violent clamour was raised against these obvious advances to social improvement, both at Rome and elsewhere. Leopold was compared to Henry VIII., and his principal ecclesiastical adviser, Scipio de Ricci, bishop of Pistoia and Prato, was denounced as a manifest heretic. The grand duke, however, stood immovable to his purpose; rendering the clergy liable to the same taxation as other men; taking measures for securing the independence of his church upon Rome, or any other foreign authority; restraining females of tender age from binding themselves by monastic vows; diminishing church pageantry; suppressing the Inquisition; preventing spiritual
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7 Coote, 236.
8 Memoirs of Scipio de Ricci, i. 273.
9 Ibid. 74.
10 Ibid. 158.
11 Ibid. 172.
courts from trying laymen; bringing the clergy under the civil jurisdiction, when charged with ordinary offences; and leaving to ecclesiastical tribunals no cognizance of causes not strictly connected with religion.

§ 8. But Rome soon found matter for more serious and indignant reflection, than any likely to be afforded by princes who professed a respect for her communion, while they sought additional power at her expense, and an elevation of their subjects above her baser superstitions. In France, it seemed, at one time, as if no terms of any kind would again be made with popery. The church of that country was very wealthy, possessing, besides tithes, nearly half of the land, and hence had become a mark for that envy accumulating in inferior life, which ranged all over the kingdom; especially after the popular infusion which flowed from the assistance given to the revolted colonies of British North America. It had lost also much of its hold upon the superior classes of society, from the general prevalence of a scoffing infidel spirit, which would hear of no reform in the national religion; considering its base pagan alloy as an integral part of Christianity itself; and that, consequently, the whole system was one grand imposture, which a Lucian or a Voltaire might fitly ridicule, and which an enlightened age was bound to overthrow. Even the inferior clergy were very little of a counterpoise to this growing mass of irreligious prejudice. They were, indeed, highly respected generally among their poor parishioners, to whom they rendered every service in their power, and the best instruction that error grafted upon truth allowed. They had, however, rather a loose degree of attachment for the ecclesiastical institutions of their country as a whole. Their own circumstances were generally straitened; those of their superiors the reverse. Now, men will commonly bear this inequality with tolerable patience, under the buoyancy of hope, when the wealth or splendour in sight may also be within reach. But this alleviation of his narrow lot was hardly open to the humble French ecclesiastic, however sanguine might be his temperament. It is true, that the excessive advantages of birth, which really were the cancer

3 Ibid. 220.  
4 Alison’s *French Revolution*, Edinb. 1833. i. 76.
of France before the revolution, did not theoretically operate upon the church. Any one of her sons might rise to the highest dignities; and occasionally such a fortunate individual started from inferior life. But practically, there was little or no hope of this. The ecclesiastical grandee was nearly always the kinsman or near connexion of lay grandees: by their influence he had gained his easy and splendid position; in their society, and with their habits, he spent his time; he was, in fact, a man of fashion, no less than they, though with more learning, and some external differences; and he naturally nurtured all that insolent consciousness of belonging to a caste indefeasibly superior, which the higher French inherited from the long and jealous possession of exclusive, unjust, irritating privileges. The inferior clergyman was thus kept at a galling distance from the more fortunate members of his own profession; and feeling hardly any thing in common with them, he was easily led into the same views, as to their pretensions and position, that were gaining ground every day, as to the lay aristocracy. Hence it happened, that when the long-branded and excluded classes began to clamour with a voice of thunder for the rights of merit without hereditary advantages, the parochial clergy generally were found among the assailing party. Upon the personal merits of the superior clergy, very different impressions have prevailed; some representing them as generally vicious, others as far from unworthy of their profession. Most probably, the latter was their preponderating character, however it may have been kept out of sight during the storms of the revolution, which was indisposed against an acknowledgement of merit in any wealthy quarter, but least of all in opulent and aristocratic ecclesiastics.

§ 9. While France was preparing for that meeting of the States-General, which revolutionized the country, the clergy, as might be expected, immediately split into two parties, with all the elements of mutual repulsion. Deputies were chosen, by the prelacy with aristocratic views; by the great body of ecclesiastics, with democratic. To these latter delegates, as to the others from inferior life, an undue weight was impulsively

§ Alison, 110.
given by Neckar, whose infatuation augmented the dangerous rapidity of popular motion, by doubling the deputies from the Third Estate. None felt more keenly the alteration thus given to their position than the higher clergy, who looked with deep suspicion upon the number of parochial ministers and the like, who joined their muster, when the States met, in May, 1789. Some of them, however, headed the great body of lower clerical deputies, who madly joined the lay Third Estate, on the 22d of June, and thus gave it a constitutional weight which before was wanting. Nothing could show more undeniably the little sympathy, even with their own superiors, which had flowed from a long course of neglect and exclusion, than this rash movement of the parochial clergy. It sealed the fate of the monarchy, and, with it, of the church. In the following August, it was proposed to commute tithes into a money payment; three days afterwards, they were abolished, on a vague understanding that religion should be adequately provided for in another way: a prospect that proved illusory, as, probably, those most active in the abolition meant that it should. Within a few months afterwards, the immense landed estates of the church were confiscated for the purpose of relieving the financial embarrassments of the country, and clergymen were made public stipendiaries. As usual, however, the compensation given bore a strange disproportion to the property seized: about one-fifth of their former incomes was all that the government proposed to allow, and the opulent ecclesiastics of France were thus reduced at once to a lower station than was rightfully their own, and than the interests of religion really required. It is, indeed, easy to say, and such sayings are eagerly applauded by the selfish and envious majority of mankind, that ecclesiastics will never want their due influence in society, unless wanting to themselves. Such seeming truisms are, however, liable to that charge of error which seldom fails to lurk in abstract generalities: the truth is, that high qualifications, manly independence of sentiment, and sufficient influence over society, cannot be secured to the clergy any
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7 Ibid. 141. 1 Ibid. 212.
8 Ibid. 166. 169.
more than to other men, unless there is a considerable infusion among them of that pecuniary ease which allures talent, represses the assumptions of wealth, and commands the respect of poverty. But such liberal discernment of the truth is never to be expected from aspiring masses of men generally in narrow circumstances, like the revolutionary legislators of France. They would not even listen to arguments in favour of the inviolability of church-property, founded on its gradual acquisition from the pious munificence of individuals. Nothing could be patiently heard, but assertions that it was all public property: a convenient view, which placed it entirely at the disposal of the dominant party. Ecclesiastical revenues having been seized, the church itself was quickly placed upon a new footing; bishoprics were reduced to the same number as the departments; both prelates and inferior incumbents were to be chosen by the same electors that chose the deputies; and chapters were suppressed. These encroachments upon the church were quickly followed by an order that all incumbents, under pain of deprivation, should swear to maintain the new constitution. This oath was refused by a great majority of the clerical body; and that proscription immediately began, which plunged churchmen in extreme misery, and confirmed the obstinate irreligion of France. The consummation of this fatal process was reserved for the November of 1798, when Gobet, the bishop of Paris, who had taken the oath to the existing constitution, appeared at the bar of the Assembly, attended by some of the clergy, and abjured the Christian faith. These infamous wretches declared no other national religion to be required than that of liberty, equality, and morality. Equal depravity and folly were exhibited by others of the revolutionary bishops and clergy; religion was now openly trampled under foot in all parts of France; the plate and every thing else of any value in churches were seized; religious offices of every kind were discontinued; and, to complete the mad insults heaped upon all that really benefits mankind, an impudent opera-singer was triumphantly drawn from the National Assembly to the cathedral of Notre Dame, and installed there as the

2 Alison, 216. 3 Nov. 27, 1798. Ibid. 231.


Goddess of Reason. Henceforth, that venerable church was to be known by no other name than the Temple of Reason⁴. In 1794, this war against revelation was completed by the formal abolition of the Christian sabbath. Not only the names of the months and days were changed,—and thus traces of anterior heathenism abolished,—but also the hebdomadal division of time was abandoned, months being divided into three decades, instead of four weeks⁵. Every tenth day was to be one of rest, instead of every seventh: an immense loss to the labouring classes, who were thus defrauded of one-fourth of the repose for which they had been immemorially indebted to Christianity. Surely, such of them as had any space left in their hearts for sound feeling, or in their heads for sound reasoning, must have now begun to suspect that their real friends were not among the vociferous claimants of philanthropy and philosophy, but among believers in the Gospel. As a substitute for this holy system, a theatrical sect arose, which adopted its morality, and took the name of Theophilanthropists⁶. They opened four temples in Paris, where a sort of liturgy was chaunted, and moral discourses preached, the ancient attractions of an altar being supplied by an immense basket filled with beautiful flowers, as an emblem of the creation. The vain coxcombs, however, who figured in these pretended religious observances, rapidly fell into contempt, when the first novelty of their performances was gone. So ephemeral, indeed, was their importance, that all mention of them would be almost superfluous, were not their appearance at such a time an undeniable evidence that men must have religion of some sort.

§ 10. This truth was forcibly shown in 1797, when clergy-men were relieved from the penalties of imprisonment, or transportation, to which they had been rendered liable. Attempts were also made to allow the open use of the ancient worship, and even of bells to announce it; to permit crosses again over graves; and to relieve the clergy from the revolutionary oaths. The professed friends to the rights of man were not, however, as yet sufficiently leavened by any respect for the rights of conscience to pass such laws; but their agitation,
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⁴ Alison, ii. 80.  
⁵ Ibid. 598.  
⁶ Ibid. iii. 329.
with some prospect of success, showed a reaction in the public mind, of which great numbers, even of the emigrant laity, immediately took advantage. Among the clergy a still larger proportion returned to their flocks. They were generally received with extreme joy, especially in the western departments, and long-interrupted offices of religion were eagerly resumed. They were, however, wholly dependent upon the contributions of an irreligious nation, and had, consequently, most serious difficulties in keeping their churches open. Elderly females formed, in fact, the great bulk of their congregations.

At the outset of this religious revival, an ecclesiastical council, consisting of thirty-eight prelates, and fifty-three representatives of the inferior clergy, met in Paris. It agreed to a profession of faith, based on the creed of pope Pius IV.; maintained episcopacy to be needful for the proper government of the church; and so far courted the ruling powers, as to allow that an oath against the restoration of royalty was not incompatible with the Gospel. The proceedings were closed by an order for the communication of them to the pope, coupled with a request for the convocation of a general council. Such an assembly, however, has very rarely been popular at Rome, and it was then obviously impracticable.

§ 11. The pope then actually possessed a mere shadow of his former power: being driven into active warfare against the French republic, its troops invaded his territories, and his own, like other Italian armies, fled on the enemy’s first onset. In consequence, Pius concluded the peace of Tolentino, on the 19th of February, 1797. By this humiliating treaty, he ceded the French territories attached to his see, and left the republic virtually master of all the rest: agreeing besides, to pay an enormous pecuniary contribution, and to surrender one hundred of those first-rate works of art, which had long been the pride and a leading attraction of Rome. The payment of the contribution reduced his people to beggary, and the general misery was augmented by constant intrigues to rouse the populace into a revolt, and establish a republic. These took full effect
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7 Alison, iii. 345.
8 Ibid. iv. 669.
9 Coote, 240.
1 Alison, iii. 113.
in February, 1798, when the papal government was formally overthrown, Pius was first removed into Tuscany, and eventually, after various changes, to Valence, in Dauphiny. He died there, on the 29th of August, 1799, in the eighty-second year of his age, after having exhibited a dignified firmness and a christian resignation in his adversity, of which the vanity of his earlier years, fed by a fine person and extraordinary professional success, gave but slender promise. It was wished by the French Directory that no successor should be appointed, and the century closed with the pontifical throne vacant.

§ 12. In England the Hanoverian succession extinguished effectually, as to protestants, that national intolerance, which had been the bane and disgrace of former times. On the very day of Anne's demise the Schism Act was to have come into operation: an odious measure, intended to place all but the commonest education wholly in the hands of the church. The queen's death rendered this proposed infraction of man's indubitable rights a dead letter, no lawyer now being likely to sue for penalties under it, or the government to enforce them. In 1719 it was formally repealed, together with an another act, passed in 1711, against Occasional Conformity. This unjust and impolitic law was meant to drive from office such religious professors as generally worshipped with dissenters, and, no doubt, were very much of their opinion, but not so bigotedly, as to induce an insurmountable objection against receiving the sacrament at church. Hence these persons made no scruple about this degree of conformity for the purpose of qualifying for office. To repel such dubious non-conformists, and thus drive them into obstinate dissent, was, undoubted, that palpable folly on the part of churchmen, which nothing but the violence of party spirit raging on both sides, and the intolerant habits of all former ages, can account for. When these oppressive and short-sighted statutes were repealed, a repeal also of the Test Act was in contemplation. But even the

2 Alison, 542.
3 "Larevillere Lepaux, the President of the Directory, wrote to Napoleon: 'In regard to Rome, the Directory cordially approves of the instructions you have given to your brother to prevent a successor being appointed to Pius VI. We must lay hold of the present favourable circumstances to deliver Europe from the pretended papal supremacy,'"" Vol. 536.
Whig party, then, as long afterwards, in the ascendant, was not satisfied that concession could be safely carried so far. That party then contained within itself many elements of disunion, and its proscribed opponents might have successfully used a step, extensively unpopular, for overthrowing its monopoly of power and patronage. The government, indeed, very early, under the new dynasty, stood by no means on a satisfactory footing. When George I. obtained possession of the throne, Tories appeared pleased no less than the Whigs. But he cast them wholly aside, and gave himself up unrestrainedly to the latter. Their modern apologists assign plausible reasons for this; but excluded contemporaries

4 "The dissension then prevailing among the Whigs, had caused so formidable an opposition, even to the former measures, that it was found necessary to abandon that project." Hallam's Const. Hist. iii. 353.

5 "The strong symptoms of disaffection which broke out in a few months after the king's accession, and which can be ascribed to no grievance, unless the formation of a Whig ministry was to be termed one, prove the taint of the late times to have been deep-seated and extensive." Ibid. 310.

6 "They seemed as well satisfied with his majesty's peaceable accession, and attended the ceremony of his proclamation with as cheerful looks as any persons. Or if they were in a sudden fright, they, in a short time, so recovered themselves, as to lay no small claim to his majesty's favour. The king, they gave out, intended to become an universal father of his people, and not to care for any particular party." Calamy's Life and Times, Lond. 1629. ii. 296.

7 "Perhaps it might have been practicable for the king to have gradually conciliated the greater number of the more active Tories. His promotion of Whigs exclusively, and dismissal of Tories indiscriminately, from the recent conduct of both respectively, was natural, though a more comprehensive scheme of policy would have been wise. At the time of the accession, the passions and prejudices of both sides were extremely high. The cool and impartial examination of a discerning and unbiased stranger, must have seen that there were on both sides great abilities and great virtues, mingled with the violence and excesses of party zeal; and that the leading and acting men on both sides might be rendered useful in various departments of public service. But George, though discerning, was not unbiased; though calm in his own temper, judicious in his opinions, and temperate in his conduct, yet, from his situation, and the connections which he had dictated, he was become the member of a party; and ascended the throne of England, on the one hand, with the liberal and enlightened principles, but on the other, with the prejudices and passions of an English Whig." Bisset's George III. Lond. 1820. i. 111.

8 "In later times also, it has not been uncommon to censure George I. for governing, as it is called, by a faction. Nothing can be more unreasonable than this reproach. Was he to select those for his advisers, who had been, as we know and he believed, in a conspiracy with his competitor? Was Lord Oxford, even if the king thought him faithful, capable of uniting with any public men, hated as he was on each side! Were not the Tories as truly a faction as their adversaries, and as intolerant during their own power?" (Hallam, iii. 306.) This reasoning is little else than recrimination. There is little doubt that George I. might have diminished the difficulties of his situation, if he had honestly availed himself of his experience as a foreigner in English party politics, and, professing
naturally regarded it as caused by a selfish deceit put upon an ignorant foreigner. Nor did Walpole, during his long possession of power, either abate anything of that narrow spirit of party exclusion, which disgusted the nation generally, on the Hanoverian succession, or of a reluctance to hazard his own position, by pressing any measure which he knew to be unpopular. He allowed the Test Act to remain in the statute-book, merely taking effectual care that it should sleep there, by the annual passing of an Act of Indemnity. Thus the full toleration of protestant dissent was regularly established, and by legislative authority, although seemingly but from year to year. Every year, however, obviously rendered a return to the old system of intolerance more impracticable. Had Walpole possessed the manly honesty to conciliate the church,

himself anxious only for the public service, looked out for efficient and trustworthy men on every side. His absolute surrender of himself, and of everything that he had to bestow, to the Whig party, naturally disgusted the greater part of the nation. The Tories might be, and undoubtedly were, as truly a faction as their adversaries; but viewed as a faction, the Whigs laboured under this especial disadvantage, that they laid larger claims than their adversaries to superior enlightenment and liberality. These were naturally derided by the opposite party; and moderate men, very little of parti-zans, could hardly help feeling the decision just, when they saw such claims made a stepping-stone to a jealously-guarded narrow monopoly of power and profit.

It was the policy of Walpole to keep alive the strongest prejudices in the mind of George II., obstinately retentive of prejudices, against the whole body of the Tories. They were ill-received at court, and generally exculpated, not only from those departments of office which the dominant party have a right to keep in their power, but from the commission of the peace, and every other subordinate trust."  

Walcott, more cautious and moderate than the ministry of 1719, perceived the advantage of reconciling the church as far as possible to the royal family, and to his own government; and it seems to have been an article in the tacit compromise with the bishops, who were not backward in exerting their influence for the crown, that he should make no attempt to abrogate the laws which gave a monopoly of power to the Anglican communion. We may presume also, that the prelates undertook not to obstruct the Acts of Indemnity passed from time to time in favour of those who had not duly qualified themselves for the offices they held; and which, after some time becoming regular, have, in effect, thrown open the gates to protestant dissenters. (This was written before the repeal of the Test Act, in 182.) The first act of this kind (Indemnity) appears to have been in 1727, 1 Geo. I. c. 23. It was repeated next year, intermitted in the next, and afterwards renewed in every year of that reign, except the fifth, the seventeenth, the twenty-second, the twenty-third, the twentieth-sixth, and the thirtieth. Whether these occasional interruptions were intended to prevent the nonconformists from relying upon it, or were caused by some accidental circumstance, must be left to conjecture. I believe that the renewal has been regular every year since the accession of George III. ibid. note.
party by his use of patronage, besides managing it by his allowing an illusory continuance of the Test Act, he might, probably, have prevented some of the religious difficulties that arose in his day. Unhappily, however, crown patronage of every kind was regarded as little else than a powerful instrument for strengthening the Whig party. Even direct bribes were distributed among parliamentary members of that favoured body, with a shamelessness that has ever since formed a conspicuous and most humiliating feature in English history. The natural result was, that ministerial favour ordinarily passed for an evidence of individual corruption. In the church this feeling acted in a manner peculiarly injurious. The great majority of clergymen were Tories; and finding that no moderation of principles, or professional distinction, would ordinarily open the way to preferment, if unattended by Whig services or connexions, they naturally looked upon their own superiors with suspicion, and upon the government which promoted them with aversion. A body so divided could not be highly efficient. In the earlier Hanoverian times, accordingly, the church fell into a sort of stagnation. It maintained its ancient position in the country, and with a becoming dignity of external appearance. But ecclesiastical literature sank to a low ebb, and spiritual religion to a lower.

§ 13. The reign of George I. saw the virtual abolition of Convocation. William III. had kept that body in the sort of abeyance usual in modern times, during Tillotson’s primacy, with little notice from any quarter. The party that had lately defeated the scheme of comprehension was willing to rest for a season from any farther agitation of such questions; and the party that had striven for it, hoped for its adoption after late heats were effectually allayed by a few years of silence.

2 “There was always a strong suspicion, or rather a general certainty, of absolute corruption. The proofs, in single instances, could never, perhaps, be established; which, of course, is not surprising. But no one seriously called in question the reality of a systematic distribution of money by the crown to the representatives of the people; nor did the corrupters themselves, in whom the crime seems always to be deemed less heinous, disguise it in private.”

Ibid. 353.

In 1696, however, appeared a pamphlet, entitled *A Letter to a Convocation-man*, charging, with sufficient plainness, the reduction of convocation to a mere customary form, upon the king's general indifference to church affairs, and unfriendly eye to the national establishment, abetted by the ignorance of Tenison, now primate, and his anxiety to stand well at court. In the following year, William Wake, then one of the royal chaplains, and eventually archbishop of Canterbury, published a learned answer to this piece, in an octavo volume. This, in its turn, was answered, after a lapse of three years, by Atterbury. The subject now attracted universal attention, and a great ferment arose in the public mind: many persons, whose moderation was unsuspected, beginning to consider the church as defrauded of those rights which justly belonged to her, and which ought, for the general good, to be rendered active once more. The prevalence of this impression caused a meeting of the Convocation, in the year 1700, for the despatch of business. The spirit, however, shown by the lower house was so little satisfactory to the court, that it withheld the authority required for condemning some obnoxious books, and enacting new canons. William's government continued at variance with the lower house of Convocation; which was bent upon assuming all the rights and privileges belonging to the House of Commons. Anne was more favourable to the clergy; and their representatives, accordingly, displayed an activity under her which had been denied them in the last reign. Under George I. this was not immediately prevented: but the Convocation gave offence, in 1717, by attacking Headley, now bishop of Bangor, eventually of Winchester, who had published matter in favour of religious liberty, which the great body of the clergy highly disapproved, and which led to a long paper war, known as the Bangorian Controversy. The prelate was really a man of merit in various ways, though, perhaps, too much of a politician, and certainly

---

4 Nicholls, 102.
5 *The Authority of Christian Princes over their Ecclesiastical Synods asserted*, Lond. 1697.
6 In his *Rights, Powers, and Privileges of an English Convocation*. Wake answered this in 1703, by an elaborate folio, entitled *The State of the Church and Clergy of England*.
7 Nicholls, 105.
8 "Absque enim Principis licentia, neque illie fas est canones condere, aut etiam de is deliberare, aut denique de libris contra fidem conscriptis cognoscere." *Ibid.*
9 Hallam, iii. 327.
with a decided leaning towards low-church views in theology. Both his politics and theology were, however, in favour at court; and hence it interposed for his protection, by proroguing the Convocation. That body has never since been allowed to sit for the despatch of any business, but merely meets, at the beginning of every Parliament, in stately form, to hear divine service, and go through the preliminaries necessary for the constitutional exercise of its powers.

§ 14. Court patronage, in the earlier years of the Hanoverian dynasty, was not only exercised by statesmen whose principles were distrusted by the church generally, and whose integrity was suspected in every quarter; there was also a dangerous relaxation of morals, and a poisonous taint of infidelity, very rife among public men. The religious current of queen Anne's feelings was succeeded, at St. James's, by one very different, and, on many accounts, unquestionably worse. George I. did not, indeed, by any means approach the reckless profligacy of Charles II.; but still he was, very considerably, an unblushing man of pleasure: his mistresses were obtruded on the public notice, and a virtuous contempt or pity for their infamy and his, was obviously what no courtier could venture upon showing. The highest circle in society being thus debased, superior life widely took the leprous infection; and, as men hate what

1 Hallam, iii. 329.
2 "The liberal principles and sentiments of the Whigs, extending toleration to the various sects of religionists, continued hateful to the high church: nor were the Whigs behind in enmity; their aversion to bigotry carried them into the opposite extreme. Many of them are justly chargeable with infidelity; and their leading politicians, if not unbelievers, were indifferent about religion, and great patrons of infidels. The court in general was very lukewarm in religious matters. With the minister himself, his supporters, and favourites, articles of faith, the church, and clergy, were most frequent and acceptable subjects of merriment and raillery. Impiety was extremely fashionable in the various gradations of society, to which the court example did not fail to reach. Corresponding to such a state of religion, there was a great laxity of manners. To this evil the conduct of the court had its share in contributing. George, though by no means profligate in his own character, yet tended to encourage licentious gallantry; according to the mode of debauched courts on the continent, the king's mistresses made their appearance regularly among the nobility, were visited by women of the highest rank and fashion, and even introduced to the young princesses, his grand-daughters. The minister, and all who possessed, or sought royal favour, paid a most submissive attention to the royal favourites. Where such persons presided, modesty and chastity could not be expected greatly to prevail. Decency and morality were by no means characteristics of George's court." Bisset's George III. i. 116.
reproves and threatens themselves, the fashionable world became a school for disputants against revealed religion. Among persons thus unhappily perverted, the teachers of christianity, with their duties and rights, were naturally food for wanton mirth; or with graver spirits, all that antiquity had provided for spiritualizing the nation, was regarded merely as a fund for managing the populace, and securing political influence. It was impossible to prevent unfriendly, or even serious minds, however disposed, from exaggerating the evils brought by such patronage upon the church. Men could not, indeed, fail of being preferred, at least occasionally, who must have remained at the bottom of any lay profession. Clergymen of enterprising talent, also, were driven by prevailing infidelity to spend their powers upon defending the mere outworks of christianity, and to give their instructions that prominently didactic cast which loud claims to an enlarged spirit of philosophy would alone endure.

§ 15. The needed check to prevailing licentiousness, and a supine disregard of irreligious habits in the multitude, was early, but rather irregularly, given. Samuel Wesley came of a puritanical family, and married into one: both he and his wife, however, conformed to the national church, and imbibed a decided preference for it; which was rendered more satisfactory to its best friends, by their strong understandings and exemplary conduct. He was a clergyman, and having attained some degree of eminence during the infatuated reign of James II., he had a prospect offered him of obtaining preferment, on condition of abetting the court policy; but although his politics were of the Tory school, he was a zealous protestant, and nothing could make him forget the paramount calls of a Scriptural faith. On the revolution, accordingly, he wrote in favour of that great national change. This gained him the rectory of

---

2 "Like William III., the first George was vehemently suspected of heresy and infidelity, because in his tolerant court there were those who avowed their scepticism, without imitating Bolingbroke, the infidel minister of Anne, by combining it in monstrous alliance with intolerance," (Bogue and Bennett's History of Dissenters. Lond. 1833. ii. 103.) The authors, however, show, in a note below, containing a citation from Mist's Journal, a Tory newspaper, that current objections to George's government commonly ran on the disagreeful influence of loose women about the court.
Epworth, and subsequently the far less valuable one of Wroote, both crown benefices in Lincolnshire. He held Epworth more than forty years, with signal advantage to the parish, which he served with a zeal, faithfulness, and ability, that are very rarely surpassed. He had three sons, of whom Samuel, the eldest, was educated at Westminster, and became a superior scholar. He died master of Tiverton school, in Devonshire, when under fifty. John, the second son, was born in 1703, and was placed at the Charter-house in 1714; a school to which he remained strongly attached through life, never failing to visit his old haunts there, on his annual visits to London. In his seventeenth year he went to Christchurch, Oxford, where he displayed those exemplary morals and studious habits, which bore honourable witness to the great advantages that he had enjoyed under his paternal roof. He does not, however, appear to have felt any extraordinary force of religious feeling, until his mind was occupied by the contemplation of deacon's orders; these he took in 1725, and in the following year he was elected fellow of Lincoln college. By this time, such a marked seriousness had come over him, that it was urged to his disadvantage at the election; but he had unquestionably qualities to secure the suffrages of conscientious electors, and they did not suffer themselves to violate their obligations, because they had a candidate whom a few thoughtless observers thought ridiculously particular. In 1728 he was ordained priest; in the following year, after an absence in Lincolnshire as his father's curate, he returned to Oxford, where his brother Charles, who was five years younger than himself, then resided as a student of Christchurch. John had urged greater seriousness upon him, some time before, but a natural liveliness of disposition seemingly rendered such admonition useless. When John, however, came back to college, in 1729, he found himself to have made a powerful impression upon his brother's mind. Charles attended the sacrament every week, having persuaded two or three fellow-students to accompany him, and rigidly observed such methods of study as were prescribed by the university statutes. These highly-methodical habits obtained for him the appellation of Methodist, a term which eventually distinguished the religious body that he was largely instru-
mental in forming, and another of a kindred spirit. To Charles Wesley and his young friends John cordially joined himself, and the party soon afterwards obtaining a few accessions, Oxford generally fixed attention upon its movements. The members spent some evenings in the week together, chiefly in reading the Greek Testament, and devoted portions of their mornings to visits among the sick in the city, and among prisoners in the gaols. Proceedings so unusual with university students, made considerable noise, and the elder Wesley became rather uneasy; he went in consequence to Oxford, in 1731, to make his own observations, but came away perfectly satisfied, writing to his wife from London, immediately afterwards, that he was well repaid for the expense and trouble of his recent visit to the university, by seeing there "the shining piety of their two sons." This venerable ecclesiastic died in 1735, after having vainly attempted to persuade his son John into an application for succeeding him at Epworth. That remarkable man professed himself unequal to the charge of two thousand souls, and satisfied that his own good, and the good of others, would be best promoted by his continuance at Oxford. He embraced, however, an invitation to go as a missionary into Georgia, then a colony in its first infancy; and landed in that country, with his brother Charles, now in orders, in 1736. Both were severely disappointed: prospect of preaching to the Indians, which they had contemplated, there was none; nor were the licentious, turbulent, struggling spirits that had just sought refuge from domestic ills in expatriation, at all suited for benefiting by clerical services rendered under notions of ascetic strictness and high ecclesiastical authority. The brothers, accordingly, soon aroused a storm of opposition in the infant colony, and Charles, after the trial of a few arduous months, returned to England, with despatches from the governor. John remained in Georgia, but only to make his difficulties greater, by mingling his austere piety and exalted estimate of ministerial prerogatives with a proposal of marriage, which he afterwards retracted. He thus gave a colour for charging his severity to the rejected party, upon resentment for her marriage of another. At length, after a series of mortifications, including a vexatious action at
law, he may be considered as virtually driven from the colony, and he reached London in February, 1738. He there became very much connected with the Moravians, who had already gained largely upon his affections in the voyage to Georgia, some pious members of the body being his fellow-passengers, and he first joined them for religious worship. Subsequently he became dissatisfied with some doctrines introduced among them, and formed a new society. Before, however, any plans for its direction and permanence were at all matured, he passed over into Germany, and visited the Moravian settlements there. On his return to London, in September, 1738, he began immediately upon that prominence in the religious world which must ever make his name conspicuous in ecclesiastical history. He was averse from settling himself as a parochial minister, but gladly availed himself of every opportunity to occupy a parish-pulpit. His doctrine differed widely from that ethical strain which then prevailed among preachers; and being better fitted for touching the heart, as well as delivered with unusual power, great crowds rapidly congregated in every church where Wesley was to be heard. Many of the clergy treated his opinions as exaggerated, and hence likely to mislead. Among the laity of better condition, this objection was aggravated by another, arising from the multitudes, and consequent inconveniences, that his preaching brought. After a time, accordingly, almost every pulpit in London was closed against him. He soon, however, became above such impediments, having surmounted his original scruples as to ecclesiastical irregularity, and taken to preaching in the open air. His influence now in lower life became prodigious, and, in a vast number of cases, there can be no doubt, most beneficial, very many being turned by him from a sottish eagerness after mere animal gratifications to an effective recollection that the body is only half the man, and the worse half too. At length, in 1740, Wesley became regularly the minister of a registered chapel in Moorfields, London, and the society of Methodists was formed under his direction. He was, however, by no

4 "It became necessary for the new sectarists either to endure all the inju-
means prepared for any secession from the national church; on the contrary, he was careful to assemble his congregation at hours which did not interfere with those of the regular parochial service, and to the parish-altar he directed it on sacrament Sundays. These provisions, however, soon occasioned considerable inconveniences. Wesley's followers commonly became averse from hearing such doctrine at church as differed strikingly from that delivered in their own places of worship, and even from receiving the sacrament at the hands of clergymen who preached it. Hence their attendance at many churches was remarkably thin, after a few years; and the arrangements made for it, by the closing of their own chapels, caused much of that time which would have been gladly spent in public worship, to be passed with less advantage, as it would commonly be found, at home. The sacrament also fell into much neglect, although, at one time, Wesley's followers formed in many parish-churches the great body of the communicants. In the later years of his life, their great head became, indeed, sensible that separation from the national establishment was inevitable; but he never gave it his personal sanction, and he took pains to render it as mild as possible. The result has been, that the Wesleyan Methodists differ importantly from the great mass of protestant dissenters; considering themselves rather as supplementary to the church, than alienated from it. Practically, they are, indeed, a large body of separatists, with a complete organization of their own for every religious purpose: neither sacramental ministrations, nor any other, being even professedly dependent, in the slightest degree, upon the national establishment 5. But then they have

their solemn professions of indissoluble union with the established church, by classing themselves with the Dissenters, taking refuge under the Toleration Act, registering their places of worship, and licensing their preachers, as that act required.”—Bogue and Bennett, ii. 116.

5 Thus a religious society was raised up within the national church, and with this anomaly, that, as to all its interior arrangements as a society, it was independent of the ecclesiastical authority of that church. The irregularity was, in principle, as great when the first step was taken as at any future time. It was a form of practical and partial separation, though not of theoretical dissent; but it arose out of a moral necessity, and existed for some years in such state, that, had the clergy been disposed to co-operate in this evident revival and spread of true religion, and had the heads of the church been willing to sanction itinerant labours among its ministers, and
never professed to undervalue ministrations in the church, or the utility of a religious provision made by the state. Nor have they, as a body, or even have many individuals among them, joined in any political movements for the depression or extinction of the church. Thus their separation stands honourably prominent, as made upon grounds purely spiritual; and the establishment, however doubtful of them as a body of unmanageable allies, has the satisfaction of knowing them to be no real enemies, either open or concealed. Their great founder, John Wesley, died in London, on the second of March, 1791, at the great age of eighty-eight, leaving a character and influence behind him, that may well be envied by all who value that sort of anxiety for heaven which is shown by a perfect willingness to do, suffer, and renounce every thing, when religion appears to call for the exertion or sacrifice. Charles Wesley died on the twenty-ninth of March, 1788, at private religious meetings among the serious part of the people for mutual edification, the great body of Methodists might have been retained in communion with the church of England. On this matter, which was often brought before the leading and influential clergy, they made their own election. They refused to co-operate: they, doubtless, thought that they acted right; and, excepting the obloquy and persecution with which they followed an innocent and pious people, they perhaps did so; for a great innovation would have been made upon the discipline of the church; for which, at that time, at least, it was little prepared.” (Watson’s Life of Wesley, Lond. 1839, p. 134.) It was the policy of the Roman church, when any great religious movement occurred, professing deference for her authority, to take measures for combining it with herself. If the church of England, when Wesley and Whitefield acquired an irresistible influence, had been able to foresee their ultimate importance, and had possessed sufficient means for following the example of her great rival, she would have acted wisely in doing so. Unhappily, however, men cannot see so far; and, besides, polities tied her hands. The superior clergy were generally of a different party from the inferior, and therefore naturally viewed by them as preferred from motives little connected with professional eminence. Hence, if convocation had been allowed to resume that activity which was required for arranging the amalgamation of Methodism with the establishment, embarrassing contentions were more likely to arise than any useful result. The time, however, may come, when dangers of this kind are much less to be apprehended. If such should be the case, it may admit of serious consideration, whether Methodism, even yet, cannot obtain a formal admission within the establishment. A revival of the subdiaconate might satisfactorily qualify preachers of a semi-laical character, at least, for pulpits provided by their own society, but recognized by the church. The admission of the Wesleyan conference, and any other well-defined, approved body, to regulate its own, though episcopally-ordained, subdeacons, with places of worship provided for them by itself, would be little or nothing more exceptional, than the papal system which places religious orders under generals and machinery of their own.—Ed.]
the age of seventy-nine, leaving a family behind. John, though married, and unhappily, left no issue. The two brothers were among the most remarkable men of their time, and, although churchmen cannot fail of regretting, that their talents and labours took an irregular direction, thereby occasioning a great mass of actual dissent; yet, it must be admitted, that this disadvantage came in the most unexceptionable form, and that the Wesleys, by arousing a dormant spirit of religious inquiry, conferred a vital benefit upon the country at large.

§ 16. Within five years after the Wesleys attracted general notice at Oxford, and were stigmatized as Methodists there, another student, who soon became equally conspicuous, entered in that university. George Whitefield was descended from a respectable family, numbering beneficed clergymen and independent proprietors among its members; but his father was bred a wine-merchant, and he ultimately kept the Bell Inn at Gloucester. In that house the future preacher was born, in 1714. His father lived only to see him two years old, and his mother’s circumstances becoming bad, he was driven at one time to act as waiter. He had, at an earlier age, been carefully kept from any concern with the business of the house, and sent to the grammar-school of his native city, with a view to orders. To this school he returned, on seeing a prospect of admission at Oxford as a servitor. In that capacity he entered at Pembroke College, in 1734. He took with him a more serious cast of mind than is very usual at his then age: a struggling boyhood spent among the vulgar temptations of an inn, having found his vigorous understanding, and ardent temperament, in many occasions for anxious thought, and some for self-accusation. In Oxford, he soon became acquainted with the Wesleys; but his temper was far more enthusiastic than theirs, and a lower scale of domestic nurture pushed his ascetic mortifications down to a coarser level. No degree of self-denial would content him, until he had in some sort imitated our blessed Saviour, in being with the wild beasts, when He was tempted.

6 In preparing this paragraph, Watson’s Life of Wesley has been exclusively used. Southey’s, however, is much fuller, and more philosophical.
Whitefield accordingly spent nearly two hours on two following nights in Christchurch meadow, praying, sometimes flat on his face, at others on his knees. The former of these nights proved stormy; and while the elements roared, instead of seeking shelter, he merely felt reminded of the day of judgment. In all these excesses of religious fear, there is no reason to believe that Whitefield had any eye to display; but his appearance became so remarkable, from wretched attire, intentional exposure to cold, and emaciation from insufficient sustenance, that he could not escape notice. His tutor considered him insane; and it can hardly be doubted, that he had sunk into that mental unhealthiness, which is at least upon the very verge of insanity. He had, besides, injuriously tampered with his constitution, and an illness of seven weeks was the penalty. His tutor's conduct at this time was that of a kind and judicious parent: he lent him books, gave him money, visited him, and sent a physician to him. The result was, that, as his frame recovered its vigour, and his spirits their elasticity, the gloom that had weighed him to the earth was dissipated, and his sanguine temperament became as buoyant as ever. He had lost none of his religious feelings, but having shaken off a great load of physical disease, he found them rise to his imagination with a golden hue. This is, therefore, considered as the period of his conversion; it is, in fact, the period from which he made overpowering passions and strong religious convictions go on harmoniously together. He was ordained deacon in his native city, in 1736, and almost immediately displayed a surprising capacity for popular eloquence in the pulpit. Immense congregations hung upon his lips both in Bristol and London; but he tore himself away from this fascinating popularity, and sailed for Georgia, to assist Wesley. That eminent man was, however, gone before Whitefield reached his destination, and he made himself a very short stay, returning to London about the close of 1738. In the following year he was ordained priest at Oxford. Being soon again in London, he found his popularity continually on the increase, but opposition to him kept pace with it, and finding himself generally excluded from churches, he took to field-preaching. His enormous metropolitan congregations mustered in Moorfields, Kennington Common, and Blackheath,
which then, and indeed long afterwards, offered great facilities for such labours as his,—being open spaces of considerable size, on the edges of dense populations. It was computed that he commonly addressed in these places twenty or thirty thousand auditors, and sometimes even double the latter number. When these prodigious auditories sang; their notes were sometimes carried by the gale to a distance, it was thought, of nearly two miles; even the preacher’s voice, to that of nearly one. The immediate inciting cause of these extraordinary proceedings was his desire to raise funds for the building and endowment of an orphan school and college in Georgia. These views led him gradually to such a degree of prominence in the religious world, as went utterly beyond the bare fulfilment of his original intention. As years rolled on, he travelled over nearly all parts of the British isles, and a very considerable portion of British North America, establishing an immense influence in all quarters. He thus became, like Wesley, the parent of a mighty sect, allied to the church of England; but one that had, in fact, much more the character of early puritanism. Whitefield’s excessive labours wore him out, at a period of life greatly short of that attained by Wesley: he died at Newbury Port, near Boston, in New England, on the 30th of September, 1770. His piety, zeal, and popular eloquence are unquestionable: nor can it be doubted that he rendered very considerable service in arousing a general attention to religious subjects; but he suffered himself to be betrayed by natural impetuosity into a dogmatism, and an uncandid estimate of opponents, that a strong sense of religion, like his, would have avoided, if it had been acted upon by greater constitutional equanimity.\footnote{Whitefield wrote of Dr. Stobbing, who had attacked some of his doctrine; “To me he seems to know no more of the true nature of regeneration, than Nicodemus did, when he came to Jesus by night.” To bishop Gibson, who had recommended the preaching of justification by faith, but not exactly as Whitefield preached it, he wrote; “This, my lord, is truly a new gospel.”}

\S 17. Neither Wesley nor Whitefield appears to have attained eminence with the previous recommendation of much

It is as contrary to the doctrine of the church of England, as light is contrary to darkness.” Dissenting congregations he denounced as “companies of banded formalists,” and dissenting ministers he talked of as “feeding the flock with husks instead of wholesome food.” Philip’s Life and Times of Whitefield. Lond. 1838. pp. 87. 89. 91.
theological knowledge. Both, perhaps, were too young: the latter certainly was altogether so. The result of their common deficiency gradually showed itself: they long laboured against the prevailing tide of immorality, and indolent formalism in religion, often driving people, by the fervour of their eloquence, into the opposite extreme of a delusive and offensive enthusiasm; but upon some of the points which had caused great religious excitement in earlier times, they seem to have set out with no very definite opinions. Wesley, indeed, was too much occupied with his favourite theory of man’s capacity for moral perfection, to think long upon the spirit-stirring topics of predestination and election. Whitefield, however, during his absence in America, between the years 1739 and 1741, put forth two letters, which denounced archbishop Tillotson’s Sermons, and The Whole Duty of Man, as written in as much ignorance of Christianity, as ever was in Mahomet. He afterwards admitted, that, in penning these letters, he had suffered zeal to outrun discretion; but no acknowledgment of reprehensible incaution would stop the ferment occasioned by such an attack upon two writers in great favour with England. Among the parties disgusted was Wesley, who published soon after a sermon against absolute predestination, esteeming that doctrine, and others of the Calvinistic school, as very likely to produce Antinomianism. Whitefield had now become thoroughly imbued with doctrines of that class; and a controversy ensued between him and his former friend, which, besides giving a temporary shock to his own popularity, engendered angry feelings on both sides, and estranged the two parties from each other, during several years. In 1750, however, they were reconciled; but this was merely a personal satisfaction: their followers remained at variance with each other; those of Wesley taking the Arminian side, those of Whitefield the Calvinistic. In this divided state the Methodist body still continues. It is agreed as to the importance of estimating religious impressions by their operation on the feelings, and as to the general excellence of the church of England; but it is altogether divided upon questions relating to predestination and election.

2 Philip, 195. Watson, 129.
§ 18. While one class of minds, attentive to religion, was extolling and propagating enthusiastic favours, another would have completely lowered even conceptions of the Deity down to the level of human reason. The first clergyman of any note, who came forward with such views, was Francis Blackburne, archdeacon of Cleveland, and rector of Richmond, in Yorkshire, the place of his nativity. He had rendered himself rather conspicuous, while a student at Cambridge, for adopting those notions of Locke, Hoadley, and the like, which their admirers talk of as enlightened and liberal, but which pass with many, well worthy of attention, for latitudinarian and unsound. These opinions he took into the country, and found them strengthen daily by his habits of reading and reflection. After some previous publications, advocating his peculiar sentiments, that attracted no great notice, he published anonymously, in 1766, *The Confessional; or a Full and Free Inquiry into the Right, Utility, and Success of establishing Confessions of Faith and Doctrine, in Protestant Churches*. This work, which attacked existing theological tests, made a powerful impression on the public, and gave rise to a long controversy. The author, whose moral character, and whose industry as a parochial minister, and as a studious man, are unquestionable, had adopted opinions akin to the Socinian, but admitting the previous existence of Christ, with some sort of divinity; and he refused farther preferment, because he would not again subscribe to the articles. But he never gave up what he had already in the church; a blemish in his character, which those who think with him vindicate from the charge of interestedness, by the mention of an offer that he declined, of undertaking the pastorate of a congregation in London, agreeing with him in sentiment, and which would have been to his pecuniary advantage.

Two of his immediate connexions, however, Theophilus Lindsey, who married his daughter-in-law, and Dr. Disney, who married

---

8 Blackburne, however, did not resemble later holders of his opinions in tenderness for popery. On the contrary, he wished to restrain it within narrower bounds than the government of that time approved; a wish which modern claimants of superior liberality deem hardly worthy of him.

1 Rees's *Cyclopedia*, art. *Blackburne*. This compilation, having been conducted by an editor of similar opinions, is full upon questions connected with Socinianism.
his daughter, acted with greater consistency. Both surrendered
curch preferments, because they had imbibed notions adverse
to a belief in the Trinity. The former opened a large room for
public worship, according to his opinions, in Essex Street,
London, in 1774. As his theology had been excepted in the
Toleration Act, some difficulties were, at first, made by the mag-
nistrates upon the registration of this room; but the age was
adverse to any strict interpretation of such statutes, and he not
only then carried his point, but also, in 1778, he was enabled to
supersede his licensed room by a commodious chapel. His fol-
lowers have repudiated the appellation of Socinians, by which
most other Christians have distinguished people of their opin-
ions, and call themselves Unitarians,—a name which seems to
insinuate a charge of polytheism upon the Christian world gene-

cally. The Essex Street congregation, which proved the
parent of a numerous progeny, adopted a liturgy professedly
altered from that of the national Church, according to a plan of
Dr. Samuel Clarke, rector of St. James's, Westminster. The
party has also published a New Testament, claiming freedom
from interpolation, and greater accuracy of interpretation, than
is to be found in the authorized version; but the great mass of
scholars has neither admitted its charges of interpolation, nor
considered its claims to superior fidelity, as worthy of any reli-
ance. The most distinguished Englishman of this school was Dr.
Joseph Priestley, son of a Leeds manufacturer, and born near
that place in 1733. His parents were Calvinistic dissenters,
and they meant him for a minister among that class of Chris-
tians. He became, however, an Arian, when quite a young
man, but soon changed that belief for one in the simple human-
ity of Christ. In the defence and propagation of this doctrine,
his industry was unwearyed, though his scholarship appeared
highly questionable; and he had the honour of no less a scholar
than Samuel Horsley (successively bishop of St. David's, Ro-
chester, and St. Asaph) for an antagonist. By the world in

2 Ree's Cyclopaedia, art. Lindsey.
3 "In the year 1782, an open and
vehement attack was made by Dr.
Priestley upon the creeds and estab-
lished discipline of every church in
Christendom, in a work in two vols.
vmo. entitled, A History of the Corrup-
tions of Christianity. At the head of
these the author placed both the catho-
lic doctrine of our Lord's divinity, and
general, however, he has been more noticed as a chemist; important discoveries in the nature and properties of gases having been made by him. Unhappily for his repose, he could not content himself with science and theology, but became an ardent politician of the French revolutionary school. This rendered him obnoxious to a large portion of the people in Birmingham, where he was fixed as minister of a dissenting congregation. A celebration, accordingly, of the capture of the Bastile, fixed for the anniversary of that event, in 1791, caused a great ferment among those inhabitants of Birmingham

the Arian notion of his pre-existence in a nature far superior to the human, repugnant to the Socinian doctrine of his mere humanity, as the unanimous faith of the first Christians. It seemed that the most effectual preservative against the intended mischief would be to destroy the writer's credit and the authority of his name, which the fame of certain lucky discoveries in the prosecution of physical experiments had set high in popular esteem, by proofs of his incompetency in every branch of literature connected with his present subject, of which the work itself afforded evident specimens in great abundance. For this declared purpose, a review of the imperfections of his work, in the first part relating to our Lord's divinity, was made the subject of a charge delivered to the clergy of the archdeaconry of St. Alban's, the spring next following Dr. Priestley's publication. The specimens alleged of the imperfections of the work; and the incompetency of its author, may be reduced to six general classes: instances of reasoning in a circle; instances of quotations misapplied through ignorance of the writer's subject; instances of testimonies perverted by artful and forced constructions; instances of passages in the Greek fathers misinterpreted through ignorance of the Greek language; instances of passages misinterpreted through the same ignorance, and driven farther out of the way by an ignorance of the Platonic philosophy; instances of ignorance of the phraseology of the earliest ecclesiastical writers. (Preface to Bp. Horsley's Treats in Controversy with Dr. Priestley, Dundee, 1812. v.)
who deprecated revolutionary politics. Priestley did not choose to join the festal party, but his name was identified with its principles; and, in the riot excited by popular detestation of them, his house, with its valuable scientific apparatus, and library, perished by fire. He now removed to Hackney, near London; but his political views were too much disliked by the great majority of Englishmen, to render him easy in any part of the kingdom. Hence he emigrated to the United States of America, in 1794; and within ten years afterwards he died at Northumberland, in Pennsylvania, highly respected in all quarters for purity of morals and scientific eminence; and venerated also among the admirers of his theology, now grown a numerous body, for the bulk and presumed erudition of his polemical writings.

§ 19. Blackburne’s movements towards Socinianism aroused kindred spirits among his brethren to seek release from the terms on which they took and held preferment. In 1772, a petition, hastily prepared, but signed by two hundred and fifty clergymen, was presented to the House of Commons, praying relief from subscription to the articles and liturgy. The clerical petitioners were associated with others, chiefly lawyers and physicians, who complained of the necessity to subscribe on matriculation in the two universities, as being a compliance generally exacted at an age quite incompetent for the due under-

4 Reese’s Cyclopædia, art. Priestley. It is there said of him, “In his intellectual frame were combined quickness, activity, acuteness, and that inventive faculty, which is the characteristic of genius. These qualities were less suited to the laborious investigation of what is called erudition, than the argumentative deductions of metaphysics, and the experimental researches of natural philosophy. Assiduous study had, however, given him a familiarity with the learned languages, sufficient in general to render the sense of the authors clear to him, and he aimed at nothing more.” This is a very unsatisfactory account of one who sought to unsettle, and did really unsettle, the faith of others, by a show of erudition. The theological questions with which Priestley grappled, are essentially learned, and can only be mastered by the patient industry of a deep scholar. Priestley’s friends, however, are driven to admit his incompetence to make a satisfactory array of learned evidence, both from the unfitness of his mind for the labour of such a task, and a want of sound scholarship.

5 “The petition was drawn up with such haste, and the arguments adduced were so ill-selected and applied, that its enemies had little trouble in refuting them.” (Collins, 373.) “They were blamed by many for not maturing their plan with sufficient wisdom, for acting with precipitation, and especially for not consulting the bishops, and ensuring their patronage.” (Bogue and Bennett, ii. 464.)
standing of recondite questions. The supporters of the petition
displayed its presumed merits in specious generalities, such as
the honour and advantage of toleration. They also, but with
less discretion, attacked the articles themselves, declaring them
to be contradictory in some parts, and indefensible in others.
An additional reason for concession was found in the dissenters
themselves, who were said to be likely to conform in great
numbers, if there no longer existed any articles to repel them.
By those who valued a sound protestant faith, and feared to
throw open the national endowments that supported it, to
every one able to obtain a benefice, this proposition was firmly
resisted. Great stress was laid on the recent boldness of
heterodoxy; old attacks upon the Church of England, having
now been backed with arguments against our Saviour's divinity,
with blasphemous assaults, therefore, upon the very vitals
of Christianity. Clerical complaints of hardship in subscrip-
tion were very fairly derided. None need keep or take a bene-
fi ce who felt pinched in conscience by the articles or liturgy:
while it was of great importance, that national funds for the
教学 of religion should not be diverted into a number of
irreconcileable channels. Even lawyers and physicians, with
other members of the universities who had entered without eye
to orders, were spoken of as under no necessity to seek educa-
tion in those seminaries. If they, or their friends, had any
invincible repugnance to the doctrinal tests required of students,
they might qualify for their several professions in other places.
One point, however, urged by the friends of the petition, was
conceded by some on the other side. Dissenting ministers
were liable to be called upon, by the Act of Toleration, to sub-
scribe the doctrinal articles of the church; and this was represen-
ted as no great hardship, while such divines were generally
Calvinists, although it might be rather unreasonable to demand
even this approbation for a system from which the subscribers
did not wish, and could not receive, either honour or emolument.
Within the last two reigns, it was remarked, non-conformity
had taken a much wider range; Arian and Socinian tenets
having rendered many of its adherents incapable of subscribing
even to the doctrinal portion of the thirty-nine articles. These
arguments would have had even still greater weight, if the sta-
utable subscriptions had been then regularly enforced. But, in reality, subscription had become rare among dissenting ministers; and attempts to enforce it, still more so. Nor did such of them as held opinions excepted out of the Act of Toleration, fail of finding sufficient shelter under the prevailing indisposition to interfere with religious belief in any case. When, accordingly, it came to a division, the petition found only seventy-one supporters: against it were two hundred and seventeen.

§ 20. This disappointment was, however, somewhat lightened to the dissenting body, by the admission that it was hard upon their ministers even to be under a statutable liability to subscription, notwithstanding the practical exemption usually enjoyed. No time, accordingly, was lost in petitioning for the abolition of such liability. Sir Henry Houghton, the representative of a very old and respectable dissenting family in Lancashire, brought this petition into parliament. It was resisted, as coming with a very ill grace from a body of men who habitually disregarded the law of subscription, and with impunity, just after a similar application had been refused from another class of petitioners, who were kept strictly within the law. Much was also said upon the danger of leaving a door legally open for the dissemination of opinions, not only hostile to the church, but also to the fundamental doctrines of Christianity, especially at a time when such impiety had become alarmingly prevalent. The Commons, however, passed the bill by a great majority; but the bishops opposed it most strenuously, and hence it was lost in the Lords, by a majority of a hundred and two against twenty-nine. The measure had, however, gained such an advantage in the lower house, that its friends were naturally sanguine of ultimate success. Hence, in the next year, it was introduced again, but with the same results, favourable reception by the Commons, rejection by the Lords. The
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6 Dissel's George III. ii. 36.
7 Bogue and Bennett, ii. 463.
8 Upon this occasion it was, that the great Earl of Chatham, answering Drummond, archbishop of York, who had attacked the Dissenters with more zeal than discretion, uttered the language often cited since: "We have a Calvinistic creed, a Popish Hurry, and an Arminian clergy." If political orators came to religious discussion with more accuracy of preparation than they commonly use, the temptation to utter this, and many other
question now slumbered in Parliament for a time, but the press resounded with it; Socinian pens taking the lead. Writers of this class, however, gave offence to those Dissenters who had no quarrel with the doctrinal articles, but only with an authoritative call to affirm them, by the prominence given to their peculiar opinions, and by the contumelious treatment of orthodox dissent as the blind prejudice of unenlightened minds. In return for this insulting assumption of superiority, some of the Dissenters became unwilling to make farther application for relief, feeling themselves practically under no grievance, and considering the desired indulgence as likely to be abused by bolder attempts than ever to undermine the vitals of Christianity. Still, by these literary efforts, the question was kept alive in the country; and being again brought before parliament by Sir Henry Houghton, in 1779, it passed both houses with very little opposition. Thus dissenters were excused from any farther liability to a call for subscription to any of the thirty-nine articles.

§ 21. When the question of subscription first gained legislative notice, the old project of a Comprehension was again under discussion. Hopes of accomplishing it had been entertained both among churchmen and dissenters, under the primacy of archbishop Herring, several years before; and Doddridge was among those who thought it feasible and desirable. It was revived to 1772, some clergymen, who subsequently rose high in their profession, being among its abettors. A petition, stating their views, was presented to archbishop Cornwallis, who then held the see of Canterbury, and he returned an answer to it, on the 11th of February, 1773. This stated, that after consultations with various members of the episcopal bench, it had been decided, that any attempt to revise the liturgy and articles would be imprudent. Such an attempt must obviously have been attended with great delicacy and difficulty, especially under the practical abeyance to which Convocation had been so long reduced. It would have been certain, also, to disappoint things equally effective, would have been resisted.

5 Bogue and Bennett, ii. 470.
6 Philip's Whitefield and his Times, 292.
7 As Porteus, Yorke, and Percy, afterwards severally bishops of London, Ely, and Dromore.
8 Cardwell's History of Conferences, 460.
its friends, both by the multiplicity of demands made, and the impossibility that must soon have manifested itself, of annihilating dissent by almost any latitude of concession.

§ 22. But although the dissenters gained relief from a liability to a call for subscription, they were not able, within the eighteenth century, to accomplish the repeal of the Corporation and Test Acts. The attempt was first made in 1787, but both Lord North and Mr. Pitt resisted it; hence it failed. The petitioners were generally spoken of in very respectful terms, but it was denied that they lay under any practical hardship, nothing more being done in their disfavour by the State, than a declaration on its part of certain terms on which it thought offices of honour and trust might be safely laid open. Undiscouraged by this refusal, a similar application was made in 1789, and though unsuccessful, the majority unfavourable to it was much smaller than on the former occasion. This was hailed as a favourable omen by the dissenting body; and it now called upon its members in the country to join in those applications for relief, which had hitherto come chiefly from London: a circumstance that gave rise to some remarks prejudicial to the motion. But this appeal to rural non-conformity proved injurious to the immediate fulfilment of dissenting expectations, however it might have ultimately tended to realize them, by giving to the body a compact political form. A considerable degree of intemperance made its appearance, and had immediately the natural effect of producing exasperation on the other side. Acrimonious pamphlets kept up the strife; so that men became less capable of taking a calm view of the question than they had been for many years. Hence, when it came again before the house of Commons, in 1790, one of the fullest assembled for a long time, it was rejected by an overwhelming majority. Two years later, Mr. Fox would have placed such as denied the divinity of Christ as completely within the Toleration Act, as other dissenters. But Mr. Pitt opposed the extension, as really unnecessary; the parties to be benefited by it receiving practically the same exemption that all other religionists en-
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4 The ayes were 100, noes 178. Bogue and Bennett, ii. 478.
5 Ayes 102, noes 122. Ibid.
6 Ibid., 479.
7 Ayes 100, noes 294. Ibid., 480.
joyed, however the letter of the law might place them in a different situation. He urged also, particularly, the irritation generally prevalent, as a reason why a concession, which had little more than a theoretical importance, should not be forced upon an unwilling nation. The public mind was violently excited by French revolutionary politics; and as these were daily losing popularity, yet very much in favour with Socinians, it seemed far from prudent to encourage their sect by any needless indulgence. The motion, accordingly, was lost.

§ 23. During all the earlier years of the eighteenth century, the English Romanists were in a situation precarious indeed, from the rigour of persecuting statutes, but endurable, from the increasing liberality of the times. They entered upon the century with a most uncomfortable prospect; an Act having been passed in the year 1699, which each party in parliament would have gladly seen thrown out by its opponents, and which rendered Romish landlords, refusing to take the test, liable to forfeit their estates to the next protestant heir, besides providing intolerable hardships for their priests. This act, however, served for little else than to disgrace the statute-book, and make the proscribed religionists tremble for their possessions, or if priests, for their personal liberties. These evils were, however, aggravated by an act passed in the first year of George I., which authorized any two justices to tender the oaths of allegiance, supremacy, and abjuration, to persons suspected of disaffection to the government, visiting a refusal to take them with all the penalties of recusancy. This new offence was called constructive recusancy; and if the government had not been desirous of overlooking the offenders, Romanists would have found themselves in a worse condition than ever. Yet, for all this practical lenity, Walpole, in 1722, raised one hundred thousand pounds, by act of parliament, on the estates of papists and non-jurors; the liberal connivance of his government not being proof against the temptation of an important pecuniary relief from a gross extortion upon parties utterly defenceless, because generally unpopular. Under George II. no new law was enacted against Romanists; his being the first reign since

* By 79 votes. Bogue and Bennett, ii. 462.
the Reformation so advantageously distinguished. George the Third's reign opened upon them under auspices still more favourable. The principles of toleration had been advocated by several master-minds; the disciples of Hoadley universally admitted its justice; Blackburne, although intolerant towards Romanists, on the ground of their own intolerance towards all other Christians, yet raised a controversy that, however contemptible it might be on many accounts, filled men's minds with speculations upon religious liberty. The sovereign, too, possessed advantages which were altogether above those of his Hanoverian predecessors. He was no foreigner, ignorant of the English language, like George I.; or speaking it like one who learnt it late and imperfectly, like George II.; his prepossessions were not all German, and Hanover was not the constant scene of his regrets, the engrossing object for aggrandisement; he was not constantly disquieted by fears of a popish pretender to his throne; on the contrary, the unfortunate prince who had made an alarming descent upon Scotland, in the time of his grandfather, was now known to be personally contemptible; and hence hardly any ever dreamt of seeing him invested with British royalty. Thus English Romanism was placed in a much more promising position than it had ever occupied since the expulsion of James II. It gained also something of a favourable hearing in the royal family, through the noble house of Norfolk, which judiciously improved opportunities of ingratiating itself with Frederick, prince of Wales, during his disagreement with George II. No sooner, too, had Lord Mansfield become chief-justice, than he discouraged, by every possible means, any prosecution that might occasionally come before him under the penal laws, giving to the party brought in question the utmost benefit that his legal knowledge could suggest, and speaking on all occasions most advantageously of religious toleration. The immediate cause, however, of a solid improvement in the condition of Romish families, was of a private nature. A lady had a jointure rent-charge on an estate, possessed by a person to whom she had shown great kindness; he refused to pay it, alleging her disability to retain any interest in land, as being a Roman catholic. Every lawyer told her, that this infamous refusal must stand good, unless a private act were passed for
her relief. This was done; and men were naturally driven by such a transaction to think upon the iniquity of suffering acts even to slumber any longer in the statute-book, which might be so shamefully awakened at any time by avarice or malice. Hence a motion made by Sir George Saville, on the 14th of May, 1778, for the repeal of the disabilities so strangely and unexpectedly enacted against Romanists, near the conclusion of William's reign, passed both houses without a division. This act did not extend to Scotland; but a wide-prevailing wish that it should, and some movements for that purpose, awakened a violent spirit of intolerance; and some serious riots in Edinburgh, with others less important in Glasgow, were the result. These were the precursors of similar excesses, but upon a much broader scale, in London, in 1780. Lord George Gordon, a junior of the ducal house of that name, but otherwise personally insignificant in every point of view, had connected himself with the violent anti-Romish party in his own country; and being a member of the house of Commons, he was easily enabled to arouse a kindred spirit in the populace of London. The infuriate mob commenced with assaults upon property of every description that could be connected with popery; but it soon manifested all the features essential to such assemblages, whatever be the object of their meeting, wanton destruction, lust of plunder, and sympathy for criminals. London continued several days in a state of extreme danger and alarm, every inhabitant trembling who had anything to lose: no sooner, however, did the military act, than peace was restored. Hence it was plainly


1 But the act in question, papish priests or Jesuits, found to officiate in the service of the Romish church, incurred the penalties of felony, if foreigners; and of high treason, if natives: the successions of papish heirs educated abroad were forfeited, and their estates descended to the next protestant heir: a son, or other nearest protestant relation, might take possession of the estate of a father, or other next kinsman of the papish persuasion, during the life of the real proprietor: papists were prevented from acquiring any legal property by purchase, a term which in law included every mode of acquiring property but descent; and thus the various sources of acquisition were shut up from the Roman catholics. The mildness of the government had softened the rigour of the law; but it was to be remembered, that papish priests constantly lay at the mercy of the basest of mankind, common informers. On the evidence of any of these wretches, the magisterial and judicial powers were necessitated to enforce all the shameful penalties of the act."—Bisset's George III. ii. 397.

2 Butler, ii. 447.
shown, that religious fanaticism was rather a pretext for the outrage, than really a cause of it, there being nothing solid to sustain the rioters: had not, accordingly, the civic authorities been bewildered by an unmanly panic, there is every reason to believe, that the popular violence might have been curbed without any great difficulty, and before any very extensive damage had been done.

§ 24. The English Romanists having obtained relief from some of the most iniquitous penalties by which they were menaced in the statute-book, naturally looked forward to farther improvements in their condition. They did not, however, long trust to the gradual amelioration of public opinion, and its necessary effect upon the legislature. They formed a committee, in 1787, for the furtherance of their objects; a measure that might aid success, but certainly tended to make their body something of a political party. In February, 1788, this committee presented to the celebrated William Pitt, then prime minister, a memorial detailing the hardships of themselves and their friends, as a preliminary to an application for parliamentary relief. The premier was found highly favourable, but expressed fears as to the pope's presumed power of deposing princes, and other anti-social principles, popularly fastened upon Romanism. In consequence, inquiries were transmitted to the universities of Paris, Louvain, Douay, Alcalà, and Salamanca, to know whether these exceptionable doctrines really were integral portions of the Romish faith. Negative answers were returned, as might have been foreseen; it being impossible to find these obnoxious articles among the main landmarks of papal theology, though easy to find such authority for them as would reconcile most minds to their use in confession, and in private society; the English Romanists, however, solemnly renounced them in a long protestation, prepared about the close of 1788, and which was signed by nearly all their body of any note, both clerical and lay, throughout England. At a general meeting in London, in 1789, every person present signed it. In the very words of this protestation, an oath was framed, when Romish
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3 The queries and answers may be seen in the first volume of the late Mr. Butler's *Historical Memoirs,* p. 402, et seq.
claims for relief again came before parliament; but the ministry made some alterations in it, and these were at first deemed admissible, even by the ecclesiastical members of the Romish committee. Subsequently, objections were made to them, and, to meet these, it was eventually altered. All who took it were to be relieved from certain penal statutes. This wise and just relaxation received parliamentary sanction in 1791; numbering amongst its most active supporters the illustrious bishop Horsley. It abrogated the statutes of recusancy, tolerated Romish chapels and schools, removed liability to be called upon to take the oath of supremacy, or to make the declaration against transubstantiation, allowed Romanists to practise as barristers or attorneys, and freed them from several vexations restrictions of less importance. At the same time, they were exempted from another grievance, in the omission of a clause making them pay double land-tax, in the bill annually imposing that tax. They were, in fact, now placed, as to religious toleration, and as to fiscal contributions, though not as to political rights, very much upon a level with all other Englishmen.

§ 25. The Irish Romanists had been reduced, by various acts of confiscation and of intolerance to protect the new proprietors, to a state of abject vassalage and degradation. In the reign of James I, the whole province of Ulster was confiscated. When Cromwell’s power was consolidated by victory, the native Irish received orders to remove into Connaught, and were forbidden to repass the Shannon, under pain of death. Their estates were divided among the conquerors, as were those of every one who had been engaged in the rebellion, or who had acted as a partisan of the exiled royal family. This immense mass of landed property was partly assigned, in satisfaction of arrears of pay, to Cromwell’s officers and soldiers; partly to certain monied men, who had advanced funds for the prosecution of the war. Such assignments received parliamentary sanction, after the Restoration; and thus two millions seven hundred thousand acres were legally conveyed from their late hereditary owners to a new class of proprietors. It was

4 Bisset, iv. 325.  
5 Butler, il. 135.
impossible that men, exasperated by a reduction to beggary so recent, to say nothing of religious prejudice, should not eagerly have crowded round the standard of James II. The unfortunate issue of their attempt involved them in final ruin. One million, sixty thousand, seven hundred and ninety-two acres were now confiscated. This property was sold, under authority of the English Parliament, to defray the expenses incurred in the late rebellion. By these repeated and enormous confiscations, the whole mass of Irish landed inheritances has passed by violence to new proprietors, with the exception of some estates possessed by five or six families of English descent. Even among these there had been attainders under Henry VIII., but their estates were subsequently recovered, and the owners, made wise by the lesson taught in that monarch's reign, steered clear of danger afterwards⁷. In these transactions, however cruel and shameful they may be thought, or may really be, there is nothing worse than England underwent after the Norman conquest, or than has been undergone by other conquered countries: but in Ireland there were circumstances that prevented the gradual amalgamation of the pillaged and the pillagers; the former were, perhaps, universally Romanists, hence divided from those who had been made rich at their expense by an inveterate religious prejudice, and furnished with a priesthood of their own, directed by a compact hierarchy, which not only kept alive an enthusiastic religious party-spirit, but also pertinacious claims to the forfeited estates. The new proprietors were thus never at ease as to the firmness of their possession, and their legislation showed it. William's parliament, accordingly, in addition to the English enactments against Romanists, disarmed them, banished their priests, forbade their marriages with protestants, would not allow them to act as solicitors, or even as gamekeepers, and allowed any protestant discoverer of a horse in their hands, or power, to seize it under a magisterial warrant, and retain it on the payment of five pounds to its owner. Under Anne, Romanists were disabled from purchasing any of the forfeited lands, and even from taking any leases of them beyond two acres. They

⁷ Butler, ii. 434.
were also rendered unable to purchase, inherit, or take by gift, any lands in the hands of protestants; and all their own lands were made descenndible in gavelkind: but if the eldest son embraced the established religion, his father was reduced to a tenancy for life, without power to sell or mortgage, or even to provide, except under the control of the chancellor, for his younger children. A similar invasion upon domestic comfort was made by another Act, which enabled the chancellor to call upon the Romish parent of a protestant child to declare upon oath the value of his whole property, and to make such an assignment out of it to the protestant child as he should think proper. The conforming wife of a Romanist might also obtain from the chancellor, as a jointure, the full extent of any settlement that her husband could make upon her. These, with other such measures, designed for extermination, reduced the Romanists to such a pitiable situation, that common feelings of humanity came to their relief, and a general spirit of connivance was excited among the protestant population, which made much of the penal code little else than a dead-letter. It tended, however, so thoroughly to degrade and impoverish the Irish papists, that neither in 1715, nor in 1745, did the exiled Romish family find any encouragement among them; an abstinence that has been represented as a proof of their blameless political bearing, but which seems rather to show a stagnant feeling of utter helplessness. As years, however, rolled on, their prospects brightened. The people had never stood high in the scale of civilization, and, therefore, could easily rest contented with gratifications merely animal. Hence, as the country was quiet, population advanced with extraordinary rapidity. Some of the inferior classes naturally acquired property by the ordinary exercise of industry. These, with a miserable fraction of the old Romish proprietary body, being backed by a large and increasing populace, gradually formed an important section in the insular society. The just claims of this, not only to greater practical indulgence, but also to the abrogation of those odious penalties by which it was

7 Butler ii. 153; iv. 514.
8 "We look upon the Catholics to be altogether as inconsiderable as the women and the children." — Swift.
menaced in the statute-book, were necessarily much aided in their operation upon society by the more enlightened views of religious liberty which daily gained ground in every quarter. The first movement, however, in its favour, appears to have come from a Romish committee; one of those combinations that may serve a cause, but may also injure it, by suggesting an adverse association, and give an edge to party rancour, that it must have wanted without the stimulus, boldness, and publicity of numbers. The Irish committee’s earnest of ultimate success, was an Act passed in 1774, prescribing an oath of allegiance, to be taken by Romanists, if they chose, but offering no specific advantage from it. Most of them of any account took it, and thus gave a solemn approval to the existing government. Such persons, in 1778, were enabled to hold leases for nine hundred and ninety-nine years, or for lives not exceeding five. They were also placed upon a level with other people as to the devising, transfer, inheritance, and holding of lands. In 1782 this measure of substantial relief was followed by others, which enabled Romanists to purchase lands, though not advowsons; freed from penalties those of their clergy who should register their names; and allowed them to teach schools. By the more intelligent protestants, these indulgences were viewed with great satisfaction. Fears of a French invasion had caused an immense armament of volunteers in Ireland, blending members of the two religions together, as defenders of their common country. It was this formidable array of an independent military power that stripped the island pretty completely of its colonial character. The English government could no longer treat the country as a mere distant province of no great importance, after its resources were thus completely and formidably developed. Of the great armed association which so raised its country in the estimation of British statesmen, the representatives of one hundred and forty-three protestant corps met at Dungannon, in February, 1782. These delegates resolved, with only two dissentients, that private judgment in matters of religion was a natural right; hence, that late relaxations of the penal code against Romanists were subjects of national congratulation, and were likely to prove highly beneficial. By the prevalence of such liberal views, Romish hopes
were necessarily raised, and various negociations for farther indulgences were set on foot; but nothing was effected until 1793, when an act was passed, which placed Irish Romanists in the position that they occupied until 1829, denying them seats in Parliament, but otherwise leaving them under no substantial hardships. From their remaining disqualifications earl Fitzwilliam would have relieved them, while he was lord lieutenant in 1795, but his measures were deemed in-judicious, and he was hastily recalled before the object was effected. In 1798 the Irish rebellion broke out, which discovered a rancorous hatred of the protestant name highly injurious to the confidence of those who bear it in their Romish countrymen. The disorders of that year, however, made the English government meditate upon the expediency of attaching the Roman catholic priesthood to the state by means of a parliamentary provision, and a secret negociation was accordingly entered upon, in 1799, with the prelacy for that purpose; the profered bounty was to be made contingent upon a privilege secured for the crown of annulling the appoint-ment of any prelate deemed objectionable. This privilege, termed the *veto*, was conceded by the four Romish archbishops, and the six senior bishops, after the deliberation of three successive days, on the ninth day immediately following. The transaction, however, failed, and did not become publicly known until 1805, when it was absurdly said, that the *veto* had been conceded by the Irish prelates from intimidation: an assertion positively denied by Lord Castlereagh, who had negociated with them.

§ 26. In Scotland, popular abhorrence of Romanism had been pushed to greater lengths than in any other portion of the British isles, and in consequence, that religion had been very widely exterminated there. Nevertheless, there were families that continued in it, under every discouragement, and in some remote quarters of the Highlands the population generally had done so. All these parties were highly ob-
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1 Collins, 241.  
2 The resolutions of the Roman Catholic Irish prelates may be seen in Mr. Butler's *Historical Memoirs*, ii. 150.  
noxious to every government but Anne's, established since the
revolution, from their devoted adherence to the exiled Stuarts,
who were at once loved as compatriots, and venerated as mar-
tyrs to the Romish faith. Hence the Scottish papists lay
under all the rigour of penal statutes. By an act of their
native parliament, passed under William, they were liable to
be called upon to take a test, known in the country as the
Formula, which is an explicit renunciation of all the peculiar-
ties in their creed⁴. Any landowner refusing to make this
declaration, might be stripped of his estate by the next pro-
testant heir. There was actually a suit depending in the
Scottish courts, under this very law, in the early part of 1793.
A gentleman of great respectability was then in danger of
losing by that means a landed property of 1000£. a year. The
courts, indignant at the mercenary attempt of an unfeeling
relative, thus to seize a possession for which he had no equit-
able claim, were evading this discreditable endeavour to revive
a law almost obsolete, by giving every facility to the unfortu-
nate Romanist's measures for self-protection. But the ava-
ricious suitor must, at length, have been gratified by a decision,
unless the obnoxious statute should be repealed. For this, as
the eighteenth century drew towards a close, the nation gene-
really became fully ripe. A bill was accordingly brought into
the British parliament, in April, 1793, by the lord advocate of
Scotland, for exempting his Romish countrymen from the
penalties to which their peculiar opinions rendered them liable⁵.
It had the concurrence of all parties, and passed without oppo-
sition. Thus, in each of the three kingdoms, Romanism was
now fully tolerated, and public opinion went heartily with the
tardy concession.

§ 27. The preceding year had relieved the protestant episco-
copal church of Scotland from legal proscription. It was
overthrown under William by the dextrous management of
political partizans, with no real appearance of that prevailing
hostility to it which had been assigned as the cause of its ruin.
On the contrary, most people north of the Tay were episcopa-
lions, as was the majority of individuals in superior life all over

⁴ Printed by Mr. Butler, Ibid. 469.
⁵ Ibid. 465.
the kingdom. The universities too were generally on the same side, as were many of the most substantial traders, and even the bulk of the population in those counties round Edinburgh, which form the best part of the whole country. It was only in the south-western counties, which had been the great theatre of Cameronian fanaticism, that any violent antipathy to an episcopal polity was generally prevalent. Thus the majority was deprived of its religious institutions upon representations, palpably unsound, made by an active and factious minority to a government which it had zealously supported. The despoiled majority, however, could not be expected to look with a friendly eye upon the government which had so hastily listened to the adverse party: the manner too in which this great national change was carried into execution, could not fail of augmenting disaffection to the government in those who suffered by it. In the new settlement, none were to be admitted as incumbents but such as were actually in possession on the 13th of April, 1689. This provision was construed so as to exclude about two hundred unfortunate clergymen in the west, who had been expelled by a Cameronian rabble in the preceding winter from their livings and homes. These ill-used men were described, in a subsequent act of Parliament, as persons who had either deserted their churches, or been removed from them. The Duke of Hamilton, commenting indignantly upon such a shameful abuse of language in the national records, asks, how could desertion be charged upon individuals who were notoriously driven away by the most barbarous violence, and what could removed mean but rabbled? A mode of making way for presbyterian incumbents, little less unjust, was found in a proclamation, circulated just before, for prayers on a certain day in all churches for William and Mary, as king and queen. Yet the crown of Scotland had not then been offered to these royal personages: their acceptance of it, in fact, was a month later. Thus clergymen were universally called upon, with hardly any notice, to commit themselves before their congregations, upon a great constitutional question, which the civil authorities of the country had not hitherto formally decided. It is no wonder that some ministers hesitated, and that others positively refused until time was given for consideration. Most
of those, however, who did not read the proclamation on the specified day, were stripped of their preferments. Another engine for the ejection of episcopalian incumbents was the placing of them in the power of such ministers as had been themselves ejected subsequently to the first of January, 1661. About sixty of these were still alive, and to give authority into such hands over the once triumphant episcopalians, was obviously nothing else than to bar the door against mercy or concession. These rigorous and violent spirits, who entered upon their new authority with an indignant sense of the hardships that they had undergone when vanquished and oppressed, soon made an effectual clearance of their opponents by arrangements to try and purge out all insufficient, negligent, scandalous, and erroneous ministers. Nothing was easier with men of sour tempers, austere morals, irritated feelings, and an overweening conceit of their own theology, than to bring men who thought differently under one of these descriptions, if not under all of them. By these various devices, therefore, the episcopalian clergy were rapidly deprived; but so glaring was the injustice inflicted on them, that William, greatly as he feared their power, became ashamed of his instruments to overthrow it, and anxious to curb their abuse of authority. The injury was, however, done, and past remedy; still it left a sore and angry feeling deeply seated in the large party which had suffered under it, and which will account for much of that hostility to the revolution settlement, so long prevailing among the Scottish episcopalians. Their clergy were, indeed, actually brought under the lash of a test which presbyterians refused. An act was passed requiring an acknowledgment on oath of William and Mary, as sovereigns de jure, as well as de facto, and binding the party to the most unqualified renunciation of James’s claims. The established clergy could not stomach the solemn affirmation of such principles, and however gratifying their acceptance of them might have been to William, he prudently recalled the instructions originally given for insisting upon it. But no such recall was in store for the prostrate episcopalians, and accordingly this very test, which their more fortunate rivals repudiated, removed some of them who had hitherto retained possession. The deprived clergymen, how-
ever, thought themselves at least so far protected by the example of their presbyterian brethren, as to be excusable in celebrating divine worship at their own homes, with open doors. But a list of such offenders was transmitted to the privy council, and two of them were banished from their respective dwellings. The severest blow levelled at the proscribed priesthood was an act of parliament, passed in 1695, which forbade “any outward minister to baptize any children, or solemnize marriage betwixt any parties in all time coming, under pain of imprisonment until he find caution to go out of the kingdom, and never to return thereto.” Under Anne, the prospects of Scottish episcopacy rather brightened, but an attempt to carry a parliamentary toleration of all protestants excited a clamour so violent, that its friends abandoned it. Nevertheless, the general predilection for episcopacy that prevailed in upper life, joined to an extensive preference for it in lower, prevented its friends from despairing, and they now identified themselves more completely with their southern brethren, by adopting the English Liturgy. Their position was, however, suddenly rendered worse by the political agitation that pervaded Scotland when the project for a legislative union with England was on foot. The presbyterian party became apprehensive that it would no longer be an overmatch for the native gentry, when they should become politically united with the aristocracy of South Britain. To allay the ferment occasioned by such alarms, an arbitrary order unexpectedly came down from court, for the closing of all episcopal chapels. As this tyrannical mandate was the mere creature of temporary expediency, its rigour appears to have been quickly relaxed, and within two years afterwards there were thirteen episcopal congregations assembled in Edinburgh. Violent presbyterians became uneasy at such a spectacle, and interpreting the articles of union in the narrowest spirit of intolerance, the presbytery of Edinburgh prosecuted an Irish clergyman for opening a small episcopal chapel in that city, and the magistrates committed him to prison, where he was detained several months. This flagrant intolerance was obviously insufferable, and accordingly, an act was passed in the British parliament, in 1712, to protect Scottish episcopalian in their
public worship, baptisms, and marriages. The whig ministry, however, which obtained office on the accession of George I., immediately awakened the fears of the episcopal party in North Britain, by issuing a proclamation to put the laws in force against all papists, non-jurors, and disaffected persons. A body that knew itself to be menaced in this denunciation, could not fail of supplying adherents to the old pretender, in the rebellion of 1715. No new hardship, however, seems to have been inflicted on the episcopal church of Scotland, until 1719, when an act was passed rendering such of its clergy liable to an imprisonment of six months, as did not pray for King George and the royal family by name. As usual with measures of extreme severity, this act soon became very much of a dead letter, and although the royal family was not usually introduced by name into episcopal chapels, yet their number was considerable, and the congregations assembled in them embraced members from every rank in the community. While thus maintaining their opinions in peace and respectability, the young pretender's attempt in 1745 placed them in a worse condition than ever. Their chapels were destroyed by lawless violence, and any valuable effects found in them appropriated by the mob or soldiery. An act of parliament was next passed, which provided, that "from and after the 1st of September, 1746, every person exercising the function of a pastor or minister in any episcopal meeting-house in Scotland, without registering his letters of orders, and taking all the oaths required by law, and praying for his majesty, King George, and the royal family by name, shall, for the first offence, suffer an imprisonment of six months, and for the second, be transported to some one of his majesty's plantations for life." A congregation of five persons was made sufficient to render any house a meeting-house, and no letters of orders were to be registered after the 1st of September, unless given by some English or Irish bishop. Moreover, every person present at an illegal episcopal meeting-house, and not giving notice to a magistrate, within five days afterwards, was to incur fine and imprisonment; presence, likewise, twice within a year, was to disqualify a peer from being one of the sixteen representatives of his body, and from voting for any such representative; and a commoner
from a seat in the lower house, and from voting for a member of parliament. As all the episcopal clergy of Scotland were not Jacobites, some of them now came forward, took the oaths required by law, and registered their letters of orders, before the prescribed 1st of September. This compliance might seem to have been displeasing to the party in power, and that nothing short of the extinction of the Scottish episcopal church as a national body would satisfy it. An act, accordingly, was passed in May, 1748, which declared "that no letters of orders not granted by some bishop of the church of England or of Ireland, should, after the 29th of September, be sufficient to qualify any pastor or minister of any episcopal meeting in Scotland, whether the same had been registered before or since the 1st of September, 1746; and that every such registration, whether made before or since, should be null and void." This infamous stretch of intolerance passed the Commons with little opposition, but in the Lords, every bishop opposed it, some of them with speeches as well as votes; the chancellor, Hardwick, had a hard matter to carry it through with a majority of five. In Scotland its victims were sorely distressed. Some clergymen were imprisoned, others retired into England, and others again sought religious liberty, with a maintenance for themselves and their families, by emigration to North America. Their national church, however, still was proof against the spirit which sought its extinction. The chapel, indeed, was no longer to be seen, but a few worshippers who clung to the liturgy and polity cherished by their fathers, assembled stealthily in obscure garrets, or other sequestered places. Thus the national succession was kept up, and when a disposition awoke to treat Scottish episcopacy with common justice, neither its hierarchy nor subordinate priesthood was found to be extinct. Its emergence from the long persecution that it had undergone was not complete until the young pretender's death in 1788. Then George III. was introduced into the liturgy in every Scottish chapel except three. Four years afterwards, the intolerant acts of 1746 and 1748 were repealed, and complete toleration was granted to the Scottish episcopalians, on condition that their clergy should pray for the king and royal family by name, as prescribed in the Eng-
lish Liturgy, take the oaths taken by officers both civil and military, and subscribe the Thirty-nine Articles of the Church of England ⁹.

§ 28. The first circumstance that forcibly drew the attention of English episcopalian to their persecuted and struggling brethren in Scotland, was the consecration of an American bishop by the prelacy of that oppressed church. The first European colonists of that noble territory, which was once British North America, and which now forms the United States, were Protestant episcopanians. They were a small band of Englishmen, who settled in Virginia, in 1607, bringing over with them an exemplary clergyman of their national church. Later colonization, however, was extensively conducted by Protestants who had imbibed a horror of episcopacy; in the case of Maryland, by Romanists. New England, especially, being settled by Puritans, fleeing from episcopal persecution in the old country, became rancorously hostile to every thing savouring of prelacy. In other parts of those important colonies, however, a different spirit prevailed; and the want of a bishop for confirmation and ecclesiastical government, became generally acknowledged. Queen Anne’s government was duly alive to such calls; hence, that princess meant a sum of eighty thousand pounds, coming to her from the sale of lands at St. Christopher’s, ceded to Britain at the peace of Utrecht, as an endowment for four bishoprics in the North American colonies. Her death happening before that design was carried into execution, and the Whig ministry that gained exclusive possession, being chiefly intent upon strengthening its position, the surrender of a large sum to a purpose purely ecclesiastical, was entirely out of the question. The whole of this money was, in fact, eventually given to the Princess Anne, on her marriage with the Prince of Orange ⁷. But although such transactions may retard a great measure, they generally render its ultimate success more certain, by infusing into sober convictions the pungency of disgust and indignation. The cause of American episcopacy, accord-

⁹ These particulars are wholly taken from Dr. Russell’s Hist. of the Ch. in Scotl. ii. p. 356, et seq.

⁷ Life of Samuel Johnson, D. D., first President of King’s College, New York, Lond. 1824. p. 53,
ingly, was constantly on the advance, in spite of indifferent or hostile ministries at home. It even took root in New England, where a favourable soil was least to be expected. As the generations wore away, that had been driven from their paternal land, by irreconcilable antipathy to her ecclesiastical institutions, the personal feelings which were brought from Europe, became in a great measure forgotten, and the descendants of these unbending Puritans could enter upon ecclesiastical questions with the patient calmness of mere inquirers after truth. Seven young ministers, accordingly, after much thought and reading, confounded the trustees of a New England college, in 1722, by declaring against their Presbyterian ordinance. Some of them professed doubts of its validity; others absolutely denied this. Three of these revolters from Presbytery went over immediately into England, for episcopal ordination; and one of them, Samuel Johnson, on his return to New England, became considerably successful in rooting church principles in that country*. His interesting visit to Europe, and subsequent correspondence with the English hierarchy, naturally brought the subject of American episcopacy continually before those who took an interest in religious questions. Archbishop Secker, especially, was very anxious to see bishops established in North America, and his feelings were shared by the most distinguished of his brethren. The government, however, continued averse; and its hostility was fortified by

*Johnson was made Master of Arts by diploma, during his visit to England for ordination, May 21, 1723. The same university made him D.D. by diploma, Feb. 13, 1743. He was the first president of King's College, New York, established in 1754. His masculine sense received its earliest objection to sectarian worship from the vanity which extemporary praying raised among his fellow students when at college, and the impertinences which they introduced into their prayers. Of the church of England and her liturgy, he knew hardly anything until 1716, when he was twenty. A prayer book was then put into his hands, and he was delighted with it. When he began to officiate, accordingly, as a dissenting minister, he framed his own public prayers chiefly out of the liturgy. This was, of course, unknown to his congregation, which retained all the old puritanical aversion for the church, and hence Johnson's prayers were so highly admired, that out-parishioners commonly came to hear them. When he was going over for episcopal ordination, he told his people of the source from which he had drawn his admired prayers. They were greatly surprised, but only four or five of them could be reconciled to the church. Their unconscious admiration of her formularies could not, however, fall of being remembered in her favour. Dr. Johnson died with the highest reputation, Jan. 6, 1772. Life of Dr. Johnson, 32. 124.
the large Dissenting party which formed an active majority in the colonies. This not only hated prelacy from old antipathies, and settled opinions, but also began to dread its increasing attractions for the population around. Its friends, however, on both sides of the Atlantic were not idle, and their object seemed rather likely to be carried in the early part of George the Third's reign. But the political agitation that ushered in the American war, and subsequently that war itself, gave a new direction to the public mind, and rendered even the episcopalian in the colonies averse from any measure in the least resembling a new tie with the mother-country. When independence had been secured, some of this feeling naturally ceased; and with greater freedom from passion, came a sense of the inconveniences to which episcopacy in the states had now become subject. Before the war of independence, those noble territories had been considered as an appendage to the diocese of London, and a commissary from the bishop of that see transacted their ecclesiastical business. This arrangement, always unsatisfactory, was now obviously unsuitable, and even impracticable; hence, the North American episcopalian became more anxious than ever for an episcopate of their own. This desire first produced a practical result in Connecticut, where the clergy elected for their bishop, Samuel Seabury, son of a New England Presbyterian, who had gone over to the church. The object of their choice was himself an Oxford doctor in divinity by diploma, an honour conferred in 1777, for services to the episcopal cause in his own country. With proper credentials and ample testimonials he came to London, in 1784, and solicited episcopal consecration. His application was highly agreeable to the English bishops, but they considered themselves disqualified from gratifying him by a statutory obligation to administer the oaths of allegiance and supremacy, which the recent independence of his country no longer allowed him to take. There was, indeed, neither indisposition to seek parliamentary sanction for such a consecration as that now desired,

9 "I think myself at present in a very bad situation, bishop of a vast country, without power or influence, or any means of promoting true religion, sequestered from the people over whom I have the care, and must never hope to see." Bp. Sherlock to Dr. Johnson, Ap. 21, 1782. Ibid. 171.
nor doubt as to the passing of an enabling act, but these formalities required more time than could conveniently be spared. Under this difficulty, Seabury was recommended to request consecration from the depressed and almost forgotten prelates of Scotland. They were perfectly willing to gratify him; but the abject condition to which they were reduced, by the penal laws of 1746 and 1748, rendered them apprehensive of undertaking any consecration, originally contemplated by the archbishop of Canterbury, until it had been ascertained how far such a step would be agreeable in England. A correspondence being opened for this purpose, the Scottish prelacy was assured, that a compliance with Seabury's wishes, instead of offending the English bishops, would give them a more favourable opinion of their northern brethren. In consequence, the North American candidate for an episcopal commission, received one at Aberdeen, at the hands of three Scottish prelates, on the 14th of November, 17841. Early in the following summer, the new bishop landed again in his native country, and thus Connecticut was regularly placed under a bishop of its own. Other portions of the Union however had no such advantage; and, although they had nothing to allege against the validity of the new prelate's consecration, yet there was little disposition to pay him any obedience without the limits of his proper diocese. To place, therefore, American episcopacy upon a footing commensurate with the wants of the whole community, a convention assembled in Philadelphia, on the 25th of September, 1785. It was deputed from the seven states of New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, and South Carolina. At this, articles of union were framed, and various alterations in the liturgy were proposed; partly such as were needed by the government of the country, partly such as were not undesirable, and partly such as were decidedly so. An address was also drawn up to the English prelacy, acknowledging past favours received through the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, and requesting consecration for such individuals elected to the episcopate, as should be sent over for that purpose. To this address an answer was returned, signed by the two arch-

1 Keith's Scottish Bishops, 516.
bishops, and eighteen bishops, expressing a desire to comply with the request transmitted from America, but requiring time until full information had been given as to the proposed alterations. To some of these, when submitted for consideration, the two archbishops made objections; and they were, therefore, abandoned. When this was done, application was made for the consecration of three bishops, one for New York, another for Pennsylvania, and a third for Virginia. The last, Dr. Griffith, was prevented by domestic circumstances from embarking for England; but the two former, the Doctors Provost and White, sailed, and were consecrated by Archbishop Moore, on the 4th of February, 1787, an act of parliament having been obtained for that purpose. In 1789, an ecclesiastical convention assembled again, and was attended by Bishop Seabury, with the northern clergy. The whole terms of church-union were now permanently arranged, and the liturgy was rendered very much the same that has continued ever since. The canons also were placed in their existing state. So that 1789 proved a most important year in the American church. In the following year a bishop was consecrated for Virginia, by the archbishop of Canterbury. This was Dr. Madison, the individual originally intended for that see, having resigned when prevented from sailing for Europe. The number of bishops consecrated in England, canonically necessary for transmitting the episcopal function being now complete, three more prelates were consecrated in America. In 1796 a fourth prelate was consecrated there, to fill the see of Connecticut, which had become vacant by the decease of Bishop Seabury. Thus, when the eighteenth century closed, the North American church was in a state of complete organisation and progressive popularity. But it had not hitherto overcome, to any great extent, the mass of sectarian prejudice which the bulk of the settlers brought from Europe, and established as a kind of heir-looms in their families. The episcopal clergy were little more than two hundred, and these were dispersed, commonly far apart, over the eastern states. A wide foundation was, however, deeply laid, and upon this, in the present century, a noble

9 Caswall's America and the American Church, Lond. 1839, p. 184.
structure has risen rapidly, the happiness of America, the glory both of her and Britain.

§ 29. It is far from satisfactory to know, that religious dissensions furnished a principal opening for effecting the flagitious partition of Poland. The protestants had once formed a numerous and important party in that country, the ground being prepared for their doctrine by a copious infusion of Hussite opinions before Luther arose. But as time advanced, they became a very divided body, many of them adhering to the Saxon confession, but more still embracing the Swiss. Their credit was also, at one time, seriously compromised by the extensive diffusion of Socinianism in Poland. Hence the Romanists had a very plausible colour for treating them not only as men without any fixed religious opinions, but also as afflicted with a fatal leaning towards unquestionable heresy. They could likewise bring their own compact society to bear with ruinous effect upon a body so disunited and discredited. Hence the Dissidents, as Polish protestants were termed, became defenceless amidst the mass of their hostile countrymen, who took advantage of this condition to despoil them of political rights. They did not, however, tamely submit, but being powerless at home, their suit was urgently pressed upon the neighbouring courts of Petersburg and Berlin. At both it was a very welcome visitor, but especially at the former. Russia desired few things more than power in Poland, and therefore allowed the Dissidents, though really nothing more than a religious party, far from numerous, in a neighbouring kingdom, to have a regular agent in her capital, with whom the imperial ministers were in constant communication. Vainly did the Romish majority controvert the representations thus laid before the Russian government. Catharine, who then occupied with uncommon ability the throne of the Tzars, insisted upon a full restoration of the Dissidents to all their constitutional privileges. Such was, however, the storm occasioned by their claims at home, that all parties within the country became willing to see a compromise, and a partial restoration of their privileges appeared likely to give Poland repose.

3 The Socinians were expelled by a decree of the diet in 1638. Krasinski, ii. 396.
empress no sooner became acquainted with a prospect so little in unison with her interest, than she stimulated the Polish protestants to rest satisfied with nothing short of unqualified concession, promising to aid them, if necessary, by an army forty thousand strong. The Romish party, aware of the support which its opponents were encouraged to expect, granted certain privileges to the latter, in the diet of 1766. But the Dissidents indignantly rejected them, pronouncing their actual depression a more promising condition than half measures of relief. Thus Poland, which urgently required certain civil reforms to protect her independence, was driven from arrangements to effect them, by the violence of religious dissension. This the courts of Petersburg and Berlin took effectual care to prolong by a treaty bearing a very liberal aspect, concluded in January, 1767, binding the two governments to see a restoration of the Dissidents to all their ancient rights and privileges. An overpowering Russian force extorted this concession from a committee ostensibly authorised by the diet that assembled in October, 1767, and another diet, held in the following year, confirmed it. But this latter diet was a mere mockery of constitutional forms: it was incomplete in the number of its members, and overawed by Russian bayonets. Hence the Dissidents recovered their privileges at the price of their country’s independence, and the Romish majority was plausibly supplied with a new cause for hating them, in their intimate connection with a dangerous neighbour. That majority found, accordingly, no difficulty in organising confederacies in opposition to privileges granted under such discreditable auspices. Thus Poland was thrown into an intolerable state of anarchy and violence, to the great satisfaction of the neighbouring powers. They watched its miseries until the year 1772, and then affecting to believe them incapable of domestic cure, while they were seriously prejudicial to their own interests, Russia, Austria, and Prussia moved armies in secret concert upon the distracted country, and partitioned it among themselves.

4 Ibid. 530.

§ 1. However desirous the French republicans might be that Rome should not have another Pope, when Pius VI. expired, the great bulk of those who professed its religion felt very differently. Austria gave effect to their wishes. The emperor procured a meeting of the dispersed cardinals at Venice, then an appendage to his monarchy, and they elected, on the 14th of March, 1800, Barnabas Chiaromonti, to fill the papal see. He called himself Pius VII., and within a few weeks of his
election, he entered his capital as a sovereign prince, the
French armies having sustained such reverses in the preceding
autumn as left Southern Italy to its ancient masters. The
first transaction of superior importance which came before him
was a negotiation with the government of France. At the
head of it, as first consul, was now Napoleon Buonaparte, one
of the ablest men that the human family has ever produced.
The master-mind of that seemingly fortunate soldier soon saw
clearly that the revolutionary experiment of governing a coun-
try without religion had proved a wretched failure. He was
not, indeed, so happy as really to have any religious impres-
sions of his own. While in Egypt he had even sought popular
support by pretending to a belief in Mahometanism. He was
become, however, anxious that France should again profess
Romanism, feeling morally certain that some religion was in-
dispensable for the people, and that they were quite unprepared
for any other. He opened, accordingly, soon after the papal
court was established again, a friendly communication with it,
and his overtures were received in a cordial and flattering
manner. There was, in fact, no reason to despair of the
Romish cause in France, and hence the papacy was eagerly
upon the watch for some favourable incident. A considerable
degree of religion still remained in the rural districts, notwith-
standing the scoffing spirit of infidelity rampant in Paris, and
other great towns. A few clergymen kept many of the churches
open, and even maintained a stealthy correspondence with their
exiled bishops. It was this latter circumstance that Napoleon
especially urged upon his council, as an argument for establish-
ing religion anew. These revolutionary statesmen started at
the idea of encouraging christianity on its own account, but
their instinct as politicians could not overlook the expediency
of preventing it from supplying a channel of communication
with hostile foreigners. "At present," said Napoleon to
them, "fifty bishops in the pay of England direct the French
clergy: we must immediately destroy their influence. That
number of prelates must be appointed by the first consul, and
inducted by the pope. Their salaries must be paid by the
people, and by them the parish priests must be appointed,
with stipends from the same source. All must take the oath,
or be driven out of the country. On such terms, the pope will confirm the sale of the national domains, and consecrate the revolution." Having thus gained a reluctant acquiescence in his views, Napoleon laid his plans for the re-organization of a national church before the court of Rome. They were not such as to meet with ready approval there, and the negotiation accordingly proved very tedious. At length, on the 15th of July, 1801, the Concordat, as it was called, was regularly concluded, although not finally ratified at Rome until the 9th of August, nor legally received in France until the 8th of April, 1802. It declared Romanism the national religion, and established a hierarchy of ten archbishops and fifty bishops. The former were to have salaries of 600£. a year, the latter of 400£., both were to be nominated by the first consul. Parish priests were also to be provided, with assistants, where necessary; their salaries in the larger parishes were to be 60£. a year, in the smaller 48£. They were to be nominated by the bishops, subject to the first consul's approbation. Houses and gardens were to be provided, both for the bishops and clergy, by the departments in which they were situated, and by them too ruinous churches were to be repaired. It was also provided, that no writing whatever from the court of Rome should be published or carried into execution in France, without authority from its government; that no agent of the Roman see, without the same authority, should enter upon any business relating to the Gallican church, either in the French territory, or elsewhere; that no decrees of foreign convocations, even if they should be general councils, should be published in France, until its government should have ascertained whether they were agreeable to its institutions, and unlikely to disturb the public tranquillity; that no ecclesiastical deliberative assembly of any kind should be held in France without express permission from the government; and that an appeal should lie to the council of state in every case of alleged abuse or misgovernment in the superior ecclesiastical authorities. Although these restrictions really rendered France as independent of Rome as any protestant state ever was, with respect to its subjects of

1 Alison, iv. 671.  
2 Collins, 215.
that persuasion, or ever desired to be with respect to its
Romish subjects; and although religion was to be supported
upon a system of the most sordid parsimony, the influential
classes in France were for the most part strongly opposed to
the Concordat. They viewed it as the first step towards undo-
ing all that had been accomplished in the revolution, and when
their protracted opposition proved unavailing at last, they per-
sisted in a display of dissatisfaction. This irreligious feeling
was powerfully supported by the infidel population of Paris,
which loudly reprobated the re-imposition of restraints so com-
pletely and contumeliously shaken off. Buonaparte, however,
was proof against a clamour which he knew to be raised on
untenable, and therefore evanescent, grounds. In spite of
refusals from some of the most illustrious generals to attend
him, he went in imposing state to Notre Dame, on the 11th of
April, 1802, to assist at a grand high mass, in which the
Romish ritual put forth all its pageantry to celebrate 'the
national restoration of religion. For the first time republican
prejudices were shocked by seeing the first consul's servants in
livery: the foreign ambassadors received notice that their own
attendants would be expected to appear in the same aristoc-
ocratic dress; and even the public functionaries of France were
invited to make an unusual display. Few of these, however,
were prepared for such a call, and their equipages, accordingly,
rather detracted from the show; but its brilliance was sus-
tained by an unusual degree of military parade; and thus the
goddess of Reason's late temple was formally rescued from the
blasphemous absurdities of her pretended worship with a splen-
dour that must have driven Paris into some thought of better
things 2.

§ 2. Sunday was now again observed, to a considerable ex-
tent, throughout France. The Concordat stipulated that the
government offices should be closed on that day. This was
done immediately. A consular decree then directed all mar-
rriages to be proclaimed on that day. At the Tuileries mass
was celebrated daily, and on Sundays it was attended, after a
fashion, by the first consul. He spent the ten minutes, or

2 Alison, iv. 677.
thereabouts, which it occupied, in an adjoining apartment with the doors open, but did not intermit the examination of papers or other business that could be transacted with little or no noise. Attempts were made by some of the clergy to carry him beyond such a half-ceremonious visit to the house of God. But they were unavailing. He treated his religious profession as a mere political duty, which he was bound to discharge just so far as his public position required, and no farther: which, indeed, he could not carry farther, without lowering his character by a tinge of hypocrisy. In the country, this restoration of religion, such as it was, generally gave great satisfaction. The labouring poor, indeed, every where were largely benefited by it, even upon grounds merely secular. It was generally found that the holiday marked out for every decade, had not merely defrauded honest industry of one resting-day in every month: it had robbed the labourer of all his regular rest; the selfish pretenders to philosophy who had branded the observance of Sunday as an insane superstition, proving generally too enlightened for the allowance of any thing that lessened their command over the labour of others. Foreign governments too hailed with sincere pleasure this recovery of France from the most offensive and hopeless, though not the most ferocious, of her revolutionary paroxysms. Make her Christian again, and, instead of the pest and infamy of Europe,—from whose contact nothing was reasonably to be expected but poison and perfidy,—she might invite friendly relations with her neighbours, by her high tone of civilization, and a nice perception of national integrity. Thus Napoleon’s political sagacity was never more clearly shown than by the firm stand that he made for the re-establishment of religion.

§ 3. As one of the objects contemplated by the Concordat was the regular formation of a new French hierarchy, the pope wrote a letter to the surviving prelates of that country, recommending them to resign their several sees. He cited the example of three hundred African bishops, who expressed a noble willingness to give up their episcopal chairs with a view to the termination of the Donatistic schism. He likewise entreated

4 Ibid. 681.
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them to remember, that the same self-devotion had been exhibited by St. Austin, and Gregory Nazianzen. By these persuasions the bishops only who had bound themselves to the revolution were led into the desired resignations. Those who had all along stood out would not abandon their position. They were in number thirty-six, and they signed a strong protest against this papal call upon them. The archbishop of Narbonne, with twelve of his brethren then resident in England, justified by a letter to Pius their refusal to comply with his request. Nor did the Concordat itself fare better in these quarters. The exiled prelacy of France was generally opposed to it, and those of the body that had found refuge in England lost no opportunity of communicating this disapprobation to their own countrymen. English vessels contrived means of holding occasional communications with the coast of France, and thus the objections of the exiled French prelates to Napoleon's new ecclesiastical arrangements found their way into all parts of his country. Great complaints were made of this in Paris, and endeavours were not wanting to procure the banishment from England of the prelates who thus kept up religious irritation in France, especially of the bishops of Arras and St. Pol de Leon, whose activity was the greatest in maintaining a correspondence with their own country, adverse to its recent settlement of ecclesiastical questions. The English government was, however, honourably conspicuous for maintaining the rights of hospitality during the whole course of the revolutionary wars, and it was most unlikely to violate them for the termination of dissatisfaction, which might importantly serve itself.

§ 4. But however Pius might be grieved and even embarrassed by the refusals which reached him from the most respectable portion of the French prelacy, he felt too much interest in the complete restoration of his creed in their country, and perhaps also too much apprehension of its powerful ruler, to decline any important call from Paris. One was made in the summer of 1804, which put his flexibility to a severe trial. In the May of that year Buonaparte had been

\[\text{Collins, 216.}\]
nominated, with a most remarkable degree of national unanimity, emperor of the French, and he desired to have this new dignity solemnly confirmed to him by a grand coronation at the pope’s hands. It was true that nothing had seemed more likely to shake his power than the Concordat, from the violent opposition that it raised. His power, notwithstanding, had been rapidly on the increase ever since this arrangement had been effected; and he knew that fresh sanctions from religion, however scoffers might receive them after their inveterate fashion, would have no inconsiderable weight with the great majority. He might even be fortified in this opinion by the papal coronation of Pepin, which gave a sort of consecration to the Carolingian dynasty, and excluded the former race by authority of the church. Early in June, accordingly, Pius received a request to officiate at the new emperor’s coronation. Considerable difficulties were immediately raised by the cardinals, partly, perhaps, with a view to some farther concessions to the church, but partly, there can be no doubt, from the honest prejudices of the individuals themselves, and a strong perception of the solid objections that opposed compliance. The time might be gone by for urging that none but the German emperors, the presumed successors of the Roman Caesars, were justified by their admitted position to demand coronation from the bishop of the ancient capital of Europe: a prelate, too, whose own position had so wonderfully advanced in the lapse of ages. But there were incontrovertible reasons for declining to gratify the recently-created monarch. He was denounced, by the largest portion of Europe, as nothing better than a mere adventurer, who had gained by impudence and good luck possession of a revolutionary throne, which would soon reject him in favour of its rightful owner. A coronation by the pope was really, therefore, the pontifical recognition of a new dynasty as the successor of the Bourbons, whose family had been acknowledged for centuries, by the Roman see, as legitimate occupants of the French throne, and whose representative, an obedient son of the papal church, was then the claimant of that throne. But neither Pius nor the cardinals could do any more than demur and negotiate. Buonaparte was an urgent suitor, whom it might be ruin to deny. He
was, accordingly, apprised by a letter from Rome early in the autumn, that the pope would officiate as desired, and would set out for France within a very short time. Pius arrived at Fontainebleau on the 25th of November, in his own carriage, with the emperor on his side. Napoleon had gone out on horseback to meet him, and when he did so, immediately alighted. The pontiff did the same, and the two then took their seats in the carriage, Napoleon entering first. From Fontainebleau, Pius proceeded alone to Paris, where he was magnificently lodged in the Tuileries, and received upon every public appearance with extraordinary respect. He confirmed his title to such treatment by a mild dignity at all times, and a christian-like forbearance upon the few occasions that required it. On the second of December, 1804, he was called upon for the performance of his promise; and he must have found the call very painful, in spite of the various preliminaries that had distracted attention, and any conviction of his own, that a step so outrageous to the advocates of hereditary monarchy was more than counterbalanced by benefits that it must confer upon the church. The ceremony took place at Notre Dame, amid a display of the most gorgeous magnificence. But notwithstanding a very favourable winter day, for it was beautifully bright, although severely cold, the democratic populace displayed none of the enthusiasm that had greeted far inferior shows of a revolutionary kind. After all, Pius was not allowed to crown the emperor. He merely anointed and gave him the benediction, and having done so, Napoleon took the crown and placed it on his head with his own hands. The empress then knelt before him, and he crowned her with all that grace of manner that rarely fails superior minds on great occasions, when fully conscious of undisputed pre-eminence. The presence of Pius upon this most remarkable day excited comments little favourable to him throughout Europe,—nearly all men treating it as a proof of time-serving timidity, or sycophancy; and the monarchical party considering it besides as a breach of integrity, and immeasurably below the papal dignity. The pontiff had, however, a most embarrassing choice to make. He knew the gross irreligion that stalked through all the influential classes in France; he knew, probably, equally well, that Napoleon's
religion was really very much upon a par with that of those around him, and that his temper defied contradiction. Had a refusal, therefore, come from Rome, to assist at the imperial coronation, not only present advantages might have been lost to the church, and future hopes foreclosed, but even the very existence of the papacy might have been abruptly terminated. Thus the pope’s journey to Paris, though deeply humiliating to him personally, in spite of the gay gilding scattered so profusely upon it, and embarrassing besides to all under papal prejudices out of France, might fairly be considered, in a choice of evils, as the less.

§ 5. Pius, however, had among his objects in view, in gratifying Napoleon, some of a character merely temporal, and his very flattering reception at the French court inspired him with hopes of succeeding in them. As a sovereign prince, he could never cease to regret that three legations in Romagna, ceded by the treaty of Tolentino, remained in the power of France. Nor did he despair, from the sacrifices that he had made, and the cordial manner in which they were received at Paris, of recovering from imperial generosity at least this portion of the papal territories. Some of his more discerning statesmen entertained no such opinion. They remarked, in all the professions and civilities by which he had recently been greeted, a studious abstemious from every thing that bore upon mere politics. The French court was most anxious to treat the pope with profound respect, and to meet his wishes upon spiritual affairs: upon temporal, it seemed unwilling to enter. Pius was not, however, convinced by his ominous silence, that his eagerness to rule where former popes had ruled must prove unavailing. Shortly after his return to Rome, he despatched, accordingly, a memorial to Paris, particularizing the losses undergone by the papal see, and admonishing the emperor to emulate the glory of Charlemagne, and restore the severed territories. He received a very civil answer, expressing earnest wishes for the extension of his religious authority, and even intimating a desire to confer temporal advantages upon him, if any opportunity of doing so should arise; but treating actual arrangements as irrevocable, and any diminution of the kingdom of Italy as wholly out of the question. In
October, 1805, he felt still more forcibly the hopelessness of occupying any higher position than that of the most dignified of Napoleon's vassals, and the most effective of his tools. The Austrian war made Ancona, the most important fortress in the papal states, of great value to France, and her troops took possession of it without any hesitation. Vainly did Pius remonstrate. He was coolly told in reply, that although sovereign of Rome, Napoleon was its emperor. This announcement of an intention to treat him as a mere viceroy, the pope met with great propriety, denying that Rome owned even temporal obedience to any earthly power but his own, and utterly refusing to make any declaration of war against nations embroiled with France, whether Romish or protestant. Such language proved highly offensive at Paris, and French troops successively occupied the whole papal territory, holding even Rome itself in a sort of siege. Pius now talked of retiring to the castle of St. Angelo, and of waiting there with gates strongly barred, but with no other preparation for resistance, until French cannon should force an entrance. He was, notwithstanding, pressed with fresh demands, amounting to a complete surrender of his rights as a sovereign prince; and remaining steadfast in his refusal, Rome was occupied, on the 2nd of February, 1808, by a large body of French troops. Within a few days afterwards, the papal court was officially informed that this occupation would continue until his holiness joined the emperor in a league offensive and defensive. Such junction being refused, the government of Rome was regularly assumed by France on the 2nd of April, and the pope was confined as a prisoner in the Quirinal palace. He still remained wholly unsubdued, exhibiting a picture of virtuous resignation that will do him immortal honour. Napoleon's great successes, however, were proof against any warning from this resistance. On the 17th of May, 1809, he issued a decree formally annexing Rome to the French empire, and declaring it a free city. This conclusive aggression extorted from the pope a bull of excommunication against Napoleon, and all concerned in his own dethronement, but carefully restricting his thunder to spirituals; an improvement upon such bulls as issued by former popes, and pretending to depose obnoxious princes,
that shows a wiser and a better spirit in modern times." Still there was enough in this fulmination to awake uneasiness. It evidently had some weight upon the public mind in Rome, and might create embarrassments elsewhere. Hence Miollis, the French commander in that city, seeing any recall of the bull utterly hopeless, became anxious for the pope's removal. In concert, accordingly, with Murat, at Naples, he gave the necessary orders to general Radet, on the 4th of July, 1809. A strong battalion arriving the next day from Naples, the Quirinal was surrounded at ten on that very night, by three regiments. Thirty men silently scaled the garden walls, and posted themselves under the palace windows; fifty more entered the house itself through the window of an uninhabited room, and the gates being thrown open, Radet entered at the head of his troops. These various movements, however, consumed the night, and it was not until six o'clock in the following morning that the pope, awakened by strokes of hatchets forcing the interior doors, became sensible of his situation. He prepared for instant death. Calling for the ring, a present from queen Clotilda, worn by his predecessor when dying, he turned his eyes upon it with a mild serenity of expression, and ordered the doors to be thrown open, to prevent farther violence. Radet immediately entered, and found him surrounded by a few prelates, all evidently prepared for the worst, and certain to meet it like christians. By such a spectacle, the revolutionary soldier was almost unnerved. With countenance and voice betraying deep emotion, he told the aged pontiff, that his own painful duty was to require of him the renunciation of all his sovereign rights, or in case of refusal, to conduct him to general Miollis, who would give directions for his ultimate destination. With the utmost calmness, Pius firmly refused to make the desired renunciation, and after a few hasty preparations, he was placed in a carriage, by the side of his able minister, cardinal Pacca, and escorted out of Rome by a powerful body of French cavalry. At Florence, the two were separated, and Pacca was sent to Grenoble by another way. From that place, an especial order of Napoleon's trans-

* Coote, 321.
ferred him to the state prison of Fenestrelles in Savoy. There he was kept a close prisoner until the beginning of 1813, when the unparalleled disasters of the Moscow campaign drove Buonaparte upon the forlorn hope of conciliating the pontiff, and his illustrious friend Pacca was allowed to join him at Fontainebleau, with a view to forward the imperial designs. To that place Pius himself had been recently removed, and he was detained there until Napoleon’s overthrow in 1814. He had previously spent three years at Savona, whither he was transferred from Grenoble, and the cause of his removal from that place was intelligence that an English frigate was cruising in the Gulph of Lyons, with a view to his escape. At Savona he was not actually in prison, but always under strict observation. To the seizure of his person, Buonaparte protested at St. Helena that he was not privy; and such, probably, is the literal truth. But his whole subsequent conduct proves incontrovertibly that he approved of the act after it was committed, and hence, there can be no doubt, that it was in strict conformity with his own instructions, although his agents might have been intentionally allowed considerable discretion in the execution of them. The captivity of Pius required, in fact, no slight caution, and hence it was obviously convenient to shift the responsibility of it, as much as possible. In spite of the scoffing spirit upon all serious subjects fatally prevalent, even in France, a pope who was a prisoner strongly moved popular pity and veneration. When Pius first was taken to Grenoble, the French people crowded around him with the warmest demonstrations of respectful affection. On the Italian side of the Alps, he was more than once under the necessity of exerting his personal influence to prevent attempts at a rescue.

§ 6. The earliest measure of much general importance, which followed the return of Pius to Rome, was the revival of the Jesuits, or more properly, their re-organization as a religious order, capable of indefinite extension. As masses of individuals, more or less connected together, they had never been extinct, and in two recent instances, they had already been formed into national communities. The emperor Paul

7 Alison, vii. 615.
obtained papal authority for their revival in Russia, in 1801, and in 1804 they were revived in Sicily, at the suit of king Ferdinand; a patronage but moderately flattering in either case. These concessions the pope, by a bull issued in August, 1814, extended to his own states, and to all others. He authorized, accordingly, Thaddeus Borrozowski, general of the order, to re-unite its members into one community, for the purpose of employing themselves in education, and in clerical duties. The publication of this bull was followed by an act, ordaining the restitution of the funds which formed a patrimony for the Jesuits, and compensation for such of their property as had been confiscated. The reasons assigned for a measure so decisive as the restoration of an order which had been generally obnoxious, in Romish countries even, but a few years before, were solicitations from persons of every class, and the obvious duty of employing a body so vigorous and experienced to row the bark of St. Peter, tossed by continual storms.

This metaphorical language has been interpreted as meant for protestantism; which unquestionably was the original mark that Jesuits aimed at. The papal party, however, interprets it as meant for infidelity. Nor is this view unreasonable. England, a protestant state, had been mainly instrumental in the pope's restoration, and of dangers from her creed he had long possessed very little leisure to think. But he had seen a great deal of the dangers caused by infidelity. He therefore naturally thought most of the evils from that quarter, and reasoned that they were more likely to be diminished by the combined efforts of a combination admirably organized and skilfully directed, like the Jesuitic order, than by the desultory move-

8 Hist. of the Jesuits, i. 10.
10 Hist. of the Jesuits, i. 11.
12 Hist. of the Jesuits, i. 10.
13 "The order of the Jesuits," says Villers, "the most important of all the orders, was placed in opposition to the Reformation, and it acquired a preponderance proportioned to the enormous mass which it was intended to counterbalance. It is with reference to the same great object of opposing the Reformation, that the present pope" (1816) "has declared that he should doomed himself guilty of a great crime towards God, if, amidst the dangers of the Christian republic, in other words, of the cause of popery, he should neglect to employ the aids which the special Providence of God had put in his power." Ibid. ii. 306.
14 "It is in vain that the advocates of his holiness will contend that he desired the aid of the Jesuits against infidelity; for where is the danger to be apprehended from infidelity now!" Ibid.
ments of individuals led by their own impulses to come forward, and commonly possessing neither the discretion nor the ability to come forward effectively. But it is plain that Jesuitism, made once more thoroughly effective, will ever seek its principal objects of attack among adherents of a scriptural faith. Such religionists are likely to take a full share in the warfare against infidelity; but their influence, and even their existence, always menace with absolute extinction such articles of faith as have no surer warrant than tradition, and such religious usages as are palpably akin to downright heathenism. The inherent rottenness of the system that labours under these objections, appears from few things more clearly than from an instinctive clinging to organized combinations during many ages, and as society advanced, from its urgent need of a combination so versatile and so perfectly organized as that of the Jesuits. In this proteiform body, individuals are merged in the whole. Their personal sense of moral responsibility even is liable to be seriously impaired by the share of it seemingly thrown upon a superior; and the superior himself is exposed to a similar evil from confidential communications with select counsellors, and from his dependence upon the recorded principles of his order. In the end, undoubtedly, such a society can hardly fail of injuring the cause that it may temporarily serve. When success has aroused a grasping ambition in itself, and a jealous hostility in others, all its proceedings are likely to be regarded with a suspicion greater even than the necessity requires, and the exertions of individual members are very liable to be undervalued. The men are known to be tools artfully used by others, and the purposes to which they are applied may be thought such as the parties themselves, if honestly under their own guidance, would not have more than half approved 6.

§ 7. Among the results of the restoration of papal authority, was a settlement of ecclesiastical arrangements in France. Pius had been allowed little more power in that country, under

---

6 "His holiness, since the publication of this bull for the restoration of the society, has twice formally signified, that it was not his intention that it should have the effect of restoring it to any state which should not recall it, or express a wish for its return." (Butler's Hist. Mem. iv. 350.) How, then, some fraternities of Jesuits into Britain and Ireland! Surely the state has not "recalled the order, or expressed any wish for its return."
the imperial government, than the privilege of granting institution to prelates nominated by Napoleon. This sanction, however, he was found in many cases unwilling to give. In 1811 no fewer than twenty-seven bishops were ineffectual suitors for it. Indignant at such a disregard of his choice, Buonaparte declared the Concordat at an end, and called a council of French and Italian prelates to Paris, to provide a remedy for existing evils⁷. But they came to no determination, during their first session in June. At a second, in the following August, they determined, that unless the pope should institute within six months of the imperial nomination, that power should devolve upon the metropolitan. After many conferences, the pope confirmed this decree, but, for some unknown reason, the emperor would not receive it. In 1813 Pius was again plied with negotiations for a new Concordat, and Napoleon actually signed certain articles as the basis of one. The pope, however, though a prisoner at Fontainbleau, annulled this plan, and declined all farther intercourse with the imperial court, until he should be restored to liberty. Buonaparte’s other affairs now became so urgent, that he had no leisure to think much of the church, and accordingly, Lewis XVIII., on his restoration, found ecclesiastical questions in a very unsatisfactory state. It was not until after various negotiations, protracted into 1817, that they were placed upon a permanent footing. It was then agreed that the Concordat of 1801 should wholly cease, and that the religious concerns of France should stand hereafter upon the basis that had been settled between Leo X. and Francis I. At the same time were founded seven new archbishoprics, and twenty-five bishoprics, to be endowed, as before, with stipends out of the public revenue; a wretched substitute for the ease and independence which France, in earlier times, had conferred upon her clergy⁸.

§ 8. When the nineteenth century opened, the Romanists of Britain and Ireland entertained sanguine expectations, from former concessions, the progress of liberality, and rumours of the minister’s favourable intentions, of a complete release from

⁷ Coote, 320. ⁸ Collins, 223.
their civil disabilities. It was even believed that Mr. Pitt had
given positive encouragement to such anticipations, when in-
tent upon the legislative union of the two islands. The real
encouragement, however, given by him amounted to no more
than an observation in the speech by which he brought the
articles of union before the House of Commons, that, until that
measure should be carried, "full concessions could not be made
to the Romanists, without endangering the state, and shaking
the constitution to the centre." This language, which is at
farthest ambiguous, and might be little else than a rhetorical
amplification, was naturally taken by the parties anxious for
relief as an explicit declaration in their favour. They talked,
accordingly, of a promise made, but Mr. Fox candidly ex-
pressed a belief, in 1805, that such was not the fact; and in
1810, Robert Stewart, viscount Castlereagh, (afterwards mar-
quess of Londonderry,) negatived in the House of Commons
current reports of a pledge given, in the fullest and most un-
equivocal manner. That able statesman was the principal
conductor of the union in Ireland, and during the two years
that it was in agitation, he carefully abstained from compro-
mising Mr. Pitt in any manner, as to the Romish question; a
silence which near observers interested in its concession inter-
preted unfavourably, and, in consequence, much of their influ-
cence was exerted to preserve the Irish legislature. Leading
Romanists, accordingly, were surprised to see Mr. Pitt and
his friends assigning the impossibility of obtaining royal con-
sent to the removal of Romish disabilities, as a reason for
breaking up the ministry, in 1801. It is, indeed, probable
that this was not the true reason; that rather lying in the
difficulties of making peace, experienced by a cabinet which
had long bound up its interests with war. Had the assigned
cause been the real one, Mr. Pitt could hardly have abstained
from advocating the question, when unfettered by office. He
did, however, so abstain, and when again in office, that absti-
nence continued; probably from respect for George the Third's
conscientious scruples. But Romish disabilities could not be
connected, however inaccurately, with the retirement of a cabi-

1 Ibid. 136.
2 Ibid. 141.
net, popular above most recorded in English history, without
giving to the question of their removal an importance in the
public mind, that had been hopeless during a long interval of
time. Nevertheless, petitions from the Irish Romanists, pre-
sented to Parliament in 1805, though leading to animated dis-
cussions, were defeated by considerable majorities 3. Their
principal advocates were the Whigs, then in opposition; and
that party coming into power on Mr. Pitt’s death, in the begin-
nung of 1806, thought itself bound in honour to use its im-
proved position for the furtherance of that great concession to
Romanism which it had strenuously though ineffectually sup-
ported under less favourable circumstances. There were, how-
ever, strong prejudices against concession, both in the king,
and in a majority of the people. The Whig ministry, there-
fore, only proposed a partial measure of relief. As the law
stood in Britain, no Romanist could be even a subaltern in the
army; all officers being liable to the operation of the Test Act.
In Ireland, by an act passed in 1793, papists might hold any
situation in the army, except that of commander-in-chief,
master-general of the ordnance, or general on the staff. On
the 5th of March, 1807, Charles, viscount Howick, after-
wards the second earl Grey, moved a bill in the House of
Commons, to enable persons of every religious persuasion to
hold commissions in the army and navy, without any other
condition than the taking of a specified oath of allegiance
repugnant to no religious opinion. When the draught of this
bill was submitted to the king, as is usual in matters of im-
portance, he made several objections, but at length his opposition
was overcome, and leave was obtained to propose the measure.
He was not, however, fully aware of its operation, until this
came out in the debate 4. He then saw, that the measure
would remove Romish disabilities to a greater extent than he
calculated, and being apprehensive that his coronation oath
was inconsistent with it, he would no longer countenance the
bill. Finding him immoveable, the ministry determined upon
relinquishing their plan; but permission was requested for the
lords Grenville and Howick, both to detail in parliament their

3 Bisset’s George III. vi. 96.
4 Alison, vi. 183.
opinions upon the general policy of such a measure, and to submit the matter again, when circumstances should invite, to the royal consideration. The latter stipulation proved so highly disagreeable, that in its place the king required a written pledge, that nothing of the same kind should ever be brought forward by them again. This being declined by the ministers, as unconstitutional, and irreconcilable with their oaths as privy councillors, they were abruptly dismissed.

They then formed immediately an opposition, placing concession to the Romanists in the fore-ground of its party warfare.

§ 9. The Whig party, however, which thus patronized the very sect that it had formerly laboured so strenuously to crush, was far from popular. Hence repeated motions made in parliament for Catholic Emancipation, as the phrase ran, were negatived by considerable, but decreasing majorities. At length, Mr. Canning, habitually the advocate of Tory politics, came over to the other side, on this much-agitated question. With all that splendid eloquence which was at his command, he moved, on the 22nd of June, 1812, that the house should pledge itself to take into serious consideration, early in the next session of parliament, the Roman catholic disabilities, with a view to such a final conciliatory disposal of them as might conduce to the national peace and strength, the stability of the protestant establishment, and the general satisfaction of all classes. This motion was carried by a decisive majority of 235 against 106. In the Lords a similar motion was defeated only by a single vote: but such was the turn now taken by public opinion, that many people thought no disappointment whatever likely to have met the Romanists in the upper house, had not a recent meeting in Dublin claimed relief as a matter of right, and menaced opposition with exemplary vengeance.

The session of 1813, accordingly, was opened with appearances very much in favour of the Romanists, and their cause went victoriously through some very hard parliamentary fighting; but when it seemed on the point of complete success in the House of Commons, Charles Abbot, the speaker, afterwards lord Colchester, moved, that, among the concessions, a seat in

5 Butler, ii. 211. 6 Bisset, vi. 341.
either house of parliament should not be included. This motion was carried by a majority of four, and the advocates of the measure immediately threw it up in disgust, declaring that such relief as did not include admission to the legislature was unworthy of Romish acceptance. In subsequent years the question of relief was repeatedly brought forward, but without success. The obstacles to it in the throne were by no means removed, although a deep feeling of religion had been very far from so conspicuous there as in former years, under George III. Towards the close of autumn, 1809, that exemplary sovereign sank into an insanity from which he never recovered. His eldest son, George, Prince of Wales, then called to the regency, acted as if bound by a nice sense of honour to use that delegated authority for the furtherance of such objects as his venerable parent would approve, in case of restoration to reason. He proved also himself, on succeeding to the crown in 1820, averse from the admission of Romanists to political power. His next brother also, Frederick, Duke of York, whose manly bearing upon all occasions, and exemplary diligence as commander-in-chief, rendered him popular, in spite of some immoral follies at one time, was entirely against farther concession to the Romanists. His anxiety upon this subject reached even to the approach of death, and he wished his brother to be apprised of it, if painfully pressed to give way. Most of the Tory party likewise, a great majority of the people, and nearly all the clergy, remained of opinion, notwithstanding the arguments and importunities perseveringly urged by the Whigs and Romanists, that adherents to the papacy could not safely be trusted with political power, in a state essentially protestant. But so incessant was the clamour for relief, that all men became weary of resistance, and heard impatiently of every fresh exertion to stir the catholic question.

§ 10. As the elective franchise, however, had been conceded to Romanists in Ireland, in 1793, although it continued closed against them in England, they would not allow themselves to want strenuous advocates in the House of Commons. The Irish priesthood of their church, emerging from the extreme

Butler, ii. 267.
depression under which it had long been kept, had now taken a prominent part in politics. On the other hand, the influence of Irish Protestantism had materially declined within the last few years. The union, by contracting the number of government situations, was the cause of removal to many Protestant families: the low prices of agricultural produce which followed upon the peace of 1814, were another such cause, and the operation of this was very wide. The well-conditioned yeoman could not endure the alteration in his circumstances which thus came upon him. He put up to sale such of his property as was convertible into money, and emigrated to America. In his place came a Romish neighbour, who had been habituated to a far lower degree of artificial comfort*. Thus the papal priesthood was acquiring every day a more extensive field. The extraordinary power, however, obtained by Irish Romanism, was chiefly attributable to the Catholic Association, an organised society, which soon wielded the populace at its will. This formidable body levied contributions, called catholic rent, on the whole Romish community, a considerable portion of them coming, in very small sums, from the peasantry, although perhaps the poorest in Europe. The alleged purpose of this collection was the promotion of catholic emancipation by every means accessible to money. The magnitude of the instrument thus provided may be estimated from the fact, that in the single month of November, 1824, the sum collected was 3007l. 10s. 4d. Of the contributors, very many were far from volunteers; but denunciations of the priests from their altars, and intimidating importunities of active neighbours, allowed no Romanist any choice. The result of such a powerful engine was the rapid spread of a violent agitation all over Ireland. Until 1823 the great body of Irish Romanists had thought little about political disabilities, but when the Catholic Association had once thoroughly taken possession of the country, the whole Romish population became wild upon every mention of emancipation, and it was the word that oftenest met the ear. Yet a great degree of misapprehension commonly prevailed as to the object in view. Some of the people supposed it to be, the restoration

of the forfeited estates; others, the legal establishment of the Romish religion. At length, the association assumed so completely the tone of a menacing independent legislature, levying money at its will for purposes of its own, that in 1825 an act of parliament was passed for suppressing it. Ostensibly this act was obeyed, but a new association was immediately formed, in such a manner as to evade the law. During the parliamentary sessions of this and the preceding years, numerous witnesses from Ireland had been examined before committees of the two houses, with a view of throwing some light upon the violent agitation that convulsed that country. Most of these drew flattering pictures of the profound satisfaction, and consequent tranquility to be expected from emancipation; although they generally were so cautious as to deny that this concession alone would still the strife of which Britain had become so weary. These light reservations were, however, little noticed by the customary advocates of emancipation. They constantly spoke of that measure as a complete remedy for all the ills of Ireland, and such a view of it daily gained ground.

§ 11. In 1828 catholic emancipation was nevertheless again unsuccessful in parliament, but gained indirectly an important step by the Repeal of the Corporation and Test Acts. Numerous petitions were presented against them, and on the 26th of February, Lord John Russell made a motion for their repeal. Practically they had long fallen into desuetude, the annual indemnity act screening protestant dissenters from their operation. It was, however, argued, that laws bearing a character of needless intolerance ought not to be allowed even to slumber in the statute-book, and besides, that enough of their spirit was left untouched by the annual indemnity, to make them still convertible into engines of oppression. That

9 "No catholic clergyman has the slightest disposition to derange that establishment." (the protestant)—"Not the slightest." (Evidence of the Rev. M. Collins, June 9, 1824. Ibid. 58.) "If we were freed from the disabilities under which we labour, we have no mind, and no thought, and no will, but that which would lead us to incorporate ourselves fully and essentially with this great kingdom; for it would be our greatest pride to share in the glories, and the riches of England."—If the question, commonly called catholic emancipation, were carried, are you of opinion that religious differences would cease to agitate the public mind in Ireland?—I am very confident they would." Evidence of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Doyle, March 16, 1825. Ibid. 393, 399.
act did not really render a dissenter eligible to corporate offices; it only exempted him from penalties, in case he should not have taken the sacramental test. An action against him for this neglect could still only by accident miscarry, and even if it did, would leave him liable to the costs. It was obviously improper that any such liability should continue, and there was very little disposition to wish it in the public mind. Persons who were as averse as ever from the concessions desired by Romanists, felt no objection to those now sought by dissenters. They considered the Romish doctrines as inextricably mixed up with politics, and therefore intolerable in parties legislating for a protestant state. Dissenting doctrines were viewed as mere modifications of religious opinion, for which no man was responsible to civil society, but only to God and his own soul. Hence the repeal sought occasioned very little opposition in parliament, and very little notice in the country. It was not, however, deemed proper to weaken the ecclesiastical institutions of the nation by this concession. The act stated, that "the protestant episcopal church of England and Ireland, and the doctrine, discipline, and government thereof, and the protestant presbyterian church of Scotland, and the doctrine, discipline, and government thereof, are by the laws of this realm severally established, permanently and inviolably." Hence it did not leave corporate officers at liberty to use any power that might come from their several situations, injuriously to the religious establishment of the country. They were to make a solemn declaration, that no power arising from their corporate capacities should be turned to the detriment of the church establishment.

§ 12. During the autumn of 1828, rumours were afloat of an intention in the government to concede the Romish claims.

1 The following is the declaration prescribed by the act: "I, A.B., do solemnly and sincerely, in the presence of God, profess, testify, and declare, upon the true faith of a christian, that I will never exercise any power, authority, or influence which I may possess by virtue of the office of —— to injure or weaken the protestant church as it is by law established in England, or to disturb the said church, or the bishops and clergy of the said church, in the possession of any rights or privileges to which such church, or the said bishops and clergy, are, or may be, by law entitled."—Act for repealing so much of several Acts as imposes the necessity of receiving the Sacrament of the Lord's Supper as a Qualification for certain Offices and Employments. 9th May, 1828.
The Great Captain, Arthur Wellesley, duke of Wellington, a man whose straightforward integrity, and deep insight into human nature, are hardly below his unsurpassed strategic superiority, was then first lord of the treasury. He had said in parliament, that he would give the catholic question full consideration. Hitherto he had viewed it under a sense of individual responsibility. He should now view it as responsible for the chief direction of public affairs. Nevertheless, his vote contributed to the majority of forty-five, by which the measure was lost in the House of Lords, in the session of 1828, and his speech deprecated concession. It was, therefore, considered by such as approved of the Romish disabilities, that he was one of the last men to surrender this long-contested question, and that his announcement of an intention to give it a statesmanlike consideration, merely expressed the honest purpose of a comprehensive mind to search carefully for some plan, whereby moderate Romanists might be shamed out of agitation, and protestant apprehensions might be effectively allayed. His principal co-adjutor, too, in the ministry, Mr. Peel, after wards on his father’s death Sir Robert Peel, a statesman whose future eminence was clearly foreseen by the best judges when a youth at college, and whose whole subsequent life had been an unbroken course of judicious application, senatorial distinction, and moral propriety, had invariably been an uncompromising opponent of the Romish claims. It was, consequently, supposed in most quarters that unqualified concession was never to be expected from him any more than from his illustrious chief. When, however, parliament was opened by commission on the 5th of February, 1829, the king’s speech, delivered by the lord chancellor, after adverting to the Catholic Association, and requiring powers for its suppression, went on to say, “His majesty recommends, that, when this essential object shall have been accomplished, you should take into your deliberate consideration the whole state of Ireland, and that you should review the laws which impose civil disabilities on his majesty’s Roman catholic subjects. You will consider whether the removal of those disabilities can be effected consistently with the full and perfect security of our establishments in Church and State, with the maintenance of the re-
formed religion established by law, and of the rights and privileges of the bishops and of the clergy of this realm, and of the churches committed to their charge. These are institutions which must ever be held sacred in this Protestant kingdom, and which it is the duty and the determination of his majesty to preserve inviolate.” It was late and reluctantly that George IV. gave his consent to this announcement, and even after the measure became law, he showed marked displeasure towards some individuals who followed his own example in giving way. To the people generally, this paragraph in the royal speech occasioned extreme surprise. The great majority disapproved it highly, and petitions against the proposed concession poured into the two houses of parliament in torrents. It must not, however, be supposed, that even such as disliked Whig politics were unanimous in objecting to the ministerial proposition. On the contrary, the superior sections of the middle classes had long been becoming more and more either careless of the question, or willing to give it up for the sake of peace. Hence the House of Commons had latterly been always found ready for a surrender: a disposition of which Mr. Peel very reasonably complained, saying that a people bent upon the continuance of exclusion should be careful to return representatives steady to that object. But notwithstanding that public feeling bore politically with a weight greatly diminished upon the maintenance of Romish disabilities, it really was adverse as a whole to the complete repeal of them. The clergy and others of the more enlightened advocates for their continuance, looked upon Romish anxiety for legislative powers as chiefly created by a desire to seize upon the religious endowments in Ireland, perhaps also to recover the forfeited estates there, or at all events, by a sectarian antipathy to the Protestant establishment. Hence the clamour was thought more likely to be continued by concession than extinguished, its real objects extending far beyond its present demands. Among the more ignorant enemies to concession there was, undoubtedly, a large infusion of mere prejudice. People fancied that Romanists, unless excluded from all hope of power, were likely to gain the ascendancy even in England, and to renew the horrors of Mary’s reign. Thus, there was a general feeling
against concession, and if popular petitions could have averted it, the year 1829 would have seen it once more refused. Mr. Peel, in recommending the measure, attributed most of the evils afflicting Ireland to an indisposition towards the settlement of this question. Although his own opinions, therefore, upon its abstract merits, continued unchanged, yet he thought a longer denial of concession highly inexpedient. He did not, however, consider it desirable that Romanists should exercise legislative powers without binding themselves by oath to abstain from abusing them for any of their own sectarian purposes. Nor did he mean to make them eligible to the offices of commander-in-chief, or of lord chancellor, or of lord lieutenant of Ireland; or to any situation in the church, or in the institutions connected with it. He wished also to abridge the power so offensively used by the Romish priests of Ireland, in influencing parliamentary elections. He therefore proposed to abolish the forty-shilling franchise, and allow no freeholders to vote with a qualification under ten pounds. By this alteration it was considered, that men under the coercion of priestly menace and artifice, would be generally excluded from the poll. He meant also to restrict Romanists elected to corporate offices, from taking the ensigns of their dignity to any other place of worship than one connected with the established church. He wished likewise to prevent members of the Romish hierarchy from assuming those titles of ecclesiastical dignity which it had been so much their practice to assume, even with offensive claims of an exclusive right to them; and

2 Dr. Doyle pronounced the archbishop of Dublin no more entitled to that see than to the dukedom of Leeds. He himself published pamphlets under the signature of J. K. L., i.e. James Kildare and Leighlin, the last two names being those of the united sees which he filled as Romish chief pastor. It is notoriously the usage among Irish Romanists to address their titular archbishops as your Grace, and their titular bishops as my Lord. These titular prelacies were, however, for many years, of foreign and hostile appointment. "The right of presenting to all sees in Ireland was vested by usage or by law, I do not know which, in the Stuart family, previous to their being expelled from these countries; and whilst a descendant of that family resided at Rome, he was accustomed to recommend to the Irish cathedrals sees: from the death of the late pretender to the present time, the right of appointment to bishoprics in Ireland has vested solely and exclusively in the pope; but from that period until the present, he has not in any one instance that has come to my knowledge, (and I have made very diligent inquiries upon the subject,) appointed any person, unless such as had been previously recommended to him by some person or persons in this country.
as objections against Jesuits were extensively entertained, he contemplated their gradual removal, and proposed that all members of that order should at once be under the necessity of registering their names. The duke of Wellington, in recommending concession to the upper house, dwelt chiefly upon the prospect of civil war involved in refusal, and of the miseries which his own experience, above that of most men, enabled him to say, such a struggle must bring upon the country. Other speakers considered concession as the only way to annihilate that defiance of constituted authorities which then prevailed in Ireland, and one of the surest protections for her established church. On the other hand, it was contended, that such unqualified concession was quite inconsistent with a government essentially protestant, and most unlikely to tranquillize Ireland, while it would probably seal the ruin of her protestant establishments. Arguments, however, against the proposition, though strenuously and ably urged, from many quarters highly worthy of attention, proved wholly unavailing. In the House of Commons, the measure passed by a majority of 178; in the House of Lords by a majority of 104. It received the royal assent on the 15th of April, 1829, and on the 28th of that month, three Romish peers took their seats in the upper house. The bill for disfranchising the Irish forty-shilling

The persons who sorecommend generally are the chapter, and where there is no chapter existing, the parochial clergy of the diocese, and the metropolitan, or suffragan bishops of the province where the see happens to be vacant." (Evidence of the Rt. Rev. Dr. Doyle, March 16, 1825, ut supra, 320.) Thus the persons really thought among Romanists entitled to the Irish sees, were long nominated by the pretender, and latterly by certain societies or individuals at home, unknown to the law in any corporate capacity; such persons ultimately founding their pretensions upon the act of an Italian bishop usurping an interference in British affairs, for which he can establish no valid claim whatever, and which is directly contrary to the statutes of the realm. This interference too contradicts a maxim of the canonic law, which forbids the appointment of another bishop to a see already provided with one. The Irish sees, however, are so provided by the law of the land. But this law is to be treated as a nullity, and an individual benefited by it is to be treated as no more entitled to his preferment than he is to any particular English peerage. As public attention had been recently called to these facts, the Catholic Relief Bill could hardly fail of making some provision for them.

There were then eight Romish peers in England, and fourteen baronets. Of Romish gentry, there were above 300 families, generally very ancient, and often very opulent. In Scotland, there were two Romish earls, and in the Highlands, at the beginning of the last century, there were more than 60,000 Roman catholics. But the two rebellions of 1715 and 1745, by breaking up the feudal system,
freeholders passed without a division in either house, although in the earlier stages, objections to it had been urged both by lords and commoners.

§ 13. The great measure, by which Britain abandoned her long-cherished principle of excluding Romanists from legislative privileges, treated them as any other class of dissenters, except in such cases as they were decidedly separated from the general body by religious peculiarities bearing directly upon the national institutions. Hence no notice was taken of a vote upon appointments to their prelacies, which had been so often keenly contested during the thirty years’ discussion upon the catholic question. All such matters of internal regulation were passed over in silence as nothing else than the private concerns of a sect in the empire, with which the state had no right or reason to interfere, so long as they did not act upon its established policy. Upon the principle of providing against such interference, where it might fairly be apprehended, Romanists were required to take a particular oath on entering parliament. This binds them to the Act of Settlement, it being obviously more agreeable to their prejudices, that representatives of the Stuarts, professing their own religion, especially as they stand higher in the scale of descent, should occupy the throne in preference to protestant representatives. It binds them also to the rejection of those anti-social pretensions, by which unhesitatingly the court of Rome, whatever may be said of the church, has repeatedly compromised its character. It binds them likewise to the existing institutions of the country, and restricts them from any use of their legislative privileges to the injury of the church establishment, or of the protestant religion. They are obviously open to temptation in these respects, from the prevalence of a notion that the church establishment was originally founded for the diffusion of their own opinions, and from a belief that protestants are fatally misled by doctrines no older than Luther. Still farther to take

made great alterations there, and among them was an extensive diffusion of protestantism, in quarters that had hitherto rejected it. Gent. Mag. March, 1829.

The following is the oath prescribed by the act: “I, A. B., do sincerely promise and swear, that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to his majesty —— and will defend him to the utmost of my power against all conspiracies and attempts whatever which shall be made against his person, crown, or dignity; and I will do
away from Romanists all temptation to tamper with the church, any of them who should attain high office, are restrained from advising the crown in the exercise of ecclesiastical patronage. The arrogant assumption of titles from prelacies and deaneries, conferred upon others by law, is made liable to a fine of one hundred pounds, for every time in which it may be committed. A restriction is also placed, under a penalty of fifty pounds, upon all displays of the Romish religion, except in places of worship, or private houses: which is no more than a judicious

my utmost endeavour to disclose and make known to his majesty, his heirs, and successors, all treasons and traitorous conspiracies which may be formed against him or them; and I do faithfully promise to maintain, support, and defend, to the utmost of my power, the succession of the crown, which succession, by an act intitled An Act for the further Limitation of the Crown, and better securing the Rights and Liberties of the Subject, is and stands limited to the princess Sophia, electress of Hanover, and the heirs of her body, being protestants; hereby utterly renouncing and abjuring any obedience or allegiance unto any other person claiming or pretending a right to the crown of this realm: and I do further declare that it is not an article of my faith, and that I do renounce, reject, and abjure the opinion, that princes excommunicated or deprived by the pope, or any other authority of the see of Rome, may be deposed or murdered by their subjects, or by any person whatsoever: and I do declare, that I do not believe that the pope of Rome, or any other foreign prince, prelate, person, state, or potentate, hath or ought to have any temporal or civil jurisdiction, power, superiority, or preeminence, directly or indirectly within this realm. I do swear, that I will defend to the utmost of my power the settlement of property within this realm, as established by the laws: and I do hereby disclaim, disavow, and solemnly abjure any intention to subvert the present church establishment, as settled by law within this realm: and I do solemnly swear, that I never will exercise any privilege, to which I am, or may become, entitled to disturb or weaken the protestant religion, or protestant government in the United Kingdom: and I do solemnly, in the presence of God, profess, testify, and declare, that I do make this declaration, and every part thereof, in the plain and ordinary sense of the words of this oath, without any evasion, equivocation, or mental reservation whatsoever.—So help me God.
protection to unguarded youth and ignorance against the fasci-
nation of theatrical rites, and a rational provision against the
effects of that popular disgust which might occasionally rise on
the needless exhibition of them. Of Jesuits, and all other mo-
nastic societies of men, the act contemplates the gradual
abolition within the United Kingdom. For the accomplish-
ment of this object in an inoffensive manner, all such monas-
tics then resident in the realm were to register themselves within
six months, and all such of alien birth, coming into the realm
afterwards, were made liable to banishment for life. Any
such persons, however, born subjects of the British crown, and
then abroad, might return and be registered. Any other
such person might be licensed by the secretary of state, being
a protestant, to come into the kingdom, and remain there for
a space not exceeding six calendar months. All future ad-
missions into such orders within the United Kingdom were to
be misdemeanors in the admitting parties, punishable by fine
and imprisonment: the parties admitted were made liable to
banishment. These provisions against monastic orders are
obviously just and reasonable. From such combinations,
moving at the will of a small knot of alien superiors, have
come a large portion both of the grosser superstitions, and of
the anti-social proceedings of popery. Any state is, therefore,
as fully justified in refusing toleration to them, as it is to any
combination of artisans, or of political agitators. In with-
holding such toleration, no right of conscience is invaded, un-
less there is an interference also with some religious principle
or usage. It is, however, notorious, that every integral pecu-
liarity of the Romish creed can have free course without admin-
stistration from any others than secular clergymen, that is,
from a body of ecclesiastics analogous to protestant ministers
of religion. If Romanism cannot be extended, or even main-

8 Religious or monastic societies of
women are expressly exempted by
clause 37.
9 "And whereas Jesuits, and mem-
bers of other religious orders, commu-
nities, or societies of the church of
Rome, bound by monastic or religious
vows, are resident within the United
Kingdom, and it is expedient to make

and final prohibition of the same there-
in." Clause 29.
1 The penalty for omitting to regis-
ter within this time is fifty pounds for
every calendar month during which
the party shall remain unregistered.
2 Clause 29.
3 Clause 30.
4 Clause 31.
5 Clauses 33, 34.
tained, without skillfully organised combinations in aid of ordinary ministers, it has plainly no right to expect shelter from a protestant nation for such auxiliaries; blemished as they are too in character, by the most serious imputations, even from those of their own religious persuasion. Extraordinary facilities for its designs and operations cannot be reasonably expected from a people which views its principles as unsound and pernicious.

§ 14. Even those who anticipated no permanent pacification of Ireland, at least not until after a considerable interval, from the removal of Romish disabilities, generally thought a temporary calm likely to follow. This expectation was, however, disappointed. Irish Romanism continued its unity of action, fierce intolerance of protestantism, and menacing posture. The catholic rent, originally levied for the pursuit of emancipation, still made its demand upon the whole Romish population, and the priesthood, as before, would not allow it to call any where in vain. It was now chiefly employed as a remuneration for Mr. Daniel O'Connell, a Romish practitioner of long standing at the Irish bar, who had been at the head of the late struggle for emancipation. He now gave up the farther prosecution of his profession, and became really the paid agent of the priestly party in Ireland. He acted as leader of the members returned to parliament by its influence, and as proposer to the mass of his countrymen, of such topics as suited its views. From the state of parties in Britain, he soon acquired an immense political importance. The Tory party, now calling itself Conservative, from its anxiety to preserve existing institutions in their full integrity, was nearly balanced by the Whigs and Radicals, who ordinarily coalesced in parliamentary votes. A compact body of Irish Romanists could turn the scale in favour of either party, and it did this service to the Whigs. The price of its assistance, however, was great danger to the established church of Ireland, extensive emigration among such of her followers as could remove, general apprehension among the remainder, and severe distress to her clergy. A combination to resist the

6 "We remember the professions to the Roman catholics was purchased with which the bill that granted power and conceded. We recollect how it
payment of tithes, and the vestry cess, or church-rates, was organised over three out of the four provinces, very soon after the grant of emancipation. The miserable incumbents, afraid to leave their homes after sunset, on the long continuance of this conspiracy, were often left with hardly means of procuring the commonest necessaries of life, within their carefully secured habitations; nor did the priestly party hesitate, on various occasions, to express an intention of overturning the protestant establishment altogether. It is true, that Romish members of parliament take an oath meant to restrain them from all attempts against the church, and the English section of them has, in consequence, very rarely voted upon ecclesiastical questions. The Irish section has practised no such abstinence, was professed, and we cannot forget how it was proclaimed, that if an equal participation of privileges with protestants were granted to Roman catholics, Ireland would be tranquil and happy. It was stated that papistry had grown tolerant and liberal, and that our countries would be more firmly united than ever in bonds of amity and peace. Brethren, we ask you, has the event justified these professions? What use has been made of the power conceded to Roman Catholics! Has it not been used in attempting the overthrow of the protestant religion in this country? Is it not labouring to destroy the integrity of the united empire? Have not Roman catholic bishops demanded the destruction of the protestant establishment, and of all societies for the propagation of the Gospel? Have they not denounced the clergy; some of whom are suffering the greatest privations, others are assassinated and stoned to death in the open face of day. In many parts of the country, the houses of protestant gentry and farmers are fortified to prevent the attack of the midnight murderer; arms are plundered at hours when suspicion herself is off her guard, when men are engaged in the labour of the field, or attending on the worship of their God. By the long continued practice of this open plunder, by the secret importation of arms and ammunition, and by an extensive manufactory of pikes and other weapons, the Roman catholic population has become, in many parts of the country, an armed band of formidable foes. The protestant scarcely dares to venture after sunset from his home; he fears to transact his business in the fair or the market; he is waylaid, insulted, beaten, robbed, or assassinated on his return. The fact precludes the necessity of either comment or detail. The miseries he endures, and the evils he apprehends, burst all the ties that bind him to his home, and force him to seek in exile, on the Transatlantic shores, the rest denied him in the land of his fathers. To such an extent have these sufferings pressed upon the protestants of Ireland, that it appears on good authority that more than sixty thousand have fled to America, since the emancipation bill has passed the British legislature. Thus, so far from an increase of tranquility, the country presents but a melancholy picture of increased disturbance, agitation, partial insurrection, and crimes, on the one hand; and on the other, of suffering, of apprehension, of voluntary exile, and despair." Appeal of the Protestants of Ireland to their brethren the Protestants of England and Wales, prepared by the committee appointed at the great Conservative Meeting, lately held at the Mansion House, Dublin. Brit. Mag. March, 1832, p. 52.
and holding the balance of power, some concession to it early became inevitable.

§ 15. In 1833, accordingly, a bill was introduced in parliament, for the suppression of ten sees, and of the various chapters, in Ireland, as soon as the termination of existing incumbencies should render the several preferments vacant. By this measure, the country was to lose two of its archbishoprics, Cashel and Tuam, the province of Munster being intended for the eventual superintendence of the see of Dublin, Connaught for that of Armagh. These latter arrangements have actually taken effect, the archbishops both of Cashel and Tuam having died. The mass of property to be set at liberty by the suppression of so many sees was to find a substitute, in the first instance, for the vestry cess, an impost analogous to the English church-rate, but applicable to more purposes 7. Thus the land was to be relieved from a burthen under which it had been inherited, bought, and granted immemorially, at the expense of the church. Other objects, far more defensible, to be gained by the suppression of so many sees, were the improvement of small livings, the building of churches, and the supplying of suitable glebe-houses. These objects, however, were obviously of remote attainment, the first thing in view being the immediate abolition of the vestry cess, and as no see was actually vacant to meet its demands, the new board must begin operations by borrowing money, which episcopal estates, when

7 The estimated amount of income to be provided on the abolition of the vestry cess was 60,000l. a year. The means reckoned upon as eventually available for meeting this claim, and the other objects contemplated by the bill, were 155,000l. a year. The whole amount of income receivable by the established church of Ireland appears to be under 300,000l. a year. The number of parochial benefices was reckoned at about 1250. Respecting the number of protestants, very different statements were commonly made; Romanists, undoubtedly, being desirous of estimating it as low as possible; protestants were thought to rate it somewhat too high. They made it in 1832, 1,209,283. This population, which is peaceful and thriving, resides chiefly in Ulster, a province which, being largely colonised from Scotland, comprises a large body of dissenters. It appeared, however, by official inquiries, instituted in 1834, that Irish protestants under-rated their number. This was found to be 1,516,225. Of this number 852,064 were of the established church, 642,356 were presbyterians, and 21,308 were of other protestant sects. The Roman catholics were 6,427,712. Belonging to the establishment there were found 1336 churches, and 196 other places of worship.
placed at liberty by the deaths of incumbents, would have gradually to repay. This and many other objections to the plan were pressed with great vigour and ability upon its supporters; but all such efforts were vain. The measure was carried, and thus ten Irish prelacies were placed under a rapid process of abolition: an evil that may be found of considerable magnitude, when the people shall generally become sensible of their error in adhering to religious opinions incapable of a confident appeal to Scripture, and even now of some account in a country suffering from the want of resident proprietors; because it greatly diminishes a class of landlords whose residence is a matter of duty. How far the government might have been blameable in thus yielding to the duress impinging by its Irish supporters, cannot, perhaps, be accurately estimated by the present generation. There was undoubtedly a most difficult and painful choice of evils. The conspiracy against every thing protestant which raged through the south and west of Ireland was so fierce and uncompromising, that nothing short of a civil war seemed equal to its suppression, and many persons accordingly of good information, who grieved over the extinction of ten sees, doubted whether the sacrifice was not absolutely necessary to allay the furious opposition that assailed the vestry-cess.

§ 16. In 1835 a plan for the more advantageous disposition of English dioceses was brought forward by a board of commissioners appointed by the crown to consult upon reforms in the church. Some of the dioceses were of inconvenient extent, while others might be enlarged without any unreasonable call upon the attention of a single prelate. The most eligible mode, unquestionably, of dealing with such anomalies would have been the erection of new bishoprics in addition to all those already existing; efficiency of supervision and reference obviously depending very much upon the number of individuals employed upon such duties. But an increase in the number of sees, with bishops admitted to parliamentary rank and privileges, would have been found impracticable from the temper of the times. To institute, however, permanently a secondary order of prelates, with civil distinctions inferior to those of the first order, would have been to endanger these
advantages altogether, and thus to risk the church's dignity, efficiency, and independence. It was, therefore, determined to make as good a provision for existing difficulties, as the times allowed, by uniting two of the smaller dioceses with others contiguous to them, and by founding in their places two new dioceses in the populous districts of northern England. The dioceses most eligible on all accounts for such union were those of Bristol, Llandaff, St. Asaph, and Bangor. It was eventually determined to unite Bristol with Gloucester, and this arrangement, by the death of the late learned bishop Gray, has actually taken effect. Eventually the two north Welsh dioceses are to be united. The sees most disproportionately burthened with business were those of York, Lincoln, and Chester. To diminish this evil, new sees are to be founded at Ripon and Manchester, each of these towns being sufficiently well seated for the heads of new dioceses that are much needed, and each of them being furnished with a collegiate church suitable for a cathedral. Ripon has actually been converted into an episcopal see; Manchester waits for a vacancy before it can gain that advantage. Large portions of the great and inconveniently arranged diocese formerly under the see of Lincoln, are to be transferred to neighbouring bishops who have smaller cures; while the bishop of Lincoln himself undertakes the supervision of Nottinghamshire, heretofore under the see of York. Various other arrangements, advantageous in themselves, but unfit for particular description in a work like this, are contemplated by this plan of diocesan reform, and many of them have been carried into operation. Among the features of the plan is the excellent one of assigning to all the bishops adequate endowments, and hence of rendering it no longer necessary to make up episcopal incomes by means of commendams. For rendering this arrangement permanently satisfactory, nothing more is required than the transfer of estates of a certain estimated value, from the wealthier sees to those that are newly founded, or need augmentation. Such transfers of income are made, at present, in most cases, by means of money payments, and at the outset of a great national change, there might be little or no choice in the case. But a stipendiated prelacy is new to the constitution of Eng-
land, and all approaches to it any longer than necessity requires, are likely to bear injuriously upon the whole ecclesiastical establishment.

§ 17. In 1836 was passed an Act for the Commutation of Tithes into a variable rent-charge. The ancient tithe endowment of the church had long been violently opposed in many quarters, often palpably from interest. By objectors whose motives were above suspicion, it was considered very injurious to the religious interests of men, by producing serious disagreements between pastors and people. That such objections to it were not without foundation is unquestionable, but they were grossly exaggerated. A very large proportion of the most obstinate contentions to which clergymen were exposed by the tithe system arose from persons who had lands but not residences in their parishes, and who, therefore, had especial facilities for shifting stock, and managing crops, so as to baffle the tithe owner. Many others of his more acrimonious opponents were dissenters; so that really the spiritual evils arising from this most venerable of clerical remunerations were much smaller than persons imperfectly acquainted with rural affairs commonly believed. But although religion suffered but slightly from the tithe system, it brought clergymen into disputes as to the value of their property, which were commonly a great drawback from their personal comfort, and for which their previous habits generally fitted them very ill. The tithe commutation was, therefore, a boon of considerable value to the clerical profession upon the whole. It cuts off, however, from the church that prospect of improved income which the progress of national prosperity and enlightenment may open. Had a similar measure been carried into execution some centuries ago, commuted tithes in the present age would be little else than a quit-rent. It also acts unequally, from laying down the principle of estimating tithes according to the net receipts of their several owners upon an average of seven years, to be computed backwards from Christmas, 1835. Thus properties will become permanently chargeable with this payment, in proportions varying according to the laxity or strictness used by individuals within a small specified term.

§ 18. In 1838 an act was passed to restrain pluralities. A
clamour against them, more or less violent according to the circumstances of the times, had been raised almost uninterruptedly downwards from the Reformation. Men commonly did not stop to consider the poverty of the great majority of benefices, the small extent and population of many parishes, and the justice of enabling clergymen to fill a middle station with comfort and respectability. Nothing was thought of but the advantage of obtaining for every parish efficient clerical services, and the expenditure of a well-conditioned family. Those who accurately know the church are well aware that both these unquestionable advantages cannot be attained with any certainty, in a very large proportion of cases, from inadequacy of endowment. The Pluralities Act, accordingly, merely forbids those indiscriminate accumulations of preferment by which some few persons of great interest had hitherto abused the law. No clergyman but an archdeacon can take in future more than two benefices of any kind. A reservation was made in favour of archdeacons, because their office, although highly useful, is generally requited by a very trifling payment, seldom enough to cover the expenses that it entails. Two parochial benefices also are not to be taken when distant more than ten miles from each other, nor where the parishes contain a large population, nor when the joint incomes exceed the yearly value of one thousand pounds. Thus all the most objectionable facilities of the old system are effectually removed, and the reasonable expectations of the clerical order receive that fair attention to which every class of men is justly entitled.

§ 19. In 1840 an act was passed for the reduction of cathedral establishments. Great clamour had, at intervals, assailed these also, ever since the rise of puritanism. That they might, however, be rendered highly serviceable to the church, is obvious. They might serve for the encouragement of ecclesiastical and religious literature, for making needful additions to the incomes of parochial ministers inadequately remunerated from their curates, and for providing with refuges in old age deserving clergymen grown unequal to more active duties. All these services have been rendered by cathedral preferments, though far less frequently than either justice or expediency required. But even if abuses of chapter patronage could hereafter
be prevented, it is not certain that the preservation of capitular bodies in their full integrity is more desirable than the partial direction of their funds into other channels. The population of England has greatly overgrown, in certain districts, the parochial provision anciently made for its religious wants. Chapter property affords means of remedying this evil to a considerable extent; for that purpose, therefore, such a portion of it may reasonably be asked, as would neither sacrifice the country’s magnificent cathedrals, nor the sublime ministrations performed in them, nor all the facilities for encouraging and rewarding clerical exertions, which their endowments supply. These objects are contemplated by the act of 1840. It provides for the reduction of canonries to the number of four in each cathedral, unless there are special circumstances requiring a larger number, and the future severance of all endowment from non-residentiary dignities. The mass of property set at liberty by this arrangement is to be vested in a board of commissioners, by whom it is to be applied to relieve the spiritual necessities of the country at large. From this disposition great advantages undoubtedly will flow to the people of England. Perhaps nothing is to be lamented in the plan but its approach to the stipendiary system. Certain dignitaries are to pay away such portions of their revenues as will reduce their incomes to a particular amount; others are to be placed upon one uniform scale of receipts. In all these cases the scale adopted seems unexceptionable, but a reasonable partiality for arrangements that have stood the test of long experience, and an allowable distrust of a principle inviting results injurious to the clergy, may raise a hope that ultimately arrangements will be made for the transfer of estates from dignities that will bear curtailment to such as need augmentation.

§ 20. There are few subjects upon which a religious Englishman can think with less pleasure than upon the slight attention long paid by his country to the spiritual wants of her colonies. When Romish governments plant any considerable number of their people upon some distant shore, they have rarely omitted to establish an episcopal see among them within a very short period. The English government long rooted valuable and extensive colonies in almost every quarter of the
globe, without making any religious provision for them beyond the supply of a few unconnected and unsupported clergymen. The first individual of weight and influence who successfully drew attention to this discreditable and impolitic omission, was the late high-minded and religious bishop Barrington. In 1786 he offered to the notice of Mr. Pitt's administration, a valuable and judicious paper, entitled *Thoughts on the Establishment of the Church of England in Nova Scotia*. In this he recommended the appointment of a bishop, a provision for the established clergy, and a seminary for clerical education*. All these recommendations were eventually adopted, and in 1787 a bishop was appointed to the see of Nova Scotia, being the first colonial bishop that the church of England ever commissioned: the second was one for Canada. For England's enormous Indian empire, no episcopal provision was made when the eighteenth century closed: a few chaplains, appointed by the East India Company, were the only symptoms of any care for the spiritual interests of those numerous natives of the British isles who sought subsistence or advancement in Hindostan, and of whom a large proportion never returned to enjoy again the religious privileges of their mother-country. There were, indeed, occasionally heard animadversions upon the imperfect and niggardly provision made for the eternal welfare of so many expatriated christians, and occasionally the appointment of a bishop was recommended. But this latter was usually represented as a project which could not be entertained by any discreet person anxious to preserve the British power. The native population was thought likely to take instant alarm, if it saw a prelate land, being nearly certain to consider him as the harbinger of some forced conversion. In such apprehensions, however, the more discerning and strenuous friends of episcopacy did not participate. When, accordingly, a renewal of the East India Company's charter came under parliamentary discussion in 1813, the project of establishing a bishopric in the Peninsula was actively canvassed, and gained largely upon the public approval. Parliament was, however, cautious in sanctioning the plan. It was not until extensive inquiries were made, and

the safety of the proposed measure fully established by sufficient evidence, that legislative authority was given for the foundation of an Indian see. These preliminaries having been terminated satisfactorily, when the East India Company's charter was renewed in 1814, a warm discussion in the House of Commons ended in the passing of resolutions for the appointment of a bishop, and of three archdeacons. The prelate appointed was Thomas Fanshaw Middleton, known as the learned author of *The Doctrine of the Greek Article applied to the Criticism and Illustration of the New Testament*, and as an exemplary, energetic clergyman. Even after this appointment, so dubious were many upon the policy of sending a bishop to India, that the archbishop of Canterbury forbore to pay the customary compliment of desiring the consecration sermon to be published, for fear of causing any needless excitement in the public mind. All these alarms proved wholly unfounded: but they were suffered to cast a shadow even over the new bishop's arrival in his diocese. He landed with no more notice from the constituted authorities than if he had come over to fill some inferior station. Eventually all such indecent folly was abandoned, and it was found that native respect for Britain was increased by seeing her at last place her religion upon a becoming and efficient footing. Bishop Middleton's vast diocese proved, however, too much for his physical powers, although these were apparently above the average, and he died suddenly, July 5, 1822. His successor also, the amiable Reginald Heber, conspicuous alike for poetic talent, moral worth, and religious feeling, soon sank under the fatigues and anxieties of a cure so much above the ordinary strength of man. Nor was a third prelate found more equal to such a task. He, too, fell an early victim to labours which an European might find excessive in the temperate region of his birth, but can scarcely hope to bear under an Indian sun. This truth, at length, was duly felt, and the fourth Indian bishop has been relieved from a large portion of that weighty charge which overwhelmed his predecessors. He is bishop of Calcutta and metropolitan. The two other presidencies of Madras and Bombay has now each a bishop of its own. In the West Indies two bishops were appointed in the year 1824; one being seated in Jamaica,
the other in Barbados; and in 1836 a bishop was appointed for Australia. Thus England has relieved herself, in almost every quarter of the globe, from the disadvantage and discredit of possessing important colonies without making any suitable provision for their spiritual wants.

§ 21. Among the religious movements of latter years, few have been conceived with sounder wisdom, and executed with greater liberality, than the provision of new seminaries for academical instruction. The lead was taken in remedying national deficiencies of this kind, by the late amiable, pious, and learned bishop Burgess. Having been most deservedly promoted to the see of St. David's, in 1803, he soon became shocked and surprised at the prevalence of dissent in his diocese. This evil he considered as partly owing to clerical inefficiency, and that evil again to the difficulty of commanding a university education with persons bred in comparative poverty, and likely to live in it. Young men were commonly presented for ordination who had only spent one year previously at the seminary from which they were expected to appear before the bishop. Up to this brief beginning of their higher studies, they had usually been employed in the ordinary labours of their paternal farms. As a preliminary measure towards a succession better qualified for their profession, bishop Burgess licensed four schools for the education of candidates for holy orders, and required an attendance of seven years upon one of them. Still, these places of instruction could not possess the character and advantages of an institution exclusively meant for intellectual training of a higher grade. Such, therefore, it became the bishop's earnest endeavour to provide. For this object he regularly set apart a tenth of his episcopal revenue, and he prevailed upon his clergy, straitened as they generally were in circumstances, to do the same with their several benefices. By these sacrifices, so truly noble when the general condition of those who made them is considered, several thousand pounds were raised after a perseverance of eighteen years. The fund thus raised was augmented by lay subscriptions within the principality, and by liberal donations from England, one of a

thousand pounds coming from George the Fourth. By these various means a college was founded at Lampeter, in Cardiganshire, on the site of an ancient castle, which had wholly disappeared. It was a most inviting spot, healthy in itself, and looking down upon a beautifully watered vale, shut in by lofty hills. Here was laid the first stone of the new building in 1822, and the erection was completed in 1827. The institution is now in full activity, and although without the privilege of conferring degrees, it can hardly fail of rendering permanently the most important benefits to the principality. The excellent prelate whose exertions called it into being was translated to the see of Salisbury in 1825, and he died possessed of that preferment in 1837. He did not, however, lose his interest in the college of Lampeter by removal from South Wales. To it he bequeathed his noble library, with a sum of money for providing the collection with a suitable apartment. Since the Cardiganshire institution has been established, one of a similar kind, but more dignified and effective, has arisen at Durham. The distance of the northern counties from the two universities had long been felt as a considerable disadvantage, especially by young men intended for the church. In their case, indeed, it often led to that necessity for the admission of inferior clerical attainments, which acted so injuriously upon Wales. The expediency of founding a university at Durham had, accordingly, been frequently suggested, and a project of this kind was, much to Cromwell’s honour, under his consideration. It slumbered, however, until the prelacy of the late bishop Van Mildert, one of the best divines and most public-spirited men of his day, who, notwithstanding the deficiency of private fortune, would hardly be outdone in liberality by his wealthy predecessor, Barrington. The example of such a diocesan was not lost upon the opulent chapter of his cathedral. That body honourably determined upon sacrificing a considerable portion of its endowments to remove the academical deficiency, which had been an immemorial subject of complaint in northern England. By an act of parliament, obtained in 1832, it alienated property producing nearly 3000£. a year, to found

1 Ibid. p. 506.
the contemplated university. That most beneficial institution, which confers degrees, and offers advantages of every kind analogous to those of Oxford and Cambridge, is seated in the ancient castle of Durham. This was immemorially a place of occasional residence for the prelates of that once princely see, and it was worthy of them. It is a commanding pile, proudly sharing with its venerable neighbour, the massive Anglo-Norman cathedral, the crest of that unrivalled rock that shoots with woody sides above the Wear. Never did the ecclesiastical magnificence of former days find a happier field for its display, than at Durham, and hardly any where did it work with greater liberality and judgment. Thus England's tardy acquisition of a third university has not at length been made, without an ample share of those advantages for impressing youthful minds of taste and generous feeling, that recommend elder institutions in the south.

§ 22. In the United States of America great progress has been made by the protestant episcopal church during the nineteenth century, although it seems never to have numbered more than half a million of members. But these are among the wealthiest and most intelligent of the people. Hence their numbers are certain steadily to increase with the growing opulence and information of the country. In 1802 this interesting branch of the catholic church identified herself completely with her elder sister in the British isles, by adopting the Thirty-nine Articles. There was much debate before a step so decided was taken, but in the end it was thought advisable to accept the Anglican formulary exactly as it stood, leaving even its phraseology wholly untouched. But while the American church was daily enlarging her boundaries, it became obvious that she could not do herself justice without facilities of her own for academical instruction. Public attention was called to this matter in 1814, and in three years afterwards arrangements were made for establishing a theological seminary upon church principles at New York. This institution has led the way for others of the same kind, and thus North-American churchmen will, at no great distance of time, be

2 Caswall's America and the American Church, p. 188.
sufficiently supplied with a competent ministry. It is obvious that their principles require this advantage before they can become extensively popular. In England, besides the higher orders, the church is generally followed by the poor: it is chiefly among the inferior sections of the middle classes that dissent flourishes. In America it would, probably, be found much the same, if there were a well-trained church clergy brought fully into contact with the population.

§ 23. The first forty years of the nineteenth century have exhibited Romanism under very striking changes of fortune. At the beginning of that period it was yet reeling under the assaults of the French revolution, and although then again adopted by the mighty nation that had, a few years before, so contumeliously shaken it off, its improved position long seemed of doubtful continuance. The restoration of the Bourbons, however, in 1814, confirmed by their second and better-secured restoration in the following year, was a solid advantage gained by the papal cause. Lewis XVIII., indeed, was no very slavish adherent to the church which had received so many services from his fathers, ever since the apostacy of Henry IV. But his protection of it was not like that of Napoleon, a mere matter of state policy. He patronised principles which he really held. His brother, Charles X., went far beyond him, and a policy essentially religious appeared again likely to prevail in the councils of France. But the prospect proved delusive, the revolution of July, 1830, driving the elder Bourbon branch from its ancestral throne, and undermining that sacerdotal influence which the deposed monarch had been anxious to extend. This influence, however, showed all its ancient strength immediately afterwards, in the neighbouring Belge provinces. It had been thought advisable, on the dissolution of Buonaparte’s power, to re-unite most of those territories in the Netherlands, which had formerly owned a common sovereignty in the house of Burgundy, and had descended from it to the Austrian family enthroned in Spain. An efficient counterpoise, it was thought, would be thus provided on her northern frontier against the ambition of France. To the house of Orange was confided the task of ruling over all the Low Countries, whether Dutch or Austrian. But that house was
protestant, and hence, in spite of its respect for the rights of conscience, and the privileges of the papal church, obnoxious to the Romish priesthood. The Belgic population, therefore, in which the long rule of Spain has nurtured a strong predilection towards popery, was led into dissatisfaction under the connection with Holland. The ease with which a street riot of three days in Paris had lately overthrown Charles X. encouraged a similar attempt in Brussels; and this, being backed by French power, completely succeeding, the protestant royal family was driven from its Flemish provinces. It is true that a protestant, Leopold, of Saxe Coburg, once husband of the Princess Charlotte of Great Britain, was placed upon the newly-created Belgic throne. He now, however, married a Romish princess, and in her faith his family is to be educated. Thus the papal church was relieved from her apprehensions respecting Belgium. The advantage gained in that quarter was, undoubtedly, somewhat counterbalanced by the suppression of monasteries in the great peninsula of southern Europe. Both Spain and Portugal have lightened financial difficulties by seizing the wealth so temptingly possessed by defenceless convents. It remains to be seen how far the Romish system, in those regions of its inveterate supremacy, can bear up against such a loss of its most effective appliances. In the Rhenish and Westphalian states of Prussia it has recently advanced all its old pretensions. That government found its elder Romish acquisitions governed by a law which directed, in case of marriages between protestants and Romanists, that male children should be educated in the father's creed, female in the mother's. This arrangement leading to much family dissension, Frederic William III. ordered in 1803 that in mixed marriages, all the issue should be educated in the father's religion. This order he extended to the new provinces on the Rhine, acquired by the peace of 1815. But he there found a spirit in the Romish clergy, that he had not encountered before. They did not venture openly to disobey him, but they refused to marry such as would not voluntarily, to appearance, promise to bring up all their children Roman catholics. Being abetted in this refusal by the archbishop of Cologne, an obstinate struggle for the absolute control over mixed marriages ensued, and it was
not over when the king died, in June, 1840. This whole transaction deserves attentive consideration from all who would really understand how far the nineteenth century has acted upon popery.

Among continental protestants, especially in Germany, the first forty years of the nineteenth century have exhibited a dangerous and delusive disposition to bring down all scriptural truth to the level of ordinary human knowledge and experience. From thus pushing religious inquiry into the very territories of infidelity, England has been protected both by the cool sense of her people, and the restraints of her religious institutions. A liturgy, articles, and an ecclesiastical polity, all universally binding, and capable of the most confident appeals to documentary evidence, are a firm security against the rash indulgence of a speculative spirit. They act, no doubt, favourably even upon those who dissent from the national church. English churchmen, accordingly, have only differed upon subjects which leave the main landmarks of belief quite untouched. In the beginning of the century they were divided upon the propriety or expediency of joining the Bible Society. That body was formed in 1804, and it secured the patronage of the bishops Porteus, Barrington, and Burgess, who were all very highly respected among the prelates of their day. The episcopal bench, however, generally stood aloof from the society, thinking the long-established Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge quite sufficient for the circulation of Bibles, and questioning the wisdom of joining a body which brought sectarians of the most discordant views into close contact with each other, and with churchmen. A great majority of the clergy held the same opinions, and the whole question raised a lengthened controversy. This, after the lapse of a few years, wholly subsided. Subsequently, the doctrine of baptismal regeneration was extensively canvassed. Latterly churchmen have been led into discussions by several talented and excellent men in the university of Oxford, upon the expediency of a closer attention than has been usual for many years to some points of principle and practice which England, in common with Rome, has inherited from catholic antiquity. Protestant refusal to recognise tradition as an authority for
articles of faith has occasionally led into a neglect or disparagement of it, as an authority for other things. A dislike of the will-worship and sacerdotal pretensions, distinguishing Romanism, has often betrayed into the opposite extremes offered by puritanism. It is to the evils incurred by such want of caution that popular attention has been latterly called in England. Nor is the call likely to be unattended with considerable national advantage. But it has not always been made with due discretion. There have even been mingled with it, ungrateful and injudicious reflections upon the Reformers. To ritual ministrations also a degree of importance has been sometimes given, that England's inveterate habits appear unlikely to concede. But upon the whole, man's appetite for religious discussion has rarely taken a direction from which even opponents can augur less evil. Every support of the catholic faith is rigidly respected, and if possible strengthened; while in minor, but still important matters, men are taught to see the value of an unbroken connexion with the unsuspected periods of catholic antiquity.
COUNCILS.

A.D. 1604 Bordeaux 1624
London1 1607 Dublin 1635
Mechlin 1609 Constantinople 1642
Narbonne 1615
Dublin2

POPEs.

Alexander de' Medici Leo XI. April 1, 1605 Ap. 26, 1605
Camillus Borghese. Paul V. May 16, 1605 Jan. 22, 1621
Alexander Ludovisi. Gregory XV. July 8, 1623
Maffei Barberini. Urban VIII. Aug. 6, 1623 July 29, 1644
John Baptist Pamphili Innocent X. Sept. 15, 1644 Jan. 7, 1655
Fabius Chigi Alexander VII. April 8, 1655 May 22, 1667
Julius Rospigliosi. Clement IX. June 20, 1667 Dec. 9, 1669
Æmilius Altieri. Clement X. Ap. 29, 1670 July 22, 1676
Benedict Odeschalchi Innocent XI. Dec. 10, 1676 Aug. 12, 1689
Peter Ottoboni. Alexander VIII. Oct. 6, 1689 Feb. 1, 1691
Anthony Pignatelli. Innocent XII. July 12, 1691 Sept. 17, 1700
John Francis Albani Clement XI. Nov. 3, 1700 Nov. 19, 1721
Michael Angelo Conti. Innocent XIII. Mar. 7, 1724
Vincent Maria Orsini. Benedict XIII. May 29, 1724 Feb. 21, 1730
Laurence Corsini. Clement XII. July 12, 1730 Feb. 6, 1740

1 By this convocation the canons of the Church of England were authorised.
2 This convocation received the thirty-nine Anglican articles as the terms of conformity in Ireland.
3 Then were enacted the Irish articles incorporating those of Lambeth.
4 This synod ranked Calvin among heretics.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Surname</th>
<th>Official Designation</th>
<th>Accession</th>
<th>Death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prosper Laurence</td>
<td>Benedict XIV</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 1740</td>
<td>May 2, 1758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambitti</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Rezzonico</td>
<td>Clement XIII</td>
<td></td>
<td>1758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis Laurence</td>
<td>Clement XIV</td>
<td></td>
<td>1769</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ganganelli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1774</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Angelo Braschi</td>
<td>Pius VI</td>
<td></td>
<td>1775</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnabas Chiaramonti</td>
<td>Pius VII</td>
<td></td>
<td>1799</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannibal della Genga</td>
<td>Leo XII</td>
<td></td>
<td>1823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Castiglioni</td>
<td>Pius VIII</td>
<td></td>
<td>1829</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maurus Cappellari</td>
<td>Gregory XVI</td>
<td></td>
<td>1830</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Surname</th>
<th>Confirmation</th>
<th>Death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Richard Bancroft</td>
<td>Dec. 10, 1604</td>
<td>Nov. 2, 1610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Abbot</td>
<td>April 9, 1611</td>
<td>Aug. 4, 1633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Laud</td>
<td>Sept. 19, 1633</td>
<td>Jan. 10, 1644</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Juxon</td>
<td>Sept. 20, 1660</td>
<td>June 4, 1663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gilbert Sheldon</td>
<td>Aug. 31, 1663</td>
<td>Nov. 9, 1677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Saneroff</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 1693</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Tillotson</td>
<td>May 28, 1691</td>
<td>Nov. 22, 1694</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Tenison</td>
<td>Jan. 16, 1695</td>
<td>Dec. 14, 1715</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\footnote{5 Bower. For the names of the subsequent popes, the Editor is indebted to the kindness of the Rev. Thomas Hartwell Horne.}

\footnote{6 Abp. Saneroff was consecrated to the see of Canterbury, Jan. 27, 1678. He was suspended for refusing to take the oaths to William and Mary, Aug. 1, 1689, and deprived Feb. 1, 1690. He continued, however, his residence at Lambeth, and in the same style as before, until the August following, when several of his attendants were dismissed, and the scale of expenditure was lowered. He appears to have received all the revenues of the see until the succeeding Michaelmas. On May 29, 1691, he received an order from the queen to quit the palace in ten days; but not obeying, the process of legal ejectment was begun in the beginning of June; and this being completed on the twenty-third of that month, he privately left Lambeth on the evening of the same day. D'Oyly's Saneroff, 277.}
## ARCHBISHOPS OF ARMAGH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Surname</th>
<th>Confirmation</th>
<th>Death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>William Wake</td>
<td>Jan. 16, 1716</td>
<td>Jan. 24, 1737</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Potter</td>
<td>Feb. 28, 1737</td>
<td>Oct. 10, 1747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Herring</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 1747</td>
<td>Mar. 13, 1757</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Hutton</td>
<td>Ap. 29, 1757</td>
<td>Mar. 19, 1758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Secker</td>
<td>Ap. 21, 1758</td>
<td>Aug. 3, 1768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frederic Cornwallis</td>
<td>Sept. 30, 1768</td>
<td>Mar. 19, 1783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Moore</td>
<td>Ap. 26, 1783</td>
<td>Jan. 18, 1805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Manners Sutton</td>
<td>Feb. 21, 1805</td>
<td>July 21, 1828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Howley</td>
<td>Aug. 15, 1828</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ARCHBISHOPS OF ARMAGH.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Surname</th>
<th>Preferment</th>
<th>Death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Hampton</td>
<td>1613</td>
<td>1624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Ussher</td>
<td>1624</td>
<td>1655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Bramhall</td>
<td>1660</td>
<td>1663</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Margetson</td>
<td>1663</td>
<td>1678</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Boyle</td>
<td>1678</td>
<td>1702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narcissus Marsh</td>
<td>1702</td>
<td>1713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Lindsay</td>
<td>1713</td>
<td>1724</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugh Boulter</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>1742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Hoadly</td>
<td>1742</td>
<td>1747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Stone</td>
<td>1747</td>
<td>1765</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Robinson</td>
<td>1765</td>
<td>1795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Newcome</td>
<td>1795</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Stuart</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>1823</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John George Beresford</td>
<td>1823</td>
<td>1823</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 Of the Rutland family, Sutton being an additional surname assumed by his father.
8 Ware. For the names of the subsequent archbishops, the Editor is indebted to the kindness of the Rt. Rev. the Lord Bishop of Down and Connor.
9 Lord Rokeby in 1777.
10 By courtesy, the Honourable, being son of John, third Earl of Bute.
11 By courtesy, Lord John George, being son of George, first marquess of Waterford.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name and Surname</th>
<th>Preferment</th>
<th>Death</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>George Gladstanes</td>
<td>1606</td>
<td>1615</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Spottiswood</td>
<td>1615</td>
<td>1639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Sharp</td>
<td>1661</td>
<td>1679</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Burnet</td>
<td>1679</td>
<td>1684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Ross</td>
<td>1684</td>
<td>1704</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 He was not consecrated until 1610.
3 Keith, 41.
4 "He was excommunicated by the rebellious assembly at Glasgow, and died next year at London, on the 26th of November, 1639, in the 74th year of his age, and was interred in Westminster Abbey, near to king James the VI's body." Ibid.
5 Murdered on Magus Moor, within two miles of St. Andrew's, on Saturday, May 3, 1679. Ibid. 42.
6 Deprived, with the rest of the Scottish presbytery, at the Revolution.
APPENDIX.

A circumstantial and exact Account (by Dr. Maclaine) of the Corre-
spondence that was carried on, in the years 1717 and 1718, between
Dr. William Wake, Archbishop of Canterbury, and certain Doctors
of the Sorbonne, at Paris, relative to a Project of Union between
the English and Gallican Churches.

—— Magis amica veritas.

When the famous Bossuet, bishop of Meaux, laid an insidious snare
for unthinking protestants, in his artful Exposition of the Doctrine of the
Church of Rome, the pious and learned Dr. Wake unmasked this de-
ceiver; and the writings he published on this occasion gave him a dis-
tinguished rank among the victorious champions of the protestant cause.
Should any person, who had perused these writings, be informed that this
"pretended champion of the protestant religion had set on foot a project
of union with a popish church, with concessions in favour of the grossest
superstition and idolatry," he would be apt to stare; at least, he would
require the strongest possible evidence for a fact, in all appearance so
contradictory and unaccountable. This accusation has, nevertheless, been
brought against the eminent prelate, by the ingenious and intrepid author
of the Confessional; and it is founded upon an extraordinary passage in
Dr. Mosheim's Ecclesiastical History; where we are told, that Dr. Wake
"founded a project of peace and union between the English and Gallican
churches, founded upon this condition, that each of the two communities
should retain the greatest part of their respective and peculiar doctrines."

1 See the Confessional, 2d edition, Preface, p. 76.
2 Dr. Mosheim had certainly a very imperfect idea of this correspondence;
and he seems to have been misled by the account of it, which Kiöring has
given in his dissertation, de Consocrationibus Episcoporum Anglicanis, published at
Helmstadt in 1730; which account, notwithstanding the means of information
its author seemed to have by his journey to England, and his conversations
with Dr. Courayer, is full of mistakes. Thus Kiöring tells us, that Dr. Wake
submitted to the judgment of the Romish doctors, his correspondents,
the conditions of peace between the two churches, which he had drawn
up;—that he sent a learned man (Dr. Wilkins, his chaplain) to Paris, to
forward and complete, if possible, the projected union;—that, in a certain
assembly holden at Paris, the difficulties of promoting this union with-
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This passage, though it is, perhaps, too uncharitably interpreted by the author already mentioned, would furnish, without doubt, just matter of censure, were it founded in truth. I was both surprised and perplexed while I was translating it. I could not immediately procure proper information with respect to the fact, nor could I examine Mosheim's proofs of this strange assertion, because he alleged none. Destitute of materials, either to invalidate or confirm the fact, I made a slight mention, in a short note, of a correspondence which had been carried on between archbishop Wake and Dr. Du Pin, with the particulars of which I was not acquainted; and, in this my ignorance, only made a general observation, drawn from Dr. Wake's known zeal for the protestant religion, which was designed, not to confirm that assertion, but rather to insinuate my disbelief of it. It never could come into my head, that the interests of the protestant religion would have been safe in archbishop Wake's hands, had I given the smallest degree of credit to Dr. Mosheim's assertion, or even suspected out the pope's concurrence were insisted on by some men of high rank, who seemed inclined to the union, and that these difficulties put an end to the conferences;—that, however, two French divines (whom he supposes to be Du Pin and Girardin) were sent to England to propose new terms. It now happens, unluckily for Mr. Kionning's reputation as an historian, that not one syllable of all this is true, as will appear sufficiently to the reader who peruses with attention the account and the pieces, which I here lay before the public. But one of the most egregious errors in the account given by Kierning, is at page 61 of his dissertation, where he says, that archbishop Wake was so much elated with the prospect of success in the scheme of an accommodation, that he acquainted the divines of Geneva with it in 1719, and plainly intimated to them, that he thought it an easier thing than reconciling the protestants with each other. Let us now see where Kierning received this information. Why, truly, it was from a letter of Dr. Wake to professor Turrerin, of Geneva, in which there is not one syllable relative to a scheme of union between the English and Gallican churches; and yet Kierning quotes a passage in this letter as the only authority he has for his affirmation. The case was this: Dr. Wake, in the former part of his letter to Turrerin, speaks of the sufferings of the Hungarian and Piedmontese churches, which he had successfully endeavored to alleviate, by engaging George I. to intercede in their behalf; and then proceeds to express his desire of healing the differences that disturbed the union of the protestant churches abroad. "Interim (says he) dum huc (.i.e. the endeavours to relieve the Hungarian and Piedmontese churches) feliciter peraguntur, ignoscite, Fratres Dilectissimi, si majoris quidem laboris atque difficultatis, sed longi maximi omnibus commodi inscriptum vobis proponam; unionem nimiriem," &c. Professor Turrerin, in his work entitled Nubes Testium, printed only the latter part of Dr. Wake's letter, beginning with the words, "Interim," &c. and Kierning, not having seen the preceding part of this letter, which relates to the Hungarian and Piedmontese churches, and with which these words are connected, took it into his head that these words were relative to the scheme of union between the English and Gallican churches. Nor did he only take this into his head by way of conjecture, but he affirms, very stipidly and positively, that the words have this signification: "Hae verba (says he) tangunt pacis cum Gallis instauranda negotium, quod ex temporum rationibus manifestum est." To show him, however, that he grossly errs, I have published, among the annexed pieces, (No. XX.) the whole letter of archbishop Wake to Turrerin.
that this eminent prelate was inclined to form an union between the English and Gallican churches, "founded on this condition, that each of the two communities should retain the greatest part of their respective and peculiar doctrines."

If the author of the Confessional had given a little more attention to this, he could not have represented me as confirming the fact alleged by Mosheim, much less as giving it what he is pleased to call the sanction of my approbation. I did not confirm the fact; for I only said there was a correspondence on the subject, without speaking a syllable of the unpleasing condition that forms the charge against Dr. Wake. I shall not enter here into a debate about the grammatical import of my expressions, as I have something more interesting to present to the reader who is curious of information about archbishop Wake's real conduct in relation to the correspondence already mentioned. I have been favoured with authentic copies of the letters which passed in this correspondence, which are now in the hands of Mr. Beauvoir, of Canterbury, the worthy son of the clergyman who was chaplain to Lord Stair in the year 1717, and also with others, from the valuable collection of manuscripts left by Dr. Wake to the library of Christ Church college, in Oxford. It is from these letters that I have drawn the following account, at the end of which copies of them are printed, to serve as proofs of the truth of this relation, which I publish with a disinterested regard to truth. This impartiality may be, in some measure, expected from my situation in life, which has placed me at a distance from the scenes of religious and ecclesiastical contention in England, and cut me off from those personal connexions that nourish the prejudices of a party spirit, more than many are aware of; but it would be still more expected from my principles, were they known.

From this narrative, confirmed by authentic papers, it will appear with the utmost evidence—

First, That archbishop Wake was not the first mover in this correspondence, nor the person who formed the project of union between the English and Gallican churches.

Secondly, That he never made any concessions, nor offered to give up, for the sake of peace, any one point of the established doctrine and discipline of the church of England, in order to promote this union.

Thirdly, That any desires of union with the church of Rome, expressed in the archbishop's letters, proceeded from the hopes (well founded, or illusory, is not my business to examine here,) that he at first entertained of a considerable reformation in that church, and from an expectation that its most absurd doctrines would fall to the ground, if they could once be deprived of their great support, the papal authority;—the destruction of which authority was the very basis of this correspondence.

It will farther appear, that Dr. Wake considered union in external worship as one of the best methods of healing the uncharitable dissensions that are often occasioned by a variety of sentiments in point of doctrine, in which a perfect uniformity is not to be expected. This is undoubtedly a wise principle, when it is not carried too far; and whether or no it was
carried too far by this eminent prelate, the candid reader is left to judge from the following relation.

In the month of November, 1717, archbishop Wake wrote a letter to Mr. Beauvoir, chaplain to the earl of Stair, then ambassador at Paris, in which his grace acknowledges the receipt of several obliging letters from Mr. Beauvoir. This is manifestly the first letter which the prelate wrote to that gentleman, and the whole contents of it are matters of a literary nature. In answer to this letter, Mr. Beauvoir, in one dated the 11th of December, 1717, O. S. gives the archbishop the information he desired about the method of subscribing to a new edition of St. Chrysostom, which was at that time in the press at Paris, and then mentions his having dined with Du Pin, and three other doctors of the Sorbonne, who talked as if the whole kingdom of France was to appeal (in the affair of the bull Unigenitus) to a future general council, and who "wished for an union with the church of England, as the most effectual means to unite all the western churches." Mr. Beauvoir adds, that Dr. Du Pin had desired him to give his duty to the archbishop. Here we see the first hint, the very first overture that was made relative to a project of union between the English and Gallican churches; and this hint comes originally from the doctors of the Sorbonne, and is not occasioned by anything contained in pre-

3 The perusal of this letter (which the reader will find among the pieces here subjoined, No. 1.) is sufficient to remove the suspicions of the author of the Confessioanl, who seems inclined to believe that Archbishop Wake was the first mover in the project of uniting the English and Gallican churches. This author having mentioned Mr. Beauvoir's letter, in which Du Pin's desire of this union is communicated to the archbishop, asks the following question:—"Can any man be certain that Beauvoir mentioned this merely out of his own head, and without some previous occasion given, in the archbishop's letter to him, for such a conversation with the Sorbonne doctors?" I answer to this question, that every one who reads the archbishop's letter of the 28th of November, to which this letter of Mr. Beauvoir is an answer, may be very certain that Dr. Wake's letter did not give him the least occasion for such a conversation, but relates entirely to the Benedictine edition of St. Chrysostom, Martene's Theaurus Anecdotorum, and Moret's Dictionary. But, says our author, there is an &c. in this copy of Mr. Beauvoir's letter, very suspiciously placed, as if to cover something improper to be disclosed.* But really, if any thing was covered here, it was covered from the archbishop as well as from the public, since the very same &c. that we see in the printed copy of Mr. Beauvoir's letter, stands in the original. Besides, I would be glad to know, what there is in the placing of this &c. that can give rise to suspicion! The passage of Beauvoir's letter runs thus: "They (the Sorbonne doctors) "talked as if the whole kingdom was to appeal to the future general council, &c. They wished for an union with the Church of England, as the most effectual means to unite all the Western Churches." It is palpably evident, that the &c. here has not the least relation to the union in question, and gives no sort of reason to suspect any thing but the spirit of discontent, which the insolent proceedings of the court of Rome had excited among the French divines.

* The other reflections that the author has there made upon the correspondence between archbishop Wake and the doctors of the Sorbonne, are examined in the following note.
ceeding letters from archbishop Wake to Mr. Beauvoir, since the one only letter, which Mr. Beauvoir had hitherto received from that eminent prelate, was entirely taken up in inquiries about some new editions of books that were then publishing at Paris.

Upon this the archbishop wrote a letter to Mr. Beauvoir, in which he makes honourable mention of Du-Pin as an author of merit, and expresses his desire of serving him, with that benevolent politeness which reigns in our learned prelate's letters, and seems to have been a striking line in his amiable character. Dr. Du-Pin improved this favourable occasion of

5 This "handsome mention" of Dr. Du-Pin, made by the archbishop, gives new subject of suspicion to the author of the Confessional. He had learned the fact from the article Wake, in the Biographia Britannica; "but," says he, "we are left to guess what this handsome mention was—had the biographer given us this letter, together with that of November 27, they might probably (it would have been more accurate to have said possibly) have discovered what the biographer did not want we should know, namely, the share Dr. Wake had in forming the project of an union between the two Churches." This is guessing with a witness; and it is hard to imagine how the boldest calculator of probabilities could conclude from Dr. Wake's handsome mention of Dr. Du-Pin, that the former had a share, of any kind, in forming the project of union now under consideration. For the ingenious guesser happens to be quite mistaken in his conjecture; and I hope to convince him of this, by satisfying his desire. He desires the letter of the 27th (or rather the 28th) of November; I have referred to it in the preceding note, and he may read it at the end of this account. He desires the letter in which handsome mention is made of Du-Pin; and I can assure him, that in that letter there is not a single syllable relative to an union. The passage that regards Dr. Du-Pin is as follows: "I am much obliged to you" (says Dr. Wake, in his letter to Mr. Beauvoir, dated January 2, 1717-18) "for making my name known to Dr. Du-Pin. He is a gentleman, by whose labours I have profited these many years; and I do really admire how it is possible for one man to publish so much, and yet so correctly, as he has generally done. I desire my respects to him; and that, if there be anything here whereby I may be serviceable to him, he will freely command me." Such was the exact and handsome mention of Du-Pin; and it evidently shows, that, till then, there never had been any communication between them. Yet these are all the proofs which the author of the Confessional gives of the probability that the archbishop was the first mover in this affair.

But "his grace accepted the party, a formal treaty commences, and is carried on in a correspondence of some length," says the author of the Confessional. And I would candidly ask that author, upon what principles of Christianity, reason, or charity, Dr. Wake could have refused to hear the proposals, terms, and sentiments of the Sorbonne doctors, who discovered an inclination to unite with his Church? The author of the Confessional says elsewhere, "that it was, at the best, officious and presumptuous in Dr. Wake to enter into a negotiation of this nature, without authority from the Church or the government." But the truth is, that he entered into no negotiation or treaty on this head; he considered the letters that were written on both sides as a personal correspondence between individuals who could not commence a negotiation until they had received the proper powers from their respective sovereigns; and I do think he was greatly in the right to enter into this correspondence, as it seemed very likely, in the then circumstances of the Gallican Church, to serve the Protestant interest and the cause of reformation. If, indeed, in the course of this correspondence he had discovered anything like what Mosheim imputes to him, even a disposition toward an union, founded upon
writing to the archbishop a letter of thanks, dated January 31 (February 11, N.S.) 1717-18; in which, toward the conclusion, he intimates his desire of an union between the English and Gallican Churches, and observes, that the difference between them, in most points, was not so great as to render a reconciliation impracticable; and that it was his

the condition that each of the two Churches should retain the greatest part of their respective and peculiar doctrines, I should think his conduct liable to censure. But no such thing appears in his letters, which I have subjoined to this account, that the candid examiner may receive full satisfaction in this affair. Mosheim's mistake is palpable, and the author of the Confessional seems certainly to have been too hasty in adopting it. He alleges, that Dr. Wake might have maintained the justice and orthodoxy of every individual article of the church of England, and yet "give up some of them for the sake of peace." But the archbishop expressly declares, in his letters, that he would give up none of them, and that, though he was a friend to peace, he was still a greater friend to truth. The author's reflection, that, without some concessions on the part of the archbishop, the treaty could not have gone a step farther, may be questioned in theory; for treaties are often carried on for a long time without concessions on both sides, or perhaps on either; and the archbishop might hope that Du-Pin, who had yielded several things, would still yield more; but this remark is overthrown by the plain fact. Besides, I repeat what I have already insinuated, that this correspondence does not deserve the name of a treaty *. Proposals were made only on Du-Pin's side; and these proposals were positively rejected by the archbishop, in his letters to Mr. Beauvoir. Nor did he propose any thing in return to either of the Sorbonne doctors, but that they should entirely renounce the authority of the pope, hoping, though perhaps too fancifully, that, when this was done, the two churches might come to an agreement about other matters, as far as was necessary. But the author of the Confessional supposes, that the archbishop must have made some concessions, because the letters on both sides were sent to Rome, and received there as "so many trophies gained from the enemies of the church." This supposition, however, is somewhat hasty. Could nothing but concessions from the archbishop make the court of Rome consider those letters in that light? Would they not think it a great triumph, that they had obliged Du-Pin's party to give up the letters as a token of their submission, and defeated the archbishop's design of engaging the Gallican church to assert its liberty, by throwing off the papal yoke! If Dr. Wake made concessions, where are they? And if these were the trophies, why did not the partisans of Rome publish authentic copies of them to the world? Did the author of the Confessional ever hear of a victorious general, who carefully hid under ground the standards he had taken from the enemy! This, indeed, is a new method of dealing with trophies. Our author, however, does not, as yet, quit his hold; he alleges, that the French divines could not have acknowledged the catholic benevolence of the archbishop, if he made no concessions to them. This reasoning would be plausible, if charity toward those who err consisted in embracing their errors; but this is a definition of charity, that, I fancy, the ingenious author will give up, upon second thoughts. Dr. Wake's catholic benevolence consisted in his esteem for the merit and learning of his correspondents, in his compassion for their sufferings and their errors, in his desire of the reformation and liberty of their church, and his inclination to live in friendship and concord, as far as was possible, with all that bear the christian name; and this disposition, so suitable to the benevolent genius of christianity, will always reflect a true and solid glory upon his character as a christian bishop.

* See post, note 9, and the letters subjoined, No. XI.
earnest wish, that all Christians should be united in one sheep-fold. His words are: "Unum addam cum bona venia tua, me vehementer optare, ut unionis inter Ecclesias Anglicanam et Gallicanam in uendae via aliqua inveniri posset: non ita sumus ab invicem in plerisque dissiti, ut non possimus mutuo reconciliari. Atque utinam Christiani omnes essent unum ovile." The archbishop wrote an answer to this letter, dated February 15-24, 1717-18, in which he asserts, at large, the purity of the Church of England, in faith, worship, government, and discipline, and tells his correspondent that he is persuaded that there are few things in the doctrine and constitution of that Church which even he himself (Du-Pin) would desire to see changed; the original words are: "Aut ego vehementer fallor, aut in ea paucis admodum sunt, quae vel tu—immutanda velles?" and again, "Sicere judica, quid in hac nostra ecclesia invenias, quod jure damnari debeat, aut nos astra hereticorum, vel etiam schismaticorum, nota inure." The zeal of the venerable prelate goes still farther; and the moderate sentiments which he observed in Dr. Du-Pin’s letter induced him to exhort the French to maintain, if not to enlarge, the rights and privileges of the Gallican Church, for which the existing disputes, about the constitution Unigenitus, furnished the most favourable occasion. He also expresses his readiness to concur in improving any opportunity, that might be offered by these debates, to form an union that might be productive of a farther reformation, in which not only the most rational Protestants, but also a considerable number of the Roman Catholic Churches should join with the Church of England; "si exhaere" (says the archbishop, speaking of the recent commotions excited by the constitution) "aliquid amplius elici possit ad unionem nobiscum ecclesiasticam in uendam; unde forte nova quaedam reformatio ex iurabit, in quam non solum ex Protestantibus optimi qui quique, verum etiam para magna ecclesiarum Communio Romano-Catholicæ, una nobiscum conveniant."

Hitherto we see that the expressions of the two learned doctors of the English and Gallican Churches, relating to the union under consideration, are of a vague and general nature. When they were thus far advanced in their correspondence, an event happened which rendered it more close, serious, and interesting, and even brought on some particular mention of preliminary terms, and certain preparatives for a future negociation. The event I mean, was a discourse delivered in an extraordinary meeting of the Sorbonne, March 17-28, 1717-18, by Dr. Patrick Piers de Girardin, in which he exhorts the doctors of that society to proceed in their design of revising the doctrines and rules of the Church, to separate things necessary from those which are not so, by which they will show the Church of England that they do not hold every decision of the pope for an article of faith. The learned orator observes farther (upon what foundation it is difficult to guess), that the English Church may be more easily reconciled than the Greek was; and that the disputes between the Gallican Church and the court of Rome, removing the apprehensions of papal
tyranny, which terrified the English from the Catholic communion, will lead them back into the bosom of the Church, with greater celerity than they formerly fled from it: "Facient" (says he) "profecto offensiones, quæ vos inter et senatum Capitolinum videntur intervenisse, ut Angli, deposito servitutis metu, in ecclesiae gremium revolent alacrius quam olim inde, quorumdam exosi tyrannidem, avolarunt. Meministis ortas inter Paulum et Barnabam dissensiones animorum tandem eo recidisse, ut singulari propaganda in diversis regionibus fidei felicius insulaverint sigillatum, quam junctis viribus fortasse insudassent." This last sentence (in which Dr. Girardin observes, that Paul and Barnabas probably made more converts in consequence of their separation, than they would have done had they travelled together, and acted in concert,) is not a little remarkable; and, indeed, the whole passage discovers rather a desire of making proselytes, than an inclination to form a coalition founded upon concessions and some reformation on the side of popery. It may, perhaps, be alleged, in opposition to this remark, that prudence required a language of this kind, in the infancy of a project of union, whatever concessions might be offered afterwards to bring about its execution; and this may be true.

After the delivery of this discourse in the Sorbonne, Dr. Du-Pin showed to Girardin archbishop Wake’s letter, which was also communicated to cardinal de Noailles, who admired it greatly, as appears from a letter of Dr. Piers de Girardin to Dr. Wake, written, I believe, April 18-29, 1718. Before the arrival of this letter, the archbishop had received a second from Dr. Du-Pin, and also a copy of Girardin’s discourse. But he does not seem to have entertained any notion, in consequence of all this, that the projected union would go on smoothly. On the contrary, he no sooner received these letters, than he wrote to Mr. Beauvoir (April 15, 1718), that it was his opinion, that neither the regent nor the cardinal would ever come to a rupture with the court of Rome; and that nothing could be done, in point of doctrine, until this rupture was brought about. He added, that fundamentals should be distinguished from matters of less moment, in which differences or errors might be tolerated. He expresses a curiosity to know the reception which his former letter to Du-Pin had met with; and he wrote again to that ecclesiastic, and also to Girardin (May 1, 1718), and sent both his letters toward the end of that month.

The doctors of the Sorbonne, whether they were set in motion by the real desire of an union with the English Church, or only intended to make use of this union as the means of intimidating the court of Rome, began to form a plan of reconciliation, and to specify the terms upon which they were willing to bring it into execution. Mr. Beauvoir acquaints the archbishop, in July, 1718, that Dr. Du-Pin had made a rough draft of an essay toward an union, which Cardinal de Noailles desired to peruse before it was sent to his grace; and that both Du-Pin and Girardin were highly pleased with his grace’s letters to them. These letters, however, were written with a truly Protestant spirit; the archbishop insisted, in them, upon the truth and orthodoxy of the articles of the Church of Eng-
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land, and did not make any concession which supposed the least approximation to the peculiar doctrines, or the smallest approbation of the ambitious pretensions of the Church of Rome; he observed, on the contrary, that it was now the time for Dr. Du-Pin, and his brethren of the Sorbonne, to declare openly their true sentiments with respect to the superstition and tyranny of that Church; that it was the interest of all Christians to unmask that court, and to reduce its authority to its primitive limits; and that, according to the fundamental principle of the Reformation in general, and of the Church of England in particular, Jesus Christ is the only founder, source, and head of the Church. Accordingly, when Mr. Beauvoir had acquainted the archbishop with Du-Pin’s having formed a plan of union, his grace answered in a manner which showed that he looked upon the removal of the Gallican Church from the jurisdiction of Rome as an essential preliminary article, without which no negotiation could even be commenced. “To speak freely” (says the prelate, in his letter of the 11th of August, to Mr. Beauvoir), “I do not think the regent (the duke of Orleans) yet strong enough in his interest to adventure at a separation from the court of Rome. Could the regent openly appear in this, the divines would follow, and a scheme might fairly be offered for such an union, as alone is requisite, between the English and Gallican Churches. But, till the time comes that the state will enter into such a work, all the rest is mere speculation. It may amuse a few contemplative men of learning and probity, who see the errors of the Church, and groan under the tyranny of the court of Rome. It may dispose them secretly to wish well to us, and think charitably of us; but still they must call themselves Catholics, and us heretics; and, to all outward appearance, say mass, and act so as they have been wont to do. If, under the shelter of Gallican privileges, they can now and then serve the state by speaking big in the Sorbonne, they will do it heartily: but that is all, if I am not greatly mistaken.”

Soon after this the archbishop received Du Pin’s Commonitorium, or advice relating to the method of re-uniting the English and Gallican churches; of the contents of which it will not be improper to give here a compendious account, as it was read in the Sorbonne, and was approved there, and as the concessions it contains, though not sufficient to satisfy a true protestant, are yet such as one would not expect from a very zealous papist. Dr. Du Pin, after some reflections, in the tedious preface, on the Reformation, and the present state of the church of England, reduces the controversy between the churches to three heads, viz. articles of faith,—rules and ceremonies of ecclesiastical discipline,—and moral doctrine, or rules of practice; and these he treats, by entering into an examination of the Thirty-nine Articles of the church of England. The first five of these articles he approves. With regard to the sixth, which affirms that the Scripture contains all things necessary to salvation, he expresses himself thus: “This we will readily grant, provided that you do not entirely exclude tradition, which does not exhibit new articles of faith, but confirms and illustrates those which are contained in the sacred writings, and places
about them new guards to defend them against gainsayers,” &c. He thinks that the apocryphal books will not occasion much difficulty. He is, indeed, of opinion, that “they ought to be deemed canonical, as those books concerning which there were doubts for some time;” yet, since they are not in the first or Jewish canon, he will allow them to be called Deutero-Canonical. He consents to the Xth article, which relates to free-will, provided that by the word power he understood what school divines call potentia proxima, or a direct and immediate power, since, without a remote power of doing good works, sin could not be imputed.

With respect to the XIth article, which contains the doctrine of justification, he thus expresses the sentiments of his brethren: “We do not deny that it is by faith alone that we are justified, but we maintain that faith, charity, and good works, are necessary to salvation; and this is acknowledged in the following article.”

Concerning the XIIth article, he observes, “that there will be no dispute, since many divines of both communions embrace the doctrine contained in that article,” (viz. that works done before the grace of Christ are not pleasing to God, and have the nature of sin). He indeed thinks “it very harsh to say, that all those actions are sinful which have not the grace of Christ for their source;” but he considers this rather as a matter of theological discussion than as a term of fraternal communion.

On the XIVth article, relating to works of supererogation (undoubtedly one of the most absurd and pernicious doctrines of the Romish church), he observes, “that works of supererogation mean only works conducive to salvation, which are not matters of strict precept, but of counsel only; that the word, being new, may be rejected, provided it be owned that the faithful do some such works.”

He makes no objections to the XV, XVI, XVII, and XVIIIth articles.

His observations on the XIXth is, that to the definition of the church, the words under lawful pastors ought to be added; and that though all particular churches, even that of Rome, may err, it is needless to say this in a confession of faith.

He consents to the decision of the XXth article, which refuses to the church the power of ordaining any thing that is contrary to the word of God; but he says, it must be taken for granted, that the church will never do this in matters which overturn essential points of faith, or, to use his own words, “quia fidei substantiam evertant.”

6 The original words are: “Hoe hubenter admittemus, modo non exclu- datur traditio, quae articulos fidelis nostros non excludet, sed confirmat et explicat ea quae in sacris litteris habentur, ac adversus aliter sapientes munire ex novis cautelis, ut ut non nova discantur, sed antiqua nove.”

7 The original words are: “Fide sola in Christi non justificari, quod articulo XI. exponitur, non in for- mnr; sed fidei, charitate, et adjunctis bonis operibus, quae omnino necessaria sunt ad salutem, ut articulo sequenti agnosciur.”

8 “De articulo XIII. non nulla kis erit, eum multis theologis in cadem ver- sentur sententia. Durius videtur id dici, esse omnes actiones quae ex gratia Christi non fit, esse peccata. Non lit tamen de haec re discipular, nisi inter theologos.”
It is in consequence of this notion that he remarks on the XXIst article, that general councils, received by the universal church, cannot err; and that, though particular councils may, yet every private man has not a right to reject what he thinks contrary to Scripture.

As to the important points of controversy contained in the XXIIId article, he endeavours to mince matters as nicely as he can, to see if he can make the cable pass through the eye of the needle; and for this purpose observes, that souls must be purged, i.e. purified from all defilement of sin, before they are admitted to celestial bliss; that the church of Rome does not affirm this to be done by fire; that indulgences are only relaxations or remissions of temporal penalties in this life; that the Roman catholics do not worship the cross, or relics, or images, or even saints before their images, but only pay them an external respect, which is not of a religious nature; and that even the external demonstration of respect is a matter of indifference, which may be laid aside or retained without harm.

He approves the XXIIId article; and does not pretend to dispute about the XXIVth, which ordains the celebration of divine worship in the vulgar tongue. He, indeed, excuses the Latin and Greek churches for preserving their ancient languages; but, as great care has been taken that every thing be understood by translations, he allows, that divine service may be performed in the vulgar tongue, where that is customary.

Under the XXVth article he insists that the five Romish sacraments be acknowledged as such, whether instituted immediately by Christ or not.

He approves the XXVIth and XXVIIth articles; and he proposes expressing the part of the XXVIIIth that relates to transsubstantiation (which term he is willing to omit entirely), in the following manner: "That the bread and wine are really changed into the body and blood of Christ, which last are truly and really received by all, though none but the faithful partake of any benefit from them." This extends also to the XXIXth article.

With regard to the XXXth, he is for mutual toleration, and would have the receiving of the communion in both kinds held indifferent, and liberty left to each church to preserve, or change, or dispense with its customs on certain occasions.

He is less inclined to concessions on the XXXIst article, and maintains that the sacrifice of Christ is not only commemorated, but continued, in the eucharist, and that every communicant offers him along with the priest.

He is not a warm stickler for the celibacy of the clergy, but consents so far to the XXXIIId article, as to allow that priests may marry, where the laws of the church do not prohibit it.

In the XXXIIIId and XXXIVth articles, he acquiesces without exception.

He suspends his judgment with respect to the XXXVth, as he never perused the homilies mentioned therein.
As to the XXXVIth, he would not have the English ordinations pronounced null, though some of them, perhaps, are so; but thinks that, if an union be made, the English clergy ought to be continued in their offices and benefices, either by right or indulgence, "sive ex jure, sive ex indulgentia ecclesiae."

He admits the XXXVIIth, so far as relates to the authority of the civil power; denies all temporal and all immediate spiritual jurisdiction of the pope; but alleges that, by virtue of his primacy, which moderate (he ought to have said immoderate) church-of-England-men do not deny, he is bound to see that the true faith be maintained; that the canons be observed everywhere; and, when any thing is done in violation of either, to provide the remedies prescribed for such disorders by the canon laws, "secundum leges canonicas, ut malum rescriatur, procurare." As to the rest, he is of opinion, that every church ought to enjoy its own liberties and privileges, which the pope has no right to infringe. He declares against going too far (the expression is vague, but the man probably meant well) in the punishment of heretics, against admitting the inquisition into France, and against war without a just cause.

The XXXVIIIth and XXXIXth articles he approves. Moreover, in the discipline and worship of the church of England, he sees nothing amiss, and thinks no attempts should be made to discover or prove by whose fault the schism was begun. He farther observes, "that an union between the English and French bishops and clergy may be completed, or at least advanced, without consulting the Roman pontiff, who may be informed of the union as soon as it is accomplished, and may be desired to consent to it; that, if he consents to it, the affair will then be finished; and that, even without his consent, the union shall be valid; that, in case he attempts to terrify by his threats, it will then be expedient to appeal to a general council." He concludes by observing, "that this arduous matter must first be discussed between a few; and, if there be reason to hope that the bishops, on both sides, will agree about the terms of the designed union, that then application must be made to the civil power, to advance and confirm the work," to which he wishes all success.

It is from the effect which these proposals and terms made upon archbishop Wake, that it will be most natural to form a notion of his sentiments with respect to the church of Rome. It appears evident, from several passages in the writings and letters of this eminent prelate, that he was persuaded that a reformation in the church of Rome could only be made gradually; that it was not probable that they would renounce all their follies at once; but that, if they should once begin to make concessions, this would set in motion the work of reformation, which, in all likelihood, would receive new accessions of vigour, and go on until a happy change should be effected. This way of thinking might have led

5 "Unio fieri potest aut saltem promoveri, inconsulto pontifice, qui, facta unione, de ea admodum, ut suppler eiter rogabitur, ut velit et consentire, Si consentiat, jam peracta res erit: sin absumit, nihilominus valebit hac unia. Et si minus intentet, ad concilium generale appellabitur."
the archbishop to give an indulgent reception to these proposals of Du-
Pín, which contained some concessions, and might be an introduction to
more. And yet we find that he rejected this piece, as insufficient to serve
as a basis, or groundwork, to the desired union. On receiving the piece,
he immediately perceived that he had not sufficient ground for carrying
on this negotiation, without previously consulting his brethren, and ob-
taining a permission from the king for this purpose. Beside this, he was
resolved not to submit either to the direction of Dr. Du-Pín, or to that of
the Sorbonne, in relation to what was to be retained, or what was to be
given up, in the doctrine and discipline of the two churches; nor to treat
with the church of Rome upon any other footing than that of a perfect
equality in point of authority and power. He declared more especially,
that he would never comply with the proposals made in Du-Pín's Com-
monitorium, of which I have now given the contents; observing, that
though he was a friend to peace, he was still more a friend to truth: and
that, "unless the Roman catholics gave up some of their doctrines and
rites," an union with them could never be effected. All this is contained
in a letter written by the archbishop to Mr. Beauvoir, on receiving the
Commonitorium. This letter is dated August 30, 1718; and the reader
will find a copy of it subjoined to this appendix. About a month after,
his grace wrote a letter to Dr. Du-Pín, dated October 1, 1718, in which
he complains of the tyranny of the pope, exhorts the Gallican doctors to
throw off the papal yoke in a national council, since the general one is not
to be expected; and declares, that this must be the great preliminary and
fundamental principle of the projected union, which being settled, an
uniformity might be brought about in other matters, or a diversity of
sentiments mutually allowed, without any violation of peace or concord.
The archbishop commends, in the same letter, the candour and openness
that reign in the Commonitorium; entreats Dr. Du-Pín to write to him
always upon the same footing, freely, and without disguise or reserve;
and tells him he is pleased with several things in that piece, and with
nothing more than with the doctor's declaring it as his opinion, that there
is not a great difference between their respective sentiments; but adds,
that he cannot at present give his sentiments at large concerning that
piece.

Dr. Wake seems to have aimed principally, in this correspondence, at
bringing about a separation between the Gallican church and the court
of Rome. The terms in which the French divines often spoke about the
liberties of their church, might give him some hope that this separation
would take place, if ever these divines should be countenanced by the civil
power of France. But a man of the archbishop's sagacity could not ex-
pect that they would enter into an union with any other national church
all at once. He acted, therefore, with dignity, as well as with prudence,
when he declined to explain himself on the proposals contained in Du-
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1 See this Letter, No. III.

2 See this Letter to Du-Pín, No. V.

P. Piers de Girardin, No. VI.
Pin's Comonitorium. To have answered ambiguously would have been mean; and to have answered explicitly would have blasted his hopes of separating them from Rome, which separation he desired upon the principles of civil and ecclesiastical liberty, independent of the discussion of theological tenets. The archbishop's sentiments in this matter will still appear farther from the letters he wrote to Mr. Beauvoir, in October, November, and December, 1718, and the January following, of which the proper extracts are here subjoined.³ It appears from these letters, that Dr. Wake insisted still upon the abolition of the pope's jurisdiction over the Gallican church, and leaving him no more than a primacy of rank and honour, and that merely by ecclesiastical authority, as he was once bishop of the imperial city; to which empty title our prelate seems willing to have consented, provided that it should be attended with no infringement of the independence and privileges of each particular country and church.

"Si quam prærogativam" (says the archbishop in his letter to Girardin ⁴ after having defied the court of Rome to produce any precept of Christ in favour of the primacy of its bishop) "ecclesie concilia sedis imperialis episcopo concerensint (etsi cadente imperio etiam ea prærogativa excidisse merito possit censeri) tamen quod ad me attinet, servatis semper regnum juribus, ecclesiis libertatibus, episcoporum dignitate, modo in ceteris conveniat, per me licet, suo fruat ex quicunque primatu; non ego illis locum primum, non inanem honoris titulum invideo. At in alias ecclesias dominari, &c. lacet nec nos unquam ferre potuimus, nec vos debitis." ²

It appears, farther, from these letters, that any proposals or terms conceived by the archbishop, in relation to this project of union, were of a vague and general nature, and that his views terminated rather in a plan of mutual toleration, than in a scheme for effecting an entire uniformity. The scheme that seemed to his grace the most likely to succeed was, that "the independence of every national church, or any other, and its right to determine all matters that arise within itself, should be acknowledged on both sides; that, for points of doctrine, they should agree, as far as possible, in all articles of any moment (as in effect the two churches either already did, or easily might); and, in other matters, that a difference should be allowed until God should bring them to an union in them also." It must be allowed, however, though the expression is still general, that the archbishop was for "purging out of the public offices of the church all such things as hinder a perfect communion in divine service, so that persons coming from one church to the other might join in prayers, and the holy sacrament, and the public service." He was persuaded, that, in the liturgy of the church of England, there was nothing but what the Roman Catholics would adopt, except the single rubric relating to the eucharist; and that in the Romish liturgy there was nothing to which Protestants object, but what the more rational Romanists agree might be laid aside, and yet the public offices be not the worse, or

³ See No. IV. VII. VIII. IX. X. ⁴ No. VI. ⁵ See the pieces subjoined to this ⁶ Ibid.
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more imperfect, for the want of it. He therefore thought it proper to make the demands already mentioned the ground-work of the project of union, at the beginning of the negociation; not that he meant to stop here, but that, being thus far agreed, they might the more easily go farther, descend to particulars, and render their scheme more perfect by degrees?

The violent measures of the court of Rome against that part of the Gallican church which refused to admit the constitution Unigenitus as an ecclesiastical law, made the archbishop imagine that it would be no difficult matter to bring this opposition to an open rupture, and to engage the persons concerned in it to throw off the papal yoke, which seemed to be borne with impatience in France. The despotie bull of Clement XI. dated August 28, 1788, and which begins with the words, Pastoralis officii, was a formal act of excommunication, thundered out against all the anti-constitutionists, as the opposers of the bull Unigenitus were called; and it exasperated the doctors of the Sorbonne in the highest degree. It is to this that the archbishop alludes, when he says, in his letter to Mr. Beauvoir, dated the 23d of January, 1718 4, "At present he (the pope) has put them out of his communion. We have withdrawn ourselves from his; both are out of communion with him, and I think it is not material on which side the breach lies." But the wished-for separation from the court of Rome, notwithstanding all the provocations of its pontiff, was still far off. Though, on numberless occasions, the French divines showed very little respect for the papal authority, yet the renouncing it altogether was a step which required deep deliberation, and which, however inclined they might be to it, they could not make, if they were not seconded by the state. But from the state they were not likely to have any countenance. The regent of France was governed by the abbé Du Bois; and Du Bois was aspiring eagerly after a cardinal's cap. This circumstance (not more unimportant than many secret connexions and trivial views that daily influence the course of public events, the transactions of government, and the fate of nations) was sufficient to stop the Sorbonne and its doctors in the midst of their career; and, in effect, it contributed greatly to stop the correspondence of which I have been now giving an account, and to nip the project of union in the bud. The correspondence between the archbishop and the two doctors of the Sorbonne had been carried on with a high degree of secrecy. This secrecy was prudent, as neither of the corresponding parties had been authorised by the civil power to negotiate an union between the two churches?; and, on Dr. Wake's part, it was partly owing

7 See No. VIII.
8 See No. X.
9 Dr. Wake seems to have been sensible of the impropriety of carrying on a negociation of this nature without the approbation and countenance of government. "I always (says he, in his letter to Mr. Beauvoir, which the reader will find at the end of this Appendix, No. XI.) took it for granted, that no step should be taken toward an union, but with the knowledge, approbation, and even by the authority of civil powers. All, therefore, that has passed hitherto stands clear of any exception as to the civil magistrate. It is only a consultation, in order to find out a way how an union might be made if a fit occasion should hereafter be offered."
to his having nobody that he could trust with what he did. He was satisfied (as he says in a letter to Mr. Beauvoir) "that most of the high-church bishops and clergy would readily come into such a design; but these (adds his grace) are not men either to be confided in, or made use of, by me."

The correspondence, however, was divulged; and the project of union engrossed the whole conversation of the city of Paris. Lord Stanhope and the earl of Stair were congratulated thereupon by some great personages in the royal palaces. The duke regent himself and the abbé Du Bois, minister of foreign affairs, and M. Joli de Fleury, the attorney-general, gave the line at first, appeared to favour the correspondence and the project, and let things run on to certain lengths. But the Jesuits and Constitutionists sounded the alarm, and overturned the whole scheme, by spreading a report, that the cardinal de Noailles, and his friends the Jansenists, were upon the point of making a coalition with the heretics. Hereupon the regent was intimidated; and Du Bois had an opportunity of appearing a meritorious candidate for a place in the sacred college. Dr. Piers Girardin was sent for to court, was severely reprimanded by Du Bois, and strictly charged, upon pain of being sent to the Bastile, to give up all the letters he had received from the archbishop of Canterbury, as also a copy of all his own. He was forced to obey; and all the letters were immediately sent to Rome, "as so many trophies (says a certain author) gained from the enemies of the church."

The archbishop's letters were greatly admired, as striking proofs both of his catholic benevolence and extensive abilities.

Mr. Beauvoir informed the archbishop, by a letter dated February 8, 1719, N. S. that Dr. Du-Pin had been summoned, by the abbé Du Bois, to give an account of what had passed between him and Dr. Wake. This step naturally suspended the correspondence, though the archbishop was at a loss, at first, whether he should look upon it as favourable, or detrimental, to the projected union. The letters which he wrote to Mr. Beauvoir and Dr. Du-Pin after this express the same sentiments which he discovered through the whole of this transaction. The letter to Du-Pin, more especially, is full of a pacific and reconciling spirit, and expresses the archbishop's desire of cultivating fraternal charity with the doctors, and his regret at the ill success of their endeavours toward the projected union. Du-Pin died before this letter, which was retarded by some accident, arrived at Paris. Before the archbishop had heard of his death, he wrote to Mr. Beauvoir, to express his concern, that an account was going to be published of what had passed between the two doctors and

1 See the letters subjoined, No. IX.
2 These trophies were the defeat of the moderate part of the Gallican Church, and the ruin of their project to break the papal yoke, and unite with the Church of England. See above, note 3, p. 517, where the conclusion which the author of the Conditional has drawn from this expression is shown to be groundless.
3 See his letter to Mr. Beauvoir, in the pieces subjoined, No. XI. dated February 5 (16), 1718-19.
4 See No. XI.—XVIII.
5 See his letter to Mr. Beauvoir, No. XV.
himself, and his hope, "that they would keep in generals, as the only way to renew the good design, if occasion should serve, and to prevent themselves trouble from the reflexions of their enemies," on account (as the archbishop undoubtedly means) of the concessions they had made, which, though insufficient to satisfy true protestants, were adapted to exasperate bigoted papists. The prelate adds, in the conclusion of this letter, "I shall be glad to know that your doctors still continue their good opinion of us; for, though we need not the approbation of men on our own account, yet I cannot but wish it as a mean to bring them, if not to a perfect agreement in all things with us, (which is not presently to be expected,) yet to such an union as may put an end to the odious charges against, and consequential aversion of us, as heretics and schismatics, and in truth, make them cease to be so."

Dr. Du-Pin (whom the archbishop very sincerely lamented, as the only man, after Mr. Ravechet, on whom the hopes of a reformation in France seemed to depend) left behind him an account of this famous correspondence. Some time before he died, he showed it to Mr. Beauvoir, and told him, that he intended to communicate it to a very great man (probably the regent). Mr. Beauvoir observed to the doctor, that one would be led to imagine, from the manner in which this account was drawn up, that the archbishop made the first overtures with respect to the correspondence, and was the first who intimated his desire of the union; whereas it was palpably evident that he (Dr. Du-Pin) had first solicited the one and the other. Du-Pin acknowledged this freely and candidly, and promised to rectify it, but was prevented by death. It does not, however, appear that his death put a final stop to the correspondence; for we learn by a letter from the archbishop to Mr. Beauvoir, dated August 27, 1719, that Dr. Pieris Girardin frequently wrote to his grace. But the opportunity was past; the appellants from the bull Unigenitus, or the anti-constitutionists, were divided; the court did not smile at all upon the project, because the regent was afraid of the Spanish party and the Jesuits; and therefore the continuance of this correspondence after Du-Pin's death was without effect.

Let the reader now, after having perused this historical account, judge of the appearance which Dr. Wake makes in this transaction. An impartial reader will certainly draw from this whole correspondence the following conclusions: that archbishop Wake was invited to this correspondence by Dr. Du-Pin, the most moderate of all the Roman catholic divines; that he entered into it with a view to improve one of the most favourable opportunities that could be offered of withdrawing the church of France from the jurisdiction of the pope; a circumstance which must have immediately weakened the power of the court of Rome, and, in its consequences, offered a fair prospect of a farther reformation in doctrine and worship, as the case happened in the church of England, when it happily threw off the papal yoke;—that he did not give Du-Pin, or any of the doctors of the Sorbonne, the smallest reason to hope that the church of England would give up any one point of belief or practice to the church of France;
but insisted, on the contrary, that the latter should make alterations and concessions, in order to be reconciled to the former;—that he never specified the particular alterations which would be requisite to satisfy the rulers and doctors of the church of England, but only expressed a general desire of an union between the churches, if that were possible, or at least of a mutual toleration; that he never flattered himself that this union could be perfectly accomplished, or that the doctors of the Gallican church would be entirely brought over to the church of England; but thought that every advance made by them, and every concession, must have proved really advantageous to the protestant cause.

The pacific spirit of Dr. Wake did not only discover itself in his correspondence with the Romish doctors, but in several other transactions in which he was engaged by his constant desire of promoting union and concord among Christians; for it is well known, that he kept up a constant friendly correspondence with the most eminent ministers of the foreign protestant churches, and showed a fraternal regard to them, notwithstanding the difference of their discipline and government from that of the church of England. In a letter written to the learned le Clerc in 1716, he expresses, in the most cordial terms, his affection for them, and declares positively, that nothing can be farther from his thoughts, than the notions adopted by certain bigoted and furious writers who refuse to embrace the foreign protestants as their brethren, will not allow to their religious assemblies the denomination of churches, and deny the validity of their sacraments. He declares, on the contrary, these churches to be true Christian churches, and expresses a warm desire of their union with the church of England. It will be, perhaps, difficult to find, in any epistolary composition, ancient or modern, a more elegant simplicity, a more amiable spirit of meekness, moderation, and charity, and a happier strain of that easy and unaffected politeness which draws its expressions from a natural habit of goodness and humanity, than we meet with in this letter 5. We see this active and benevolent prelate still continuing to interest himself in the welfare of the protestant churches abroad. In several letters written in the years 1718 and 1719, to the pastors and professors of Geneva and Switzerland, who were then at variance about the doctrines of predestination and grace, and some other abstruse points of metaphysical theology, he recommends earnestly to them a spirit of mutual toleration and forbearance, entreats them particularly to be moderate in their demands of subscription to articles of faith, and proposes to them the example of the Church of England as worthy of imitation in this respect. In one of these letters, he exhorts the doctors of Geneva not to go too far in explaining the nature, determining the sense, and imposing the belief of doctrines, which the divine wisdom has not thought proper to reveal clearly in the Scriptures, and the ignorance of which is very consistent with a state of salvation; and he recommends the prudence of the Church of England, which has expressed these doctrines in such general

5 See an extract of it among the pieces subjoined, No. XIX.
terms in its articles, that persons who think very differently about the doctrines, may subscribe the articles without wounding their integrity. His letters to professor Schurer of Bern, and to the excellent and learned John Alphonso Turrutin of Geneva, are in the same strain of moderation and charity, and are here subjoined, as every way worthy of attentive perusal. But what is more peculiarly worthy of attention here, is a letter written May 22, 1719, to Mr. Jablonski of Poland, who, from a persuasion of Dr. Wake's great wisdom, discernment, and moderation, had proposed to him the following question, viz. "Whether it was lawful and expedient for the Lutherans to treat of an union with the Church of Rome; or whether all negociations of this kind ought not to be looked upon as dangerous and delusive?" The archbishop's answer to this question contains a happy mixture of Protestant zeal and Christian charity. He gives the strongest cautions to the Polish Lutherans against entering into any treaty of union with the Roman Catholics, except on a footing of perfect equality, and in consequence of a previous renunciation, on the part of the latter, of the tyranny, and even of the superiority and jurisdiction of the Church of Rome and its pontiff; and as to what concerns points of doctrine, he exhorts them not to sacrifice truth to temporal advantages, or even to a desire of peace. It would carry us too far, were we to give a minute account of Dr. Wake's correspondence with the Protestants of Nismes, or of Lithuania, and other countries: it may, however, be affirmed, that no prelate, since the Reformation, had so extensive a correspondence with the Protestants abroad, and none could have a more friendly one.

It does not appear that the dissenter in England made to the archbishop any proposals relative to an union with the established Church, or that he made any proposals to them on that head. The spirit of the times, and the situation of the contending parties, offered little prospect of success to any scheme of that nature. In queen Anne's time he was only bishop of Lincoln; and the disposition of the house of Commons, and of all the Tory part of the nation, was then so unfavourable to the dissenters, that it is not at all likely that any attempt toward re-uniting them to the established Church would have passed into a law. And, in the next reign, the face of things was so greatly changed in favour of the dissenters, and their hopes of recovering the rights and privileges, of which they had been deprived, were so sanguine, that it may be well questioned whether they would have accepted the offer of an union had it been made to them. Be that as it will, one thing is certain, and it is a proof of archbishop Wake's moderate and pacific spirit, that, in 1714, when the spirit of the court and of the triumphant part of the ministry was, with respect to the Whigs in general, and to dissenters in particular, a spirit of enmity and oppression, this worthy prelate had the courage to stand up
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7 See the pieces here subjoined, No. XX.  
8 See these letters, No. XXI. XXII. XXIII.  
9 No. XXV.
in opposition to the schism-bill, and to protest against it as a hardship upon the dissenters. This step, which must have blasted his credit at court, and proved detrimental to his private interest, as matters then stood, showed that he had a friendly and sincere regard for the dissenters. It is true, four years after this, when it was proposed to repeal the schism-bill and the act against occasional conformity, both at once, he disapproved this proposal; and this circumstance has been alleged as an objection to the encomiums that have been given to his tender regard for the dissenters, or at least as a proof that he changed his mind; and that Wake, bishop of Lincoln, was more their friend than Wake, archbishop of Canterbury. I do not pretend to justify this change of conduct. It seems to have been, indeed, occasioned by a change of circumstances. The dissenters, in their state of oppression during the ministry of Bolingbroke and his party, were objects of compassion; and those who had sagacity enough to perceive the ultimate object which that ministry had in view in oppressing them, must have interested themselves in their sufferings, and opposed their oppressors, from a regard to the united causes of Protestantism and liberty. In the following reign their credit rose; and, while this encouraged the wise and moderate men among them to plead with prudence and with justice their right to be delivered from several real grievances, it elated the violent (and violent men there are in all parties, even in the cause of moderation) to a high degree. This rendered them formidable to all those who were jealous of [jealous for] the power, privileges, and authority, of the established Church; and archbishop Wake was probably of this number. He had protested against the shackles that were imposed upon them when they lay under the frowns of government; but apprehending, perhaps, that the removal of these shackles in the day of prosperity would render their motions toward power too rapid, he opposed the abrogation of the very acts which he had before endeavoured to stifle in their birth. In this, however, it must be acknowledged, that the spirit of party mingled too much of its influence with the dictates of prudence; and that prudence, thus accompanied, was not very consistent with Dr. Wake's known principles of equity and moderation. As I was at a loss how to account for this part of the archbishop's conduct, I addressed myself to a learned and worthy clergyman of the Church of England, who gave me the following answer: "Archbishop Wake's objection to the repeal of the schism-act was founded on this consideration only, that such a repeal was needless, as no use had been made, or was likely to be made, of that act. It is also highly probable, that he would have consented without hesitation to rescind it, had nothing farther been endeavoured at the same time. But, considering what sort of spirit was then shown by the dissenters and others, it ought not to be a matter of great wonder, if he was afraid that, from the repeal of the other act (viz. that against occasional conformity), considerable damage might follow to the Church over which he presided; and, even supposing his fears to be excessive, or quite groundless, yet certainly they were pardonable in a man who had never done, or designed to do, any thing disagree-
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able to the dissenters in any other affair; and who, in this, had the concurrence of some of the greatest and wisest of the English lords, and of the earl of Hay, among the Scotch, though a professed Presbyterian."

However some may judge of this particular incident, I think it will appear from the whole tenor of archbishop Wake's correspondence and transactions with Christian churches of different denominations, that he was a man of a pacific, gentle, and benevolent spirit, and an enemy to the feuds, animosities, and party prejudices, which divide the professors of one holy religion, and by which Christianity is exposed to the assaults of its virulent enemies, and wounded in the house of its pretended friends. To this deserved eulogy we may add what a learned and worthy divine ¹ has said of this eminent prelate, considered as a controversial writer, even, "that his accurate and superior knowledge of the nature of the Romish hierarchy, and of the constitution of the Church of England, furnished him with victorious arms, both for the subversion of error and the defence of truth."

AUTHENTIC COPIES OF THE ORIGINAL LETTERS, FROM WHICH THE PRECEDING ACCOUNT IS DRAWN.

No. I.

A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. BEAUVIOR.

Lambeth, Nov. 29. S. V. 1717.

I am indebted to you for several kind letters, and some small tracts, which I have had the favour to receive from you. The last, which contains an account of the new edition that is going on of Chrysostome, I received yesterday. It will, no doubt, be a very valuable edition; but, as they propose to go on with it, I shall hardly live to see it finished. They do not tell us, to whom here we may go for subscriptions; and it is too much trouble to make returns to Paris. They should, for their own advantage, say, where subscriptions will be taken in London, and where one may call for the several volumes as they come out, and pay for the next that are going on.

Among the account of books you were pleased to send me, there is one

¹ Dr. William Richardson, master of Emanuel College in Cambridge, and canon of Lincoln. See his noble edition, and his very elegant and judicious continuation of bishop Godwin's Commentarius de Praesulibus Angliae, published in 1743, at Cambridge. His words (p. 167) are: "Nemo uspian ecclesiam Romanum vel Anglicanam statum penitus cognitum et exploratum habuit; et proinde in disputandi area nam prodiit tum ad oppugnandum tum ad propagandum instructissimus."
with a very promising title, *Thesaurus Aneudotorum*, 5 volumes. I wish I could know what the chief of those anecdotes are; it may be a book very well worth having. I admire they do not disperse some sheets of such works. What they can add to make Moreri's Dictionary so very voluminous, I cannot imagine. I bought it in two exorbitant volumes, and thought it big enough so. While I am writing this, company is come in, so that I am forced to break off; and I can only assure you, that, upon all occasions, you shall find me very sincerely,

Reverend Sir,

Your faithful friend,

W. Cant.

N.B. This is the earliest letter in the whole collection; and, by the beginning of it, seems to be the first which the archbishop wrote to Mr. Beauvoir.

No. II.

A LETTER FROM MR. BEAUVOR TO ARCHBISHOP WAKE.

My Lord, 

Paris, Dec. 11, 1717, O.S.

I had the honour of your grace's letter of the 28th ultimo, but Sunday last, and therefore could not answer it sooner. A person is to be appointed to receive subscriptions for the new edition of St. Chrysostome, and deliver the copies. Enclosed is an account of the *Thesaurus Aneudotorum*. Dr. Du-Pin, with whom I dined last Monday, and with the syndic of the Sorbonne, and two other doctors, tells me, that what swells Moreri's Dictionary are several additions, and particularly the families of Great Britain. He hath the chief hand in this new edition. They talked as if the whole kingdom was to appeal to the future general council, &c. They wished for an union with the church of England, as the most effectual means to unite all the western churches. Dr. Du-Pin desired me to give his duty to your grace, upon my telling him that I would send you an *arrêt* of the parliament of Paris relating to him, and a small tract of his. I have transmitted them to Mr. Prevereau, at Mr. secretary Addison's office.

No. III.

A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. BEAUVOR.

Aug. 30, 1718.

I told you, in one of my last letters, how little I expected from the present pretences of an union with us. Since I received the papers you sent me, I am more convinced that I was not mistaken. My task is pretty hard, and I scarce know how to manage myself in this matter. To go any farther than I have done in it, even as a divine only of the church of
England, may meet with censure: and, as archbishop of Canterbury, I cannot treat with these gentlemen. I do not think my character at all inferior to that of an archbishop of Paris; on the contrary, without lessening the authority and dignity of the church of England, I must say it is in some respects superior. If the cardinal were in earnest for such an union, it would not be below him to treat with me himself about it. I should then have a sufficient ground to consult with my brethren, and to ask his majesty’s leave to correspond with him concerning it. But to go on any farther with these gentlemen, will only expose me to the censure of doing what, in my station, ought not to be done without the king’s knowledge; and it would be very odd for me to have an authoritative permission to treat with those who have no manner of authority to treat with me. However, I shall venture at some answer or other to both their letters and papers; and so have done with this affair.

I cannot tell what to say to Dr. Du-Pin. If he thinks we are to take their direction what to retain, and what to give up, he is utterly mistaken. I am a friend to peace, but more to truth. And they may depend upon it, I shall always account our church to stand upon an equal foot with theirs: and that we are no more to receive laws from them, than we desire to impose any upon them. In short, the church of England is free, is orthodox: she has a plenary authority within herself, and has no need to recur to any other church to direct her what to retain, or what to do. Nor will we, otherwise than in a brotherly way, and in a full equality of right and power, ever consent to have any treaty with that of France. And therefore, if they mean to deal with us, they must lay down this for the foundation, that we are to deal with one another upon equal terms. If, consistently with our own establishment, we can agree upon a closer union with one another, well: if not, we are as much, and upon as good grounds, a free independent church as they are. And for myself, as archbishop of Canterbury, I have more power, larger privileges, and a greater authority than any of their archbishops: from which, by the grace of God, I will not depart—no, not for the sake of an union with them.

You see, Sir, what my sense of this matter is; and may perhaps think that I have a little altered my mind since this affair was first set on foot. As to my desire of peace and union with all other Christian churches, I am still the same: but with the doctor’s Commonitorium I shall never comply. The matter must be put into another method; and, whatever they think, they must alter some of their doctrines, and practices too, or an union with them can never be effected. Of this, as soon as I have a little more leisure, I shall write my mind as inoffensively as I can to them, but yet freely too.

If anything is to come of this matter, it will be the shortest method I can take of accomplishing it, to put them in the right way. If nothing (as I believe nothing will be done in it), it is good to leave them under a plain knowledge of what we think of ourselves and our church, and to let them see that we neither need nor seek the union proposed, but for their sake as well as our own; or rather neither for theirs nor ours; but in
order to the promotion of a catholic communion (as far as is possible) among all the true churches of Christ.

I have now plainly opened my mind to you: you will communicate no more of it than is fitting to the two doctors, but keep it as a testimony of my sincerity in this affair; and that I have no design but what is consistent with the honour and freedom of our English church, and with the security of that true and sound doctrine which is taught in it, and from which no consideration shall ever make me depart. I am,

Reverend Sir,
Your affectionate friend and brother,

W. Cant.

No. IV.

FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO M. BEAUVOR.

Oct. 8, 1718.

Whatever be the consequence of our corresponding with the Sorbonne doctors about matters of religion, the present situation of our affairs plainly seems to make it necessary for us so to do. Under this apprehension I have written, though with great difficulty, two letters to your two doctors, which I have sent to the secretary's office, to go with the next pacquet to my lord Stair. I beg you to enquire after them; they made up together a pretty thick pacquet, directed to you. In that to Dr. Du-Pin, I have, in answer to two of his MSS., described the method of making bishops in our Church. I believe he will be equally both pleased and surprised with it. I wish you could show him the form of consecration, as it stands in the end of your large Common Prayer-books. The rest of my letters, both to him and Dr. Piers, is a venture which I know not how they will take, to convince them of the necessity of embracing the present opportunity of breaking off from the pope, and going one step farther than they have yet done in their opinion of his authority, so as to leave him only a primacy of place and honour; and that merely by ecclesiastical authority, as he was once bishop of the imperial city. I hope they both show you my letters: they are at this time very long, and upon a nice point. I shall be very glad if you can any way learn how they take the freedom I have used, and what they really think of it. I cannot so much trust to their answers, in which they have more room to conceal their thoughts, and seldom want to overwhelm me with more compliments than I desire, or am well able to bear.

Pray do all you can to search out their real sense of, and motions at the receipt of, these two letters; I shall thereby be able the better to judge how far I may venture hereafter to offer any thing to them upon the other points in difference between us; though, after all, I still think, if ever a reformation be made, it is the state that must govern the Church in it. But this between ourselves.
No. V.

A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO DR. DU-PIN, DATED OCTOBER 1, 1718.

Spectatissimo Viro, eruditorum sue gentis, si non et sui seculi, principi; Dn L. Ill. Du-Pin, Doctori Parisiensi.


Du est, amplissime Domine, ex quo debitor tibi factus sum ob plures tractatus MSS. quos tuo beneficio à dilecto mihi in Christo D. Beauvoir accepi. Perlegi diligenter omnes, nec sine fructu: plurima quippe ab iis, cognitum dignissimae, vel primum didici, vel clarissi intellect: beataque his difficillimis temporibus censeo ecclesiam Gallicanam, quæ talem sibi in promptu habeat doctorem, in dubiis consiliarium, in jurebus suis tenuendis advocationum; qui et possit et aneunt, non modo contra suos vel erroneos vel peridos summystas dignitatem ejus tueri, sed et ipsi summo pontifici (ut olim B. Apostolus Paulus Petro) in faciem resistere, quia reprehensibilitis est. Atque utinam haec quæ jam Romæ aguntur, tandem aliando omnibus vobis animum darent ad jura vestra penitus asserenda! Ut deinceps non ex pragnaticis (ut olim) sanctionibus, non (ut hoc fere tempore) ex concordatis, non ex praerogatis hominum opinionibus, res vestræ agatis; sed ea authoritate qua decet ecclesiam tam illustri ac praepotentis imperii; quæ nullo jure, vel divino, vel humano, alteri olim aut ecclesiæ aut homini subjicitur; sed ipsa jus habet intra se suæ negotia terminandi, et in omnibus, sub rege suo Christianissimo, populum suum comissum propris sui legibus et sanctionibus gubernandi.

Expergiscimini itaque, viri eruditi; et quod ratio postulat, nec refragaetur religio, strenue agite. Hoc honorum subditorum erga regem suum officium, Christianorum erga episcopos suos, heu! nimum extraneorum tyrannide oppressos, pietas exigat, flagitat, requirit. Executite tandem jugum istud, quod nec patres vestri, nec vos ferre potuistis. Hic ad reformationem non praetensam, sed veram, sed justam, sed necessariam ecclesiam nostræ, primus fuit gradus. Quæ Cassaris erant, Cassari redidimus; quæ Dei, Deo. Coronæ imperialis regni nostri suum suprema tum, episcopatus suum ætiam, ecclesiam suam libertatem restituit, vel eo solum nomine semper cum honore memorandus, rex Henricus VIII. Hæc omnia sub pedibus conculcaverat idem ille tune nobis, qui jam vobis inimicus. Seepias authoritas papalis intra certos fines legibus nostris antea fuerat coercitæ; et iis quidem legibus, quæ siquis hodie inspiceret, impossibile ei videretur eas potuisse, aliqua vel vi vel astutia, perrumpere. Sed idem nobis accidit quod illis, qui demoniacum vincitis ligare voluere. Omnia frustra tentata: nihil perfeeceris inania legum repagula, contra nescio quos pretexitus potestatis divinae nullis humanis constitutionibus subjicte. Tandem defatigato regno dura necessitas sua jura tuendi oculos.
omnia aperuit. Proponitur questio episcopis ac clero in utrisque
province synodo congregatis, an episcopus Romanus in sacris scripturis
habeat aliquam majorem jurisdictionem in regno Angliae quam quivis alius
externus episcopus! In partem sanam, justam, veram, utrisque concilii
suffragia concurrere. Quod episcopi cum suo clero statuerant, etiam
regni academiae calculo suo approbarunt, rex cum parliamento sancivit:
adeoque tandem, quod unice fieri poterat, sublata penitus potestas, quam
nullae leges, nulla iura, vel civilia vel ecclesiastica, intra debitos fines un-
quam poterant continère. En nobis promptum ac paratum exemplum;
quod sequi vobis gloriosum, nec minus posteris vestris utile fuerit! Quo
solo pacem, absque veritatis dispendor, tueri valeatis, ac irridere bruta de
Vaticano fumina, que jamdudum ostenditis vobis non ultra terrori esse,
utpote a sacris scripturis edoctis, quod maledictio absque causa prolata non
superveniet. Prov. xxvi. 2.

State ergo in libertate qua Christus vos donaverit. Frustra ad concilium
generale numquam convocandum res vestras referitis. Frustra decretorum
vim suspendere curatis, quae ab initio injusta, erroinea, ac absurda, ac
plane nulla erant. Non talibus subsidiis vobis opus est. Regia permis-
sione, authorize sua a Christo commissa, archiepiscopi et episcopi vestri
in concilium nationale coeant: academiarum, cleri, ac praecipe utro-
rumque principis theologice facultatis Parisiensis, consilium atque auxili-
um sibi assumant: sic muniti quod sequam et justam fuerit decernant:
quod decreverint etiam civilis authoritye permandum curent: nec patiuntur
factiosos homines alio res vestras vocare, aut ad judicem appellare qui
nullam in vos authorityatem exposcere debeat, aut, si exposcet, merito a
vobis recusari et poterit et dehuerit.

Ignoscas, vic pol lique nipi, indignatione dicam an amor meo, si forte
aliquanto ultra modum commoveri videar ab iis quae vobis his proximis
annis acciderint. Veritatem Christi omni qua possum animi devotione
colo. Hanc vos tuemini: pro hac censuras pontificias subsistis, et porro
ferre parati estis.

Ile, qui se pro summo ac fre unico Christi vicario venditat, veritatem
ejus sub pedibus proterit, conculcet. Justitiam veneror: ac proinde vos
injuste, ac plane tyrannice, si non oppressos, at petitos, at comminatos;
at ideo solum non penitus obrutos, subversos, prostratos, quia Deus furori
ejus obiceem posuit, nec permissit vos in ipsius manus incidere; non
possum non vindicare, et contra violentum oppressorum, meum quale-
cunque suffragium ferre.

Jura ac libertates inclyti regni, celeberrimae ecclesiae, praestantissimi
cleri cum honore intueor. Hsec papa reprobat, contemnit; et, dum sic
aliae tractat, merito se alia castigandum, certe intra justos fines coer-
cendum, exhibet. Siquid ei potestatis supra alios episcopos Christus con-
minerit, proferantur tabulae; jus evincatur; cedere non recusamus.

Si quam praerogativas ecclesiae concilia sedis imperialis episcopo con-
cesserint (etsi cadente imperio, etiam ea praerogativa excidisse merito
possit censeri); tamen quod ad me atitnet, servatis semper regnorum
juribus, ecclesiariam libertatibus, episcoporum dignitate, modo in caeteris
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conveniatur, per me licet, suo fruatur, qualicunque primatu; non ego illi locum primum, non inanem honoris titulum invideo. At in alias ecclesiis dominari; episcopatum, cujus partem Christus unicuique episcopo in solidum reliquit, tantum non in solidum sibi soli vindicare; siquies ejus injuste tyrannidi sese opposuerit, coelum ac terram in illius perniciem commovere; hec nec nos unquam ferre potuimus, nec vos debetis. In hoc pacis fundamento si inter nos semel conveniatur, in caeteris aut idem sentiernus omnes, aut facile aliis dissentiendi libertatem absque pacis factura concedemus.

Sed abripit calamum nume nescio quis ‘Ενθεουσαι, dum de vestris iurisium nimium sum sollicitus; et forte liberius quam par esset de his rebus ad te scripsisse videbor.

Ego vero uti ea omnia, que tu in tuo Commonitorio exaraveris, etiam illa in quibus ab invicem dissentimus, grato animo accipio; ita ut aperte, ut candida, et absque omni fuco porro ad me scribere pegas, eaque προφυσια quia amicum cum amico agere decent, imprimis a te peto; eo te mihi amicorem fore existimans, quo simplicius, quo planius, quicquid censueris, libere dixeris.

Nec de Commonitorio tuo amplius aliquid hoc tempore reponam; in quo cum plurima placeant, tum id imprimis, quod etiam tuo judicio, non aede longe ab invicem distemus, quia si de fraterna unione inueniuda publica aliquando authoritate deliberari contigerit, via facile inveniri poterit ad pacem inter nos stabilendam, salva utrinque ecclesiæ catholicae fide ac veritate.

Quod ad alteros tuos tractatus de constitutione episcoporum in ecclesiis vacantibus, sicutem papa, legitime requisitus, facultates suas personis a regis nominatis obstatute pernegaverit; in ipsis sane reperio quod non tua eruditione et judicio sit; quare, ne prorsus δεσποτος discedam, ordinem tibi breviter delineabo constituentes episcopos in hac reformata nostra ecclesia.

Tu judicabis, an aliquid magis canonice vel excogitari vel statui potuerit.

No. VI.

A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO DR. F. PIERS GIRARDIN,
WRITTEN IN OCTOBER, 1718.

Praesentissimo Viro, consummatisimo Theologo, Dnc Patricio Piers de Girardin, sacre Facultatis Parisiensis Theologie Doctori.


Post proxiores epistolæ eruditioni confratri tuo Dno Dri Du-Pin hoc ipso tempore exaratas; quasque ego paulo minus tuas quam illius
existimari, velim; facilius a te veniam impetrabo, vir spectatissime, si aliquanto brevius ad te rescribam; et in illis quidem animi mei vel amori vel indignationi libere indulsi; caque simplicitate, qua decet Christianum, et maxime episcopum, quid vobis, mea saltem sententia, factu opus sit, aperte exposui. Siquid, vel tuo vel illius judicio, asperius quam par esset a me exciderit, cum vestri causa adeo commotus fuerim, facile id homini tam benevoli erga vos animato, uti spero, condonabit: unaque reminiscere, nullam unquam vobis stabilem inter vos pacem, aut catholicam cum aliis unionem, haberi posse, dum ailiquid ultra merum honoris primatum ac sanctam pontifici Romano tribuitis. Hoc nos per aliquot secula experti sumus; vos jam sentire debetis, qui, nescio quo insano ipsius beneficio, adeo commodam occasionem nacti estis, non tam ab illius decretes appellandi, quam ab ipsius dominio ac potestate vos penitus subducendi. Ipse vos pro schismaticis habet; qualem vos eum censere debetis. Ipse a vestra communeone se suoque separandos publico denunciat. Quid vobis in hoc casu faciendum? Liceat mihi veteris illius Caesareae episcopi Firmiliani verbis respondere; sic olim Stephanum papam acrier quidem, sed non ideo minus juste, castigavit: Vide qua imperita reprehendere audet eos qui contra mendacium pro veritate nituntur. Peccatum vero quem magnum tibi evagerraristi, quando te a tot gregibus scidisti: evadisti enim te ipsum, noli te fallere; si quidem ille est vere schismaticus qui se a communeone ecclesiastica unitatis apostolae fecerit. Dum enim putas omnem a te abstineri posse, eolum te ab omnibus abstiuntur. Cypr. Op. Epist. 75.

Agite ergo, viri eruditi, et quod vos divina providentia vocat, libenter sequimini. Clemens papa vos abdicavit; a sua et suorum communeone repulit, rejectit. Vos illius authorizationis renunciati. Cathedrae Petri, que in omnibus catholici ecclesiis conservatur, adiurante: etiam nostrum ne refugiatis communeone, quibuscum si non in omnibus omnino doctrinam Christianae capitibus conveniatis, at in preceptis, at in fundamentis, at in omnibus articulis fidei ad salutem necessariis, plane consentitis; etiam in ceteris, uti speramus, brevi consensuri. Nobis certe eo minus vos vel haereticos vel schismaticos confide, quod a papa ejecti pro haereticis et schismaticis Romae aestimemini. Sed contrahenda vela, nec indulgendum huic meo pro vobis zelo, etsi sit secundum scientiam. Prudentibus loquor; vos ipsi, quod dico, judicate.

Ad literas tuas, praesentissime Domine, redeo; in quibus uti tuum de mediocritate mea judicium, magis ex affectu erga me tuo, quam secundum merita mea prolatum, gratanter accipio, ita in eo te nunquam falli patiar, quod me pacis ecclesiasticam amantissimum credas, omniaque illi consequente danda putem, preter veritatem. Quantum ad illam promovendum tu jamjiam contuleris, ex se illis propositionibus quas tuis inserviunt litteris, gratus agnosco; ac nisi ambitiose magis quam hominem privatum debeat, me facturum existimarem, etiam eruditissimis illis contributus tuis doctoribus Sorboniae, quibus priores meas literas communicasti, easdem per te gratias referrem. Sane facultas vestra Parisiensis, uti maximum in his rebus pondus merito habere debeat, sive numerum, sive dignitatem,
sive denique eruditionem suorum membrorum spectemus: ita a vobis
exordium sumere debebit unio illa inter nos tantopere desiderata, siquidem
eam aliquando iniri voluerit Deus.

Interim gratulor vobis post illustissimum card. Noslium, alterum
illum ecclesiae Gallicane, fidei catholicae, columnam et ornamentum, pro-
curatorem regium D. D. Joly de Fleury; quem virum ego non jam
primum ex tuis litteris debito sequi honore didici, verum etiam ob ea
que vestri causa his proximis annis publice egerit, antea suspicere, et pene
venerari, consueveram. Sub his ducibus, quid non sperandum in publicum
vestrum ac catholicae ecclesiae commodum? Intonet de Vaticano
pontific Romanus: fremant inter vos ipsos conjurata turba. Romanae
curiae servi magis quam sue Galliae fideles subditi. His presidis ab
eorum iniurias tuti, vanas eorum iras contemnere valeatis.

Ego vero, ut omnia vobis publice fausta ac felicis precor, ita tibi, spe-
tatissime vir, me semper addictissimum fore promitto. De quo quicquid
alias senseris, id saltem ut de me credas jure postulo; me sincere verita-
tem Christi et amare et querere, et, nisi omnino me fallat animus, etiam
assecetum esse. Nulli Christiano inimicus antehac aut fui aut deinceps
sum futurus: sic de erroribus eorum, qui a me dissident, judico, ut sem-
per errantes Deo judicandos relinquam. Homo sum, errare possum: sic
vero animatus audacter dicam, haereticus esse nolo. Te vero, siquidem id
permittas, fratrem; sin id minus placeat, salem id indulgebis, ut me vere
et ex animo profitear, excellentissime Domine, tuam amantisimum.

W. C.

No. VII.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. BEAUVOIR.

Nov. 6, O. S. 1718.

Your last letter gives me some trouble, but more curiosity. I little
thought, when I wrote to your two doctors, that my letters should have
been read, much less copies of them given to any such great persons as
you mention. I write in haste, as you know, and trust no amanuensis to
copy for me, because I will not be liable to be betrayed. And upon a
review of my foul, and only copy of them, since I had your account from
Paris, I find some things might have been more accurately expressed, had
I taken more time to correct my style. But I wish that may be the
worst exception against them; I fear the freedom I took in exhorting
them to do somewhat in earnest, upon so fair a provocation, with regard
to the papal authority, though excused as well as I could, will hardly go
down so effectually as I could wish with them. This raises my curiosity
to know truly and expressly how that part of my letters operated on both
your doctors; which, by a wary observation, you may in good measure
gather from their discourse. I cannot tell whether they showed my letters
to you; if they did, I am sure you will think I did not mince the matter
with them in that particular.
APPENDIX.

Of your two doctors, Dr. Piers seems the more polite: he writes elegantly both for style and matter, and has the free air, even as to the business of an union. Yet I do not despair of Dr. Du-Pin, whom, thirty years ago, in his collection of tracts relating to Church discipline, I did not think far from the kingdom of God.

No. VIII.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. BEAUVIOIR.

Nov. 18, 1718.

At present, my more particular curiosity leads me to know the sentiments of the leading men in France with regard to the court of Rome; from which, if we could once divide the Gallican Church, a reformation in other matters would follow of course. The scheme that seems to me most likely to prevail, is, to agree in the independence (as to all matters of authority) of every national church on any others; and in their right to determine all matters that arise within themselves; and, for points of doctrine, to agree, as far as possible, in all articles of any moment (as in effect we either already do, or easily may); and, for other matters, to allow a difference, till God shall bring us to an union in those also. One only thing should be provided for, to purge out of the public offices of the Church such things as hinder a perfect communion in the service of the Church, that so, whenever any one come from us to them, or from them to us, we may all join together in prayers and the holy sacraments with each other. In our liturgy there is nothing but what they allow, save the single rubric relating to the eucharist; in theirs nothing but what they agree may be laid aside, and yet the public offices be never the worse or more imperfect for want of it. Such a scheme as this I take to be a more proper ground of peace, at the beginning, than to go to more particulars; if in such a foundation we could once agree, the rest would be more easily built upon it. If you find occasion, and that it may be of use, you may extract this object, and offer it to their consideration, as what you take to be my sense in the beginning of a treaty; not that I think we shall stop here, but that, being thus far agreed, we shall the more easily go into a greater perfection hereafter. I desire you to observe, as much as you can, when it is I may the most properly write to the doctors. I took the subject of the pope's authority in my last, as arising naturally from the present state of their affairs, and as the first thing to be settled in order to an union. How my freedom in that respect has been received, I desire you freely to communicate.
APPENDIX.

No. IX.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. BEAUVOIR.

Dec. 2, O. S. 1718.

I am glad the two doctors seem to receive my last letters so well. The truth is, that while they manage as they do with the court of Rome, nothing will be done to any purpose. And all ends in trifling at the last. We honestly deny the pope all authority over us: they pretend, in words, to allow him so much as is consistent with what they call their Gallican privileges; but let him ever so little use it contrary to their good liking, they protest against it, appeal to a general council, and then mind him as little as we can do. In earnest, I think we treat his holiness not only with more sincerity, but more respect than they; for, to own a power, and yet keep a reserve to obey that power only so far, and in such cases as we may make ourselves judges of, is a greater affront, than honestly to confess that we deny the power, and, for that reason, refuse to obey it. But my design was partly to bring them to this, and partly to see how they would bear, at least the proposal of totally breaking off from the court and bishop of Rome.

What you can observe or discover more of their inclinations in this particular will be of good use; especially if it could be found out what the court would do, and how far that may be likely to countenance the clergy in such a separation. In the mean time, it cannot be amiss to cultivate a friendship with the leading men of that side, who may in time be made use of to the good work of reforming in earnest the Gallican church. I am a little unhappy that I have none here I yet dare trust with what I do: though I am satisfied most of our high-church bishops and clergy would readily come into such a design. But these are not men either to be confided in, or made use of, by

Your assured friend,

W. CANT.

P.S.—Did cardinal de Noailles know what authority the archbishop of Canterbury has gotten by the reformation, and how much a greater man he is now than when he was the pope's legatus natus, it might encourage him to follow so good a pattern, and be assured (in that case) he would lose nothing by sending back his cardinal's cap to Rome. I doubt your doctors know little of these matters.

No. X.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. BEAUVOIR.

Jan. 23, O. S. 1718.

When you see my letter (for I conclude the doctor will show it you), you may do well to bring on the discourse of our episcopal rights and pri-
villeges in England, and particularly of the prerogatives of the archbishop of Canterbury, which, I believe, are greater than those of the archbishop of Rheims, or of all the archbishops in France. This may raise in them a curiosity to know more of this matter, which if they desire, I will take the first little leisure I have to give them a more particular account of it. We must deal with men in their own way, if we mean to do any good with them. They have been used to a pompous ministry, and, like the Jews heretofore, would despise the Messiah himself if he should come in a poor and low estate to them. And therefore, though, for myself, I account all temporal grandeur as nothing, and am afraid it has rather hurt the church of Christ, and the true spirit of piety and religion, than done any real service to either; yet it may be the means of disposing these gentlemen to a more favourable thought of, and inclination towards a reformation; to convince them that they may return to the truth of Christianity, and leave the corruptions of Rome, without losing any honour, any power, that a servant of Christ would desire to be troubled withal. Had the first reformers in France yielded to this scheme, as we in England showed them an example, the whole Gallican church had come in to them, and been at this day as we are now: we must therefore hit off the blot which they made, and satisfy their ambition so far as to show them that they may reform, without giving up either their authority or revenues, and be still as great, but much better bishops, under our circumstances, than under their own.

As to the pope's authority, I take the difference to be only this; that we may all agree (without troubling ourselves with the reason) to allow him a primacy of order in the episcopal college. They would have it thought necessary to hold communion with him, and allow him a little canonical authority over them, as long as he will leave them to prescribe the bounds of it. We fairly say we know of no authority he has in our realm; but for actual submission to him, they as little mind it as we do.

At present he has put them out of his communion; we have withdrawn ourselves from his; both are out of communion with him, and I think it is not material on which side the breach lies.

No. XI.

A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. BEAUVOR.

Feb. 5, 1718-19, O.S.

I do not doubt that mine of the 15th of January, with the two enclosed for my lord Stair and Dr. Du-Pin, are before this come safe to you. I should not be sorry if, upon this late transaction between the doctor and ministry, you have kept it in your hands, and not delivered it to him. I had just begun a letter to Dr. Piers, but have thrown aside what I writ of it, since I received your last; and must beg the favour of you to make my excuse to him, with the tenders of my hearty service, till I see a little more what the meaning of this present inquisition is. I am not so unacquainted with the finesses of courts, as not to apprehend, that what is now done
may be as well in favour of the doctor’s attempt, as against it. If the procureur-general be indeed well affected to it, he might take this method, not only to his own security, but to bring the affair under a deliberation, and give a handle to those whom it chiefly concerns, to discover their sentiments of it. But the matter may be also put to another use, and nobody can answer that it shall not be so: and till I see what is the meaning of this sudden turn, I shall write no more letters for the French ministry to examine, but content myself to have done enough already to men who cannot keep their own counsel, and live in a country where even the private correspondence of learned men with one another must be brought to a public inquiry, and be made the subject of a state inquisition. I am not aware, that in any of my letters there is one line that can give a just offence to the court. I always took it for granted, that no step should be taken toward an union, but with the knowledge and approbation, and even by the authority of civil powers; and indeed if I am in the right, that nothing can be done to any purpose in this case but by throwing off the pope’s authority, as the first step to be made in order to it, it is impossible for any such attempt to be made by any power less than the king’s. All, therefore, that has passed hitherto, stands clear of any just exception as to the civil magistrate; it is only a consultation, in order to find out a way how an union might be made, if a fit occasion should hereafter be offered for the doing of it. Yet still I do not like to have my letters exposed in such a manner, though satisfied there is nothing to be excepted against in them; and think I shall be kind to the doctors themselves, to suspend, at least for awhile, my farther troubling of them. I hope you will endeavour, by some or other of your friends, to find out the meaning of this motion; from whom it came; how far it has gone; what was the occasion of it; and what is like to be the consequence of it; what the abbé Du Bois says of my letters, and how they are received by him and the other ministers. I shall soon discover whether any notice has been taken of it to our ministry; and I should think, if the abbé spoke to your lord about it, he would acquaint you with it.

No. XII.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. BEAUVOIR.

Feb. 24, 1718.

I do not at all wonder that the cardinals Rohan and Bissi should do all they can to blacken the good cardinal de Noailles, and in him the party of the anti-constitutionists, but especially the Sorbonne, their most weighty and learned adversaries; and I am sensible that such a complaint is not only the most proper to do this, but to put the court itself under some difficulties, which way soever it acts upon it. But I am still the more curious to learn, if it were possible, not only the proceedings of the minis-
try above board hereupon, but their private thoughts and opinions about it. I am under no concern upon my own account, farther than that I would be unwilling to have my letters scanned by so many great men, which will scarcely bear the judgment of my very friends. You must do me the favour to get out of your doctors what will be most obliging to them, whether to continue to write to them, or to be silent for awhile, till we see what will be the effect of this inquiry. In the mean time, it grows every day plainer what I said from the beginning, that no reformation can be made but by the authority, and with the concurrence of the court; and that all we divines have to do is, to use our interest to gain them to it, and to have a plan ready to offer to them, if they would be prevailed upon to come into it.

I am at present engaged in two or three other transactions of moment to the foreign protestants, which take up abundance of my time; God knows what will be the effect of it. Nevertheless, if I can in any way help to promote this, though I am at present without any help, alone, in this project, I shall do my utmost, both to keep up my poor little interest with the two doctors and their friends, and to concert proper methods with them about it. The surest way will be, to begin as well, and to go as far as we can, in settling a friendly correspondence one with another; to agree to own each other as true brethren, and members of the catholic christian church; to agree to communicate in everything we can with one another (which, on their side, is very easy, there being nothing in our offices, in any degree, contrary to their own principles); and would they purge out of theirs what is contrary to ours, we might join in the public service with them, and yet leave one another in the free liberty of believing transubstantiation or not, so long as we did not require anything to be done by either in pursuance of that opinion. The Lutherans do this very thing; many of them communicate not only in prayers, but in the communion with us; and we never inquire whether they believe consubstantiation, or even pay any worship to Christ as present with the elements, so long as their outward actions are the same with our own, and they give no offence to any with their opinions.

P.S. Since this last accident, and the public noise of an union at Paris, I have spoken something more of it to my friends here, who, I begin to hope, will fall in with it. I own a correspondence, but say not a little how far, or in what way I have proceeded, more than that letters have passed, which can no longer be a secret. I have never shown one of my own, or the doctor's, to anybody.

No. XIII.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. BEAUVIOR.

March 16, S.V. 1718.

I thank you for your account of what passed between Mons. Hop and you, relating to the project of an union: I doubt that gentleman will not
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be pleased with it; because, indeed the Gallican church will never unite with any church that has not an orderly episcopacy in it. I am very sorry my poor letters are made so public. The next thing will be, that either the imprudence of our friends, or the malice of our enemies, will print them; and then I shall have censures enough for them, perhaps some reflections printed upon them, or answers made to them; but this shall not engage me in any defence of them, or in taking any farther notice of them. I beg you to keep those I have written to yourself from all view; for I have no copies of them, and I wrote them as I do my other ordinary letters, without any great thought or consideration, more than what my subject (as I was writing) led me in that instant to. This is the liberty to be taken with a friend, where one is sure what he writes shall go no farther; but, for the same reason, will require the strictest suppression from any other view. I cannot yet guess what this turn means, nor how it will end: I wish your doctors could give you some farther light into it.

P.S. I entreat you never to forget me to the two good doctors, whom I love and honour: keep up the little interest I have with them. As soon as ever the present turn is over, I will write to Dr. Girardin. I hope my letters will not always be carried as criminals before the secretary of state, though I am persuaded he bears no ill-will to me.

XIV.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. BEAUVOIR.

April 29, 1718.

I am much concerned to hear that Dr. Du Pin decays so fast: I feared by his last letter that he was sinking apace. Pray, is there any good print of him taken these last years? for I have one that was made when he was a young man. I am sorry Dr. Piers grows faint-hearted: I never thought anything could be done as to a reformation in France, without the authority of the court; but I was in hopes the regent and others might have found their account in such an attempt; and then the good disposition of the bishops, clergy, and Sorbonne, with the parliament of Paris, would have given a great deal of spirit and expedition to it. I have done what was proper for me in that matter: I can now go no farther, till the abbot Du Bois is better disposed; yet I shall still be pleased to keep up a little esteem between those gentlemen, which will do us some good, if it does not do them any service. I am apt to think the good old man (Du Pin) does not think us far from the kingdom of heaven. I have with this sent a letter of friendship to Dr. Piers, which you will be so kind as to send him, with my kind respects.
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No. XV.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO DR. DU PIN, DATED LAMBETH, MAY 1, 1719.

N. B. Du Pin was dead before it arrived at Paris.

Speraveram equidem tua auctoritate, constantiae, eruditione, pietate, moderatione, que omnia adeo in te perfecta esse noscuntur, ut vix in alis singula, praecari aliquid ad Dei gloriam, ecclesiaeque Gallicae utilitatem, perfici potuisse. Crediderim advenisse tempus, in quo, excusso Romanae tyrannidis jugo, una nobiscum in eandem communionem coalesceretis. In dogmatibus, prout a te candide proponuntur, non admodum dissentiemus: in regimine ecclesiasticum minus: in fundamentalibus, sive doctrinam sive disciplinam spectemus, vix omnino. Quam facilis erat ab his initii ad concordiam progressus, modo animos habermus ad pacem compositos! Sed hoc principibus seculi non arridet, unionis inimicis etiam plurimum displacet: neque nobis forte dabit Deus esse tam felicibus, ut ad hujusmodi unionem nostram qualem aequumque operam conferamus. Relinquamus hoc illi, in cujus manu sunt rerum omnium temporalia et occasiones. Sufficiat voluisse aliquid in tam insigni opere, forte et semina in terram projeisse, quae fructum tandem multiplicem proferant. Interim, quod nemo nobis denegare possit, nos invicem ut fratres, ut ejusdem mystici corporis membra, amplexamur.

No. XVI.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. BEAUVOIR.

Feb. 9, S. V. 1719-20.

I heartily wish there were either spirit or inclination enough in the Sorbonne to go on with our friend the abbé's project; but the fire decays, men's inclinations cool: the court will do nothing, and you are very sensible that, without the court, nothing can be done in any such affair. Nevertheless, their good opinion of the Church of England should be kept up as much as possible; we should encourage them all we can to account of us as of brethren, who have only thrown off what they are weary of,—the tyranny of the court of Rome, without any change in any fundamental article, either of the doctrine or government of the catholic Church; and upon this ground I shall be ready to continue a brotherly correspondence with any of their great men, provided it be done with such caution as may not expose my letters to be made prisoners to a secretary of state,—a thing which can never become my character, and may carry an ill aspect, even in our own court, till the thing be rightly understood.
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No. XVII.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM THE ARCHBISHOP TO MR. BEAUVIOR.

March 31, 1720.

I thank you for your account of the present state of the French Church. It is a very odd one indeed, but will settle into an agreement at last. When once the appellants begin to break, the court will drive all the obstinate (as they will call them; I should name them, the honest men of courage and constancy) to a compliance.

No. XVIII.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM THE ARCHBISHOP TO MR. BEAUVIOR.

April 19, O. S. 1720.

I perceive, by some late letters from him (Piers Girardin), that he begins to despair of the business of the constitution. He has reason: the cardinal de Noailles is ensnared, and has gone too far to retire. The new archbishop of Cambrai will be a cardinal; and this affair of the constitution must procure the calamity for him. The regent himself is afraid of the Spanish party and the Jesuits; and he will gain, or at least appease them. For all these reasons, the doctrine of the Church, and the Gallican liberties, must be abandoned; and, on the slight pretence of a comment of no esteem with the opposite party, an accommodation will certainly be made; and those who will not voluntarily go, shall be driven into it. If our poor friend be one of those who must hereby suffer, why may he not consider of a retreat hither, and, since he cannot yet bring on an union with the two Churches, unite himself with ours, from which I am sure his principles, and I believe his inclinations, are not greatly distant? But this must be managed very tenderly, and rather by a kind of rallying, than a direct proposal of it. If he inclines to it, he will easily understand your meaning; if not, it is best not to go on far with him in a matter in which you will have no good success.

No. XIX.

EXTRACT OF A LETTER FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE TO MR. LE CLERC.

April, 1719.

Novum Testamentum Gallicum, notis tuis feliciter ornatum, totum, nec sine fructu, perlegi. Praefatione tua eidem praefixa mirifice affectus sum; legi, relegi, quin et sequius deinceps repetam. Ha me in ipso presertim ejus initio commovit, ut verae pietatis in ea relucatem spiritum nunquam satis laudare possim, vel animo meo satis alte imprimere.

Et quamvis in annotationibus tuis quaedam liberius dicta occurrant, que
non aequo omnibus placeant, neque mihi ipsi ubique satisfaciant; fero
tamen, et vel in ipso tuo a communi sententia discessu aliquid mihi inven-
nire videor, quod ignoscere magis quam acerbius reprehendere debeam,
ulo minus inclementius dammare. Libertatem prophetandi, modo pia
ac sobria sit, cum charitate ac mansuetudine conjuncta, nec contra an-
alogiam fidei semel sanctis traditae, adeo non vituperandum, ut etiam pro-
bandam censeam. De rebus adiaphoris cum nemine contendendum puto.
Ecclesias reformatas, etsi in aliquidus a nostra Anglicana dissentientes,
libenter amplector: Optarem equidem regimen episcopale bene tempera-
tum, et ab omni injusta dominatione sejunctum, quale apud nos obtinet,
et, sicut ego in his rebus sapiam, ab ipso apostolorum aevi in ecclesias
receptum fuerit, et ab ipsis omnibus suisset retentum; nec despero quin
aliquando restitutionum, si non ipse videam, at posteri videbunt. Interim
absit ut ego tam ferrei pectoris sim, ut ob ejusmodi defectum (sic mihi
absque omni invidia appellare liceat) aliquas eorum a communi nostro
abscondendas credam; aut, cum quibusdam furiosis inter nos scripserimus,
eas nulla vera ac valida sacramento habere, adeoque vix Christianos esse
pronuntium. Unionem arctiorem inter omnes reformatos procurare quovis
pretio vellem. Hac si in regimine ecclesiastico ac publicis ecclesiariis
officiis obtineri potuit; aut ego plurimum fallor, aut id solum brevi con-
duceret ad animorum inter eos unionem conciliandam, et viam sterneret
ad plenam in omnibus majoris momenti dogmatibus concordiam stabili-
endam. Quantum hoc ad religionis nostrae securitatem conducert; quantu-
num etiam ad pseudo-catholicorum Romanensium conversionem, caecus
sit qui non videat.—Sei abripuit me longius quam par esset huc semper
mihi dulcis de pace ac unione ecclesiariarum reformatarum cogitatio.—&c.

No. XX.

ARCHBISHOP WAKE'S LETTER TO THE PASTORS AND PROFESSORS OF
GENEVA.

8th April, 1719.

QUAMVIS litteris vestris nihil mihi gratius potuit affecti, non tamen abs-
que summo dolore, vix oculos succis, eas perlegi; neque credo quenquam
cesse tam ferrei pectoris, qui ad ea mala que in illis referuntur non per-
horrescat, mireturque talia ab hominibus erga homines, a popularibus erga
populares suos, a Christianis denique erga Christianos, idque (quod fidem
onnem exuperare valeat) etiam religionis causa, fieri et perpetrari.

Vos interim, venerandi viri, quod vestri erat offici, sedulo praestitis.
Delegatos ecclesiariarum Hungaricarum amice accepitis. Querimoniam
eorum, ea qua par erat charitate atque sym-pathia fraterna aviduntis;
nullaque mora adhibita, ad remedium malis ipsorum inveniendum omnes
vestras cogitationes convertistis. Per illustres magistratus vestros, cete-
ros reformate religionis principes atque senatores, ad persecutiones horum
fratrum vestrorum serio considerandas, excitavistis, et ut suam authori-
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tatem interponerent ad sedandas eorum oppressiones enixissime obscuraestis.

Denique, nequid vel minimi ponderis desideretur quo studium vestrum in hac tam insigni charitatis opere exequendo ostendatis, etiam men quali-
cunque opera uti voluistis, ad animum augustissimi regis nostri commo-
vendum, ne in hac tam gravi sua necessitate afflictis Christi servis deesset.

O amorem vere Christianum! et qualem debeat ejusdem corporis mem-
bra erga se invicem habere! Dignum profecto et vobis, et eximio illo
vestro congresu, opus; ut quo praecipe tempore convenistis ad laudes
Dei celebrandas, qui per duo jam secula religionem reformatam vobis
incolunnum servaverit, eodem etiam illum ipsam religionem evangelicum
in aliis regionibus oppressam, concussam, ac tantum non extremum quasi
spiritum trahentem, sublevetis et si fieri possit, in integrum restituiat.

Ego vero, frates charissimi, et propria voluntate motus, et vestro tam
illustri exemplo impulsum, adeo eodem vobiscum ardore accendor, ut nihil
non tentandum putem, quo vestris tam pii, tam justis, tamque benignis
constabitis optatum successum compararem.

Imprimis igitur nobilium virum comitem Sunderlandiae primarium regis
ministrum sedulo adivi: literas vestras illi communicavi; petii, oravi, ut
in hac re suam mihi operam utque auxilium concedere vellet; utque simul
regiam majestatem adiremus; non quod de ipsius prompta voluntate du-
bitarem, sed ut quae in hac causa facienda essent, eo majori vigore atque
promptitudine perficerentur. Successit, fere ultra spem, conatus noster.
Utriusque ecclesiae tum Hungaricae tum vicinae Vallensis, oppressiones
regi, eo quo par erat affectu, exposuimus. Favorem ejus atque authorita-
tem apud Caesaris regemque Sardiniae obnixae imploravimus, ut ab his
tam injustis vexationibus, eorum justu et mandatis, liberentur. Et pra-
cipue quod ad Pedemontanas ecclesias attinet, etiam adhortati sumus, ut
jure suu a regis Sardiniae postularet, ut pacta in his quae religionis exerci-
tium concernent, earum gratia inita, meliori fide in posterum observentur.
Annum votis nostris rex serenissimus; neque dubito quin legatis suis
jundudum praeceperit, ut omnem quam possunt operam suo nomine im-
pendant, quom ab iatis adeo iniquis oppressiones utriusque ecclesiae mem-
bra liberentur. Orandum Deus ut tanti principis constibus, in hac tam
justa, tam pia, tam religioni Christianae proficia interpellatione, aspirare
dignetur, et oppressis suis servis exoptatam requiem tandem concedere,
pro immensa sua misericordia, velit.

Interim, dum hoc feliciter, uti spero, peraguntur, ignoscite, fratres
dilectissimi, si majoris quidem laboris atque difficultatis, sed longe maximi
omnibus commodi, incepient, vobis proponam; in quo et sepe alias et
hoc tempore compleures primariae dignitatis viri summo studio allaborant;
et quod ab omnibus, quibus puritas Evangelii ipsa cordis sit, una secem
allaborandum sperant. Jamdudum sentitis quo mea tendit adhortatio; ad
unionem nimium inter omnes quae ubique sunt ecclesias, quae his
ultimis seculis a communione, seu verius tyrannde pontificis Romani,
esse subduxerunt, sedulo promovendam. Quin hoc fieri possit, si quidem
animum ad concordiam promptum omnes attulerimus, nullatenus dubitandum est; quin fieri debeat, nemo prudens negaverit, &c. &c.

Vos interim, F. C. hoc agite, ut saltem inter vos ipsos Pax atque concordia inviolabiliter conservetur. Summo quippe dolore, anno praeritio, accepis dissensiones inter vos ortas fuisse, de capitulis aliquot circa doctrinam de gratia universalis, alisque quaestionibus longe difficillimis, in quibus optimi viri et doctissimi theologi idem per omnia haudquaquam sentiunt. Angit hoc sane, idque non mediocris, animum meum. Et quamvis nollem vobis videri ἀλλογραφοποιοῦντων, aut in alienam (quod aiunt) messem, falcem neam immittere; permittite tamen ut in spiritu charitatis, eoque quo erga vos feror amore fraternelo, vos obscurum, et in Domino obtester, ut in hujusmodi rebus, quatenus id fieri possit, idem sentiantis omnes; quod si id non assequi valeat, ut saltem se aliis feratis, ut nullum sit inter vos schisma, nullus querimonia aliquorum adversus alios locum; ut non nimium curiosi sitis in iis determinandis que Deus non admodum clare revelaverit, quoque abaque salus dispendio tuto nesciri poterint; que sapientissimi praecedentes nostri, in omnibus suis confessionibus, caute tractanda censuerunt, eaque moderatione, ut universi in iis subscriptis consentirent; et a quorum prudenti cautela sicubi postea discessum fuerit, contentiones, lites, inimicitiae, aliique infinita incommoda, protinus subsecuta sunt.

In his dispositionibus Lutherani a reformatis dissident; nec reformati ipsi prorsus inter se conveniunt. Ecclesia Anglicana optimo consilio, exemplo ab omnibus imitando, nullius conscientiae, his in rebus, jugum imponit. Que de illis in articulis suis statuerit, talla sunt, ut ab omnibus ex æquo admittantur. His contenta, nec ipsa aliquid amplius requirit curiosius statuere. Hinc summa inter nos pax cum sobria sententi libertate conjuncta. Utinam et vobis, iisdem conditionibus, concordia stabilitur, utque veteri confessione vestra Helvetei contenti, neque aliqui permitteretis aliter docere, neque ab aliquo quidpiam proficetendum requireretis, utra id quod ab initio requisitum fuerit; cum tamen summi illi viri Calvinus et Beza (ut de aliis taceatur) secus de his articulis sentirent, quam ali plures; quos tamen non solum tolerandos, sed et pro fratribus habendos rite ac sapienter judicaret.

Hoc vobis non modo pacem inter vos ipsos conciliabat, verum etiam concordiam cum aliis ecclesiis reformatis sartam tectam tuebatur. Absque hujusmodi temperamine, unio illa cum Protestantibus, tantopere desiderata, nullo modo iniri poterit: vos, igitur, serio haec, ut par est, conside rate: nec a nobis, a plerisque aliis reformatis, etiam a vestris antecessoribus, novis ac duriobus positionibus secedite, &c.

N. B. The former part of this letter, which relates to the intercession of archbishop Wake in behalf of the Hungarian and Piedmontese churches, has never been hitherto published. The latter part, beginning with these words, "Interim dum haec feliciter peraguntur, ignoscite," &c. was inserted, by professor Turrettin of Geneva, in his work entitled, Nubes Testium. The words "Interim dum
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No. XXI.

EXTRACT FROM ARCHBISHOP WAKE'S LETTER TO PROFESSOR SCHURER, OF BERN, JULY, 1718.

De Anglia nostra te permanenter et sentire et scribere plurimum gander. Quamquam enim non adeo cæcus sim patris mei amor, ut non plurima hic videam quae vel penitus sublata vel in melius mutata quovis pretio vellem, tamen aliqua etiam in hac temporum facie occurrere, optimis etiam seculis digna, et que ipsa primæva ecclesia Christiana probare, ne dicam et laudare, potuisse, et tuque quæsisses agnosce et nos nobis gratulamur.

No. XXII.

TO PROFESSOR TURRETIN, JULY, 1718.

Speaking of Bishop Davenant’s opinion as agreeable to his own,

Ut inam sic sentiremus omnes, et fundamentalibus religionis articulis semper salvis, nihil ultra ab aliquo subscribendum requireremus, quod honorum hominum conscientiis oneri esse potest, certe ecclesie utilitatem parum promovebit.—Ut enim de hac ecclesiariarum reformatarum utilem paucis dicam; primum earum stabilimentum in hoc consistere, ut omnes sese, quantum fieri possit, contra papalem potentiam ac tyrannidem tueantur, nemini credo dubium esse posse. Ut in hunc finem quam arcissime inter se uniantur, et in idem corpus coalescunt, adeo ut siquid alii ex iis ecclesiis damni aut detrimenti a communi hoste fuerit illatum, id ab omnibus tanquam suum haberetur, concepi etiam necesse est.

Ut denique pax et concordia cujuslibet ecclesie reformate inter suos, ac cum alii omnibus ejusmodi ecclesiis conserventur; unicumque viro bono, sed praeventi ecclesiariarum illarum magistratus atque ministri, totis viribus entendum esse, adeo clare apparet, ut nulla probatione firmiori indiget.

Afterwards:

Quid in hac re aliud faciendum restat, nisi ut tua et amicorum tuorum auctoritate primo facultas vestra theologica, magistratus, ministri, cives Genevenses, deinde eorum exemplo atque hortatu reliqua etiam foederis Helvetici membra reformata, omnem lapidem moveant, ut pacem ecclesiis Bernensiibus restituant? Neque id ego sic fieri vellem, ut non simul et religionis veritati et doctrine puri in consulatur. Subscribant ministri, professores, theologi, confessioni vestre veteri anno [ ] editæ :

7 The date of the confession of faith is omitted in the archbishop's letter.
prohibentur, sub quavis-libet poena, ne ullam in concionibus, scriptis, thesibus, prelectionibus, sententiam publice tueantur illi confessioni quovis modo contrarum. Id solum caveatur, ne multiplicentur hujusmodi subscriptiones absque necessitate: neque stricte nimis inquiratur in privatam hominum eruditorum sententias; modo suis opinionibus frui pacifice velint, et neque docendo, neque disputando, neque scribendo, a publica confessione sedecere, aut errores suas (si tamem errores revera fuerint) in scandalum cujusvis, multo magis ecclesiae aut reipublicae divulgue.—Habes, vir spectatissime, sententiam meam.

No. XXIII.

**EXTRACT FROM A LETTER OF ARCHBISHOP WARE TO PROFESSOR SCHURER,**
**JULY, 1719.**

*Quæ de Formula Consensus mihi narras, abunde placent, qui, uti nolim laqueum absque causa injici conscientiis honorum atque eruditorum hominum, ita neque fræna laxanda censeo quibusqueque novatoribus ad pacem publice turbandam, eaque vel scribenda vel docenda, que viris piis jure scandalum præbeant, queque confessioni vestre olim stabilitæ falsitatis notam injuria inuere videantur. intra hos igitur limites si steterint magistratus vestri, neque aliquid amplius a Lausannensibus requirant, nisi ut hoc demum fine Formula Consensus subscribat; sperandum est nullum schisma, ea de causa, inter vos exoriturum. Pacem publicam tueri, etiam in rebus ad fidem spectantibus, magistratus Christianus et potest et debet. Conscientiis hominum credenda imponere, nisi in rebus claris et perspicuis, et ad salutem omnino necessarins, nec potest, nec debet. Quod si contra faciat, subditis tamen semper licebit ad apostolorum exemplar, si quidem aliquid falsi, aut incertæ veritatis, ipsis subscribendum injuxerint, obedient Deo potius quam hominibus.*

No. XXIV.

**EXTRACTS FROM ARCHBISHOP WARE'S LETTER TO PROFESSOR TURRETIN,**
**IN ANSWER TO ONE FROM HIM, DATED DECEMBER 1, 1718.**

*Res Bernensium ecclesiasticas nondum penitus tranquillas esse et doleo et miror; coepe magis, quod hisce temporibus haec de decretis divinis altercationes ubique fere alihi ad exitum sint perductae. Quæ mea sit de ipsis sententia, nec adhuc cuquam aperte declaravi, neque, ut deinceps patefaciam, facile me patiar induci. Hoc apud nos, tum ex mandatis regius, tum ex diu servata (utinam semper servanda) consuetudine fixum est atque stabilitum, neque a quoquam exquirere quid de his rebus sentiatur, modo articulis religionis, publica auctoritate constituunt, subscribent; neque in concionibus aut etiam dispositionibus theologicis, aliquid amplius de ipsis determinare, quam quod illi articulis expresso statuant, et ab omnibus ad ministerii munus admittendis profidentum requirant.*
Then follows an historical narrative of the rise, and occasion, and censure of the Lambeth articles; as also of the rise and progress of Arminianism under the reigns of James I. and Charles I., and of the subsiding of all disputes of that kind under Charles II.—He then subjoins:

Et quidem illud imprimit observavi dignum estimo, quam moderate, quam prudenter, in haec tam difficili disquisitione, optimi illi vivi, martyres ac confessores Christi constantissimi, quos Divina Providentia ad reformandam hanc nostram ecclesiam servire dignatus est, se gesserunt. Non illi curiositati cujusvis aliquid indulgendum putarunt; non vanis et incerti hominum hypothesibus de decreto divinius alicujus fidem alligare fas esse censuerunt. Sciebant quam inscrutabilia sint consilia Dei, et quanto intervallo omnes nostros cogitationes exupefent. Ideoque non religioso minus quam sapienter inter justos terminos sese continuerunt; neque in necessariis ad fidem nostram de hisce mysteriis stabiendi deficiences; neque in non-necessariis determinandis officiis; unde forte pro vera fide errorem, pro pace discordiam, pro fraterna unione ac charitatem divisionem, odia, inimicitates in ecclesiam Christi inducere poterant.

Hae fuit eorum simplicitas vere evangelica; pietate non minus quam sapientia commendabili; eoque magis suspicienda, ac fere pro divina habenda, quod tot annorum experiencia reperta sit non solum optimam fuisse pacis ac concordiae regulam, verum etiam unicum contra schismata et divisiones remedium.

Speaking afterwards of the Consensus, he adds:

Sunt igitur horum articulorum pars maxima illius generis, in quibus ab invicem dissentire nobis omnibus liceat, absque dispendinge veritate; quia sunt ejusmodi de quibus Deus consilium suum non adeo clare aut precise reveleavit, quin etiam eruditissimi atque perspicacissimi viri in suis de iis determinationibus errare possint, aut potius nunc quam certi esse possunt se non errasse. Quid vero imprudentius, quid arrogantius, quid denique humilitate, non jam dicco Christianorum, sed et hominum non nimium sibi blandimentum dignius esset, quam de rebus adeo obscuris, adeo incerti, adeo inter ipsos ejusdem communions symmystas adhuc litigatis, distincte aliud dictum definire; et ab aliis auferre eam quam nos nobis quasi jure nostro asserimus sentiendi libertatem? O quantum potuit insana philusia! Et in aliorem conscientias, quam omnes verbis rejiciamus, plerique re exercere cupimus, dominandi libido! Benedictus Deus, qui illum plerumque, in hoc nostro orbis, unimum inciderit!
ARCHBISHOP WAKE'S LETTER TO MR. JABLONSKI; IN ANSWER TO THE
TWO FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

An de Unione Evangelicorum cum Ecclesia Romana agentum sit?

Vel,
An omnis ea de Re Tractatio tanquam periculosa et fallax omnino sit
entanda?

Quo de federe nescio quo cum pontificis ineundo scribis somniare
temerarios quosdam apud vos homines, suae tranquillitatis magis quam
verbatimi amatores; non possunt non mirari ecquod inde commodi ecclesiis
reformatis proponunt. Adeone ullah e nostris aut incognita aut inexperta est
Romanensium superbia atque tyrannis, ut credatur vel illas a suo
fastigio potestatis ae infallibilitatis, nostri gratia, sese dimissuros, vel nos
eorum causa ad servitutem tam diu rejectam ulterior iterum redditum. Hoc
tam perniciosum, tam infame facinus, ab animis omnium nostrorum longe
avertat Deus! Imo potius bona, patriam, parentes, omnia relinquamus
quan ut sic inveniamur ἐπροσγυγωντες ἀπίστους: (quidni enim ipsis hic
apostoli vocibus utar?)

Neque tamen sic intelligi vellem quasi omnem omnino de pace tracta-
tum etiam cum pontificis refugiendum putarem. Tractamus, si libet, sed
ut decet, cum aequalibus: neque aut nos in illos potestatem indebitam
nobis arrogamus, neque illis in nos concedamus. Christiani sunt illi? et
nos Christiani. Catholici? et nos Catholici. Errare nos possimus?
etiam illi possunt errare. Liberi sunt illi a dominio nostro? neque nos
illo illa in re subditi sumus. Si igitur cum illis omnino sit agendum,
ante omnia necessa fuerit in præsias conditiones tractandi convenire;
uteque mutuo statutatur, nullum esse inter eos vel inter nos infallibilitatis
prærogativam, alterutri nostrum a Christo concessam; posse utrique
errari, forte et utrique erratum esse. Utrorumque ergo dogmata
libere examinanda, et ad amussim verbi Dei exigena. Renunti-
dum insuper praetenea auctoritati tum summi quem vocant ponti-
ficis, tum ecclesie Romane in alias Christi ecclesias; ut sic, ab
eorum dominatione tuti, ex aequo cum illis agere possimus. De pluri-
bus atque præcipuis doctrinae Christianae capitis, in quibus utrique
consentimus, nulla lis erit. De ceteris consideretur imprimis quosque
invicem concordari valeat; et in quibus nondum in eamdem sententiam
concurrer potest, queratur porro, an tali sint, que salva pace mutuo
tolerari nequeant. Si hoc conveniatur, queratur denique de liturgia pub-
lica, an tales nobis exhiberi curabunt, ut omnes simul ad eundem Dei
cultum amice accedere valeamus. Si qui sint Romanæ ecclesiae sym-
myste adeo aequi, ut his conditionibus sincere nobiscum agere velit non
video cur ab eorum colloquio abstineamus. Abique hujusmodi stipula-
tione præmissa frustra cum iis tractabimus, nisi sub pacis conciliandæ
pratextu veritate renuntiare decreverimus.
APPENDIX.

Habes, vir clarissime, meam qualem cunque hac de re sententiam; ex-temporaneam quidem illam, nec pro materie dignitate satis ponderatam; sed tamen justam, et, nisi ego plurimum fallor, talem a qua absque extreto periculo nunquam a nostris discedi possit. Fasit Deus, ut in hisce considerandis non tam nostra queramus quam ea que sint Jesu Christi! Nec adeo hujus seculi pacem amemus, ut futuri premia amittamus. Tibi, vir prestantissime, sapientiam, prudentiam, eruditionem non vulgarem, concessit Deus; etiam constantiam in veritate tuenda, pro qua tanta et huc usque passus fueris, et deinceps pati te paratum ostendis. Tuo itaque exemplo alios instruas, neque concordiam atque unionem cum ullis Christi discipulis, ubi justis conditionibus iniri possit, pertinaciter refugere; neque iniquis conditionibus stolide timideve admittere; aut vana spe pacis deliniti, ad servitutis papalis jugum colla submitttere, quod neque nos neque patres nostri ferre potuere. Hoc tam grave scandalum, tam perniciosam prevaricationem ab ecclesiis reformatis ut semper avertat Deus, summum ardore precatur, spectatissime vir frater tuus in Christo colendissimus, &c. Maii 22, 1719.
TABLES
OF
ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY
FROM THE
ORIGIN OF CHRISTIANITY
to
THE PRESENT TIME.

ABSTRACTED FROM VATER'S SYNCHRONITISCHEN TAPELN.

BY FRANCIS CUNNINGHAM.

[Reprinted from the Edition of 1831, Boston, New England.]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Events</th>
<th>External History of the Church</th>
<th>Internal Government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>33. Tiberius</td>
<td>Institution of Christianity. Day of Pentecost.</td>
<td>The 'council of Jerusalem,' so-called.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37. Caligula</td>
<td>Oppression of the Christians by Herod Agrippa.</td>
<td>Christians gradually freeing themselves from the Jewish law.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50. Nero</td>
<td>Continued spread of Christianity in the Roman empire.</td>
<td>Synods in Asia Minor. Traces of union for purposes of discipline and of closer connexion of the churches in different places.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>64.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synods held to consult on the subject of the Easter festival.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70. Destruction of Jerusalem.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Gradual advance towards ecclesiastical aristocracy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>98. Under Domitian</td>
<td>the Christians oppressed at Rome.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100. Under Trajan</td>
<td>Oppression (under the edict against secret societies). Pliny’s letter.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>193. Septimius Severus</td>
<td>Diffusion of Christianity more and more rapid.</td>
<td>Authority of the bishops more confirmed. Various new officers in the church.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>222. Alexander Severus</td>
<td>favourable to the Christians.</td>
<td>Severity shown to the Lausi, or 'fallen' from their Christian profession.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under Maximinus</td>
<td>the Christians oppressed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>244. Philip, the Arabian</td>
<td>favours the Christians. The Christians persecuted throughout the empire, till 251.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable Persons</td>
<td>Doctrines and Corruptions</td>
<td>Religious Observances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Apostles and their assistants.</td>
<td>(Simon Magus.)</td>
<td>Agape, or 'feasts of charity.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Paul.</td>
<td>Controversy between the Jewish and Heaten Christians.</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Epistles of St. Paul, and probably the other writings of the N. T. about this time.</td>
<td>Belief in the Millennium at Thessalonica.</td>
<td>The Sunday more and more solemnly observed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clement at Rome.</td>
<td>Πρέσβεις ἕναντι μυστήριος at Ephesus. (Cerinthus.)</td>
<td>The simple Christianity of the first centuries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papias, bishop of Hierapolis. Justin Martyr.</td>
<td>(Gnostics: Saturninus, Basilides, Valentine.)</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anicetus, bishop of Rome. Irenaeus, bishop of Lyons.</td>
<td>(Ophites.) (Marcion.)</td>
<td>Controversies concerning the time of keeping Easter, or the paschal feast.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miltiades, Athenagoras, and other defenders of the Christian religion.</td>
<td>(Montanists.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertullian at Carthage.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Various usages more settled.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dispute about the reception of those who had fallen from the Christian faith.</td>
<td>Public confession before a return to the Christian church was allowed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: The names of the heretics, are printed in small capitals. The emperors of Constantinople are distinguished from those who merely held offices in the church.*
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Events</th>
<th>External History of the Church</th>
<th>Internal Government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200 Under Gallus</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synods held to consult concerning baptism of infants and heretics, and against Paul of Samosata.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>264. Diocletian with Maximian, Galerius and Constantius Choris.</td>
<td>new oppressions. After this more quiet.</td>
<td>Severity shown to the Lupi and Tractores, so-called, — i.e. those who had delivered the sacred writings of the Christians to the magistrates in order to be burned in the persecution under Diocletian.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 Constantine the Great, Licinius.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Meletian schism at Alexandria.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>337. The sons of Constantine. Division of the empire.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Synods at Sirmium.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351. Constantius alone.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Meletian schism at Antioch; the Schism of Luciferi.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>361. Julian.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>363. Jovian.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>379. Theodosius the Great.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>385. Final separation of the Roman empire into the Eastern and Western empires.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable Persons</td>
<td>Doctrines and Corruptions</td>
<td>Religious Observances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Petrus Pamphilus.</em> Methodius, bishop of Tyre.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Lectantius.</em></td>
<td></td>
<td>Antoiny, the most remarkable of the Eremites (Hermits) in Egypt.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>319. Arian controversy at Alexandria; Ἰωαννίς (opposed to Ἰωάννης; and afterwards to Ἰωάννης).</td>
<td>The Arian doctrine of monastic laws. Monastic laws of Basil the Great. The Κοινοθεσία of Pachomius (a sort of convent).</td>
<td>Controversies concerning Origen and his doctrine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Events</td>
<td>External History of the Church</td>
<td>Internal Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408. *Theodosius II.</td>
<td>Christianity in Persia confirmed.</td>
<td>Innocent has a vicar at Thessalonica in right of his succession to the apostle Peter.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German nations in possession of the Eastern Roman empire.</td>
<td>Many of the German nations become (Arian) Christians.</td>
<td>411. Collision with the Donatists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Valentinian III.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Appeals to Rome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pulcheria. Marcian. 430.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Contest between the dioceses of Vienna and Aries. The Roman bishop has vicars in Gaul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Leo I. of Thrace. 476. End of the Western Roman empire.</td>
<td>Catholic Christians persecuted amongst the Vandals (who were Arians).</td>
<td>431. III. Concil. occum. at Ephesus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basiliscus.</td>
<td></td>
<td>449. 'Robber-Synod' at Ephesus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>477. Zeno.</td>
<td></td>
<td>451. IV. Concil. occum. at Chalcidon; where the Patriarch of Constantinople was invested with new dignity, and the system of Patriarchs and Metropolitans perfected.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>486. Clovis, king of the Franks. 491. Anastasius. 493. Theodoric, king of the Ostrogoths.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The eclecs. oligarchy fully developed: Rome the centre of the western church, in contest with the patriarch of Constantinople.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>496. Clovis, a Catholic Christian.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Collections of ecclesiastical laws by Dionysius the Little, Fulgentius Ferrandus, and John Scholasticus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>Spread of the Nestorian Church in the eastern parts of Asia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>518. Justin I.</td>
<td>Conversion of various nations in the east of Europe.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>526. Justinian I.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conquests of the Franks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>534. Conquest of the kingdom of the Vandals in Africa for the emperor. Conquests in Italy which end . . .</td>
<td>In these conquered countries Arianism yields to the Catholic doctrines.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable Persons</td>
<td>Doctrines and Corruptions</td>
<td>Religious Observances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innocent, bishop of Rome.</td>
<td>The Pelagian controversy breaks out. Augustin's doctrines of free-grace and original sin. Semipelagians in Gaul.</td>
<td>Celibacy made more important than ever.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Théodorus of Mopsuestia.</td>
<td>430. Nestorian controversy. Separation of the Nestorians from other Christians in Persia. Eutychians, or Monophysites. The doctrine of the church in opposition to Nestor and Eutychius. Continued disturbances of the Monophysites in Egypt and Syria. (Petrus Fullo, Timotheus Æthurus, Petrus Mongus.)</td>
<td>Vigilantius opposes the superstitions of the times. Jo. Cassian in Gaul, an advocate of Monastic life. 'Stylite,' or 'pillar saints.' 'Acemeti' or 'Watch-thers.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplicius, patriarch of Rome. Acacius, patriarch of Constantinople.</td>
<td>In the west the decisions of the council of Chalcedon held fast. Separation of the Eastern and Western churches.</td>
<td>Liturgy of Mamertus, bishop of Vienna, regulating processions, &amp;c.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Events</td>
<td>External History of the Church</td>
<td>Internal Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>553. with the downfall of the kingdom of the Ostrogoths.</td>
<td>Restraints on Christianity in Britain.</td>
<td>553. V. Concil. œcumen. at Constantinople.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>641. Constans II.</td>
<td>Pepin of Herstall.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable Persons</td>
<td>Doctrines and Corruptions</td>
<td>Religious Observances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Junilius.</strong></td>
<td>Contest in Gaul for</td>
<td><strong>500</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Augustine's doctrines of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'free grace' and 'original</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sin.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550. Pelagius,</td>
<td>Origem's doctrines</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patriarch of Rome.</td>
<td>condemned.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Three Chapters</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>condemned; continued</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dispute on this subject.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gregory of Tours, John, 'the Faster.'</strong></td>
<td>Union of the various parties of the oppressed Monophysites through the exertions of Jacob; —hence called 'Jacob's Christians' or 'Jacobites.'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gregory the Great, patriarch of Rome.</strong></td>
<td>(Philippinus.) Distinct traces of the worship of images and saints, and of a belief in purgatory.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isidore, bishop of Seville.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sergius, patriarch of Constantinople.</strong></td>
<td>Body of divinity by Isidore and Leontius. Soon after by Taio or Tiso. Monotheletism adopted to unite the Monophysites with the Catholic church.</td>
<td><strong>600</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honorius, patriarch of Rome.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The western monks gradually merged in the clergy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophronius, patriarch of Jerusalem.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Monastic life amongst the Anglo-Saxons.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maximus.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Martin, patriarch of Rome, exiled.</td>
<td>Monotheletism condemned.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilfrid, archbishop of York.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sergius, patriarch of Rome.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beda Venerabilis.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Constantine, patriarch of Rome.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>John Damascenus.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gregory II. and III.</strong></td>
<td>Philippicus restores the doctrines of Monotheletism to their former consequence; and Anastasius revives those of the IV. Council.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman popes — independent of Constantinople.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Latin service introduced into the churches of Germany, by Boniface.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Events</td>
<td>External History of the Church</td>
<td>Internal Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>741. Constantine Porphyrogenitus,</td>
<td></td>
<td>The pope absolves the Franks from the oath</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>king of the Franks, conquers</td>
<td></td>
<td>of allegiance to King Childeric. Papen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astulfus, king of the Lombards.</td>
<td></td>
<td>crowned by Boniface, and Pope Stephen II.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>771. Charles Martel, alone king of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Charlemagne's <em>Capitularia</em>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constantine Porphyrogenitus, and his</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mother Irene.</td>
<td></td>
<td>707. Synod at Nice for the re-introduction of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conquests and conversions of</td>
<td></td>
<td>the worship of images.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlemagne amongst the Saxons and</td>
<td></td>
<td>794. Worship of images condemned by the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westphalians.</td>
<td></td>
<td>synod at Frankfort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlemagne, Roman emperor.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>601. Nicethorus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>804. The Saxons wholly subdued by</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlemagne.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>813. *Leo Armen.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>814. Lewis, the Debonaire.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>827. Heptarchy of England united</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>under Egbert.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>833. Lewis deposed by his sons, and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>replaced.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>840. Lothaire in Italy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis in Germany.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles the Bald, in France.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>855. Lewis II.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lothaire, king of Lothringia.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversions of the Bohemians and</td>
<td></td>
<td>The bishops and pope concerned in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moravians.</td>
<td></td>
<td>rebellion of Lewis's sons against their</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>father.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christianity carried amongst the</td>
<td></td>
<td>Great influence of the clergy also in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgarians.</td>
<td></td>
<td>quarrels of these sons with each other.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion of the Bohemians and</td>
<td></td>
<td>Distinct traces of the 'decretal epistles,'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moravians.</td>
<td></td>
<td>so called, attributed to Isidore, bishop of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Seville.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Bulgarians become Christians.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The papal authority extended over all the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>West.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Controversy between the Greek and Latin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>churches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Episcopal jurisdiction even over the royal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>house of the Franks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Controversy concerning Hieremar, bishop of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Laon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable Persons</td>
<td>Doctrines and Corruptions</td>
<td>Religious Observances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>741. ZACHARIAS.</td>
<td>767. The doctrine that the Holy Ghost proceeds from the Son as well as the Father, defended against the Greek church. Felix, bishop of Uregila. His followers called Adoptians.</td>
<td>726. Worship of images forbidden by the emperor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STEPHEN II. receives the grant of the exarchate and Pentapoli from Pepin.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexia, employed by Charlemagne to found schools in his empire. Theodorus Studites. LEO III.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>867. ADRIAN I.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cloisters in the North.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>842. The worship of images permanently reinstated in the Greek empire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Violent controversy between the Greek and Latin churches.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Events</td>
<td>External History of the Church</td>
<td>Internal Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>875. Charles II. the Bald, proclaimed Emperor by the pope.</td>
<td>Christians among the Russians.</td>
<td>Great assumption of power by the popes over the kings, for the most part successful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>881. Charles III. surnamed 'the Gross.' * Leo, the Philosopher.</td>
<td>Bohemian princes become Christians.</td>
<td>Various persons raised to the throne of Italy, and the imperial crown, by the popes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huns invade Germany.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>912. Conrad I. king of Germany.</td>
<td>911. Rollo is made duke of Normandy, and converted.</td>
<td>Measures to restore discipline in the Church. The Church richly endowed by Otho.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>919. Henry the Fowler, king of Germany. Caliphs of Bagdad lose their power.</td>
<td>Christianity preached in Norway; Also in Russia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>936. Otho the great king of Germany; 951. — victorious in Italy and over the Huns. 962. Otho, emperor. *Nicephorus.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>973. Otho II.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>987. Hugh Capet, king of France.</td>
<td>Christianity in Poland and Hungary. Introduced into Russia by Wlodimir; into Hungary, by St. Stephen; into Poland, by Boleslau.</td>
<td>998. Robert, king of France, compelled by the pope to separate from his wife, to whom he was related in the fourth degree.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1001. Henry II. Capute the Great.</td>
<td>Christianity introduced in Sweden and Transylvania; and in Denmark universally.</td>
<td>High authority of the emperor in the Church. Papal synods against simony.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The Norman Dukes in the south of Italy hereditary legates of the pope. Ecclesiastical benefices bought and sold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable Persons</td>
<td>Doctrines and Corruptions</td>
<td>Religious Observances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>872. John VIII.</td>
<td></td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learned men at Oxford.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen V.; after him, confusion and disorder.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theodora and Marozia have the chief influence in the election of popes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotherius.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Euthychius, patriarch of Alexandria.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>854. John XII.</td>
<td></td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>963. Leo VIII. The Romans bind themselves by an oath to choose no pope without the concurrence of the emperor.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good influence of the emperor Otho on the popes.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerbert, archbishop; is made Sylvester III.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>999.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict VIII.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paterini, Publicani.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New prohibition of marriage to the priests.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John XIX.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict IX.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The emperor deposes three popes, and appoints Clement II., Damascius II., Leo IX., who maintain their authority.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influence of Hildebrand, afterwards Pope Gregory VII.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benedict X.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berenger opposes the doctrine of Transubstantiation; with him begins the scholastic theology.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controversies concerning the celibacy of the clergy.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Entire separation of the Greek and Latin churches.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Events</td>
<td>External History of the Church</td>
<td>Internal Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1000</strong> Henry IV. taken from under his mother's care by the archbishops Hanns and Adelbert. Dissatisfaction of the Saxons and other German states with Henry. The emperor Henry IV. forced to humble himself before the pope.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Strict prohibition of 'investiture' by laymen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1080</strong> Lombardy for Henry. Rudolph of Swabia, supported as emperor in opposition to Henry. The pope supported by the Normans in Italy and Matilda of Tuscany.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1100</strong> 1104. The second son of the emperor rebels against his father and compels him to resign the crown. 1106. Henry V. The emperor takes possession of Matilda's lands.</td>
<td>1099. Jerusalem taken.</td>
<td>The Roman (civil) law taught in schools.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>The emperor makes new demands on the pope; and retains the right of investiture. Continued violent dispute. 1122. Diet at Worms. 1123. Concil. Lateran I.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1125</strong> Lothaire 11.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **1137** Conrad III. Henry the Lion, duke of Saxony. | Paganism extirpated in Sweden. | 1139. Concil. Lateran II., to bring all things, if possible, before the papal tribunal. 
*Gratiani decretum.* |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nicholas II.</strong></td>
<td>The choice of the pope by the cardinals passes into an established custom.</td>
<td>Armed pilgrimages to the Holy Land.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Alexander II. maintains himself against Honorius.</td>
<td>Strict injunction of celibacy. All those excommunicated who confess to married priests.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1073. <strong>Gregory VII.</strong></td>
<td>Papal power at the height. Attack upon the emperor Henry IV. Henry wishes to depose the pope. Papal law against the emperor, who is forced to come in penance to Canossa.</td>
<td>Theophylact’s collections for the critical study of the Bible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clemens III.</strong></td>
<td>The pope holds a synod at Clermont.</td>
<td>The Greek church seeks to re-unite itself with the Latin, and to get help against the Turks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Papal.</strong></td>
<td>Matilda, daughter of the duke of Tuscany, gives all her possessions to the pope. The emperor takes the pope and cardinals prisoners.</td>
<td>St. Bernard, abbot of Clairvaux, in high repute, a mystic, and zealous advocate of the study of the Bible. Order of Knights of St. John, and Templars. Abbot Peter Venerabilis at Cluny.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gelasius II. (Gregory VIII.)</strong></td>
<td>Calixtus II. solemnly excommunicates the emperor.</td>
<td>Dogmas and controversies of Peter Abelard. Mention made of the seven sacraments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Events</td>
<td>External History of the Church</td>
<td>Internal Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1152. FREDERICK I. asserts his authority in Lombardy.</td>
<td>1147. Second crusade. Conversions in the country between the Havel and the Elbe, and in Finland; also in the island of Rügen.</td>
<td>1162. Council of Clarendon held by Henry II. of England.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1180. Philip Augustus, king of France.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gengishkan's empire.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otho IV. 1215. FREDERICK II.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1215. Council. Lat. IV. Its decrees to be annually read before provincial synods.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1226. St. Lewis, king of France.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1228. Sixth crusade.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferdinand of Castile recovers the conquests of the Arabs.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Formal introduction of the Inquisition; at first in the south of France; soon given over to the Dominicans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable Persons</td>
<td>Doctrines and Corruptions</td>
<td>Religious Observances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John of Salisbury,</td>
<td>Catharists in Lombardy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbot, archbishop of Lund.</td>
<td>and the south of France.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1169. Alexander III.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor, rival pope.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The emperor excommunicated.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Becket murdered.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1185. Urban III.</td>
<td>Measures of the pope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1186. Clemens III.</td>
<td>against the heretics in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the south of France.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1196. Innocent III.</td>
<td>Peter of Castelnau,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>inquisitor in the south</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of France.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prohibition of the Bible</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in the native tongue.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The pope assumes the right</td>
<td>Sect of the Catharists</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of deciding upon the claims</td>
<td>gains ground.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Philip and Otto to the</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>title of king of Rome.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The emperor Otho's</td>
<td>Crusade against the</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>submissive concessions to</td>
<td>Albigens.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the pope.</td>
<td>The doctrine of Trans-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>substantiation establishe-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ed as incontrovertible,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and all who oppose it</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>condemned as heretics.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1216. Honorius III.</td>
<td>War against the Albigens</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>continued.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The emperor and pope</td>
<td>Severe laws against</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>make mutual concessions.</td>
<td>heretics.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1227. Gregory IX.</td>
<td>The pope forbids laymen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>breaks with the emperor;</td>
<td>to dispute on religious</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>violent denunciations on</td>
<td>matters.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>either side.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230. Pope and emperor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reconciled.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1239. Emperor ex-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communicated again.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1243. Innocent IV.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>declares the emperor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>deposed at the synod of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyons.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1100
1190. Teutonic order
instituted.

1200
Dominicans and Franciscans.

The establishment of new orders of monks forbidden.

Beguins.

Tertiaries, an order of Franciscans.

Beghards.

Lollards.

The beggar-orders favoured; allowed to hear the confessional universally.

Lasting controversy between the 'spiritual' Franciscans and the less rigid of the order.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Events</th>
<th>External History of the Church</th>
<th>Internal Government</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1255. Charles of Anjou, king of Sicily.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1273. Rudolph I. of Hapsburg.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1282. Sicilian Vespers.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1283. Philip the Fair, king of France.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1291. Adolphus of Nassau.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ottoman empire.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Albrecht of Austria.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Christians wholly driven from Palestine.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1307. Henry VII. Swiss confederation.</td>
<td>Rhodes taken by the knights of St. John.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1314. Lewis of Bavaria. Frederick of Austria his competitor for the imperial dignity.</td>
<td>The papal bull 'unam sanctam' — that all things were under papal jurisdiction. Philip of France appeals to a general council.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1326. Philip VI. Valois, king of France.</td>
<td>Reformation of the church proposed at the council of Vienna. Papal 'reserves,' 'provisions,' and other contrivances to extort money. The Spirituals maintain that the pope is subject to a general council in matters of faith.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1342. King Lewis the Great, of Hungary.</td>
<td>The imperial electors combine against the pope.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1346. Charles IV.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tamerlane's conquests in Asia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable Persons</td>
<td>Doctrines and Corruptions</td>
<td>Religious Observances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1254. ALEXANDER IV. active in Sicily and Germany.</td>
<td>Influence of Thomas Aquinas and Bonaventura on the theology of the day.</td>
<td>Festival of the Holy Sacrament. Festival of the 'immaculate conception.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1264. CLEMENT IV.; negotiation with the Greek emperor.</td>
<td>Colibacy introduced universally amongst the clergy of Denmark, Sweden, and Hungary.</td>
<td>Shrine of Loreto brought by angels from Palestine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1271. GREGORY X.</td>
<td>The emperor resigns all rights in the exarchate.</td>
<td>Flagellantes. Papal jubilee, and remission of sins to all who made a pilgrimage to the church of St. Peter in Rome.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orsini and Colonna.</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>1300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1324. BENEDICT XII. The papal authority declines in Italy. 1342. CLEMENS VI.</td>
<td>1352. INNOCENT VI. The Greek emperor acknowledges subjection to him.</td>
<td>Third period of the Scholastic theology. Wastes itself still more in subtleties. Controversy concerning Realism and Nominalism. Jubilee ordered every fifty years. Union of the strict Franciscans with the pope, and the 'Brethren of the Community.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1362. URBAN V. Controversy between the pope and emperor.</td>
<td>Inward Christianity preached in Bohemia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Events</td>
<td>External History of the Church</td>
<td>Internal Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1378. WENCESLAUS</td>
<td>Lithuania Christian.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1388. Union of</td>
<td></td>
<td>Papal authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the three</td>
<td></td>
<td>undermined by the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>northern</td>
<td></td>
<td>'Schism.'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kingdoms under</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Measures taken to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bajazet,</td>
<td></td>
<td>reconcile the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>emperor of the</td>
<td></td>
<td>Schism, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turks.</td>
<td></td>
<td>restore the old</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>order of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>things.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>National Synod at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Paris.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1411. SIGISMUND</td>
<td></td>
<td>1409. Council at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pisa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Resolved to reform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>the church.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1420. War of</td>
<td></td>
<td>1414. Council at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the HUSSITES.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Constance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maid of</td>
<td></td>
<td>The pope is</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orleans.</td>
<td></td>
<td>forced to submit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Medici at</td>
<td></td>
<td>to the decrees of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Florence.</td>
<td></td>
<td>the council.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Council at Basil.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1438. ALBRECHT II.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1440. FREDERICK III.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1444. King</td>
<td></td>
<td>The German princes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ladislaus</td>
<td></td>
<td>support the decrees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>defeated by the</td>
<td></td>
<td>of the council of</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turks near</td>
<td></td>
<td>Basil. 'Pragmatic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Varna.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sanction' for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>France.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1453. Constantinople</td>
<td>New preparations for</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taken by the</td>
<td>a crusade.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War of the red</td>
<td></td>
<td>1448. Concordat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and white roses</td>
<td></td>
<td>with the Germans at</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1462. Iwan</td>
<td></td>
<td>1474. Spain united</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basiljewitsch</td>
<td></td>
<td>under Ferdinand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Great, in</td>
<td></td>
<td>and Isabella.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Constant wars in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Italy between</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>France, the pope,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spain, and the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>emperor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1474. Spain</td>
<td></td>
<td>Violent controversy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>united under</td>
<td></td>
<td>of the pope with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferdinand and</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bohemia, Naples,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isabella.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Florence, and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constant wars in</td>
<td></td>
<td>Venice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarkable Persons</td>
<td>Doctrines and Corruptions</td>
<td>Religious Observances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gregory XI.</strong> at Rome.</td>
<td><em>Wycliffe's doctrines.</em> Great repute of the University at Paris, particularly as regards doctrines. (Peter d'Ailly, Jo. Gerson.)</td>
<td><strong>1300</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1378. <strong>Urban VI.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clement VII.</strong> at Avignon.</td>
<td>Followers of Wycliffe.</td>
<td>Sale of indulgences.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The popes excommunicate each other.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Boniface XI.</strong> at Rome.</td>
<td></td>
<td>The rights of the beggar-orders supported by papal bulls.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benedict XIII.</strong> at Avignon.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Innocent VII.</strong> at Rome.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gregory XI.</strong> at Rome.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alexander V.</strong> summons Ladislaus, king of Hungary and Naples, to appear before his tribunal.</td>
<td>Huss and Jerome, of Prague, burnt.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>John XXIII.</strong> deposed.</td>
<td>Hussites (Utraquists, Taborites).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Martin V.</strong> avoids the reformation of the church by hindering the meeting of the council.</td>
<td>1432. Utraquists reconciled with the church.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Eugenius IV.</strong> summons an opposition council at Ferrara, at which a reconciliation with the Greeks is the chief business.</td>
<td>Thomas à Kempis, John Wesselius, and John de Vesalio recommend the study of the Sacred Scriptures, and inward Christianity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The council at Basilea elect Felix V. in opposition to Eugenius.</td>
<td>Minorites, or Fratricelli, of the order of St. Francis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1447. <strong>Nicholas V.</strong> patron of learning.</td>
<td>Plenary indulgence sold in Germany.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Calixtus III.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1455. <strong>Calixtus III.</strong></td>
<td><strong>1458. Pius II.</strong> (Æneas Sylvester.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1461. <strong>Paul II.</strong></td>
<td><strong>1471. Sextus IV.</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Influence of the revival of learning, and of the discovery of the art of printing, and of the learned men; Erasmus of Rotterdam, and others.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Events</td>
<td>External History of the Church</td>
<td>Internal Government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1400</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1492. Discovery of America.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1498. Lewis XII, king of France.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1500</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1516</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1517-1518. Martin Luther and the Reformation.</td>
<td>Papal bull asserting the power of the pope to grant indulgences.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1517. Council of Trent.</td>
<td>1518. Cardinal Cajetan gives Luther a hearing at Augsburg.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1519. Frederick the Wise, elector of Saxony.</td>
<td>Papal bull against Luther.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1520. Charles V.</td>
<td>Papal bull against Luther.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1521. Diet at Worms.</td>
<td>New bull against Luther.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>War of the peasants.</td>
<td>1522. Adrian VI.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cheregati, papal Nuncio at Nuremberg. Jesuits founded by Ignatius Loyola.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clemens VII.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Campeggius, papal Nuncio.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The German princes insist on a council.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1517</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1517. Luther's 95 propositions against indulgences, posted up at Wittenberg.</td>
<td>History of the Lutheran Church.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1518. Luther appeals ad Popam nactus inordinandum, and so on to a general council.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luther continues to write and advance in the freedom of his views.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luther at Worms before the diet. Edict of Worms.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luther at the Wartburg. Luther's translation of the New Testament.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mass discontinued at Wittenberg.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Luther returns to Wittenberg.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doctrines of Luther spread with great rapidity.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1528. Open reformation in Prussia and the electorate of Saxony.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1484. Innocent VIII.</th>
<th>1492. Alexander VI. and his sons John and Caesar Borgia; their cunning and cruelty. Cardinal Ximenes, prime minister of Spain.</th>
<th>1400</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1503. Julius II., a warlike prelate. Papal council at the Lateran.</td>
<td>Hoogstraat, 'inquisitor hereticæ privitatis,' against Reuchlin.</td>
<td>1500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Reformation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1519. Zwingli opposes the 'indulgence-seller,' Samson, at Zurich; preaches more and more boldly, and is in high repute with the civil authorities. Council at Zurich decrees that the Bible shall be the rule of teaching, and not Thomas &amp; Kempis.</td>
<td>Ph. Melancthon.</td>
<td>Leo Judae.</td>
<td>John Eck.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1524. The council at Zurich forbid all masses and worship of images.</td>
<td>Fr. Lambert.</td>
<td>Carlstadt in Switzerland.</td>
<td>John Faber.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1526</td>
<td>Peace between France and the emperor.</td>
<td>1526. Saxony and Hesse league themselves for mutual protection.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1527</td>
<td>War between France and the emperor.</td>
<td>Reformed faith in Sweden; suffered in Denmark.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1529</td>
<td>Peace of Cambrai.</td>
<td>Public worship becomes more and more pure.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1531</td>
<td>Ferdinand, king of Rome.</td>
<td>Articles of Torgau and Schwabach.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1532</td>
<td>John Frederick, Elector of Saxony.</td>
<td>Confession of Augsburg.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1538</td>
<td>Treaty of peace between them. Danger from the Turks. The German princes distrustful of the emperor.</td>
<td>Protestants adopt the German princes. The general council deferred by the pope. Order of Jesuits confirmed.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1542</td>
<td>War again between France and the emperor.</td>
<td>1542. The pope calls the council of Trent. Protestant creed condemned at the council of Trent. Another Diet at Ratisbon.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1544</td>
<td>Peace of Creps.</td>
<td>The pope and the emperor allied against the Protestants. The army of the Protestants advance against the emperor but without effect.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1545</td>
<td>Truce with the Turks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1546</td>
<td>Preparations of the emperor against the Protestants. Duke Maurice invades Saxony. The emperor subdues Upper Germany.</td>
<td>The emperor insists upon the removal of the council from Bologna to Trent.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1526.</td>
<td>Bucer’s attempts to reconcile the disputes concerning the sacrament of the supper.</td>
<td>Theologians of the Reformed Church.</td>
<td>Conference at Upsal, between Olaus and Peter Gallus.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1544.</td>
<td>The disputes between the Swiss theologians and those of Wittenberg break out anew.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ineffectual attempts of Philip of Hesse to unite the Protestants.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1546. Colloq. at Ratisbon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political Events</td>
<td>Popes and History of the Catholic Church</td>
<td>History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1500</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philip, Landgrave of Hesse, throws himself on the mercy of the emperor.</td>
<td>1550. Julius III. calls a council of Trent. The council dispersed. England is once more under the yoke of the emperor by surprise, pope.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1555. Diet of Augsburg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### HISTORY OF THE GREEK AND LATIN CHURCH

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Events</th>
<th>External History</th>
<th>Internal History</th>
<th>Remarkable Persons</th>
<th>Documented Events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>1558. Elizabeth of England.</strong></td>
<td>Beginning of the wars of religion in France.</td>
<td>1559. Pius IV. Opens the council of Trent again, at which the papal power is confirmed.</td>
<td>Cardinal Ho- distes.</td>
<td>Conclave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1562. Maximilian II. tolerant.</strong></td>
<td>The influence of the Jesuits against the Protestants in Hungary and Poland.</td>
<td>1562. Censure.</td>
<td>Inept attempts of the pope to support their true rights against the pope.</td>
<td>Conclave.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1576. Rudolf II.</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Conclave.</td>
<td>Conclave.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### HISTORY OF THE EVANGELICAL CHURCHES.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adventitious Causes</th>
<th>Ecclesiastical Decrees and Acts of Arbitrary Power</th>
<th>Doctrines of the Lutheran Church</th>
<th>Doctrines of the Reformed Church</th>
<th>Doctrines of the English Church</th>
<th>Separate Religious Communities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Great progress of reform in Poland.</td>
<td>Great progress of reform in Poland.</td>
<td>The 39 Articles confirmed.</td>
<td>1650. Meeting of the princes at Frankfort to put an end to theological disputes.</td>
<td>1660. The doctrine 'de absoluto decreto.'</td>
<td>Antitrinitarians.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Constant dispute between the two Protestant churches. | Constant dispute between the two Protestant churches. | 1577. Form of Concord. | 1570. Crypto-Calvinists in the electorate of Saxony. | 1571. The 39 Articles the Indepen- 
deer of the Independents. English church. Confessio Belgica. The countries in Germany which re- 
claim in Poland. | Faustus So-
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Events</th>
<th>External History</th>
<th>Internal History</th>
<th>Remarkable Persons</th>
<th>Doctrinal Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Events</td>
<td>Ecclesiastical Decrees and Acts of Arbitrary Power</td>
<td>Doctrines of the Lutheran Church</td>
<td>Lutheran Theologians</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>The antelapse of worship</td>
<td>fuse the form of creed, approach the doctrines of the reformed church in their opinions.</td>
<td>1586.</td>
<td>Colloq. at Mumpeldarg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1610</td>
<td>Edict of the elector of Brandenburg, giving the Reformed church like privileges with the Lutherans.</td>
<td>Controversy concerning the origin of sin.</td>
<td>Controversy concerning the absolute decree of God and free grace were established.</td>
<td>Controversy concerning ἐπεκτασις or εἰσαγωγη in Christ;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1617</td>
<td>Edict of the elector of Brandenburg, giving the Reformed church like privileges with the Lutherans.</td>
<td>Tendency to Socinianism at Altorf.</td>
<td>Controversy concerning the origin of sin.</td>
<td>Controversy concerning the absolute decree of God and free grace were established.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(History of the Evangelical Churches.)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Events</th>
<th>External History</th>
<th>Internal History</th>
<th>Remarkable Persons</th>
<th>Ditto</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark leads the war in Germany.</td>
<td>Zealous attempts to unite the Oriental Christians.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Dispute of the pope with Parma.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wallenstein. The emperor victorious.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1630. Gust. Adolphus for the Protestants in Germany.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1635. Peace of Prague.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1637. Francis III.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1639. Rising in Scotland.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1640. John, king of Portugal.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1643. Lewis XIV., king of France.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1645. Colloq. of Westphalia.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1648. Peace of Westphalia.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1653. Oliver Cromwell.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1658. Leopold I.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1664. Innocent X.; attempts to annul the treaty of Westphalia.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1665. Alexander VII.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1666. Dispute with France.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1668. Clement IX. and X.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1677. Innocent XI.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1680. Acceision of territory to France.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is Catholic. Catholicism in England.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Religious freedom of</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Theopists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ditto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Subject</td>
<td>Event Description</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>Continuous Controversies; the 'Syncretists'; whether Christ retained his human nature during the three days intervening between his death and resurrection; and concerning toleration of the Reformed Church.</td>
<td>1645. Power of the synods in Holland restricted.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controversy about the Cartesian philosophy.</td>
<td>1648. The Reformed church, the third in importance in Germany.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controversy about the Cartesian philosophy.</td>
<td>1650. Episcopacy introduced again into England; several severe laws against the Nonconformists.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consensus repetitum fidelium Lutherorum.</td>
<td>1673. Formula helvetica.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collegia pietatis.</td>
<td>1680. Socinians expelled entirely from Poland.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Numerous and violent disputes on the propositions of the Pietists, and subjects connected with them; and</td>
<td>1689. Toleration Act.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1638</td>
<td>Socinians driven from Racow.</td>
<td>1660. Socinians expelled entirely from Poland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amyraldus.</td>
<td>1661. Colloq. at Cassel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voe.</td>
<td>1674. Will. Penn, distinguished amongst the Quakers: — in Pennsylvania entire religious freedom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cocceius.</td>
<td>1680. Socinians expelled entirely from Poland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claude.</td>
<td>1685. Pajon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walton.</td>
<td>1690. Vitringa.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1645</td>
<td>The Puritans in possession of the chief power.</td>
<td>1647. The Reformed church, the third in importance in Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Puritans oppressed in England.</td>
<td>1648. The Reformed church, the third in importance in Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Puritans oppressed in England.</td>
<td>1649. The Reformed church, the third in importance in Germany.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>Continuous Controversies; the 'Syncretists'; whether Christ retained his human nature during the three days intervening between his death and resurrection; and concerning toleration of the Reformed Church.</td>
<td>1645. Power of the synods in Holland restricted.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controversy about the Cartesian philosophy.</td>
<td>1648. The Reformed church, the third in importance in Germany.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Controversy about the Cartesian philosophy.</td>
<td>1650. Episcopacy introduced again into England; several severe laws against the Nonconformists.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consensus repetitum fidelium Lutherorum.</td>
<td>1673. Formula helvetica.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collegia pietatis.</td>
<td>1680. Socinians expelled entirely from Poland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Numerous and violent disputes on the propositions of the Pietists, and subjects connected with them; and</td>
<td>1689. Toleration Act.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1638</td>
<td>Socinians driven from Racow.</td>
<td>1660. Socinians expelled entirely from Poland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amyraldus.</td>
<td>1661. Colloq. at Cassel.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voe.</td>
<td>1674. Will. Penn, distinguished amongst the Quakers: — in Pennsylvania entire religious freedom.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cocceius.</td>
<td>1680. Socinians expelled entirely from Poland.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Claude.</td>
<td>1685. Pajon.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Walton.</td>
<td>1690. Vitringa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>Political Events</td>
<td>External History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td>Peter the Great</td>
<td>Christians in China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1607</td>
<td>Peace of Ryswick</td>
<td>The elector of Saxony becomes Catholic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1709</td>
<td>— is forced to yield to the emperor, Spain, and the king of Sicily. Institutions of Peter the Great, in Russia. Establishment of a holy synod in Russia.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1740</td>
<td>Maria Theresa, Frederick the Great of Prussia. 1741. Charles VII. War for the succession to the throne of Austria.</td>
<td>Religious freedom again in China.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1741</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table: History of the Evangelical Churches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Reformed Theologians</th>
<th>Lutheran Theologians</th>
<th>Doctrines of the Reformed Church</th>
<th>Doctrines of the Lutheran Church</th>
<th>Opposition to Arminianism</th>
<th>Protestant Unification Attempts</th>
<th>Separate Religious Communities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1600</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1630, University of Halle. Arnold.</td>
<td></td>
<td>Struggle of real or fanatical piety with a more formal theology.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1600, University of Halle. Arnold.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>Scotland.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1645, U.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1722</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1722, Methodists</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Notes:
- Controversy concerning Universalism and Particularism, in Brandenburg, the Netherlands.
- Dispute concerning the Trinity.
- Controversy with the enemies of Christianity in England.
- Seceder in Scotland.
- Beginning of true theological learning in the Lutheran Church.
- Clergy removed from their places, as suspected of Socinianism.
- Separatists in Germany.
- Dispute amongst the Mennonites.
- The Unitarians in Transylvania oppressed.
- 1722. Origin of the Moravian brethren.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Political Events</th>
<th>External History</th>
<th>Internal History</th>
<th>Remarkable Persons</th>
<th>Doctrines and Controversies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>1748. Peace of Aix la Chapelle. 1756. Seven Years' War.</td>
<td>'Breve' to put an end to the controversy in France.</td>
<td>1758. Clement XIX. breaks with several courts.</td>
<td>Mani</td>
<td>A breaks the Jesuits' guay; they expelled several tries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1786. Fred. William II. of Prussia.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1789. French revolution. France without religion.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1800. Pius VII.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Historical Events

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emperor Joseph's Act of Recess Events</th>
<th>Ecclesiastical Decrees and Acts of Arbitrary Power</th>
<th>Doctrines of the Lutheran Church</th>
<th>Doctrines of the Reformed Church</th>
<th>Lutheran Theologians</th>
<th>Reformed Theologians</th>
<th>Separate Religious Communities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1775 Synod in Poland to arrange the form of church government</td>
<td>Free theological investigation, controversy concerning the symbolic books, &amp;c.</td>
<td>Controversies concerning the necessity of subscribing to the 39 articles</td>
<td>Ernesti, Fr. Walch, A. Teller, J. D. Michaelis, Noesselt, Doederlein, Griesbach, Morus, Eichhorn, Zolliker, Storr, Knapp, Niemeier</td>
<td>Breitinger, Lowth</td>
<td></td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **1775**: Synod in Poland to arrange the form of church government.
- **1778**: Prussian religious edict. Assemblies of the episcopal church in North America.
- New controversies concerning the relation of philosophy to religion.
- The emperor confirms the rights of the Unitarians in Transylvania.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Political Events</th>
<th>External History</th>
<th>Internal History</th>
<th>Remarkable Persons</th>
<th>Doctrines and Controversies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1805</td>
<td>Peace of St. Petersburg</td>
<td>Napoleon crowned by the pope at Paris.</td>
<td>The papal dominions divided between the kingdom of Italy, and France, the pope in France, and then again in Italy.</td>
<td>Card. Fesch.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1811</td>
<td>Peace of Vienna.</td>
<td>Papal diocese in Switzerland also.</td>
<td>In Spain the old church government.</td>
<td>1823. Leo XII.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1837</td>
<td>Victoria, queen of England.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tendency to enthusiasm in religion and mysticism.</td>
<td>The extremes of Rationalism and Supernaturalism.</td>
<td>Lutheran and Reformed church united; also in the celebration of the jubilee for the Reformation.</td>
<td>J. E. C. Schmidt.</td>
<td>Schleiermacher.</td>
<td>Union of the Presbyterians and Baptists in England for the government of the churches.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Toscher-ner.</td>
<td></td>
<td>1820.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Abasgi, conversion of, ii. 3.
Abbo of St. Germain, ii. 217.
— of Fleury, ii. 273.
Abbott, Abp. iv. 150. 239. 291.
Abhuna, ii. 57.
Abdaliah, ii. 188.
Abdalrahman, ii. 184.
Abda, i. 426.
Abelard, ii. 467.
Abelites, i. 194.
Abgarus, legend of, i. 43.
Abrams, Nicholas, iv. 109.
Abraxas, i. 188.
Abridgments, evil of, ii. 270.
Abaelamon of St. Victor, ii. 592.
—— of Lund, 419.
Abubeker, ii. 77.
Abuna, iii. 312.
Abulpharagius, ii. 527.
Abysinia, conversion of, i. 303; Roman mission to, iii. 261; papal reverses in, iv. 86.
Abysinian church, the, iii. 311.
Abysinians, adoption of monophysite opinions by, iv. 291.
Acacians, i. 400.
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Acopolis, i. 496; ii. 28.
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Acrindunus, ii. 653.
Aecutius, i. 479.
Acropolla, George, ii. 584.
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Adalbert, ii. 175.
—— of Pomerania, ii. 418.

Adalbert of Prague, ii. 304.
Adam, the Book of, iii. 317.
—— Scotus, ii. 476.
Adamannus, ii. 92.
Adamites, i. 194; iii. 71.
Adamson, Patrick, sermon of, when Abp. Douglas was inaugurated, iii. 460; appointed primate, 474; resists the general assembly, 478; manages the presbytery with dexterity, 483. 497; excommunicated by the synod of Fife, 491; persists in opposing the kirk, 496; marries Huntly, 497; signs some recantation, ib.; dies, 498.
Adamus Magister, ii. 368; Goddamus, ii. 692.
Adelaide, ii. 265.
Adelbold, ii. 368.
Adelphians, i. 413.
Adelphius, i. 286.
Ademar, ii. 367.
Adiaphoristic controversy, the, iii. 350.
Admonition, Allen's, iii. 431.
Ado, ii. 214.
Adopcionists, ii. 175.
Adrevaldus, ii. 218.
Adrian, abbot, ii. 401. 403.
——, persecution under, i. 194; yet he was thought inclined to Christianity, 133; prohibits the Jews from entering Jerusalem, 181.
——, author of an introduction to Scripture, i. 466.
Aedesius, i. 508.
Aegates, i. 449.
Aegidius Carlerius, iii. 48.
—— de Colonna, ii. 590.
Ælfric, ii. 289.
Ælia Capitolina, i. 131.
Ælmoth, ii. 471.
Æneas of Paris, ii. 216.
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Aëneas Gazzens, i. 449.
Ælius, i. 70.
Ælius, i. 364.
Aëtius of Syrta, i. 333.
———, i. 401.
Aelianus, i. 400.
Africa, Romish missions to, iv. 27.
Agapetus, ii. 26. 38.
Agapet, i. 104; abolished, 472.
Agathias, ii. 9.
Agatho, pope, ii. 92. 107.
Agde, council of, ii. 20.
Aghiasmar, iii. 313.
Agilulf, iv. 11.
Agosonian, ii. 59.
Agobard, ii. 208. 250.
Agricola, Rudolph, iii. 15.
———, John, 347.
Agrippa Castor, i. 139.
Agur, iv. 13.
Aidan, ii. 69.
Aids, congregations on the, iii. 300.
Alfred of Revesby, ii. 475.
Almain, ii. 214. 366.
Albhelm, ii. 138.
Aix-la-Chapelle, council of, ii. 232.
Alain de l'Isle (de Insulsi), ii. 531.
Alain de Insulsi, ii. 475.
Alani, conversion of, ii. 4.
Alans, conversion of, i. 429.
Alanos, ab Insulsi, ii. 509. 604.
Albanusian, ii. 499.
Alberic of Aix, ii. 473.
———, ii. 367.
Albert Crantz, iii. 55.
———, the Great, ii. 535.
———, of Livonia, ii. 420.
———, of Stade, ii. 594.
———, of Padua, ii. 691.
Albertinus Massatus, ii. 691.
Albertus de Amsentia, ii. 695.
Albaretus Magnus, ii. 587.
Albicius, ii. 695.
Albigenses, date of the name, ii. 392; particulars of, 618; crusades against, ib.
Albiani, i. 669.
Albien, ii. 124.
Alciat, Jo. Paul, iii. 590. 592. 593.
Alemanus, i. 457.
Alfonso of the Franciscans, ii. 666.
Algin, particulars of, ii. 149; visit to England, 167; writes against images, ib.
Aldhelm, ii. 90. 95.
Alexander Severus favourably disposed towards the Christians, i. 209; yet the cause of persecution, 208; thinks erroneously of Christ, 214.
Alexander, bishop of Jerusalem, i. 233.
———, of Hierapolis, i. 448.
———, of Lyceopolis, i. 9.
———, de Ville Deli, ii. 653.
———, of St. Eligius, ii. 690.
———, of Alexandria, i. 331. 363.
Alexander II. ii. 334.
———, iv. 476. 487.
Alexander IV. ii. 549. 594.
Alexander V. iii. 31. 84.
Alexander VII. iv. 60. 94. 130.
Alexander VIII. iv. 62.
Alexandria, council of, i. 386. 481; ii. 103.
Alexandrinus Coler, sent to England, iv. 150.
Alexius Aristeneus, ii. 465.
———, Commemus, ii. 308. 369. 390.
———, of Constantinople, ii. 363.
———, of St. Swithun, i. 660.
Alfred patronized learning, ii. 190.
Alger of Liége, ii. 474.
Algrin, ii. 563.
Ali, ii. 77.
Altophilus, ii. 564.
Allatius, iv. 115.
Allegorical expositions of Scripture, i. 414.
Allen, the Irish Jesuit, iii. 539.
———, cardinal, iii. 430.
All Saints' day, institution of, ii. 99.
Almain, iii. 55.
Alphonso, ii. 367.
Alphonso, king of Castile, ii. 368.
Altars, increase of, ii. 494.
———, removed from English churches, iii. 163.
Alto, ii. 122.
Alva, duke of, iii. 168.
Alvarus, ii. 216.
———, Pelagius, ii. 692. 701.
Amalarius, ii. 293. 215. 230. 247.
Amalphi, ii. 438.
Amauric de Bena, ii. 627.
Ambrose, peace of, iii. 368.
Ambrosia, Dutch mission in, iv. 27.
Ambrose, account of, i. 335. 352.
———, Authbert, ii. 151.
———, of Camaldoli, iii. 11. 41.
Amedeus of Lausanne, ii. 475.
America, discovery of, iii. 5; division of between the Spaniards and Portuguese, ib.
———, Romish missions in, iv. 23.
American church, iv. 456. 504.
Americus Vespucius, iii. 5.
Amon, William, iii. 420; iv. 225.
Ameling, Wolfgang, iii. 496.
Ammianus Marcellinus, i. 301.
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Ammonius, i. 233. 243; probably founder of the Eclectic sect, i. 26.

———, Suseas, i. 142.

Amphilochia, ii. 273.

Amphilochus of Iconium, i. 330.

Amphitrite. Rhemostes, i. 421.

Amstutz, Nicholas, iii. 332.

Anulo, ii. 216.

Amyrant, iv. 76.

———, Moses, iv. 225. 231.

Anabaptists, iii. 154. 549.

Anagnosta, iii. 23.

Anagogical sense of Scripture, i. 243.

Anania, John, iii. 49.

Anastasia, i. 343.

Anastasius of St. Euthymium, ii. 192.

———, of Sinai, ii. 27.

———, Bibliothecarius, ii. 217.

———, ii. 55. 91. 163. 165.

———, IV. ii. 449. 476.

———, prohibition of, of pagan

———, shows, i. 419.

Atlanta, bishop of Laodicea, i. 234.

Anaxagoras, i. 15.

Ancharinus, iii. 47.

Anchialus, Michael, ii. 435.

Ancient theologians, ii. 484. 485. 486.

Andaeus, iv. 76.

Andradas, iii. 291.

Andree, James, iii. 329.

Andrea, iv. 179.

Andreas, iii. 52.

Andreas de Petra, iii. 38.

———, of Crete, ii. 87.

———, of Ctesarca, i. 450.

———, John, ii. 641.

———, Samosetensis, i. 448.

Andrew, king of Hungary, ii. 517.

———, of Newcastle, ii. 689.

Andrew's, St. siege of, iii. 211. 390; the cathedral destroyed, 221.

Andronicus, 464.

Aenarianus, ii. 695.

Aenel, as applied to a bishop, 81.

Angelus, ii. 225.

Angelonus, ii. 217.

Angelus de Clavasio, iii. 52.

Angers, school of, ii. 436.

Anglerius, iii. 55.

Ange-Sotonans, arrival of, in England, i. 426.

Anglus, Thomas, iv. 144.

Angrogne, Waldensian council at, iii. 405.

Anhalt, princess of, iii. 406.

Aniceetus, pope, conference of with Polycarp, i. 177.

Annates, ii. 651.

Anne, Queen, iv. 456.

Annexion, act of, iii. 492.

Annunciation, feast of, ii. 52.

Ansegisus, ii. 216.

Anselm, ii. 322. 365. 374.

———, of Havelburg, ii. 475.

———, of Liege, ii. 367.

———, of Luca, ii. 368.

———, of Lyon, ii. 466.

Ansgarius, ii. 178.

Anthimus, ii. 29.

Anthony, St. works of, i. 332; date of his monastic regulations, 355; order of, ii. 369.

Anthropomorphites, i. 412. 444. 496; ii. 302.

Antichrist, expectation of, ii. 293.

Antidico-Marianites, i. 414.

Antispellakists, iii. 577.

Antipas, i. 29.

Antinomians, the, iii. 347.

———, i. 258.

Antioch, patriarchs of, iii. 304.

Antiochus, ii. 86. 95.

Antonius the Philosopher, persecution under, i. 135.

———, of Florence, iii. 44.

———, Marcus, qualified favour to Christianity of, i. 133, philosophical principles of, 129.

Antonius Andreas, ii. 686.

———, de Balacho, iii. 52.

———, de Padua, ii. 592.

———, Melissa, ii. 465.

Antony, Paul, iv. 196. 199.

Aones, i. 365.

Apelles, i. 186.

Aphrodus, ii. 92.

Aphtharche, ii. 58.

Apollinarists, iii. 331.

Apollonians, i. 492.

Apollonius, ii. 300. 492.

———, bishop of Hierapolis, works of, i. 158.

———, a Roman senator, and martyr, i. 158.

———, a Greek writer against the Catharists, i. 156.

———, Tyaneus, i. 213. 299.

Apologies, the, for Christianity, i. 135. 136.

———, the utility of, i. 128.

Apologetics, Jewel's, iii. 196.

———, for the Augsburg Confession, iii. 148.

Apostle, meaning of the term, 75.

Apostles, sect of the, ii. 339.

———, the, choice of, i. 42; the name given to confidential persons about the high priests, &c.: labours and deaths of, 48; alleged services of, in converting the European na-
tions, 49; dates of such accounts, ib.; probable degrees of truth in them, ib.
Apostolic, sees, ancient deference for, i. 83; canons and constitutions, 87.
246; fathers, 88; clerks, ii. 679.
Apostolical churches, origin of the term, i. 94.
— — — — — nuncio, iii. 259.
Apostolici, ii. 511.
Apostolus, Samuel, iv. 368.
Apostolicans, iv. 368.
Apocracies, i. 376.
Apollon, i. 159.
Aquasparianus, ii. 573.
Aquaviva, iv. 123.
Aquilinus, i. 256.
Aquinas, Thomas, ii. 535, 557, 599; his doctrine of indulgences, 482.
Arabian tribe, conversion of an, i. 206.
— — see, the, i. 270.
Arabians partly converted to Christianity, i. 419; learning of, ii. 188.
Arabians, i. 150, 162.
Arabile instructors taught, ii. 276.
Araor, ii. 34.
Arbriscelles, Robert of, ii. 463.
Arcadius, i. 417.
Archelaus, iv. 49.
Archelaus, i. 28.
— — — — — — — bishop of Cartra, i. 234.
Arch-priest, appointment of, iv. 276.
Archytas compared with Christ, i. 213.
Arcimbold, deprived of money collected in Denmark by the sale of indulgences, iii. 136.
Ardo, ii. 216.
Aretas, iii. 30.
Aretius, Leonard, iii. 47.
Arevallo, de, iii. 51.
Argyrophus, iii. 39.
Argyros, ii. 665.
arianism, nature of, i. 384.
Arians, the, persecute the catholics, i. 477; alleged miracle to confute them, 478; dispersion of, ii. 54; existence of in cent. X. ii. 302.
Arbo, ii. 153.
Aristatus, ii. 393.
Armeniac, alleged mission of Joseph of, to Britain, i. 124.
Aristides, ii. 159.
Aristotelian philosophy adopted by the Jesuits, iii. 280.
— — — — — — — defective views of the Deity in, i. 24.
Aristotle, rising popularity of, i. 432; introduced into France, ii. 322; ex-
clusively studied in cent. XI11. 533; some of his works condemned, 534; extravagantly extolled in cent. XIV. iii. 10.
Aristotle's Dialectics translated into Syriac, ii. 81.
Arius, i. 383, 386, 388, 394, 396.
Aries, council of, i. 378.
Armagh, Romish synod of, iv. 291.
— — see of, deprived of the pri-
mary, iii. 519; restored to it, 522; the cathedral destroyed, 532.
Armand of Bellevue, ii. 590.
Armenia, conversion of, i. 302.
Armenian church, the, iii. 312, 315.
Armenians, intercourse of, with Rome, iii. 263.
— — state of, in the 17th cent.
iv. 158.
Aurilla Aurea, iv. 280.
Arminians, condemned at Dort, iv. 325; prejudged, 324; persecuted and exiled, 325; settled in Holstein, 326; recalled, ib.; set up a famous school, ib.; their system, 329; their confession, 330; their present state, 331.
Arminius, iv. 296, 297, 280, 315, 316, 317, 328.
Arnaldus, iii. 295.
Arnaud, iv. 179, 183, 211.
Arndt, John, iii. 336.
Arnobius, junior, i. 454.
— — — — — — — i. 232, 244.
Arnold of Villa Nova, ii. 536.
— of Brescia, ii. 503.
— of Hildesheim, ii. 592.
— of Carnotensis, ii. 476.
— Godfrey, iv. 203.
Arnoldists, ii. 505.
Arnaphe of Laon, ii. 325.
— of Luxen, ii. 474.
Arran, earl of, iii. 480, 483, 488.
Arras, council of, ii. 396.
Arsenius, ii. 504.
Artemas, i. 197.
Artemon, i. 197.
Artemonius, i. 197.
Article, Seventeenth, the, iii. 407.
Articles, the Thirty-nine established, iii. 293.
— — the Forty-two, iii. 184.
Arts, seven liberal, ii. 130, 320.
Ascension, festival of the, ii. 99.
Aschetic principles, rise of, i. 166.
Ascoli, bishop of, iii. 422.
Ascanio, ii. 69.
Assembly, the Westminster, iii. 254.
Asgar, ii. 218.
Association, Catholic, iv. 482.
Asterius, i. 332. 447.
Astramus, ii. 699. 708.
Astrology, passion for, ii. 644.
Asylum, privilege ot, ii. 99.
——— French, at Rome, contest respecting, iv. 97.
Atabec Zenghli, ii. 424.
Athenaicus Creed, probable origin of, i. 454.
Athanasius, bishop of Rome, i. 234.
——— junior, i. 449.
——— account of, i. 322. 350.
305.
Athanare, i. 306.
Athenagoras, Apology of, i. 136; philosophical partialities of, i. 141; history of, i. 155.
Athisias, ii. 252.
Atterbury, bishop, iv. 421.
Atticus of Constantinople, i. 447.
Atto of Verceil, ii. 289.
Attrition, iii. 283; iv. 117.
AuBespine, iv. 114.
Aulus, i. 412.
Audomarus, ii. 91.
Audouin, i. 412.
Augsburg, confession of, iii. 134. 143, 144; iv. 63; peace of, 69.
Augustine, St. account of, i. 338; complaints of the multitude of ceremonies, 369; authorises capital persecution, 381; reason of his treatise De Civ. Dei, 419. 425; monastic services of, 441; intent upon crushing the Donatists, 474. 476; an authority for persecution, &c.; opposes Pelagius, 501. 503. 506.
——— mission of, to England, ii. 63. 67; death, 68.
——— St. regular canons of, ii. 361.
Augustinian, ii. 557; iv. 132. 389.
Augustinus, the book, iv. 124.
——— Triumphus, ii. 599.
——— Patricius, iii. 52.
Augustulus, i. 418.
Augustus, i. 13.
Aurelian, i. 212.
Aurelius of Carthage, i. 345.
Aureolus, Peter, ii. 667.
Austonius, i. 307.
Australia, bishop of, iv. 502.
Austrian protests, oppression of, iv. 64.
Auther, ii. 178.
Authur, ii. 11.
Authurzus, iv. 6.
Avercius, i. 313.
Auxilius, ii. 218.
Ave Maria added to the prayers, ii. 704.
Avenarius, iii. 56.
Averroes, ii. 192.
Avicenna, ii. 189.
Avignon, transfer of the papal court to, ii. 649; bought, 656.
Avisus, ii. 7.
Ayzo, i. 565.

B.

Babylon, applied to the Lutheran church, iv. 108.
——— Rome called by Lewis XII. iii. 85.
Babylonian Captivity, ii. 649.
Bacon, John, ii. 607.
——— Francis, Lord Verulam, iv. 42.
——— Roger, ii. 456. 533. 535. 536. 589.
Bactria, conversion of, ii. 115.
Bagnolo, ii. 499.
Balsan, iv. 215.
Baloisians, ii. 499.
Baius, ii. 292. 297.
Balbus, John, ii. 533.
Baudensel, ii. 692.
Baldric, ii. 360.
Baldric of Dol, ii. 472.
Baldus, ii. 641.
Baldwin, ii. 309.
——— of Canterbury, ii. 477.
——— count of Flanders, made emperor of the Greeks, ii. 516.
Bale, bishop, iii. 520. 522.
Balsamon, ii. 464.
Baluz, iv. 114.
 Bancroft, archbishop, principles of, iii. 305; services of, iv. 276.
Bangorian controversy, iv. 421.
Baptism, primitive mode of administering, i. 104; ancient usages connected with, 174; primitive administration of, 178; that of heretics, 247; usages respecting in cent. III. 243; administration of in cent. IV. 374; administration of in cent. VII. ii. 50; second, 96; administration of in cent. XII. 410; administered at all seasons in that cent. 494.
Baptist, St. John the, i. 41.
Baptista Mantuanus, iii. 55.
——— Troyana, iii. 62.
——— Salvio, iii. 52.
INDEX.

Baptisteria, i. 374.
Baptista, English, iii. 576; iv. 369; general, iii. 577; particular, ib. seventh day, 578.
Baradus, James, i. 496.
Baractors, ii. 624.
Barbarossa, Frederic, ii. 497, 449.
Barbutus, iii. 51.
Barbeyrac, charges against the Fathers, by, i. 165.
Bar Cochebas, insurrection under, i. 131.
Barclay, Robert, iv. 337.
Barcos, Martin de, iv. 102, 133.
Bardas, ii. 188.
Bardeanes, i. 159, 186.
Barbaan, ii. 633, 706.
Barbannites, ii. 707.
Bar-le-Duc, synod of, iv. 236.
Barletta, iii. 51.
Barmanas, ii. 263.
Barnabas, epistle of, i. 90, 92.
Barbutites, iii. 277.
Barnes, Robert, employed at Smaleald, iii. 150; particulars of him, ib.
Baronius, a pupil of Nerius, iii. 278; his Annals, 279; iv. 112.
Barre, Nicholas, iv. 165.
Barrington, bishop, iv. 500, 507.
Barrow, iii. 441, 451.
Barrow, Isaac, iv. 96.
Barsanuphites, i. 496.
Barsanuphius, ii. 39.
Barsus, of Nisius, i. 486.
Barsus, the abbot, i. 493.
Barnes, iii. 314.
Bartholomew of Urbino, ii. 693.
— of St. Concordia, ii. 692.
700. — St. massacre of, iii. 389.
Bartholus, ii. 641.
Basil of Ancyra, i. 333; ii. 152.
— Achridenus, ii. 465.
— of Cilicia, i. 450.
— Basil the Great, account of, i. 323; monastic services of, 441.
— the Bogomile, burnt, ii. 496.
— of Thessalonica, ii. 89.
— the Macedonian, ii. 182, 183, 207.
— of Seleucia, i. 446, 463.
— council of, iii. 24.
Basilicon Doron, iii. 508.
Basilides, John, iii. 320.
—, i. 136; iv. 87.
Basmage, iv. 83.
Bass, Matthew de, iii. 275.
Bassolis, John, ii. 691.
Bastide, la, iv. 77.
Batavis, conversion of, ii. 65.
Bavarians, conversion of, ii. 6, 116.
Baxter, liturgy prepared by, iv. 294; petition for peace by, ib.
Bayer, Christian, iii. 143.
Bayle, iv. 57, 403.
Beaton, cardinal, iii. 208, 211.
Beatus, ii. 183.
Beaugendre, iv. 110.
Beaulieu, iv. 79.
Bebelius, iii. 53.
Beem, ii. 693.
—, Martin, iv. 112.
Bechmann, iv. 180.
Becker, iv. 55, 270, 272, 273.
Becket, archbishop, ii. 401, 454.
Bees, ii. 584.
Bele, particulars of, ii. 149.
Bedlingfield, Col. iv. 25.
Beggis, St. 581.
Beogardi, iii. 578, 582.
Beoghard, iii. 578, 579.
Beoghardi, iii. 578, 582.
Beoguns, iii. 581.
Beogvixii, iii. 578, 582.
Beguins, great persecution of, ii. 710.
Beguine, iv. 579.
Beguine, ii. 579.
Beguins, i. 581.
Beguine, ii. 578, 582.
Belgic protestantism, i. 401; Confession, ib.
— revolution, iv. 506.
Bellarmine, Robert, iii. 299; iv. 112.
Bellar, ii. 41, 44.
Bells, baptism of, forbidden, ii. 171.
Benard, iv. 106.
Bencenstein, iii. 402.
Benedict of Aniane, ii. 302, 215.
— of Nursia, ii. 22, 24.
— it. censured in Spain, ii. 84.
92. — III. pope, ii. 216.
— VII. iv. 237.
— IX. ii. 329.
— X. ii. 649.
— XI. ii. 654, 692.
— XII. ii. 638.
— Benedictione, ii. 23, 24.
— system, introduction of into England, ii. 407.
Benedictus, Juc. de, ii. 609.
Benet, iii. 56.
Benno, ii. 369.
Berchiorus, ii. 694.
Berengarius, iii. 379; opinions of, 379; death, 383.
Berengonus, ii. 472.
Bermudes, iii. 261.
Bern, imposture at, iii. 90.
Bernard of Clairval, ii. 465.
— St. ii. 426, 456, 459; opposers to the scholastic theology, 467.
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Bernardin Samson, iii. 110.
Bernardine order, ii. 458.
Bernardinus Aquilinus, iii. 52.
——— de Bustis, iii. 52.
——— de Somensis, iii. 45.
——— Tomituus, iii. 52.
Bern, ii. 366.
Beronilli, iv. 43.
Bertha, ii. 67.
Berthold, ii. 367. 426.
Bertharius, ii. 214. 224.
Berthius, iv. 84.
Bertrand, Peter, ii. 691.
——— de Turre, ii. 691.
— Cardinal, ii. 676.
Berrulle, iv. 103.
Beryllus, i. 267.
Bessarion, iii. 11. 27. 37.
Besoldus, iv. 85.
——— Tolerance of, ii. 617.
Beyers, Peter of, ii. 511.
Bible Society, iv. 507.
——, Geneva, iii. 214; the Breoches, ib.
—— first divided into chapters, ii. 586.
Biblical divine, ii. 690.
——— Bachelors, iii. 298.
——— colleges, iv. 196.
Bicorns, ii. 622.
Biddle, John, iv. 374. 375.
Biel, Gabriel, iii. 45.
Bill of Rights, iv. 313.
Birinus, ii. 71.
Birth of Jesus, manner of, controverted, ii. 242.
Bishops and abbots, number of, in the Scottish parliament, iii. 493.
———, popularly elected in primitive times, i. 149.
——— primitive, 62; rural, ib.
Bischoi, ii. 574.
Black acts, the, iii. 496.
Black friars, ii. 560.
Blackburne, iv. 433.
Blacklo, iv. 144.
Blackwell, iv. 278.
Blane, Lewis, iv. 234.
Blandrata, iii. 590. 691. 682.
Blasteras, ii. 683.
Blastes, i. 186.
Blastes, ii. 194.
Blessed Virgin, fraternity of, ii. 555.
Blondus, Flavius, iii. 49.
Blood of Christ, worship of, iii. 65.
Blount, Charles, iv. 37.
Blum, iv. 85.
Bolosanus, ii. 92.
Boasotti, ii. 578.
Bocholt, John, iii. 154.
Bodin, John, iii. 250.
Boehmen, iv. 40. 212. 213.
Boeius, iv. 207.
Boschius, ii. 14. 36.
Bogards, ii. 542.
Bogermann, iv. 324.
Bogomiles, ii. 496.
Bogorist, ii. 190.
Bohemia converted, ii. 190; Lutherans in, iii. 141.
Bohemian Brethren, iii. 404.
Bohemians, conversion of, ii. 6.
Boleslaus, ii. 360.
Bolingbrooke, Leofric, anecdot of, i. 171.
Bolland, iv. 114.
Bologna, school of, ii. 436; transfer of the council to, from Trent, iii. 160.
Bolsec, Jerome, ii. 423.
Bomgratia, ii. 672.
Bona, Cardinal, iv. 114.
Bonaventura, ii. 507. 588.
——— Raduares, ii. 695.
Bonier, Edmund, writes against the papacy, iii. 176; deprived, 183.
Bonfinius, ii. 54.
Bonfrere, iv. 113.
Bonhaid, ii. 402.
Bonis Homines, ii. 302.
Boniface, Pope, i. 458.
——— complaints of Adalbert and Clement, ii. 173.
——— mission of, ii. 117.
———, ii. 38.
——— III. alleged privilege gained by, from Phocas, ii. 92.
——— IV. ii. 91.
——— V. ii. 91.
——— V. 111. ii. 537. 553. 540. 595.
647. 652.
——— IX. ii. 659.
Bonifacius Simoneta, iii. 53.
Boneus, i. 415.
Bon Garens, ii. 582.
Bon Valets, ii. 662.
Book of Sports, the, iv. 295.
Boromeo, Charles, canonised, iv. 146.
Borgia, Roderic, iii. 31; Cesar, ib.
Bosius, iii. 53.
Bossef, disputes with Claude, iv. 75; his Expulsion, 77; Variations, 83; Defence of the Gallican Liberties, 97; particulars of, 114, 120; confutes Mad. Guion, 142.
Bostonus, Buricensis, iii. 47.
Bousres, ii. 362.
Bonlairvilliers, Count, iv. 41.
Bound, Dr. iii. 444.
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Bourbon, Charles de, takes Rome, iii. 129.
Anne Genevieve de, iv. 131, 132.
Bourignon, iv. 379.
Bourne, Richard, iv. 32.
Bousardus, ii. 53.
Boyd, Abp. iii. 468. 473. 475. 476. 479.
Boyle, Robert, iv. 34. 43. 56; his lecture founded, 34.
Bradwardine, Abp. ii. 642.
Braganza, John, duke of, iv. 92.
Bramhall, appointed archbishop of Armagh, iv. 296; his expedient to rescue Presbyterian to re-ordination, 297.
Brandenburg, secession of, from Lutheranism, iv. 163.
Brandolini, iii. 53.
Braschi, iv. 469.
Brantu, ii. 91.
Breckspear, Nicholaz, ii. 449.
Breckling, iv. 215.
Breitenburg, iv. 377.
Bremen, introduction of Calvinism into, iii. 385.
Breton, convention of, iii. 329.
Brehren of the free Spirit, ii. 395.
Bretscoldo, ii. 67.
Bride, St. ii. 694.
Brihtwald, ii. 404.
Brissonet, iii. 139.
Bristol, bishopric, iv. 414.
Britain probably converted from Asia Minor, ii. 69; its conversion early, i. 128.
Brito, William, ii. 531.
Braddock, iii. 594.
Bromley, Thomas, iv. 381.
Brompton, John, ii. 478.
Bromyard, John, ii. 606.
Brother Weavers, ii. 592.
Brown, Abp. iii. 167. 519. 522. 523.
Brown, Robert, iii. 440.
Brownists, iii. 400.
Brownism, iii. 440.
Bruce, influence of, iii. 494; crowns the queen, 493.
Bruce, Peter, rejected infant baptism, iii. 553.
Brulfer, iii. 45.
Bruno, ii. 365.
—- of Wurzburg, ii. 367.
Brunos, the two, ii. 365.
Brunus, Jordan, iii. 251.
Brunys, Peter de, ii. 501.
Brynnius, iii. 36.
Bucer, draws up the Tetrapolitan Confession, iii. 147; modifies the eucharistic doctrines, 374. 380; his partial success, 378.
Budnians, iii. 594. 608.
Bugein, Thomas, iii. 137.
Bulgarianus, ii. 91.
Bulgaria, converted, ii. 180; annexed to the see of Constantinople, 244; Paulicians in, 300.
Bullinger, iv. 226.
Buonaparte, Napoleon, re-establishes religion in France, iv. 464; celebrates this restoration, 466; crowned, 470; denies privy to the pope’s arrest, 474.
Burchard of Worms, ii. 269.
Burekhard, Francs, iii. 330.
Burgess, Bp. iv. 592. 507.
Burgo, John de, ii. 605.
-von, iv. 76.
Burgundians, conversion of, i. 309. 430.
Burgundy, James of, iii. 423.
Burdan, ii. 643.
Burienis, Richard, ii. 692.
Burley, Walter, ii. 687.
Burnet, Bp. iv. 306.
Buzzi, iv. 144.
Bus, Caesar de, iii. 277.
Buscher, iv. 185. 187.
Butler, Edmund and Peter, iii. 540.
Butrio, Anthony de, ii. 696.
Bythius, 70.
Bzovius, ii. 279.

C.

Cabades, ii. 53.
Cabasia, ii. 636.
Caballa, i. 36. 72.
Cabrioles, iii. 140.
Caelian, ii. 376.
Cesarianus, ii. 506.
Casarius, ii. 333.
—- of Arles, ii. 31.
—- of Heisterbach, ii. 592.
Casenatus, ii. 674.
Cainites, i. 194.
Cains, a learned ecclesiastic of Rome, i. 232; opposes a belief in the Millennium, ii. 248.
Cajans, ii. 57.
Cajetan, iii. 105.
Calderinus, ii. 604.
Calderwood, birth of, ii. 476.
Calea, ii. 685.
Calistus I., ii. 472.
Calixtine, controversy in the 17th century, iv. 194.
Calixtines, iii. 60.
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Calixtus, George, iv. 80, 170, 178, 182, 184, 185; Frederic, 178.
———, ii. ii. 447.
———, iii. ii. 451; iii. 29.
Calistus, ii. 605.
Calvins, iv. 170, 186.
Calvin, intolerance of, ii. 617; eucharistic doctrine of, iii. 375; particulars of, 380; policy of, 362; opposed upon questions of discipline, 416; establishes a professor of philosophy at Geneva, 417; Scriptural expositions of, ib.; thought to weaken some of the prophecies relating to the Messiah, 418; contests of, with immoral Genevans, 422; concerned in the death of Servetus, 587.
Camaldulensians, the, ii. 356.
Camariota, iii. 39.
Camaterus, ii.
Cambah, ii. 432.
Camero, John, iv. 231.
Campanus, iii. 584.
Campegoius, iii. 120.
Campion, Edmund, iii. 433.
Campiter, i. 377.
Canalas, ii. 50.
Candidas, i. 159.
———, the Arian, i. 344.
———, of Isauria, i. 450.
Canisius, Peter, iii. 331.
Cunning, George, iv. 490.
Cannobin, iii. 323.
Canon, John, ii. 691.
——— of the mass regulated by Gregory the Great, ii. 50.
——— law, the, ii. 493; new, 199.
Canonesses, ii. 293.
Canonici juris, Corpus, ii. 557.
Canonization, origin of, ii. 221, 294; reserved to the pope, 455.
Canons, institution of, ii. 144; regular, 205, 392; secular, ib.; white, 462.
——, English, compilation of, iv.

278.
Cantacumenus, ii. 637.
Caristiphanus, ii. 580.
Canus, Melchior, iii. 231.
Canute, John, iv. 218.
Capgrave, iii. 50.
Capistranus, iii. 42.
Capite, ii. 533, 589.
Capnus, iii. 10, 64, 99.
Cappel, Lewis, iv. 234.
Capreolus, i. 455.
———, John, iii. 44.
Captive, redemption of, brethren of, ii. 555.
Capuchins, origin of, iii. 275.
Caputia, ii. 511.
Caracalla, toleration of Christians, under, i. 104.
Caracciulus, iii. 52.
Caranna, iii. 281.
Carasoni, ii. 541.
Carbeas, ii. 233.
Cardinals, in early times, ii. 331; invested with the right of choosing the pope, 455; allowed to hold many benefices, ii. 15; name of, 257.
Carinthia converted, ii. 177.
Carlo, John, iii. 332.
Carit converted, ii. 257.
Carpios, ii. 555.
Carlisle, bishopric founded, ii. 414.
Carmelites, the, ii. 462, 557; bare-footed, iii. 276.
Carnatic, the, iv. 10.
Caroline Books, ii. 143, 167.
Carlostadt, iii. 107; hasty reforms of, 118; account of, ib.; his opinion of the eucharist, 121, 122; invited to Denmark, 135; precipitancy of, 343; particulars of, ib.
Carolus Femandus, iii. 53.
Carpathius, John, ii. 160.
Carpocrates, i. 190.
Carps, iv. 179.
Cartesian argument, ii. 323.
——— philosophy forbidden, iv.

267.
Carthusians, the, iii. 359; oppose the royal supremacy, iii. 179.
Cartwright, iii. 450.
Casey, bishop, iii. 522.
Cassander, iii. 261.
Cassianus, John, i. 451; endeavours to modify the system of Augustine, 505.
Cassiodorus, ii. 37, 41.
Castello, Sebastian, iii. 422, 423.
Castelnu, Peter, ii. 612.
Castlecreagh, lord, iv. 449, 476.
Cassistry, study of, ii. 700.
Casuists, iv. 117.
Catabaptism, iii. 550.
Cataphrygians, i. 291.
Catechism, Tridentine, composed, iii. 272; Luther's, 131; Assembly's, 255.
Catechumens, meaning of the term, i. 98; nature of, 70.
Catena, ii. 41.
Cathari, the, i. 273; opinions of, ii. 498.
Catharina Bononiensis, iii. 58.
Catharine, St. ii. 314, 656.
———, the empress, iv. 408.
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Catharinus, Ambrose, iii. 291.
Cathedral, establishments, English, act for the reduction of, iv. 498; schools, ii. 129.
Catholic emancipation, iv. 480.
Catholicism, a name among the Armenians, ii. 313. 315.
Cathenburgh, iv. 327.
Causin, Nicholas, iv. 112.
Cecclus Asculanus, ii. 644.
Cecil, W. lord Burghley, one of Elizabeth's first council, iii. 102.
Cedrenus, ii. 318.
Celibacy, clerical, treatment of, at Nice, i. 394; preference for in cent. 111. 222; enforced, ii. 343.
Cellites, ii. 680.
Cellot, Lewis, iv. 112.
Celsus, attack upon Christianity, by, i. 137.
Centuria Magnaegeriae, i. 6; iii. 279.
Ceolfrid, ii. 92.
Cerdo, i. 184.
Cerithus, i. 116.
Cerri, Urban, iv. 5.
Certiificato, i. 210.
Cerularius (Michael), ii. 376.
Cescomes, Arnoldus, ii. 692.
Ceylon, Dutch missions in, iv. 26.
Chalcedon, council of, i. 470. 492.
Chalicius, i. 301; ii. 9.
Chaldaic Christians, i. 488.
Chaldeans, iii. 310. 314.
Cham-Hi, iv. 14.
Chama, iii. 319.
Chancery, apostolic, ii. 650.
Chapters, the three, ii. 46.
Charlemagne, religious expeditions of, against the Saxons, ii. 128; against the Huns, i. 124; canonized, ib.; marches into Spain, 127; acts under Alcuin's advice, 129; orders the formation of cathedral schools, ib.; erects the palatine school, 130; thought to have founded the university of Paris, ib.; gives large landed possessions to the church, 130; overturns the Lombard kingdom, and enlarges the papal dominions, 139; emperor of the west, 140; appointed the pope, 144; literary remains of, 145; unbounded value of, for the Bible, 156; draws up objections to the worship of images, 167; transmits the deuterocanonical books to England, ib.; assembles the council of Frankfort, ib.; forbids some superstitions, 171; favourable to the popes, ib.; death, 177.
Charles the Bald, a patron of learning, ii. 188; owed his throne to the pope, 190; his reign favourable to the papacy, 198; desires an inquiry into the eucharistic question, 211. 234.
Martel, ii. 117. 118. 127.
I. iii. 248; iv. 284. 286.
II. Remish treachery of, iv. 73.
V. elected emperor, iii. 115; gives Luther a hearing at Worms, 116; requires attention to the decree against Luther, 121. 129; petitioned to call a free council, ib.; abolishes the papal authority in Spain, and makes war upon the pope, ib.; imprisons the envoys of the Protestants, 132; endeavours to persuade the pope to call a council, 133; his sister Isabella a Lutheran, 136; makes his entry into Augsburg, 143; refuses to have the metropolitical confession publicly read, 147; urges the pope for a general council, 161; orders the conference of Worms, 157; negociates with the Protestants to gain their approval of a council at Trent, ib.; agrees to make war upon those Germans who would not admit it, 158; takes the field against the Protestants, 159; obtains from the diet an assent to the council of Trent, ib.; has the interitis prepared, 160; obtains papal consent for reopening the council of Trent, 161; hopes to set limits there to the papal power, 162; failed by the elector Maurice, 163; induces Protestantism into Spain, by means of divines taken into Germany to confute it, 171.
IX. accession of, iii. 388; death of, 389.
X. iv. 305.
Schanten, decree of, iv. 105.
Charitable conference, iv. 74.
Charroin, Peter, iii. 290.
Chatham, earl of, speech of upon the church, iv. 438.
Chamont, iv. 13.
Chemists, iv. 46.
Chemnitz, Martin, iii. 279. 333. 363.
Cherigato, iii. 120.
Chiaromonti, iv. 463.
Chiersey, synod of, ii. 238.
Childeric, ii. 138.
Chiliasts, tho, i. 248.
Chillingworth, iii. 259.
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Chorophanes, i. 32. 312.
Chorefatus, i. 413.
Chosroes, ii. 11.
Chrismon, peculiar privilege of the oriental patriarchs, as to, iii. 314.
Christ-church, Dublin, imposition at, iii. 523.
Christian era, adoption of, ii. 33.
——— iii. 139; 111. 137.
Christian, William, iv. 64.
Christianity, causes of the rapid propagation of, 51; why hated by the Romans, 56; made a crime only by Nero and Domitian, 51. 63.
Christians of St. Thomas, iii. 204.
Christina, queen, iv. 68. 63.
Chiristmas, variations in the time of celebrating, i. 40. 372.
Chrodegang, i. 152.
Chrodegang, ii. 203. 144.
Chromatius of Aquileia, i. 455.
Chrysonomius, ii. 89.
Chyrsohorus, iii. 38.
Chrysostom, extends the jurisdiction of the see of Constantinople, i. 318; account of, 325; banishment and death of, 470.
Chrestians, iii. 599.
Church-papias, iii. 628.
Churches, primitive constitution of, 77.
Chytrias, David, iii. 322. 303.
Ciconion, John, ii. 434.
Cronuncilion, i. 379.
Cisterciens, ii. 357; exempted from tithes, 469.
Civil law, the, ii. 438.
Claim of Right, iv. 312.
Clairvaux, ii. 466.
Clareond, constitutions of, ii. 452.
Clarke, Dr. Samuel, iv. 401.
Classes, Dutch, iv. 267.
Claude, John, disputes with Bossuet, iv. 75; denies the oriental belief in transubstantiation, 102.
Claudius, i. 212.
——— of Turin, ii. 209; opinions of, 224. 231.
——— the Savoyard, iii. 534.
——— Mamvrestus, i. 457.
Clemagis, iii. 40.
Clemens Romanus, i. 86.
——— Alexandrinus, i. 141. 156.
161. 164.
Clement II. ii. 329; III. ii. 351, 352,
353. 456. 477; orders unleavened bread and water with the wine at the eucharist, 494; IV. ii. 550. 594; V. ii. 629. 649; VI. ii. 655. 657; VII. elected, iii. 120; forms an alliance with France, 129; with Charles V. 133; evades applications for a council, 152; dies, ii. VIII. iv. 58. 121. 146; IX. iv. 61. 92. 130; peace of, 151; XI. iv. 62; XIV. iv. 406.
Clement the Scot, ii. 174.
——— St. bishop of Rome, 88; apocryphal works under his name, i. 97.
Clementius, i. 246.
Clement, council of, ii. 306. 333.
Climacus, John, ii. 30.
Clovis, conversion of, i. 421.
Chlugi, ii. 355.
Chnaias order, the, ii. 355.
Chnaias, origin of, ii. 286.
Coccius, iv. 266.
Coccius, John, iv. 223. 269.
Cohels, ii. 200.
Codex, iv. 132.
Codinus, ii. 33.
Celestine, hermites of St. Francis, ii. 573.
——— pope, i. 422. 455. 481; ii. 445. 475; iii. 455. 478; IV. ii. 548; V. ii. 592.
Celesitanus, ii. 592.
Cestius, i. 408.
Cestius, ii. 498.
Cesna Domini, bull in, iii. 272.
Ciglious, iii. 38.
Clevechier, lord, iv. 490.
Coles, Dr. iii. 167. 199. 522.
Coligni, admiral, projects a protestant colony in America, iii. 248; murdered, 389.
Collatius, ii. 54.
Collects, monastic, iii. 260.
Colleges of pleby, iv. 193. 195.
Collegians, iv. 375.
Collyridians, i. 414.
Colman, ii. 70.
Colonia Dominus, iii. 296.
Colonial episcopacy, English, iv. 499.
Columbanus, ii. 22. 35. 63.
Columbario, Peter de, ii. 693.
Columbas, ii. 6; iii. 5.
Comacchio, ii. 138.
Combe, de la, iv. 141.
Combes, iv. 112.
Commedone, iii. 186.
Commodianus, i. 234.
Common life, brethren and clerks of, iii. 34.
Common Prayer, last review of, iv. 295.
Communion in both kinds allowed by
Pius IV. iii. 272; frequent, Romish
controversy upon, 295.
Community of goods, primitive, i. 47.
Communa, Amia, ii. 434.
Comprehension, a; mediated at the
Restoration, iv. 292; afterwards
under Charles II. 307; attempted
under William III. 308; plan of;
revived in, 1772, 439.
Compton, Bp. iv. 304, 311.
Conception, festival of, ii. 495.
Concessions, Romish, offered to the
protestants in the 17th cent. iv. 78.
Concubinage, ii. 285, 340.
Conclave, iii. 257.
Concord, Formula of, iii. 362.
Concordance, introduction of the, ii.
509.
Concordat, iii. 30, 67; iv. 465, 477.
Condé, prince of, iii. 398, 399.
Conferences between protestants and
Romanists, iv. 74.
Confession, auricular, origin of, i. 472;
deemed synodically, ii. 507.

—— Augsburg, iii. 144; Tetra-
politan, 146; Zuilingian, 147.
Confession of Faith, iii. 226.
Confessional, the, iv. 433.
Confessor, meaning of the term, 58.
Confirmation, primitive, i. 104.
Conformity, Romish, in Elizabeth's
first years, iv. 427.
Confucius, iv. 19, 20.
Congo, conversion of, iii. 5.
Congregation, the lords of, iii. 299.
Congregations, papal, iii. 268.
Congregationalists, iii. 247.
Connois, ii. 60.
Conrad of Lichtenau, ii. 532.
Conrad of Marburg, ii. 593, 611, 617.
Conscientiarii, iv. 38.
Consistories, Lutherana, iii. 327.
Consolati, iii. 500.
Constance, council of, iii. 16; approved
by the convention of Paris, in 1662,
iv. 96.
Constat, i. 307.
Constantia, 153.
Constantine, obtains the empire, i.
283; tolerates the Christians, ib.;
said to have been converted by
means of a cross seen in the heavens,
285; date of his adherence to
Christianity, 286; was cruel and
voluptuous, 287; remained unbaptised
till the end of life, ib.; the
cross said to have been seen by
him, 268; patronises the clergy liberally, 291; death, 292; external
administration of the church under-
taken by, 315; works of, 332; se-
vere towards the Donatists, 379;
repeals the laws against them, 379;
letter of, upon Arianism, 387; pre-
tended grant of, ii. 141; Pogonatus, 83; Copronymus, 142; Porphyro-
genius, 370; Harmenopolis, 464; pope, 152, 161.
Constantinople, bishop of, second rank
given to, i. 318; council of, 408; increased authority of the see of,
433; council of, excommunicates
Eutyches, 491; council of, the fifth
general, ii. 47; the sixth general, 107; against images, 164; that
called by the Greeks the eighth
general, 230; that called by the
Latins the eighth general, 244;
that in cent. XI. 378; occupied by
the Latins, 516; taken by the
Turks, ii. 6; council of, in cent.
XVI. 309.
Constantius, i. 307.
—— prime minister in Siam,
iv. 12, 13.
—— Chlorus, i. 299.
Manasses, ii. 434.
Constructive Reunias, iv. 441.
Consulstnatiion, in the 13th cent. ii.
606.
—— iii. 121, 338.
Contra-Renonants, iv. 316.
Convention Parliament, iv. 396.
Conventual brethren, ii. 679.
Convocation, last years and discon-
mance of, iv. 420.
Convulsionists, ii. 712.
Cowsey, Roger of, ii. 693.
Coornpafi, iv. 226.
Copiea, i. 221.
Coptic church, the, iii. 311.
Copta, intercourse of, with Rome, iii.
262.
Corazon, i. 248.
Corbinian, i. 121.
Corde citizens, i. 564.
Cordil, Christ, Barth. de, iv. 390.
Cornelius, bishop of Rome, i. 233.
—— a Lapide, iv. 113.
Cörner, iii. 363.
Cornwallis, Abp. iv. 439.
Corporation act, iv. 299.
Corpus Christi, festival of, ii. 500, 607.
Corruption, i. 56.
Corstius, i. 63.
Cosin, Bp. iv. 298.
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Cosmas of Jerusalem, ii. 146.
---- Indicopleustes, ii. 16; opinion of, as to the Psalms, i. 462.
Cosmo de Medicis, iii. 10.
Cotelier, iv. 116.
Cordelia, origin of, i. 149; convoked by princes, ii. 19.
Countries of obedience, iii. 261.
Covenant, the first, iii. 209. 214; the second, 221; the third, 223; last, 229; adopted in Scotland, iv. 287; imposed upon England, 289.
Cowper, the poet, causes a selection of Mad. Guyon's poems to be translated into English, iv. 142.
Crasevius, George, iii. 360.
Cracow, Srociian catechism and confession of, iii. 596.
Cranmer, Abp. birth, iii. 173; in great influence under Edward VI. 181; consents to alterations in the liturgy, 183; admits civil encroachments upon the episcopate, 185; pleads guilty of high treason, 188; his last troubles, 189.
Cranefeld, iii. 344, 345.
Credal, Apostles', ii. 93.
Creeds, early use of, i. 95.
Crelly, iv. 374. 401.
---- Nicholas, iii. 367, 368.
---- Samuel, adoption of an ancient party-name by, i. 193.
Crequi, marquis, iv. 95.
Cresconius, ii. 90.
Crotas, conversion of, ii. 63.
Cromer, Abp. iii. 517.
Cromwell, Oliver, iv. 73, 299.
Crosby, iii. 573.
Crosier, origin of, i. 369.
Cross, sign of, used in the third century, i. 256.
---- said to have been seen by Constantine, i. 288.
---- worship of, established at Nice, ii. 166.
Crown of St. Mary, ii. 299.
Crusade, first, ii. 265; second, 424; third, 427.
Crusaders, privileges of, iii. 313.
Crusades, the, begun, ii. 307.
Crypto-Calvinists, iii. 361.
Cudworth, Ralph, iii. 290.
Cuifer, iv. 377.
Cumneneus Alban, ii. 92.
Cumminius, ii. 91.
Cup, the, conceited, iii. 61.
---- sacramental, denied to the laity at Constance, iii. 22.
Cupar, outrage in, iii. 229.
Curetale. iv. 397.
Curcopalates, iii. 38.
Curwen, Abp. iii. 523, 524. 528.
Cusans, iii. 41.
Cuthbert, biographer of Bede, ii. 152.
Cydonius, ii. 668.
Cyprian, raises objections to the libellus pacis, i. 210; martyred, 212; wrote against the Jews, 214; acted episcopally with the advice of his presbyters, 216; concedes a qualified primacy to the see of Rome, 219; the earliest assertor of extensive episcopal rights, 220; account of him, 230. 249. 271; his works, 244.
Cyprinuss, pupil of Cassarius of Arles, ii. 38.
Cyprus, George of, ii. 584.
Cyran, St. iv. 102. 129. 133.
Cyriacus, iii. 10.
Cyril of Alexandria, i. 442. 481.
---- of Berchtes, iv. 151.
---- the missionary to Bohemia, ii. 180.
---- of Jerusalem, i. 324. 350.
----, a monk of Palestine, ii. 30.
Cyrillus Lucaris, iv. 149.
Cyrus of Alexandria, ii. 103.
---- of Phasis, ii. 65.

D.

D'Archer, iv. 109.
D'Ailly, or de Alliaco, Peter, ii. 687.
Dalmatia converted, ii. 182.
Damascenus, John, ii. 147. 150.
Damascius, ii. 10.
Damasus, i. 316. 341; ii. 329.
Damianists, ii. 60.
Damianus, Crassus, iii. 56.
Dancers, sect of, ii. 711.
Daniel, Gabriel, iv. 118.
Daniel, of Winchester, ii. 120.
Dannish mission to India, iv. 396.
Dante, ii. 640.
Dantzic, ii. 492.
Dantzigers, iv. 364.
Darens, John, ii. 160.
Dataia, iii. 259.
David de Augusta, ii. 594.
Davides, Francis, iii. 609.
Deaconesses, i. 81.
Deacons, order of, i. 80.
Dead languages, liturgical use of, ii. 389.
Decalogue truncated, ii. 406.
Decius, persecution under, ii. 299.
Declamation, iii. 468.
Decretals, the, ii. 199; studied exten-
ively in the thirteenth century, ii. 537; an account of them, b.
De Gray, John, ii. 545.
Degrees, academical, instituted, ii. 530.
De Haen, iv. 403.
De la Rue, iv. 110.
Delittiö, ii. 669.
Delhi Consí, ii. 669.
Demetrius, Bishop of Alexandria, attacks Origen, i. 290.
Demutrice, i. 71, 192.
Denk, iii. 556.
Denmark, finally converted, ii. 262;
reformation in, iii. 135.
Descartes, 367.
Deposing bull against Queen Elizabeth, iii. 428; alleged mitigation of,
434; power, disclaimed by the convention of Paris, in 1682, iv. 96.
Des Cartes, iv. 43, 49, 50.
Desiderius, ii. 13, 89, 136.
Desmond, earl of, iii. 534, 540, 542.
Deurhof, iv. 400.
Devay, Matthias, iii. 141.
Devoy, iii. 465.
Devil, Becker upon the, iv. 273.
Dexius, iv. 77.
Diadochus of Photice, i. 449.
Dialectics, definition of, ii. 321.
Dictates of Gregory VII. ii. 336.
Didymus of Alexandria, i. 329.
Digest, the, ii. 430.
Dinant, David, ii. 627.
Dinckelmann, iii. 47.
Dioceses, episcopal original formation of, i. 82; ecclesiastico-civil, under
the Roman empire, enumeration of,
312; English, changes in, iv. 495.
Dioecetian, first tolerant of Christianity,
i. 278; issues an edict against it,
279; becomes a violent persecutor;
Dioscorus of Tarsus, i. 328.
Dion Cassius, i. 215.
Dionysian era, ii. 33.
Dionysius, Exiguus, ii. 33; introducer
of the Christian era into chronology, i. 39; bishop of Corinth,
159; the pseudo-Areopagite, ii.
226; suppositions works under his
name, i. 247; the missionary, 207; of Alexandria, 228; 344, 349; the
mystic, 350, 354; Periegetes, ii.
433; a Ryckel, iii. 44.
Diesporus, council of, i. 502.
Dippel, iv. 204.
Disciplinary controversy, the, iii.
437.
Discipline, Lutheran, iii. 329; Cal-
vin's, 416; first book of, (Scottish)
iii. 231; second book of, 469. 473.
479. 477. 491. 499.
Dismay, Dr., iv. 453.
Dispensing power, iv. 305.
Disputation at Westminster, iii. 199.
Dissenters, hostility of, to James II,
iv. 305.
Dissidents, Polish, iv. 70. 461.
Doctrinal Puritanism, iii. 442.
Doddridge, Dr. desires of a compre-
hension, iv. 430.
Dodwell, Henry, iv. 264.
Dognatici, ii. 485.
Dogmatists, Romish, iii. 289.
Dole, Stephen, ii. 250.
Dominic, founder of the Dominicans,
ii. 556.
Dominicans, ii. 557.
Dominian, persecution of, 63; Magian
system, great distinction of, 65.
Doministe, the, i. 377. 392. 475; extin-
guished, ii. 53.
Donatus, i. 377; works of, 343; of
Metz, ii. 153.
Donellan, Abp. iii. 327.
Dorbeck, iii. 50.
Dorotheus, i. 331. 448; ii. 85. 95.
Dort, synod of, iv. 239, 240. 322; iv.
297, 298, 291.
Dositheus, i. 111; iv. 152. 179.
Douglas, Abp. iii. 469.
Downall, Abp. iii. 219. 521. 528.
Dracenius, i. 454.
Dreyer, iv. 191.
Druids, power of, ii. 132. 135.
Drusus, ii. 529; iii. 316.
Ducas, iii. 39.
Ducanarius, i. 268.
Dudith, iii. 585.
Dulems, ii. 629.
Dundee, episcopacy abolished at, iii.
476.
Dungale, ii. 192. 215. 231.
Dungannon, iv. 448.
Dunkelspihil, iii. 32.
Duns Scotus, ii. 580.
Dunstan, ii. 269.
Durand, John (Dury), iv. 168.
Durand, ii. 363.
Dungale, ii. 192. 215. 231.
Dungannon, iv. 448.
Dunkelspihil, iii. 32.
Duns Scotus, ii. 580.
Dunstan, ii. 269.
Dureus, John (Dury), iv. 168.
Durand, ii. 363.
Dungale, ii. 192. 215. 231.
Dungannon, iv. 448.
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Eadmer, ii. 473.
Eaufteda, ii. 70.
Earl of Rochester, ii. 472.
East Anglia, conversion of, ii. 71.
East India Company's charter, iv. 500.
Easter, different times of celebrating, i. 101; the time settled synodically, 392; Roman, continued opposition to, in Britain, ii. 97; laugler, iii. 94.
Ebarardus of Ratisbon, ii. 659.
Ebbo, ii. 178. 215.
Eded Jesu, ii. 298.
Ennionites, i. 116. 181; ii. 386.
Ebert of St. Florin, ii. 476.
Eccard, or Ayerard, Henry, ii. 709.
Ecclesiastical history, writers of, i. 6; reservation, iii. 350; property confiscated in France, iv. 413; Commission, iv. 364.
Echmiazin, iii. 313.
Eckius, iii. 104. 107. 108. 280.
Ecclesiastics, origin and principles of, i. 26. 141; modern, iv. 57.
Economies, in theology, i. 245.
Ecstasy, ii. 105.
Eddius, Stephen, ii. 152.
Edessa, school of, i. 487.
Edgar, ii. 497.
Edinburgh entered by the congregation, iii. 222; evacuated, 223; tumult in, 501.
Edmonds, Elizabeth, iii. 523.
Edward VI., iii. 181. 186.
Edwards, Thomas, iii. 255.
Egbert, ii. 150. 202.
Eichstadt, Philip of, ii. 690.
Eitzen, Paul von, iii. 364.
Elecseaites, i. 183.
Elderships, iii. 302.
Elector Palatine elected king of Bohemia, iv. 65.
Eleuthereus, Pope, connection of with king Lucius, i. 124.
Elevation of the eucharist, rise of, i. 374; first grafted with prostration, ii. 494.
Elfeda, ii. 404.
Elfrie, ii. 411.
Elias, a general name of one class of the Nestorian patriarchs, iii. 315.
Elias of Crete, ii. 152.
Elias of Siggara, ii. 172.
Eliigius, ii. 80. 89. 93.
Elof, John, iv. 30. 31.
Eilpandus, ii. 174.
Elizabeth, Queen, accession of, iii. 191; receives an ovation of marriage from Philip II. 192; notifies her accession to the pope, 193; crowned, 194; declines papal overtures, 201; assists the Scottish congregation, 224; views of her religious policy by Mosheim, and Dissenters, 394; her explanation of the supremacy, 413; the bull to dethrone her, 436. 434; displeased with the Lambeth articles, 443; her religious firmness, 444.
Elizabeth of Schönhausen, ii. 476. 480.
Elmacin, ii. 528.
Edxai, i. 163.
Ely, bishopric, founded, ii. 414.
Emanuel, the Saxon, ii. 685.
Emigration, Protestant, from Ireland, iv. 492.
Emenius, title of, conferred on cardinals, iv. 60.
Emusa, Stephen de, ii. 506.
Emser, iii. 299.
Encratites, i. 376.
End, the, a justification of means, iv. 117.
Engagement, the, iii. 256.
Engelbert, ii. 595.
England, Protestant movements in, iii. 141.
Emmodius, ii. 18. 20. 32.
**Euthaliaster,** i. 413.
Eun of Bretagne, ii. 511.
Ephesians, council of, i. 492. 492. 502.
Ephrem Syrus, i. 328. 352.
Ephraim of Antioch, ii. 29.
Epictetus, i. 140.
Episcopalian principles of, i. 23; popularity of, 149.
Epiphanius, i. 101.
Epiphanius of Constantinople, ii. 29.
— of Salamis, i. 326.
— Scholastics, ii. 37.
Episcopacy, English, abolition of, iii. 253; Scottish, overthrow of, iv. 451; toleration of, 455; views of the Roman court upon, iii. 274.
Episcopius, iv. 322. 327. 329.
Eras, Simon, iii. 259.
Era, Christian, first brought into chronological use, i. 39.
Eremiti, brethren of St. William, ii. 555.
Erenites, ii. 557.
Eric, St., ii. 419.
Ergina, ii. 191. 213. 225. 227. 231. 234.
Ernest of Hesse, iv. 84.
Errantry, knight, origin of, ii. 354.
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Essaians, i. 496.
Essals of Cyprus, iii. 38.
Espinens, ii. 281.
Essenes, principles of scriptural interpretation held by, i. 33; habits of, 34.
Essex, conversion of, ii. 71.
Estius, iv. 114.
Ethelbert, king of Kent, ii. 5. 67.
Ethelburga, ii. 69.
Ethelward, ii. 273.
Ethelwold, ii. 497.
Etherius, ii. 153.
Eucharist, primitive administration of, i. 178; usages respecting, in cent. III.; superstitious veneration for, ii. 170.
Eucherius of Lyons, i. 451, 465.
Euchites, i. 413; ii. 496.
Eudocia, i. 447.
Eudoxius of Germanica, i. 333.
Eugene III., ii. 473.
—— IV. iii. 24.
Eugeni II. Pope, ii. 216.
—— III. ii. 449.
—— of Toledo, ii. 91.
Euygypius, the African, i. 39; of Naples, 37.
Eulogius of Antioch, ii. 27; the martyr, 184; of Corduba, 216.
Eunomians, i. 400. 402.
Eunomius of Cynicum, i. 333.
Euphemites, i. 414.
Euphemius, ii. 183.
Eusebius, i. 400.
Eusebius, Pamphilus, i. 6. 320; of Nicomedia, 332. 336. 339. 409; of Emesa, 332; Bercellensis, 343; of Dorylaeum, 449. 401; of Thessalonica, ii. 84.
Eustathians, i. 363.
Eustathius, i. 329. 401. 433. 449. 456. 464.
Eustatius, ii. 30. 435. 463.
Euthalius, i. 449.
Euterius, i. 448.
Euthimius Zigabenus, ii. 464. 480.
Eutropius, ii. 35.
Eutyches, i. 490. 492.
—— and Eutychianism, i. 449.
Eutychius, i. 30. 271. 288.
Evagrius Scholasticus, account and history of, ii. 27; archdeacon of Constantinople, 334.
Evangelists, missionary, 75.
Evangelist Gospel, the, ii. 564. 566. 569; introduction to, 569.
Evira, Stephen de, ii. 505.
Evodius of Uzala, i. 455.
Exaltatio crucis, ii. 99.
Exarch, Russian, iv. 155.
Exarchs, i. 312.
Excommunication, early use of, i. 169; papal, ii. 136.
Exemptions, monastic, ii. 55. 354; clerical, ii. 145.
Exercitii de Paradoxiis, ii. 667.
Exorcism, formula of, iii. 307; baptismal, introduction of, i. 254.
Exorcists, i. 221.
Expectative, ii. 651.
Expositor, Scriptural, the first of, i. 161.
Eupropatria, ii. 572. 672.
Exegetians, i. 402.
Eymericus, Nicolas, 693.

F.

Faber, bishop, said to have drawn up a confutation of the confession of Augsburg, ii. 145; John, 231.
Facieutica, the four, i. 438.
Facundus of Hermiane, ii. 33.
Faith and charity, knights of, ii. 555.
Falkland, arrangement at, iii. 507.
Farovian, i. 158. 610.
Farovian, death of, iii. 611.
Farrell, William, iii. 139. 381.
Foster, John, the, ii. 17. 27.
Fassidus, i. 465.
Fasting, increased veneration for, in the third century, i. 254.
Fasts, primitive, i. 105; great, ii. 171.
Fate, Papal notion of, i. 16; stoical views of, 25.
Fathers, authority of, in England, iii. 408.
Faustus, i. 345.
Faustus, ii. 90; the Manichean, opinion of, as to both Judaism and Christianity, i. 18; book of, 345; of Lerins, 487.
Feast-days, papal diminution of, iv. 146.
Feckean, the oath of supremacy, iii. 413.
Feet-washers, iii. 573.
Felicitas, martyrdom of, i. 206.
Felix of Aphinges, i. 377. 382; iii. 496; IV. ii. 37; V. iii. 27. 28; an English monk, ii. 152.
Felton, outrage of, iii. 428.
Fenelon, iv. 115; takes part with Mad. Guyon, 142; is condemned by the pope, 143.
Ferdinand, St. ii. 512; the Catholic, iii. 9; the emperor, elected king of
INDEX.

the Romans, 151; demands the allowance of whole communion and clerical marriage, 265; 111. iv. 60.
Fernandes Gonsalve, iv. 10.
Ferrandus, ii. 33.
Ferrar, bishop, particulars and martyrdom of, iii. 190.
Ferrara, council of, iii. 26.
Ferrarius, Bartholomew, iii. 277.
Festivals, primitive, i. 102. 176; observed in cent. iv. 372; and fasts in cent. ix. ii. 248; regulated by Charlemagne, 171; Lutheran, iii. 329.
Feuardentius (Feuardent), iv. 112.
Fidatus, ii. 692.
Fiducia, iv. 115.
Finch, ii. 769.
Fine and Gross, iii. 565.
Finland converted, ii. 419.
Finus Hadrianus, iii. 55.
Fire philosophers, iii. 253. 335; iv. 46.
Firmilian, i. 233.
First-fruits, ii. 651.
Fisher, bishop, iii. 179.
——, Samuel, iv. 337.
Fitz Ralph, R. archbishop of Armagh, ii. 660.
Fitzmaurice, James, iii. 539.
Fitzwilliam, Earl, iv. 449.
Five Pointers, the, iv. 316. 327. 328.
Flacius Matthiahs, iii. 279. 332; made professor of divinity, 353; his controversies, 354; with the Swiss on the eucharist, 376.
Flagellants, ii. 598; revival of, 711; the new, iii. 73.
Flanarians, iii. 549. 566.
Flavians, i. 491; of Antioch, 334. 449.
Fleming, Robert, iii. 51.
Flemings, iii. 549. 566.
Foord, ii. 273.
Florence of Worcester, ii. 472.
Florianus, i. 194.
Florius, ii. 153.
——, the poet, ii. 30.
Flectus, Robert, a, iii. 335.
Fluid, Robert, iii. 355; iv. 40. 60.
Follettii, ii. 500.
Foes, pope, i. 497.
Folmar, ii. 476.
Fontevrault, order of, ii. 490.
Forbes, William, iv. 79.
Formalists, ii. 442.
Formosa, Dutch missions in, iv. 27.
Formosus, pope, ii. 218.
Formula Convenement, iv. 275; Scottish, 450.

Fortunianus, i. 243.
Fortunatus, ii. 34.
Fox, Edward, envoy to the league of Smalcald, iii. 150; George, iv. 333. 339; C. J. admits that no promise was made to the Romanists, 478.
Foxe's Martyrology provided in every parish, iii. 191.
France, ancient division of, ii. 621; reformation in, iii. 138; protestant policy of, 414.
Francfort, council of, ii. 169.
Franchise, elective, conceded to Irish Romanists, iv. 361.
Francis II. accession of, iii. 388.
——, St. ii. 500. 502. 568; conduct of in the East, 517; works of, 506.
Franciscans, ii. 537; absurd promises of salvation by, iii. 33.
Franck, iv. 198. 199.
Francken, Chr. iii. 600. 610.
Franco, ii. 472.
Franciscus, i. 6.
Fratercula, ii. 560; de passione vita, 575.
Fratercula de suco, ii. 578; de Pauentia, ii. Fratricelli, ii. 574.
Fratercula, ii. 574.
Frauds, pious origin of, i. 358.
Fregalarius, ii. 90. 152.
Frederic II. ii. 616. 524. 547; causes translations of Aristotle to be made, 534; the Wise, death and services of, iii. 127; king of Denmark, 136; V. elected king of Bohemia, iv. 65; his reverses, ii. 8; Augustus of Poland, 84.
Frederickstandt, iv. 396.
Free Spirit, brethren and sisters of, ii. 622. 708.
French churches, foundation of some early, i. 297.
——, protestants, Calvinists, iii. 356; persecuted, 357; numbers of, 390; missions, iv. 8.
Friars preachers, ii. 559.
Friiburg, John of, ii. 689.
Frigedod, ii. 290.
Friesland, conversion of, ii. 117.
Frieslanders, iv. 367.
Frislingen, i. 303.
Froemt, iii. 381.
Fromm, iv. 83.
Fromont, attack upon Christianity by, i. 156.
Frotharius, ii. 215.
Fructuosus, ii. 91.
Furmantius, i. 303.
Fuller of Chartres, ii. 364.
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Fulcherius Carnotensis, ii. 473.
Fulcan, ii. 273.
Fulda, school of, founded, ii. 130.
Fulgentius, ii. 32.
Fursey, ii. 71.

G.

Gabriel, patriarch of Alexandria, iii. 262.
Gaddana, i. 355.
Gagneus, John, iii. 207.
Gajanus, ii. 57.
Galatinus, iii. 57.
Gale, Theophilus, iii. 260.
Galenists, iv. 367.
Galenus, Abrahams de Haan, iv. 367.
Galerius Maximian, i. 212; real auth-
thor of Diocletian’s persecution, 279.
Galileo, iv. 43.
Gall, St. ii. 63, 64.
Gallican liberties, iv. 92, 95.
Gallennus, i. 212; favour to the Chris-
tians, shown by, 205.
Gallius, Peter, iii. 130.
Gallon, Anthony, iv. 113.
Gallus, ii. 695.
Gallus, persecution under, i. 211.
Galtorius, ii. 473.
Gamar, ii. 180. 329.
Gangancelli, iv. 406.
Gangra, council of, i. 361.
Gangroena, iii. 255.
Gardiner, Stephen, writes against the
papacy, iii. 176; swears against it, 179; deprived, 185.
Garnet, Henry, iv. 72.
Garnier, iv. 110.
Gassendi, iv. 43, 49, 52.
Gaudentius, i. 345.
Gaunfius, ii. 367.
Gaufredi, ii. 578.
Gaufrid of Limoges, ii. 477.
Gaul, Belgic, conversion of, i. 124; Transalpine, 125.
Gaulo, iii. 523.
Gebovin, ii. 301.
Gebhard, iii. 339.
Geiler, iii. 54.
Gelasimus, Pope, i. 457, 464; of Cyzi-
cum, 440; ii. 446. 472.
Gemisthius Pletho, iii. 10. 37.
Genealogy; Christ’s, ancient theory of, i. 226.
Genevan school, decline of, iv. 226.
Genghiskan, ii. 432, 514; his family
driven from China, 635.
Gemadina, i. 467; iii. 37.

Genesio, i. 477.
Gentilis, Valentine, iii. 589, 593.
Geoffrey of Monmouth, ii. 478.
George, of Alexandria, ii. 68; the
Galatian, i. 2; Chrestophylas, 207; Harmanitus, i. 2; Xiphilinus, 465;
Acropolis, 527; David, iii. 578; 111. iv. 479, 481; IV. 481, 486.
Georgia, conversion of, i. 306.
Georgian church, the, iii. 308.
Georgius of Cercyva, ii. 466.
Gerbert, ii. 276.
Gergentius, ii. 30.
Gerhard, ii. 569; Odonis, 691; Mag-
nus, 694; of Zutphen, 695; John
and John Ernest, iv. 179, 183.
German, St. national convention of, 386.
German churches, foundation of some early, i. 207.
Germains, sect of, iii. 666.
Germanus, ii. 39, 146, 163; ii. 568.
Germany, early conversion of, i. 123.
Gerson, iii. 40.
—— a nominalist, iii. 20.
Gertrude, ii. 384.
Gervasius of Tilbury, ii. 532.
Gervasius, ii. 592.
Geyer, iv. 179.
Gilbert, Porretanus, ii. 470; of No-
gent, 471; Crispin, i. 5; Folboth,
475, 483; the Franciscan, 594.
Gildas, ii. 35.
Giles, St. outrage on the festival of,
iii. 207.
Gille, i. 473.
Giuseppe, San. iii. 541.
Gleber Radulphus, ii. 367.
Glanvill, Bartholomew de, ii. 694.
Glassius, iv. 179, 181.
Glenlivet, battle of, iii. 500.
Glosa Ordinaria, ii. 224; iii. 93; In-
terlentalis, ii. 466.
Gloucester, duke of, iv. 313.
Glycas, Michael, ii. 434, 484.
Gnostics—principles of, i. 36, 67, 109.
254; Asiatic, i. 163; Egyptian, i. 167; attacked by Plotinus, i. 256; rise of, 106.
Goa, inquisition established in, iii. 246.
Gobelinus, iii. 47, 50.
Gobet, iv. 14.
Godess of Reason, iv. 415.
Godsfridus, ii. 693.
Godolfr(ad), ii. 366.
Godsealk, 153; account of, ii. 211.
Godschele, ii. 236.
Godfred, ii. 180.
Godfrey of Bouillon, ii. 309; of Viter-
bo, 476; of Vendome, 466.
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Gomar, Francis, iv. 316.
Gomarus, iv. 227.
Gonesius, Peter, iii. 590.
Good works, Lutheran controversy upon, iii. 352.
Goodacre, Abp. iii. 520.
Goreccius, iii. 45.
Gordan, tranquility of the Christians under, i. 206.
Gordianus, ii. 36.
Gordon, Lord George, iv. 443.
Gospels, apocryphal, i. 41.
Gospel, iii. 516.
Gothic liturgy, ii. 388.
Goths, conversion of the, i. 207; final, 303.
Goscelin, or Goscelin, ii. 369.
Gozbert, ii. 366.
Granada, capitulation of, iii. 3.
Grandmontans, the, ii. 356.
Graham, the canonist, ii. 439.
—— emperor, i. 309.
—— the missionary, i. 207.
Groenius contum, iii. 120.
Grawner, iv. 178.
Grebel, iii. 506.
Greek, first taught in the West, ii. 639.
—— church, great divisions of, iii. 303; confession of, 305.
Greeks, agreement with, arranged at Florence, iii. 27.
Greenland converted, ii. 264.
Greenwood, iii. 441.
Gregory, the Illuminator, i. 302; Thaumaturgus, 227. 243; Nazianzen, 326. 352; Nyssen, 326; the Great, accuser, ii. 5; disapproves compulsory baptism of Jews, 7; prejudiced against Pagan authors, 13; offended by the assumption of the bishop of Constantinople, 18; superstitions, 19; history, 31; monachism, 25; doctrines, 40; his morals, 42; superstitions rites, 50; of Tours, 35; of Pisa, 87; de Rinini, 683; Palamas, 706; ii. 11. 152; resists iconoclasm, 163; iii. 11. 152; IV. 216; VI. 329; VII. 329. 334. 335; death, 351; VIII. 446. 456. 477; IX. 524. 547. 592; X. 550. 595; XI. 656; XII. 111. iii. 272; his designs upon Ireland, 557; the Abyssinian, iv. 157.
Greetsgor, iv. 112.
Grewius, ii. 593.
Grey, Earl, iv. 479.
——, Lady Jane, iii. 186.
Grindall, Matthew, iii. 500. 592.
Grindal, Abp. iii. 447.
Gringenists, iv. 364.
Groote, Gerhard, iii. 55.
Grossus, or Grossius, John, iii. 47.
Grotius, Hugo, iv. 45; tolerant views of, 59. 173; Scriptural views of, 223. 317. 318. 320.
Gruet, iii. 432.
Gruyholdus, ii. 58.
Guaguinus, ii. 54.
Guilbert, ii. 356.
Guindo, ii. 366.
Guillensis, John, ii. 594.
Guelpfs and Gibelines, ii. 549.
Guercio, ii. 474.
Guido, cardinal, introduces prostration when the consecrated bread was elevated, ii. 494; of St. Germain's, 595; Baitus, ib.; of Dauphiny, 472; Bernard, 691; de Perpignano, 692.
Guise, Robert, ii. 305. 330; Roger, ib.
Guitmund, ii. 368.
Gufelmus, ii. 218.
Gundulph, ii. 396.
Gunpowder conspiracy, iv. 72.
Gunther Ligurinus, ii. 331.
Gunzo, ii. 274.
Gustavus Vasa, iii. 134; Adolphus, iv. 67.
Guthrie, St. ii. 125.
Guttenbury, iii. 9.
Guyon, Madame, iv. 141. 142.
Gyraldus Cambrensis, ii. 591.

H.

Haberkorn, iv. 75.
Hackspan, iv. 179.
Hacon, ii. 263.
Hadrian I., ii. 139. 153; IV. 449.
——, V. 551; VI. elected, iii. 119; account of him, ib.; death, 120.
Hague, synod of the, iv. 236.
Hainrius, ii. 694.
Halton, or Aiton, ii. 635.
Hakem, iii. 319.
Hallean heretics, ii. 611.
Hallehuis, trigling ceremonies about, iii. 69.
Halliensian controversy, iv. 184.
Hales, Alexander, ii. 535. 536.
——, John, iii. 299; Letters of, iv. 323.
Halitgarius, ii. 215.
Hamel, iii. 295.
Hamilton, Abp. iii. 268.
—— ———, Patrick, iii. 142.
Hampole, Richard, ii. 692.
Hampton Court conference, iv. 238.
Hanapu, ii. 594.
Hanover made an electorate, iv. 313.
Harald Blaatand, ii. 262.
—- Klack, ii. 173.
Harding, Stephen, ii. 472.
Hardin, iv. 109.
Harphius, iii. 45.
Hartmannus, ii. 217.
Harwitz, i. 421.
Hattem, iv. 274.
Hatto, ii. 215.
Haymo of Halberstadt, ii. 211, 224.
Heber, Bp. iv. 501; testimony of, as to the unity of Gisli believed among the Hindoos, i. 16.
Hebrew thought unlawful to be learnt of Jews, ii. 482; study of, iii. 10.
Hedjius, ii. 152.
Helgeiippus, i. 6, 153.
Hedelgger, iv. 275.
Heidelburg Catechism, iii. 385.
Heimburg, Gregory de, iii. 51.
Helena, the seeming originator of pilgrimages, i. 347.
Helinandus, ii. 592.
Hellogabalus, toleration of Christians under, i. 134.
Helodia, i. 448.
Helwig, iv. 36.
Helmold, ii. 476.
Helmont, Jo. Bapt. iv. 46.
Helmstadian, iv. 184.
Hemerobaptists, i. 30.
Hemming, Nicholas, iii. 406.
Hemmingford, Walter, ii. 692.
Henchius, iv. 191.
Hemulion, i. 493.
Henrician, ii. 501.
Henry, the emperor, IV. ii. 344; excommunicated, 349; V. 445; the Lion, 420; VII. of England, makes his son protest against the marriage with Catharine of Aragon, iii. 154; VIII. unwilling to join the league of Smalcald, 160; revolts from Rome, 154; controverts Luther's opinions, i. 72; II. of France, accession, 389; death, &c.; IV. apostasy, 387; death, 390; of Upsal, ii. 419; of Huntingdon, 473; the Henrician sectary, 501; de Segusio, 535; of Ghent, 595; Suso, &c.; de Urmaria, 603; of Cologne, 708; duke of Saxony, iv. 216.
Hensch, iv. 114.
Hercelas, i. 228.
Hercules, i. 447.
Herculanus, i. 159.
Herculanus, persecution of the Jews by, ii. 67; compromise of, with the Monophysites, ii. 102.
Herard, ii. 217.
Herbert, Lord, iv. 37.
Herembertus, ii. 216.
Herentaulis, ii. 695.
Heresy, nature of, i. 4; Elizabeth's statute against, iii. 269, 396.
Heretics, nature of, i. 4; first crusade against, ii. 496; salubrity of, maintained by Jesuits, iii. 292.
Heron, ii. 192, 214.
Heriger of Launes, ii. 291.
Hermann, a converted Jew, ii. 472.
—- de Lorbek, iii. 47.
Hermannus Contractus, ii. 367.
Hermas, Shepherd of, i. 90.
Hermias, Sozomenus, i. 448; the eccles. historian.
Hermitt, Peter the, ii. 397.
Hermogenes, i. 198.
Hermolaius Barbarus, iii. 11, 52.
Hermonomyus, iii. 40.
Herod the Great, pernicious administration of, i. 26; death of, 40.
Herrenhutters, the, iv. 294.
Herring, Abp. iv. 430.
Herull, conversion of, ii. 4.
Hercules, ii. 473.
Hervaeus Natalis, ii. 686.
Hesiodus, iii. 360.
Hesse, conversion of, i. 117; accession of, from Lutheranism, iv. 162.
Hesychastes, ii. 705.
Hesychius, i. 233; ii. 86, 95.
Hett, ii. 215.
Hetzer, iii. 555, 584.
Hevelius, iv. 43.
Hesiod, Origen's, i. 240; his perversion of Scripture, i. 242.
Heylin, Peter, iv. 157.
Hieracites, the, i. 264.
Hierax, i. 264.
Hierocles, a controversialist against Christianity, ii. 299.
Hieronymus of Dalmatia, i. 334.
—- a S. Fide, iii. 47.
Hierotheta, ii. 261.
Higden, Randle, ii. 693.
High Church, iii. 263, 264.
High Commission Court, iii. 397; Scottish, iv. 286.
Hilarion, i. 190, 240.
Hilarus of Sardinia, i. 344.
Hilary of Arles, i. 455.
—- Poictiers, account of, i. 334.
351.
Hildebert, ii. 366, 374.
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Hildebrand, ii. 335; Diction. of, 336.

—— Joachim, iv. 179.

Hildesgerd, ii. 477, 480.

Hildesheim, iii. 72.

Hilduin, ii. 209.

Hienemar, ii. 212; of Rheims, 224, 236, 238.

Hippolytus, i. 225, 244.

—— of Thebes, ii. 238.

Hirsing, the, ii. 357.

Hodson, iv. 366, 421.

Hobbes, Thomas, iv. 34, 229.

Hoburg, iv. 215.

Hoby, Humphrey, iv. 264.

Hoe, iv. 179.

Hofmann, ii. 336, 556.

Holcot, Robert, ii. 635.

Holland, Reformation in, iii. 169; peculiarities in the church of, 371.

Holstein, Duke, iv. 114.

Holsteinus, iv. 85.

Holy cross day, festival of, ii. 99.

Hominariun, ii. 158.

Homilies, first book of, published, iii. 182.

Hone, Cornelius, iii. 122.

Honour, iv. 417; persecutes the Donatists, 476; Pope, ii. 91; unsound in doctrine, 105; II. 448, 473; III. 540, 592; IV. 552; of Autun, 469.

Honsemius, ii. 693.

Hoogerbeets, iv. 317, 320.

Hooqstraet, iii. 104.

Hooker, moderate views of, iii. 443.

Hooper, Bp. particulars, and martyrdom of, ii. 190.

Hornblaz, ii. 37.

Horne, Andrew, ii. 641.

——, bishop of Winchester, iii. 199.

Horneus, iv. 185.


Hostas, bp. of Cordova, said to have consimnated the conversion of Constantine, ii. 296; account of him, 329.

—— of Cracow, iii. 281.

Hospinian, iii. 304.


Hoppeland, iii. 60.

Hours, canonical, in the third century, i. 254.

Hoveden, John, ii. 478.

Hubald, ii. 290, 296.

Huber, Samuel, iii. 368.

Hubneyer, ii. 556.

Huet, P. D. iv. 57, 114.

Hugo, of Cluny, ii. 367; of Tours, ib.; of Limoges, ib.; of Die, 368; of St. Flamin, 471; of St. Victor, 468.

Etherianus, 477; de S. Caro, 590; of Fleury, 473; Pratensis, 630.

Huguenot, name of, iii. 366.

Huguenots, persecution of, in the 17th century, iv. 71.

Husseaux, iv. 79.

Hulderic of Augsburg, ii. 217.

Hulsemann, iv. 179, 186.

Humanity of Christ, early maintenance of, i. 196.

Humbert, ii. 364.

—— de Romanis, ii. 590.

Humilitatis, ii. 554.

Humiliation of Christ, controversy upon, iv. 207.

Hungarian persecution against Protestants, iv. 618.

Hungary, converted, ii. 261; Protestants in, iii. 140, 405.

Humieres, i. 477.

Humius, Ulrich, iv. 85.

Humius, iv. 176.

Huns, forcible conversion of, ii. 124.

Huntly, earl of, iii. 497.

Huss, John, iii. 17, 46.

Hutter, iv. 178.

Hydatius, i. 436.

Hydramont, ii. 505.

Hydropastres, ii. 376.

Hypatia, i. 306.

Hypothetical Universalists, iv. 231.

Hyrcania, conversion of, ii. 115.

I.

Ibas, i. 443, 488; ii. 48.

Iceland, conversion of, ii. 264.

Iconoclasts, ii. 163.

Iconodula, ii. 163.

Iconolatry, ii. 163.

Iconomachi, ii. 163.

Icnusius, Claren, i. 545.

Idatius, i. 456.

Ignatius, martyrdom and epistles of, i. 89, 134; deacon at Constantinople, ii. 206; patriarch, 207; general name of the monophysite patriarchs, iii. 311.

Idofonsus of Toledo, ii. 89, 93.

Illegitimacy, an undecided objection against a pope, iii. 152.

Ilyricus, i. 6.

Images, worship of, controversy upon, ii. 161; and pictures, not in the primitive churches, ib.; worship of, established, 230; relative, 378; rejected in England, 496; subsequently received, ib.; finally forbidden, iii. 525.
Immaculate conception, ii. 492. 702 ; iv. 138 ; feast of, iii. 67.
Imola, de, iii. 51.
Impanation, iii. 383.
Imprimatur, the three, ii. 595.
Impatience of Adam's sin, iv. 233.
Incense, introduction of in churches, i. 252.
Incorruptibility of Christ's body, ii. 57.
Indemnity, act of, iv. 419.
Independency, rise of, iii. 441.
Independents, account of, iii. 243 ; their first church in England, 246.
India, Romanism in, iv. 9.
Indian episcopate, iv. 501.
Indices, expurgatory, iii. 265. 271.
Indifferentism, iv. 37.
Indulgences, rise of, iii. 97 ; nature of, and papal traffic in, ii. 401 ; commonly at the disposal of the Franciscans, ii. 562 ; general preaching of, in the 15th cent. iii. 67 ; conciliar decrees against, 68 ; sale of, 85 ; nature of, 94.
Infant communion, early use of, i. 178 ; supposed necessity of, i. 253 ; iii. 60.
Infralapsarians, iv. 227.
Ingulph of Croyland, ii. 383.
Ingulphists, iii. 366.
Innocent I. i. 445 ; ii. i. 334. 448. 473 ; iii. 466 ; overthrows the right of free ecclesiastical election, 540 ; subjugates Rome, 541 ; his history, 542 ; IV. 548. 593 ; V. 551. 555 ; VI. 636 ; VIII. iii. 30 ; X. iv. 60. 120 ; issues a bull against the peace of Westphalia, 69 ; XI. 61. 95. 98 ; XII. 62.
Inquisition, origin of, ii. 556. 612 ; nature of proceedings in, 615 ; resisted at Naples, iii. 170.
Insabbattati, ii. 506.
Inscription, Spanish, relating to the Neronian persecution, i. 61.
Institution of a Christian Man, i. 175.
Interdict laid on Rome, ii. 504 ; the English, 545 ; Venetian, iv. 90.
Interior, the, iii. 169 ; the Leipzig, iii. 350.
Intolerance, rise of, i. 358.
Investiture, ii. 344. 353. 446.
Invocation of saints, rise of, i. 459 ; saintly, origin of, ii. 294 ; among the Anglo-Saxons, 403.
Iona monks, Roman conformity of, ii. 463.
Ireland, conversion of, i. 422 ; ancient literary eminence of, ii. 159 ; ancient state of, iii. 515 ; re-establishment of episcopacy in, iv. 296 ; church of, income of, 494.
Irenaeus, mission of, to Gaul, i. 125 ; works of, 152 ; history of, 154. 163 ; bishop of Lyons, interferes to stay the intemperance of pope Victor, 176 ; of Tyre, 449.
Irenaeus, ii. 168. 167.
Irish, types introduced, iii. 527 ; N. T. published, and liturgy, d. ; bishops, conformity of, 523 ; confiscations, iv. 445.
Isaac, a converted Jew, author of a tract on the Trinity, i. 448 ; of Nineve, ii. 29 ; of Langres, 217 ; of Armenia, 463.
Isbrantki, iv. 153.
Islegerdes, i. 426.
Isichius, ii. 86. 94.
Isidore Gazaens, i. 308 ; of Cordova, 455 ; of Pelusium, the scriptural commentator, 461 ; of Badajoz, ii. 153.
Isidorus Polusiota, i. 444 ; of Seville, ii. 35. 41 ; Ruthensis, iii. 38 ; Clarissi, 207.
Italian version, the, i. 127. 349.
Italy, loss of, by the Greek empire, ii. 164.
Ivo of Chartres, iii. 366.

J.

Jacobellus de Misa, iii. 22.
Jacobsia, ii. 560.
Jacobian monks, ii. 554.
Jacobites, the, i. 97.
Jacobites, ii. 363. 310.
Jacobus de Veriasco, ii. 366.
Jacobus Barachus, or Zazalus, ii. 56.
Jagello, ii. 615.
Jamblichus, i. 302.
James I. assumes the government of Scotland, iii. 454 ; falls into the hands of favourites, 480 ; detained at Ruthven, 491 ; escapes from the conspirators, 483 ; denounces the Act of Annexion, 492 ; marries, 495 ; eulogises the church of Scotland, 496 ; weakness of his government, 498 ; makes qualified concessions to presbyterianism, 499 ; lenient to the Romish party, 501 ; alarmed by a tumult at Edinburgh, ib. ; his literary works, 508 ; receives and condemns the Racovian
INDEX.

Jubilee, institution of, ii. 553; the, instituted, 608; the, altered, 703.
Julia Mammea, i. 203.
Julian, the apostate, opinion of, as to the gods, i. 15; favours the Donatists, 380; his apostasy, 293; history, 294; the Pelagian, 455; of Halicarnassus, ii. 28; count, 126.
Juliana, ii. 607.
Julianus Cesarinus, iii. 48.
——— Pomerius, i. 457. 466.
——— of Toledo, ii. 84. 90. 94.
Julius, Africanus, i. 223. 225; Firmicus, 343; pope, assembles the council of Sardica, 316; his epistles, 343; ii. iii. 94; 111. 271; duke of Brunswick, 366.
Jumpers, the, ii. 712.
Junius, ii. 33. 41.
Jurieu, Peter, iv. 235. 236.
Justin, martyr, apology by, i. 135. 152; martyrdom of, 136; history of, 151.
Justinian I. literary remains of, ii. 37. 45.
———, native to convert the Jews, ii. 6; recovers Italy, 11.
Justinian's creed, ii. 46.
Justinianus, Benedict, iii. 287.
Justus of Urgel, ii. 33.
Juvenal, account of, i. 341.

K.
Keith, George, iv. 337. 340.
Kempis, Thomas a, iii. 46.
Kent, conversion of, ii. 69.
Kenigsen, ii. 6.
Kepler, iv. 43.
Kerney, John, iii. 527.
Kilian, St. 264.
Kilkenny, statute of, iii. 516; Remish synod of, iv. 291.
Kiilwarby, Abp. Robert, ii. 595.
Kingly title, first conferred by the popes, ii. 455.
King's college, New York, iv. 457.
Kirakidly, iii. 463.
Kitchen, Bp. iii. 190.
Klein, iii. 402.
Knade, iv. 492.
Knighton, Henry, ii. 696.
Knights' sword-beavers, iv. 429.
Knorr, iv. 48.
Knox, particulars of, iii. 210; lands for the last time in Scotland, 220; presents the First Book of Discipline, 231; disappointed by the selfish conduct of the nobility, 293; pensioned, 238; his qualities, 242; his use of a liturgy, 243; founder of the Scottish church, 368; sent abroad on the surrender of St. Andrew's, 390; returns, 391; attacked with apoplexy, 458; approves of the Leith agreement, 80; refuses to inaugurate Douglas, 469; particulars of his last appearances and death, 462; Morton's character of him, 464; marriages, 465.

Knutzen, iv. 36.
Kodde, van der, iv. 376.
Korn, the, ii. 74.
Kortholt, iv. 180.
Kuhlman, iv. 48. 213.
Kurrath, Henry, iii. 335.

L.
Labadie, John, iv. 378.
Labours, i. 290.
Labbe, Philip, iv. 109. 113.
Laetantius, account of, i. 335. 350.
Laderechi, James de, iii. 279.
Laines, iii. 286. 279.
Lambecius, iv. 85.
Lambert of Arras, ii. 369.
——— of Schafnberg, ii. 368.
Lambeth Articles, the, iii. 442; admitted in Ireland, iv. 282.
Lami, iv. 113.
Lamoignon, iv. 404.
Lampeter College, iv. 503.
Lampetians, i. 413.
Lancelot, iv. 111.
Lanfranc, i. iii. 320. 365. 373.
Langres, council of, i. 240.
Langside, battle of, iii. 453.
Langton, Stephen, ii. 545. 553.
Lanonicus Chalcopedyas, iii. 40.
Lassaris, Theodore, ii. 583.
Lasco, John a, iii. 403.
Lateran, council of, ii. 106; third, 455; under Julius II. iii. 85. 86.
Latermann, iv. 191.
Latimer, martyrdom of, iii. 188. 190.
Latins, continued use of in the liturgy, ii. 399.
Latitudinarians, iii. 259.
La Trappe, iv. 192.
Latrès, ii. 160.
Laurier, iv. 114.
Laura, meaning of the term, ii. 45.
Laurentius, martyrdom of, i. 212; the anti-pope, ii. 20; of Novara, 37; successful experiment of, in Kent, 69; Justinians, iii. 45.
Long Parliament, the, iv. 238.
Longinus, i. 215.
Loquis, iii. 60.
Lord of Ireland, injurious effects of the title, iii. 514; abolished, 517; this recognised at Rome, 521.
Lothaire, ii. 189.
Louhere, iv. 12, 13.
Louisa, le Gras, iv. 105.
Louvigni, iv. 141.
Love, Alderman, iv. 301.
Love-feasts, abolition of, i. 472.
Low Church, iii. 263.
Loyola, iii. 267; canonised, iv. 146.
Lubienieitzky, iv. 372.
Lubin, iv. 179.
Lucan, or Lucian, i. 185.
Lucaris, iv. 149.
Lucas Chrysobodges, ii. 465.
Lucianus, ii. 593.
Lucianus, i. 41.
Lucian, presbyter of Antioch, i. 235, 244.
Lucifer of Cagliari, i. 363.
Luciferus, ii. 344, 364.
Lucius, king, application of, to Rome, i. 124; 21. pope, ii. 448, 475; 111. 456, 477.
Lucopetras, ii. 495.
Ludger, ii. 215.
Ludolf, Job, iv. 157.
Ludolphus Saxo, ii. 692.
Luitprand the historian, ii. 273.
Lupoldus Babenberghus, ii. 693.
Lupus of Troyes, i. 455.
Lusignan, Guy de, ii. 426.
Luther, early history, iii. 29; preaches against indulgences, 100; his reason, 101; not incited by envy, 102; attacked by polemics, 104; summoned to Rome, 105; confers with Cajetan, 106; appeals from the pope, 106; has interviews with Miltitz, 107; disputes with Eckius, 108; condemned by the pope, 113; burns the bull and the body of papal canons, 114; excommunicated; 115; founds a new church, 115; appears before the Diet at Worms, 116; proscribed, 116; conveyed to the castle of Wartburg, 117; returns to Wittemberg, 117; translates the Bible, 119; his opinion of the eucharist, 121; made clerical visitor for Saxony Proper, 130; James his catechisms, 131; attends the conference of Marburg, 132; invited to Denmark, 133; receives an overture from Bohemia, 141; at Coburg during the diet of Augsburg, 144; doubts the propriety of making the league of Siniscal, 150; draws up the Articles of Siniscal, 132; dies, 154.
Lutheranism, established, iii. 128; legally tolerated by the diet of Augsburg, in 1555, iii. 164.
Lutzen, battle of, iv. 68.
Lyddgate, iii. 48.
Lyons, persecution of, i. 136; poor men of, ii. 505; council of, 1245, 549; 1274, 590.
Lyranus, Nicolaus, iii. 688, 697.
Lyser, iv. 179.

M.

Mannes, i. 488.
Mabillon, iv. 109.
Macarii, the, i. 330.
Maccarius, devotional works of, i. 353; ii. 69, 192; iii. 30.
Macedonius, iii. 419.
Macedonius, i. 406.
Macianus, i. 211.
Macarius, iii. 343.
Madrucci, iii. 309.
Madruccius, iii. 309.
Madura, iv. 10.
Magici, allowable, i. 145.
Magni, Jacobus, ii. 696.
Mahomet, rise and particulars of, ii. 73; death, 76; Testament of, 101.
Maigrot, Charles, iv. 17.
Maillard, iii. 54.
Mainbourg, iv. 113.
Mainhard, ii. 419.
Mainwaring, iv. 264.
Majori, St. clerks of, iii. 277.
Major friars, ii. 560.
—, George, iii. 352.
—, William, ii. 595.
Majorinus, i. 576.
Malachias, ii. 690.
Malagrida, iv. 404.
Malala, John, ii. 98.
Malavalle, iv. 141.
Malechion, i. 234.
Malchius, i. 450.
Maldonate, iii. 291.
Malebranch, iv. 55.
Malnesbury, William, attacks Raban Mair, ii. 205.
Malta, knights of, ii. 429.
Mammas, iii. 39.
Mamun, Al, ii. 188.
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Man, nature of, according to the Gnostics, i. 71.
Mandagot, ii. 689.
Manes, i. 257.
Manichæanism, severe laws against, i. 375.
Manichæism, nature of, i. 258.
Mansfield, lord, iv. 442.
Martius, proclamation for council at, iii. 152.
Manuel Chrysooloras, ii. 639, 640.
——— Commenerus, ii. 490, 491.
——— of Constantinople, iii. 40.
Manumission, form of, used in baptism, i. 174.
Mantz, iii. 586.
Mapes, Walter, ii. 531.
Maphraeus, iii. 49.
Maphrian, i. 57; iii. 311.
Mar, earl of, dies, iii. 454.
Maravial, iv. 10.
Marcel, Peter, iv. 114.
Marcella, martyrdom of, i. 206.
Marcellinus, i. 475; ii. 38.
Marcellus of Ancyra, i. 392, 403.
———, Henry, iv. 77.
Marchia, James of, iii. 65.
Marcianists, i. 413.
Marcion, i. 184.
Marcosians, i. 193.
Marcupius, ii. 89.
Marcus, i. 447; ii. 90; friend of Athanasius, i. 333; of Ephesus, iii. 36.
Mardalites, ii. 109.
Mareschaleus, iii. 52.
Maresius, iv. 265.
Marete, des, iv. 265.
Margaret of Navarre, iii. 133.
Margiana, ii. 115.
Maria Theresa, iv. 402.
Mariamus Scotus, ii. 364.
Marinus Santutus, ii. 699.
Marinus, ii. 39.
———, Mercator, i. 403.
Mark of Ephesus, iii. 27.
——— of Memphis, i. 469.
Maro, Jo. ii. 109.
Maromites, ii. 109; iii. 322.
Marozia, ii. 279.
Marquetry, conference of, iii. 124, 132, 374.
Marriages, clerical, allowed in cent. 111. i. 229; obligatory among the Nestorians, 489; fourth, ii. 296; mixed, Prussian difficulties about, iv. 596.
Marsilius of Padaua, ii. 674, 675; ab Ingen, 695; Vicenius, iii. 11, 52.
Martene, iv. 110.
Martial, alleged apostleship of, ii. 386.
Martin, of Tours, i. 304; extravagant views of the priesthood, entertained by, 439; of Pannonia, ii. 39; of

laurus, 632; Magister, iii. 51; Pope, ii. 91, 106; IV. 501; V. iii. 24.
Martini, Raynald, ii. 533.
Martyr, Peter, iii. 170.
Martyria, i. 370.
Martyrs, different opinions as to the number of, i. 50.
Mary, the Virgin, worship of, in cent. 1 IV. i. 414; queen of England, first acts of, in Ireland, as sovereign, and supreme head of the church, iii. 821; applies for papal recognition of her royal title there, ib.; her authority for a persecution unexpectedly rendered useless, 522; of Guise, reign of Scotland, courts the Protestants, 206, 216; throws off the mask, 218; enters Perch, 221; fortifies Loith, 220; suspended from the regency, 224; death, 228; accession to the regency, 391; queen of Scots, assumes the English arms, 193; returns to Scotland, 236; obtains a toleration for herself, 239; marries Bothwell, 240; abjures, ib.; escapes from Locheaven, 453.
Massacre, Irish, iv. 291.
Massenius, iv. 76.
Masses, for the dead, rise of, i. 374; private, first traces of, ii. 170; in honour of saints, 245.
Massilius, i. 505, 507.
Massuet, i. 109.
Master of the Sentences, ii. 469.
Masters, academical, ii. 530.
Mathematical philosophy, iv. 63.
Matilda, the countess, ii. 339.
Matthew, Florilegus, or of Westminster, ii. 695.
Matthew's Bible, i. 174.
Matthieu, John, iv. 169.
Matthias, election of, i. 146.
Matttherius, ii. 555.
Maty, iv. 400.
Maur, St. French congregation of, iv. 100.
Maurice of Hesse, accession of, from the Lutherans, iv. 162.
———, prince of Orange, iv. 329, 329.
———, duke of Saxony, iii. 159, 162, 163.
Mauritus de Portu, iii. 55.
Maurus, St. ii. 25.
——— of Ravenna, ii. 84.
Maxentius, John, ii. 26.
Maximilian, death of, iii. 116.
Maximilla, i. 199, 200.
Maximin, persecution under, i. 200.
Maximus, author of a schism among the Donatists, i. 361; of Amauro-

bum, 448.
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Mislenta, iv. 192.
Missa's, variety of, iii. 50.
Missi, ii. 145.
Missions, priests of, iv. 104.
Mogdonus, i. 199.
Mogianus, Peter, iii. 305.
Molin, iv. 121, 123.
——, Lewis, iii. 299.
Molinists, iii. 299.
Molinos, Michael de, iv. 139.
Monachism, uncertain date of its introduction into Europe, i. 355; less severe than the Asiatic, 356; particular forms of, 357; all originally laymen, 358.
Monaldus, ii. 692. 700.
Monarchians, i. 196.

Monarchy, Sicilian, ii. 306.
Monasteries, ancient benefits of, ii. 25; plundered by the Normans, 166; originally not interfered with by the pope, 263; suppressed in the Spanish Peninsula, iv. 506.
Monastic garb assumed at the point of death, ii. 202.
Moneta, ii. 496.
Mons, early condition of, i. 441.
Monluc, bishop of Valence, iii. 536.
Monophysites, i. 496, 497; iii. 310.
319; prosperity of, ii. 55.
Monothelitism, ii. 103. 108.
Montagne, Michael le, iii. 260.
Montagu, Richard, iii. 242.
Montanism, i. 200.
Montanus, i. 199; of Toledo, ii. 38; Arias, iii. 281.
Monte Corvino, John de, ii. 514. 632.
Montenes, i. 377.
Montesino, ii. 702.
Monthecon, iv. 110.
Montgomery, Robert, appointed to Glasgow, iii. 479.
Montpellier, ii. 436.
Montrose, assembly of, iii. 511.
Moore, Abp. iv. 460.
Moors, establishment of in Spain, ii. 127.
Moravia converted, ii. 180, 181.
Moravianism, iii. 404.
Moray, Henry, iii. 200.
——, Sir Thomas, iii. 179.
Morhia, iii. 277.
Morin, iv. 111.
Moriscos, feigned conversion of, iii. 4; expulsion of, iv. 71.
Merton, earl of, succeeds to the regency, iii. 404; obtains a surrender of their lands from the clergy, 405; obtains the archbishopric of St. Andrew’s for Douglas, 460; speech at Knox’s funeral, 464; his able regency, 474.
Mosaical prejudices among Christians, i. 90.
Mosechamper, ii. 585.
Moses of Crete, i. 419; Barcepha, ii. 206. 288.
Mothe, de la, le Vayer, iv. 57.
Mother of God, i. 496.
Monzarable liturgy, ii. 387.
Muselius, ii. 689.
Mühlberg, battle of, iii. 190.
Mulhausen, battle of, iii. 126.
Müller, Henry, iv. 196.
Munster, Anabaptist outrages at, iii. 153. 550.
Münzer, iii. 125, 126. 555.
Murray the regent’s assassination, iii. 453.
Musca's, iv. 179. 191.
Musam, i. 159.
Musculus, ii. 303.
Mutianus Scholasticus, ii. 38.
Myle, Walter, iii. 268.
Mysteries, Pagan, i. 19; the term adopted by Christians, 173; scriptural, 461.
Mystic theology, origin of, i. 238; alleged origin, 247.
Mystics, i. 463; origin of, 147; ii. 326; services of, in cent. XVI. iii. 96; Romish, 289.

N.

Nag’s-head tavern, iii. 197.
Name, papal change of, ii. 289.
Nangis, William of, ii. 532. 689.
Nantes, edict of, iii. 387. 389; revoked, iv. 289.
Naples, John of, ii. 69; anti-Romish commotions in, iii. 170.
Narcissus, i. 233. 239.
Narnius, iv. 3.
Narses, ii. 11.
Nassau, William of, iii. 168.
Natalis, Alexander, iv. 112.
——, Peter, iii. 51.
Natrussians, i. 195.
Nauge, i. 55.
Naueraus, ii. 266.
Naylor, James, iv. 335.
Nazarenes, i. 118. 181.
Neal’s history, character of, iii. 426.

Necessary Doctrine, iii. 175.
Neckam, Alexander, ii. 382.
Neckar, iv. 413.
Neckromancy, i. 145.
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Nectarius, i. 318; of Constantinople, 334.
Necrescel, iv. 132.
Negative confession, the, iii. 478.
Nemesius of Emesa, i. 334.
Nemnus, ii. 91.
Neophyts, ii. 434.
Nepos, a writer for the Millennium, i. 240.
Neron, Philip, iii. 278.
Nero said to have been originally favourable to Christianity, 51; persecution of, 60.
Nessel, iv. 65.
Nestor, ii. 435.
Nestorian missions, iii. 304.
Nestorians, iii. 310, 314; establishment of, ii. 54; intercourse of, with Rome, iii. 263; iv. 159; principles of, i. 456, 459; state of, 466.
Nestorianus, i. 440.
Nestorius, particulars and opinions of, i. 447, 479, 482, 484, 485.
Netherlands, Protestant movements in, iii. 142, 169.
Netter, Thomas, iii. 46.
Neubrigensis, William, ii. 478.
New England, settlement of, iv. 30; missions in, 81.
New Testament, canon of, established early, i. 64; apocryphal, ib.; ancient versions of, 127.
New theologians, ii. 485.
Newbury, conference of, iv. 74, 75.
Newton, Isaac, iv. 43, 54, 56.
Nicetas, i. 462.
Nice, first council of, summoned by Constantine, i. 311, 388.
Nieiphorus, ii. 209; Chartophylax, 209; Logotheta, 202; Bryennius, 434; Blemmida, 537, 583; Gregoras, 636; Callistus, 638.
Niæsas, David, ii. 206; Pectoratus, 362; Serro, 363; Seldus, 465; Byzantinus, ib.; Choniates, 596; Acominatus, 593, 604; Maronita, 585.
Nicetius, i. 38.
Nicholas, Henry, iii. 581.
Nicomedia the Ethiopian, iii. 59.
Nicola, Henry, iii. 580.
Nicolaian, i. 115.
Nicolaus, pope, ii. 217; excommunicated by Phocas, 243; ii. 359, 367; i. 111, 551; iv. 592, 595; V. 653; iii. 28; Mystics, ii. 207; Grammaticus, 363; of Clairvaux, 476; de Gorham, 696; Auximanas, Piacenza, iii. 48; Simonis, 56; de Nyse, ib.
Nicolae, iv. 111, 117, 126.
——, Peter, iv. 82.
Nicon, ii. 287.
Nieder, John, ii. 701.
Niem, de Theodoric, iii. 46.
Nilus, i. 445; ii. 664; Daxopatrius, ii. 362; account of ecclesiastical divisions by, in cent. XI. i. 314.
Ninian, ii. 6.
Nisibis, school of, i. 488.
Nithardus, ii. 214.
Nitrusius, iv. 81.
Noailles, Abp. iv. 390.
Nothili, Robert de, iv. 9, 10.
Nöetius, i. 265.
Nogaret, ii. 643.
Noll, Henry, iv. 48.
Nominalists, iii. 324, 442; and Realists, revived contests of, 643; doctrine of, prohibited, i. 13.
Nonjurors, iv. 261.
Nomeus, ii. 29.
Nomnus, i. 447.
Norbert, ii. 461.
Noria, Henry, iv. 113.
Normandy, conversion of, ii. 259.
Normans, progress of, ii. 193.
Norway converted, ii. 263.
Notaries, ii. 254.
Nothingus, ii. 236.
Northumbria, conversion of, ii. 69.
Notker, ii. 273.
Notkerus Balbulus, ii. 295.
Nova Scotia, bishopric of, iv. 500.
Novatian, i. 233, 270.
Novatians, the, i. 270.
Novatus, i. 271.
Nuremberg, truce of, iii. 151; ratification of the peace of Westphalia at, iv. 69.
Nurture of Infants, iii. 516.

O.

Oath, exacted from Romish members of parliament, iv. 489.
Obations in primitive times, i. 103.
Observants, ii. 569, 679.
Oceam, or Ocham, William, ii. 675; condemned by the university of Paris, 643.
Occasional conformity, iv. 417.
Ochino, or Ochin, Bernardine, first general of the Capuchins, iii. 170, 251, 275, 342, 592.
O'Connell, Mr. Daniel, iv. 492.
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Oda, ii. 296.
Odilo of Cluny, ii. 290, 298.
Odo of Cambrai, ii. 322, 325, 472.
— of Cluny, ii. 296, 286, 289.
Odysseus, i. 418.
Economicus, i. 164.
Eunomius of Tricca, ii. 287.
Emilius, Jerome, iii. 277.
Ennea Syrius, iii. 29, 50.
Gtf, ii. 465.
Gula, the lessee, ii. 299.
Gogelthorpe, Bp. iii. 194.
Golus, ii. 264.
Oberit, ii. 290.
Odenbarnevels, iv. 317, 319.
Olearius, iv. 176.
Oliva, Peter John, ii. 571, 666.
Olympia, iv. 60.
Olympiodorus, i. 308, 427, 431; ii. 281, 287.
O'Morgair, Malachy, iii. 514.
Omphale, i. 706.
Ommatopsis, i. 385, 388, 389.
O'Neil, John, or Shane, iii. 531; Hugh, 544; Protestant compliance of, 546; submission of, 39.
Ophites, i. 195.
Optatus of Milevi, i. 339.
Optatus, i. 294.
Oracles, Pagan, Mosheim's varying opinions upon, i. 21.
Oral law, account of, i. 32.
Orange, William, prince of, tolerant views of, iii. 575.
Oratory, Fathers of, iii. 270; of the holy Jesus, iv. 103.
Ordeal, ii. 240.
Orderic Vitalis, ii. 474.
Orders, minor, introduction of, i. 231.
Ordinal, the English, prepared, iii. 183.
Oresimus, ii. 694.
Oriental church, division of, iii. 502.
— languages taught under authority of Clement V, ii. 639.
Orientius, ii. 37.
— or Orontius, i. 463.
Origen, history of, i. 223; becomes a new Platonist, 147; amalgamates Platonism with Christianity, 217, 236; his enumeration of fundamentals, 237; a disseminator of the Scriptures, 206; converts an Arabian tribe, 35; writes upon martyrdom, 244; contests about him, 250; confutes Beryllus, 268; the first known regular preacher, 252; claimed by the Arians, 366; admired by the monks, 367; defended by Eusebius, 35; his opinion of the Trinity, 363; thought a favourite of Pelagianism, 502; condemned in the fifth general council, ii. 44, 47; his errors, 45.
Origenists, i. 368.
Orkneys converted, ii. 264.
Orkney, persecution at, ii. 399.
Ormond, earl of, iii. 534, 540, 542.
Ortosius, i. 425; particulars and works of, 450.
Orthodoxy, feast of, ii. 230.
Osberm, ii. 413.
Osiander, iii. 356; iv. 130, 211.
Osterode, iii. 695.
Ostrorog, iii. 404.
Oswald, ii. 69, 407.
Oswy, absurd conclusion of, in favour of Rome, ii. 70.
Othmar, ii. 132.
Otho of Frisingen, ii. 475.
Otto of Bamberg, ii. 417.
— the Great, ii. 264.

P.

Pacca, iv. 473.
Pachomius, i. 333, 441.
Pachymeres, George, ii. 527.
Pacianus, i. 344, 351.
Pagan gods, real nature of, i. 15, 16; usages, origin of, among Christians, 172.
Paganism, originally the canonisation of Noah and his family, l. 17; extended to various other objects, 35; worship arising from, 18; civil, 22; military, 35; made penal, 293; temporarily revived at Rome, 419; incorporated with Christianity, 460; made capital, ii. 316.
Pajon, Claude, iv. 234, 235.
Palamas, Gregory, ii. 684.
Palatinate, religious changes in, iii. 385.
Palatino school, ii. 130.
Palatines, persecution of, iv. 221.
Paleologus, the emperor, John, ii. 701.
— James, iii. 609.
Pala, the English, iii. 514.
Palestine monks, contests among, respecting Origen, ii. 45.
Palladius, of Galatia, i. 330; the Irish missionary, 422; the author of the L condemnation 444.
Pallavicini, iv. 113.
Pallium, the (pall), iii. 269.
Palls, first appearance of, in Ireland, iii. 514.
Palmerius, iii. 50.
Paludanus, Peter, ii. 692.
Pamphilus, iii. 282.
Pamphilus, the martyr, i. 235; the
collector of a valuable theological library, ib. ; account of, 329.
Panagia, iii. 506.
Panegyricus, ii. 438.
Pandulf, ii. 545.
Papenfusius, iii. 10. 89.
Panæus, i. 123 ; philosophical particulars of, 141 ; his works lost, 159, 161.
Pantheism, iv. 144.
Pantheists, iv. 40.
Papacy, early steps to exalt the, i. 436; foundation of, 509.
Paparo, John, iii. 514.
Paperoch, iv. 114.
Paphnutius, works of, i. 333. 394.
Papias, bishop of Hierapolis, i. 158. 162.
Papin, Isaac, iv. 236.
Papists excluded from parliament, iv. 301.
Paracelsists, iii. 335.
Paracelsus, iii. 251.
Paradiso, de, iii. 59.
Paraguay, iv. 29.
Parvulphus, St. ii. 125.
Paris, foundation of the church of, i. 207; the school of, i. 436 ; the principal school of theology in cent. XII. 483 ; the first university, 529; council of, 290. 715; Matthew, 531; William of, 538. 690; John of, 591; convention of, for the Gallican liberties, iv. 96; Abbé de, 127. 135; supposed miracles at his tomb, 391.
Parker, Abp. early history, iii. 196; consecration, 197; his principles, 446.
Parma, John of, ii. 567. 569.
Parpagliai, iii. 201.
Parvus, bishops, ib. iii. 304.
Pasini, or Pasogi, ii. 510.
Pascal, iv. 111. 117. 126.
Pascual II. pope, ii. 215. 360. 444; III. 450.
Passion, instruments of, festival of, ii. 704.
Passive obedience, iv. 264.
Paternist, ii. 343. 392.
Paterius, ii. 90. 94.
Patmos, Luther's, iii. 116.
Paton, Bp. iii. 473.
Patriarchates, five, i. 435.
Patriarchs, i. 312. 314; origin of, 151; Romish theory of this, 76.
Patriarch, St. i. 429; life and works of, 456.
Patripassians, i. 196. 265. 267.
Patriotice, origin of the right of, i. 370.
Paul, St. apostleship of, i. 46; dates respecting, 49. 50; missionary in Gaul, 207; of Samosata, 234. 268; the Hermits, 292; of Ephesia, 440; Warnefrid, the Deacon, ii. 151; I. pope, 153; II. iii. 30; III. 271; IV. ib. ; intemperate conduct of, 193; V. iv. 60. 90. 122.
Pauil, George, iii. 593.
Paulinus, or Paulinistes, i. 269.
Paulicians, ii. 251; their doctrines, 255; persecuted, 100; their migrations, 300. 391.
Paulinuses, ii. 69; of Nola, i. 339. 451; Petricordius, 457; of Aquiliae, ii. 150.
Paulus Cuthagena, iii. 47.
Peace, Bp. iii. 49.
Peckham, Abp. John, ii. 589.
Peel, Sir Robert, iv. 485.
Peking, ii. 632.
Pelagianism, i. 499.
Pelagius, i. 498. 502; pope, ii. 18. 39; III. 29.
Peltarbus Oswaldus, iii. 55.
Penitential doctrine, primitive, i. 98.
Abp. Theodore's, ii. 96.
Penn, William, iv. 333.
Pentecost, Mosheim's apparent opinion as to the day of, i. 46.
Pepsiusians, i. 201.
Peral, William, i. 500.
Perafort, iv. 116.
Peregrino minsters, iii. 489.
Peregrino, i. 51.
Periers, des, iii. 250.
Peripatetics, iv. 46.
Perkins, William, iii. 430.
Perpetua, martyrdom of, i. 206.
Perron, Cardinal, iv. 114.
Perrot, Sir John, iii. 543. 547.
Persecutions, Ten, the, 55.
Persia, retreat of the philosophers into, ii. 15.
Persons, Robert, iii. 433; views of, as to Romish episcopey in England, iv. 277.
Perth, protestant worship introduced into, iii. 219; outrage in, 220; articles of, 251; assembly of, 458.
Peter, St. travels of, i. 49; a name assumed by the Maronite patriarch,
and Oriental, i. 23; division of, in
cent. XII. i. 440.
Philostorgius, i. 447.
Philostorus, i. 213.
Philothemis, ii. 694. 695.
Philoxenus, ii. 41.
Phocas, ii. 31. 82.
Phoebadius, iii. 344.
Phocas, i. 409.
Phoebus, i. 187. 204. 223; excommunicated by the popes, 243; imprudent, 244.
Phranza, iii. 30.
Phrygians, a name for the Montanists, i. 261.
Phylarchaeus, iii. 58.
Phylacides, ii. 497.
Phystes, iv. 105.
Picares, iii. 70.
Picolomineus, Jac. iii. 51.
Pietet, Benedict, iv. 229.
Picts and Scots, conversion of, ii. 5; Romish conformity of, 403.
Pieus, John Francis, iii. 11. 53.
Pierius, presbyter of Alexandria, i. 235.
Pietistic controversy, iv. 182. 184. 185.
Pietists, origin of the name, iv. 190; persecuted, 199.
Pighi, iii. 261.
Pilate, alleged privy of, to Christ’s resurrection, and transmission of the fact by, to the emperor, 51.
Pilgrimages, beginning of, i. 347. 459; female, evils of, ii. 155.
Pilchdorf, i. 49.
Pillar-Saints, i. 406.
Pin, L. Ellis du, iv. 115.
Pinseovians, iii. 594.
Pipin, ii. 136. 138.
Pirkheimer, iii. 91.
Pirmin, i. 121.
Piscator, iv. 290.
Pisidians, or Possidionus of Calama, i. 455.
Pistorius, John, iii. 330.
Pitt, William, iv. 440. 444; encouragement given by, to the Roman claims, iv. 478.
Pius II. iii. 29. 50; writes to Mahomet II. 7; iv. 201. 271; V. 272; VI. undertakes a journey to Vienna, iv. 460; death, 417; VII. 493. 479. 472. 473. 474.
Place, Joshua de la, iv. 233.
Placentia, council of, ii. 308.
Placetto, John la, iv. 235.
Placitus, ii. 26.
Platina, Bartholomew, iii. 51.
Plato, doctrines of, i. 25; popularity of, among Christians, 142.
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Platonic philosophy revived, iv. 52.  
Platonics, popularity of, among Christians, i. 107; the new, 140. 142.  
Platonism, essential doctrines of, i. 217; new evils of, 147. 167.  
Platoniasts, persecution of, i. 309.  
Pleroma, 70.  
Pilgrims’ principle, iii. 21.  
Pilgrims, i. 216.  
Polyarchies, iii. 470; restraint upon, iv. 497.  
Plutarch, i. 139. 431.  
Pneumatomachia, i. 407.  
Poisonings, iii. 573.  
Poggius, iii. 11. 47.  
Poiret, Peter, iv. 380.  
Poissy, conference of, iii. 388.  
Poland, converted, ii. 260; protestant movements in, iii. 142; persecution of the protestants in, iv. 70; partition of, 462.  
Pole, Cardinal, iii. 187. 281.  
Polish protestanism, iii. 492.  
Politian, iii. 250.  
Pöllnitz, iv. 397.  
Polliae, John de, ii. 661.  
Polycarp, martyrdom, and epistle of, i. 89. 136; confers about Easter with Anecdus, 177.  
Polychronius, i. 447.  
Polybarates, resistance, Asiatic, by means of, to pope Victor, i. 177. 232.  
Pomponianus converted, ii. 417.  
Pomponatius, iii. 12. 249.  
Ponzilus, ii. 576.  
Pontianus, iii. 54.  
Poustius, deacon of Carthage, i. 233.  
Popa, monk of electing the, iii. 526.  
Popery on the British throne a disqualification, iv. 307. 312. 313.  
Popes, appointment of, ratified by the emperors, ii. 193; ancient election of, 331; change of name when begun by, 721.  
Poppo, ii. 262.  
Porchetius Salvatiennis, ii. 690.  
Pordage, John, iv. 361.  
Porphyry, i. 212. 216.  
Porsetanus, accused of blasphemy, ii. 488.  
Porretta, Margaret, ii. 708.  
Port Royal, iv. 102.  
Porcius, Bp. iv. 430.  
Portuguese, disputes with the papal court, iv. 91; America conquered by the Dutch, and recovered, 33.  
Positive theology, ii. 42; theologians, 484.  
Possesvin, iv. 112; Russian mission of, iii. 320.  
Possin, iv. 109.  
Potamiena, martyrdom of, i. 208.  
Potamone, alleged founder of the eclec- tic sect, i. 28.  
Potinius, mission of, to Gaul, i. 125. 154.  
Potho, ii. 476.  
Potter, Abp. iv. 398.  
Powder plot, iv. 72.  
Pragmatic sanction, iii. 29; abolition of, 87.  
Praxes, i. 196.  
Prayer, forms of, used in the third century, i. 255.  
Preaching, rarity of, in England, reasons for, iii. 470; friars, ii. 559.  
Predestination of the three great sees, i. 219.  
Proceri, &c., i. 166.  
Preservius, iii. 436.  
Predestinarian controversy, ii. 236; iii. 377.  
Predestinarians, i. 503.  
Predestination, belief in, not required before the synod of Dort, iii. 407.  
Premontré, order of, ii. 461.  
Presbyter, John, ii. 116.  
Presbyterian policy, iii. 414.  
Presbyterians, account of, iii. 251.  
Presbyteries, iii. 392.  
Presbyteries, first Scottish, iii. 469.  
Presence, sacramental, Lutheran and Zuinglian doctrines of, iii. 365. 373.  
Prenervative against Popery, iv. 303.  
Prescription, religious rise of an implicit deference for, i. 464; Tertullian’s arguments from, 245.  
Presbyter John, ii. 258. 422.  
Pretexter, the old, birth of, iv. 306; the young, death of, 445.  
Priestric, i. 104.  
Priesthood, Christian, assimilated with the Jewish, i. 151.  
Priestley, Dr. iv. 434.  
Primanius, ii. 34. 42.  
Primings, the three English, iii. 175.  
Printing, invention of, iii. 9.  
Priscilla, ii. 199. 290.  
Priscillian, i. 409.  
Priscillianists, the, i. 410.  
Priscus Fastidius, i. 455.  
Prima Montis Sec. Jesu, iii. 269.  
Proofs, i. 344.  
Probablistism, iii. 294.  
Proclus, i. 432. 448; ii. 10.
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Procopius, ii. 8; of Gaza, 26; Rasa, iii. 59.

Proctorius, iv. 76. 311.

Professor, Jesuit, ii. 266.

Propaganda Fide, de, congregation of, instituted, iv. 3; nature and resources of, 4.

Propagating the faith, seminary of, iv. 4.

Propagation of the Gospel, society for the, instituted, iv. 25. 33.

Prophecings, iii. 447.

Prophets, order of, i. 79; pretended Lutheran, iv. 214.

Propositions, the four French, against the papal court, iv. 97.

Prosper, carries on the controversy begun by Augustine, i. 506; the chronicler, 452.

Protests, the, iii. 131.

Protestants, origin of the name, iii. 131; Irish, number of, iv. 494.

Provisions, ii. 540. 651.

Prudens of Troyes, ii. 216.

Prudencius, account of, i. 342.

Prusia, forced conversion of, ii. 521.

Prussians, iv. 364.

Psalms, David's, introduced into public worship, i. 571.

Psathyrians, i. 409.

Ptolemais, capture of, ii. 520.

Ptolomaites, i. 193.

Ptolemy of Lucca, ii. 639.

Publicani, ii. 392; Albi, 392.

Puffendorf, Samuel, iv. 173.

Pullen, or Pullus, Robert, ii. 475.

Purgatory, Platonie origin of a belief in, i. 161; largely indebted to Origen, 237; prevalence of a belief in, 460; Anglo-Saxon views of, ii. 409; symbolically affirmed at Florence, iii. 27.

Purification, feast of, ii. 51.

Puritan, rise of the name, iii. 436; principles of the party, 394, 395, 396, 397; intolerant, 399. 448; doctrinal, 425.

Pythagoras compared with Christ, i. 213.

Pythagoreans, popularity of, among Christians, i. 197.

Q.

Quadratus, bishop of Athens, i. 158.

Quadrivium, i. 430; ii. 37. 131.

Quakers, origin of, iv. 332; publications about them, 534; marked for suppression by Cromwell, 336; protected by James I. 338; tolerated by William III. i.; colonize Pennsylvania, 339; controversies among, 340; apparently a revival of the old mystics, 341; reason for doubting this, 343; their real doctrines, 345, 346. 550; discipline, 356.

Quarrel, to, iv. 301.

Quedlinburg, convention of, iii. 366.

Quenouil, iv. 120. 126; New Testament of, 369.

Quisins, iv. 139.

Quinquecentians, iv. 330.

R.


Rabelais, iii. 250.

Racovia (Racow) iii. 595; catechism of, 601. 606.

Radbert, Paschasius, account of, ii. 211.

Radbod, ii. 117.

Radim, iii. 96.

Radulphus, Niger, ii. 476; de Dicto, 478; de Rivo, 695.

Ramil, iii. 334.

Ramus, Peter, iii. 334.

Rance, de, iv. 102. 135.

Ranier, ii. 612.

Ranien, John, iii. 51.

Ranzovius, iv. 84.

Raskolnikis, iv. 153.

Ratherius, ii. 273. 288. 302.

Rathmann, Herman, iv. 209.

Ratheb, disputation of, iv. 74. 75.

Rattram, ii. 192. 211. 234. 238. 241. 242. 245. 413; the cause of Cranmer's abandonment of transubstantiation, i. 106.

Raymund, de Agles, ii. 369; Jordan, 695; Lully, 644; Martini, 599. 604; de Penafort, 537. 593. 604; Sabunde, iii. 48; of Toulouse, ii. 612. 618.

Raynald, Oderic, iii. 279.

Raynald, iv. 113.

Rayner, ii. 699.

Realists, ii. 324. 442.

Rebellion, Irish, iv. 449.

Recanfrid, ii. 184.

Recognitions of Clement, i. 246.

Recollets, iii. 275.

Reconuist, iii. 426.

Red hat granted to cardinals, ii. 723.
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Reformation by the sword, ii. 628.
Reformed monks, iv. 89.
Régale, iv. 99. 97.
Regino, ii. 214.
Regner Lodbrock, ii. 178.
Regular Clerks, iii. 276.
Reinerus Reinæcucius, iii. 332.
— Sachonus, ii. 594.
Relics, passion for, ii. 229; importation of, 314.
Remigius, l. 457; ii. 214; missions of, ii. 4; of Auxerre, 298.
Remonstrants, iv. 316.
Reprobation, use of a belief in, i. 503.
Reservations, ii. 540. 631.
Reserved cases, ii. 590.
Restitution edict, iv. 67. 68.
Reuchlin, iii. 10. 54. 90.
Reynhard, Martin, iii. 135.
Rheinsburg, iv. 576.
Rheticus, i. 345.
Rhodes, Alexander of, iv. 11.
Rhodon, i. 139.
Ribotus, ii. 694.
Ricei, Laurence, iv. 407; Scipio, 410; Matthew, iii. 247; iv. 17.
Riech, Abp. Edmund, ii. 693.
Richard, Cœur de Lion, ii. 314. 427; earl of Cornwall, 518; of Hexham, 477; of St. Victor, 469.
Richeleu, exertions of, to overcome protestant scruples, iv. 76. 81. 82; particulars of, 114.
Richer, Edmund, iii. 286.
Ridley, Bp. preaches against images and lustral water, iii. 181; martyred, 188. 190.
Rigordus, ii. 531.
Rigorist, iv. 133.
Riots, the, of 1760, iv. 443.
Ripon, bishoprick founded, ii. 414.
Rites, nature of, i. 4; derived from Paganism, ii. 60.
Ritual, Jewish, partly borrowed from the Gentiles, i. 57; extensively adopted by Christians, 172.
Riverius, ii. 333.
Riviers, the two, iii. 340.
Rizzio's murder, iii. 240.
Robert, king of France, ii. 392; de Monte, 552; duke of Normandy, 310. 313; of Paris, 325; Retensis, 473; of Rheims, 471; of St. Marinno, 532.
Robinson, John, iii. 245. 248.
Rochelle, capture of, iv. 219.
Rochester, see of, founded, ii. 414.

Rochester, John Wilmot, earl of, iv. 35.
Roderic, ii. 127; the martyr, 184; Christopher, iii. 262.
Rodulphe of St. Traudo, ii. 473.
Rodulphus Ardens, ii. 471.
Roel, iv. 270. 271.
Regation days, institution of, i. 471.
Rollo, ii. 259.
Roman government, nature of, i. 14; advantages of, i. 6; causes of the ancient pre-eminence of, 315.
Romanian, English toleration of, iv. 445; Irish, hardships inflicted upon, 446; relaxation of them, 448; Scottish toleration of, 450; British, particulars of, 468.
Romans, opinions of, as to the universal worshipping of their gods, i. 16.
Rome, municipal government of, ii. 541; capture of, in 1527, iii. 129; occupied by Buonaparte's troops, iv. 472.
Rommald, ii. 356.
Rosamond Juliana, iv. 265.
Rosary of St. Mary, ii. 299.
Rosate, Albericus de, ii. 693.
Rose, i. 325. 397.
Rose, Bp. iv. 311.
Rosellis, de, iii. 50.
Rosicrucians, iv. 46. 50.
Roskolskiva, iv. 133.
Rost, George, iv. 211.
Rossitha, ii. 290.
Rosy-cross, iv. 47.
Rota, iii. 259.
Rotterdam, synod of, iv. 236.
Rough, iii. 211.
Roussel, Gerard, iii. 139.
Roxas, Rohas, or Rorbas, iv. 76.
Royal Society, foundation of, iv. 43.
Rudolph of Hapsburg, ii. 351.
Rufinus of Aquileia, i. 340.
Rugen, converted, iv. 413.
Ruggieri, iv. 38.
Ruinart, iv. 109.
Rupert of Dyutz, iv. 468.
Rupitte, i. 377.
Ruricins, i. 457.
Russell, Lord John, iv. 483.
Russia converted, ii. 162; re-converted, 260; religious parties in, iv. 133.
Russians, patriarch of, iii. 309.
Russicus, ii. 36.
Epiphanes, i. 457.
Ruthven, Raid of, iii. 481; earl of, i. 484.
Ruysbrock, John, ii. c80. 700.
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S.
Sabas, i. 449.
Sabbatian controversy, the, iii. 443.
Sabbatii, ii. 505.
Sabath, Christian, i. 101; abolished in France, iv. 415.
Sabellianism, i. 296.
Sabellius, iii. 63.
Sabellius, i. 256; doctrine of, 229.
Sabians, iii. 316.
Sabinus of Heraelea, i. 447.
Sacerphori, i. 376.
Sacred page, doctors of, ii. 486.
Sacrificatorum, i. 210.
Saley, iv. 120. 136. 157.
Sadducees, principles of scriptural interpretation held by, i. 33.
Sadolet, iii. 361.
Sagarellus, ii. 629.
Saint-worship, authority for, in the system of Ammonius Saccas, i. 146.
Saints, importation of, ii. 314.
Saladin, ii. 426.
Salerno, the school of, ii. 320. 436.
Sales, Francis de, canonised, iv. 146.
Saliceti, iv. 407.
Salmon, the martyr, ii. 184.
Salomus, i. 456.
Saltzburg, Protestant emigration from, iv. 302.
Salvian, i. 426. 452; gloomy doctrines of, 406.
Samaritans, religious corruptions of, i. 36.
Samonas, ii. 363.
Samosita, partial conversion of, iii. 4.
Samuel, the Jew, ii. 363.
Sancroft, Abp. ii. 262; iv. 510.
Sanetes, Francis, iv. 57.
Sanctius, king of Aragon, ii. 388.
Sand, iv. 374.
Sanders, Nicholas, works and death of, iii. 205; lands in Ireland, 539; issues a letter to the Irish nobility, 541; uncertainty as to the mode of his death, 542.
Sandeus, iii. 54.
Sanhedrin, number of members in the, i. 43.
Sapor, II. Longus, i. 306.
Sarabitas, i. 358.
Sardica, alleged canons of, in favour of the popedom, i. 317.
Sarpé, Father Paul, justifies the Venetians, iv. 60; particulars of, 118.
Saturday, kept holy by some Christians, i. 102; occasional religious use of, 175.
Saturninus, i. 163.
Satzburgers, emigration of, iv. 179.
Saville, Sir. George, iv. 443.
Savonarola, iii. 43. 57.
Say conference, iv. 293.
Saurin, iv. 400.
Saxo Grammaticus, i. 477.
Saxons, forcible conversion of, ii. 124.
Saybrook platform, iii. 249.
Seacchi, iv. 113.
Scandinavia converted, ii. 178.
Scapular, ii. 565.
Scepticism, rise of, ii. 523.
Sceptics, modern, iv. 57.
Schade, iv. 135. 207.
Schaden, iii. 74.
Schall, John Adam, iv. 14.
Scharf, iv. 186.
Schellen, James, iii. 348.
Schertzer, iv. 179.
Schmidts, Conrad, iii. 73.
Schism, papal, ii. 657; tabular view of, iii. 615; act, iv. 417.
Scholarius, iii. 37.
Scholastic theology, origin of, i. 238; first compendium of, 243; first taught by the Irish, ii. 159.
Scholasties, Romish, iii. 280.
Sechoann, iii. 509.
Schermer, iv. 180.
Schonefeld, Henry, iii. 73.
Scipio, iv. 84.
School divinity, rise of, ii. 485.
Schools, early Christian, i. 96; public in England, V. 429.
Scharmann, iv. 378.
Schwenckfeld, iii. 344. 345.
Schwestriones, iii. 623.
Scot, John, ii. 191. 213. 238.
Scots, iii. 639.
Scotland, Protestant movements in, iii. 142; ecclesiastical movements of James I. in, after the English accession, 251; of Charles I. ib.; ecclesiastical polity of, 414; episcopal overthrown in, iv. 310.
Scottish reformation legally established, iii. 240; unfavourable circumstances of, 243.
Scripture, alleged double sense of, i. 162; various senses of, ii. 225; English translations of, iii. 175; authorised version of undertaken, iv. 260.
Seythian monks, opinion of, ii. 48.
Sebastian, king, iii. 530.
Seeker, Abp. iv. 457.
Secret doctrine, i. 97.
Secreta Monita, iii. 209.
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Seets, English, enumeration of, in the
Gaugraazel, iii. 255.
Seck, i. 193.
Sedanus, i. iv; ii. 215, 224.
Sé, Irish, suppressed, iv. 494 ;
among the Romanists, filled by the
Stuarts, 487.
Seclidius, iv. 216.
Seidenbecher, iv. 216.
Seldiuca, synods of, i. 489; patriarch
of, ii. 55.
Self-taxation relinquished by the Eng-
lish clergy, iv. 290.
Schecker, iii. 363.
Seltam Segued, iv. 86.
Semi-Arians, i. 400; Pelagians, 506; 
Universalists, iv. 229; Judaizers, 
216.
Sesimariae, the, iii. 430.
Senator, ii. 37.
Senden, agreement of, iii. 403.
Senebe, John, ii. 594.
Senteene, book of, ii. 484.
Sentanttsri, ii. 494.
Separation, puritanical, the, iii. 436.
Septuagint, legendary account of, 152;
extravagant veneration for, 162.
Sequent, iv. 113.
Sershun, i. 214. 333; bishop of An-
thed, 159; the Armenian patriarch,
ii. 253.
Serenus Granianus, interference of,
favourable to Christianity, i. 134; of
Marseille, ii. 102.
Sergius of Constantinople, ii. 88.
Sergiunm, Peter of, ii. 571.
Serrarius, iv. 112.
Servant of the servants of God, origin of
the papal sty, i. 16.
Servants of the ever-blessed Virgin, ii.
555.
Sercetts, iii. 585.
Sercle, divine, in the primitive church, i. 103.
Sethites, i. 194.
Seven-fold grace of the Spirit, ii. 242.
Seven liberal arts, the, i. 430.
Seventh day Baptists, iv. 369.
Seventy disciples, i. 43. 78.
Severianus, i. 447.
Severinus, iii. 335.
Severus, persecution under, i. 137 ;
the heretic, 166; of Minorca, 458 ;
the Monophysite, ii. 29.
Sextus, i. 159.
Sfondrati, Celestine, iv. 97, 113.
Shaftesbury, Anthony Ashley Cooper,
earl of, iv. 36.
Sharp, Abp. iv. 303; murder of, 512.
Shepherd, Thomas, iv. 30, 31.
Sherlock, Bp. iv. 495.
Shermun, ii. 132.
Shorter, sir John, iv. 396.
Shute's, ii. 77.
Siam, embassy of Lewis XIV. to, iv.
12; Romanism in, 13.
Sibthorp, iv. 264.
Sicilies, two kingdom of, instituted,
ii. 320.
Sicily gained by the Saracens, ii. 183.
305.
Sidonius Apollinaris, i. 453.
Sienicus, iii. 505.
Siffrid of Meissen, ii. 690.
Sigan, ii. 61.
Sigebert, Gemblacensis, ii. 471.
Siberi, ii. 411. 414.
Sigfrid, ii. 368.
Sigismund, the emperor, iii. 19.
Silvester, Syroculus, iii. 39.
Simon Bar, i. 112; of Crete, ii.
355; de Montfort, 619; Richard,
iv. 111.
Simony, ii. 285. 340.
Simpliciuns, ii. 10.
Sinfuulness charged upon the Common
Prayer, iv. 235.
Siretus, decretal epistles of, i. 345.
Sinkern, iv. 108.
Siscinutus, ii. 91.
Sis, iii. 313.
Sisinnia, ii. 268.
Sisters of charity, iv. 104.
Six articles, act of, iii. 156, 180.
Sixtus, Bp. of Rome, martyrdom of, i.
212; i. ii. 234; epistles of, 456; iv.
ii. 30, 31; v. 272, 273; of Siena,
281.
Slavonians forebly converted, ii. 420.
Smalcald, league of, iii. 149; war of,
156.
Smewick, iii. 539.
Smyth, John, iii. 578.
Socinianism, 591. 694.
Socinians, history of, in the 17th cent.
iv. 370; driven from Poland, 372.
461; tolerated in Transylvania, 401.
Socinus, Leucius, iii. 592. 592. 600;
Faustus, 562. 599.
Socrates, Scholasticus, i. 448.
Sodiana, ii. 116.
Sohlner, iv. 370.
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Solemnity of Constance, ii. 216.
Solus, John, ii. 694, 610.
Sancti, ii. 77.
Sancta, the electress, iv. 213, 214.
Sapienti, ii. 87 ; of Jerusalem, 104; the friend of Jerome, i. 534.
Sorbon, Robert de, ii. 529, 504.
Sorci, ii. 502.
Spain, Protestants in, iii. 140.
Spanheim, Frederic, iv. 265.
Spenser, iv. 180, 183, 193, 199.
Spenserian, iv. 198.
Sperber, iv. 40.
Spherical God of Mahomet, ii. 491.
Spilsbury, iv. 369.
Spina Alphonse, ii. 34.
Spinosa, ii. 30.
Spire, diet of, in 1526, iii. 129; in 1529, 131.
Spirituals, the, ii. 506, 571.
Spirituals, the, iii. 421.
Spondanus, iii. 279.
Spottiswood, admitted superintendent, iii. 233; Absp. iv. 512.
Sprenger, ii. 55.
St. Amour, William de, ii. 564.
St. John, Christians of, i. 31; feast of, ii. 52.
St. Thomas, Christians, i. 498.
Stancar, iii. 306.
States general, meeting of, iv. 413.
Stations, iii. 51.
Statale, Peter, iii. 503.
Statutes, late introduction of into churches, ii. 162.
Stedingers, ii. 610.
Stella, iii. 59.
Sternonius, iv. 65.
Stephen, bishop of Rome, i. 234; has a controversy with Cyprian, 219; rashness of, 249; II. ii. 137, 163; III. 153; V. 216, IX. 367; of Augsburg, 472; of the Hungarian saint, 28; of Liege, 290, 296; of Tournay, 478.
Stereo, ii. 689.
Sterno of St. Francis, 362, 655; festival of, 194.
Stock, Simon, ii. 655.
Stoics' views of the deity, i. 25.
Strasbourg, Thomas of, ii. 686.
Strigel, Victorin, iii. 354.
Strigolakis, iv. 184.
Stuart, Robert, bishop of Caithness, iii. 462.
Stubbs, Thomas, ii. 694.
Studites, i. 472.
Stukeley, iii. 537.
Stylianus, ii. 207.
Stylite, iii. 465.
Sutophius, ii. 181.
Subchal Jesus, ii. 115.
Subintroductions, multiverse, i. 292.
Subordinationists, i. 400.
Subscription, petition against, iv. 436; not generally exacted from Dissenters, 436; relief granted, from their liability to a call for it, 439.
Sudano, ii. 264.
Sueri conversion of, i. 420.
Suida, ii. 269.
Sulaco, ii. 263.
Sulpitius Severus, i. 342.
Sunday kept in the first century, i. 101; religious application of, 179; enjoined by Constantine, 372. 
Supraeuxes, i. 292.
Superintendents, appointed in Scotland, iii. 292.
Suppression of monastic orders in the 17th cent, iv. 99.
Supralapararism, iv. 257.
Supremacy, royal, conceded in England, iii. 155, 176; act of, 196; real import of, 411; passed in Ireland, 517, 527; submission to, of the chiefs, 518.
Surius, iii. 280.
Sussex, i. 468.
Sussex, conversion of, i. 72.
Sweden, reformation of, iii. 134.
Sylvester II. 275, 280; originates the idea of a crusade, ii. 266.
Symbolical books, the Lutheran, iii. 326.
Symeon Stylianos instrumental in the conversion of the Syrian mountaineers, i. 410, 426.
Symmachus, i. 232, 457; contest about the election of, ii. 29.
Syracuse, George, ii. 146.
Syracuse, iv. 190.
Syrach, i. 147.
Syrachism, iv. 184.
Syriac, ii. 264.
Syrigastic controversy, iii. 352.
Synestes, i. 208, 447.
Synod, holy legislative, iv. 156.
Syracusae, ii. 92.
Systematic theology taught among the Greeks, ii. 158.
Szegedin, ii. 409.
T.
Tabor, iii. 57.
Taborites, ii. 61.
Taboritic light, ii. 706.
Tachard, iv. 12.
Tajo, ii. 91. 95.
Tambacuc, John, ii. 095.
Tamerlane, ii. 634.
Tanistry, iii. 516. 531.
Tanquelin, ii. 502.
Tarasius, ii. 152. 168.
Tartars, conversion of, ii. 115.
Tartary, christian reverses in, ii. 432.
Tate, ii. 69.
Tatian, apology of, i. 136; works, 169. 161; opinions, 167.
Tauler, John, ii. 680. 700.
Taulerius, iii. 251.
Tausson, iii. 136.
Teling, William, iii. 420.
Templars, the, ii. 429; suppressed, 632, 712.
Temple of Reason, iv. 415.
Temples, christian doubts as to the existence of in primitive times, i. 103.
Terminists, ii. 12.
Terriarvi, ii. 577.
Tertullian, account of, i. 157, 163, 164; a Montanist, 200; an authority for crossing, 255.
Test Act, iv. 300; unsuccessful attempt for the repeal of, under William, 111. 307; contemplated repeal of, by Walpole, 417; allowed by him to continue, 419; farther movements to obtain its repeal, 440; repealed, 483.
Tetrapsil, Origen's, i. 240.
Tetrapalian Confession, iii. 146.
Tetzol, ii. 99. 101. 104.
Tentonic knights, ii. 430; iii. 4; military missions of, ii. 521.
Thalassius, ii. 98. 95.
Theandric, i. 103.
Theatins, iii. 276.
Theatrical pieces represented in churches, ii. 607.
Theopas, ii. 216.
Theomistius, i. 301; ii. 58.
Theodendrea, ii. 11.
Theodora, ii. 253.
Theodore I. Pope, ii. 91; Archbishop, 80. 92. 96. 401. 402; of Heraclea, i. 393; of Mopsuestia, 444; his Commentaries, 461; of Pharan, ii. 83; of Raisa, 88. 95.
Theodore, particulars and works of, i. 443; commentaries of, 461.
Theodoric, i. 418; calls a council to decide upon the case of Symmachus, ii. 19. 20; de Aepolia, 656; Engel-trussius, iii. 48; of St. Tiurd, ii. 471.
Theodorus, Abuara, ii. 205; Grappus, ib.; of Iconium, 30; Lecter, 29; Studies, 205. 226.
Theodosius, zealous for Christianity, i. 298; assembles the council of Constantinople, 318; debarred from Christian privileges by Ambrose, 336; legislates against the Arians, 399; the younger, penal laws of, against paganism, 416; of Ecdessa, ii. 172.
Theodotus, i. 197. 199; of Ancyrta, 446.
Theodulin, ii. 367.
Theodulphe, ii. 151.
Theognostus, i. 235. 243.
Theonas, i. 343.
Theopaschites, i. 494.
Theopanes, ii. 147. 206; of Byzantium, 30; Ceramens, 362; of Nice, 694.
Theophaithistri, iv. 415.
Theophilus, of Alexandria, i. 334, 367, 444; of Antioch, 166. 162; the emperor, ii. 229; the Maronite patriarch, 172.
Theophylact Simocatta, i. 88; of Bulgaria, 363; of Constantinople, 278.
Theoranius, ii. 465.
Theosophist, the German, iv. 212.
Theospist, iii. 253; iv. 47.
Therapeutae, iv. 34.
Theresa, St. iii. 276.
Thersyg, i. 145.
Thiers, Jo. Bap. iv. 115.
Thiriby, Bp. ii. 196.
Thirty years' war, iv. 68.
Thomas of Hercules, ii. 94.
——, St. alleged mission of, to China, ii. 62.
Thomasius, Christian, iv. 173. 177.
——, king Stephen, iii. 69.
Thomaeus, iv. 111.
Thomists, ii. 699.
Thorn, conference of, iv. 74, 75, 167. 188.
——, William, ii. 695.
Threafold manner of treating theology, ii. 42.
Thundering Legion, the, i. 129.
Thuringians, conversion of, ii. 6. 117.
Tibetans, battle of, ii. 426.
Tiberius, alleged proposal of, to enrol Christ among the gods, 50, 51.
Tillemont, iv. 111.
Tillotson, Abp. iii. 260. 262. 306, 309.
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Timothy, ii. 97; of Alexandria, 29; of Constantinople, 28; the Nestorian pontiff, 115.
Timothy, particulars of, 50.
Timur Beg, ii. 634.
Tisserand, ii. 509.
Tittelmann, iii. 287.
Titular dignities, assumption of titles from, by Romanists, made penal, iv. 490.
Tituli, i. 370.
Titus of Bestra, i. 333.
——, particulars of, 50.
Todisco, ill. 56.
Toland, iv. 36, 40.
Tolentine, peace of, iv. 416.
Tolerance, Act of, iii. 261; iv. 307; refused by the Presbyterians, iii. 254.
Torquinius, Romanism in, iv. 11.
Tensions, differences of, ii. 402.
Turgau, alliance of, iii. 128; articles of, 134; convention of, 361; book of, 362.
Torquemada, iii. 44.
Tostatus, iii. 41.
Toz, council of, ii. 240.
Tournon, iv. 365.
Tradition, Anglican view of, iii. 408.
Traditors, i. 286.
Trajan, evils to the Christians under, i. 133.
Transcription, monastic services in, ii. 13.
Transfiguration, feast of, iii. 67.
Transubstantiation, unknown in cent. VII, ii. 98; at variance with Drukmahr, 210; rejected by the Anglo-Saxons, 410; doubted in cent. XII. 492; various opinions upon, 292; synodically decreed at the Lateran, 597; Greek adherence to, iv. 152.
Transylvania, Protestantism in, iii. 405.
Trapези́itus, iii. 38.
Trappe, la, iv. 162.
Trent, council of, proposed by the pope, i. 157; negotiations in its favour by the emperor, iv.; first assemblies, 158; obtains the assent of the diet at Augsburg to it, 159; transferred to Bologna, 160; papal censure gained for reviving the council at Trent, 161; Protestant deputes set out for it, 162; decrees the use of Latin in public worship, 162; participation in it refused by Queen Elizabeth, 202; conclusion of its sessions, 203; Congregation for interpreting its decrees, 262; its obscurities, 283; interferes against Romish conformity in England, 428.
Tribonianus, ii. 6.
Trinity, alleged first mention of the word in the Fathers, i. 183.
—— college, Dublin, foundation of, iii. 547.
——, holy brethren of, ii. 555.
Triphylus of Ledris, i. 332.
Tritheism, charge of, ii. 241.
——, ii. 59.
Trithemius, iii. 10, 63.
Trivet, Nicholas, ii. 690.
Trivium, i. 430; ii. 37, 131.
Trophimus, the missionary, i. 207.
Truchess, count, iii. 330.
True Law of free Monarchies, iii. 508.
Trullo, concilium in, ii. 98, 111.
Truth distinguished into philosophical and theological, iii. 12.
Tryers, the, iii. 257.
Tryphon, i. 233.
Tudeschus, Nicolaus, iii. 48.
Tutelían, iii. 460.
Turstall, Cuthbert, preaches against the papacy, iii. 176; deprived, 183.
Turks, the first appearance of, ii. 126; converted to Mahometanism, 266.
Turriquins, ii. 622.
Turueremata, iii. 44.
Turrianus, iii. 281.
Tychicus, ii. 495.
Tycho Brahe, iv. 43.
Tychoonius, i. 345.
Tyndale, William, iii. 173.
Typus, ii. 106.
Tyrannicide, advocated and condemned, iii. 23.
Tythes, Christian, origin of, 151; English, commutation of, 497.

U.

Ubertinus, de Cassalis, ii. 690.
Ubiquity, iii. 366, 372.
Uckewallists, iv. 365.
Udal, death of, iii. 451.
Udalrich, canonisation of, ii. 294.
Uke Walles, iv. 305.
Uncillas, history of, i. 394; ambassador of the Goths, 399.
Ulic of Strasburg, ii. 605.
Ulrich of Augsburg, ii. 217, 221.
Unam Sanctam, ii. 647.
Uncatholick Popery, iv. 76.
Unction, extreme use of, in Primitive times, i. 105.
Understanding, men of, iii. 72.
Uniformity, act of, deprivations by under Charles II. ii. 297. 261; passed in Ireland, 629; iv. 297.

Unigenitus, Bull, iv. 94. 388. 390. 394.

Unitarians, ineffectual motion for the relief of, iv. 441.

V, Polish edicts against, iii. 593; differences among, 594.

United Brethren, iii. 404.

Greeks, iii. 320.

Unity of human souls, ii. 242.

Universal Bishop, title of, given to, the bishop of Constantinople, ii. 17.

Universalists, iv. 229.

Universals, ii. 274. 441.

Universities, rise of, ii. 436. 529; Roman, answers of, iv. 441.

Unleavened bread, ii. 377.

Unreformed monks, iv. 99.

Unmitted Greeks, iii. 320.

Ursinus, ii. 16.

Urban, i. ii. 306. 308. 311. 352. 353. 369; iii. 456. 477; IV. 550. 594; V. 656; VI. 657; VIII. iv. 59. 91. 125. 146.

Urgel, Felix of, ii. 168. 174. 175.

Urseinus, i. 310.

Ursinus, Zachariah, iii. 335.

Urspergensis, iii. 532.

Ursulines, iii. 278.

Ussher, James, admission of, to Trin. Coll. Dublin, iii. 547; accepts the Jesuit's challenge, 548; Predestinarian principles of, iv. 282.

Usuardus, ii. 217.

Utino, iii. 49.

Vatablus, iii. 281.

Veccus, ii. 584.

Vedas, the, 66.

Vendome, Matthew de, ii. 531.

Vehilial sins, what, iii. 294.

Venice, Protestant congregation at, iv. 91.

Verger de Hauranne, iv. 125.

Veri, Anthony, iv. 384.

Veronius, iv. 81; Veron.

Verschoor, iv. 274.

Vessels, eucharistic, costly, used in the third century, i. 292.

Vestry-cess, iv. 494.

Vesture-controversy, the, iii. 435.

Veto, the, iv. 449.

Viscin, i. 421.

Victor, Bp. of Rome, intertempertate conduct of, about Easter, i. 177; his works lost, 159; ii. ii. 329. 369; III. 352; IV. 450; of Antioch, i. 447; of Capua, ii. 58; Marius, or Victorinus, i. 466; of Tunis, ii. 39; Vetsina, i. 457.

Victorinus, i. 335. 243. 344. 456.

Vienna, persecution of, i. 136.

Vigilantius, i. 36.

Vigilantius, i. 468.

Vigilantius Tapensis, i. 454.

——— Pope, ii. 38. 47.

Vigils, abuse of, i. 373.

Viles, John Baptist, iv. 5.

Villanovus, iii. 545.

Vincent of Beauvais, ii. 532.

——— Loris, particulars and works of, i. 453.

——— de Paul, iv. 104.

Vincitius Ferrarius, iii. 45.

Vinesa, Gaflrid, ii. 476.

Vineyards, ii. 582.

Viret, iii. 301.

Virgin Mary, worship of, ii. 299.

Virgilis, ii. 122.

Virgins of love, iv. 104.

Visconti, iv. 115.

Visitation, Lutheran, of the Saxon states, in 1526, ii. 130.

Vitalian, Pope, ii. 92. 107. 401. 492.

Vitalis e Furno, ii. 600.

Vitellius, i. 343.

Vitriaco, James de, ii. 531.

Vitringa, iv. 270.

Vivaldus, iii. 55.

Vives, iii. 55.

Voet, Gilbert or Gisbert, iv. 223. 265. 266.

Voelians, iv. 224. 266.

Voldovius, iii. 603.

Volusian, persecution under, i. 211.
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Volusius, iv. 76.
Voragine, James de, ii. 533.
Vorvorganus, iii. 50.
Vorstius, iv. 326.
Vorizern, i. 429.
Vowel points, Hebrew, iv. 234.
Vulgate, the origin of, i. 349.
-----, decree at Trent, in favour of, iii. 286.

W.

Wake, Abp. iv. 421; opinion of, upon episcopacy, 398; his negotiation for an union with the French church, 399.
Walafrid Strabo, ii. 212. 224. 231. 247.
Waldeimar I. ii. 418.
Walden, Thomas of, iii. 46.
Waldenses, early notice of, ii. 84; in northern Germany, iii. 69; side with Calvin, 405; persecuted in cent. XVII. iv. 70. 221; protected by Cromwell, 290.
Waldo, Peter, ii. 505.
Walenburg, iv. 81.
Walleis, Thomas, ii. 692. 701.
Wallis, John, iv. 56.
Walpole, sir Robert, iv. 419; exaction of, upon papists and non-jurors, 441.
Walsh, Bp. iii. 527.
Walsingham, iii. 48.
Waltheir, iv. 179.
Walton, Brian, iv. 290.
Waneleber, iv. 158.
Warburton, unfair picture of Paganism by, i. 24.
Warham, Abp. remonstrates against the proposed marriage of Henry VIII. with Catharine of Aragon, iii. 184; conceals the supremacy, 185.
Warburg, castle of, Luther conveyed to, iii. 116.
Waterlanders, iv. 367.
Waterlandians, iii. 550. 566.
Watson, William, iii. 439.
Wayen, Van der, iv. 265.
Weigel, iii. 336; iv. 212.
Weissenburg, disposition at, iii. 602.
Weller, iii. 340; iv. 179. 186.
Wellington, duke of, iv. 405.
Welsh, baron of, iv. 24.
Welsh language, iii. 527.
Wendelbert, ii. 216.
Wermerus de Laer, iii. 52.
Wertheim translation, iv. 305.
Wesleys, the, iv. 423.
Wesselius, iii. 42.
Wesseux, conversion of, iv. 71.

West Indian episcopacy, iv. 501.
Westminster, see of, ii. 414.
Westphal, controversy on the presence, revived by, iii. 376.
Westphalia, peace of, iv. 68.
Wetstein, iv. 327.
Whichcot, John, iii. 260.
Whiston, iii. 577; iv. 401.
Whitby, conference of, ii. 70.
White, bishop of Winchester, iii. 199.
-----, brethren, iii. 71.
-----, Thomas, iv. 144.
Whitefield, iv. 399. 429.
Whitgift, Abp. attacks Cartwright, iii. 449; sanctions the Lambeth articles, 442; patronises Hooker, 443; his habits and character, 448; opinion of, upon polity, 416.
Wickes, Thomas, ii. 596.
Wickliffe, ii. 601; condemned at Constance, iii. 22.
Widencind, ii. 123.
Whigard, ii. 401.
Willford, ii. 72. 83. 403. 407.
Wilhelmmina, ii. 629.
Willelmus, ii. 308.
William III. iii. 73.
----- of Auxerre, ii. 470.
----- the Conqueror, iii. 319. 327.
----- his reply to Gregory VI. ii. 338.
----- of Malmesbury, ii. 413. 474.
----- of Rheims, ii. 469.
----- of St. Amour, ii. 590.
----- de Seligniaco, ii. 592.
----- of Tyre, ii. 477.
Williams, Roger, iv. 369.
Willibald, ii. 122. 153.
Willibrand of Oldenburg, ii. 592.
Willibrord, account of, ii. 65.
Winphelingius, iii. 54.
Wimifred, see Boniface.
Winnock, St. ii. 125.
Wishart, martyrdom of, iii. 390.
Witnesses of the Truth, ii. 370.
Wittenkind, ii. 273.
Wlodimir, ii. 290.
Wolfgang, William, iv. 83.
Wolfhardius, ii. 218.
Wolsey, cardinal, obtains a bull for the suppression of certain monasteries, iii. 177.
Wolstan, ii. 411.
Woodford, or Wilford, William of, ii. 696.
Worship, primitive Christian, i. 175.
-----, public, times for, in the third century, i. 25.
Worms, appearance of Luther at, iii. 116.
INDEX.

Worms, council of, ii. 447. conference of, iii. 156.
Wulfilaicus, i. 467.
Wulfisine, ii. 411.

X.
Xavier, Francis, iii. 247.
Xenias, i. 497.
Ximenes, Cardinal, iii. 56.
Ximenes, Francis, ii. 696.
Ximenius, Roderic, ii. 531.
Xiphilin, ii. 363.
Xun-Chi, iv. 14.

Y.
York, Frederick, duke of, iv. 481.

Z.
Zabarella, Francis, ii. 696.
Zaccagni, iv. 118.
Zacharias, Antony Mavis, iii. 277; of Chrysopolis, ii. 476; pope, 137; the rhetorician, i. 449; Scholasticus, ii. 29; the Syrian, 162.
Zachrius, i. 466.
Zamora, iii. 56.
Zanchius, Jerome, iii. 377.
Zani, conversion of, ii. 4.
Zealous, the, ii. 566.
Zeno of Verona, i. 344.
Zeno's Hematikon, i. 495.
Zeuser, Adam, iii. 623.
Zingha, Anna, iv. 27.
Zinzendorf, iv. 394.
Ziaka, iii. 57.
Zonaras, John, ii. 434. 464.
Zosimus, i. 429. 455; pope, wavers about Pelagianism, 602.
Zuingle, iii. 111; eucharistic doctrine of, 122. 147. 380. 383; attends the conference of Marburg, 132; satisfies Luther as to his general orthodoxy, 133; his opinion of the divine decrees, 378; death, 134. 374.
Zuinglian Confession, iii. 147.
Zwengibald, ii. 181.

THE END.
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